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PREFACE.

In December, 1863, I announced my mtention of Writing, at some future
day, Providence favoring, a commentary on Paul !I Letter to the disciples In
Rome
Since that announcement, many untoward events have conspired to
defeat my purpose
Among the chief of these has been the want of adequate
leisure
But, at last, I am thankful to say, I have been enabled to bnng the
work, such as It IS, to a close
I here present It to the public, with a single
regret, which IS, that It IS not more worthy of the great theme upon which
It has been wntten
In stud) Ing the Letter In question, I had been constantly Impressed with
the com iction that no commentary on It, with which I was acquainted, was
sufficiently
free from the influence of particular scholastic tenets to meet the
wants of those who desire to know the simple truth, as It IS In Christ, without
havrng It formulated In the schools, or modified by special theories of religIOn I greatly felt the need of a work, the sole aim of which should be, to
determine precisely what Paul means, regardless of what that meaning favors
or disfav ors
Such a work I could not command
I soon discov ered that
those who have wntten on the Letter are for the greater part, either intensely CalvInIStlC, on the one hand, or Intensely anti Calvirustic, on the other
Paul wrote to favor neither of these parties, hence, neither of these partres,
as such, can Interpret him,
Again
The extreme doctnne of justification
by faith onl y , h I~SO completely engrossed the mind of commentators, smce the sixteenth ce nturv,
that It seems never to have occurred to them, as even a possible fact, tint
Paul may not have been wntlng In their exclusiv e interest
The) h ive
regarded him as certainly of their order, and, as a consequence, have wnt
ten him up Into a partisan, only more parus in than themselves
The result
has been that In many places their works are a complete perversion of the
truth, and not an exhibiuon of It
From these wnters I could denve no
benefit, except where their chenshed doctnne was out of SIght.
The present work IS an effort to supply, so hr as the abrhty IS possessed,
the deficiency here complained of
I onlv wish I were able to feel that It IS
successful
I fear, however, the reader may find himself compelled to see
In me the same fault whu.h I have, With constant reluctance, seen In others
Still I am not WIthout have that this rna) not prove so
The sole aim, then, of the present Commentarv 1<; to .rsccrt-un the exact
sense of Paul, and to express It In terse, clear Lnghsh
How far this has
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been accomplished, I dare not venture to say.
Of what I have aimed to
do, I am a perfectly competent judge; of what I have actually done, I may
be a very poor one.
My Commentary proper, then, consists, in brief, in an effort so to amplify
the Apostle's meaning that the English reader can not fail to catch it. This
meaning, besides, where it has been thought necessary, I have attempted to
defend both by offering in its support such affirmative arguments as occurred to me, and by endeavoring to show the futility of such as have been
used to subvert it. In the latter work, it is true, I have not attempted much.
One charge I have felt solicitous not to be exposed to; namely, the charge
of passing shyly over the difficult passages, and of dwelling with plethoric
fulness on the easy ones.
The very opposite has been my aim. Accordingly, I have studied the former passages till I have not been able to realize
additional light from farther study.
I have then, but not sooner, set
down my conclusions.
Of their merits I do not speak.
Of the latter
passages I have said, I hope, enough, but I have certainly not intended to
dwell on them at length.
The reader will notice that I have never seemed to think whether my expositions were favoring Calvinism, Arminianism, or any other ism. And
this is strictly true. Indeed, I have been concerned solely with the sense of
Paul, and with neither the sense nor non-sense of others.
I have felt most anxious, and, I trust, not unsuccessfully, to avoid the
appearance of learned display, so common in works of this kind. Myambition has been, so far as practicable, to make a book for the common reader.
I have, therefore, refrained from unintelligible allusions, the use of foreign
words, and citations of unfamiliar authors j in fine, from everything which
could wear the appearance of mere display, without being, at the same time,
positively necessary.
In this respect, I trust, I have not been studious in
vain.
It remains to add only a few more items, before putting an end to this
preface. And, first, in regard to Lexicons to the New Testament, I feel it
a duty to say, that I have not always found them as trustworthy as I could
have wished.
They, like commentaries, are usually very perceptibly tinctured with the peculiar sentiments of their authors.
The same remark
applies to grammars.
Such works I have heen compelled to use with
caution.
In the next place, I have not been enabled, it may be hazardous to say,
to derive from the so called usus loquendi of the New Testament, and the
inductive method, the aid which others claim to have derived. Certainly I
have constantly kept both in view; but I have usually found that each passage has a meaning so peculiarly its own as not always to be very obviously
susceptible of elucidation by light derived from other passages.
Conse-quently, I have endeavored to ascertain the sense of each separate passage,
by whatever means seemed fullest of the promise of success, without slaving
it specially to anyone method. I could not feel safe in any other course.
Nor have I stopped to offer learned criticisms upon the Text, on all ee-
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casions, whether they were demanded or not. I have felt content, in many
places, to gIVe the sense in a plarn way and pass on.
Neither have I cumbered every clause and verse with references to numerous parallel passages. My reasons for this are two: I. Strrct parallelism in the New Testament, outside of the Four Gospels, is very rare. 2.
Such references are never consulted.
I have hence felt unwilhng to be at
pains to cite them.
In the matter of English moods and tenses, I have not endeavored to
conform them to Greek models. Only when the mood or tense was the fact,
or part of the fact, to be communicated, have I felt it necessary to be extremely careful. In all other instances I have used the hbcr ty 01 wnting
English, not Greek.

MOSES E. LARD.

LExINGTON, Ky.,

FURUARY

2, 187S.

INTRODUCTION.

Of Paul's ancestors
we know nothing,
except that he was of
the Tnbe of Benjamm.
the youngest
son of Jacob
On the road
between Bethel and Bethlehem,
and not far from the latter place.
that tribal ancestor was born
HIs mother, the beloved Rachel,
died In giVing him birth, but not till she had named 111m Benons,
60n of my sorrow, which Jacob subsequently
changed
to Benjamin
Thc Trrbe, though the least, save one, among those of Israel,
was not Without drvtrnctron
Saul, the first king of Israel, was a
Benjanumte
as w a-, al •..o Mordecai,
certainly one of the most honored and dl •..tlnglll~hed
dehverer s the nation ev er had
As warrrors, the BU11lmlnlte'i were renowned,
being most unernng
bowmen, who uvually, It seems, drew the string With the left hand.
And
thrs fact ilia) serve to account
for their dexterrty , for
the acquired
sk ill which comes from laborious
tramlng IS always
more accurate rh.m th.it which IS more natural, because less CUltivated
But of all the sons of Benjarmn, to Saul of Tarsus must be
awarded
the foremost
place
If we except the royal heir of J udah, In the per<;on of J evus of Nazareth,
It IS not extravagant
to
1S8\ that the world
IS to day more Indebted
to him than to any
other rn.m that e ver lived In It
To 'iay that this IS due to him as
mvpir ed, would be true, but lt does not lmpalr the truth of the
remark.
HIS

PARENTS.

Re<;pectlng Paul's parents we hav e not, in the New Testament,
even one satrvf.rctor v i e m Ilk
lIe alludes to his father once. and
mention I., made. Acts XXIII 16, of his sister and her son, both of
whom appe,lr to hav e been ll\lng at the time In Jerusalem
How
deeply we reg Iet the w.mt of even one full histone
line touching
hi., mother
That must have been a noble woman to whom God
ga\ e <;0 noble a 'ion
If all nations delight to call Mary "blessed,"
how also would thousands
have deep pleasure
In cherishmg
the
name of the fdVOlUI l Lmnah or LOIS, that ga\e bn th to one whose
n.rrne 1<;to stand mse p.rrablv hnk ed, thlough
all time, With that
of the ~'l\ lor of the world
Did she ever live to hear him preach
'Chn'it
and him crucified"?
Or did he ever have the exquisite
ple avur e of "huI" 1l1g'In baptism"
the form that had hushed him
WIth lull rbrcs through
many a long tardy I11ght, at a time when
the vast Gentile wor ld, w hom he w as subsequently
to wake to the
sublime activitres of Ianvomed hfe, were slumbenng
on through
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their still darker night of Idolatry?
Did she live to see him stand
In the forefront
and hottest of the fight wrth "<pn itual w icked
ness," when no one could v ie with 11I1llIII "l.tbol~?
\\'.15 It e v er
her happiness
to "let hun down by the wall In a ba~kct,'
and so
foil the malice of demoniac
foes ~ Old that mater nul hand e v er
wash the blood from his heroic back, after he had I ecerv cd . forty
stripes save one"?
DId she ev er IIlSplre him w ith brave "OIUS,
saYlllg, "Count
all things but loss, my son, for the excellency
of the knowledge
of Chnst
Jesus," while the "car e of all the
churches"
was upon him?
The!>e are questions
over which we
have a melancholy
pleasure
In thrnkmg,
but which we hav e no
means of answering
PLACE

OF

HIS

BIRTH

Fortunately
for us, the Apostle himself gives us the place of his
birth
It was Tarsus In Crhcia, "no mean city," a rem.n k which
history abundantly
Justifies
For Sti abo tells us that III i efinemcnt
and love of learning,
It equalled
or ev en "1lI passed Alc-caudr ia
and Athens
'Tarsus stood on the banks of the IIVel C) clnu-, in
d broad
and fertile plain, skIrting
the nort heavtern
shoi e of the
Medrterranean
It lay almost due north of Jelu"alem,
and Just
south of latitude 37
Its location was an adrnn able one, and we
are conseq uently not surprised
to learn that It was little less famous
for Its commerce
than ItS letters
To the east of It, on the other
SIde of the mount Amanus
I ange, lay Mesopotamia,
the cady
cradle of the human family,
to the west of It, and east of the
£gean
sea, lav that vast and densely populated
mland country,
which subsequently
was the scene of so many of Paul's labors
The city had formei Iy been under the sway of the Gi eeks, and Its
population
was still laq;ely GI eek , but at the time of Paul's bu th
It wa-, a "fl ee" Roman City, so made by Augustus
Cresar,
Here,
in "free" Tarsus, Paul was born, although
It was not from the errcumstance
of the city's being flee that he denved his "free birth."
DATE

OF

HIS

BIRTH

UNK~OWN

The year 111 which Paul was boi n has shai ed the fate of most
of the dates of those eai ly days, and been lost
Thei e IS a
passage in a sermon ascribed,
but With questionable
authoi rty, to
Cht ysostom, from wluch It has been mferi ed that he was bor n
the second year of our era,
A D 14 has also been named as the
probable)
ear of 11Is birth
But these dates, though
not wholly
bev ond the lange of truth, ale conjectural
Indeed,
we pos"ess
no data fi om which the tune of hIS l»: th can confidently
be deterrnmed
He was a "young
man" at the time of Stephen's
death
Tlus much IS cei tam , and It fixes hIS bu th WIth tolerable cei tamty
towards
the close of Herod's
life, or III the earl) part of that of
Archelaus
This was the per rod of Rome's
gl eatest splendor.
Augustus
was at the hlght of 111'; power,
and the world was
resting a little fi orn the long martial struggles of the past
The
provinces
wei e enJoYll1g uncommon
adv ant,lges,
and ev en the
Jews were exempt, for the time, fi om impenal ty r anny, and from
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slaughter at the hands of Idolaters
Roman couriers shot rapidly
a.long every highway,
and Roman eagles were the emblems
of
power in almost e1.cry land
John thc ba ptrst was still 111 the
"htll country" of Judea, and thc Savior .rt C.1l pe n trj with Jo~eph
in Nazareth
About
this time Paul must have made his first
appearance
as a httle boy in the streets of Tarsus
I\OT

"''''OWN

HOW

lilt

CA'\fE

TO

BE

FREE

JlOR~

How Paul came to be free born IS unknown
HIs father may
have purchased
a Roman crnzenshrp,
which was not uncommon,
or It may have been conferred
on lurn, or on some of his ancestors,
as a rcw.n d for drstingurshed
servrces rendered
in some of those
W"I~ in w hich Tarsus sided With Rome
The latter IS the more
pr ob.ihle h) pot he-o s
For If Paul reflected, m any marked degrec,
thc chat acte ustics of hi" father. w lu ch 1<; cert.unly not Improbable,
then that father was sure to attain distmctron
in whatever
Cresar's
c.ruve he might espouse
He would be no 'man to play an obscure
second part
In thc thickevt of the fight his shield would always
he l,ul nc , while no onc would excel him In unfaltenng
devotion
to I\I~ chief
For tlus dev otion he would be honored With the
fir vt .h -tmctron
of a Roman
More hkely thus, I thmk, than
other wise, Paul became "frce born"
HIS

STAY

I~

TARSUS

How long Paul lived m Tarsus, or to what degree he had heen
educated
before lea \ mg for "the feet of Gamaliel,"
can only be
conjectured
It IS not very probable that the parents of one who
w a, always ready to boast of bemg a "Hebrew
of thc IIcbl e ws,"
and of belongmg
to the "stt rctest sect" among the J e w s, wuuld
value very highly a Gentile education
The vc!'ry rev ei se IS the
more likely
And then the PUI po<;e of his parents to educate him
in the metropolis
of their own country, would render them the
less concerned
about Ius bClng educated
in Tarsus
Besides, the
immature
age at which Paul must have gonc to Jerusalem,
to
ju~tlf) his own rcrnai k th.u he was "hi ought up" there,
inconsrstent With the suppositron
of a liberal education at home
The
probaluhty
IS that about all that can he said of him in till'; particular 1<;that he was revpectablv
educated, for a youth, befoi e he left
for Jerusalem
FUI t he i mot e, hi;' u-,e of the
GI eek
language
IS
that of a highly endowed
man by nature, who had learned to
speak It as a ver n.rcul.rr \1.rth [("Ie.it fluency and won del ful force,
i ather
than that of one who had been long and rucelv trained In
the sc hools of the masters
All these circumstances
point to a no
very elaborate Gentile education.

I"

PECUNIARY

CONDITION

OF

HIS

PARE"TS

The pecumary condition of Paul's parents can har dlv have been
very low
They had long lived III Tarsus, and latterlv in most
prosperous
times
Tal sus \\ as a thrifty place, With a 1.11 g-c eastern,
wester n and rnaratime
trade,
and the Jews are pr ov er brally a
thnft)
people
Besides, the ambition to educate their son III the
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best school in Jerusalem, points to a proud family, conscious of
the means to accomplish their wish.
The abject have no such
aspirations as this family had.
THEIn

SOCIAL

POSITION.

Moreover, the social position of Paul's parents must have been
high. The faultless honor, proud bearing, independence, delicacy,
and gentle tact which always di~tingui~hed their son, are the sure
indexes to a cultivated family of line standing.
Paul boasted ot
heing a citizen of "no mean city," and no doubt could have added,
with equal truth, ami a member of no mean family.
IN

THE

SCHOOL

OF

GAlIIALlEL.

How long Paul remained in the school of Gamaliel, or how long
he had been out of it, if out at all, when he is introduced to us, on
the occasion of Stephen's death, as the "young man at whose feet
the witnesses laid down their clothes," we are without the means
of saying. He tells us that he was "taught according to the perfect manner of the law of the fathers", which could hardly have
required less than from four to six years. But he may have lived
in the city a much longer time than that.
The expression, "a
young man," applied to him at the stoning of Stephen, is most
likely to be taken with some latitude.
A mere stripling could
hardly have gained the notoriety which he gained about that time;
nor would one have been confided in by those in authority as we
know he was. Neither is it likely that the Savior would call a
mere youth to act the conspicuous and responsible part which
Paul acted from the very day of his baptism on. I should think
then, that we may safely assume Paul to have been little less, if
any, than thirty years old at the time of his call. Certainly his
call at an earlier date is not probable.
But be these conjectures
as they may, from his call on, we know much of his history;
whereas, from that event back, we know very little.
HIS

PERSONAL

APPEARANCE.

Even tradition, no matter how unsatisfactory, is not devoid of
interest for us, when it relates to one concerning whom we are so
eager to catch every hint that can lead us to a still better acquaint
ance with him. We are, therefore, ready to hear, though the
legend be a wholly untrustworthy one, how. according to ancient
rumor, Paul personally looked.
One thing is certain, he must
have looked some way. and as probably this as any other, and as
probably a hundred others as this. Tradition, then, believed it
would seem in the ages immediately succeeding him, pictures Paul
for us as slender in body and low (it is worthy of note, that we
never think of him as a man of powerful build); and it farther
draws him as so distorted or lame as at times to provoke the sneer
of his enemies. I lis head, though bald, is represented as a noble
one; his features were bold and strikingly Jewish; his complexion
was so fair as quickly to reveal every change in his highly sensitive feelings; his eyes were bright and gray: his eyebrows heavy;
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his countenance

was indicative
of high mtelhgence
and deep
thought,
his expression
WaS hopeful,
pure and sweet, willie his
amiable face charmed ev ery body and I epul-ed
none
Such IS the
beautiful
picture which fond tradition
has handed down to us of
this great man
It IS pleasant to linger on ItS features and indulge
the hope that they at e not wholly Ideal
HIS

POWERS

OF

E .•••DUUANCE.

Although
Paul was most probably
a man of slender bodily
mold, still he must h.ive been wonderfully
endowed
with powers
of endurance
He had one of those tough, delicate organisms
which .tppear always fading, and yet never fad
With a body of
anythmg
else than steel, he could never have endured the hardships which we know he cndui cd , and we know not a tithe of
those through which he must have pasved
True, much of this IS
attributable,
no doubt, to the SUCCOlll1g hand of his Master, who
was his never fallll1g help 111 need,
but It IS not sufficient
to
account for every thll1g
Paul, as Paul sunplv, and not as supernatui ally sustained,
IS the only solution of much of the problem ot
hi-, life
No one, I veritut e, ever rose hIgher above that low type
of men called "sensual," than he
On the one hand, he was the
very embodiment
of thought and sensrbrlrty , and on the other, the
v e i v negation
of the Eprcu r ean
In a word, he seems to have
been a sll1ewy WOIlMn III for 01, but a Roman
of the Romans
111
mte llec t, continuity
of PUI pose, Will powcr,
and never flagglOg
encrgy
illS

!'-.ATURAL

AUTHORITY.

Paul was the Napoleon
of the apostles
10 authonty
N at that
as an apostle he was more highly endowed
than they, for he was
not, but 111this particular
natui e had been lavish With him
He
w as a "born king" alnc.ng men, whether "makIng tents," or proclaimmg the "unseal chable nches of Cln ist " Nor IS the trait one
which the hlOgl -ipher can venture
to overlook
Some men were
nev er m rde to COJl1m.lI1d any thll1g, not even a cart
The women
henpeck
them,
and even their own children
never obey them.
N iture has never commissioned
e) e or mouth or any thll1g else 10
their case
But not vo Paul
HIS velY look was a mandate which
only needed artrculatron
to be complred
With
But, although thus
endowed,
he was usually, among his brethren,
"gentle as a nurse
cherishmg
her clukh en"
Only when occasion
called for It was
he "such, when present,
as he was by letter, when absent"
No
where was this characterrvtic
of the Apostle ever more conspicuously displayed
than 111the presence of gl eat crowds,
composed
largely of his enemies
Usn-illy he at once awed them into silence,
and seldom failed to leave them With a "divIsion"
In the church,
Paul's enemies could not stand before him for a moment,
nor as a
rule could they do so out of It, except when maddened
to fl enzy.
And when we reflect on the countless
forms III which msubordination
made Its appearance
among the e.u ly disciples, we can
readily discover
the Wisdom of the SavIOr In selectrng a man of
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Paul's faculty to quell it. One unclothed with his natural authority could never have achieved what he did. Perfection in a public
functionary requires that the authoritative word shall be' seconded
by the authoritative look.
HIS

INTELLECT.

In intellect, I think it probable that Paul's admirers have usually
overrated him. Great he certainly was, but that he was transcendently so, is not in evidence. He was a man of commanding
intellect-no more. Nor was it necessary that he should be more.
There were other traits of mind far more essential to his success
than mere greatness.
He needed a mind of faultless balance, a
mind of perfect symmetry, one of consummate normal action and
great exactitude, rather than otherwise.
To such a mind divine
truth reveals itself more naturally than to any other; and then
such a mind can more readily comprehend divine truth, and be
juster to it, than any other.
Whatever of greatness such a mind
would lack, would be more than compensated for in the fact of
inspiration.
Now, the whole known history and labors of Paul
come in to confirm the justness of the estimate here placed upon
him. He was always equal to the crisis, be that what it mightno mean proof of greatness.
He always did just the thing he
should have done, and said just the thing he should have said.
This indicates eminent mental harmony, and exquisite mental
action. We never feel, when studying Paul, that he should have
done this or that, or should have acted thus or so. We never
have an improvement to suggest, either upon matter or manner.
This points to a mind of astonishing perfections; and such a mind
was Paul's.
INSPIRATION.

As it is impossible to study Paul for a moment, or indeed any
other apostle; or to attempt any proper estimate of him, either as
speaker or writer, without the subject of inspiration constantly
obtruding itself upon our notice, this seems a suitable place to
pause a little on that curious topic. Besides, other reasons suggest
to me the necessity for a slight notice of the subject in this connection. Of course it must be briefly treated here.
\Vhat, then, is inspiration? I answer, that in its fulness, it comprehends five things:
I. The personal presence in the inspired
of the Holy Spirit; 2. The communication to his mind of ideas;
1. Selecting the words in which these ideas shall be spoken or
written; 4. Endowing him with powers of speech; 5. Conferring
upon him power to work miracles, in order to confirm whatever
message he delivers. On each of these items I think it well to
add a few reflections:
I.
The personal presence in the inspired of the Holy Spirit.
If I am asked how the Holy Spirit can personally dwell in a
human being, I reply, I do not know.
Neither do I know or
understand how the human spirit can dwell in a human body, but
I profoundly believe the fact. And so in regard to the personal
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indwelling
of the Holy Spirit.
I believe the fact, though I am
without an explanation
of the moue of it.
If the Holy Spirit be
a person, and infinite in power, which I believe is generally conceded,
then to affirm that it can dwell in a human
being,
is
certainly not an assertion necessarily
felo-de-se. It is the affirrnation of a simple matter of fact, for the confirmation
of which a
single passage of holy writ is sufficient;
and that we have such
passage, no one acquainted
with the Bible will deny.
The Savior,
10 speakin~
to the apostles of the Spirit, said:
"He dwells with
you, and t s in you." John xiv: 17, revised Greek text.
This
Bettles the question of the Spirit's indwelling.
But the mere indwelling
of the Holy Spirit is not inspiration,
although
it is the antecedent
to it, and necessary condition of it.
For, conceivably
the Spirit might dwell in a person, and yet cornmunicate to him no ideas, in which event we should not hold him
to be inspired.
Something
more, then, than mere indwelling
is
essential to inspiration.
2. The communication to his mind of ideas.
No matter whether
these ideas be original or revived, whether they be ideas of things
in heaven or things in earth, the communication
of them to the
mind is essential
to inspiration,
and without
them there is no
inspiration.
But the mere communication
of ideas is not enough;
for were the process of revelation to stop here, it would evidently
stop at an incomplete
stage.
Another
step, therefore,
is necesaary.

3. Selecting the words in which the ideas communicated shall
be spoken or written.
\Vere the ideas simply communicated,
and

the endowed
then left to select the words in which to impart
them, we can readily see how great blunders might be committed,
and disastrous results follow.
The Holy Spirit alone that communicates the ideas, is fully capable of selecting
the words which
will precisely convey them; and this it does.
See 1 Cor. ii: 13.
4. Endowing with the power tif' speech. The lanvuage which
would have to be used in conveying
the ideas might be unknown
to the endowed.
In that case it would certainly h(" necessary to
invest him with the power to use it.
Whether
this would be
requisite,
where the language
to be used was known.
call no·
confidently
be said, though I should think not.
Apparently
were
a known
word, containing
a given idea, to he sugg-estpcl to the
mind, no necessity can be discovered
for supernatural
aid [0 utter
it; and where such aid is not required,
it is not given

5. Conferring f'1r.verto work miracles in order to con/i.-m 'what.
ever message is delivered. The Holy Spirit may dwell in a man;
may communicate
to his mind ideas;
ma.y select the words in
which to convey them; may endow with utterance;
and still, unless it confer the power to confirm,
all is manifestly
lost: for
belief, without proof, is Impossible.
Now, these are the elements
that enter into the conception of
inspiration;
and how completely
they secure the human family
ag-ainst error in the matter of revelation,
can readily be seen.
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When now I speak of Paul as inspired,
no one can misunderstand me; nor, which is far more important,
provided what has
just been said be correct, can anyone
misunderstand
what inspiration itself is.
It is proper to add, that only when acting as an apostle, or
when preaching the gospel, or writing for Christ, can Paul or any
one else properly
be said to be under the influence of inspiration.
When not acting as an apostle, or acting merely for himself,
there is no evidence that Paul was any more effectually protected
against error, or blunders, or sin, than any other discreet and prudent christian.
He may have been, to be sure; but if so. the fact
is not known.
But whenever
his acts concerned
Christ,
or
involved the welfare of human beings; whenever,
in other words,
he acted officially, then even a fault was not allowable.
Confessedly, this places the matter of revelation on high ground,
but not
on ground too high to be perfectly safe.
d';

TO

WHOM

DID

PAUL

WRITE?

We are at last enabled to abandon
the region of tradition and
conjecture,
and to enter that of certainty.
or at least probability.
The Letter in hand was written to "all who are in Rome, beloved
of God, called holy"; in other wordv, and briefly, it was written
to all christians living in Rome at the time.
But it was written to
them as individuals,
and not as a body or church.
TIllS is a
remarkable difference between the present Letter and some others
written by Paul.
Those are addressed
to churches as such; this
is addressed
to individuals
as such.
Indeed,
church
unity 01
organization
is not even once alluded
to or recognized
in the
Letter, unless it be implied in ch. xvi: 17.
How now shall we
account for the circumstance?
The Apostle writes a letter to the
metropolis
of the world,
which, as a point of divergence
for
christian light and influence, was certainly without a superior,
if
it had any equal.
Here large numbers of disciples
had either
congregated
from other countries, or been converted on the spotdisciples who had never enjoyed a visit from any apostle; and yet
Paul says nothing to them upon the subject of church order or
government,
upon the duties of overseers and deacons.
Why the
omission?
Simply, I conclude,
because nothing of the sort was
necessary;
for had it been so, it is inconceivable
that the Apostle
would have failed to mention it.
This, as an indefinite
general
reply, must, I presume, be accepted as correct.
But why was the
instruction
in question
not necessary?
That
the disciples
in
Rome had among them men endowed with gifts of the Spirit is
certain.
Among these gifts the Apostle himself mentions prophecy, teaching. exhortation. and rulin.!f. Now, I conclude that these
spiritual men had so admirably ordered and regulated the church
or churches, if there were several, as to render any thing from
Paul on church urganization
and g-o\'crnment
unnecessary:
This
1 deem a fair answer to the question, as well as a fair solution of
the difficulty.
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As to the supposition
of some, that, at the time when
Paul
wrote, there was no church In Rome, in the strictly local sense of
the term, and that this is the reason why none IS taken notice of,
I think It so Improbable as to need no lengthy reply
It IS certainly vicious logic to infer from the silence of the Apostle the
non existence of a church
That there was no one single church,
or consolidated
body, I think most hkely
The better supposition
IS, that there were
several churches.
We have one mentioned.
and It is hardly possible that this was all.
The order of the day
was, especially when regulated
by mspired teachers,
to form the
disciples, 10 a given locality, into a church, and appoint over them
the prescribed
officers.
The proper inference is, that Rome was
no exception to this rule.
COMPOSITION

OF

THE

CHURCH.

What was the composition
of the church or churches in Rome?
1 put the questron alternatively,
because, as just said, I think It
probahle, so numerous wei e the disciples, that there were several
churches.
But one thmg is cei tain, on the hypothesis of several
churches,
that no two of them were ever ruled or presided over
by the same set of officers
Each church in that day, accoi dmg
to the New Testament,
had to have Its own overseers and dea
cons, who ruled at home only, and had no authonty
or control
elsewhere,
and what the custom of that day was, IS the law to
this.
Popery had its rise in the claim of the same overseer to rul ••
two or more churches at the same time , and It may have It agam
But to the question.
The church In Rome (I speak of it as a urut, merely for the
sake of brevity ) was composed of two classes of christians,
e wish and Gentile, in what relative proportions
we have no means of
knowmg
Of these, the Jews,
in many individual
instances,
would still evince strong leanings towards Moses and the ancient
worship:
while the Gentiles would evince sirrnlar, but feebler
leanings towards their former customs.
On both SIdes these leanings would be sincere.
Consequently,
collisions and alienations,
groWIng out of them, would be frequent
and sometrrnes bitter.
Debates, owing to the partially clouded minds of each of the parties, would be unpeacefully
common.
These would be sure not
to engender the most amiable feelings.
The consequence
would
be a steady tendency to division between the parties, and drsmtegratton of churches.
Such was certainly
the compositron,
and
such the probable condition of the church in Rome.

J

SOCIAL

POSITION.

Of the social position of the chsciples In Rome little is known,
and yet It can no doubt be approximated
somewhat closely by aid
of a few well known facts
It may then be assumed WIth much
confidence,
that the church was not composed of the aristocratrc,
or noble-born,
and the very rich.
This remark would be true as
• general rule, though an occasional
exception
to It might occur
The classes here named are never the first to embrace the gospel
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Even when they do embrace it at all, they do so only after
awhile, when to he a christian becomes the vogue. It was long
before this was the case in Rome; though, at length, about the
time, or a little before, the "man of sin" made his appearance, it
became the case. Then, even royal blood was often not ashamed
of Christ and his church-a disastrous day that for the purity of
christianity.
When pomp, and power, and ignorance enthrone
themselves in the kingdom of God, humility and piety are at an
end; and the kingdom rapidly degenerates.
Such was the case
then; and such will always be the case.
Neither, from the very nature of christianity, could the church
in Rome have been composed of that rout or canaille, so many of
whom are usually found grouped together in large cities. The
very purity of the gospel would, after awhile, slough them off.
At first they would be sure to enter the church in large numbers,
being attracted to it by its benevolent spirit, as a means of support. But a little sharp discipline would soon eliminate them.
The vicious and low never stick long by any thing where their
evil habits are rigorously held in check.
'T'l- ••• church in Rome, then, at the time of Paul's writing,
must
nave oeen composed of that powerful and virtuous middle class,
who are always the first to embrace the gospel; and who, after a~,
constitute the true element of strength in the kingdom of Christ.
So long as a church is composed of this class, it is above contempt, on the one hand, and insured against corruption, on the
other. But, alas for it, when it becomes filled with a so-called
superior element.
BY WHOM

WAS

THE

CHURCH

PLANTED?

The question, By whom was the church in Rome founded?
has been elaborately and sharply discussed; and still it remains
unsettled. Into the merits of the discussion I can not attempt to
enter. Such an undertaking would be fruitless of final results,
and, therefore, measurably unprofitable. The question can be settled within certain safe, though not very definite limits.
More
than this is not attainable.
It may, then, be accepted as indisputable that the church in
Rome was not founded by an apostle. There is not one vestige
of disinterested and trustworthy evidence that, up to the time of
Paul's second imprisonment, if there was a second, any other
apostle, besides himself, had ever been in Rome. The Romish
hierarchy, it is true, confidently assert the contrary; but then the
Romish hierarchy have a deep interest in sustaining their legends
about the apostle Peter. But even granting what is possible, nay,
probable, that Peter may have visited the imperial city towards
the close of his life, and the very concession negatives the
-dea that he had any hand in founding the church there. The
claim, therefore, of an apostolic origin for the church in Rome
.nust be abandoned as utterly groundless.
By whom, then, was it founded? still recurs unanswered.
The

,
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most reliable theory of its origin is, that it was planted by some 01
those "strangers of Rome," who, doubtless, became christians at
the first Pentecost after the ascension.
By earlier convert;" it could
not have been established;
by these it may have been; and what
in ti.is instance may have been, is most probably
what was.
These "strangers"
witnessed the splendid miracles of that Pentecost, and, most likely, many others of those which so rapidly
followed.
With these miracles they would be profoundly
impressed, and of them long retain the most vivid recollections.
Being thus thoroughly
christianized
and full of zeal; enjoying,
besides, for a season, daily instruction
from the apostles; their
hearts
aglow with
love for all mankind,
and consequently
anxious that others should share in their new joy-i-what more
natural than that, on returning home, they should fill thousands of
ears with the marvelous things they had seen and heard in Jerusa.
lem?
At once they would begin to make converts and immerse
them.
Thus, more naturally,
it seems to me, than in any other
way, would the nucleus of the church be formed.
Besides, we can in no other way so satisfactorily account for the
possession of those gifts of the Spirit, which we know many of
the Roman christians had, as by assuming that they received them
at the Pentecost just named.
Would not the apostles be most
anxious to qualify these "strangers"
to preach the gospel, at least
to Jews, in so great a city as Rome; and would they not be sure
to do it? They would, I should think, confer upon them the very
"best gifts," and so send them home thoroughly
fitted for the
work of proclaiming
Christ.
Moreover, the church in Rome must have enjoyed some extraordinary advantages
to attain the distinction
it so soon attained.
For, when Paul wrote, we learn that even then its "belief was
spoken of in the whole world."
Its numbers, besides, at that
early day, were very great.
All this would
be ~ufficientl~
accounted for by the special qualifications
which the "strangers'
carried back with them, but in no other way.
Furthermore,
unless we assume a very early establishment
of
the church in Rome, it is impossible to account satisfactorily for
the magnitude of its power and influence at that time.
Perhaps
no church of the age surpassed it in the elements of a brilliant
name and of a far-reaching
influence.
It is questionable
whether
even the church of Jerusalem stood ahead of it in these respects,
however it may have stood in others.
Now, all these facts seem to me to harmonize with no theory 01
the church's
origin so well as with the one here maintained.
Indeed I believe it to be the only theory which meets all the
requirements
of the case, and against which no really valid objections can be urged.
WHERE

WAS

THE

LETTER

WRITTEN

FROM?

According
to those who have given the subject the most minute
attention. the Letter was written
from Greece during Paul's third
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general missionary tour. After his two-years stay, or more, in
Ephesus, he went into Macedonia.
Here, and in the surrounding country, he spent some time in giving the disciple.
"much exhortation."
After this "he came into Greece, and then'
abode three months." This was his second visit into Greece; and
while there, it is believed, he wrote the Letter.
But from what point in Greece did he write? The most reliable
answer is, Corinth. Indeed, that Corinth was the place of writing,
is rendered almost certain by the following considerations: 1. Paul
corn mends to the disciples in Rome, Phebe, who must herselt
either have borne the Letter, or have gone with those that did; for
Paul expected her to arrive in Rome with the Letter, and receive
the benefit of its commendation. Phebe was a deaconess of the
church in Cenchrea; and Ccnchrea was the sea-port of Corinth,
lying only a short distance from it, to the south-east.
This fact
would place Paul either in Cenchrea or close to it. 2. Erastus,
the treasurer of "tke city," sent his greeting in the letter to the
brethren in Rome.
Now, "the city" here meant, ~ 71'OAE~, can
hardly have been any other than Corinth.
In the whole circumjacent country, the phrase "the city" would denote Corinth,
and it only. And if so, then Corinth is determined to be the place
of writing.
Were I, in writing to a friend at a distance, to sa.v,
the treasurer of the city sends you his greeting, that friend would
instantly understand "the city" to be the one from which J wrote.
And so in the case in hand.
"The city" means the city from
which Paul wrote. 3. "Gaius, my host, greets you." At the time
of writing, then, Paul was staying with some one named Gaius.
Was not this the very Gaius whom Paul, himself, had formerly
baptized? With no one else would he be so likely to be staying.
If so, it settles the question in hand; for this Gaius lived in
Corinth. I conclude, then, with the general voice of the learned,
that the Letter was written from Corinth.
WHEN

WRITTEN?

To discuss this question fully would require more space
than can here be devoted to it. I must, therefore, content myself
with a brief summary of the evidence in the case. According to
our best chronology, Paul left Ephesus not long after Pentecost,
in the year, A. D.• 57. This would correspond with the year of
Rome, SIO, and be the 3d of Nero. Three months of that year
Paul spent in Greece, most likely in Corinth. Here he wrote the
Letter, and left in time to be in Jerusalem at the Pentecost of 58.
He must, then, have written it either in the latter part of 57, or
the early part of 58, most probably the latter. This was the 4th
of Nero, the year in which our best chronologies place the writing.
For the present. then, 58 must. stand as the most reliable date.
But I must here caution the common reader (the learned do not
need it} against reposing too much confidence in these ancient
dates. Certainly, they may be true; but then just as certainly
many of them may not be. The very most that can be claimed
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for thei •• e, that In most
the truth
But even this
not dispense WIth them.
FOR

instances
they are an approximation
to
gIves them so hIgh a value that we can
WHAT

PURPOSE?

This question is best answered
by the contents
of the Letter.
Whatever
effect these contents
were designed to produce, IS the
purpose for which the Letter was wntten
\\That IS that effect?
It IS concisely as follows.
1. To show to both Jews
and Gentiles
that, being gUIlty of the same sins, they are all alike involved
In
the same condemnation , 2. That for these sins they are WIthout
excuse, since both have had light, and therefore know better,
3
That from their S1l1Sthey can never be justified by law, and that,
consequently,
WIthout Christ, they are hopelessly lost, 4. To P01l1t
out how Jews under the law, and how Gentiles
WIthout It, are
justified In Christ,
To show, generally,
what effect Adam's S1l1
has had on the whole human race, and what counter-effect
Christ's
death has had, 6 To vindicate
God's conduct 111at first adopting
the Jews as his peculiar people, and In now rejecting them, and
recel'.1l1g the Genttles,
7 To show why he rejects the one and
accepts the other,
8 To foretell the future of both peoples
In
short, the purpose
is to show that no one can be saved by law,
whether written or unwntten,
and that, consequently,
all must be
saved by the gospel, and by It alone, If saved at all. 9. And finally,
to indicate
how both, as saved, are to conduct themselv es so as
to attain to eternal life.
This is certainly a meager outline of the
effect the Letter was intended
to produce,
but a fuller one is not
deemed n('cessary.
The Apostle had long and ardently
desired to see Rome, but
had hitherto
been hindered.
That he intended his Letter to supply, in some measure,
the place of a personal
visit, 1 think not
unlikely.
ITad he been in Rome at the time, the tOpICS of the
Letter are the tOpICS upon which he would have dwelt.
lie would
have sought alike the complete
ernancrpatron
of the Jews from
the law, and of the Gentiles from their errors, and the thorough
enhghtenment
of both 111the gospel, as the divrnely-appomted
and
all-sufficient
plan and means of salvation.
The end would hav e
been the harmony of both in the love and pe,lce and fellowship
of Christ.
To this end the Letter constantly
looks.
lIence the
warning in the latter part of it against division
Again,
the Apostle,
no doubt,
expected
his Letter
to be
widely read, and to be handed
down to coming ages.
Naturally, then, he would wish to make It a great doctnnal
chart
for the future, and so it is.
It is the whole go~pel compressed
into the short space of a single letter-a
generalization
of christianity up to the hlght of the marvelous,
and a detail down to
exhaustion.
All this the Apostle
was unquestionably
looking
to, and the wide-spread
influence of his Letter to-day, together
with its conceded
high importance,
only attests how far-seeing
he was.
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Paul's language is bold, vigorous, and fresh.
A feeble or plodding intellect could never have used such language as he uses.
Indeed, unflagging
power seems to be one of the most striking
characteristics
of his mind; and this characteristic
every where
crops out in his language.
His words march along like giants,
and never glide in tranquil currents.
His thoughts rush on as if
wild; and his words rush on like his thoughts.
The conception of
euphony seems never to have been before his mind when selecting his words.
On the contrary, power and vitality seem always
to have determined
his choice.
His words are like bowlders
between the mountain-top
from which they have been disengaged,
and the sea towards which thev have bounded.
Their source
you can never mistake, nor their- tendency fail to trace.
No one
can doubt that a powerful
brain poured forth this verbal torrent,
nor that its aim is to make the mind teem with light.
It is replete
with the force and buoyancy of the new divine life.
In style, Paul is characteristic
and peculiar.
Usually, he is
luminously
clear; always strong and dignified; in the main consecutive;
abounding
in sudden transitions;
very compact;
and
occasionally
elliptical
even to obscurity.
One of the most
remarkable
and difficult features of his style is its long and
intricate digressions.
This circumstance,
at times, renders the
interpretation
of him uncertain.
His style, though it can not be
pronounced a faultless one, when compared
with the great masters, is, nevertheless,
a noble one.
It indicates a mind of rare
versatility and wealthy in speech.
It may be wanting
in the
polish of Thucydides,
but it carries a volume of thought no where
else surpassed.
Paul's style is flowing, never betraying the slightest
hesitancy.
Smoother,
at times, it might advantageously
be; but
even in its ruggedness
we come at last to delight.
\\' e would,
hence, never transpose those angular clauses, nor dele those edged
words.
In them we feel that we possess a chain which, like the
submarine wire, ties our minds across the past to that of the great
servant of Christ, who is author to them; and we refuse to lay
bands on its sacred links.
We are content
with our treasure
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CHAPTER

I.

SECTION

I.

Paul, a servant of Jesus Christ, •
called apostle, set apart to the gospel
of God, 2 which he formerly promised through his prophets. in the holy
Scriptures, 3 concerning
his Son,
TOV wall oirTou, roii -YfllO~EJlOV;1C CTTrEPwho, as to his flesh, was born of the
uaror Aavil! /Cara ucip/Ca. 4 TOV op<uBiv- seed of David, • but, as to his pure
ror vioil 9,ov (II ~v"ci"n/Cara1rllw,.,.aay<- spirit, was determined, by power, to
be the Son of God. by the resurrec.,oi1V1J', 'E aVQUTQUfCa)S' JlflCp:'v--'I1JCToii
Christ our
Xp<tTTOVroil «vplo» ~"";;'''' 'IIi o~ l).cifjo- tion of the dead-Jesus
Lord, $ through whom we have rePO'" xcip&lIlCal a1TOO'TOX~V El, VrrUlcoqv 1TLUceived favor and apostleship, in order
rfCl)r ill trOU, rOl'
18vfa-,,, VrrfP Tav DVDj-Lato the obedience of belief, in all naroe oVrov, • tV orS' 'UTI Kal V~f'S KXrrrot
tions, for his name's sake. 6 among
tI'1CTOV Xp&OTOU,
7 11'00"&
-roi", o~u'v f whom you also are called of Jesus
'pe.,.,.-o dya~oir
9,ov, U-flToir dylotr. Christ, 7 to all the beloved of God,
~ap'r ul"'" lCal ,ip;."" a7ro S,OV 1raT- who are in Rome. called holy, favor
to you and peace from God our Fa/Cal tevplow 'l'Icrov Xp<tTToil.
ther, and the Lord Jesus Christ,
DaliAof 30VXOf 'l'Icrav XP<aTOV, U-'1ror 01rotTToXor, dq,r.>p<u,.,.;lIOr ~ir way·
Y.).<OIlt:ifOii, ) t. rrpo~mrrt~:Aaro ~<a red"
1rp0q,~;;,,, ain-ov (II ypaq,air d-y{mr, J rr< pi

II

~ q,..••"

SUMMARY.

Paul, a called apostle, is set apart to preach God', gospel. which he had before promised, through the prophets. in the holy Scriptures.
The gospel
respects his Son. who was born of the seed of David. as to his flesh. but
determined. by power, to be God's Son, as to his spirit. by the resurrection
of the dead. This Son is Jesus Christ our Lord
From him Paul received
favor in becoming a Christian. and the office of an apostle. both these
oeing received to induce men in all nations to believe and obey Christ.
He
"rites this Letter to all the holy who are in Rome.
The Apostle
commences
his Letter with a few brief remarks
relative to himself.
From these. however, he quickly passes to the
gospeL
He tells us whose this is, and whom it respects.
Hav109 thus introduced
Christ,
he states his origin as to the outer
man, and how he became determined
for us to be the Son of God
as to the inner man.
His remarks here are of the deepest significance.
He next tells us to whom he writes; expresses his thankfulness that the belief of the disciples in Rome was so widely
known; states how he prays for them; how he longs to see them,
and why.
His expressions
here are full of genuine solicitude and
good feeling.
(23)
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After this he comes to the great theme of the Letter. The gos·
pel is God's power fot' salvation to all that believe. For this bold
announcement a single reason is assigned, which, at the same
time, is also an explanation. In the gospel is revealed God's jus.
tification by beliif.
To amplify, explain, defend, and apply this
comprehensive statement is the all-engrossing aim of the present
Letter. The remaining contents of the chapter can be best noticed as we advance. It is now in place to proceed to details.
Paul,
This is the name by which the Apostle was known
throughout by far the most active and eventful part of his life
It was his proper name as an Apostle. His former name, the one
his parents gave him, was Saul, a strictly Hebrew name. \Vhy
he exchanged the one name for the other, we have no satisfactory
means of knowing. We have the fact, and all beyond the fact is
conjecture. Perhaps were it even not conjecture, it would be (.f
little value to us.
a servant of Jesus Christ,
The word doulos is most probahly from deo, (Il':w), to bind.
It is a general term applicable to
every thing bound, tied, or fettered. Anciently it was applied
to persons to denote that they were slaves, that is, were not free,
or had not the control of their own acts, but were bound by or
subject to the will of others. Paul was a doulos, not of men; but
of Jesus Christ.
He was a bond-man, and hence not free; he
owned not himself, nor controlled his own acts. He was bound
by the will of another.
But this bondage did not degrade; it
ennobled. It fettered, it is true, to the will of Christ; but this ill
the best form of freedom, freedom to do right, freedom from sin.
and freedom from the fear of death. Such bondage is not vassalage, but the very perfection of freedom.
But there is possibly another fact implied in the word doulos.
All christians have been redeemed by the blood of Christ.
It i.
the price paid for them. They are consequently his, or belong to
him, and therefore are bound by his will. His will is the measure
of their liberty, and the rule of their acts. But in this sense every
christian is a doulos as truly as was Paul.
Hence the term
denotes no circumstance in the Apostle which it denotes not m
other christians.
As douloi, servants, they are all equal. The
term. therefore, in the present case, is neither a title of office, nor
• mark of special distinction.
It denotes a simple fact common
to all christians .
• called apostle,
Paul was not merely called to 6. an atlOid ••
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as our common version has it; he was actually one.
He might
have been called to be one; and yet not have become one for a
long time afterwards.
This i~ not the meaning of kle/os. Paul
was an apostle. This was the fact. But he was more; he was
a called or chosen apostle. The word apostle tells what he was;
the word called, how he became so. The word called. moreover,
must be limited to Christ.
Paul was not called by men, as was
Matthias. He was called immediately by Christ. The call came
from Christ directly to him, and not through another.
apostle.
The word apostle, from apostello, literally means one
sent from. sent out, sent away. This is its general meaning.
In
the present case, however, it signifies specifically one sent out
from Christ and by him. But while this is the meaning of the
won], it performs here still another function. It is a high official
title. Indeed, it is the title of the highest order of men in the
kingdom of Christ. Anyone
sent out for any purpose, good
or bad, is an apostle in the common sense of the term. But none
could be apostles in its high scriptural sense except those whom
Christ in person called and sent out. These were apostles in an
extraordinary sense. They were apostles in a sense which left
them without predecessors, without equals, and without successors.
set apart
The word apllorizo, primarily means to separate
one thing from another by drawing a boundary-line between
them. Separation by means of dividing lines is its radical import. In the present case it describes, in itself, a single circumstance in Paul's call to the apostleship. He was called. This was
the first fact. This call he obeyed, and in the act separated himself from the world and its pursuits. This separation is the real
thought couched in the word. How, then, it will be asked, does
it come to mean set apart to the gospel!
I answer, by itself it
does not mean it. Set apart to a thing is not inherent in the word.
All it means is simply separated.
It is the words, therefore,
which follow it that tell to what.
to the gospel of God,
Paul was called by Christ, and by
him set apart or devoted to the gospel.
Not simply to preach it
though this chiefly, but to do every thing else essential to its complete establishment. The gospel, it will be noticed, is here called
the gospel of God. It is so called, doubtless, because God is
Father to and sends Him who is its more immediate author. But
in a sublime sense the two are one. Hence what is the one's is
the other's. The gospel, be it added, is not called the gospel 01
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God because it respects him or has him for its object; but because
he is its origin or author. The Genitive Theou here denotes source.
Many efforts have been made to supplant the word gospel by
the use of other terms and phrases, such as good news, glad
tidings, etc. Up to this time these efforts have not been successful; nor is their success to be desired.
The word euagJJelion
literalIy means a good message, good report or good news. But
this is the precise meaning of our current term gospel, which is
probably from the Saxon gvde or gvd, and spell, the two together
meaning good news. The word gospel, therefore, is the exact
equivalent of the Greek word, and since it is both very current
and perfectly understood, it should be retained.
2. which he formerly
promised
through his prophets,
in the holy Scriptures,
The gospel to which Paul was set
apart is characterized by four facts which deserve special mention.
It is God's gospel; he formerly promised it; promised it
through his prophets; promised it in the holy Scriptures.
For
Jews these facts contain a fine argument.
They had the prophecies which they acknowledged to be the product of inspired men.
They were then compelled, first, either to repudiate these prophecies, or deny that they promised a gospel; or, second, to deny
that the gospel which Paul preached was the gospel they promised, or to accept his gospel. The first and second they could not
do. They, therefore, decided to deny that the prophecies promised the gospel which Paul preached, and consequently to reject
it; and this they did, notwithstanding the fact that his gospel was
confirmed by miracles performed before their eyes. Their denial
consequently was not only willful, but without the semblance of
just excuse.
3. concerning his Son, These words should be immediately
joined with the expression "the gospel," and not, as some insist,
with the word "promised."
It was not the promise that concerned God's Son, but the gospel.
The promise immediately
concerned the gospel, the gospel immediately the Son.
who, as to his flesh, was born of the seed of David,
Or,
to render with very severe closeness, Who came into being, as to
his jlesh, out of David's seed. The verb ginomai denotes, not unoriginated being, as does eimi, but originated being. It denotes
the act of becoming, or coming into existence. Ginomai is the
word here used.
Hence the being or existence which it denotes is originated being. But this being is predicated of Christ's
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flesh only.
It is not affirmed of him in his totality, or as to
both his natures.
As to his flesh only had he an origin.
Moreover, this flesh, or rather Christ himself, in so far as he was
flesh, came into being out of one of David's descendants,
He
was of the family of David in a direct line, as God had promised he should be.
4. but, as to his pure spirit,
was determined
by power
to be the Son of God,
Or, to render ad verbum, but as to
spirit of holiness. That kata pneuma is here the intentional antithesis of kata sarka, is so clear to my mind, and is so generally
accepted by the best commentators,
that I shall not attempt its
defence.
Sarx denotes all that was human in Christ; pneuma all
that is divine.
Hence the two terms completely comprehend
him
In his wholeness,
and as to natures exhaust him.
Sarx denotes
the outer man; pneuma denotes the inner, and although a different
designation, it is the exact equivalent of the b Afryos of John, rendered the Word.
But on what ground,
it may be asked, do J render pneuma
hagiosunes, pure spirit?
I answer, on the ground of necessity.
That the Genitive of hagiosune is the Genitive
of quality, hardly
admits of a doubt.
The quality or attribute which it denotes is
that of inherent,
underived,
and inseparable
holiness.
The term
is then equivalent to an adjective.
Now perspicuity
requires that
this adjective shall be the one which is truest to the sense and
freest from uncertainty.
I grant that pure is not truer to the
sense of the original than holy, and certainly it is far from being
so general a rendering;
but then it is less likely to mislead.
The
phrase holy spirit, as all know, is appropriated,
having, both in
holy writ and in common speech, a uniform, single meaning.
Ii.
signifies the Holy Spirit.
Hence to render the preceding WOI ~.
holy spirit is almost sure to suggest the wrong idea.
It sugge ,h
the Holy Spirit, and not the spirit, or inner, divine man of Chri -t,
which, I maintain, it denotes.
I may add that both the view aud
the rendering here presented are no novelties among learned writers on the Letter.
The view has the sanction strictly, and the
rendering, substantially,
of such names as Stuart, Alford, Bloom
field, etc.
Not a few have sought to relieve the phrase of its difficulty by
rendering it holy spiritual nature. But this, although true in fact,
is not tenable as a translation.
It is simply a commentary or par·
aphrase.
Nature is not in the original. and therefore is not educi-
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ble from it. Neither is spiritual. The original has spirit strictly;
and by no law of exegesis known to me can it be transmuted
into spiritual. Of the phrase pneuma hagiosunes there are but four
admissible renderings, namely: spirit of holiness, spirit cif purity,
holy spirit, and pure spirit.
Of these I prefer the last, because,
while it is clear and true, it can not mislead.
It is unfamiliar, I
grant, but use will remedy this.
But as to his pure spirit Christ was horisthentos whiou Theou
en dunamai,
What is the meaning of this language? Certainly,
according to commentators, it is not free from difficulty. Indeed,
according to some it would seem to be hopelessly perplexed.
Whether in this these authors are wholly right or wholly wrong,
or only partly the one and partly the other, I shall not here stop
to inquire. I shall present what I conceive to be the truth in the
case, and leave the reader to seek for difficulties.
The word horizo primarily means to draw a horos or line, and
thus to fix a limit, mark out, or determine.
It also means to appoint or constitute, which is a more remote or much freer sense
than the former.
Now which of these senses is the true one in
the present instance?
Between them our choice lies. Here let
us note that Christ was hor isthentos as to his pure spirit; and
further, he was horisthentos the Son of God. With these two
facts before us, let us try the two senses of the word.
First. I shall assume, as already said, that the expression pure
spirit denotes the inner, uncreated man of Christ; in other words,
that it denotes the Logos who became flesh and dwelt among us.
Now construing hor isthentos in the second sense just named, and
can it possibly be affirmed of Christ that, as to his inner man, he
was ever, in any way or by any means, constituted or appointed
the Son of God? I think not. He was not the Son of God by
constitution or appointment.
He was the Son of God in and of
himself, by reason of his nature and relations to the Father, independently of and antecedently to all constituting and appointing
acts.
I hence conclude that the second sense of the word is
inadmissible.
Second. Let us now try the first sense. According to this,
Iwristhentos does not express the act of constituting or appointing
Christ to be, as to his pneuma or spirit, the Son of God, but the
act of determining or marking him out to us as, in respect to his
spirit, the Son of God. The word denotes not how he became the
Son of God; but that he was shown to us as such. And this is
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precisely the fact in the case. As to his inner man, Christ was
never constituted or appointed the Son of God. At least we have
no evidence to this effect. But as to his inner man he was marked
out or demonstrated to us to be the Son of God; for otherwise
we could never have known the fact. I hence conclude that to
mark out or determine is the true sense of the word; and of these
I prefer determine.
With the majority of both ancient and modern commentators I
construe en dunamai with horisthentos. This construction seems
to possess the double advantage of being both more simple and
more natural than any yet proposed; and besides, it leaves us to
give to en dunamai its apparently most obvious meaning here.
The phrase I would render determined by pO".()er. That is, we
could not know by intuition, nor perhaps in any other way, save
the one employed, that Christ is, as to his spirit, the Son of God.
This had to be determined for us; and it was determined by
power. In what specific way it was determined will appear under the next clause.
by the resurrection of the dead-Jesus
Christ our Lord,
Q.vrurrcl.O"£w, V£KpWV.
Here again we have a much disputed clause,
which has been very variously rendered.
Some construe ex to
mean after, and accordingly render the clause after the resurrection. But this is evidently forced. It appears to come out rei uctantly from beneath the critic's hammer, rather than present itself
freely and at once. I believe the weight of authority to be against
it, and hence reject it.
Again: the expression anastaseos nekron is by many translated
the resurrection from the dead, making it denote specifically
Christ's own resurrection.
But this does great violence to the
language.
Resurrection 0/ the dead, not from the dead, is the
simple, obvious, and natural rendering of the expression; and
since nothing is known to require a different rendering, I regard
it as dangerous to resort to any other.
The expression refers to
Christ's raising others from the dead, not to his own resurrection.
But how, it may be asked, does raising the dead determine
Christ to be, as to his spirit or inner man, the Son of God? I
answer, Christ raised the dead only as the Son of God, or in that
character.
He never raised the dead merely as a man.
He
claimed to raise them only as the Christ; ana the act of raising
established the claim. Peter also raised the aead; but he raised
them as an apostle only, and not as toe Son or God; and the act
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of raising proved the reality of the character in which he acted.
Moreover, when we reflect on all the facts in the life of Christ,
not one strikes the mind as so overwhelming a proof of the presence in him of divine power, underived or undelegated, as hill
raismg the dead. In soul we feel it to be the most stupendous
fact of the Bible; and as a proof of the claims of him who performed it, even when those claims are to the avowed effect of his
being the Son of God, it is plenary and final. True this feeling
may arise, in part, from the deep interest we have in the resurrection of the dead; but, if so, it only shows the wisdom of him
who selects it as a proof.
Its force is enhanced, not weakened,
by the circumstance.
Here it may be well to sum up the facts asserted or implied in
so much of the present wonderfully comprehensive and CODdensed paragraph as we have now gone over.
Paul was an
apostle; a called apostle; devoted to the gospel.
This much
relates to Paul himself. This gospel was God's gospel; he had
formerly promised it; promised it through his prophets; promised
it in the holy Scriptures.
This gospel respected his Son; this
Son, as to his flesh. was born of one of David's descendants; but
as to his inner man, was determined to be the Son of God; determined by power, the power being exerted in raising the dead;
and this Son is Jesus Christ our Lord.
After this the Apostle
briefly returns to himself again.

5. through whom we have received favor and apostleship, The word favor denotes all that Paul had received in
becoming a christian. But it denotes nothing more, and hence
nothing peculiar to him, since all christians receive the same. It
is the term apostle which denotes wherein he was distinguished.
The one term simply ranks him among christians, giving him no
superiority over them; the other ranks him among aposties, anJ
makes him their equal.
in order to the obedience of belief in all nations, The
particle eis is often used, as here, to express the end or object of
an act or acts. Accordingly the clause states the end for which
t>aul had received favor and the apostleship.
But both when he
became a christian and when he was made an apostle this end was
looked to. He was not made a christian for himself alone, and
only an apostle for the benefit of others. He was made both for
the sake of others. Could each disciple, in the present day, realize
that he, too, is made a christian for the obedience of belief, it
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might greatly add to the activity of many; and that both the many
and the world would be gainers by the addition is simply certain.
The end for which Paul received favor and apostleship was the
ohedience 0/ belief. This expression is susceptible of two different
meanings.
First: The words obedience tY beliif may be taken
together as expressing a single thing-belief
as an act of obedience. In this view the phrase would resemble the expression,
gift of a pen, meaning a pen as a gift. Accordingly the end of
Paul's call would be simply to induce the act of believing.
This
view is clearly incorrect, and is therefore rejected.
Second: The
words may he separated and made to stand for two entirely different things: I. obedience, or conformity to the Jivine wiIl; 2. belief, or the mental conviction frorn which the obedience springs.
According to this view, Paul received favor and apostleship in
order to induce men to obey Christ, but to obey him from belief
as the principle leading to it. This is the view here held as the
true one. The Genitive pisteos is Genitive of source or cause.
The obedience springs out of the belief as its source or moving
cause. Of course the apostle's call was not to induce the obedience without the belief, nor the belief without the obedience. It
was to induce both, but the one as arising out of the other. Belief
first, then obedience as growing out of it-this was then, as it still
is, the divine, immutable order. No act of obedience is acceptable
to God which is not prompted by belief in him who perf 01 ms it.
For this reason, among others, infant baptism is to be rejected.
It is not the obedience of belief, and thus wanting the very
essence of acceptableness, it is no obedience at all.
It will be noticed that I here use the word belief instead of
the word faith; and as this usage will continue throughout the
present work, it is proper to assign a reason for it.
We have in the original two words, 'Tr{rrn<; and 'TrlCTT(Vw, both
having the same root and same meaning, with the single distinction, that the one is a verb, the other a noun. The verb strictly
means to believe, and is uniformly so translated in the Scriptures
Indeed we have no other word but believe by which to render it
This word not only translates it, but exhausts it. Now the noun
has exactly the same meaning as the verb. Consequently since
we must translate the verb believe, we surely ought to translate
the noun belief. Again, the original noun and verb are cognate.
This cognation is wholly left out of view when the verb is reno
Jered believe, and the noun faith, but completely preserved when
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the one is rendered believe, and the other belief.
That is, believe
is seen to be related to belief just as pisteuo is to pistis.
But if it be alleged that the words belief and faith differ in
sense; and that the latter only, and not the former, correctly translates the original, I deny the allegation.
It has no foundation in
fact. The one word has not a shade of meaning which the other
has not.
Faith in Christ and belief in Christ are not different
expressions
for different things, but different expressions
for the
same thing.
No distinction whatever exists between them.
To
say, as is sometimes done, that faith embraces the affections of the
heart, while belief does not, is to draw on metaphysics
for our
tenets, and not on the New Testament.
Besides, a world of error and superstition
has collected about
the word faith, which does not attach to the word belief.
\Vith
the disuse of the word faith will go in part, at least, this error and
superstition.
It is therefore best to give up the word.
In belief
we have all that is in faith; hence in parting
from faith we lose
1.0 truth.
Nor is what is here said true merely of a single book
in the New Testament.
The word faith should wholly disappear
from it!' pages.
This is not, I grant, likely to happen soon; but it
is not therefore the less necessary.
It is a weakness of our nature that our attachment
to what we happen to be familiar with
often leads us to prefer the objectionable
to the faultless.
This
weakness will show Itself in the present case.
for his name's
sake,
The word "name" here stands for
Christ himself.
The meaning then is for Christ's sake.
The object of Paul's mission was the obedience
of belief among all
nations for the sake of Christ, which means in his interest or for
his honor.
In construction
the clause should be joined with the
expression
"obedience of belief."
6. among
whom
you also are called
of Jesus
Christ,
All are called of Christ who hear the gospel, but they alone are
chosen who obey it. Those here spoken of are said to have been
called of Christ, because the call proceeded from him as its source.
Such is the force of the Genitive.
But "called"
does not denote
persons merely called, or who when called refused to accept.
It
denotes such as being called had obeyed; it denotes the saved.
7. to all the beloved of God who are in Rome, Thi •
•hows to whom the present Letter was written.
It was to those
only in Rome who were beloved of God.
Hence to entitle the
Letter, as in our common version, the Letter to the Romana ~
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erroneous. The Letter was not written to Romans as such, in
any sense, hut to those only in Rome who were christians,
whether Romans, Jews, or Greeks.
called holy,
Common version, called "to be saints." But
this is incorrect. They were not called to be holy, though this
they were certainly to be; they were styled or named holy. They
were holy, and therefore so called. The word "saint" should be
wholly dropped from the sacred page. It is too vague, and has
been too much abused to be tolerated longer.
CHAPTER

1.

SECTION

2.

e.cji ,.01),

• First, I thank my God through
Jesus Christ respecting you all, that
on ~ 'Tt'llTTlS VfLwV Karayyt'AAfTU& EV (;Xc:' your belief is spoken of in the whole
world.
8 For
God is my witness
T~
KOuP'Cf.
iii ~tljpTUS' yap
fLOU
lUTill
o SHir, c;. AaTpftJW (V f"cf> rrvfvfLa-r{ P.0V, whom I serve in my spirit, in the
gospel of his Son, that I constantly
[v T<f> f~artf>";~ TOU viOl) alrrov, wt tia,make mention of you, IU always enaAf;7rTWS #J.",Lav VJ-LWV 1To,oii~a" 10?ravtreating in my prayers that, some
ran (frl r';;v frPOUf1JX';;v ,.01) a.o,..vor
how, I may, at last, be favored by
ft ?fW,", ;;a"l 'TrOTf. fVOaWor,(To~a, IJI -rei> the will of God to come to you.
I
8.1I~l-'un rou ewu
i1l8.,,,
Trpor iJ,.iis· For I long to see you that I may imII f1rt7rOeW YlIP latLV vf'ii~, Lila .,.& poETpart to you some spiritual gift that
12 and
aa6i X'1P&CJ)LQ VIA-'v frVflJP.U'T'KOII fiS' TO you may become steadfast;
~1,,)(8ijval
vJ.Liir, 12 roVro ai (un, this is, that I may lie comforted in
you through the belief which is in
tTVJ.Lr.afJuKAry8ijvai ("
ala ri}r
us both, in you and in me.
cDv\~AO'" fTtOTfWf, VP.6l11 Tf «al.
, Ilpwrov
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,.,v

roxapurrw

Xp&CTToii,
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rq;
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V,.'v,

'p.ou
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SUMMARY.
Paul is thankful that the belief of the disciples in Rome is spnken of everywhere. lie al wavs mentions them in his prayers. and desires at some time a
pro_perou. journey to them. lie longs to see them, and to unpart to them
some spir itual gift to strengthen them. From their mutual belief he hopes to
derive much comfort.

8. First, I thank my God through Jesus Christ respecting you all, that your belief is spoken of in the whole
world.
The meaning is not that Paul thanked God in their behalf, as helping them. His thankfulness respected them, as they
were the occasion of it. Their belief was spoken of in the whole
world. It was this fact especially that caused him to be thankful.
With the mention of their belief would circulate the name of
Christ in whom they believed. This always gave the Apostle
joy. The phrase "the world" means the world as known to the
people of that day, and not the whole globe.
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9. For God is my witness,
whom
I serve in my spirit, in
the gospel
of his Son,
To serve God in sprnt IS a fin> phrase
with a deep mean mg.
It does not sigOlfy, as some suppose, mere
smcerity m worship,
It signifies that the true service of God has
its seat in the spmt and springs out of it.
This service consists
in the belief, love, and other acts of homage, which go up to God
out of the soul.
These spiritual
states and emotions find vent
through the gospel.
They originate in the spirit, but find expression through the appointments
of the gO'ipel, which thus become
a sort of dialect through which the spint proclaims
its fealty to
God.
Only when men serve God thus can their service be true.
All other service has its breaks and interruptions,
this alone must
have none.
The christian's
conduct
may become loose; still so
long as, in spirit, he remains true, there is hope.
But whenever
he falls hei e, all is lost.
A man's soul never wholly drops God
till his belief is extinct; but the moment this dies witlun him, he
is a withered branch ready for the burmng.
His apostasy is then
com plete, never to be remedied.
Of the true worshipers
the Savior says, "they shall worship the
Father in spirit and in truth."
We exactly complement
this when
we serve God "10 spirit, in the gObpel," in spirit meaning in the
inner man or with it, in tke gospel meaning according to it as a
rule or law
Thus Paul served God, thus must we.
that
I constantly
make
mention
of you,
It was the custom of the prrrmtiv e chrrvtrans,
when pi aymg, to mention by
name those brethren
and churches
in whom they felt a deep
specral interest.
It IS matter of regret that so affectionate a custom vhould ever have been allowed to fall into disuse.
It is surely
the duty of chrrstranv
to revive it.
It would have the effect tc
kindle fraternal affection 10 other breasts and to foster it in OUI
ow n , and no want of any age exceeds the want of such affection
among the children of God.
10. always
entreating
in my prayers
that,
some
how,
I may, at last, be favored
by the will of God, to come to
you.
But 10 COITI
10 g, Paul
desired his journey to be a prosperous one.
Hardships
already suffered 10 his Master's cause made
him now shrink from a recurrence
of them.
He hence pra) ed
that hrs journey might be a happy, or good one, for such IS the
idea involved 10 euodo.
He no more than other men courted
those great tnals which at times Visit the children of God.
Their
effect, beyond a certarn point, IS to break the spirit
"Jot' to
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strengthen it. It is hence dangerous to venture too far. We
should meet them bravely when they happen, but we should
never seek them. nor attempt to provoke them.
II. For
I long to see you that I may impart to you
some spiritual gift-charisma
pneumatikon.
What this spiritual ~ift, or charisma pneumatikon was, it is not easy to say.
Commentators are not agreed in regard to it. Indeed it is a
point which we have no decisive means of settling.
Certainly
it was either a miraculous gift, or some spiritual favor falling'
below it, as instruction or the like. Our choice lies between
these; and the most that can be done is to show which side is
the more probable.
The word charisma ordinarily means any
favor bestowed.
But in the New Testament it also means a
miraculous gift. Paul himself certainly employs it in this sense,
I Cor. xii: 9; but this we learn from the other words used with
it. The notion of the miraculous is not inherent in the word itself.
Still in the case in hand I decidedly incline to the side of a
miraculous gift.
Nothing would so confirm the disciples in
Rome as bestowing on them such a gift; and since confirmation
was the end for which the Apostle wished to bestow it, the greater
probability seems to be that the gift was a miraculous one. Had
the Apostle wished to see the disciples merely to instruct them in
the ordinary way, or to comfort them by exhortation, and so confirm them, he would most likely have used the customary form
of speech to convey that idea, and not the form here found.
Pneumatikon, I take it, does not signify pertaining to the human
spirit, but proceeding from the Holy Spirit. Hence, in the phrase
"spiritual gift." the word "spiritual" denotes not nature but source,
not to what relating. but in what or whom originating.
that you may become steadfast,
The object of imparting
(he spiritual gift to the disciples was to strengthen and establish
them. It was to render them immovable.
Not that they were
dangerously weak, but the gift would render them savingly firm.
12. And this is, that I may be comforted
in you through
the belief which is in us both, in you and in me. Paul desired this steadfastness that. a-, a cou-e q ucn ce, he might derive
comfort from them-comfort from their settled belief. This much
is clear. But it is not so clear how he expected to, derive comfort
from his own belief. Yet such was the case. I explain thus :
When the holy in Rome should see his belief. the ground of it,
and how unwavering it wu-, they would t licmsclves
become
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greatly encouraged
Tlus would gIve him pleasure.
Thus his
n belief by its effect on them, would react on himself
and so
comfoi t hun.
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3.

•• Now I wish )OU not to be igno-I
•• o; O'Ar.> at vp.ar d)"'O.,v, da.X!f>ol,
rant, brethren, that I often proposed, on 7ToAAclIm 7TpO'O.P.~v iAO'IV 7Tpor vp.ar,
to come to ,OU, (and that I have
.,
A'O.
• b'
•
been h1l1dered to the present.) that I I I(al (l(r.> v ?V axP" TOV UlIJPO, Iva nva
ed
mIght have Some fruit among you I I(ap7TOV uX
K'H iv
VP.IV I(aOwr I(al <v
also, even as among the other na- I TOlr AOI7TOI' ;OIl'UIII.
••• EAA'Iul To I(al
nons
•• Both to Greeks and barba- I {3up{3"polS, uoq,olr T. I(ai dVOIlTOif oct"'-rans, both to WIse and foohvh , am I A
,....
,
'"
( debtor
15 So,
as to my self, I am
'T'Ir <lP.I.
Ovrr.> To KaT '1" 1TpOO•.••.
ready to preach the gospel even to P.OV I(at VP.IV Toir iv 'Pr.>p.n <ilClyy.Aluauyou who are In Rome
For I am Oal. •• oz yap <7TalUxvvop.al To .vayy.~ot ~~hamed of the go~pel; for It IS AIOV, avvap.IS yap 9wv <uriv
uwnr
Jod s power for salvation to every.
.'
•
'I a'
one who belt eves, to Jew first, and pta~ 7Tavr! ~':' 1rIurfVl~vri.
ov.al':'~'
to Greek
I For In It I~ revealed
1TP"'TOV 1("1
EAA,/VI.
AII(aIOU"II?
yap
God's justification
by behef In order \ 9fOV <v uUrcP c;'rOl(u>.v7TTfTa. <I( 1T.ur.wr
to beltef, as It 13 Written, he who IS .l~1TlurIV, I(aOw~ Y'Ypa7TTal' '0 at all(a
just by behef shall hve.
1M </C7T.urfr.>' '~UlTCU.
In

.1,

SUI\DIARY
Paul had often purposed to come to them, and had been hindered.
He
desired aome fruit among them, such a. he had In the other nations
He ia
debtor to preach the go, pel to all men, and there lore to thove at Rome
He
IS not ashamed of the go'pel, for It is God's power for salvation to all who
belteve
In It IS revealed God's Justification by belief In order to Induce
beltef.

The present section will be found one of the most important
into which this great Letter is to be divided.
Its importance
appears
from
two
convrderanons:
I.
It comprehensively
enounces
the themes on which the apostle chiefly dwells.
2
WIthout a correct understanding
of ItS leadtng terms the Letter
itself can never be understod.
On It, then, we cannot bestow too
much thought
13. N ow I wish you not to be ignorant,
brethren,
that I
often proposed
to come to you, (and that I have been hindered to the present,)
It appear<; that pI evious to writmg the
Letter, Paul had often purposed
VIsiting the disciples rn Rome,
but in every instance had been hindered.
HIS purposes,
therefore, must have been of his own Iormmg.
The Spirit had not
caused them, for If so, they would not have been defeated.
To
them Paul was sale author.
He had formed them simply as a
good man, and not under guidance of the Spirit,
As a man he
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often desired to do things which the Spirit would not permit.
The purposes here alluded to are instances in point.
Moreover,
whenever
he was hindered,
as In the present case, it was the
Spirit, most probably,
that did it, to whose will he was subject,
To the will of Christ he was bound as a servant; to the will of
the Spirit as an apostle.
For him the Spirit determined
two
things: Where he should go; what he should say; to which is to
be added, that it always empowered
him to prove his mission
divine.
At all other times, it left him to himself, to act his part
as he wished.
It was at such times that he formed these pur·
poses.
As they were his own, unprompted
by the Spirit, and
all things considered,
not the best, the Spirit would not allow
him to execute them.
Besides, to the unwillingness
of the Spirit
is to be added still another
check on the Apostle.
Satan, too,
sometimes hindered him.
Not where the Spirit had purposed,
but when Paul himself had, as in the case in hand.
When the
Spirit purposed,
nothing could successfully interpose;
but when
it was the Apostle alone, the Spirit might not permit, and Satan
might hinder.
In both these ways, as a mere man, he was liable
to be interfered with.
~'1 "

that I might have some fruit among you also, even as
among the other nations.
The fruit which Paul had among
the other nations consisted in the children of God whom he had
begotten by the gospel.
Christians
were the fruit of his labor.
The phrase en humin here, I take it, is not to be construed strictly, as referring
exclusively to the disciples, but freely, as to the
Romans as a nation.
The meaning is, I desire to have some fruit
among you Romans as a nation, as I have among the other
nations.

14. Both to Greeks and barbarians,
both to wise and
foolish am I debtor.
Paul means that he was under obligation
to preach the gospel to all men in all nations.
Accordingly,
as he
had preached it in other nations, and obtained fruit, so he was now
ready to preach it among the Romans where he desired fruit.
To
the church he wished to impart a spiritual gift to confirm them;
to the Romans he desired to preach the gospel to convert them.
That would give him comfort; this would be his fruit.

IS. So, as to myself, I am ready to preach the gospel
even to you who are in Rome.
This translation,
though a
little free, will, I trust, be found close and true to the sense.
SO,
'liS to myself
The meaning is. !<" "r accordingly, as to myself, or
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60 far as I am concerned, I am ready.
I may never be permitted
to preach to you in Rome; for I may still be hindered, as I have
heretofore been; but so far as respects myself, I am ready, whenever the Spirit may so please.
Instead of "So, as to myself," the clause is sometimes rendered
So, accnrding- to my ability. But this is surely incorrect. It is
trite to make the Apostle say he was ready to preach the gospel
according to his ability. Evidently he was in no danger of attempting to preach it below his ability or not according to it.
16. For I am not ashamed of the gospel;
Therefore I am
ready to preach it even in Rome.
I am ashamed of it nowhere,
before no people. Still, as in Corinth, so in Rome, Paul would
have preached it in "weakness and in fear and in much trembling." As to the gospel he was without shame; but as to himself, full of distrust and trembling. Thus should it be with every
preacher.
As to himself he should be diffident and concealed,
but as to his theme, bold, manly, and demonstrative.
for it is God's power for salvation
The gospel is called
God's power for salvation, because it contains the provisions
which he has ordained for this end; and which, if accepted by
us, will certainly effect it. Salvation is viewed by the Apostle
as an end and difficult; so much so as to require God's power to
accomplish it. The gospel is that power.
Not only so; it is
God's only power for salvation. Therefore, he who is not saved
by the gospel will never be saved at all. For him who rejects
the gospel there is no hope. He is lost.
Three great powers antagonize salvation-the world, the flesh,
and Satan. These powers must be overcome. Nothing short of
God's power can do this. The gospel does it; hence the propriety of calling it God's power for salvation.
It is his power,
because it proceeds from him; it is for salvation, because it is
ordained to effect it.
to every one who believes,
The great fundamental truth
of the gospel is that Jesus Christ is the Son of God. This is the
thing to be believed, in order to salvation.
It is the matter, the
whole matter, of our belief. The facts which underlie it as proof,
and on which it rests, are the death, burial, and resurrection of
Christ.
Couched in these few items is the saving creed of the
world. No man can reject it and be saved.
But the gospel is not unconditionally the power of God for
ulvation.
It saves him only who believes it. To aU others it i,
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condemnation,
not salvation.
"He that believes
not shall be
damned."
But he who would be saved by the gospel must not
stop short at belief.
To belief he must add obedience.
The
"obedience
of belief" is the divine order.
That IS, belief first,
and obedience
next as something
prompted
by It and spnngmg
out of it-s-tlus is Heaven's
own arrangement,
with which there
must be no interference,
and from which thei e must be no departure.
Paul received favor and apostleship
not for belief alone,
but for the obedience of belief.
This IS final as to the order of
these items and their value.
One of the great errors into which
so many professors
have fallen consists In sundering
the expression obedience of belief, and in making so much to depend on the
belief solely, and so little on the obedience
But as the two are
bound up indissolubly
together
in the drvme verbrag e, so they
forever stand the inseparable
condrnons of <alv ation
To maintam their unity IS to stand for the truth,
to dissolve them IS to
annul it.

17. For in it is revealed

God's

justification

by belief

As to the exact meaning
of dieatosune. commentators
are not
agreed.
Not that they differ so Widely 10 regard to it, as on some
other points.
But certainly their agreement
is not Uniform and
close.
Into their conflicting
VIews, where they conflict at all, I
believe it would not be profitable to enter.
These the reader can
consult for himself, and on their ments pass his opmlOn.
My
object is to endeavor
to determine
the pi ecise sense 10 which
Paul uses the word 10 the clause 10 hand.
This will require patience and skill.
But a few prehmmarres
demand attention first.
1. The justificanon,
assummg
thi-, for the present to be the
correct rendering of the word, is called God's justification
But
whether we render by justification
or righteou<;ness, and we have
certainly to render by one or the other, one thing IS to be distinctly
noted, the word does not express an attnbute of God.
It denotes
a justification of which he is author; and It IS called his to contradistmguish
it from the justification
of the law.
The latter is
described by Moses thus: "He who has done these thmgs shall
live by them."
That is, he who has obeyed every req urrernent of
the law, Without one omission, shall live by his deeds.
Of course
such a life would be an absolutely Sinless one, and acquittal from
every charge would be a right which could not be Withheld.
Such an acquittal would be a dikaiosune ex ergon nomou-a jus·
tification by works of law.
But in this sense no human being
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can be justified. Gal. ii: 16. Now, there stands over against this,
and diffenng from it, another justification
which is ek fisteos, hy
belief. This is God's justification;
that is the law's.
The one is
conceivable, but impossible;
the other alone is practicable,
The
law's would be the justification of a person wholly smless: God's
is the justification of the sinner,
In the case of the law, justification would be a debt due from God to the accused.
In the
case of belief the justification
is a matter of favor and not of
debt.
In other words, to the man who should "do these things,"
God would owe justificauon ; but to him who believes simply,
he does not owe it.
True, he bestows it, but as a favor and not
as something owed.
2. Paul introduces
dikaiosune into the clause in hand without
qualification.
It was a term current in his day with a well defined Signification.
Neither the subject-matter
about which he
uses it, nor the context serves to modify it. He must then have
introduced
It m Its current and well known
meaning.
Consequently an unusual or far-fetched
import is not to be admitted.
3 The go~pel IS God's power for salvation.
As a power it is
a came; and viewing it as a cause, salvation is its effect.
Now
between the gospel as a cause and salvation as an effect, stands
dikaiost..ne. Put the go~pel in motion, and dikaiosune falls in
with It, and as a factor actmg with it, in the direction of its end,
helps it to reach it.
Consequently,
in detenninmg
the lIignification of the word, we must seek a meaning which both tends to
salvation and is a part of it, as well in its incipiency
as in its
ultimation.
4. Dikaiosune is something done of God or of Christ; and it
is done for the sinner, and not for the sinless.
Moreover, it is
something done for the believer, and not for the unbeliever.
It
is conditioned on belief, and is not done without it.
Further, it
looks to salvation, and is essential to it. Previous to it none will
claim that salvation has occurred;
subsequent to it none Will deny
that it has.
Hence in discovering
the meaning of the word we
must find a sense which denotes something
done for the believing sinner, prior to which he is not saved, subsequent to which
he is.
With these preliminaries
I proceed to an effort to determine
the meaning of the word.
This I shall commence by examining
ita most important cognate.
Dillaio, (8ucG&W). When God is the author of the act or state,
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and man the subject, this word and dikaiosune must be regarded
as having almost identical meanings.
Indeed the only distinction
between
them is that the one denotes in action what the other
expresses as state.
True, they sometimes differ, but this is owing
to a difference in the sources of the act or state, or in the subjects
to which they are applied.
At root and in essence they h.iv e the
same meaning.
Generally dikaio means to hold as right or just, to do right, to
do justice to, to treat as just or declare innocent,
to acquit or remi: p'uilt, and then to hold and treat as just. Now of the meaning-" here enumerated,
I shall maintain that the last, or the one
in il-.lics, is the one in which Paul uses the word in the clause in
han t But first I propose to show that this is certainly a meaning of the word in other books of the Bible as well as in the
Let er under consideration.
This I shall do by a few citations:
J
"Keep thee far from a false matter;
and the innocent and
rig vteous slay thou not: for I will not justify the wicked."
Or
aCt ording to the Septuagint:
Stand you aloof from every unjust

clvrge: the innocent and just slay not; and you shall not justify
tJ.- wicked .lor the sake 0/' gifts.
Exod. xxiii: 7.
This verse is held to have been addressed
to those in authority
a! judges.
It admonished
them to beware
of untrue counts,
especially not to slay the innocent on false testimony.
A doubtful case was to be referred to God himself, for the reason that he
"will not ju-tify the wicked."
Earthly judges they might escape;
him they could not.
The word acquit is here the exact rendering of the Septuagint
dikaio. Moreover, it is the very word
which both the subject and connection
require,
and is the only
word that expresses the sense truly and clearly.
2. "If there be a controversy
between men, and they come unto
judgment that the judges may judge them, then they shall justify
the righteous and condemn the wicked."
Deut. xxv: I.
Here, as in the preceding instance, the proceedings
are judicial
In the case of the wicked, the order is to condemn;
in the case
of the just, to acquit.
The word used by the Seventy is dikaio;
and no term so closely renders it as acquit.
The subject and the
occasion determine both sense and translation.
3. "And by him all that believe are justified from all things,
from which you could not be justified by the law of Moses."

Acts xiii: 39.
That the things

from which

the

people

could

not be justified
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by the law were their sins will not be questioned. Or, still more
correctly, the reference is both to sin and its penalty
From
these justification by the law was impossible. From be .h Christ
justifies the believer.
The phrase justified from (a7ro 1 has the
force of released from or acq uitted.
Released from is the exact
sense. This ma) ~ held as indisputable.
But this when applied
to sin is the precise meaning of the phrase remission of sin.
Here now in a passage in the New Testament, a passage from
Paul's own lips, dikaio clearly means to be released from sin, to
be acquitted, or pardoned. The passage is perhaps final as to the
meaning of the word. The scene is judicial, the party arraigned
is the believer, the charge is of his sins, and the result is release
from them.
This release is expressed by dikaio.
In all similar
cases, then, release from sin or acquittal must be held to be its
true meaning.
Now that belief in the passage from Acts, and the belief in the
clause in hand from Romans, are identical, I presume no one will
deny.
Equally certain is it that the justification in each is the
same. The only difference is that in Romans the justification is
conceived of as just revealed in the gospel, whereas in Acts it is
viewed as realized. But the justification in Acts is release from
sin. Therefore the justification in Romans is release from sin. I
do not see how the meaning of a word can be more conclusively
determined than this determines the meaning of dikaio.
4. "So even David speaks of the blessedness of the man to
whom God counts justification without works: Blest are they
whose iniquities are forgiven, and whose sins are covered, blest
is the man to whom the Lord will not count sin." Rom. iv: 6, 7.
If we still lack any conditions to enable us to determine the
meaning of dikaiosune, the present passage supplies them. God
is before us as judge, and man as the accused.
In the transaction God counts to him justification without works. It is then of
belief. Hence the man is a believer. To him God counts dikaiosune. To what is this the exact equivalent? The answer is, to
having his iniquities forgiven, his sins covered, or not counted to
him. It is the exact equivalent of release from sin and its penalty, the equivalent of pardon. Therefore to count dikaiosune tc
a believer is the same as to release him from sin or to forgive
him.
Now in the clause under consideration the dikaiosune is God's,
and is of belief. That is, to speak concretely, it is the dikaiosun,
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of a believer. Moreover, as in the case spoken of by David, the
dikaiosune is cour ted to the believer, so is it, we conclude, in the
clause in hand. Varther, since in the two cases the parties are
the same, and the transactions the same, the cases themselves
must be the same. Consequently dikaiosune in the clause in
hand must mean to be released from sin or to be forgiven. It is
then to be transtated by justification, and not by righteousness;
and by justificauen in the sense of acquittal from guilt, or remission of sins.
N ow to show that the view here maintained is neither novel
nor deficient in tluthority, I cite the following passages from eminent writers on the Letter.
In each passage its author is commenting on the clause in question:
"But the wOfd dikaiosune is the usual one employed by Paul
to designate g<)'pel-justification, i. e., the pardoning of sin, and
accepting and treating as righteous.
o. With these facts
before us, we now return to our text. Dikaiosune 'Iizeou seems
very plainly to have the same meaning here that it has in Rom.
iii: :U, and in the other passages just referred to in this epistle,
viz: the juslij/~ation or pardoning mercy bestowed on sinners
who are under- the curse of the divine law; or the state or condition of being pudoned, i. eo,justified or treated as just."-STuARor.
"One thing is certain, that dikaiosune Theou must here mean
(as in the rest of the Epistle, and others of St. Paul) Gospel jU6tification, or the mode of obtaining pardon bestowed by God on
mano"-BLoO~FIRLD.
"Now if man is to become righteous from being unrighteous-this can only happen by God's grace-because
God declares kim
righteous, aswmes him to be righteous:
Dikaioun is not only
negative 10 , <:quilo..... but also positive 10 declare righteous, but
never to mtl Ie righteous by transformation, or imparting of moral
strength by which moral perfection may be attained.v=-Ar.soan.
"Dikaio, likaiosuneo
Many cognate significations have been
assigned to the verb dikaio, but in the New Testament it invariably denote. 10 acquil, i. e., 10 justify, 10 accounl jusl.
Hence the
derivative noun dikaiosune signifies acquittal.
The words indeed are strictly forensic; and, as employed in the Epistles, imply
• jutl/cial sentence of the Almighty upon all mankind, as obnoxi: u to divine punishment.t'-c-Tndr.t.oza,
N w I would by no means be understood as denying that
tlij osune often means righteousness, as well as justification.
It
0
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menus both, and the one as certainly as the other. But it means
neil her exclusively.
Hence to render it uniformly by the same
word is a grave error.
It should in some instances be rendered
justification, in others righteousness; and it is the business of the
commentator to distinguish the passages in which it has these
different meanings from one another.
As an instance, among many, of the use of the word in the
sense of righteousness, take the following: "For I tell you that
unless your righteousness
excel the righteousness of the
Scribes ant! Pharisees, you shall never enter into the kingdom of
heaven." Matt. v: 20. It would be absurd to represent the justification of one man, using the word in the sense of acquittal,
as excelling that of another.
Clearly the word here means
righteousness.
Take also the following from the Letter under consideration:
"Neither present your members as instruments of unrighteousness, to sin; but present yourselves to God, as alive from the dead,
and your members as instruments of righteousness, to God."
Rom. vi: 13. Unquestionably the word here means righteousness, that is, a course of life in conformity with the requirements
of right or of christian morality.
Finally then, whenever, in the course of these comments, I
meet with dikaiosune in the sense of righteousness I shall so
render it; in all other instances I shall render it justification.
in order to belief-eis
pis/in. Here again we encounter a
much litigated phrase. Indeed, according to some commentators
it seems to mean almost anything or nothing; while according to
others, it means one thing about as well as another. One thinks
that ek pisteos signifies belief in the Old Testament, while eis
pistin means belief in the New. Another thinks the two expressions are to be taken together as a climax, their meaning being,
from belief to belief, i. e., from a lower to a higher degree of
belief. Some again would read the verse thus: For in the gospel, God's righteousness is revealed from belief to belief, closely
connecting the two expressions with the verb revealed. Others
still thus: For in the gospel God's righteollsness by belief is
revealed to belief. All these views I regard as radically erroneous, some of them as fanciful, and therefore reject them. Of the
authors I am consulting, Macknight, Stuart, and Bloomfield
alone seem to have the true conception of the clause. Accordingly they render it almost precisely as I have done. Substan-
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thus: In the gospel IS revealed God's justification by belief for belief, i. e, to Induce belief.
Or still more fully:
In the gospelll> revealed the fact that God will )u;,tIly the believer,
and this I;' done in order to mduce men to believe
This last I
hold to gne the truth in the case
Nothing IS more common m the New Testament
than the use of
eis to denote the end or object for wluch ally thmg IS done. Take
an example fi orn the v er se immedrately
be l oi e the one contauung
the clause III hand. The go<;pel IS God's puwer, et s sotcrt an, for
saluatron, or as a power It IS for an eud-s-salvauon
So the
clause befoi e us. In the go!:>pel IS revealed God s justification
by
behef, cis pistln,Jor belie/: It is revealed for, or to mduce a certam end, to mduce belief.
Surely there IS nothing difficult here.
A;, a motiv e to mduce men to believe.God
reveals to them that
If they wrll bchev e he \\ III justify them.
Thrs is simple and
clear.
I can 1I0t see why the clause has been thought
so perplexed
As farther evidence
of what IS here said, I cite the following
from Galatians, which con tam;" diflei ently expressed,
the same
Idea. "KnowlIlg
that a man IS not justified by WOlks of law, but
through faith in Jesus Chr ist, we al<;o believed on Christ Jesus,
that w e might be justified by faith in Christ, and not by WO! ks
of law." Gal 11: 16.
Knowmg that a man IS justified by belief m Christ, even we
hav e believed 111him
\Ve h.rve behev ed 111him-why?
Because we know that he who belrev e;, will be justified.
This we
know, because It has been Ievealed to us, and OUI knowledge
so
obtained becomes the mob \ e to believe
Thus this \ erse seems
to settle the Import of the clause III question
as it is wntten, he who 1S Just by be h ef shall live. The
common,
ei sion has, "the just shal] Ii\ e by faith."
This IS certainly mtelhgible , but If correct, It is drthcult to .,ee why the
Apostle cites It. The question befoi e 11IIn IS not by what means
do the just In e, but how 1<;the belie, er justified?
To the former
question, the citation, a;, found III our version, would be Ielev ant,
to the latter It IS not.
The A pestle had just asserted that III the
gospel God S jusnfication
by behcJ IS revealed
To those who
insisted on justrfication by the law only, this would be novel and
false. To prevent such a judgment
agalllst him, and at the <arne
time to secure a verdict III hrs fa vor, he cites fr orn l Iab.rk k uk.
As much as to say: God's justification
IS by behef, and not by
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\aw Be not startled at this. The prophet h aself asserts as much.
r Ie says, the Just by belief shall live. I ass ert only the sam,
it I~ very true th.it the just lives by his belief, and It is equally
true th.u he becomes just by It. It is this pomt and not that,
which the Apostle has in mind, and which he is laboring to
estahlr-h.
I Ience the necessity of rendering the citation as I
hav e rendered it.
CHAPTER

JPri

I.

SECTION

4.

18 Now
God's wrath is revealed
from heaven against all impiety and
avlll'''>7fwv
ndV T~V uAIJ8uav fV u~'k,a injustice of men. who keep down the
Ig.
truth by injustice
'" Because that
/( JTEXOVTWV' m()T< TO YVWUTOV TOll 8wl!
which IS known of God IS manifest
q IIVfl'0V fUTIII fV aVTOtr' .I 8for yap au- among them, for God has made It
T 1I~ .qJaVfpWUf
20 Ta yap uopaTO UVTOll clear to them
" For his un -een
d'TO KnUfwr
KOUI-'0U To'r 1TO'~I-'UU' voov- traits are perceived SInce the creation
I"VII Ko8opaTO', ij TE u;a,or aVToll ~,;VU- of the world, being known by the
~ r K<" 8ftoT?r, fir TO .lvat aVTovr uva1T- i things that are made-both
his ever•
21 •
'
Ilastmg
power
so that
o"oY'JTour
own
yvoVTfr
TOV 8fOV oux
h
h and divtruty/, B
,
.,'
"
t ey are Wit out excuse
ecause
w> 8fOV '~"~(lUUV
'I '1l!xap'UT'IrTUV, aAA they knowing God did not glonfy
fp.ura,w8?u(lv
fll TOt< ~taAOY'UI-'o'r
aVTWV him ~ God, nor did 'the) thank him,
KaJ HTKoT'UIJ? ~ arTUVfrOr avrwv KIIpllia
but became foohsh In their reason22 <l>UUICOVTH fLva. uocpo' fl-'WPUV(Jrwuv, ings,
and therr stupid heart was
23 Ka' rjAAa~av T?V llo~(l1I TOll acpBupToU darkened.
J2 Professing to be Wise,
efOV tV 0fLOlWJ-L0T' £llCovo~ CP8UjJT()V a~ the} acted as fools, "and exch.•nged
the glor} of the Incorruptible God
8PW1TOV Kat 1rfTftV6)V Kat 'rrrpa1TOaWV
Kat
for an Image like corruptible man,
fP1rfTWV.
24 ~,o
1rap;aWlCfV
aUToJ so 0 and fowls, and fourfooted beasts. and
8wr
f~ Talr /m8uI-'ia'r T';;~ ICap~,w v au- creeping things.
24 Therefore
God
r~v
oICa8apo-iav
'rot) aT'p.a(fCT8u& TO. gave them up, In the lusts of their
hearts, to uncleanness, to dishonor
CTWJ-LUTaairrC:;v E)I airro'i~,
2~ OtTWU'
fUT~AAa~av n,v uA~8 •• av TOU 8fOll tV T<jj their bodies among themselves. "who
exchanged the truth of God for a he,
",f"a •• , /(a& flu/3uu8?uav
/(a, iAaTpfVuav
and worshiped and served the crearij erlae« fTapa TOil ICTtUavra, O~ fUTUI ture Instead of him that made It,
~AO"yrrror flr 'rOV," alc.il'a~aJ'q".
who IS blessed forever-amen.
18

'A1To/(aAihrTN"a,

ovpavoll

f1T'

yap

1Tauav uu./3"av

8fOll

/(a'

cl1T'

u~"ciav

I

f"

SUMMARY.

The wrath of God is revealed from heaven against the impiety and injustice of all men who keep down the truth
1 he Gentiles had the truth, tor
God had made It known to them
But when they knew God they did not
glorify hrm a, God
By their reasomngs they became foohsh, and dull 10
heart, and exchanged the honor due to God for the worshrp of Idols For
this God gave them up to babe passions, and as the result they dishonor e
their bodies among themselves

18. Now God's wrath is revealed from heaven
The connection of thought here IS not obv 10US
The Apostle introduces
the paragraph With gar, for, but why? Usually gar introduces
• reason for, an illustr atron or confirmation of something prece d
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ing. Bur if such be the case here it is not perceivable.
Indeed
the parag, aph which follows gar seems quite independent of
what precedes it. There is no apparent connection between
them. This, with the presence of a particle ordinarily implying
dependence, is what creates the difficulty.
Stuart thinks gar
refers to an r.aplied thought in Paul's mind. His language is:
"As to the gu1' with which this verse is introduced, I am now
persuaded that it refers to an implied thought in the mind of the
writer, which ii.tervened between vs. 17 and IS, viz: This dikaiosune Theou is now the only dikaiosune possible for men. That
this is so, the sequel shows; which is designed to prove that aU
men are in a state of sin and condemnation, and can be saved
only by gratuitou~ pardon."
Bloomfield, on HIe other hand, while doubting a connection,
still admits a probaole one. He says: "It is, however, by no
means clear to me that any connection was intended; for the
{far may here have, aJ often, the inchoative sense: and it is admitted by almost all commentators that this verse commences what
Schoettgen calls the tractatio cum Gentilibus.
Yet it is probable that it was meant to serve as a connecting link between the
{feneral position, on the efficacy and universality of the gospel,
and the proof at lar!;f!, of the necessity of this justification by
faith only-from the inefficiency of the law, whether of Moses or
of Nature to save men.'
Upon the whole I can discover, at least, no verbal or logical
connection in the use of gar. Still I am persuaded that the matter
of the one paragraph must stand related to the matter of the other.
It can not be that in Paul's mind the two were wholly disjoined.
He had just asserted that the gospel is God's power for salvation.
By implication, then, there is no other power or means of salvavation. This would destroy all hope of salvation in the Gentile
on his ground. But in assigning a reason for this assertion the
Apostle adds: "For in it is revealed God's justification by belief."
There is, then, no other justification.
This would extinguish all
hope of justification in the Jew, as based on the law. Now, in
proof of all th!s, he proceeds to show that the condition of both
Jew and Gentile was such as to warrant both his assertions and
their implication. This showing he introduces by gar. Assuming this to be correct, then gar is used much in the sense of de,
and should be rendered now. All things considered, I am disposed to accept this view as correct, or as more nearly corrpr'
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than any yet proposed.
On the nearly equivalent
sigrnfications
of gar and de In certain cases see \Vmer.
~l or eov er, the learned are not altogether
agl eed as to the order
in which the .Apovtle intended his thoughts to succeed one another,
and con •..eq ue nt ly a" to the translation
of the clause.
Some would
render it thus:
For the wrath of God from heaven i'l revealed.
Others thusFor the wrath of God is revealed
from heaven.
Thrs latter I hold to be correct.
The collocation is not God from
heaven. but WI ath i<;revealed from heaven.
against
all impiety
and injustice
Impiety, asebetan, means
a failure 111 our duties to God, injustice, adikian. a failure in our
duties to men.
Both terms are general, and denote as well a total
failure, as ev ery lower degree of it. The two terms together expit! •..•.•
the whole volume of human sins.
In the clause before us,
If they do not indicate total failures, they certainly indicate degrees fearfully near total.
But the Apostle is not speaking of the
impiety and iruu •..tree of men generally,
but of a particular class of
men, whom he mentions in the next clause.
of men,
who keep down
the truth
by injustice.
The
first inq UIIy here respects
the word truth, aletheian:
\Vhat
truth I" refer! ed to?
eel tainly not the truth contained
in the
go •..pel. This much all concede.
The reference i" to an age antenor to the go<;pel, and therefore
to a people who had never
heard it.
\Ve subtract
then the truth in the gospel from the
trurh mentioned
in the clause.
This done, I take the word
truth as standmg
for all other truth relating to, and designed
to
regulate piety, or duty to God, and justice, or duty to men.
The
impiety and injustice
named were the impiety and injustice certainly of men who had ten alctheian, the truth. and not of men
who had it not.
This truth related,
firvt, to their duty to God,
and, second, to their duty to men; and the impiety and injustice
consisted
in a failure to keep it in both these respects.
B It whence
had this truth been derived?
Originally
from
God himself
From him it had come either immediately,
as in
the case of Adam, or mediately through angels, or inspired men,
as in subsequent
ages.
Some, therefore, had it in the form of an
original revelation;
others in the form of tradrtion.
But whether
in that form or this, it was the truth, and the only truth the world
had prior to the gO'ipel.
On it, and on traditions
from it, and
corruptions
of it, the world's conscience was formed.
But it was
not derived
from conscience.
Conscience
originates
no truth
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It merely approves conformity to truth, or to what is held •••
truth, and condemns violations of it. This much it does, no
more. The truth in Question had a divine, not a human origin;
and it existed, in most cases, no doubt in a greatly perverted
form. The more remote the tradition from its original source,
the dimmer it becomes, till finally every vestige of truth evanishes
from it, and it becomes a lie. Such is the history of truth after
it passes into the form of tradition.
To keep down the truth is a strong phrase.
Of course it expresses the act of those who had the truth. By their injustice
they overpowered it, kept it down, and thus hindered its circulation. They restrained it as by fetters. In all ages iniquity in
those who have the truth has had this effect. Those who have
not the truth will not receive it from the corrupt.
He who has
truth and would propagate it, must himself remain pure. His
life must be consistent with the truth he has; otherwise he becomes an impediment to it. In the hands of the unjust, truth is
powerless for good. Thus to keep it down is a great sin. When
God gives us truth it is that it may control us, and through us
others. If we cause it to fail he will not acquit.
of men,
The word "men" would here include all men in all
ages, who, prior to that time, had, by their injustice, kept down
the truth; but it seems from what follows in the chapter that the
Apostle designed it to embrace the Gentiles only. The Jews are
taken up and separately considered farther on. The context and
mode of treatment thus serve to limit the word.
19. Because that which is known of God That is, among
the Gentiles. Not that which may be known. It would have
been going too far to say that all that may be known of God actually was manifest among the Gentiles alluded to. For this reason
I reject the common rendering. So also Alford .. But it would
be quite proper, as such was the fact, to say that what is Imow"
of God was manifest among them. This knowledge would constitute the ground of their responsibility and render them
inexcusable. So at least Paul thought.
The connection of thought between this verse and the one
preceding it, may be thus indicated: "The wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all impiety and injustice of men who
keep down the truth by injustice." The Gentiles to whom I am
DOW alluding have the truth.
The proof of this I here subjoin:
"Because that which is known of God i•• manifest among them:
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for God has made it clear to them. In other words: God has
made clear a certain thing to the Gentiles. It was thus that it
became manifest among them. The thing thus manifest is to
gnoston-what
is known of God, and the thing so known is the
truth."
Some of the learned thus connect the two verses: "The wrath
of God is revealed from heaven against all impiety and injustice
of men who keep down the truth by injustice." This wrath the
Gentiles have suffered. Because that which may be known of
God in regard to impiety and injustice is manifest among them in
the form of wrath; for God has made it clear to them-has clearly
manifested his wrath.
This I admit to be true; but it is not the truth here. The thing
which is known of God, which was manifest among the Gentiles, manifest because God had made it clear to them, was the
truth, and not his wrath.
Verses 18 and 19 assert or imply three facts which it was neeessary to prove: I. That the Gentiles had the truth;
2. That
they kept it down by their injustice; 3. That the wrath of God
is revealed against their impiety and injustice. How the first fact
is proved has just been shown. The second is proved by pointing out how they abused the truth; and the third by enumerating the consequences of their sins which God visited on them.
The proof and amplification of these facts occupy the remainder
of the chapter.
20.

For his unseen traits are perceived since the crea-

tion of the world, The word "perceived" means discovered
hy the senses or by the mind. It is hence the very word required
here. Since the creation-apo.
I render aro since,with Tholuck
and others. The meaning is not perceived by the creation of the
world; for this would be virtual tautology, since it is the exact
import of the expression, known by the things that are made.
This verse is designed to confirm what is said in the preceding
one; and the two verses together form an argument from the
greater to the less. In verse 19 the Apostle says that what is
known of God in regard to piety and justice, the truth from him
respecting them, is manifest among the Gentiles, because He has
made it known to them. To justify and confirm this statement
the Apostle now declares that even God's unseen traits, the
higher and more difficult things to know, have been taken notice
of ever since the creation ef the world, being cognizable by the
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things that are made. And if these have always been known,
how much more the truth relating to practical matters of so much
importance as piety and justice. If the greater is known, the Iess
must be. The unseen traits mentioned by the Apostle are immediately explained to be God's everlasting power and divinity.
It does not strike me that the A postle intended to enounce the
facts contained in verse 20, as something new which he desired
his readers to know. He rather assumed them to be known and
admitted, and simply used them to prove what he had said in
verse 19.
Ever since the creation of the world and men have existed,
they have been enabled, by means of the works of creation, to
arrive at the apprehension of certain traits of the Almighty, other.
wise undiscoverable by them.
These traits are called unseen,
because it is impossible for the outward eye to take notice of
them. They are apprehensible or knowable by the mind only
-not immediately; for the act of cognition is by means of the
things that are made. From the works of creation the mind, by
a process, passes tu the perception of the traits. This process I
take to be one of reasoning. Given the conception of God, and
from the works of creation the mind infers, as matter of knowledge, certain of his traits, as power, and so on. Only thus can it
discover these traits by means of created things
And here we must be cautious. The Apostle uoes not afhrm
that by means of created things we come to know God. With
Paul the conception of God is assumed. It is only certain traits
of God that we thus discover.
God is not knowable by means
of creation. From creation we infer traits, not God. God himself, not nature, communicated to man, as an original datum,
whatever conception man at the first had of him. Creation can
not give the conception of God. This embraces, not to mention
more, the notion of spirit and of infinite power; and the notion
of these is not in a physical and finite creation, and, therefore, can
not be inferred from it. If nature alone furnished these notions
it would furnish them continually; that is, it would furnish them
and preserve them. All nations would then have them. But we
know that this, as a historical fact, is not so. But the conception
of God once given by himself, and much that is difficult is gone.
In countless ways the works of nature may then suggest his
traits.
Moreover, assuming this to be the origin of the conception,
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and we can readily account for Its prevalence m the world
It,
and much that ISbound up with It, would be propagateo rn two
wa}~· orally at first m the form of tradition, and next In w ritten
records
In that way It spread among the Gentiles, arid became
the to gnoston, the thing knr:rwn among them. m this wa} It was
pre<;en ed among the Jews
both his everlastmg
power and diviruty,
It IS easy to
understand how the notion of God's power ISobtamed from the
works of creation
These works are an effect, and as such they
must have had an adequate cause. As an effect they are irnmeasurably vast, and therefore must have resulted from a cause
irnmeasui ablv powerful
But God IS their cause, and hence the
notion of his power
This much IS clear.
But how do we obtain from the works of creation the notion
that God's power ISeverlastingf!
The answer is not very appa
rent
The notion of everlasting duration IS not inherent in that
of power
Hence, from the one alone we can not mfer the other.
But two solutions, as It seems to me, lie open to us. 1 From
creation as an effect we infer the power of God who produced It.
But we infer power only, and not the notion of everlastmg. In
Itself and as a fact, however, the power IS everlastmg, and this
bemg known to Paul, he so named It In other words, from ereation we infer the power only, while Paul charactenzes It according to its nature
2
God IS the author of creation , and from
creation as an effect we infer his power
But this power does
not pertain to him as an accident. It inheres in him as an inseparable atti ibute , and smce he IS everlastmg, so IShis power
It
is thus, I conclude, that we get the notion of ev erlastmg III
God's power, and not from the works of creation
and divinity,
The word Theiotes I here translate divinity,
because I have not a better term, but whether correctly or not, I
can not venture with confidence to say
I take the word as denotmg, hke power, a smgle characteristrc of God Consequently
I can not agree with those who make It designate the "sum of
divine quahties"
Surely this IS incorrect, for that "sum" must
include power, and yet from Theiotes, as here used, power 1&
excluded, being expressed by dunamis.
Moreover, the word
must denote some trait which stands in close relation to the works
of creation, since it is perceived by them.
But to say precisely
which trait it expresses is the difficulty. So incomprehensible is
God, and so multiform his characteristics, that we become bewil-
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dered in their presence.
From the divine complexity
which
shines out In the works of creation, how hard I~ it to select a Single trait, and say of It with confidence,
this is the Iheioles.
Yet
this trait was known among the Gentiles of whom Paul 1'0 speaking.
Much more then must we know It.
But this IS not the
difficulty.
The difficulty is In saying which trait, out of many, It
is. Were I called upon to name it, I should COin a word for the
purpose, and call it the deityslzip of God.
By this I would express specifically
his divme lordshi p and preservation,
God's
power creates-s-this
all nature proclairns , and he upholds what
he has made.
No two facts in the manifestations
of nature are
more apparent than these
In upholdmg and presen ing nature
God displays hIS deityship
This then I take to be the trait which
t4eiotes expresses.
It is proper to add that the usus loquendi, usually held to be
the great arbiter in questions of cntrcism, can lend us no ard here.
The word in hand is hapax legomeno1l, that IS, It occurs but once
in the New Testament.
ThIS greatly increases
the drfficulty in
understandmg
It. It may, I think, be safely assumed, as already
said, that It denotes a smgle drvme trait, a trart closely related to
creation, and perceivable
by it. Thus far we are safe
But when
we come to designate specifically the trait, we seem to me to be
guided by conjecture alone.
so that they are without
excuse.
In v. 19 the Apostle
declares that what IS known of God, his truth, respecting
piety
and justice, was manifest among the Gentiles, God hav mg shown
It to them
ThIS he confirms in v. 20
He curtly adds: "So that
they are without excuse," i. e., for their sms, Paul here assumes
the great and constantly
recurring fact in the divme government,
that knowledge
of duty is the measure of responsibihty.
Had
the Gentiles not known, they would have been free, but having
light, they were Without excuse.
With v. 20 Paul ends hIS proof of the fact that the Gentiles had
the truth.
This done, and his conclusion drawn, he commences,
in v 21, the proof of his second fact, namely, that they had kept
down the truth by iniquity
He shows that they had abused it,
perverted and abandoned
It, and thus had kept It down and rendered It inoperati ve
21. Because
they,
knowing
God, did not glonfy
him as
God,
This verse a~slgns a reason for the conclusion
of v. 20.
That conclusion
is, that the Gentiles were WIthout excuse.
In
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proof of this the Apostle now shows how, and under what circumstances, they had acted.
To glorify God is to adore and honor him because of his divine
nature and excellencies. It is of the very essence of piety. In
the fact 'Stated by the Apostle we have additional evidence that
the Gentiles had the truth. They knew enough to enable them
to glonty God as God. Yet they failed. In what the failure
consisted we are not told. Paul merely says, they did not glorify
God as such They either ceased to use the truth as a gUide, or
perverted It. It thus failed of Its object in them; and in this way
it was either hindered or wholly suppressed.
nor did they thank him;
We thank God for benefits received, and the feeling which prompts the act ISgratitude.
As
the debt we owe to him, on this SCOI e, is great, the feeling should
be active and profound. A failure here ISindicative of the deepest debasement.
The people m whom this feeling has become
extinct have reached the lowest degree of spiritual degeneracy.
No sm is more inexcusable. Such was the depth to which the
Gentiles had gone down.
but became foolish in their reasonings,
The word cmataiothesan primarily signifies to become vain or foolish, and I see
no reason for seeking a more remote meamng here. I hence can
not think with some, that the word means to become "devoted to
vanities," meaning by the expression, devoted to idolatry. There
is the le'S<;reason for this, since, in v. 23, both the fact of idolatry
and the mode in which it arose are distinctly stated.
Th ••Gentiles were at fault in their reasonings either because
they set out from wrong premises, or because they conducted
the process armss, and reached unwanantable conclusions , or
they may have been at fault in both these respects and most
likely were. Correct reasoning can injure no people. It was by
means of their reasonings that the Gentiles became foolish.
This could not hav e happened had their reasonings been sound.
Foolish reasoning alone makes those foolish who do it.
What subject'> the Gentiles reasoned on we are not told.
Doubtless they were the theiotes and dunamis of God, tog-ethel
with the truth they had. Reasorung amiss on these made them
fools in regard to God and their duty to him. Rationalism ISa
dangerous thing whenever it undertakes to solve the mysteries of
God, or to lay down any other basrs of human duty than the
iivine will. Better accept some thm~, on the authority of God,
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which we can not solve, than to act the fool by rejecting every
thing.
and their stupid heart was darkened.
The word heart
here stands for the power within us which takes cognizance of
divine truth.
So, Tholuck in substance.
Asunetos signifies
wanting in discernment or perception.
Stupid, in the sense of
bluntness of spiritual perception, is the aptest word known to
me by which to render it. As the foolish reasonings of the Gentiles gradually usurped possession of their minds, the truth faded
from them. At last the light which was in them went out.
Thus their heart became darkened.
22. Professing
to be wise they acted as fools,
When
men are reasoning God and truth out of their souls, they usually
make large pretensions to wisdom. It was so with the Gentiles
in olden time; it is 30 with rationalism still. But the pretense is
a poor compensation for the loss. He acts the fool, not the wise
man, who thus reasons. Better is the "foolishness" which stands
with God, than the reasoning which rejects him.
23. and exchanged
the glory of the incorruptible
God
for an image
Common version: "Changed the glory of the
uncorruptible God into an image."
But this can not be correct.
How can the glory of God be changed into an image? The
one can not be transmuted into the other.
But it is easy to understand how, in the case in hand, the one could be exchanged
for the other. The Gentiles, when they knew God, glorified him
not as God, but became foolish in their reasonings; their stupid
heart became darkened; and though they professed to be Wise,
they acted as fools. The result was that they lost the true conception of God, and for him, as the object of their worship,
substituted idols. Thus the exchange was made.
It is better, perhaps, with some of the learned, to regard the
phrase, "glory of the incorruptible God," as a designation of
God, equivalent to glorious incorruptible God. The meaning
will then be, in short: they exchanged God for idols. Or we
may take "glory" as standing for the whole of the worship then
due to God. The meaning will then be: they exchanged the
worship of God for the worship of idols. That is, they abandoned the one, and betook themselves to the other.
like corruptible man, and fowls, and four-footed beasts,
and creeping things.
Idolatry at the first had a deep crirn.nal
significance.
Originally God did not intend man to worship
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a being whom he could not see. In the act, it can not be denied,
there is something difficult and unnatural.
When God made
Adam he visited him and talked to him familiarly as a gracious
father with his child. Man looked upon his great Creator face to
face. The homage he then paid him was the glad, spontaneous
outburst of his heart. It was not an effort, but a deep exquisite
pleasure. But man sinned; and that glorious Presence forever
withdi ew. Still the soul, though wrecked, longed to look again
upon the object of its adoration.
In the course of time Satan,
who, at the first, had suggested sin, now suggested that God could
be worshiped just as well under some visible form. The sugges·
tion seemed to meet the profound, instinctive longings of the
spint, and idolatry arose. The idol was, at this time, no doubt, a
mere aid to devotion.
It helped the mind to mount from the
mere material form before it up to the invisible One whom it
represented.
But men, with whom playing the fool had become
habitual, and w hove heart had hecome darkened, would not long
remember these refined distinctions.
Consequently, from viewing the idol as a mere aid, they soon came to view it as God.
"These be thy gods, 0 Israel." Exod. xxxii: 4.
Such probably
was the origin of idolatry.
On man's part the intention was to
aid devotion; on Satan's, to eject God from the soul. Satan bUCceeded, not man.
God appoints the worship of himself, and prescribes its mode
and laws. Whenever man undertakes to invent aids, the result is
that the divine appointment is supplanted, and the human invention takes its place.
like corruptible man. Ad verbum-likeness 0/ an image 0/
corruptible man. The idea is exactly expressed to our minds and
in our language by an image like corruptible man. In their traditions men would still retain the fact, obscured and distorted,
that they had been created in the image of God. In making an
idol to represent God, their first thought would be to make one
as nearly like him as possible. They would, therefore, make it
like man, feeling that thereby they were making it like God.
But as they sunk in grossness, they would make their idols to
resemble those beasts and fowls from which they derived most
benefit, or those animals and creeping things they most feared.
Those they would worship; these seek to propitiate.
Such
would be the origin of the images representing the lower order
of creatures, and of the homage paid them.
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24. Therefore
God gave them up, in the lusts of their
hearts, to uncleanness,
God gives people lip when he ceases
to restrain them from evil or protect them against it. When, in
other words, he lets them alone to do as they please without hindrance from him in the matter of sin. This clearly implies that
till God gives a people up, they are always under his protecting
care. Language could not more clearly imply the constant oversight of God in the affairs of men. How, with such an implication before him, any man can deny an immediate divine
providence in human affairs, I can not see. Indeed the blindness
which can do it would itself seem to be an instance of the "giving up" spoken of.
in the lusts of their hearts,
With Lange and others I
think the en of this clause should not be rendered by or through
God did not give them up to uncleanness by or through their
lusts. Their lusts were not a means by which he effected this
end. The en denotes their state or condition when God gave
them up. He gave them up because they had abandoned him
and resorted to the worship of idols; but at the time when he did
this they were living in lust. This was their condition.
to uncleanness,
That is, to practice it. But God did not
design or appoint the uncleanness, and then abandon the people
to it. The uncleanness was the result of their lusts. God abandoned them; and immediately their lusts hurried them into the
uncleanness.
to dishonor their bodies among themselves.
Critics are
not agreed as to whether atimazesthai is middle or passive. It
may be either, and either gives a good sense. I prefer to think
it middle, and accordingly so render it. But the point is of little
importance, and is therefore dismissed.
But how shall we render the clause? Certainly in one or the
other of the following ways: God gave them up so that they dishonored their bodies; or he gave them up to dishonor them. The
latter, as is obvious, makes God intend the dishonor; the former
says nothing of intention, but merely states the result of the
gIvmg up. The weight of modern authority is in favor of the
former rendering.
But why?
Certainly not on philological
grounds; for on these, the latter rendering has the advantage.
The former rendering, then, as it seems to me, rests on no ground
except that commentators do not like to make God intend the
dishonor. But this is insufficient. It is distinctly stated that God
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gave them up. Now for what did he do this? Not merely that
they might dishonor their bodies-this
and no more. But he
gave them up to let them learn what their lusts would plunge
them into, and this end he intended, not for its own sake, but 88
a punishment for abandoning him, for idolatry and for their lusts.
This I believe to be the true intent of the clause. I therefore
prefer the latter rendering.
Precisely how the Gentiles dishonored their bodies appears in
vs. 26, 27. These verses also exemplify the import of the clause
among themselves.
25. who exchanged
the truth of God for a lie,
This
clause closely resembles the one in v. 23, already noticed, namely"Who exchanged the glory of the incorruptible God for an image," &c.; and the two clauses should be rendered alike. In the
one case the glory of God is exchanged for an image; in the
other, the truth of God is exchanged for a lie. Or more closely
still, the truth of God is exchanged for Ihe false-that
which
is false in itself, false in the sense of being a lie, and false In
the sense of being a sham. The reference is to idols and idol
worship.
I see no reason for seeking, as some do, an unusual meaning
for the expression the Irulh of God. Both its import and construction seem very simple. The Genitive of God is genitive of
source, the meaning being the truth which is from God. The
truth is evidently the same as that of v. 18, which was kept down
by unrighteousness.
This truth primarily respected the worship
due to God; and it is as primary that it is here before the Apostle's mind. The truth which respected God and his worship the
Gentiles exchanged for the lie which prescribed idol worship.
Or the sense may be the fuller one, that both the one true God
and his worship were exchanged for Ihe false in the shape of
idols and the worship paid them.
The clause seems designed to explain more clearly whom God
delivered up to uncleanness to dishonor their bodies. If, instead
of the simple who, we render hoitines whoever, we shall come
still nearer the sense. The meaning of the two verses may be
accurately and fully expressed thus: Therefore God gave them up
in the lusts of their hearts to uncleanness to dishonor their bodies
among themselves--gave up whoever exchanged the truth of
God for a lie.
and worshiped
and served the creature
instead of him
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that made it. The word here rendered worshiped is generally
assumed to denote so much of our duty to God as is internal,
while the one rendered
served denotes the outward
part.
The
distinction
may possibly have been intended
here, but I can
not see it. The two words together <imply denote the whole of
the WOI ship due to God.
This was all transferred
t<) the creature.
The term creature is general, and includes eVery created
thing that was worshi ped.
The expression ton ktisanta is almost
uniformly rendered the Creator.
But for this there is no necessity. It is the participle, not a noun, and with the article means
him that made. This phrase closely and ne~tly renders it, and
any thing different is gratuitous.
Trueness is better than brevity.
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SUMMARY.

Being abandoned of God, both their men and women degraded themselves
by their vile practices. They received in their own bodies the due reward 01
their error. They rejected God from their knowledge, and he rejected them.
After this they became filled with every vice and crime. These they not
only practiced themselves, but even had delight in others for practicing them.
All this thev did, knowing the decree of God, both against their sins and
&gain8t themselves. They therefore sinned wilfully and reckle~sly.
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26. For this reason God gave them up to vile passions.
This verse is a repetition, in part, of v. z4.
But it is more. It
states the particular uncleanness to which God abandoned the
Gentiles, and details how they dishonored their bodies among
themselves.
The reason for the abandonment is the same in
both verses. It was idolatry.
The graded descent of the Gentiles is here worthy of note.
They knew God-this is the plane from which they took their
downward course. But they did not honor him as God; became
foolish in their reasonings; their heart, failing in the perception
of spiritual things, became darkened; they played the fool; lost
the true notion of God; ended in worshiping and serving the
creature.
At this point God abandoned them; and again they
began to descend-this time into moral and physical corruption.
Down they went, and still down, till they touched the bottom of
human degradation.
How sublime the hight from which they
fell; how low the depth they reached!
to vile passions.
The passions to which God abandoned
the Gentiles were those mentioned in this and the next verse.
They were the unnatural lusts which females cherished for
females, and males cherished for males. It is impossible to conceive of anything in the form of vice more disgusting than the
practices to which they led. As the simple translation of the
two verses presents their contents in a light sufficiently strong, I
shall not comment on them in detail.
That the vices here specified by Paul were actually practiced
among the Gentiles admits of no doubt. The testimony to the
fact, independent of the Apostle's, is conclusive. Seneca, Martial, and Petronius, the last contemporary with Paul, all confirm
the Apostle's statement.
The Tribades, a notorious class of
women, addicted to one of the vices, practiced their crime under
the name of sapphic love; and everyone at all read in history,
has heard of the Lesbian vice. The same vice is said to be
indulged in in Paris, France, in the present day; and there is
little doubt of its existence in other modern cities. The vice
called pederasty is known to have been disgracefully common in
Greece and Rome about the time Paul wrote.
Xenophon mentions the fact of its being forbidden by Lycurgus. Nor were
these vices confined to the low, unthinking herd. Some of the
most distinguished are accused of them.
By Plutarch, for example, we are told that even Solon, the great Athenian law-
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giver, was implicated in them; and Stuart says that Zeno, the
founder of the Stoics, was accused of the same. To the preceding
may be added the fact, mentioned by Bloomfield, and confirmed
by others, that discoveries made in Herculaneum and Pompeii
confirm all that Paul has said. N or were these vices rare, and
viewed as we view them. Indeed one of the writers just named,
as quoted by Hodge, goes so far as to say that they were so common, and the countenance given to them so great, that no one
feared being detected in the act of committing them. Moreover, they are known to prevail in more countries than one even
in our own day.
and receiving in themselves
the reward of their error,
which was fit. The error here, I must think, is the error into
which their males and females fell in, the vices just named. The
word plane means wandering, going astray, deception; and in
the vices named the Gentiles confessedly went astray. Besides,
the reward which they received was one due their error; and
that it was also the one deserved by their vices can hardly be
questioned.
It was a reward received in their persons-most
likely a penalty in the form of disease which they suffered. I
hence deem that plane refers strictly to erring in the matter of
their vices.
Some commentators refer plane to their going astray from
God to idolatry; but the reference seems far too remote. Certainly that was a plane, and their vices were a distant consequence of it; but then there are too many intermediate errors to
permit us to refer plane over them all to the first. It would be
safer to make it include all these errors than to refer it exclusively
to the first. If anyone will attentively read the passage in the
original, I think it will never occur to him that plane can have
any other reference than to the vices.
What the reward of their error was, which they received in
themselves, we are not told. But from the nature of the erimes
committed, we can hardly fail to conjecture it. The vices consisted in the grossest bodily abuse long continued.
The result
would be the worst form of those diseases which are known to
follow such abuse. It would be, besides great pain, premature
decay of the body, which again would lead to decay of the
mind. A life, therefore, imbittered by disease and pain, with
enfeebled powers of intellect, and early death would be the
reward of their error.
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28. And inasmuch as they did not judge fit to keep God
in their knowledge,
The sense is clear, but it is difficult, owmg to the want of closely corresponding words, to make the
translation entirely satisfactory.
Dokimazo primarily means to
prove a thing by trial, to put it to the test. "I have bought five
yoke of oxen, and I go to prove them." But this sense is clearly
inadmissible here. The word also means to approve or think fit
It occurs in this sense, I Cor. xvi: 3: "And when I reach you, 1
will send, with letters, him whom you may approve, to carry yOUl
gift to Jerusalem."
Also, I Thess. ii: 4: "But as we have bee«
thought worthy by God to be entrusted with the gospel, so we
speak, not as pleasing men." It is certainly in this sense that the
word occurs in the clause in hand. The Gentiles, after long trial
especially after their perception of spiritual things had grown
blunt, after their heart had become asunetos, and they had fallen
into idolatry and its attendant vices, did not approve or Judge fit
to retain God in their knowledge.
They preferred rather to let
the knowledge they had of him perish from their minds, which
was the same as not choosing to keep him in their knowledge.
They wished no farther acquaintance with him.
to keep God in knowledge,
The phrase "to keep God in
knowledge" is thought by some to be a stronger expression than
to know God. But the fact is not apparent.
Its exact equivalent
is to know God-to
have him in mind as an object of constant
and distinct thought.
The two phrases differ in form, not in
sense.
God gave them up to a rejected mind
As the Gentiles, on
their part, did not think proper to do one thing; so God, on his,
did not think proper to do another.
They did not choose to
keep him in their knowledge; and so he did not choose to keep
them in his care. He had now fully tested their minds, tested
whether they would keep him in thought.
He had had them on
trial, as the a'isayer his metal in the crucible. Their minds failed,
and he rejected them. The word "rejected," in this sense, though
not exactly to my taste, is the truest word to the Apostle's sense
I can find. God repudiated the Gentile mind, or threw it away.
It would not retain him, and he refused to have it.
to do unbecoming
things;
Unbecoming things are all
things inconsistent with our duty to ourselves and to others. The
phrase is comprehensive, and, unqualified, would include every
species and form of vice and wickedness.
I apprehend, how
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ever, that it is designed to refer more particularly to the vices just
named by the Apostle, and to those immediately to be enumerated. Less than these it hardly includes; more it scarcely can.
29. being filled with all injustice,
malice, greediness,
evil; Pepleromenoes
belongs to the they which is the subject
understood of poiein.
The persons who were filled with all
injustice, etc., were those who did not choose to keep God in
their kuowledge, and whom he abandoned to do unbecoming
things. Being once forsaken by him, because they had forsaken
him, they went from bad to worse, and from worse to worst, till
they complemented the following fearful list of crimes.
Efforts have been made, particularly by German commentators,
to show that the Apostle enumerates these crimes in order, or at
least sets them down in kindred groups.
But these efforts are
founded rather in the fancies of their authors than in the work of
Pauc
He is innocent of the order and grouping ascribed to him.
He was intent on describing the true condition of the Gentile
world, but with no wish to display his skill in the art of rhetoric.
His object was to tell the whole truth, but as to the order in
which his items should succeed one another, he has evinced no
discoverable concern.
being filled with
It need not be supposed that each indi
vidual Gentile embodied in himself the whole of these crimes.
The list is affirmed of a community as such, and not of its several
members. What was true of the whole was true, no doubt, i&
large measure, of its individual parts. Still a general corruption
of individuals is all that need be assumed. For example, one man
may have been filled with greediness, but not have been boastful;
another may have been boastful, but not filled with greediness;
and so on to the end.
all injustice.
This expression is generic, and comprehends
the whole volume of human crimes. The specifications herein
following are its included particulars.
The men in whom the
"all injustice" had its seat were the men who kept down the
truth-and
no wonder.
No heart can be at the same time the
abode of these crimes and of the truth.
The sense of truth is
extinct in the heart in which they dwell. Malice: Deep-seated
hatred accompanied by the wish and will to do others personal
injury. When intensified it is apt to seek the opportunity to
vent itself in bloodshed.
Greediness:
The inordinate love of
money. It is dangerous because almost sure to lead to the use
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of unjust means to accomplish its ends. Covetousness and ava.
rice are both good meanings of the word. Evil, kakia: Moral
baseness-the
depraved disposition which is ready for every
type of crime.
Vsllanous disposition is very close to the sense.
full of envy, murder, strife, deceit, malignity.
Envy:
The disposition which grudges another his excellence or place. It
leads its possessor to underrate its object, and thereby to be unjust
to him. When it speaks, it is usually in the form of pity for the
slandered. The truly noble are ever free from it. Murder: The
wilful and malicious taking of human life. This crime, according to the Bible, should always be punished with death. But in
our day, especially in our country, it generally brings with it only
a good deal of notoriety, and not death. But we may rest assured
of this, that God will one day visit on the people of this country
a fearful retribution for the indulgence which they show to the
crime. Take the life of him who wilfully and with malice take.
the life of his fellow man-do this surely, do it in all cases, and
murder will cease. Fail to do this, and you breed mobs; for the
world is apt to feel that a murderer hung by a mob is a less evil
than a murderer turned loose by a corrupt court of law, to murder again at will. That is a morbid and most pernicious sentiment
which forgets what is due to God, to society, and to the murdered,
through sickly sympathy for the murderer.
It is devoid of justice; nor is it any proper expression of mercy.
Strife: The
disposition to be contentious and quarrelsome. It is the standing
violation of the law of peace.
It is not strife for the sake of
truth and right. Such strife is lawful. But it is strife simply for
its own sake-a morbid feeling, which seeks to irritate every
body and thereby disquiet them.
Deceit: The Greek word
dolos primarily signifies a bait, i. e., for a fish. From this it readily
comes to mean an artful trick, stratagem, device. As a disposition of mind it is the inclination and will to practice every
species of fraud to effect an end. Where it prevails justice in
dealing is unknown.
It is the very opposite of an honest
purpose. Malignity: Extreme evilness of nature. As a disposition it has its seat low in the depraved heart, is treacherous, and
crops out in bad habits and customs. It is of the essence of
activity in the corrupt soul.
whisperers, 30. slanderers, Godhaters,
Wkisperers: Secret slanderers, persons who slip slyly about and blacken names
and characters by whispering their vile tale in willing ears.
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They always affect great innocence themselves, and tell their
hurtful story regretfully.
When done, they are sure to enjoin on
you not to mention the matter to others lest it might do harm.
The world contains few things more despicable.
Slanderers:
These are the public blabs of communities, the open tattlers who
know every thing they should not know, and tell every thing
they should not tell, the newsmongers of inns and low places.
They have one peculiarity-they
never tell secrets, but such
things only as are notoriously true!
They hence always appeal
to some one in the crowd to verify their lie.
Godhaters:
These are the impious wretches who, having cast God out of
their souls, have sunk down into the very night of sin. Nature
has become so prostituted in them, and their hearts so saturated
with evil that for even their daily bread' they requite God only
with hate. Of the turpitude of such an insult it is impossible for
the pure mind to form a true conception.
To hate God is the
most abhorrent thought to the soul that language can express.
In enormity it is without a parallel.
insolent, proud, boastful, inventors
of evils, disobedient
to parents,
Insolent: Persons are insolent when in their
haughtiness they look down upon others with contempt, and 1>0
treat them and speak to them as to mortify them and wound
their feelings.
It is an ignoble trait, found only in base minds.
Proud: To be proud is to place too high an estimate upon ourselves.
It leads us to be vain, and to look upon others as
mferiors. The truly noble are never proud.
Boastful:
The
boastful are such as speak of themselves, their acts and property
in an ostentatious and over-colored style. The vice is closely
akin to lying, and is the very opposite of modesty. Inventors of
evils: These were persons who invented base methods to accumulate property, to gratify ambition, and to satisfy lust. The
word evils must be taken in a wide sense, as including every
species of villany which can injure either ourselves or others.
Disobedient to parents: Perhaps no sin mentioned by the Apostle so clearly indicates, as does this, how completely humanity
was wrecked in the Gentiles.
To be disobedient to parents in
the sense of being cruel to them, or indifferent to their wants, is
the lowest degree of human debasement.
It often occurred
among the ancients.
31. stupid, faithless, without natural affection, pitilessStupid: On this word I have already had occasion to comment
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It here means dullness 111 the perceptIOn of spiritual things.
But
how, the reader Will ask, can its import be set down ~J a sin,
and a person be held respollSl ble for It? Were it natural, it could
not be.
But it is induced by unwillmgness
to retain in mind
those divine truths which keep It bnght and sharp.
God's truth
is the soul's food, which renders it active and keen in its perceptions.
Without
this food It becomes gross and dull, and at last
loses its PCIspicacity.
The import, therefore, is criminal, because
the consequence
of a criminal rejection of the truth.
Faithless:
The word faithless here does not refer to a general, but specific
faithlessness.
It denotes want of faith in keeping covenants and
contracts
It includes alike the acts of nations and of indrviduals.
Where It pi evarls all confidence
in human pledges is at an end.
Without natural affection' The WOld sigrufies more particularly
a want of affection for kin, especially, It may be, for chrldi en, It
is thought b) some to refer to the unfeeling custom among Gentile pal ents of exposmg
their infants to die, when, from any
cause, they were dismclmcd
to raise them.
The word possibly
has this reference, but It is not certain.
It means to be heartless
towards those who <hould be dear to us from the ties of blood.
pztiless: The w ord Signifies to be merciless or unforgrvmg to
those who ell
The pitiless man shows no leniency to those
who are out of the way, but cruelly exacts the last farthing.
Whe n we remember
how prone all are to do wrong, we must
regard the trait as a most diabolical one.
Nothing can be more
opposite to God than it is, or be looked upon by him with deeper
displeasure.
Here ends the hideous list of crimes and vices and sinful
mcntal states enumerated
by the Apostle.
To define each w ord
exactly, as it stood defined to his mind, is more than anyone can
now claim the ability to do. A safe approximation
to his meaning is all that, in some instances, can be expected.
Different
words so often seem to blend their import, and to lap the one
0'\ er the other,
that to keep their several significations
distmct,
and make them stand apart each on its own plat, is by no means
easy.
I shall feel glad if, in the end, it turns out that my efforts
in this direction are In respectable part successful.
32. who, knowing
the decree of God,
To whom does the
word who here refer?
Clearly to those who did not choose to
keep God in their knowledge,
whom, therefore, he abandoned to
a rejected mind to do unbecoming
thmgs, and who as a conse-
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quence practiced
the crimes and vices just specified.
It does not
then add a new class of characters
to the preceding
list.
It
merely adds a fuller description
of those there named.
The persons ther e named committed
the crimes mentioned,
knowing
the
decree of God as to the penalty they deserved,
And more, they
even countenanced
and mdor sed other s In domg them
Such 1
take to be the refe: ence of ioho, and the connection
of thought.
knowing
the decree
of God,
The Gentrles, then, in perpetrating
their enormities
were not actl11g in Ignorance.
They
knew the decree of God re-pectrng
the very Vices they were
practicmg.
But they did not regal d It.
They had light, but
despi-ed It.
It was this that made their guilt so deep.
They
knew the decree.
That was all.
N ot that they recognized
it as
just.
The probability
is they regarded
it as the very rev erse,
Their heal t had become asunctos ; dull of perception;
and the
justness of the decree agatn<;t their sins would be among the first
thl11gs to which they would glOw blmd
They <in ned, then, not
in Ignorance, but more probably 1Il unbelief.
But whence did they derive the knowledge
of God's deer ee?
The q ucvtion is not settled by the Sci iptures
\Ve are consequently left to conjecture.
I cite an author or two In reply.
Alford:
•. To dikaioma-the sentence
of God,
unmistak.ibly
pronounced
in the conscience"
Stuart
thuiks they derived
it "from the disclosures
made respcctmg'
God In the works of
nature," and from "their own conscience
and moral sense."
And
so others
But with these authors I can not agree.
I see not how either
the works of nature or the human conscience could eyer disclose
the decree 111question,
"The things of God no one knows, but
the Spirit of God"
God himself, I take it, revealed his decree
respecting
the penalty
of !>111,revealed it by his Spirit
to the
men With whom originally
he communicated
on such matters, as
Noah
Thus
only, I deem,
could this decree
ever become
known.
But being once known, we can easily account for Its
prevalence.
It would
spread in the for m of a tradition.
All
would thus come to know it, and would have their consciences
molded in accordance
with it.
Thus it would not be a deliverance of conscience, but become a criterion of its formation.
that they who practice
such things
are worthy
of death,
The word death here seems to have perplexed
commentators
very much.
Bloomfield
thinks it means "the severest
punish-
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ment both in this world and in the next."
Hodge. "Death here
means the penalty of the law, all those evils by which sin is punished."
Stuart thinks the word is used ".figuratively," and that
it means ''Punishment, misery, suffering."
Alford: "Probably a
general term for the fatal consequences of sin; that such courses
lead to death." Tholuck says the word "may be taken in a more
extensive sense for misery, punishment, or in a more confined,
for death, the greatest of all bodily punishments."
Lange: "The
general idea of death in the Gentile consciousness of guilt, as the
punishment of the most varied forms of sin."
These citations present some diversity of opinion; and besides
they would seem to imply that the interpretation of the word is
not easy. But I can not feel the difficulty of these writers. There
is no apparent necessity for understanding the word death in any
unusual sense. I therefore take it in its ordinary meaning, as
denoting simply natural death.
We must remember that the decree in question was 110t the
decree of men; nor that the Gentiles were worthy of death
according to a human decision.
It was God, not men, who
decreed them to be worthy of death. And where is the difficulty
here? If God could decree Adam worthy of death, as we know
he did, for a single sin, should we think it strange that he would
decree the Gentiles worthy of death for their countless sins? It
was not only right that Adam himself should die for his sin;
but it is also right that all his posterity should die for it. God
adjudged the whole human family worthy of death for this one
sin. How much more then could he adjudge the Gentiles worthy
of death for their sins?
True, though Adam was adjudged
worthy of death, he did not die for some time after he sinned;
and so with the Gentiles.
Though they were worthy of death,
the penalty was not at once inflicted. The fact. however, that
they did not die at once did not prove them not worthy, It proved
a respite, nothing more.

not only do them, but are well pleased with those that
practice them.
They not only practice such vices and crimes
as the Apostle has just named; but they do this knowing that
God has decreed them worthy of death for practicing them.
They thus contemn his decree and defy him. Nay more, they
delight to know that others do the same things.
They are pot
content to sin themselves; they go farther, and show their pleasnre in others that sin, and thus try to render it universal,
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Nothing so encourages men to sin as to show them that we think
all the better of them for it. Especially is this true of infidelity.
The countenance which grown men, who are infidels, give to
young men, does more to foster infidelity in the latter than all
the arguments infidels eyer constructed.
We must not only not
sin ourselves, but we must frown on it in others.
The Apostle having now shown the moral condition of the
Gentiles, and the utter hopelessness of their case, proceeds to
consider the state of the Jew~.
In doing this, he will demonstrate that both are equally guilty, and equally without the hope
of even a possible justification.
This done, and the conclusion
is obvious. Both are alike in absolute need of "God's justification." This is the conclusion which the Apostle desires to fix at
last deeply and distinctly in the minds of both.
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SUMMARY
The Jew constantly
condemned
the Gentile
for doing certain
things; but
in domg so lie condemned
hrmself, for he did the same thing-,
God's
just Judgment
I. again-« all w ho do such thing' a, the Jew did
Theretore
he can not e<cape condemnatron
The goodnes,
and patience
of God are
designed to lead men to repentance;
but the Jew misconstrue.
these and does
not repent.
By this course he heaps up for himselt wrath in the last day,
when God will render to everyone
according
to his deed.
To the good he
will give eternal
lite; on the disobedient
he will inflict wrath.
There is no
paruality
with God.

The connection between this chapter and the first is not obviand it has cost critics no little trouble. Dio, with which
the chapter begins, is certainly illative. This is conceded with
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hardly an exception. But the fact in the preceding chapter from
which the inference is drawn, which dio introduces, seems not
easily discovered. I prefer to think the inference drawn from no
single fact, but from the whole current ot the Apostle's teaching
respecting the Gentiles. The connection I take to be this: The
Gentiles had the truth from God respecting their duties both to
him and to one another. Notwithstanding this, they forsook God
and resorted to the worship of idols. They did more. They
sunk down into the grossest sins and vices, knowing at the same
time the decree of God against both.
Now, whoever thus acts
is without excuse. You Jews yourselves so decide. Therefore
you are without excuse, inasmuch as you do the same things
under the same circumstances. This seems to present the precise
turn of thought with which the second chapter opens. It clearly
sets out with an address to the Jews who judged, judged the Gentiles; and its design is to show that they, equally with the Gentiles, are without excuse, because of their practising the same
things.
From this the inference would be easy. If they were
guilty of the same crimes with the Gentiles, they were under the
same condemnation, and therefore equally with them stood in
need of "God's justification." The object of the Apostle is now
to convince them of this fact.
Therefore
you are without
excuse-anapologctos.
The
Jews. for it is they who are addressed, were not only without
justification, hut without even an apology.
They had nothing
to plead in their defence. They were without excuse, because,
like the Gentiles, they had the truth and violated it. The argument assumes the common principle of justice that those who
know their duty and wilfully neglect it, are inexcusable. This is
not only the decision of God, but the common sentiment of
mankind.
0, man, whoever you are that judge;
The phrase, "0,
man, whoever you are," if unqualified, would include every individual of the human race. But the Apostle narrows it by the
epithet that Judge.
It includes then only those that judge, but
it includes all these. It is hence so formed as to include Gentiles
as well as Jews; but it is designed to refer particularly to the
latter.
There were enlightened Gentiles. as Cornelius, who
would be quite as ready as Jews to condemn the Gentile vices
Dam" j by Paul. The phrase therefore is made to include them
also. The word judge here means more than the bare act of
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judging.
It means to pass sentence on, or condemn-a decision,
a felt decision, that certain persons and acts were wrong, deeply
and fatally wrong.
for in that in which you judge another, you condemn
yourself;
The Jews condemned the Gentiles for domg the
things named by Paul. This they knew within themselves to be
the fact. This fact the Apostle assumes. But the Jews, in condemning the Gentiles, condemned themselves also; not expressly,
for this they were shy of doing. They condemned themselves by
implication only, and this an implication which they did not discover till it was pointed out to them.
The Jew condemned the
Gentile. This is all. But this done, and the Apostle tells him
that in the act he has, on the principle of common justice, condemned himself. The confirmation of this follows in the next
clause.
for you that judge practise the same things.
That is, you
practise the same thlllg which the Gentiles practise. This also the
lew knew within himself to be true; and this also the Apostle
assumes. The argument then stands thus: You Jew condemn
the Gentile for doing certain things. But you do the same thmgs
yourself. If now your judgment is good against the Gentile, it
is also good against yourself.
It is thus that you condemn
yourself.
Of course the principle which underlies the Apostle's argument, and which he assumes, is that like sins deserve like
condemnation.
To this may also be added the other principle
assumed by him, namely, that in judging, the person is not to be
respected.
To this the Jew would be likely to demur; for he
seems to have thought that the mere circumstance of being a Jew
protected him against condemnation.
But the Apostle's ai gument, as we shall presently see, is proceeding on a very different
principle.
2.
But we know that God's judgment
The de of this
clause is difficult. As to how it should be translated, the learned
are not agreed. Stuart renders it for; Macknight, besides; and
Alford, now. The majority, however, render it but. With these
I agree, though but does not make the connection clear. The
drift of thought appears to be as follows:
In condemning the Gentile, the Jew certainly condemned himelf.
This he could not deny. Still he could reply that his
judgment, at best, might be wrong; that he could not know all
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the facts in the case; and that, therefore, though he did virtually
condemn himself, it amounted to but little. The force of this,
the Apostle would feel bound to admit, and to it would reply:
Be it so. Your judgment is not infallible. But we know that
the judgment of God is according to truth against those that
practise such things. You practise them; and he condemns you
You are then justly condemned.
is according to truth against those that practise
such
things.
God's judgment is his high judicial decision in the case
This judgment is kataaletheian,according to trutll/ that is, it is
according to the real merits of the case. It is not according to
appearances, but to reality.
It goes to the very bottom, ant
takes in all the facts, the opportunities, the motives, the law-i.
a word, every thing essential to an absolutely perfect judgment
Such a judgment is according to truth; it is true to every fact
and circumstance in the case, and is therefore of the very essence
of justice. This judgment God has pronounced upon all those
who practise such things as have now been named. You Jews
practise them.
Your case, then, is hopeless; you are certainly
condemned.
The Apostle adroitly couches his argument in general terms so
as surely to embrace the Jew without as yet naming him. He is
thus craftily preparing his mind for the tremendous conclusion
in which it is his purpose, at last, to involve him, a conclusion
which will cut him loose from Abraham, from circumcision,
from the law, and send him in despair to Christ.
Be is guilty
of every sin the Gentile is guilty of. He condemns himself.
God condemns him. What then remains for him? Nothing
could be more skilful than the mode of the Apostle's advance
on the Jew.
practise such things.
Our word practise has in it more of
the idea of habit than the word do. The latter may denote
habitual doing, but it also applies to single acts. Practise, on the
contrary, is never applied to a single act, but to such only as we
repeat many times. It hence more accurately renders prassontas
here than do; for the evil deeds of which the Apostle speaks
were constantly recurring deeds.
such things.
Not exactly the same, but like them. They
may have been even worse, and probably were; since they were
the deeds of Jews.
For the more intelligent a people are, the
more refined and debasing are their sins, when once they sink
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down Jow Into" ice. Hence, although their sms were not identical With those of the Gentiles, still thev wei C so nearly so, as to
fall under tbe same condemn.itron,
3. Do you then count on thrs, 0, man, who judge those
that practise
such things,
and do them yourself,
that you
WIll escape
the Judgment
of God?
Thi-, \ e i -e cont.uns a
dLLp ln nt at a n cw and dangerou<; ell 01 of the Jew, which It was
highly important
to COlrect, but not proper as ) et to name.
That
he trusted to his relation to .Abr.rham, to Ins circumcision,
and to
the fact of hav tng the law, for salv ation is indisputable.
On
these ground~ he clearly counted on God's partiality.
Consequently, ,lltholl~h he knew himself to be gtllity of the same sins
which he condemned
In the Gentile, and although he expected
God to condemn
these sins in the Gentile, he yet evidently did
not evpect God to condemn him
He expected God to overlook
in him, because a Jew, what he knew he would not overlook in
the Gentile, and w h.it ev en he himself did not overlook.
This,
III him, was ,\11 inveterate error
The way to cui e It was not to
attack It openlv, but under cover of general term", to get his
assent to <orne obv 10U<;prmciple of justice which would work It
out of hun
ThIS was the only V\ay to oust It
Paul bold just cornpi ehensrvely
said "\Ve know that God's
judgment
1<; accoi ding
to truth agall1.,t those who practise such
thmgs"
You Jews practise
them
That judgment,
then, IS
against you
Do you then count on e'icapll1g It? How can you
so count, when it IS according to truth, according to the r eahties
of the case, and in no sense based on mere personal consrderations?
God's judgment
IS according to truth
It therefore
knows nothing of your relation to Abraham,
or your CircumCISIOn
4. Or do you despise
The or here mtroduces an alternativ e,
and the tram of thought
may be thus mdicated , Do you then
count on this, th.it though equally gUIlty With the Gentiles, you
Will escape the Judgment
of Got! because you are a Jew?
Is
this your conclusion?
Or do ) ou despise the abundance of God's
goodness, and forbearance,
and patience?
You are surely doing
one or the other.
Were you not expecting to escape, you would
repent of your sins; for God is beanng
with you for this purpose; and the design of his goodness is to lead you II1tOIt. But
you are not repenting.
You are, then, despising
his goodness,
and forbearance,
and patience
One or the other of these alter-
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natives the Jew was bound to accept; and either exhibited him
in a dangerous position.
Despise-Kataphroneis:
This word means to look mentally
down upon; that is, to look upon with a feeling of contempt.
Despise, etymologically taken. is its exact synonyme.
the abundance
of his goodness,
and forbearance,
and
patience,
The word ploutos means wealth, riches: and from
this it readily comes to signify abundance.
Goodness: This word
denotes God's kindness as shown in his dealings with men.
.Anoches means holding up or holding back.
It is closely reno
dered hv our word forbearance.
A£akrothumias refers to God's
dispovition,
and signifies that it is long suffering. The difference
between this and the preceding word is, that the one denotes the
disposition to bear long, while the other expresses the outward
manifestation of the disposition in patience.
Both words refer
back to the judgment of God as mentioned in V. 2. That judgment is against all who sin as do the Gentiles.
But God is not
now executing it. He is disposed to hold back, and is actually
doing so. This he does to afford men opportunity to repent, and
so prepare to see him in peace.
not knowing that God's goodness leads you into repentance?
AbrY1lOon:This word means simply not kn07.vinl{, being
ignorant;
and I see no reason for supposing that it is here usee.
in a different sense. True, many learned men understand it to
signify not considering, not ackn07.Vlcdging.
But the necessity for
this is not apparent.
I here take the word, as said, to mean not
knO"'
..'Jing, being ignorant.
It denotes, however, not an unavoidable ignorance, since the ignorance was that of the Jew. On the
contrary. it denotes an ignorance resulting either from wilful disinclination to know, or wilful neglect of the means of knowing.
In either case the ignorance was culpable.
The force of the
word will be brought out more clearly by reading the verse thus:
Or do you, Jew, now ignorant of the fact that God's goodness is
designed to lead you into repentance-do
you despise his good.
ness, and forbearance, and patience? To despise these is bad
enough, but to despise them in culpable ignorance is still worse.
I do not understand the A postle to mean that the Jew despised
the goodness of God because he was ignorant.
The ignorance
was not cause to the despising. The ignorance was a fact; the
despising was a fact; and the two facts nerely co-existed- not
were antecedent and result.
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that God's goodness leads you into repentance?
Not
that it absolutely and in fact so leads you; for it does not. But
it constantly acts on you for this purpose. The design of God's
goodness is to lead you into repentance.
Accordingly it is
always acting on you in this direction. But you are ignorant of
this design, and are therefore uninfluenced by it. God's intention
is defeated in you through your degeneracy.
From the Greek ago, through the Latin, comes act; and using
act, instead of lead, gives us, though in a form strange to us, the
exact sense. Not knowing that the goodness of God acts you
into repentance; that is, acts on you to lead you into it. The
word expresses a fact, and implies its intention.
into repentance-c-ete.
I prefer here the usual meaning of
this particle after verbs of action or motion. Repentance denotes our mental determination to forsake sin, resulting in the
actual abandonment of it. The purpose of God's goodness is to
lead us through this mental change into this abandonment.
The
conception of the Apostle is clear and fine, and should be strictly
preserved.
5. And according to your impenitent
heart and hardness
Lachman, Alford, and T. S. Green all regard this verse as
a continuation of the question started in the preceding verse.
They would end the question with v. 5. The view is correct,
although it is opposed by some. Indeed, I see not how anyone
can attentively read the two verses together and come to a different conclusion.
Still there is another view of considerable weight, which is to
end the question with v. 4, and assume a suppressed sentence.
The view may be thus indicated: Or do you despise the abundance of his goodness, and forbearance, and patience, not
knowing that God's goodness leads you into repentance?
rOil
despise the abundance of his goodness, ~c. This is what you do.
And according to your impenitent heart, &c. According to this
view, v. 5 is not a part of the question, but the simple statement
of matters of fact. Between the two views, so nearly equal in
merit, it is hardly important to make a choice. Still I prefer
the former, as appearing the more obvious and natural.
But
whichever view is adopted, the sense remains the same. Indeed,
they do not differ as to the sense, but merely as to how it is to be
expressed.
The reader will notice that instead of hardness and impenitent
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heart, I transpose and read, impenitent heart and hardness. The
object is to avoid uncertainty.
The common reader is apt to
think that hardness must in some way qualify heart, and that
therefore it should be hard. Such, however, is not the case; and
accordingly I so arrange as to prevent the mistake. Hardness is
a noun standing for its own peculiar fact, and in no respect a
qualificative of heart.
according to This phrase means in conformity with, not in
proportion to. As is your moral state, so will be the award.
You are hard and your heart is impenitent.
Conformably with
this you will be punished.
impenitent
heart
The impenitent heart of Paul is not a
heart simply impenitent as a fact; but a heart either so dark and
corrupt that it could not repent, or so perverse that it would not.
It is not a heart not penitent by nature, but a heart actively impenitent from depravity and vice.
hardness
This word denotes the moral or spiritual insensibility of the Jew. Through a life of deep degradation his whole
inner man had become petrified. God's goodness, and forbearance, and patience spent their force on him with no more effect
than on the pebbles in his way. He lived wholly untouched by
the divine beneficence, and consequently never returned one
responsive emotion to his Maker and Benefactor. \Vhen such
hardness can be predicated of a man, humanity is about extinct
in him. If he has not placed himself beyond the possibility ot
redemption, it is difficult to state in what his failure consists,
you heap up for yourself wrath in a day of wrath
This
language is metaphorical, being borrowed from the well known
custom of collecting wealth or goods, and of laying them up for
future use in some particular place provided for the purpose.
The Apostle conceives of the day of judgment as a storehouse in
which the heaping up takes place. \Vrath is the thing so heaped
up. This is effected by means of sin. Plainly, by persisting in
their wickedness, the Jews were augmenting the punishment to
be inflicted on them in the last day. The word "wrath" signifies
the deep displeasure which God will finally evince in punishing sin.
and of disclosure of the just judgment
of God? The
day which is to display God's wrath is also to disclose his just
judgment. It will be the day in which he will judge the whole
human family. Some he will acquit and crown with irnrnor-
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talrty , others he will condemn and punish.
But the punishment
of these \\ III be shown to be as just as the acquittal
of those,
and both \\ 111be shown to be absolutely just
6. who WIll render
to each
To each simply as a man,
and wholly Without le~,ud to the accident of being Jew or Gentile
111l~ bweeps fi orn the Jew 111hope of partiality.
In the
gleat daj of rctrrbution,
God will not know h1l11as a Jew.
HIS
descent flam Alu aharn will be notlung , Ius circumcision Will be
notlung
IIe will be recognized
as a human bemg only.
In
this character
alone Will he stand before God.
This laid the ax
at the very root of his hope
It cut the Jew down to the cornmon level of other men.
TI ue, the A postle does not as .}et name
him.
But his sagacity could not fat I to see that the word each
included him as surely as it did the Gentile
He was left without
escape.
according
to his deedsTo lender to a man accordmg to
l:tl'i deeds I'> to Iender to hun according
to his life as good or
Dad
The language does not imply that God keeps an account
current With a man, charging
hun With all his bad deeds, and
cledltmg 111111
With all his good ones, and that at the end of hfe,
he will <tr ik e a b.il.uice, and punish or re war d him merely for
the diffe: e n c.e
The word deeds covel s the life as upright or
the rc v et se , and the meaning is, that accordmgly as It IS this or
that, Will he the requital.
The Apostle
had just mentioned
a day which is to disclose
God's just judgment-8LKaWKpL<Tta.
If just, then must it be
accordmg
to our deeds
In his soul the Jew could not but feel
this to be right
It was not the Gentile's condemnation
that he
was a Gentile,
nor the Jew's
justificntron
that he was a Jew.
The life as good or as bad must strike all minds as the only
ground of a Just Judgment
It was this conce ptron of a just
judgment
that suggested
to the A postle's mmd the supplement
according to his deeds. Into that conception
the thought
contained in these words would enter as an essential, mtegral part.
The two would stand mseparably united in his mind
The aim
of the Apostle is to extirpate
from the mind of the Jew
all
thought
of security based on the naked ground of being a Jew.
This he does bv placll1g him on general grounds of common jus.
tice.
To enable him to recogmze these grounds clearly was to
cure his narrow
Jewish
conceits.
These cured, and he was
ready for the gospel.
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7. everlasting life to those who, by continuance
in good
works, seek for glory and honor and incorruptionThe
Apostle here states more particularly what he means by rendering to each according to his deeds. He first distributes the
human family into two classes. To the first class, God will render
everlasting life. To the second, anger and wrath, or the effects
of his displeasure with sin. The first class habitually practise
good works. This is the tenor of their lives. In doing this they
are intentionally seeking for glory, and honor, and incorruption.
These constitute the motives which actuate them. The second
class are contentious.
This is their first characteristic.
Next,
they ohey not the truth. This describes them negatively
They
wilfully refuse to do every thing God requires of them.
Finally, they obey injustice. They do every thing God forbids
them to do. The description is exhaustive.
8. anger and wrath to those who are contentious,
and
obey not the truth, but obey injustice-literally,
those who
are ex eritheias.
The word eritheia is involved in some uncertainty. In the first place, its derivation seems to be not clearly
settled. This leaves its sense in doubt. In the second. its use in
the New Testament affords us almost no aid in determining its
meaning. These facts render its translation difficult.
The ancient expositors, without exception, as far as known
to me, derived the word from ip.B[;w, which would give it the
signification of stirring up excitement or strife. This is also the
derivation of some of the more recent critics, as Stuart and
Bloomfield. The weight of modern authority, however, is now
decidedly against this view. The best late critics derive the word
from lp,B£1Jw. This gives it the meaning of canvassing (i. e., for
votes), intriguing party spirit, faction, contention. Robinson and
Alford thus derive it, the former giving it the sense of faction,
contention, and the latter rendering it "self-seeking."
The Septuagint uses it in the sense of rebellious and disobedient, which I
take to be very close to its import in the clause in hand. Of the
two or three words, then, by one of which I believe we must
render it, I prefer contentious. According to this, the clause
before us literally means, to those who are if contention, or as the
sense of a well known usage, to those who are contentious. Contentious refers to the disposition, as well as to the practice growing out of it. It means contentious against the truth, on the one
band, and contentious for injustice, on the other. The result of
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this would be disobedience
to the former, and obedience
to the
latter
This correvponds
closely with the words which follow
contention
To thove who are contentious
and "bey not tke
truth, but obey tnjustlce
Such I beheve to be the meaning or
the clause
glory and honor and mcor ru ption-cThese are the accornparuments
of everlastmg
life
Glory denotes
the disuncuon
which the blessed Will attam , honor, the esteem In which they
will be held, and incorruption
their absolute exemption
from SIn
and impunty
For the n anvpositions
which appear in verses 7, 8, no apology
need be offered
The sense IS not thereby In the slIghtel>t altered,
while the gam IS great 111the way of clearness.
A gl'1I1ce at the
verses will e v mce this
9. AfflictIOn
and distress
will come upon every
soul of
man who works
evil,
Here we have an ellipsrs of thc verb,
which
I supply by wzll come. The verse, so far, IS a mere
reiteratron
of the contents
of v 8
The two verse" differ m
language only, not In matter.
In this, as 111that, the broad prIn·
ciple IS assumed
that every man, no matter who he may be,
who IS glllity of wrong-doing,
Will be punished.
Of course It IS
taken for granted that the wrong-doing
continues through life, or
IS never repented
of and forgiven
The Apostle
having now
fully stated, amphfied,
and reiterated
his broad pnnciple,
makes
a direct personal apphcanon
of It to the Jew
This he could now
do Without Ju<;tly glvmg offence, or seeming
to be mdehcate,
What his compi ehensrve generalIties
certainly
Included,
could,
Without impropriety,
be specifically
named
Hencefoi ward the
volume of argument
IS WIth the Jew.
He IS boldly met and
grappled
WIth WIthout stmt,
of Jew first,
and of Greek.
The word "first" does not deaote order, but distinction,
The meamng IS, the Jew evpecially,
or above all others, because favored above all others.
The word
Greek, though usually denotmg
the Greeks stnctly,
has here a
wider SIgnificatIOn
It includes
the GentIles also
The two
words, Jew and Greek, embrace the whole of mankind
Will come
The time when the affliction and distress WIll
zorne IS the last day, or day of wrath
The affliction and distress
of this verse are the outward
expression of the anger and wrath
01 the preceding
one
upon
every
soul of man
Does the Apostle mean by this
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Some commentators have
been of this opinion: but in it I can not concur. The phrase,
"every soul of man," is a popular expression for every man. It
1& the whole man, and not exclusively his soul, that will be punished.
10. But glory, honor, and peace will be given to every
one who works good, to Jew first, and to Greek.
The
glory, honor, and peace are the rewards to be conferred in the
last day. In small measure, and as a foretaste, they are realized
in this life; but they will not be realized in their fulness till in the
next. As in the matter of punishment, the Jew outranks the
Greek, because of the abuse of better opportunities, so in the
m••tter of blessing, the same even justice gives him the pre-emineuce, because of the better life. How profoundly must he have
felt the fairness of the Apostle's teaching.
Well was it calculated to prepare him for the following generalization which
underlies that teaching as a principle, and vindicates it as a
reason.
11.
For there is no respecting
the person with God.
This is the confirmation and proof of all the Apostle has said
about punishing men according to their deeds. To respect the
person is to be partial. It is to be controlled by person, not
deeds, in rendering a decision; to make judgment a sham by
making it the embodime nt of mere personal preferences, instead
of, as it always should be, the expression of rigorous impartiality
and perfect justice.
There is no respecting the person with God. If not, then the
Jew stands before him on the same level with the Greek.
His
being a Jew is nothing; his circumcision is nothing.
The line
and the plummet are laid to him; so that without some new
remedy, heretofore not thought of by him, he is lost. Thus the
Apostle cuts him up from his last ground of hope as a Jew.
When this is effectually done, and his soul is penetrated with the
fact, he will be prepared for God's "justification by belief." To
this extremity the Apostle is steadily pushing him.
In order to the salvation of the Jew, two things were absolutely essential, namely: rst. To convince him profoundly that
the grounds on which he hoped for salvation could never secure
it. These grounds were four: I. descent from Abraham; 2.
circumcision; 3- his legal religion: 4- the partiality of God. His
tl.e subject of future punishment?
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expectation of this last rested mainly on the other three. Sap
those, and this went; sap this, and his hope went; this, v. lJ saps
Here the Jew stood then, and here he stands now. zd. To brir.g
him to believe with his whole heart that Jesus is the Chris!.
But in order to this, all his grounds of hope must be destroyed.
To effect this, therefore, is now the Apostle's aim.
CHAPTER 11.

SECTION 2.

12 For
as many as have s.inned I 12·00"0& yap avOl'Wf ql'aproll,
••vOl""l
without law shall also be lost wI.thout ml a1TOXOVIITa&' .:al QUO' '" vOl''I' ql'Of>'
law; and as many as have Sinned TOV, ala V0l'0U ICpl()~UOIITQ&. II o~yap 01
under law shall be condemned
by I ,
l'
,.,
,
18'
the day when God shall' aICpooTol VUI'0U a,ICalO' 1Topa aE,., ill
1
aw,
In
_.1
••
()'
.lud~e the secrets of men, by Jesus 01 1ro"lTal 1lUI'0U U&/Ca"" 'lUOlITal.
OTO.
Christ, according to my gosp~l. Ll ~or yap '()vq TO. I'~ V0l'0V 'XOIITO ¢'.:'Tfl ra
not the hearers of law are Just With i TOV vo,.ou 1TO&o'U&V,007-0' vO,.ov ,..j 'X0""
God; but the doers of law shall be I
,
-,,'
II.
••
justified.
14 For when nations
who TfS faUT~IS~ "UI VO"~f, , OlTiVEf E~a••,:
have not law do hy nature the deeds VUlITai TO 'pyOV TOU II0,.OU ypm To" 0
of the law, these not having law a-re TOIS I(OpaiO&f aim;;v, O"u,.,.apTVpoVU'Ir
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SUMMARY.
The Gentiles who have sinned without a written law will be judged without one; while the Jews will be judged by the law under which they live.
Nations who have no written law are law to themselves in so far as the!
know right from wrong.
What they know in this respect is attested by
their conscience, and shown by their mul>''li accusations and acquittals.
12. For as many as have sinnec, without law
Law is
will, whether it respects accountable beings or mere inanimate
things. But in the case of the former, to be bindin,:; it must be
made known to them in some intelligible form; in the case of the
latter, it is impressed on them. Accordingly, God's law respecting man is his will revealed to him. In this sense the word law
is used in the passage before us. It means any direct revelation
of God's wi11,and not exclusively the law of Moses. Hence to
lin without law is to sin without an immediate revelation. It
il not to sin without the law of Moses merely, but to sin without
any direct expression of the divine will.
"For as many as have sinned." To whom does the language
refer, and how many does it include? It refers to and include.
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all upon whom the law of Moses was not binding. In comprehension it is coextensive with the word Gentile, and in sense is
identical with it.
But how could the Gentiles sin without law? Without law in
some form they could not. But the Gentiles had the truth, at
least a measure of it. This Paul has already told us; and in the
truth they had law.
It was in disobeying this truth that they
sinned. They had no direct revelation from God, as had the
Jews.
It was not, therefore, by violating such revelation that
they sinned. The law they had was in the form of tradition.
But in breaking it, they as effectually sinned as if it had been an
immediate revelation. It was not the less binding because of its
form. They had only the less of it, and were the more liable to
forget it.
shall also be lost without law;
They shall be lost without
being condemned by the terms of a direct revelation. such as the
Jews had. The measure of light they have, be it much or little,
is their rule of life. By this they will stand or fall.
But here we need to guard a point or two. In every condition of life in which men are lost, they can also be saved. Indeed,
the primary provision is always for salvation, the alternative
being to be lost. What the special conditions of salvation are in
a given case, as in that of the Gentiles, it may be impossible to
say. Still they are certainly to be assumed.
Perfect conformity
to the rule of life would indisputably secure salvation. But if
perfect conformity be practically impossible, and salvation is still
attained, then must it be by the intervention of mercy on some
condition, as repentance.
Moreover, the reason or ground of
this intervention would, in all cases, be the same, to-wit: the
redemption which is in Christ.
"For as many as have sinned without law shall also be lost
without law." This would seem to teach that all, without exception, who have so sinned, will be lost. But such is not the case.
The meaning is, that all who have so sinned, and are lost, will be
lost without law. To be lost is a thought which has two sides to
It. It implies, on the one hand, to be lost to eternal life; and on
the other, to be positively condemned and punished.
The proound folly of annihilation was never in Paul's mind.
and as many as have sinned under law
This language
loes not imply that there are any under law who have not sinned.
It simply denotes so many of the human family as have a law
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directly
revealed
from God.
All such sin without
exception.
As the preceding
expression
certainly
refers
to and .ucludes
(Jentile~ only, so this certainly refers to and iucludcs Jews only.
But it includes all Jews, and all whom it includes have sin ned.
shall
be condemned
by law,
God will condemn
them;
but the rule acc()rding to which he will try them is the law under
which they live,
In the pre-cut
c lause kritliesontai should be
rendered
coudcmucd,
not judged.
To judge simply docs not
necessarily
imply condemnation.
It may imply acquittal.
But
of those who live under law not one can be acquitted.
They
have all, witlimrt exception,
sinned, and must all, without exception, be condemned.
By the law, God can acquit no one who has
broken it. He must condemn
him.
Hence condemned
is better
than judged.
If those who live under the law are saved, it is not because
they are acquitted
by the law.
It is because favor intervenes
in
virtue of the blood of Christ, and they are gratuitously
released
from the condemnation
of the law.
Salvation
is a gift, not the
payment of a debt-not
an unconditional,
but a conditional
gift.
Becau~e of the atonement
made by Christ,
God can in justice
prescribe
these conditions,
though he may not be bound to do so.
He prescribes them from favor, and in mercy to the guilty.
When
they are complied
with, he forgives, not because forgiveness
is
merited,
on the one hand, or owed, on the other.
He forgives
gratui tously.
Forgiveness
then is a gift; and so are its results.
liere,
in my judgment,
at the end of v. 12, is the place for v.
16. It should he immediately
joined, as in the trans lation, to
kritlusontai,
This, as Bloomfield
remarks,
is the "opinion
of
most eminent expositors
from Grotius
downward,"
Stuart and
Alford,
however,
would make vs. I1- I 5 parenthetical,
and so
unite v. 16 to 10.
If the view here held, with Bloomfield
and
other "eminent
expositors,"
be not correct,
then that of Stuart
and Alford is. Still I think these two writers wrong,
and the
other view the true one.
My reasons for connecting
vs. 16 and
12 are compactly
these:
The language,
For. as many as haue
sinned without law, includes the whole Gentile world down to
the time of Christ;
while the expression,
shall also be lost without law, refers to the fate which awaits the wicked among them
at the last day.
They shall be lost, and not saved.
This is their
final doom.
In like manner,
the clause, as many as have sinned
under law, certainly includes all Jews prior to the gospel; while
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the phrase, shall be condemned by law, refer, to the condemnation .of the last day. Thus the words Ger.tile and Jew include
the whole human family previous to the go~pel; anti lost and condemned denote the final disposition uf the wicked among them.
But the day of condemnation for the wicked is the day of
acquittal for the just.
In other words, it is the last great day,
the very day of v. 16. The krithcsontai of v. 12 is merely the
condemnatory side of the krinei of v, 16. Both words refer to
the same event. For these reasons I think it best to insert v. 16,
and comments here.
The numbering looks awkward, out the
advantage arising from a properly connected sense more than
counterbalances this.
The Greek I make no attempt to rearrange, but leave it as in the text.
16. in the day when God shall judge the secrets of men,
That is, the secrets of all men. This is clearly the day of final
judgment.
In that day God will judge every man on the basis
of his whole life. Every unknown act and hidden thought will
be taken into the account.
And as sure as that judgment is to
occur on this ground, so sure is it that every responsible human
being will be condemned.
It will be first a judgment according
to the law of life of each individual.
But by this law no man
can be justified. This must be fully shown. Then, for the first
time, will be disclosed to all the absolute and universal necessity
for justification by belief.
When this is seen, both saved and
lost will begin to understand and realize the work of Christ.
by Jesus Christ, according to my gospel.
God will judge
the world by Christ because Christ himself will be the judge.
This is on the principle that what God does by another he does
himself. According to my gospel, not as the rule according to
which the judging will take place. For those who lived and
died under the law of Moses will be judged by it; the Gentiles,
according to the law written in their hearts; and those who live
under the gospel, by it. The meaning is, that inasmuch as the
fact of a general judgment is taught in my gospel, so one will
take place.
13. For not the hearers of law are just with God; That
is, not those who merely hear it, but do not keep it. Equally,
then, at least, they who simply have it. Here the Jew is distinctly given to understand that the mere circumstance of having
the law amounts to nothing.
Therefore, on this ground he can
have no hope. He must seek his safety in something else.
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but the doers of law shall be justified.
The word law
here signifies any expression of God's will.
It comprehends all
divine law, as well law in the form in which the Jew had it, as
law in the form in which the Gentile had it. For it is as true of
the Gentile as of the Jew, that not he who merely hears law, but
ne only who does it will be justified. By doers of law we must
not understand persons who keep its requirements in part, and in
part fail. \Ve must understand perfect obedience, or obedience
to cvery precept without even one failure. But since there is no
such obedience, there is of course no justification based on it.
The justification of the clause, therefore, is merely potential, not
actual. If God delivers a law it is that it may be obeyed. This
would strike the mind even of a Jew as certain. But since no
Jew, not even the best, could claim that he perfectly kept the
law, it would follow in his own mind that there was no justifi.
cation by law for him. This was precisely the conclusion which
the Apostle desired to fix deep in his mind.
For this done, and
the road into his heart lay open to the gospel.
But it is important to notice the sense in which the word justified is here used. The persons justified are those who have
perfectly kept the law. They are then not sinners, nor have
they ever been.
Hence they are not justified in the sense of
being released from sin or pardoned.
They are justified in the
sense of being acquitted when accused, on the score of absolute
.nnocence. They are simply declared to be just or sinless. Jus.
tification in such a case would be merited and could not be
withheld.
But in this sense no soul of man can be justified.
Such justification is impossible; and such only is the justification
of law. The position of the Apostle, though applicable alike to
Gentile and Jew, is designed especially for the Jew.
14. For when nations who have not law
Not nations
who have not the law of Moses, but who have no written law
from God of any kind.
"Not law" does not mean absolutely no
law, as the immediate sequel shows, but no written law. The
reference here is to v. 12. There the Apostle says, For as many
as have sinned without law, &c. On this the question would
arise, lIow can nations sin without law? The question is here
answered'.
do by nature
"13y nature" means nature without a written
law, and not necessarily nature wholly unenlightened by divine
truth. It means Gentile nature. such <I;' it was at the time which
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the Apostle had in his mind, and in the circumstances by which
it was then surrounded.
This nature may have been highly cultivated in some instances, as we know it was in many of the
ancient nations.
Still they were without a written code from
God; and even the knowledge they had from him ill the form of
tradition had become so blended in their minds with other knowledge that it could no longer be distinguished as divine.
With
them all the light they had was virtually natural.
In all their
acts they were controlled simply by their own convictions and
feelings, and to no extent by recognized divine authority.
Nature was their guide, not revelation.
the deeds of the law-ta
tou nomou.
The word poiei1l
means strictly to do. When it is said of a man poiei he does (i. e.,
anything), the result is a deed.
Now, since the ta tou nomou
here are things actually done, and not merely to be done, it is
best to render by the familiar word "deeds."
True, the deeds
done were such as the law of Moses did require, provided the
reference be to it; or such as the unrevealed law would have
required, provided the reference be to it. The reference, however, in tou nomou is to the law of Moses, while the ta refers to
the moral duties which It enjoined.
With these duties, many of
the Gentiles were well acquainted, and practised them to a com
mendable degree.
For example, they loved truth and spoke it;
they hated theft, adultery, and the like, and avoided them. The
reference in ta is to such things as these.
these not having law are law to themselves;
They are
law to themselves in so far only as they have a correct knowledge
of duty.
When, in other words, their knowledge of duty corresponds with the requirements of the law, they are then, and to
that extent, a law to themselves.
In this case, when they do what
they know to be right, they are guiltless; when they do otherwise, they are held as sinners.
But they cease to be a law to
themselves the moment their knowledge becomes vicious and
leads them to do wrong. In this case they would rather be held
as doubly guilty, guilty for their vicious knowledge, and guilty
for the acts to which it led. Knowledge which leads men to do
wrong is no law in the estimation of God. Law with him is a
rule of right, not of wrong.
IS. who show the law's work written in their hearts
This clause is explanatory of the preceding one. It states who
are law to themselves, namely, not every nation, but 'hose on."
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who show the law's work written in their hearts.
They alone
are law to themselves who know what is right. The expression
law's work, or work if the law, is general, and means such duties
as the law required.
Written in their hearts is metaphorical,
and signifies not only that they knew certain things to be right,
but felt impelled by conscience to do them.
when their conscience
testifies
in agreement,
It was
thus that they showed the law's work written in their hearts.
The showing was effected by means of conscience thus testifying, or when it did it. Summartureo signifies to testify with
another, or in agreement with another.
Accordingly, the clause
means that their conscience testified in regard to certain things
being duties, in agreement with the law.
It is the participle of
the verb that is here used; and it is clearly to be resolved by a
particle of time, as in the translation.
On this usage see Winer,
p. 344, and Stuart, Grk. Gram., p. 264.
and their reasonings
among one another accuse or even
defend.
Here again we have the same usage as in the preceding
clause, and requiring the same mode of treatment: that is, the
participles contain the notion of time which is to be indicated if
necessary.
In the present clause it is not necessary, because
expressed in the preceding one. The Gentiles reasoned among
themselves on questions of right and wrong, as well as on acts
as right or wrong.
In these reasonings they criminated or defended one another according to the facts in the case. They thus
showed their knowledge of duty, or of the things which the law
required.
In other words, they showed the work of the law
written in their hearts.
The expression or even defend would
seem to imply that the accusing was the rule and the defending
the exception. As if the idea was, For the most part they accuse,
but sometimes even defend.
The two preceding clauses are not to be regarded in the light
of separate proofs. On the contrary, they are to be taken together
as a single proof, settling a single fact, namely, that the Gentiles
had the work of the law written in their hearts.
How came the "law's work" to be written in the Gentile heart?
The answer is conjectural.
Some have supposed the reference
to be to a natural sense of right inherent in all men, a sense either
innate in the soul or springing up spontaneously in it as the inner
life unfolds. The reference certainly is to a sense or knowledge
of right relative to certain duties. But how came the Gentile bv
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that sense? I should rather think it formed on un perished traditions of the divine will, communicated to the early fathers of
mankind.
That the sense might be thus formed can hardly be
denied; and what might thus have been, it is perhaps safest to
assume as havmg actually been. A natural or inborn sense of
right equivalent to the "law's work," or what it requires, I deem
Il very hazardous assumption.
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SUMMARY.
The Jew made great pretensions to superior knowledge; yet he acted as
though he himself needed to be taught. He was inconsistent in his conduct.
He preached not to do this and did it. He taught not to do that, and did it.
He boasted in the law, yet broke it. He abhorred idols; yet robbed temples
of them to serve them. He affected great reverence for God; yet dishonored
him by breaking his law. Nay, he even brought his name into disrepute
among surrounding nations.

Paul has now shown the Jew, in the preceding part of the
chapter, that in condemning the Gentile, which he constantly did,
he condemned himself.
This he shows on the principle that
What he condemned in others he himself was guilty of. He has
told him, moreover, that God's just judgment is against all such
vices as he practises, and has warned him not to expect to escape
that judgment so long as he continues to do evil. He has also
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told him that God will reward every man according to his deeds;
that he will crown the pure, who seck it, with eternal life, and
visit the wicked and impenitent with anger and wrath.
He has
informed him that, notwithstanding his vain conceit to the contrarv , there is no i cvpecting the person with God; that the Gen.
tile'> will be tried by the law written in their hearts, and not by
the law of Moses; and that he, on the contrary, though living
under that law, will be condemned by it. He has reminded him
that not the hearers of the law are just with God, which is about
all he is; but that the doers of the law alone will be justified,
which he is not. Thus the Jew is shown h rw he stands and
where, first, on the principles of common justice, and, second,
according to his own life, and the spirit of his law. This being
done, the Apostle now proceeds to arraign him specifically on his
own assumptions, and on facts in his life which he could not
deny-to show him, in a word, how he stands on special counts.
17. But since you call yourself Jew,
With Bengel I take
eponomaze to be middle and not passive.
The meaning is not,
since you are called, but since you call yourself, give yourself this
•
name. The word Jew must here be taken, according to Jewish
estimation, as a mark of high and peculiar distinction.
Paul
being himself a Jew, knew well the sense in which the Jew wsed
it, and could therefore speak advisedly.
It was the national
name in which the greatest pride was felt, the verbal badge
which marked them as better than others.
A Jew as a Jew
looked on a Gentile as a dog; yet the latter might be a good Samaritan and the former a heartless Levite.
A mere name, not
significant of superior excellence of life, is a poor thing to be
proud of; and this is the very point made in the clause.
and rely on the law,
The word law here indisputably refers
to the law of Moses, yet it is used without the article.
Numerous efforts have been made to account for the fact, not one of
which is satisfactory. As nothing depends on settling the roint,
I shall not trouble the reader with discussions of it. The ffct at
which the Apostle aims can not be mistaken.
The Jew r ssted
upon (exact force of epanapauo) the mere fact of having the law,
as a ground of safety. In his estimation its bare bestowmei t on
him proved him to be favored of God above all others. Confident of this favor, he had no fear. But the law was not a thing
to be simply had; it was a thing to be obeyed.
In this lay the
safetv, not in that; yet the Jew concluded the reverse.
You,
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Jew, rest upon the law, but how do you use it? The sequel will
show.
and boast in God, To boast in God is not necessarily wrong.
It may be right, and is, where it springs from a feeling of real
reverence, and is accompanied by a scrupulous effort to please
him. But where the boast is only a boast, where it is that and
no more, it is a sham. Such was the boasting of the Jew alluded
to. On all such hollowness God frowns, not smiles.
18. and know his will,
It is not only right, in fact, to know
God's will, but highly commendable.
Nay, it is culpable not to
know it where we have opportunity.
The wrong then lies not
in knowing God's will, but in regarding this knowledge, by
itself, as a mark of superiority, and ground of acceptance with
God.
It is not knowing that makes us better than others, but
doing.
The point made against the Jew is that, although he
knew God's will, he obeyed it not. He did worse; he sunk to
the level of the Gentile in positive vice.
and approve the better
things,
being instructed
by
the law-dokimazeis
ta diapkeronta.
Commentators waver
here between two significations, and with reason. Dokimazo is
clear, but not easy to render.
It means to try, put to the test,
and as a result of the trial, to approve, accept.
The word has
both meanings; and the difficulty is in saying which is the true
one here.
Upon the whole I prefer approve. This meaning
seems the more natural, and the better to fit the connection.
Again, ta diapkeronta has two distinct meanings. Its first, in
classic Greek, is points 0/ difference or simply differences. Its
second is difference in the sense of one thing being better than
another. I take the phrase in the latter sense. The Jews were
instructed by the law. Their sense of right, therefore, was nicer
or more delicate than that of people without their advantages;
and their powers of discrimination sharper. Their education, in
a word, the more highly qualified them to distinguish between
the worse and the better, and to approve correctly. This I take
to be the fact expressed in the clause.
The other rendering of the clause, and the more popular one
just now, is-distinguish
things that differ. The original has
both senses, and the one not less certainly than the other. Nor
do I see any way of showing conclusively which i~ the one
intended.
A single fact, more than any thing else, decides my
preference.
The same clause occurs in Philip. i: 10., where it
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obviously means to approve tlu better tlzings/ and confessedly
whatever it means in one passag-e it means in the other. I hence
prefer, as now said--approve Ille better things.
This the Jew
did by the aid of better light. But he practised the worse. This
he did from a perverted nature and a corrupt heart.
Thill is the
case charged ag-ainst him.
19. and are confident that yourself are a leader of the
blind,
The language is metaphorical, and signifies, not the literally blind, but the spiritually blind. It signif1es the ignorant-the
ignorant, most likely, of all nations. To these the Jew claimed
pre-eminent fitness to be leader.
He was to them, in his own
esteem, instead of God, to lead them out of darkness into light,
and from vice into virtue. 'liVeshould expect him, then, to be at
least what he proposed to make others.
But he was not. This
is the thrust.
He affected to take splinters out of others'
eyes, while his own were full of beams.
a light of those in darkness,
The expression is beautiful,
the only regret being that it should signify a pretense, and not a
reality. Christ is the to plws (TO cpw<;) of every man. This high
distinction the Jew, in his self-assumed superiority, arrogated to
himself.
But the light which he claimed to be to others was
darkness in himself.
He was himself the heathen whom, in his
vanity, he was affecting to illumine in the person of another.
20. an instructor
of the ignorant,
a teacher of babes,
The Jew looked on all men as ignorant but himself. He accordinglyassumed
to be capable of instructing all. This, from his
circumstances, he should have been; but this he was not. It
was because he said, "I know," and knew not; because he should
have done, and did not, that his sins clung to him. His whole
life w as a hypocrisy.
having in the law the form of knowledge
and of the
truth.
Not the knowledge itself then, nor the truth itself, but
the mere form or outline of them. The word morphosis signifies
form, or more strictly perhaps, forming, shaping out, outlining.
The meaning is, that the law merely outlined the truth to those
who had it. It was a schoolmaster to train for Christ; and in
this capacity it shadowed forth in forms only, the reality. It was
to the truth and knowledge, which are in Christ, as the artificial
globe is to the world. The one is the resemblance of the other,
or its likeness in mere form. But with only this form of knowledge and of truth the lew should have been, both in intelligence
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and practice, what we know he was not. It was precisely this
that rendered his condemnation so sure.
21. You then who teach another,
do you not teach yourself?
The question is a sarcastic reproach.
You, Jew, who
affect so much superiority, and claim to be the light and teacher
of the world, teach first yourself. You, more than any, need the
very lesson which you seek to give to others. Be pedagogue to
self first, if you would be consistent.
Especially before you go
out to enlighten others, try the experiment at home in the following particulars:
You who preach, steal not, do you steal?
The reader
who is acquainted with the original will notice that I render
these infinitives as imperatives.
On the infinitive in this sense
see Trol. N. T. Gram. p. 156; and Win. p. 3z-z. The whole force
of the passage lies in this, that the very Jews who proclaimed,
steal not, were themselves thieves. They were gross hypocrites.
While preaching against a sin they were themselves, at the very
time, committing it. We must not, however, ~uppose that every
Jew was a thief. It is only necessary to assume that the sin was
very general. A Judas in every twelve is quite enough.
22. You who say, commit not adultery,
do you commit
adultery?
Here recurs the same species of hypocrisy.
Men
practise the very sin against which they inveigh. The Jew condescends to the rest of the world merely to reform them, yet he
is guilty of the very vice he proposes to correct.
Adultery is
said to have been exceedingly common among the Jews. This
we can readily believe.
They were a rich people, deeply sunk
in both physical and spiritual degradation.
In such case the vice
always abounds. Ignorance, idleness, and luxury are three steps
that land low in the pit of corruption.
You who abhor idols, do you rob temples [of them ?]
This passage has cost critics no little trouble.
It is usually reno
dered thus: You who abhor idols. do you rob temples? N 0 one
can here mistake the sense.
But what connection is there
between abhoring idols and robbing temples?
The obvious
an- wer is none. Most commentators, sensible of this, have abandoned the literal import and resorted to a figurative one, which I
can but regard as strained and unnatural.
I shall not trouble the
reader with it, nor attempt to refute it.
The analogy of thought in the cluster of passages, of which
lila!!> is one, seems to me to point out the true solution.
You who
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preach, steal not, do you steal? You do. That is, you do just
the thing you teach others not to do. You who say, commit not
adultcrv, do you commit adultery?
You do. The very deed you
forbid in others you do yourself.
You who abhor idols-now
what, by analogy, is the proper answer?
Clearly this: You who
abhor idols, do you serve them?
This, I suspect, falls near the
truth.
But hierosuleo does not mean to serve idols; it means to
despoil temples. Whence then the notion of serve? Not from
the word itself, but from the inconsistent life of the Jew, and the
implications in the case. Do they yield it? You who abhor
idols, do you despoil their temples? You do. But to despoil a
temple means to carry off at least some of its contents.
In the
case before us, however, the thing carried off is not expressed.
It is to be conjectured.
Still something is actually carried away;
and in supplying it we must supply something between which
and ahhorring idols there is the same inconsistency as between
a Jew's preaching to others not to steal, and himself stealing.
This thing is certainly an idol. You who abhor idols, do you
carry them ofT from their temples? You do; and that to serve
them, This seems almost conclusive.
Let us next try the philology of the case. The verb hierosuleo
18 from hieros and sulao.
From hieros comes hieron a temple.
Sulao signifies to strip off, carry off, take away. Putting the two
words together, and they mean, in common usage, to carry off
or take away the contents of a temple.
So far all is clear.
Now to determine what the Jew carried off, we must suppose
something which will both render him grossly inconsistent, and
make him a violator of the law.
Let this be an idol, and the
work is done. You, Jew, affect to abhor idols; and yet you take
them from temples and serve them.
Perhaps the best way to translate hierosuleis is to render it
very literally: do you rob temples.~ To this add in brackets the
words of them, to indicate what is taken, and leave the purpose
for which, to be understood.
Every difficulty seems now removed; and the passage is shown to be both significant and
pertinent.
When to this we add the notorious idolatry of the Jews, and
the fact that they imported their idols or the patterns of them
from foreign temples and nations, and we have, in my opinion,
the explanation of a passage which has heretofore been thoughto be hopelessly obscure.
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23. You who boast in the law, dishonor God by break.
ing the law.
I see no necessity for giving to this passage the
interrogative form, and therefore render it as a simple categorical
sentence. The Jew boasted much in the law, boasted of its being
from God, of its being a mark of his peculiar favor, of its being
given through angels, of its being from Moses, of its perfectionin all this he boasted.
Yet he broke this law, constantly broke
it, broke it in stealing, broke it in committing adultery, broke it
in serving idols. 'With all these violations the Apostle impeaches
him. He does more. He tells him that in breaking the law he
dishonored God. The Jew affected great jealousy for the honor
of God, and appeared profoundly shocked when he saw others
dishonor him. Yet he himself could break his law even by worshiping an idol, and thus do him the greatest of all dishonor.
The Jew was not only most inconsistent, but covered with sin.
24. For as it is written, God's name is, because of you,
spoken evil of among the nations.
The Jew not only himself personally dishonored God by breaking the law; but he
caused surrounding nations to dishonor him. He claimed God
exclusively as his God; and the heathen reasoned: like people, like
god. Consequently, since the Jew was dissolute and corrupt in
his life, they thought meanly of his God and held him. in contempt. We of to-day judge a man's religion by his life; and the
heathen, who had the conception of many gods, judged a man's
god by his conduct.
Good man, good god; bad man, bad god,
was their theory.
And much as the name of God suffered in that day, does
christianity suffer in this. It is judged, harshly judged, by the
conduct of its professed friends.
Hostile sects abound, each
claiming for itself that it is right, and denying right to others.
Alienation, want of fraternity, and bitterness exist. Often strife
flames high and even persecution rages. The world looks on
and says: "This religion is not divine; for if it were, it would
.mitize its votaries, make them more. rational, and fill their hearts
with love." Christianity is human, is the consequent, and not
wholly unnatural conclusion of the world.
But of course the
reasoning of the world is unsound. Christianity must he judged
on its merits, and not by the abuses which it suffers at the hands
of those who have embraced it. Sects and parties are not divine,
but it does not therefore follow that what they abuse is not.
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SUMMARY.

Circumcision is of no value unless the law is kept.
The Gentile who
keeps the law, though not circumcised, will be accepted.
The Jew who
breaks the law, though circumcised, will be condemned.
The judaism and
circumcision which save men are in the heart and spirit, and not outward in
literal fleshly marks.

25. For circumcision is of service, provided you practise
the law;
The general sentiment of the preceding part of the
chapter is that, in the case of the Jew, nothing will avail with
God but keeping the law. The Apostle now proceeds to confirm this sentiment.
Gar introduces the confirmation. In order
to do this, he ingeniously selects circumcision. On this the Jew
staked probably more than on any other fact in his history. The
selection is happy and pertinent.
The value of circumcision is contingent.
To the Jew this was
certainly something new.
Circumcision is of service, provided
you practise the iaw. Clearly this is previous teaching reiterated
in a slightly vaned form-the
doers of the law alone shall be
justified.
But the implication is the disastrous feature to the
Jew.
If the law IS not kept, circumcision is worthless.
Not
descent from Abranam, nor having the law, nor circumcision
avails any thing. Every thing depends on keeping the law.
The same general principle holds good under the gospel. One
thing is void without another.
Belief is of no validity without
repentance; baptism is of no account without belief; being in
the church is useless without a holy life, and so on.
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but if you are a breaker of the law, your circumcision
becomes
un circumcision.
The language, breaker of the law,
must not be taken as signifying a single transgression only; for a
single transgression, unless it were expressly so provided, could
not have the effect here stated.
It must be taken as denoting
habitual transgression, a life of sin. The parabates nomou was a
wicked man, one abandoned to sin. The circumcision of such a
man became void.
He was to God no more than a heathen.
His life abrogated his circumcision.
26. If then the uncircumcised
keep the precepts of the
law, shall not his uncircumcision
be counted for circumci .•ion?
The ean oun here signifies in that case or in that view.
That is, if, when a Jew breaks the law, his circumcision becomes
uncircumcision, then when the Gentile keeps the law, in that
case, his uncircumcision ought to become circumcision.
The
rule which requires the Jew to keep the law in order to make
good his circumcision, should certainly make the uncircumcision of
the Gentile, who keeps the law, good to him for circumcision.
And this is just what it does. The whole of which amounts to
this: That circumcision is of no value to him who breaks the
law; and not being circumcised i~ no disadvantage to him who
keeps it.
But we must not here overlook a difference. For a Jew not
to be circumcised was not the same as for a Gentile not to be
circumcised,
In that case, the Jew broke God's covenant, but
not so the Gentile.
But after the Jew became circumcised, then
unless he kept the law, his circumcision amounted to nothing.
21. and the uncircumcision,
which is natural, will, by
rulfilling the law,
The uncircumcision, which is natural, is
simply no circumcision at all; it is not being circumcised.
The
meaning is, The Gentile who is not circumcised will, by fulfilling the law, &c. But we must not suppose that the Gentile, any
more than the Jew, ever actually fulfilled the law. This no one
did. The case is a hypothetical one; and the participle telousa
might legitimately be so rendered as to indicate the fact. It
might be rendered thus: And the uncircumcised Gentile will, if
be fulfil the law. See Stuart N. T. Gram. p. 164- The Apostle
conceives of it as possible that the Gentile might fulfil the law;
and from this conceived case, draws his conclusion.
But I think it probable that Paul had in mind not only a posaible but an actual case. He intended that in so far as the Gen-
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tile did fulfil the law, though the fulfilment was not complete,
and the Jew failed, even to that extent the Gentile had G,e preterence. In other words, a good man among Gentiles, though not
a perfect one, was better than a bad man among Jews.
condemn you who with the letter and circumcision
are
a breaker of the law.
'When the Gentiles did what the Jew
should have done, but did not, he showed the duty to be practicahle. He thus rendered it clear that the failure of the Jew was
wilful, and wilful disobedience is always held to be a just ground
of condemnation.
The Gentile condemned the Jew by showing
that his disobedience was inexcusable.
The ,expression, dia grammatos kai pcritomes, here rendered
with the letter and circumcision, means having the law and being
circumcised.
That is, the Gentile who fulfils the law will condernn you who, though you have the law and are circumcised,
yet break the law. You break it, notwithstanding your advan\ag-e'i. IJia. with the genitive, sometimes occurs in this sense,
thollgh not often.
It denotes the circumstances under which a
thin;.; is done.
28. For he is not the Jew who is one simply without;
nor is' that circumcision
which is merely without in the
flesh.
Reud crcd ad scnsurn. This is an inference from the pre.
ceding premi-es ; and it both confirms what has just been said,
and carries it out to its ultimate end. When the Apostle says, he
is not the Jew who is one simply without, he does not mean that
he is a Jew in no sense. He means that he is not the sort of Jew
who will stand in the last day with God. He is a Jew, to be
sure, hut not such a one as will be saved. To be a Jew simply
without, is to be a Jew only by having the law and being circumcised; it is to be a Jew in name only, or without keeping the law.
It is best, therefore, to render, he is not the Jew, not he is not a
Jew. A Jew he still was, but not the Jew who should be saved.
In like manner we must hold in regard to the clause, "nor is
that circumcision which is merely without in the flesh." Circumcision it certainly was, but not the circumcision which aids in
saving. Ci~cumcision is of service only when the law is kept;
but since the law is never kept, circumcision is of no value.
Tt avails nothing with God in saving.
29. But he is the Jew who is one within,
That is, he
who is the Jew within is the.Jew who will be saved. ' In him
only God delights.
But' what is the wt'thin referred to?
I
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answer, it is the spirit and the heart. To be the Jew in these is
to be poor in the former and pure in the latter-it
is to be poor
in spirit and pure in heart. They alone who are such will see
God; and they will see him, whether they formerly lived under
the law, or now live under the gospel. The hidden man of the
heart, and not the outward Jew, with his fleshly circumcision and
mere letter, will abide with God.
But farther: In the word "witkin," the Apostle lays his first
corner stone of the christian edifice. He here breaks ground for
the gospel.
In this soil it is to take root and grow.
Belief is
within-"with
the heart man believes"; and justification is by
belief We here have the first note of preparation for the redemption which is in Christ.
Turn men's thoughts from the without
tc the within-usually
a difficult task, and the great primary
w ork of salvation is fully set in.
whose praise is not of men, but of God;
This clause is
placed here merely to have it in juxtaposition with the part of
the sentence to which it belongs. The Jew who is to be saved
is pure within. This within is hid from men. From them, theref ire, it can have no praise. Men praise the without; they praise
circumcision and the like. But God looks into the within; and
where it is holy, he delights in it, and praises it.
and circumcision
is of the heart, in spirit, and not in
letter.
The circumcision which saves, respects the heart or
inner man; and it consists in the excision of whatever is impure
or unholy. It has its seat in the spirit, and consists, first, in purifying it, Col. ii: II; and,secondly, in keeping it pure. The true
worshipers are those that worship in spirit and in truth. Circumcision "in letter" can be nothing but the ordinary circumcision of
the Jew-the
outward mark in the flesh. Letter is the outward
or visible part of the law, as opposed to its sense. Accordingly,
circumcision in letter would be outward and visible, like the letter
of the law.
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SUMMARY.
The Jews, in being such, possessed many peculiar advantages, among the
most important of which was being entrusted with the revelations of God.
Still, though thus highly favored, many of them were very unfaithful.
But
this will have no effect upon God's faithfulness.
He will remain true, though
all men should prove false.
Moreover, even when the Jew's injustice had
the effect to display the justice of God, still God must punish the injustice;
and he does right in doing so. We must not do evil that good may come, and
we will certainly be punished if we do.

The Jew has now been shown that, in point of guilt, he stands
on a level with the Gentile; and that God will judge both with
impartiality. He has been farther shown that having the law, or
merely hearing it, amounts to nothing; and that he alone who
keeps the law will be saved.
He has been still farther shown
that if the Gentile keep the law he will be accepted, though not
circumcised; while he himself, who breaks the law, will be condemned, notwithstanding his circumcision.
He has been finally
shown that the Judaism and circumcision, which avail with God,
are in the heart and spirit, and not external. After this, nothing
could be more natural than the question with which the present
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chapter opens. The Apostle propounds it for the Jew, in order
to get the chance himself to answer it. He thus anticipates objections to w hat he has now said, and proceeds to meet them.
Some of these objections contain real difficulties, which the
Apostle deemed it necessary to dispose of here.
What then is the advantage
of the Jew? or what the
profit of circumcision?
The question is a conditional inference.
Since being a Jew, without, is of no avail; and since
circumcision is useless, unless the law be kept, tlzen, 3vv, what is
the advantage of being a Jew? or what the profit of circumcision? The reply anticipated by the Jew is none. But since this
would not be true, it is not given. There may be no advantage
in being a Jew merely without, and yet great advantage in having his opportunities; no profit in the mere outward mark of
circumcision, and still much profit in the covenant to which it
relates. The question therefore is deieated.
Though designed
to elicit the reply, Ito advantage, no profit, it does not do it.
Consequently, the reply is not such as the Jew expected.
2.
Much in many a way.
The reply is pofu, i. e., polu
perisson-much advantage. That panta tropon can not be rendered every way, as it usually is, I think evident.
In the first
place, panta, in many places, as every scholar knows, does not
signify all, but very many, or a large number. In the second,
the Apostle himself has just excluded two important ways.
He
nas said, in effect, that there is no advantage in being a Jew
merely without. This is one way. Also, that circumcision is of
no service, unless the law be kept.
This is a second.
Now to
render much every way, including all ways, when here are the
very two things excluded, on which the Jew chiefly relied, is
clearly inadmissible. We are therefore tied down to the rendering, much in many a way. Thus abo Stuart.
The Jew, in being a Jew, possessed many advantages. But
whether each advantage should prove a blessing or the reverse,
was contingent.
If he used his advantages properly, they were
blessings; if not, they proved curses. But the Apostle, after
replying much in many a way, proceeds to specify.
For, first, they were entrusted
with the revelations
of
God. The word revelations includes every form of divine communication which God had caused to be committed to writing.
All these were confided to the keeping of the Jews; ana next to
Christ himself and the gospel, I must regard these revelations Ill'
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the greatest boon ever bestowed on any portion of the human
family. The respects in which they have blessed the world are
countless.
They are to-day our only authentic record of the
origin and early history of man; and besides, they have in large
measure taught the world its equity, determined its legislation,
and molded its humanity.
But of course I can not attempt an
enumeration.
3. What then?-inasmuch
as some were not faithful.
The gar here concedes the preceding statement, while It' suggest!>.
a difficulty implied in it. The thought may be thus expanded:
True, God confided his revelations to the Jews. But they were
not faithful to the trust. They did not obey those revelations as
they should. Here then emerges a difficulty. How about God's
promises to Israel? Will he still prove true to them? Hence
the following question:
Will their unfaithfulness
render
God's fidelity of no
effect?
God's fidelity, pt'stz'n, is his never-failing faithfulness in
keeping his word.
He confided to Israel his oracles.
He did
more. He promised to bless them above all other people. But
Israel were false to the trust committed to them. What effect,
now, will this have on God? Will he not feel himself absolved
from all obligation to keep faith with Israel? Katargeo means
to leave idle or unemployed/ and the idea is, Will not the unfaithfulness of the Jews cause God to ignore his promises, or to leave
them idle or unt edeemed?
4. Not at all.
A simple unconditional denial.
In no case
will God's fidelity fail. Men may prove false, but he never. True,
a threat or promise is sometimes not kept; but in all such cases it
is conditional, whether the condition be expressed or not. Men
fail to perform conditions, and God is released; but his fidelity
is not hereby in the least affected.
On the contrary,
let God be true, but every man false;
De is here strongly adversative; and the fact should be made to
stand boldly out, as in the expression, on the contrary.
The verb
used in the clause, "let God be true," is ginestho, which primarily
means to become. The sense is, Let it, at all times and under all
circumstances, become evident that God is true, and every man
false. Not, let him be true, whether he is so or not; but let it
become obvious that he is true, because he is so. Likewise, not,
let every man be false, whether he is so or not; but let it become
apparent that he is false, since he is so. Let all men be proved
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fal .e to trusts; God never can be. He must stand absolutely and
fOIever true.
Consequently, although all Jews were unfaithful,
thi- can have no effect on God's fidelity. All his covenants and
pn mises will be kept inviolate.
f hat,
as it is written, you may be justified in your words
It -nust remain forever evident that God is true; that when he is
arraigned on his words he may be justified; that is, may be shown
to have strictly kept them. To justify God is to show that he is
just--that he is true to all he has said, and therefore guiltless.
and overcome when judged.
The conception and language
are forensic.
God is judged when he is arraigned in human
thought, on his dealings with men. When thus arraigned, he
must always come off victor. It is not enough that he simply
gain his cause; he must gain it triumphantly.
This is the force
of nikeses. He must be shown to be absolutely innocent of
every charge.
Nor let it be imagined that God is seldom
arraigned.
He is arraigned in the very charge just considered;
and in countless ways we, as it were, arraign him every daj
We arraign him for creating us capable of sin; for exposing us to
temptation; for subjecting us to death for another's sin; for
appointing us to a life of hardship; for requiring us to be holy ~n,
the midst of great trials; for not revealing to us more of the
future-on
all these counts, and many more, we arraign him.
Not that we formally arraign him, and accuse him of wrong.
But we arraign him in our perplexities, in our discontents-in
a
word, in the very modes in which we think of him. Not to be
wholly reconciled to God is to arraign him. Now how profound
is the necessity that he shall be shown to be, in all the items
named, as well as in all others in which he is in any way questioned, not only just, perfectly so, but even perfectly good.
5. But if our injustice display the justice of God, what
shall we say?
"Our injustice" is the exclusive injustice of the
Jews; and it consisted in their unfaithfulness to the revelations
of God. The Jews did not obey these revelations, and herein
were unjust,
But, strictly speaking, their injustice did not display God's justice.
It was rather the occasion of God himself
displaying it. BU1 nad such been the case, still the Jew could
not have claimed even extenuation of guilt, much less exemption
from punishment.
His sin would have remained none the less a
lin for displaying the justice of God. Sin is sin, no matter what
it displays; and it must be dealt with a!' such.
God's justice i.
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his just dealing with the Jews according to his word. Consequently to make dikaiosunen here mean "his plan of justification"
by belief betrays an extraordinary misapprehension of the word.
Is not God unjust
who inflicts wrath?-I
speak as a
man.
Not at all.
If our disobedience-the
disobedience of
the Jews-to
God's will, displays his fidelity to his word, is he
not unjust in punishing us? He is, is the answer expected. On
this the argument would be, But God will never show himseIt
unjust. Therefore he will not punish us for our unfaithfulness.
Such is the exact position of the Jew.
But it is a delusion.
God will punish sin no matter what it displays. This is Paul's
position. Sin may be so overruled that good emerges out of it;
but this is not because of any good in the nature of sin. The
good emerges in virtue of the divine overruling, and in spite of
sin. By the overruling sin is defeated, but not canceled. Hence
its punishment is not averted.
The Jew should have remembered that God is author to two
classes of promises.
In the one he proposes to bless Israel, pro
vided they keep his statutes.
In the other, he threatens to punIsh, if they do not. Now fidelity to his word required that he
should remember the threats no less than the promises. Indeed,
1t required that he should remember the threats the more; since
the rule was that the statutes were broken, and not kept.
But
of all this the Jew lost sight.
I speak as a man.
That is, in what I now say, I am using
the language of others, I. ot my own. I am talking as an objector.
Not at all: An emphatic negative to the preceding question.
6. For how then shall God judge the world?
This contains the reason for the preceding negative answer; and it, at the
same time, reduces the position of the Jew to an absurdity. God
can not justly punish the Jew; because, as they say, their unfaithfulness displays his fidelity. Then, for the same reason, he can
not judge, and justly punish the world. The sins of the world as
much display his fidelity as do the sins of the Jews.
Therefore
he can not justly punish the world.
But this provE", too much
even for the Jew, and is consequently false.
7. For if God's truthfulness
abounds the more to his
honor by my being false,
In some respects this verse and the
8th are difficult. The sense is determinable; but the construction
of the 8th is anomalous. Both the 6th and 7th verses are intended
to refute the position of v. 5. How the 6th refutes it has now
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been shown. The 7th refutes it much in the same way, but by a
special, personal argument, drawn, in my judgment, from Paul's
own case The two expressions, "my heing false" and "also I,"
I regard al>decisive of this. On no other hypothesis, apparent to
me, can these two expressions be satisfactorily explained. Tholuck and Bloomfield appear to be of the same opinion, but Stuart
dissents. The position of v. 5, and the special argument of v. 7,
may be thus expanded:
When you Jews attempt to show that you should not be punished, your mode of reasoning is vicious. You can not deny that
you have been unjust. But this injustice, you say, has displayed
the justice of God. You therefore can not See how he can be
just, and punish you. Now I will prove that your reasoning is
false. In order to do this, I take my own case, and show how
you view me. I am held by you to be false «(I.ui' 'I1E!JCTp.un) to the
religion of my fathers. I am (K&YW) consequently condemned by
you as a sinner. But in all this I am wronged, according to your
own reasoning. For if the truthfulness of God has abounded the
more to his honor by my being false, why do you still condemn
me as a sinner? If, according to your reasoning, you should not
be punished. neither should 1.
God's truthfulness consists in his being true to his word, true
to all the demands of justice, true to all the facts in each case in
which he judges.
why am also I still condemned
as a sinner?
If you Jews
should not be condemned because your sins display the truthful.
ness of God, for the same reason, neither should I be. Impunity
for you, on a given ground, should surely be impunity for me. on
the same.
But the special argument of v. 7 contains, in my opinion, a
probable peculiarity worthy of notice. That argument is true,
taking aletheia not only in the Jewish sense; but it is true,
taking it in the christian sense. Thus: If the truthfulness of God
Uewish sense) has abounded the more to his honor by my being
false (your view) to your religion, as you say is the case, then,
according to your reasoning in your own behalf, I should not be
deemed a sinner by you, and be treated as I am. Argumentum
.d hominem. But, argumentum ad rem, if the truth respecting
Christ, the gospel, has abounded the more to the honor of God
by my being false to your religion (your view), then I am in fact
no sinner, which is just the truth, and should not be adjudged
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one. I suspect that the Apostle intended to construct an Ilrgument which is true, taking aletkeia in either or both of theee
acceptations.
One thing is certain, he has done it.
8. And should we not do evil that good may come?
A
discussion of the verbal peculiarities of this verse could hardly
interest the reader; and I am sure it could not profit him. It is
therefore pretermitted.
The sense, as I understand it, I have
expressed exactly in the translation.
In this understanding both
Stuart and Bloomfield concur substantially, differing only immaterially as to the mode of expressing it. With both sense and
mode of expressing it, Tholuck closely agrees.
From this the
reader will see that my understanding of the passage is not pecu·
liar. The clauses I arrange unusually. But by this the sense (the
chief thing) is not affected in the slightest; and much is obviously
gained in the way of perspicuity.
Rendered as literally as I can
render it, the verse reads thus: And should we not, as we are
kurifully reported, and as some allege we say, do evil that good
#!laycome,whose condemnation is just?
From this the reader will
discover that the only peculiarity of the rendering which I adopt,
consists in a particular arrangement of the clauses.
This is
resorted to solely for the sake of clearness.
The verse is a still farther refutation of the position of v. 5. By
it, that position is reduced to a palpable absurdity. Thus: Your
mode of reasoning (the mode of the Jews) justifies another false
conclusion.
You say that your injustice displays the justice of
Gud. Then the greater your injustice, the greater the display.
Be it so. To display God's justice is a good thing. Your injustice is indisputably evil. Shall we, then, do evil that good may
come? The reduction is complete.
as we are falsely said [to do,] and as some declare we
say, whose condemnation
is just.
The only freedom I here
use consists in bracketing to do. \Ve are compelled to supply
something, and the circumstances of the case seem to point tu
this. Certain parties alleged that Paul said, we should do evil
that good may come. Now, those who would represent him ••
so saying, would have no scruple in representing him as so acting.
To do, then, seems to be more naturally required than any thing
else. But those who so represented the Apostle slandered him
and injured him. He lets them know that tor this deed they are
condemned, and that the sentence is just.
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SUMMARY.

In point of guilt, then, are the Jews any better than the Gentiles? None
at all. All are alike under the dominion of sin, and therefore are alike
guilty. This is proved by the very scriptures which the Jews have. The
law condemns all, and justifies none. Therefore, by law, no one may expect
to be acquitted in the pre'ence of God. Instead of being justified by law
men only learn from it that they are sinners.
g. What then?
Do we excel?
By no means. The
words ti oun should be taken by themselves,
as in the translation.
They imply a thoughtful
question
on what
has gone before
Proechometha is Middle, and here means to excel, be superior, be
better, Of these I prefer excel, as being simple and close to the
sense.
The passage i<; an inference
from previous teaching,
put
in the form of a question,
and having
strict reference
to the
moral condition of the Jews, or their condition
under sin.
Do
we excel? that is, do we excel the Gentiles?
Certainly the Jew~
greatly excelled the Gentiles
in many respects.
But these wen'!
the respects in which God had peculiarly favored them.
Their
opportunities
for spiritual
and moral culture were unparalleled.
They had an infallible guide in regard to their duties both to God
and to one another.
In these respects they stood hizh above the
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Gentiles. But in two most material respects they did not excel;
and the reference is to these: I. in guilt they stood on a level with
the Gentiles; z. as to justification or acquittal from sin, they had
no advantage. On these two points, Jew and Gentile were equal
before God.
It is with strict reference to these points that the
question is asked. This is evident from what follows.
For we have already charged that both Jews and Greeks
are all under sin; I have no Lexicon that gives prove, show, or
convict, as a meaning of aitiaomai. True, Bengel renders proetiasametha, "we have proved before," which, though authorized,
seems unusual.
The verb is deponent Middle, and signifies to
accuse, charge, blame. I render proetiasametka by our familiar
phrase we have already charged. This is clear and true. "Under
sin" means to be subject to it, be a slave to it. It also means to
be under the condemnation of it. The latter is particularly
·eferred to. The word Greeks means the same as Gentiles,
Jews and Greeks comprehending the whole human family.
10. as it is written:
there are none just, not one; The
sense of Ps. xiv, 3. The object of these citations is to prove the
undoubted guilt of the Jews.
That of the Gentiles was conceded.
It would then follow that, in regard to sin, the Jews
were no better than the Gentiles, or did not excel them. This is
the point to be settled. The word "just" here means to he wholly
free from sin-free from it in the sense of never having committed it. In this acceptation, the ad sensum citation is strictly
true. There are none absolutely just. Therefore all are under
sin. This is what the Apostle had charged, and what is now, by
the passage, shown to be true.
Paul's declarations the Jews
might deny, but not their own scriptures. They were, then,
compelled to acknowledge themselves under sin. No more could
be said of the Gentiles. Consequently, as to sin, Jews and Gentiles were equal. The Jews, then, did not excel the Gentiles;
and this is the proposition to be established.
But the word "just" has, besides, a popular, current sense in
which we must be careful not to understand it here. Joseph,
the husband of Mary, was a "just" man, current sense, but not
wholly so; he was not sinless. Simeon was "just," but not perfectly free from sin; and so of others.
Paul does not here use
the word just in this sense, but in the one stated in the preceding paragraph.
II. there
are none who understand;
None who under-
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stand perfectly, or have a strictly true knowledge of God's law
and a just appreciation of his goodness.
The Jews greatly
abused themselves, and as a result, their understanding of divine
things grew blunt.
They abused the revelations of God, and
consequently the light of truth went out in them. The sun of
their inner man became eclipsed.
there are none who seek God; N one who seek him perfectly, or without a failure-a partial result of the fact just stated.
So soon as the soul becomes dark, it ceases to long for God.
Whenever his glorious image vanishes from the mirror within,
the original is no longer desired. In its blindness, the spirit sinks
down into the inaction of the night of death.
12.

all have turned aside; together they have become

useless;
Their understandings have become dark, and consequently they have turned aside from the way that leads to God.
The result of their ignorance and error is that they have become
useless. God can no longer turn them to any good account. It
only remains to spew them out of his mouth.

there are none who do good; there is not even one.
And if there he not even one who does good, then there is not
even one who is just.
Consequently all are guilty before God.
Are the Jews, then, better than the Gentiles?
Do they excel
them?
Not at all. \Vhen the Apostle says, "there are none
who do good," we must understand him in like manner as when
he says, "there are none just."
There are none who do good
wholly, or without exception, none who never sin.
13. Their throat is an open grave; An open grave is an
unnatural sight. It is expected to be closed. So of the throats
alluded to. By long abuse they had become unnatural. They
should have been shut on their corrupt contents, hut were not.
They stood open; and every thing that issued from them, in the
form of speech, was offensive.
It was like the odor which
exhales from an open grave with its body rotting in it.
with their tongues they deceive; Back of a deceptious
tongue lies a deceptions heart; and this is to that as cause to
effect. There is the studied purpose to deceive, and the word
suited to it. Such tongues, like parasites, live only on the wreck
of good faith.
the poison of asps is under their lips; What such lips
say is to reputations as the poison of the asp in the blood. It is
death. To the honorable and sensitive mind earth has no keener
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anguish than a stain on the name. Slander usually, like a burn,
leaves a life-long scar behind. Death would often give less pain.
14. their mouth is full of cursing and bitterness;
They
are full of blasphemy and oaths. These are aimed against God.
Thus the mouth which he created to bless him is used to grieve
him. By bitterness is meant those wounding, stinging words
which the wicked utter. None suffer from them as do the innocent.
15. their feet are swift to shed blood;
They are eager tc
commit murder, and rush fiercely on their victim. They lie in
wait for him; and when they see him they grow impatient. They
start lip quickly, and slay him greedily.
16. ruin and misery are in their paths;
Wherever they
go they destroy reputation, or life, or something else held dear,
and thus sow misery in their way.
But worst of all, they ruin
sOIlI<;,and <o plant in them endless misery.
17. and the way of peace they have not known;
Because they have not wanted to know it. Discord and strife are
the unnatural elements in which they delight.
Restless souls
themselves because of guilt. they seek to destroy the peace of
everyone else,
What they will not have, they resolve others
shall not.
18. there is no fear of God before their eyes.
No wonder then that we have the preceding catalogue. Where God is
not feared, nothing else is; and when this last barrier to vice is
broken down, sin comes in like a flood.
On these specifications the following items may be noted: I.
The things here enumerated are charged against the Jews.
Their own scriptures allege them; ami, therefore, by them the
charges are not deniable. 2. They are not to be assumed as true
of every individual Jew.
It is enough that they are true of a
great many. 3. They fully justify the Apostle's charge that both
Jews and Greeks are equally under sin; and that the former in
no sense excel the latter.
Indeed the catalogue here drawn of
the Jew falls scarcely below that drawn of the Gentile in ch. I.
4. The citations, though mostiy from the Psalms, are not exclusively so. Nor are they in every instance verbally close either to the
Hebrew or the Septuagint
T11l!)'are true to the sense; no more.
19. Now we know that Whatever the law says, it says
to those under the law.
We know, you Jews know, I know,
we all know, and therefore can not deny, that whatever the 16",
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says, it says to those under it. The law here IS the law of Moses,
and those under it are the Jews. The word whatever includes
every thing which, when done, is a sin. Now the law declares
the spiritual states and dr cds just enumerated to be sins.
It
declares this to the Jews as being under it and bound by it.
Their own scriptures, therefore, as now quoted, show them to
be covered with sins. This they can not deny.
They are then
condemned, everyone
of them, by the very law under which
they live. There is not even one exception.
that every mouth may be shut,
That before the just sentence of the law, every Jew may be silenced, not having even
one plea to urge in his defence. Stuart thinks the hina here not
telic. Nothing strikes me as more certain than that it is. The
very design of the scriptures, in pronouncing certain things to be
sins, and in declaring the Jews to be guilty thereof, is to silence
them on the question of justification by law, to destroy every
vestige of hope therein, and thus to shut them up to the justification which is in Christ.
"Every mouth" is limited by the
context to every mouth under the law. It is equivalent to every
Jew.
and the whole world become guilty before God.
~ot
strictly that, in the way named, the world becomes guilty from
being previously not guilty; but it thus becomes manifest that it
is guilty.
The world becomes guilty by its own actual transgressions; but when the scriptures establish these trunsgressions
against it, and the law pronounces sentence, its guilt then
becomes manifest.
The phrase become guilty hardly gives the
full sense of the original. The meaning is to become llupcdikos,
that is, one under sentence of condemnation.
But how is it that the whole world, including both Jews and
Gentiles (for this is the comprehension of world). becomes guilty
by proofs and acts which convict the Jews only? In but one
Way that I can see. Jews and Gentiles were guilty of the same
deeds. These deeds were in themselves sins; and. in the case of
the Jews, were so declared.
But the law in declaring them to
be sins in the Jews, virtually declared them to be sins in the Gen':iles; and so in condemning the Jews, in effect condemned the
Gentiles.
The law of Moses was not obligatory upon the Gentiles. In no other way, then, as it seems to me, except in the
"""y named, could it condemn those not bound by it.
20.
For by works of law
Dioti should not here be re-i-
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dered therefore, as many render it. It does rIOt deduce a conclusion from preceding premises, but assigns a reason for what has
just been said. What the law says, it says to those who are
under it, and have broken it, in order to its becoming evident
that the whole world is guilty before God. This lesson, it is pro.
foundly necessary the world should learn. The reason is, that by
works of law no flesh shall be justified. \Vhen once the world
has fully learned this lesson, it will be ready to abandon law as a
means of justification, and resort to Christ.
The phrase, "works of law," has given rise to almost endless
controversy, and that without much reason.
The word law is
anarthrous, and therefore must be taken, not specifically, as
denoting the law of Moses only, but generically, as including
every form of law which men have from God as a rule of conduct. Accordingly, while it includes the law of Moses, it does
more. It also includes the law of the Gentiles, be that law what
it may, provided God requires them to keep it. God's law, as
made known to men, assumes two forms: it commands what is
right and prohibits what is wrong. That, we must do; this, not
do. Now the word law, as here used, comprehends both these
forms.
It includes every thing which, when done, whether by
Jew or Gentile, or both, is a sin; and every thing which, when
not done, by either or neither, is a sin. The word works, on the
other hand, comprehends every act which law, in this sense,
commands or forbids.
It includes both things done, and things
not done which should have been.
Now, taking both law and
works, as here defined, what Paul means is, that by works of
law no human being can be justified in the sight of God.
From the i Sth verse of the first chapter, down to the present,
this is the grand conclusion for which the Apostle has been pre·
paring the mind of his readers. He first prepares the Gentile for
it, and then the Jew. Many a turn in his current of thought has
implied it; but not until he had shut every Jewish mouth by
taking away its last defence; not until he had placed the whole
world before God as guilty and condemned, did he see fit to
enounce it. How it is that by works of law no flesh can be jus.
tified, will appear under the next clause.
for by law is the knowledge of sin. Bad God never given
a law touching sin, or revealed to us what it is, the conception
of sin had never been in our minds.
Our ",ery primary knowledge of sin is from law. From law then we learn, theoretically,
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what sin is, or what acts are sins. By actual personal experience
we all know that we have committed these acts, and, therefore,
that we are sinners. Again, we have law defining sin. With this
law we compare the acts of others, and so learn that they are sinners. Thus, from law we learn what sin is; and by comparison,
that both we and all others are sinners.
Now law can justify
him only who perfectly keeps it, and never breaks it. If law be
oroken it must condemn.
But we have all broken it, broken it
without exception, certainly broken it. Truly, therefore, by
works of la w no one can be justified.
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SUMMA.RY.
But although justification by law is Impossible; still God has revealed
another way of justifying men, a way, too. that is attested both by the law
and the prophets.
He has revealed a plan of justifying people by means of
their belief in Jesus Christ, revealed it to all, both Jews and Gentiles. This
justification takes its rise in God's favor; it is procured by a ransom which
has been accomplished by Christ; Christ effected this ransom by his blood;
and we attain the benefit of it by believing in him and obeying him. This
ransom enables God to be just while forgiving the sinner, provided he is a
believer in hi, Son.
21.

But now God's justification without law is revealed,

The Apostle had just said that, by works of law, no one can be
justified. It remained, then, for God to propound another plan.
Justification by law is practically impossible. Intuitively, then,
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The following verses
propose the plan and, in part, unfold it.
Now, nuni, under Christ, or as things at present stand.
God's
Justification. Justification, as was shown in chap. I, means, first,
to be released from sin, to be forgiven; and, secondly, to be held
and treated as just. Justification without law; that is, justification which is realized apart from law, or independent of it.
Indeed, if there be any actual justification, it must be without
law, since justification by law is purely ideal or theoretic, no
instance of it ever having occurred. Is revealed-is now, for the
first time, revealed or clearly made known, not as something
possible, but as something which all can actually realize, if they
will. All the Apostle here states is, the naked fact that God',
justification is revealed.
This once distinctly enounced and he
can proceed to details.
being attested by the law and the prophets,
The expres.
sion "law and prophets" is here equivalent to the writings of the
Old Testament.
These writings attest a justification without
law. They both teach the doctrine and exemplify it-this being
the way in which they attest it. Abraham, for example, is a case
In point, whose belief was counted to him for justification; that
IS, he was justified without
law. Much that the prophets say is
also to the same effect. Indeed, one of them asserts the doctrine
in so many words, namely, "the just by belief shall live." The
law, too, pointed to Christ as the true Lamb of God who takes
away the sin of the world; and remitting sin is the radical fact
in justification.
In a word, both the law and the prophets bare
testimony to Christ, and to the salvation which is in him. This
salvation, which, at bottom, is justification, is without law. Thus,
the law and the prophets attest justification without law, by
attesting the salvation of Christ, which is without it.
22. even God's justification
by belief in Jesus Christ,
The de of this verse has cost critics much trouble. With hardly
an exception, they assume it to be adversative; and then find
their difficulty in translating it.
But is it adversative?
The
statement to which, indisputably, it looks back is, "but now God's
justification without law is revealed."
Now, between this statement and the one introduced by de, there is not even the sem
blanee of adverseness.
On the eontray, the one introduced by
de is the mere explanation of the other.
De then is not adversative. It simply adds an explanation.
I render it by even as
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denoting that the clause explained and the one explaining are
the same in sense, the only difference being that the one is general and the other special.
On the use of de in this sense see
both Robinson and Winer.
God's justification
It is called God's because he is author
to it, performs the act, or does the justifying.
By belief in
'Jesus Christ:
Our belief in Christ is the condition, not the sole
one except as implying others, nor a condition of merit, but of
mercy; that is, a condition on the actual presence of which in
us, God will, of pure mercy, extend to us justification. But, of
belief, and its value in redemption, more fully, as I proceed.
Instead of belief in Jesus Christ, we might render belief oj
JI'SUS Christ, which would mean belief respecting him, Jesus
Christ evidently being genitive of object.
But this rendering,
though more literal than the other, is not so clear. It is better,
therefore, to say belief in.
for all who believeeis pantas pisteuontas. These words
are closely connected in sense with pephanerotai, is revealed.
The mea.ring is, But now God's justification without law is
revealed (or all who beiieue, that is, for their benefit. His justification without law is also revealed to all; but it will not profit all,
because all will not accept it. It will profit those only who bebelieve. It is hence revealed eis for them, for their benefit.
Nor should the word "all" be taken as distributing the human
family into individuals.
It denotes them nationally, rather than
individually. Justification without works is revealed to Jews and
Gentiles. These are the all.
(For there is no difference;
23. for all have sinned and
come short of the glory of God.)
This sentence is clearly
parenthetic, and should be so marked, as here. The meaning is,
there is no difference, on the score of guilt, between Jews and
Gentiles: for all alike have sinned and come short of the glory of
God. The word "glory" here means honor, the honor due to
God. The genitive is genitive of object. All have sinned, and
thereby failed to honor God as they should. They owed it to
him to honor him by keeping his law perfectly, but they have
not done so.
24. they being justified
freely by his favor,
The connection may be thus shown: God's justification is revealed for
all who believe, they being justified freely by his favor. That is,
those who believe are they who are freely justified.
They, the
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subject of "being justified" is supplied from the clause "ail that
believe."
Being justified freely, dorean. Our justificacion is
bestowed on us as a gift; it is not earned by us, or we make no
requital for it.
by his favor-by
God's favor. Justification is gratuitous on
the part of God. He does not owe it to us, nor can we claim it
as a right. We accept it as a sheer gratuity. 'Were it by law,
or perfect obedience, the very reverse would be the case.
through the ransom which is in Christ Jesus,
In this
compressed and comprehensive sentence we have the ground of
the whole remedial system.
On this ground depends every
thing. To expand it, in all its amplitude, would be to write the
history of human redemption, from its conception in the mind
of God up to its consummation in the glorification of the saved.
We must, however, pause on it a few moments.
What is implied or assumed in the sentence?
I. That the
whole human family had sinned. This is the bottom implication,
the one which underlies all others. 2. That all were condemned
for sin, and in bondage to it. 3. That, as the penalty of sin, all
were doomed to death and future punishment.
These are the
facts implied or assumed in the ransom of Christ.
through
the ransom
OLel. ri7' tbroAurP,,)(T£W"
Apolutrosis is
from apoluiro. Apolutro means to release on the payment of a
ransom. The ransom (lutron), money or any thing else, being
paid, afiolutro, I release the person or thing held. The only
distinction between lutro and apolutro is in apo, which either
simply intensifies the force, or, it may be, still retains its signification of from, denoting separation.
According to this, the one
means I release, i, e., for a ransom; the other, I release from.
Apolutrosis, then, signifies releasing for a ransom, or a releasing
ransom; that is, a ransom which has the efficacy or effect to
release. This last is nearest the sense.
With these facts and definitions before us, we are prepared to
look more closely into the ransom, releasing ransom, which is in
Christ.
The thing which man forfeited by sinning is life-"in
the day thou eatest thereof, thou shalt surely die"; and the penalty which he incurred is future punishment.
Now Christ takes
his own life, as it were, and with it, as a ransom, buys us off
from sin and its penalty. In other words, he pays his life for us,
and so releases us from sin and its consequences.
"You have
been bought with a price." I Cor. vi: 20. The ransom from
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death, however, i. e., natural death, operates only as a respite,
of which more in the proper place.
But, at the first, this ransom is merely potential, or exists simply as a provision of the
divine favor. Not only so, but we are bought off by it conditionally. We believe in Christ and obey him-obedience of belief.
Thereupon the ransom takes effect; and we are not only released
from sin, but the sin is forgiven. Being thus freed from sin, we
are, from this on, viewed and treated as just.
This is justification through the ransom which is in Christ, justification in virtue
of its efficacy. The ransom is the meritorious means of the justification, or the valuable consideration which procures it. The
expression, ransom which is in Christ, means the ransom which
he has effected, and which still has its efficacy in him. But the
subject-and
no more important one will soon present itself to the
reader's thought, is still farther developed under the next clause.
25. whom God has set forth as an atoning sacrifice
through
belief in his blood,
Set forth-placed
out before
the world as an object to be looked on or taken notice of. As an
atoning sacrifice-hilasterion.
This word is used by the Septuagint to denote the mercy-seat, which was the lid that covered the
ark.
It was of pure gold; and out of it the cherubim were
made, that stood on its ends. On this mercy-seat the high-priest
sprinkled, once every year, the blood of the sin-offering, and so
made an atonement for the sins of the people. Is hilasterion to
to be applied to Christ in the sense of mercy-seat?
I think not;
though I see no violent reason against it. I simply prefer a different sense, as both more congruous and more accurate, and
therefore reject this.
lIilasterion is the neuter of hilasterios, used as a noun: and,
as such, it has the signification of both an adjective and a noun.
It is equivalent to hi/asterion thuma. Hilasterion, when applied
to a heathen sacrifice or offering, meant expiatory, i. e., designed to expiate, conciliate, or incline to benignity.
When
applied to Christ, it means atoning; that is, having this efficacy
or effect. Hilasterion, then, is an atoning sacrifice. Now God
has set forth Christ as the hilasterion of the world. Viewed first
as a person, he is the victim to be offered. "He offered himself
without spot to God." Eeb. ix: 14. \Vhen slain, he is the sacrifice-the thuma.
In being slain, he sheds his blood; and this
blood contains his life. "The life of the flesh is in the blood."
Lev. xvii: I I. This blood, with his life in it. is the atoning mat-
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ter which is to be given as a ransom for the sinner.
"It is the
blood that maketh an atonement for the sou!." See Lev.
above.
And just here seems to emerge the true idea of the atonement,
Ilatallage, which has cost the world so much thought.
I concisely state my conception of it. Katallage is from kata/lasso,
which primarily means to change or exchange, that is, one thing
for another. The radical fact, then, in the atonement is exchange
-exchange of Life for life.
Christ exchanges or gives his life
as a ransom for the sinner's life; he buys the sinner off from sin
and procures the remission of it. "In whom, [Christ], we have
redemption through his blood, even the remission of sins." Eph.
i: 7. As a ransom, the blood of Christ must be distinguished by
two characteristics:
It must possess great value and great honor
-great
value, because the whole human family are to be
redeemed by it; and great honor, hecause, by sin, both God and
his law have been dishonored, and this must be repaired.
Accordingly, Peter says: "Knowing that you were ransomed, not
with perishable things as silver and gold, from your foolish mode
of life, handed down from your fathers, but with the pre·
cious blood of Christ, as of a lamb without blemish and
pure." I Pet. i: 18, 19. The original of precious blood is timio
haimati. Now, timio, from timios, here means having both great
value and great honor.
Of the absolute value and honor of the
blood of Christ, we can have no adequate idea. They may be
infinite, for aught we know, but must, at least, be equal to the
end to be accomplished by them. That end is nothing less than
the contingent redemption of the whole human race. Not that
all will be redeemed, but all might be. The blood has efficacy
to redeem all. Now when this blood is offered and accepted,
when it takes effect as a ransom, which it does when we believe
in, and obey Christ, then we are released from sin; and the sin
is forgiven. This exchange of Christ's blood for the sinner is the
katallage-the
atonement.
through belief in his blood,
Some of the best comrnentators connect the phrase in his blood immediately with hilasterion, thus: whom God has set forth as an atoning sacrifice in
his blood. This is unquestionably true; but whether it be the
collocation intended by the Apostle may well be doubted. Christ
it an atoning sacrifice in his blood, or by means of it; but he is
10 contingently.
He is so on the condition of belief. Now the
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conditional efficacy of his blood seems to me to be the very point
the Apostle is guarding, by placing through heliif where it
stands. Christ is an atoning sacrifice through belief. Without
belief he is not one, at least not an Available one. We must believe in his blood in order to be ransomed by it. This is the fact
which the Apostle is seeking to protect.
for a proof of God's justice,
Endeixis signifies pointing
out, exhihition, proof. It must here be taken in the sense of full
exhibition or proof. Christ, as an atoning sacrifice, demonstrates
God's justice in remitting sin. His justice therefore is not
merely pointed out, but a full proof of it is given. The fact of
remission proves his favor and mercy, but not his justice. This
is proved by Christ as a hilasterion.
Instead of saying, for a proof of his justice, and during Goa's
forbearance, I transpose God and his, and read as in the translation. By this, the sense remains the same; and an ambiguity is
removed from his which might be taken as referring to Christ.
God's justice not justification.
I find myself wholly unable
to translate dikaiosunes here justification.
The sense of the
passage clearly requires a different word.
Indeed, if we translate it justification, then dia ten paresin can not, without great
violence, be so rendered as to suit it, or make a consistent sense.
Stuart tries hard to do this, and yet, to my mind, completely
fails. God does not set forth Christ as an atoning sacrifice for a
proof or an exhibition of his justification.
But, inasmuch as he
remitted sins before Christ died, he sets forth Christ as an atoning sacrifice, to prove that in doing so he was just. Had he
remitted them without such a sacrifice, the fact might have argued
him unjust. The point is, not to show what God did, but that he
was just in doing what he did.
Again: whatever dikaiosune means in v. 26, it means in v. 25.
Verse 26 reads thus: for a proof of his dikaiosune at this time,
that he may be juS/, while justifying him that believes in Jesus.
A proof of God's justification is a proof of nothing beyond the
fact. It has no power to show him as just while justifying the
believer ill Jesus. But a proof that he is just, is conclusive that
he will continue to be so. God's justice in forgiving sin is the
thing to be proved.
To establish this is the Apostle's object.
Justice, then, and not justification, is the meaning of the word.
on account of remitting
the sins formerly committed
The sins here referred to were sins committed prior to the time
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of Christ.
But in what acceptation shall we take parcsinl
Some think, in the sense of passing by. Those who thus think,
insist that no sins committed prior to Christ were really remitted
till his death. They contend that the sins of that period, even in
the case of the saved, were merely passed by or overlooked, as it
were, till Christ died i and that then, but not before, they were
actually forgiven.
They rest their theory on the meaning of
paresin, and on the assumed fact, that sins could not be really
forgiven till Christ had shed his blood.
But as to paresis the theory fails. True, paresis means passing by, or letting pass. Bu·t nothing decisive can be inferred
from this. Aphesis, in like manner, means sending away, sending from; yet it is the usual word for remission. Both words are
derived from hiemi, the one by prefixing para, the other, apo.
Now, as aphesis means sending away, or sending from, in the
sense of remitting or forgiving; so paresis means passing by, or
.etting pass, in the same sense. When used of sin, as here, it
means remitting it. When God passes by sin, or lets it pass,
he is done with it; just as when he sends sin away, he is done
with it.
Nor is the theory tenable on the basis of the assumed fact
Certainly men were saved before the death of Christ, as Enoch,
and others.
But to say that these men were saved without
their sins being really remitted, is too absurd to be entertained.
God never ignored a man's sin, for the time being, and saved
him, leaving the fact of actual remission to take place at some
future period.
He may, during our lifetime, pass by our sins
and not punish them, as we know he does; but when, after
death, he saves us, no sins remain to be forgiven.
Nor is it
necessary to assume that Christ's blood had no efficacy till after
it was shed. All men lived prior to his death in virtue of the
ransom which is in him. Just as conceivably could sins be remitted through his blood before it was shed.
If his blood acts
through all time since it was shed, as it does; so may it have
acted through all time before it was shed. The ransom of Christ
touches all human life, as well as all human sin, and that without regard to time. It was redemption to all who were saved
before he died; it is redemption to all who shall be saved subsequently.
In the case of all the saved prior to Christ's death, God remitted
their sins through, or by reason of, the retrospective efficacy of
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his blood. They believed God and obeyed him, and by obedience perfected their belief. This done, the ransom of Christ took
effect in their behalf, just as in our case. Their belief was
counted to them for justification; and they were saved. Now,
as proof that in all this, God was strictly just, he has set forth
Christ as an atoning sacrifice. On account of what he did, or as
a reason for it, this proof became necessary.
So great is the
value, and so great the honor, inherent in the ransom of Christ,
that God can do all he does in the way of saving sinners, and
still remain perfectly just.
N either his honor nor his justice is
thereby tarnished or compromised.
26. during his forbearance,
Even before Christ's death,
God was bearing with the human family for his sake. By his
ransom they had been bought off from immediate death, though
for no definite period.
That period God lengthened out, notwithstanding they were constantly sinning, to give all an oppor·
tunity to be saved.
He bore then, as he bears now, that none
might be lost except those who wilfully refused to be saved.
also for a proof of his justice at this time,
I supply the
word also merely because it makes a fuller and better sentence.
It is not necessary, but still is of service. The pros ten endeixin
of this verse is identical in sense with the eis endet'xt'n of the
preceding one. No successful effort has been made to show a
distinction between them.
I can see none, and hence do not
affect to draw any. The phrase at this time signifies the time
since Christ.
God has set forth Christ as an atoning sacrifice,
for a proof to all men now that, in remitting sin, he is just, and
neither arbitrary nor unjust.
that he may be just while justifying
him that believes
in Jesus.
Not merely that God may be shown to be just,
though this is necessary, but that he may be absolutely just in
forgiving the believer.
I-Ie sets forth Christ as a sacrifice to
prove that he is just, and that he will continue to be so. Only
on the condition of such an offering could he be just while justifying the unjust. The reader will notice that I render kai while.
On its use in the place of a particle of time, see McK. Prelim.
Ess. 210, or any good grammar.
Ton ek pisteos literally means him who is 0/ beliif. But this,
though perfectly clear, is awkward to English ears. It is best,
therefore, to use some more familiar form of speech, as in the
lI'anslation. Between the two expressions, him who is 0/ beliif
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and him that believes, no difference in sense exists. They are
merely different modes in different languages of saying the same
thing.
CHAPTER

III.

SECTION

4.
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SUMMARY.
The justification of God is by belief, and not by deeds of law.
It ia a
matter of favor, then, and not of merit. Consequently, no man can bout
that he has deserved it or merited it. This justification is for Gentiles u
well as for Jews. God is the God of both, and is ready to bless both. to
oless them in the same way, and on the same conditions.

27. Where then is boasting?
It is shut out. This question is in fact a conclusion from preceding premises, expressed
interrogatively.
This is clear from oun. The meaning is: Therefore, none can boast; neither the Jew can boast, nor the Gentile
can boast; because there is no ground for it. On the contrary,
all have sinned, and all are condemned.
No man merits justification; the Jew does not merit it by his law, nor the Gentile, by
his. Consequently there is no place for boasting.
It is utterly
excluded.
By what law-of
works?
No indeed;
but by the law
of belief.
Boasting is shut out by force of law; but by what
law? Is it by the law of the Jew, which justifies only on condition of perfect obedience?
Certainly not. Nor is boasting excluded by the law of the Gentile, for the same reason. By what
law, then, is boasting shut out? By the law of belief; that is, by
the gospel.
God's justification, which is the only practicable
justification, is revealed in the gospel. The fact of it, the ground
of it, and the mode of it, are therein revealed. This justification
is by belief in Christ, perfected by obedience to him; it is by
the obedience of belief. The ground of it in God is favor and
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mercy; the reason for it, the ransom of Christ.
It is bestowed
on us as a gratuity, and accepted by us without requital. . Boasting then that we merit justification is wholly excluded by opera·
tion of the law of belief-the gospel.
by the law of belief.
That this expression is but a compen·
dious de<;ignation for the gospel, I think too evident to need
defending.
Boasting is shut out by that only, through which
justification is received as a matter of favor. This is indisputable; and that justification is thus received only through the
go~pel is equally certain. The expression "by the law of belief,"
then, and the gospel, are but two different names fOI the same
thing.
In the scheme of human redemption, favor, God's favor, stands
out and apart by itself, stands alone in its absoluteness, as the
principle in the Father's bosom in which salvation had its inception; Christ stands over against law; and belief, over against
deeds.
Therefore, in discussing justification belief becomes, of
necessity, the constant antithesis of deeds. Hence its prominence,
and the frequency of its recurrence.
Not that we are justified
by belief alone, that is, by belief apart from the acts of obedience
which it implies; but our justification is ascribed to belief, because it stands out more conspicuously than any thing else, as
being the condition of gratuitous justification, in opposition to
deeds of law, as the ground of merited justification.
In the expression "law of belief," the word law, taken technically, can mean only the law according to which belief is
produced, or the law according to which it acts after being pro.
duced, or belief itself viewed as a law, or all these together.
But
such meanings are out of the question in the present case. Law
of helief is a representative expression, denoting the gospel as a
scheme of gratuitous justification, in which belief is the primary
and most prominent condition.
28. For we conclude that man is justified
by belief,
without
deeds of law.
This passage is not an inference from
what precedes.
It is confirmative of the position that boasting is
shut out by the law of belief.
The gar here is affirmative in
office.
It was over this passage that Luther made his famous translation,
"we are justified by faith only," which daring act gave rise to that
doctrine. But Luther's act was prompted solely by his aversion
to the Papal tenet of justification by works. It is without defence
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either fi om scripture or philology. I much admire Luther's bold
opposition to the error of Rome, but deeply regret the extreme to which it led him. Not that the doctrine of justification
by faith only is as dangerous as the Romish position to which it
stood opposed.
This I do not hold. On belief in Christ, absolutely taken, it would be difficult, in my judgment, to lay too
great stress. To its importance and necessity as a condition of
justification, I give my cordial assent. Nor even against its value
as a means have I any thing to say. In all these I believe, and
for them contend.
It is only when belief is affirmed to be the
sole condition of justification that I put in my demurrer. To
illustrate what I mean, I shall assume what I believe will not be
denied; namely, that the doctrine of justification and the doctrine
of remission of sins are identical doctrines. A man can not be
justified, and his sins remain unforgiven; nor be forgiven, and
remain unjustified.
N ow it is held by all who have a proper
regard for the Bible, that no one can be forgiven without repentance.
Farther: it is conceded by all, that repentance is one act
of obedience to Christ's authority, and belief a different act.
These two acts can never be confounded; nor has the one any
power either to usurp the place of the other, or supplant it.
Each performs a special function which the other can not perform; nor can either become a substitute for the other.
How
now, in the light of this, can belief be the sole condition of justification? The truth is, it is impossible.
And with this, I am
done, for the present, with Luther's error.
Under the gospel we have one, and only one, great and allmeritorious ground of justification.
That ground is the atoning
blood 0/ Christ. Once for all, let this be fully conceded, with no
reserved understanding that it shall hereafter be receded from.
Now, obviously, before this ground, and by force of it, all acts of
obedience stand alike devoid of merit to procure justification.
No matter how great their value in other respects, they have none
in this.
Belief then has no merit to procure justification, nor
has repentance, nor any other act. Wherein then lies the value
of these acts?
In this, that Christ has appointed them as the
specific conditions, on compliance with which, he invests us with
the benefit of his blood. His blood is for redemption; these acts
are for his blood. What these specific acts are, and how many, I
pause not here to inquire.
I merely reiterate that belief is not
the only one.
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without
deeds of law.
This important expression needs
some slight elucidation. Because we are justified without deeds
of law, many seem to conclude that therefore law is nothing, and
deeds of law nothing.
But this is quite a mistake.
Paul says,
in the very Letter in hand: The law is holy, and the commandment
holy, and just and good. Our not being justified by law does
not result from the worthlessness of deeds of law.
It results
from our not doing these deeds. If we did them, we would be
justified by them; but we do them not, and therefore are not
justified. We must not, then, conclude that there is nothing in
acts of obedience to law. There is nothing in them when not
done, but life in them when done. But the value of one deed of
law is conditioned on the whole.
Unless we do all, we realize
nothing. A less number does not entitle to justification.
This
is true of law strictly, but is not true of the gospel.
29. Is he the God of Jews only, and not of Gentiles?
The connection may be thus indicated: "We count that man is
justified by belief, without deeds of law."
If so, then surely
there is a chance for the Gentiles.
Or is he the God of Jews
only, and not of Gentiles?
Yes, of Gentiles also;
That is, he is the God of the Gentiles as truly as of the Jews.
All are alike his offspring, and
stand before him with equal chances for the future. However
their lots may differ in this life, in the light of the judgment they
are equal. We have here a fine argument in behalf of the Gentile, drawn, not from his relation to law, but from his relation to
God as his Maker.
God is alike Father to all; all have alike
sinned against him, and he will justify all in the same way.
30. since there is one God who will justify the circumcision by belief, and the uncircumcision
by belief.
God is
the God of the Gentiles as well as of the Jews; since there is but
one Maker of all; and he will justify both alike-Jews
hy belief,
Gentiles by belief. The Future here is used to express a general
truth, or constantly recurring fact, and therefore has nearly the
same import as the present. See Winer, P: 280.
The reader will notice that I render ek pisteos and dia tes
pisteos exactly alike, namely, by belief. Between the two expressions I can discover no difference. If there be any, it amounts to
about this, that in ek pisteos the justification is conceived as
arising out 0/ the belief as source; whereas, in dia tes pisteos it
is conceived as realized through the belief as means. But even
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this difference is ideal rather than actual. The article before the
latter pisteos merely identifies it with the former. The two expressions, therefore, should be translated in tl1e same words. In
speaking of them Winer says: "Paul certainly does not have in
view a difference of meaning between them." When we translate, God will justify the Jews by belief and the Gentiles 'hroug"
belief, we bewilder, not enlighten.
31. Do we then render law of no effect by belief?
Not
at all ; If justification by law be impossible; and if it is attainable only through belief, then by operation of belief is not law
rendered useless? The Apostle conceived that the question
might occur to some, and he therefore raises it himself, for the purpose of answermg it. But the question is really a nonsequitur.
Law may be wholly useless for one purpose, and yet indispensable for others. This is the error in the question. Law is of no
service as a means of [ustiflcation; yet it answers countless other
important ends. Hence the proper answer is the strong negative we have.
but we establish law.
Not, we establish law by belief; for
this is not the meani ng. We do not render law useless by
belief-this
is all. We establish law-Who?
I Paul. How?
By my teaching and practice.
I teach all men to do what is
right and not to do what is wronlf. This is the purpose of law.
I thus act myself. I therefore indorse and confirm law; I show
it to be both necessary and right. Only in the matter of justification do I teach that law avails nothing, not because of any
defect in law, but simply because it is never ~ept.
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What noW' shall ~ say that ~bnaham our father obtained according to
the flesh?
2 For had Abraham
been
iustified by deeds he has ground for
JI,
boasting.
I But
he has none before
God. For what says the scripture?
Abraham believed God. and it was
counted ~o him for justification. .4
Now to him who works. the wages IS
not counted as a favor, but as a debt.
• But to him who works not, but
b~lieves on hi~ !"ho justifies .the
Wicked-his belief 18 counted for JUs,
tification.
e Even as David also
speaks of the man's blessedness to
whom God counts justification withI)~t ~~eds:
7 Ble~t are they whose
unqumes are forgiven, and whose
sins are covered'
• blest is the man
10 whom the Lo;d will not count sin.
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SUMMARY.
Abraham wu not justified by deeds. If 60, he had ground to bout that
he merited justification. On the contrary. his belief was counted to him for
justification. Justification by deeds is like a debt; but justification by belief
IS matter of favor.
David describes justification to be the same as forgiving
sins,
The Apostle
had just said, "We conclude
that man is justified
by belief, without
deeds of law";
and by this he means, We
hold it to be true in all ages, both before the law and since; we
hold it to be true in all cases, in that of the Jew, and that of the
Gentile;
in a word, we hold it to be universally
true.
Are we
right in this?
Let us proceed to put the question
to the test.
In
order to do this, we will take the case of Abraham.
How was
he justified?
If by works,
then you Jews are right, and I am
wrong;
but if by belief, then I am right and you are wrong.
Thus the issue is formed.

What
tained
True,
sense.
obtain

now shall we say that Abraham

our father ob-

It is better to render
keurekenai, obtained than found.
the latter is more literal, but the former gives the better
Abraham
was justified.
This is conceded.
How did he
it?-by
works,
or by belief?
Not, how did he find it?
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However, either sense is correct, only I think that given by
obtained, preferable.
J ustification is something sought and
obtained, rather than something sought and found. Again: it is
sufficient to render the Perfect as a simple Aorist.
Nothing is
gaincd by saying has obtained.
according
to the flesh?
The phrase kata sarka places
Abraham before us simply as a man; and it is almost synonymous
with deeds, in the sense of perfect obedience. What shall we
say that Abraham obtained kata sarka? Did he obtain justification in that way? If so, then he obtained it by deeds; but if by
belief, then it was not kata sarka.
This is farther evinced by
the implied answer, thus:
Question-s- What shall we say that
Abraham obtained kata sarka?
Answer-He
did not obtain
·ustification. The reason is now assigned.
2.
For had Abraham
been justified
by deeds, he has
ground for boasting.
Had Abraham's obedience to God been
perfect, he would have been justified by it. In that event, he
could have boasted that justification, in his case, was no matter
of favor; that it was due to him as a debt, and therefore his right.
This the Apostle concedes.
But no Jew even claimed for
Abraham perfect obedience; hence he could not claim for him
Justification by deeds.
Edikaiothe is Indic. Aorist, introduced by the conditional ei.
But as the condition is known to be contrary to the fact, the verb
should be rendered as above.
3. But he has none before God. The usual rendering and
pointing of this clause, in connection with the preceding one, are
utterly faulty. They are with slight variations, as follows: For
had Abraham been justified by deeds he has ground for boasting,
hut not before God. This is the very opposite of what the
Apostle meant to say. His meaning is, Had Abraham been
justified by deeds he has ground of boasting before God; but,
as the case is, he has none.
But by the common rendering he
is made to say: Had Abraham been justified by deeds, he has
ground of boasting, but no ground before God, which is suicidal.
But supply he has from the preceding clause, this being clearly
required by alla which so often implies something suppressed,
and the sense becomes clear and fine. as is seen in the translation.
Indeed, we then have a conditional syllogism, with
conclusion suppressed; in which, from the denial of the consequent, the denial of the antecedent follows, thus: If Abraham
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had been justified by deeds, he has ground for boasting: But he
has no ground before God; therefore he was not justified by
deeds.
For what says the scripture?
The question has immediate
reference to the precedmg clause, and is adduced to confirm it
Abraham has no ground for boasting.
As proof, what says the
scri pture?
Abraham
believed God, and it was counted to him for
justification.
The reference is to Gen. xv: 6. Abraham believed God, believed not only in him, but all he said; believed in
him in the ordinary, but full import of the word; believed all the
difficult things he spoke.
It is not necessary to assume that
Abraham's belief extended to the details of what God said, and
comprehended them all. There was nothing miraculous in hi.
belief. It was belief in the sense in which we believe, the only
difference being in the things believed.
But what, precisely, was the thing counted to Abraham?
It
was not the righteousness of God, nor the righteousness of
Christ. This much is certain. Indeed, the position that Christ'.
righteousness, whether the attribute or the righteousness of
perfect obedience, is ever imputed to human beings, is without
ev en the semhlance of countenance from the Bible,
It is matter of astonishment that it should ever have been held; and
matter of still greater astonishment that anyone should now
hold it. Nor was it the naked act of believing that was counted
to Abraham.
To suppo!>e this is altogether too contracted.
It
was the substantive thing belief that was counted, but this
in so far only, as it contained the whole future obedience of
the man. As a mere abstract or psychological state, Abraham's belief was useless and not counted.
The seed we are
sbout to plant is valuable, so far only as it contains in itself the
germ of a future crop. So with Abraham's belief. It contained
in it, in germinal form, the future life of the man. As thus containing, it was counted to him, not otherwise.
To count a thing to a person is to set it down to his advantage;
to so value and use it, in reckoning, as to cause it to inure to his
future benefit.
Abraham's belief was counted to him eis dikaiosunen. What
does this mean?
First: It does not mean to count dikaiosunen
instead of something else. The expression will not admit of this
interpretation.
Second: Nor does it signify to count dikaiosu-
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nen as equivalent to, or as having equal value with, something
else. But it means to count dikaiosunen as one thing-tile consideration of value or equivalence being excluded-in
Ord4,. U
06tain another. This is its meaning.
The use of eis, in this
sense, or as performing this function, is so well known, and so
common in the New Testament, that I shall not stop to adduce
examples of it. Moreover, be it noticed, that the thing counted
to Abraham was his own, not another's.
Dikaiosune means
acquittal from sin, with subsequent recognition and treatment as
just. Now A braham's belief was counted to him eis-in order to,
dikaiosunen-in order to his acquittal from sin, or that, by means
if his beliif, he might obtain justification.
It was, in a word,
the condition of his release or pardon, just as it is the condition
of ours. Such is the meaning of the expression.
But farther: As the ground, on which alone our belief can
become a condition of pardon, is the now actually atoning sacrifice of Christ; as, in other words, this is the ground which
enables God to recognize our belief as a condition, and to be just
while forgiving us; so also was it in the case of Abraham.
That
sacrifice, long before ordained of God, and then, though not
offered, considered by him as offered, was the ground on which
Abraham's helief became erected into a condition of remission.
By its operation alone then, as now, was God enabled to be just
while acquitting Abraham.
Should any urge this distinction:
That we believe in Christ, while Abraham believed in God only,
I ask, Where was the Logos then? John says: "In the beginning was the Logos, and the Logos was with God, and the Logos
was God." Was the belief of A braham, then, in the one, in fact,
and by necessary implication, belief also in the other?
It is exciting to think so.
But here it is proper to notice, briefly, the apparent discrepancy
between Paul and James on justification; and I use the word
apparent, ~ignificantly. Do the apostles contradict each other]
Emphatically not. How then can they be shown to teach the
same thing?
I examine first the fuller statement of James,
which, closely rendered, is as follows:
"But are you willing to know, 0 vain man, that belief wvthout
deeds is useless? Was not Abraham our father justified by deeds
when he offered Isaac his son upon the altar? You see tl.at belief worked with his deeds, and by deeds his belief was perfected; and the scripture was fulfilled which says: But Abraham
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oelieved God and it was counted to him for justification; and he
was called the friend of God. You see that by deeds man is
ustified, and not by belief only." Jas. ii: 20-2+
A few things may here -be taken for granted, while a few dis.
tinctions should be kept in view: 1. The deeds of James are
deeds of a believer, and are acts of obedience to the divine wilL
J. They do not amount to perfect obedience or embrace the
whole of human duty, but only a part of it. 3. James concedes
that man is justified by belief, and denies merely that he is justified by belief only; that is, by belief to the exclusion of the acts
of obedience included in it, as joint conditions with it, of justification.
James, no more than Paul, teaches that man is justified by deeds in the sense of perfect obedience. 5. The deeds of
James are not acts of merit, but simply conditions of justification.
All these points may be safely conceded, indeed I believe they
must be.
N ow from the statement of James, in connection with the preceding, the following corollaries result: 1. That justification by
belief only, as excluding other joint coaditions with it of justification, contradicts the word of God.
2. That James, by inspiration, has bound up together belief and certain acts not separately named by him, as joint conditions or justification. These
acts, therefore, can never be sundered from belief, nor be denied
to be conditions of justification.
From all of which it follows, that when Paul says, we are justified by belief, inasmuch as he does not say by belief only, thereby excluding other conditions, he must be construed as meaning,
we are justified by belief as including these conditions. Thus
there is not even the remotest contrariety between the two
apostles.
The one expressly binds together belief ana certain
unnamed acts as conditions with it, of justification j and as the
other does not, in any way, exclude these acts, he must be
understood as implying them.
Should it be alleged that James speaks of the justification of a
person already accepted of God, as is a christian, while Paul
speaks of that primary justification which occurs at the instant
when we become christians, I reply, that the allegation is gratuitous and unwarranted by the scripture.
I reply farther, that the
principle of justification is the same, whether the justification be
that of the saint or the sinner. In both cases, it is by belief with
other acts; and in neither case by belief without those acts.

+
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4. Now to him who works, the wages is not counted as
a favor, but as a debt.
An illustration taken from common
life, and couching in few words the whole theory of justification
by works. When a man hires out to labor, and has done his
work, his wages is not looked at in the light of a favor, and
handed to him as such; but in the light of a debt owed him, and
to be paid him as his due. To ergazomeno--Io him wko works;
i. e., who performs ergo nomou, every duty required by Ike law.
Ergozomeno is of the same import as ko poion to erga, ke wko does
all tIle deeds Ike law commands. But what is the application of
the illustration? It is both special and general. First, it is special to Abraham.
Abraham's justification was not counted to
him as a debt; for his obedience was not perfect. On the contrary, it was counted to him as a favor, which is decisive against
its being of works. Second, the application is general. Whoever keeps the whole law deserves or merits his justification, just
as the laborer merits his wages, when he has ended his work.
But since there is no one who keeps the Whole law, there is,
therefore, no such justification.
Justification is in all instances
matter of favor, which is proof that it is never of works.
5. But to him who works not,
Or to him who keeps not
the whule law, or does not his whole duty. And since this i.
true of all, the inference presently to be drawn is applicable to
all, applicable to Abraham, applicable to us.
but believes on him who justifies
the wickedThe
wicked here is a believer; for God never justifies the unbeliever.
Moreover, although a believer, he is still unjustified; for if justified, he could not be called wicked.
Now these facts almost,
perhaps quite, imply a definition of justification. The man is a
believer, but still wicked or unforgiven; and God proceeds to
justify him. What does he do? Clearly he forgives the man,
and thereafter holds him and treats him as just. This precisely
is justification. In its inception it is remission; subsequently it
is recognition and treatment as just.
But farther: It will be conceded that the wicked is not justified
in his impenitence; nay. it will be denied that he can be justified
in it. "Except ye repent, ye shall all likewise perish." "God
commandeth all men every where to repent."
In disobedience
to these scriptures, justification is impossible.
Now since belief
is one thing, and repentance a different thing, each expressed
in its own word, and both commanded separately as distinct, but
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closely related acts, it follows that in repentance we have another
condition of justification besides belief. \Ve have one of those
conditions which, under Christ, accompany belief, which work
together with it, and so enable it to reach its end-the
salvation
of the soul. On this, the question would very naturally arise, are
even belief and repentance all the conditions of justification?
They may be, they may not be. The question can be answered
only by determining the whole number of distinct acts which
Christ has ordained as conditions precedent to salvation, in the
sense of remission or justification.
But for this determination
we are not yet ready.
his belief is counted for justification.
His belief is counte I in order to his justification or that he may be justified. Stuart
tI inks that dikaiosune is not to be understood here in the sense
of justification. Amongst other remarks, he has this. "To say
tl at faith was counted for justification, would make a tolerable
Sf! nse ; but to say, it was counted as complete obedience would be
saying just what the Apostle means to say, viz.: that the believer
is gratuitously justified." Still Stuart admits that justification "is
the more common meaning of the word in this epistle."
First. I submit that to say, hel£if is counted for justification, is
quite as tolerable as to say, ''.faith was counted as complete obedience", and far more so. Indeed, to say that "faith was counted
as complete obedience", is to say what simply never transpired,
and what never will. It is to say what is wholly groundless, and
therefore what is not tolerable in any sense.
Second. What is the subject which the Apostle has in hand?
Indisputably, it is justification. Accordingly, in v. 2, we have,
"had Abraham been justified by works"; and in v. 5, "who
justifies the wicked." Now I hold that in accordance with the
subject in hand, and these renderings, v. 3 should read, it was
counted to him for justification, and v. 6, his belief is counted fO,.
justijication.
The translation of the verb determines what the
translation of its cognate noun should be. We translate the verb
;-tstijies. Indisputably then we should translate the noun justification. How belief is counted, as well as on what condition, and
for what purpose, has already been explained, and consequently
need not be farther dwelt on here.
6. Even as David also speaks of the man's
blessedness to whom God counts justification
without
deeds:
David, too, is Quoted to prove the proposition in hand, to-wit
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that the sinner is justified by belief without deeds. The word
"dt'eds" here includes the sum of human duty; hence, "without
deeds" means without doing our whole duty. To count justification without deeds to anyone, is simply to justify him without
perfect obedience. As the person justified is confessedly a be~iever, there is, no doubt, in the phrase "count )ustification," an
ellipsis of the word belief, the full form being, to count belief for
justification. This is the usual and normal form. Belief is the
thing counted, justification is the end for which.
7- Blest are tbey whose iniquities
are forgiven.
This
passage is especially valuable as throwing additional light on the
import of justification. The person to whom God counts justification without deeds is the person whose iniquities he forgives.
Of this a doubt can hardly exist. Hence to count justification
without deeds is to forgive without perfect obedience. It is, in
other words, to release from sin on condition of belief, and then
to treat as just.
and whose sins are covered;
The fact of the preceding
statement expressed in slightly different language.
To "cover
sin" is the same as to "forgive iniquity."
8. blest is the man to whom the Lord will not count
ain. To count justjfication to one is the same as not to count
sin to him; and not to count sin is to release from it, or forgive it.
Here again the impart of justification comes out. It is equivalent
to not counting sin, or remitting it, with the implied consequence
of esteeming and treating as just. A formal definition of justification could hardly be more satisfactory.
"We conclude that man is justified by belief without deeds of
law."
This is the proposition.
In proof, Abraham is first
brought forward who lived before the law. Was he justified by
deeds? He was not. On the contrary, his belief was counted to
him for justification. Justification to him, therefore, was matter
of favor and not of debt; it was a gratuity, and not the payment
of a due. David's testimony is next adduced, who lived under
the law, and spoke while it was still in force. How does he depose?
Blessed is the man to whom God counts justification
without deeds. But who is this man? The man whose iniquities
ve forgiven; he to whom the Lord does not count sin-he is the
man to whom justification is counted. Therefore, both from the
caee of Abraham and from the testimony of David, justification
ia I~~ownto be by belief, 3<; the condition of It, and not by a perfect lif,. Defore the law, nor by perfect obedience under it.
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SUMMARY.
The blessednese of justification by belief, alike for Jews and Gentiles,
Abraham was justified before he was circumcised. His circumcision a leal
of that fact. Hence justification does not depend on circumcision. Abraham is father to all who believe in an uncircumcised state; also to all the
circumcised who walk in his steps.

g. N OW is this blessedness
for the circumcision [only]1
or for the uncircumcision also?
Here the Apostle gives another turn to his argument, and brings the Gentile fully into view.
He has been reasoning from the case of Abraham, the father of the
Jews, and from the testimony of David, one of them. The conclusion is that belief without complete obedience is counted to a
man for justification; that to be Justified is not to have sin counted
to us, which is the same as being released from it; and that his
state, who is thus favored, is a peculiarly blessed one. But will
not this blessedness be limited to the descendants of Abraham
and kin of David? It will not This negative is the proposition
now to be made good.
The verb of the preceding clause has to be supplied, as none
is expressed. Several are allowable, as legetai, piptai and so on;
but I do not see that anyone of them is necessary.
I think it
quite sufficient to supply the simple esti. This gives a consistent
and perfect sense. I also deem it better to render epi for in the
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sense of for tile sake of, a meaning which it has before the accusative.
For we say that to Abraham
belief was counted
for
justification.
The latter of the two preceding questions anticipates, and takes for granted an affirmative reply. The present
clause is the confirmation of that reply. The whole may be thus
presented: Now is this blessedness for the circumcision only? or
for the uncircumcision also? For the uncircumcision also. For
we say that to Abraham.belief was counted for justification.
10. How then was it counted
to him ?-while
he was ill
circumcision,
or in uncircumcision?That is, at what
period in his life was it counted to him, or what was then his
state? Was it after his circumcision, or before it?
not in circumcision,
but in uncircumcision.
His belief
was counted to him for justification before he was circumcised.
Consequently, the blessedness of justification is not limited to
circumcision, but it extends to, and includes, the uncircumcision
also. It is for Gentiles no less than for Jews. Thus the reply i.
established.
II.
And he received
the mark of circumcision,
The
genitive of perilome is merely definitive of semeion-he received
circumcision as a mark, or he received a mark which consisted
in his circumcision.
as a seal of the justification
of the belief which [he had],
in uncircurnciaion,
The preceding clause states a simple matter of fact, to-wit, that Abraham received the mark of circumcision. The present clause states one of the purposes which that
mark answered.
It sealed Abraham's justification.
God placed
circumcision, as it were, upon his justification, as an authoritative
seal, thereby endorsing it to all future ages as his mode of
salvation.
But I said one of the purposes which the mark
answered.
The other purpose was, as a ratifying token of the
covenant which God made with Abraham at the time when he
appointed circumcision. "the justijication if the belief"
The
genitive pisteos is genitive of source, the meaning being, the
justification which is of belief or by it. Belief was counted to
Abraham for, or ;'l order 10, justification; or justification was the
end looked to in the counting. The justification resulted from
the belief when counted, or came of it. It was hence the justin.
cation of belief. "Which he hacl"--which refers to the belief that
Abraham had before his circumcision. and not to his justification.
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The clause [he had,] which I supply, is necessary to complete
the sense, as the reader can see at a glance.
How long Abraham had been justified, when he received the
mark of circumcision, can not confidently be said. It was certainly more than thirteen years.
He was circumcised in his
ninety-ninth year, at which time Ishmael was thirteen years old;
and he was justified before Ishmael's birth. This is quite sufficient for Paul's purpose. His object is to show that Abraham
was certainly justified before he was circumcised; and this, in
order to settle that the blessedness of justification is not confined
to circumcision.
The critical reader will notice that I here, as previously, use
the word justification, and not righteousness.
On this he may
dissent, and possibly deem me arbitrary.
The former I should
regret, the latter I disavow. My strong conviction is, that I am
right; and this is my defence. But I can not here re-open again,
at length, the investigation of the word. I must refer the reader
to what is said on it in the comments on the first chapter, and
content myself with a few supplementary remarks.
Dikaiosune indisputably means either justification or righteousness. This is conceded. Which meaning has it here? To test,
I again cite as follows: Abraham believed God and it was counted
to him eis dikaiosunen.
Shall we translate by justification or by
righteousness!
If by righteousness, what is the meaning? This:
Belief was counted eis, instead of, or as the equivalent of, righteousness, that is, instead of perfect obedience. This meaning of
eis is very rare; though it occurs in ch. ii, 26. But farther: Belief
is, on all hands, conceded to be a condition of justification.
Whether it be the only condition, or merely one with others, is
not here in question. It is, at least, a condition. Justification is
dia pisteos-this
is decisive as to belief being a condition. Now
let us repeat: Belief, as a condition, was counted eis, instead of,
or as equivalent to, a life if perfect obedience. This is wholly
inadmissible.
For, if true, then belief ceases to be a condition o(
justification.
Indeed, in that case, belief ceases to be a condition
of any thing. It has lost its character as a condition. When one
thing takes the place of another, as its equivalent, the former is
••ot a condition of the latter.
It is a substitute, not a condition.
This is decisive against rendering dikaiosunen righteousness,
unless we are ready to abandon the conditional character of
belief.
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sees were offended, after , they
heard this saying?
II But
he
answered and said, Every plant,
which my heavenly Father hath
not planted, shall be rooted up.
" Let them alone: they be blind
leaders of the blind. And if
the blind lead the blind, both
shall fall into the ditch. 16 Then
answered Pe'ter and said unto
had proved that by their tradition
thev were nullifying the word of
God; he had charged them with
hlPocrisy; he had declared that all
o their worship based on the authority of tradition was vain worship; and he had swept away the
entire fabric of their traditionary
law of uncleanness, by declaring
that a man is not defiled hy that
which goes into his mouth.
He
had not only defended himself, but
he had turned their own weapons
with irresistible effect against them,
and it is not surprising that they
were offended.
13. Every plant.-In
reply to
the modest complaint of the disciples. Jesus compares the Pharisees
to plants in a garden that were not
planted by the owner of it, and
declares that they shall be rooted
up. They were teaching without
divine authority or approbation;
and what he had said was intended
not to please them, but to root them
up.
14. Let them alone.-Let
them
alone, not in the way of ceasing to
expose their errors, but in the sense
of making no effort to appease them.
The disciples were to be regardless
of them as Jesus was, making no
change in either the matter or manner of discourse for their sake.
Sometimes the best way to move
men is to be totally indifferent to
them; and when men stand opposed
to the truth from corrupt motives,
the only possible chance to do them

[xv, 13-17.

him, Declare unto us [this : tMl
parable.
11 And
(Je'sus] said,
Are ye also yet Without understanding?
IT Do not ye [yet]
understand, that whatsoever entereth in at the mouth goeth
15 T"';T~"Ree,
Omitted by Lach., T. 8.
Green, Alford, Tregelles.
16 ·I~<T.';< Ree, Omitted by Lach., Tlach..
T. S. Green, Alford. Tregelle •.
17 OU1TW Rec.
oti Lach., Ttsch., T. 8.
Green. Tregelles,

good is to offend them, for when
you please them you only confirm
them in their wicked ways.
both fall. - It is sometimes
thought, that if a man is misled by
his teacher, he will be excused for
going astra,Yi but Jesus here teaches
that the blind man who is led will
fall into the ditch with his blind
leader.
This is clear enough in
reference to the literullv blind, and
Jesus asserts it in reference to the
spiritually blind. If a man, knowing himself to be blind, allows another blind man to lead him, he
deserves to fall into the ditch. He
should choose a leader who can see,
and as there is no leader who can
see all the way that we have to
travel except Jesus, let us take his
word as onr only ~uide, going only
as it leads us. '!'he word of God
must be our pillar of cloud by day,
and of fire by night; we move
when it moves, and stop where it
stops.
15, 16. the parable.-The
disciples were themselves so much
under the influence of tradition,
that they supposed the remark
about that which defiles to be a
parable. They had heen blindly
led by the blind guidI'S.

17-19. they defile the man.-

Here the Christian idea of uncleanness is fully stated, and the disciples were the better prepared for it
by the gradual manner in which it
was approached.
In this entire
uarazraph
.J eSU8 trea.ts of that
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But suppose we translate by justification.
How stands the
matter then-better
or worse?
The reader can easily decide.
Belief is, by consent of all, a condition of justification.
As such,
it may, within itself, have great value, or it may have none. The
question is not before us. As to equivalence, nihil.
Belief may
be equal, with God, to a whole life of perfect obedience, or it
may faJl immeasurably short of it. It may have no value, save
as a naked continuous act or mental state.
On this, we know
nothing, nor can we know any thing.
But belief is a condition
precedent to justification, and necessary to it. With this condition Abraham complied, that is, he belie7Jedj and God, on the
basis of the ransom which is in Christ, counted his belief to him,
not instead of, nor as equivalent to, a life of perfect obedience;
but that, by means of it, as a condition, he might attain to justification, or release from sin.
In other words, he counted his
belief to him; and thereon, of his mercy, justified him. This
view alone strikes me as the true one.
It is more simple than
any other known to me, is closer to the meaning of eis, and is in
stricter accordance with the true theory of conditions.
As appointments, conditions are not usually instead of, or equivalent to,
something else, but simply fO,., or in order to some end.
I hence
still adhere to justification.

that he might be the father of all who believe, in uncircumcision, That is, the father of all believing Gentiles. Dia
here is dia condition is,' that is, it denotes the state in which a
person is when he acts, the state being viewed, at the same time,
as that through or by means of which the act takes place. Abraham believed and was justified previously to his circumcision. The
Gentiles also believed while in uncircumcision.
Now Abraham
received circumcision, first, as a seal of that justification; and,
secondly, that he might become the father of all believing Gentiles.
As much as to say, God proposed to Abraham, as a special
honor, to constitute him the head of all the saved by Christ, on
condition of his being circumcised; and he, in order to attain that
honor, consented, and received circumcision.
By his circumcision he became promoted to this special distinction, but in virtue
(If his previous belief and justification.
that to them also justification may be counted; The
meaning is, That all who believe while in uncircumcision, do so,
in order that to them also justification may be counted; or still
more simply, they believe, in order that they may be justified.
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The object or end for which they believe is justification-the
actual realization of it.
12. and the father
of circumcision,
not to those who
are merely circumcised,
Here the reference is to the Jews ;
and the meaning is: Abraham received the mark of circumcision, that he might be the father of circumcision, "not to those
who are merely circumcised," that is, circumcised and no more;
or who have nothing else to recommend them but their naked
circumcision,
Abraham did not receive circumcision in order to
become the father of circumcision to such. To these he is father
iata sarka, according to the flesh, and not as a special honor.
To such he is no father in the sense in which he is father to
believers.
but to those who also walk in the steps of the belief
which our father Abraham
had, in un circumcision.
The
sense of this much disputed verse I take to be concisely this:
"And the father of circumcision", not to those of the Jews who
are merely circumcised, and no more; but to those of them who,
besides being circumcised, also walk in the steps of the belief
which Abraham had, in uncircumcision.
This I strongly incline
to think the meaning.
But, according to another view, the following is the import:
"And the father of circumcision", not to those only who are circumcised, but to those also who walk in the steps, &c. Here the
reference is both to Jews and Gentiles.
But to this exegesis
there are two objections: 1. It places only where it clearly should
not stand.
2. The Gentiles have just been mentioned;
and the
very thing said of them which is here said. Such a repetition
can not be admitted.
These objections, therefore. strike me as
decisive against the present view.
On the other hand, it is objected to the rendering which I
adopt, that it converts tois in the phrase, alia kai tois, into a
solecism. But this I deny.
On the contrary, I hold tois to be
normal and necessary.
The first part of the verse is literally as
follows: and the father of circumcision to those not of circumcision only, or not of it merely.
The meaning here can not be
mistaken.
Now recast, varying only very slightly, thus: and
the father of circumcision not to those merely circumcised.
So
far, well.
But now comes the adversative clause, commencing with alia
iai tois. Alia here, as often, implies a suppressed clause, and
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this IS the very circumstance which requires lois. All of which
may be exhibited thus: But to those, tois, who, besides being circumcised (suppressed clause), also walk in the steps of Abraham's belief. Now when the whole is drawn out, including this
clause, we have: "and the father of circumcision", not to those
who are merely circumcised, but to those, lois, who, besides being
circumcised, also walk in the steps of Abraham's belief.
Not
only does this give a perfect sense, but lois is shown to be no
solecism. Besides we have no repetition of any part of the sentiment contained in the preceding verse.
Finally, the reader will notice that in translating the foregoing
clause I am a little freer than usual. The sense, however, I have
aimed to follow closely.
walk in the steps of the belief
This language is metaphor.
ical, and, if my conception of its import be correct, beautiful
First. It may signify to believe simply, as Abraham believed;
that is, to take him as an example, in the matter of belief, in all
particulars which enter into and constitute both the fact of belief
and its circumstances,
This we should certainly do, whether it
be the import of the language or not; and I deem it not its import. Or, secondly, the Apostle may have conceived of belief as
personified, and as pursuing with never erring foot the leadings
of the divine will, whether that will pertain to the complex, and,
at times, almost crushing duties of this life, or to the sublime and
difficult visions of the future, which occasionally burst upon us
through the medium of revelation, as when Abraham "saw
Christ's day and rejoiced." This, I take it, sugge~ts the meaning
of the language. Thus viewed, belief appears as a person marching grandly on, surely to an imperishable crown, because in
steady obedience to the voice of God, and we are "walking in its
steps." Many have, in time gone, thus "walked"; and it is grato
if) ing to know that many are thus "walking" now. To all such
Abraham is "father."
And who so worthy of this distinction as
that great man who never "staggered" at the promise of God,
but always "gave him glory," even when, at his command, the
blade of a fatal knife gleamed in an uplifted hand over the form
of his typical boy?
Surely the age has never been when the
necessity rose higher than at this time, for children of God who
have the nerve to "walk in the steps of Abraham's belief"-a
time which, unless I misread its ominous signs, is destined to witness the wrecking of the belief of many who for a time "ran well."
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II Now the promise, that he should
be the heir of the world, was not
made to Abraham, nor his offspring,
through law, but through jusnfication by belief.
•• For if they of law
be heirs, belief is rendered of no
effect; and the promise is a failure.
16 For the law works wrath; but where
no law is there is no transgression.
16 Therefore,
it is by belief, that it
may be by favor, that the promise
may be sure for all the offspring,not to him only, who is of the law,
but to him also who is of Abraham's
belief, who is the father of us all;
7 (as it is written:
I have made you
a father of many nations), before
God in whom he believed, (who
makes alive the dead, and calls things
not existing as existing),
18 who,
against hope, believed in hope; so
that he became the father of many
nations; according to the saling:
So shall your offspring be.
I And
being not weak in belief, he did not
mind his own body, now dead, being
nearly a hundred years old, and the
deadness of Sarah's womb; 20 and he
did not decide against God's promise through unbelief.
But he grew
strong by belief, (giving glory to
God), 21 being also fully convinced
that what he bad promised, he is able
also to do.
22 Therefore
it was
counted to him for justification.
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SUMMARY.
God promised to Abraham and his offspring that they should inherit the
world. But the promise was in virtue of justification by belief, and not in
virtue of law. If the inheritance depended on law, none could attain it.
Therefore it is by belief that all may attain it. The power and influence of
Abraham's belief shown.
Mentioning
Abraham's
circumcision,
together with the object
for which he received
it, namely, that he might be the father of
all believers, in all time, would very naturally suggest the curious
promise made to the patriarch
on that occasion.
Accordingly,
the Apostle proceeds to speak both of the promise and of that in
virtue of which it was made.
In the preceding
section it was
shown,
in the case of Abraham
too, that justification
is inde-
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pendent of circumcision.
In the present section, it will be farther
shown that the promise involving his highest distinction wall
independent of law. Thus it will be shown to the Jew that, ever.
in Abraham's case, who was his model and his boast, neither circumcision nor law availed any thing.
The inference is easyneitl.et" can avail any thing now, To bring a Jew ttl this conclusion was the only effectual way to prepare him for Christ.
13. N ow the promise that he should be the heir of the
world,
"The promise" here alluded to is, no doubt, the one
recorded in Gen. xvii: 5; namely, "A father of many nations
have I made you."
This becomes evident, provided the word
"nations" be taken, as it certainly must be, to signify the whole
number of Abraham's children by beliif, his spiritual children,
who shall, at last, be gathered together out of the various nations
of the earth.
The promise having reference to these nations is
the one which constituted him "heir of the world,"-how,
we
shall presently see.
The world,
The word "world", kosmos, I construe as denoting simply the material earth, or globe; nor do I see how it can
be made to bear any other meaning. But the word can not here
signify the world in its present form; for Abraham and his spiritual seed have never inherited it in this form, neither will they.
It must, then, refer to the world in its future, renovated or glorified form-in
its final form, when it becomes a "new earth".
In that form, indisputably, Abraham and his spiritual seed will
inherit the world, but never in any other. The reference, therefore, I conclude, is to the future earth.
But on this, more
presently.
was not made to Abraham,
nor his offspring,
The word
"offspring" need not, as some commentators think, be limited to
Christ.
It certainly includes him, but it just as certainly does
not exclude others.
It here clearly denotes the whole of Abraham's children by belief. This is made evident by v. 16.
through law, but through
justification
by belief.
The
promise was not made through law; that is, it was not made
because of, or in consideration of law, but in consideration of
justification by belief. Or, the promise was made through justification by belief as the means of procuring it, anti not through
law as that means.
14. For if they of law be heirs, belief is rendered of no
effect; and the promise is a failure.
They of law are those

ROMANS.
who have law, and upon whom it is obligatory. If these only be
heirs of the world, and that, too, by operation of law, belief has
turned uut a fruitless thing.
It has resulted in nothing, though
the ground on which the fulfilment of the promise was to be
realized. Besides, the promise itself is a failure, a failure because
belief has failed, in consideration of which it was made. If those
of law only, be heirs, of course it is law that invests with heir.
ship, and not belief. But this was not the case with Abraham,
and therefore is not now the case.
IS. For the law works wrath;
Or it inflicts punishment
"The law" means any law, or all law. Law does not invest those
who are of it with the heirship of the world. This it would do
if it were perfectly kept, but this is never done. On the contrary, it inflicts punishment on all, because all have broken it,
and when once it is broken, none can inherit by it.
for where no law is there is no transgression.
I under
stand the Apostle thus: But should anyone insist that the law
does not punish him, because he has not broken it; and that
therefore he ib entitled to inherit by it, I reply, that he is mistaken. For only where there is no law, is there no transgressio-i,
But with those of law this, of course, can not be the case. They
not only have law, but have broken it, and therefore can not be
justified by it; and since they can not be justified by it, they can
not inherit by it.
16. Therefore,
it is by belief, that it may be by favor,
That is, the inheritance of the world is by bclief. The promise,
in the first instance, was made through justification by belief;
and now, in the second, the inheritance is to be realized by belief.
Neither is through law. For if the inheritance depended on law:
obviously no one could ever attain it, since all fail in obedience.
To depend on law is the same as depending on perfect obedience. To be attainable, then, the inheritance must be a matter
of favor. In other words, it must be bestowed, like pardon, as a
\;ratuity, and not as a debt
Accordingly, it is made dependent
on belief, as the condition of it. Through law, it would be matter of right, not of favor; through belief, it is matter of favor,
not of right.
that the promise
may be sure for all the ofi'spring,May be sure to be fulfilled for the benefit of all, or be sure to be
kept for all. If the inheritance depended on law, it would be
lure to fail all; but as it is matter of favor, and dependent 00
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the condition of belief, all may attain it who will. It is sure for
al\ who desire it. In the expression, it is hy belief, we must not
take belief by itself. The meaning is, it is by justification by
belief.
not to him only, who is of the law,
By this, clearly, the
Jew is meant; but whether he exclusively is referred to in the
preceding clauses, where nomos is without the article, may be
doubted. The inheritance is for the Jew, for him as a favor, and
by belief; but it is not for him only. It is for others as well.
but to him also who is of Abraham's
belief,
This means
the Gentile.
To be of Abraham's belief is to have the belief
which he had, and like him to be justified by it.
God promised to Abraham and his spiritual children that they
should one day inherit the world.
The condition, upon which
the inheritance is to vest, is justification by belief. Whatever is
thus inherited is matter of favor, not of debt.
But by law the
inheritance is impossible. Herein, therefore, is shown the advantage of belief over law, which seems to be a special design of
the present section. Justification j.s by belief, not by law; the
inheritance of the justified is by belief, not by law. Surely, then,
in view of all this, the excellence of belief must be conceded.
But up to the present, as previously said, the justified have not
inherited the world. Nothing is more certain than this. Nor il
there the slightest probability that, so long as they are in the flesh,
they ever will inherit it. At least, if any such probability exist,
it is not, at present, apparent.
I must therefore conclude, as
already intimated, that the inheritance will consist of the glorious
future earth, the "new earth," which the saints are to inherit in
their spiritual bodies. I can feel satisfied with no other view of
the subject.
True, Stuart thinks that such a view "implies a
method of interpreting the l1fcssianic prophecies that can not be
defended on the ground of rational exegesis."
But then those
who have read Stuart touching the future home of man, and
the future condition of the earth, can wel\ afford to distrust the
accuracy of any thing he says on the subject. His views appear
strangely unscriptural to me.
who is the father of us all;
The father of all believers.
To al\ such he is father by special appointment; and they are
children to him by belief. Or he is pisteuatic father to them,
and they are pisteuatic children to him. Were this word tolerable, it would cOllvey the thought precisely. It is from pisteuo, I
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believe, and would be an acquisition.
It is here used, however,
not for the purpose of suggesting its adoption, but simply to
convey the sense.
17. (as it is written:
I have made you a father of
many nations),
Or, I have constituted you, tetheika, a father
of a multitude of nations. Ab-ram, the patriarch's original name,
signifies great or exalted father; Ab-raham, his new name, father
of multitudes, ab meaning father, and raham, in Arabic, a vast
number or great multitude.
Abraham was father to two sets of children: to the Jews he
was father according to the flesh, and to them was given the
literal or earthly Canaan; to believers he is father by appointment, and to them is to be given the world to come, or heavenly
Canaan. Paul is here referring particularly to believers.
before God, in whom he believed,
By common consent,
a complicated and difficult passage. One cause of trouble is, that
while epistcuse requires the dative; it here has the genitive. But
the circumstance is thus explained:
Katenanti governs the
genitive, and is here followed by it.
Theos is then put in the
genitive by attraction to correspond with it. True, the attraction of the noun instead of the pronoun is rare, but even in the
N. T. we have several instances of it. Again: the arrangement
of the words is peculiar, the noun and pronoun appearing to
exchange places.
But this was most likely intentional, in order
to connect 77uos the more closely with the following clauses.
The difficulty, however, is easily remedied, as is seen in the
translation.
Both in arranging and rendering the words of the passage, I
follow, as I deem, the safest expositors.
The sense, as here
given, is clear, and probably true.
I construe the passage as
expressive of a high honor, thus: Abraham is the father of us all,
is so before even God.
He has this distinction by divine favor
and in divine estimation.
Winer proposes to explain the passage thus: Eatenants Tkeou,
katenanti hou episteuse-father
of us all before God, before whom
he believed. The sense is good, but there is no necessity for the
repetition of katenanti.
I prefer the arrangement of Bengel
and others, which I follow.
(who makes alive the dead,
This and the following clause
are clearly of the nature of a digression from the main course of
thought.
The present clause asserts a simple matter of fact, in
10
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language to he taken literally.
It had, as I conjecture, this origin: At the moment, Paul had in mind the decayed condition of
Abraham'< hodv shortly before Isaac's birth, and remembered
how God had restored it to former vigor. It was virtually a case
of making the dead alive.
From the body of Abraham the
Apostle at once passed to all the dead, as indicated in the clause.
The passage is hence, as I deem, to be construed as asserting one
fact while referring to another, or as asserting the resurrection of
the dead in the light of revitalizing the body of Abraham.
and calls things not existing as existing.)
It is matter of
regret that it is not allowable to express, in a translation. the
abstract form of this pithy remark.
It would be faultless to say:
calls the non-existing as existing.
Ta me onta denotes realities,
but realities not yet in existence, not yet called out into being by
the creating, or reproducing power of God. Where such things,
whether races of men, or mere things, are to be brought into
being at some future time, God, in referring to them, speaks of
them nos onta, as though now actually existing.
The reference
here, as in the former case, I imagine to be two fold: The dead
to us are me onta, not existing, not standing out, not visible. But
when God speaks of them, it is nos onta, as in being, because, to
him, not only are all actually in being, but he intends to restore
them to life. In like manner, when God said to Abraham, I have
made you a father of many nations, the nations were me onta,
not in being.
But God spoke of them nos onta, as in being,
because he intended to bring them into being.
18. who. against hope, believed in hope;
"Against hope"
might he thought to mean against, or in opposition to all reasonhie ground of IlOpe. But this is not the sense. In Abraham's
case, at the time there was absolutely no natural ground of hope,
every vestige of such ground being, absent. Instead, therefore,
of helieving against, or contrary to all ground of hope, the very
thing he believed against was the utter want of it. There was
no ground of hope. This was the fact.
Against this fact, or in
spite of it, Abraham believed. Believed in hope. To believe in
hope is to believe in connection with it, or to have hope to accornpany the belief. Abraham believed all God said, and hoped for
all he promised.
Belief is the basis of hope; hence where there
is no belief, there is no hope.
so that he became the father of many nations;
Eis to
genesthai I take to be ecbatic, not lelie. Abraham did not be-
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lieve with a VIew to, or for the purpose of, becoming the father
of many nations. At least, I think this improbable.
On the
contrary, he believed simply; but he did it so grandly that, in
consideration of it, he was appointed to become the father of
many nations.
Of course, when he was told that he should
thus become a great father, he believed it; but this was not
the motive for the belief, or the intention he had in the act. He
believed, because it was due to God, and because he had the
heart, and with no eye to results. Not that there would have
been any thing wrong in Abraham's believing in order to such
an end; but I do not think this the meaning of the language.
Suppose no such end had been proposed, would Abraham not
still have believed? Or was it merely the promised result that
induced him to believe? I can not think so, and hence deem the
ecbatic sense the better.
according to the saying:
So shall your offspring be.
He became the father of many nations agreeably to, or in conformity with, the promise: So shall your descendants be. "So";
that is, as the stars are for number, so shall your posterity be for
multitude.
19. And being not weak in belief, he did not mind
his own body now dead, being nearly a hundred years
old. He was not weak in the item of belief. Pistei is the dative of sphere. His belief being strong, kept him strong; hence,
without it, he might have been weak. He did not mind his own
body now dead; or he did not regard it, or suffer it to influence
him. Dead, as applied to a living body, is a strong term; but it
precisely expresses the fact in the case. As to the power of reproduction, and the word is used strictly of this, Abraham's body
was literally dead. This power was wholly extinct in it. Whatever his body was in other respects, in this, it was nenekromenon-Perfect
participle, and meaning, it had before died, and still
remained dead.
\ In the expression, "did not mind", the weight of authority
seems to be against ou. Green omits it, and Alford brackets it;
although he thinks it essential to the sense. If the original of the
Letter in hand contained it, I can imagine lIO motive for omitting
it; but I can see one for interpolating it-the sense is not good
without it. If omitted at all, it must have been by accident. As
its claim to genuineness is still in question, I shall retain it for
the sake of the better sense. This may turn out one of those
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cases in which inferior authority, with a good sense, should prevail over superior authority, with a bad or defective sense.
and the deadness
of Sarah's
womb;
The case of Sarah
w a- that of a <imple nekrosis ; that of Abraham was one of ncnekromcnon. }Ie had had the power of reproduction, and lo-t it;
she had never had it. These were the adverse facts which,
through the power of belief, he refused to mind or be affected
by. God had said to him: So shall your posterity be; and
before this declaration, with Abraham, all obstacles of nature
gave way. \Vould it were so still.
20.
and he did not decide
against
God's
promise
through unbelief.
Literally, he was not deciding against. I feel
satisfied
that the usual renderings of this passage are incorrect.
The difficulty is with diekrithe which commentators render quite
diflercntly.
With ou Stuart, taking it in a Middle sense, tr~ns.
lates it did not doubt. But "did not doubt through unbelief," is
Tirtllal tautology. It is nearly the same as, did not doubt through
doubting.
Doubt and unbelief differ in degree, not in kind.
Green renders it "wavered not'"; Lange, Tholuck, Alford and
Hodge, "staggered not", McKnight, "did not dispute"; Bengel,
"did not [stagger or] doubt"/ Bloomfield, "did not hesitate or
doubt" / and so on.
Diakrino signifies to separate, discern, distinguish, decide,
criticise, judge, estimate-the
dia serving merely to strengthen
the compound.
It also means to contend, waver, stagger, doubt,
these latter being regarded as tropical rather than literal. Now I
see no reason for not taking the word in a prim itive sense as
decide. Eis is then to he rendered against as indicating the
adverse direction of the mental act. When to this we add the
known circumstances of the case, decide seems to become a necessity. God promised to Abraham a countless posterity.
But
at the time, hath hi!:>own body and that of Sarah were dead for
purpose" of procreation.
In the midst of these violently conRictin~ facts, he had to make up hi" mind. He had to decide
whether to believe God against nature, or believe nature against
God. A decision was the very act called for. Again, whatever
act diekrithe dl'J1otes was the act which Abraham did not per
form through unbelief
To determine this, let us suppose him
under the influence of unbelief.
What act would his unbelief
cnt.sinlv havp. ;n~'lcp.d? Ciearty it would have induced him to
decide aga:•.ut God's promise, and to reject it. But he was ac-
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tuated by belief, and not by unbelief. \Vhat was the effect? lle
decided for the promise. For these reasons 1 render diekrithe,
as in the translation.
But he grew strong by belief, (giving glory to God),
21. being also fully convinced
that what he had promised,
he is able also to do. Alia is a bold adversative, almost al ways
signifying emphatically but. As, however, it is the neuter plural
of atlas, it also sometimes means otherwise, other way, on the contrary.
In this sense it might he very appropriately Liken here.
Still, as I see nothing to be gained by this, I shall retain its usual
rendering.
Being fully convinced is the explanation of grew
strong by belief. If epeggeltai be construed as Middle, the reading is smoother, and the sense the same.
There was no unbelief in Abraham; and consequently no
decision against the promise of God. On the contrary, he grew
strong through the power of his belief. At so great a hight
did it sustain him, that he honored God in all he did, especially
in being fully convinced that all he had promised, however improbable, he would certainly do. To give glory to God is to
ascribe to him just what is due him, and to obey him in all he
says.
22.
Therefore
it was counted
to him for justification.
A conclusion deduced no less from the character of
Abraham's belief, than from the belief itself. So great was the
power of his belief over his mind, in shaping his conduct, that
it was counted. Had it been a naked act or mere mental state,
unaccompanied by any results glorifying God, it would not have
been counted. In that event, it would have been ignored. Belief, to be counted, must, as in the case of Abraham, be peculiarly
attended-it
must have proper internal effects, and lead to proper
outward results.
In itself, it must amount to a full conviction
that all God says is true, and that all he promises will be done.
It must then, first, strengthen the inner man of him who has it,
and lead him to disregard obstacles; and, secondly, it must
induce him to do whatever God commands.
Belief is perfected by its accompaniments;
and when this is done, it is
counted, not before.
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~, Now it was not written. that it
'3 aUK iyP"<p'I
a.' ain-uv !'OVOII 0.,.1
was co~~ted to hun, for his sake f}..oyirr()'1 (IUT<f' 2. UAAa Ktll a,' ~!,ar. orr
alone..
but for our sake abo. to !'.AA •• Auyi('lT()UI~oLr 7TLfJT'''OtllT'V
flrl
whom It I, to he counted-to
us who , ..
,
_
,
•
be J IC\C on hnu W I10 raise
. d J evus our. TOV 'YHfluVTU
1'l"olJv
ToV
KIJPUlV '1!,-"'''
_ ';'
, ,
LOI<1 irom
the dead,
.; who was fK VfKPWV,
or 7TaflflJn()'1 aLa Ttl 1I"U1'U1I"gl\ en up because of our RIDS, and Tw!'-ara ~I'-wv, KUt ~Y'p()'1 lJ'a T~V a'Kui_
was raised for our justification.
<TLV ~fJwv.
SUl\lMARY.
The fact that Ahraham's
behef was counted to him for justification,
written lor our sake as well as his,
\Vhom we must believe on, and what in.
Why Chr ist was given up to death, and the object for which he rose.

23. Now it was not written,
that it was counted
to
him, for his sake alone,
On this concise <tatement com ment.uoi ~ ai e accustomed tu bestow hardly a thought.
Possibly it is
worthy uf something more. It carries us back to the time when
it was indited, and to the vivion and purpose of its author.
It
was written for Abraham's sake, it is true, but not for his alone.
It was written for our benefit also, We who are of Abraham's
belief were before its author's mind at the instant when he
penned it. He looked through the centuries to come, and the
vision of the redeemed rose before him. Of purpose he wrote
for their sake. He had them jn thought as his hand moved over
the parchment; and as he told how belief was counted to Abraham, he saw how, in like manner, it would be counted even to
us, Tr uly is justification by belief attested by the prophets.
24. but for our sake also, to whom it is to be countedThe 1'1 cse nt tense i., her e used to expre,!> a general and constantly recut ring fact. But while a Present in form, it has in fact the
fUIce of the Future; or rather the furce of a Present continued
into the future. Our belief is not to be counted to us at some
pi uod nuw distant, thereby implying that it is not at present
counted. It i~ hoth now counted and will continue to be so.
to us who believe on him who raised Jesus our Lord
from the dead,
"U~ who believe" are not us Jew<; as such,
nor yet u, Gentile" a., such, but every individual
of the whole
human race in so (Ir a~ they believe.
It excludes not one
who is a believer, nor include, one who is not. "\Vho believe on
him"-llut
it is not enough to believe on God simply.
We must
believe on him as the Raiser of Jesus from tIle dead. If not,
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our belief is void; it will not be counted. For this reason the
belief of the deist is a nullity. Of course to believe on God as
raising Christ from the dead is to believe on Christ as raised
from the dead. No belief will ever be counted which does not
embrace this fact. The reason for this is obvious. To reject Christ's
resurrection is to reject him; and to reject him is to reject the
sole basis of redemption. God could not be just in justifying him
who rejects Christ; for this would be the same as justifying
without Christ, which, in justice, can not be done,
25. who was given up because
of our sins,
Was
given up to he put to death. But who gave up Christ?
Surely
the Father, with his consent. True, men were the voluntary
agents; but far back of the sinful betrayal and crucifixion was the
original will of God moving to and permitting all. God sent his
Son into the world to die for it; and the Son came into the world
to die for it. After this, men did the rest.
There are two acceptations in which Christ was given up be·
cause 0/ our sins.
I. Had our sins not existed he would not
have been given up. In this view, they caused him to be given
up or led to it. 2. Our sins could not be remitted without the
ransom of his blood. Consequently remission of sins was the
motive which induced the giving up. It was the end effected
by it, and therefore the reason for it.
and was raised for our justification.
No doubt many
reasons existed for Christ's resurrection, and many objects were
accomplished by it; but Paul is here viewing it with exclusive
reference to its great object. Christ was raised for our justification; that is, in order to complete provision for it, and effect it.
His blood had been shed. But that blood as yet remained unoffered.
Christ rose from the dead to consummate this offering.
While on earth he was not a priest: indeed he could not be.
Therefore he left the earth, and went up on high. When he
appeared in heaven, the true holy place, it was as Hig hpriest for
the household of belief. What he had to offer was his own ineffable life or precious blood. This offering he presented, and it
was accepted.
The ransom for man was now paid; and the
atonement completed.
It only remained for men to believe, and
have their belief counted to them.
This done, and they were
ready to be invested with all the benefits of that ransom-e-remis••ion of sins, together with its attendant blessings.
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Therefore being justified by belief,
we have peace with God through our
Lord J e-us Chnvt ; J through whom
abo we have access into this favor
In w lnch we stand;
and [through
whom] we rejoice In hope
the glory of (,od.
Not only so, but we
even glory in aftlicuons : knowing
that anhc.uon produces patience;
4
and pauence, approval;
and approv.II, hope.
• And this hope makes
not avhamed ; because God's love IS
poured out In our hearts by the Holy
Spmt that is given to us.
6 For
while we were stili without strength,
Christ died, at the set tune, for the
wicked.
7 (Now hardly
for the just
\\ iii anyone die j yet for the good,
m I \ be, some one might venture even
to die. 'Dut God shows hts love for
us In this, that while we were stili
smnerv, Chnst died for us.) • Much
more then, being now justified by his
blood, we shall be saved from wrath
through hun. IU For If, while we were
enemies, we were reconciled to God
by the death of lus Son; much more,
be In/;: reconciled, we shall be saved
by his life. II And not only so, but
we abo rejoice In God, through our
Lord J esus Christ, through w hom
we have now received the reconcihation.
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SUMMARY.
Being Justified by belief, we have peace with God.
Through Christ we
nave acce-,s Into our present state of fav or, and through him, are filled with
hope
God's love poured out In our hearts by the 1I0ly Spmt given to us.
Whrle we were hei plevs and wicked, Christ died for us.
Be a man ever so
good no orie \\111 die for lum , yet Chrrst died for us when we were Sinners.
Herebj God showed hb love for us.
Since Chrrst died tor us when Sinners,
we rna) feel sure of being sav ed now that we are Justified by his blood.
Reconciled to God by the death 01 Chnst, by whom we are to be saved.

Justification
illustrated and
of the present
order to speak

by belief has now been not only established, but
amplified at length. This fact, the commencement
chapter takes for granted.
It is now, therefore, in
of some of the fruits of justification in the chns-
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tian life. But these fruits the Apostle desires to exhibit in immediate connection with the great fact from which they result.
Accordingly, he here reiterates that fact in the form of the following conclusion:
Therefore
being justified
by belief,
The sense i., the
bolder if oun is here allowed its proper illative force. True. the
conclusion it introduces is a repetition, but this does not affect
the sense of the particle.
we have peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ;
On this clause arises a rather difficult question of textual criticism. Shall we read (X0p.£v in the Indicative, or ~Xw",,£v in the
Su bj uncti ve? If the latter, the sense is hortatory, th us: Therefore being justified by belief, let us have peace wt'th God. This
reading has two points in its favor: 1. The preponderance of
Manuscript authority;
z. It is the more difficult reading, in
which case the rule applies: Lectio difficilior principatum tenetthe more dijJicult readt'ng has the preference.
Accordingly a
majority of the more recent critics adopt ;xwp.£v. Alford adopts it
in his text and translates accordingly, but defends the Indicative
sense in his note. Green also adopts it, although in commenting
on it, in his Developed Criticism, he speaks with reserve. Indeed
he admits it to be a case in which "the testimony of Manuscripts
must be received with caution, if not with abatement."
Riddle,
in Lange, in a critical note on the text, rejects it, though recognizing the force of the authority in its favor.
Upon the whole,
although I acknowledge the claims, upon purely textual grounds,
of the Subjunctive reading, I still can not accept it. My reasons
for this decision are two: I. the Subjunctive reading may have
resulted from transcription, as some of the best critics contend;
2. the Subjunctive
sense appears to be incapable of defence.
This I conceive to be almost decisive.
While in all cases due
regard must be had for high textual authority, still, that authority
is not competent to make an apostle speak either no sense, or a
bad sense. To say, "Therefore being justified by belief, let us
have peace with God", is without consistent or natural significance.
Peace is a fact which results from justification, not
something which the justified are merely exhorted to have, but
may not have. Again, had the reading been: "Therefore being
justified by belief, let us have peace with God, the sense would
have been tolerable at least, on the ground that let us have peace
meant let us be at peace with God; that is. let us commit sin
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no more, and thereby be at peace with him. But the reading is,
let us have peace tltrough our Lord Jcsus Christ.
What can
this mean? To exhort the sinner to seck peace through Christ is
intelligible and altogether proper; but to exhort the justified, who
already have peace, to have it through Christ, is not admissible.
The justitied have peace, as a fact, through Christ, not are simply
exhorted to ha ve it.
A;, to the deliberative sense, "shall we haue peace", and the
concessive, "may we have peace", propounded by some, I do not
think it neces~ary to do more than barely state them.
Doth
Illa.\' he, with safety, set aside as untenable.
Finally, I feel compelled, for the present, and till we get
something more decisive than we have now, to abide by the
Indicative reading. This is inferior to the Subjunctive on textual grounds only, but immeasurably superior to it in sense.
Perhaps I should rather say, I prefer the text which yields a
good and suitable sense, to one which yields no sense, or a bad
one.
we have peace with God through our Lord Jesus Christ;
A state of sin is, on our part, a state of enmity towards God; the
enmity existing in us, not in him. Consequently its direction is
from us towards him, not from him towards us. But sin being
cancelled, the enmity ceases, and peace ensues. The peace, like
the enmity, is pros ton Theon, towards God; it is peace on our part
with him. This peace we have or enjoy through Christ; because
through him we obtain justification which induces it. But it is
not peace in the sense of exemption from troubles of the world.
It i~ peace of conscience, peace of soul.
2. through
whom also we have access into this favor in
which we stand;
Charin here denotes a state, a state of favor,
the state of being justified, and accepted of God. Through Christ
we have justification, through him peace, and through him access
into a state of favor-what
is it we have not through him?
Prosugoge, when used of persons, signifies approach to their
presence; when used of a state, as here, introduction into it.
That this state of favor is identical with the church or kingdom
of God, hardly admits of doubt. Assuming this, and the important inquiry arises, by what means have we access into this state?
Certainly it is through Christ, through whom primarily, as an
atoning sacrifice, the way of access has become possible, and by
whose appointment it is rendered practicable.
But it is through
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him in :lnother sense. He is the prosagogeus who conducts the
introuuclion, or by whose authority and direction it takes place.
Still the inquiry recurs, since the introduction is not unconditional, by whai specific means or steps is it effected?
This state of
favor and the state of justification are the same. Consequently
the conditions of the one are the conditions of the other. But we
are justified by belief. After what has now been said, this nl'cd~
no proof.
Belief then is at least one of the conditions of the
access. In agreement with this, we are said to believe eis into
Christ; and to be in Christ is to be in this state of fa vor, or in the
kingdom.
But we are also baptized eis Christon, into Christ,
Here then is another means by which we gain access into "this
favor." Hence, probably, the remark of Alford: "This access
would normally take place in baptism."
This remark he doubtless made in view of the following: "Except a man be born of
water and of the Spirit, he can not enter into the kingdom of
God." To be in the kingdom is certainly to be in "lids favor."
Hence the means of access into that,is the means of access into
this. In view of these facts, Alford's remark would seem to fall
little, if any, short of the truth.
and [through whom] we rejoice in the hope of the glory
of God. The sense here can be fully expressed only by repeating
through whom from the foregoing clause.
It is clearly understood; but it improves the perspicuity if expressed. Kauchometha
is precisely rendered by rejoice. This is chaste, and seems to me
better suited to the emotions of the Christian in prospect of the
future, than exult or glory. But in the following clause, I fee,
sure the word should be differently rendered.
"The glory of
God" signifies the honor and felicity of the future state, the distinction and happiness with which he will invest the redeemed
when they stand in his presence.
3. Not only so, but we even glory in afflictions;
Here
Kauchometha is better rendered glory than rejoice. The feeling
to be expressed is one of exultation or triumph. The christian
rejoices in hope of future good; but he exults over present
affiictions. Thlipsesin has the article, and denotes the afflictions
of life, all the afflictions that befall us. Under these the christian
must not sink, nor by them be broken; but oyer them all he must
triumph as victor-all however through Christ.
knowing
that affliction produces
patience;
Patience is
that iron trait of character which enables us to bear with calm
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constancy all the ills of life. Affiictions, if wisely used, and this
is here asvumed, have the efTect to form this trait. They fortify
the temper and will against a day of need, and so secure us
against a diminution of peace and joy.
When we remember
how constantly these afflictions recur, the necessity for patience
becomes apparent.
They are the crucible of fortitude; this, the
pledge of victory.
4. and patience, approval;
Approval from God, and from
ourselves. Dokime, as applied to the christian life, denotes that it
has been put to the test by affiiction, has successfully endured the
ordeal, and now stands purified and approved.
and approval, hope.
When we have patiently and triumphantly endured affiiction, have emerged from the trial approved,
well may we indulge the hope of final acceptance. Our achievements now virtually guarantee the end.
S. And this hope makes not ashamed;
This serves here
the same purpose that the article does in the Greek; and it is
used, not as a translation, but because it gives a better sentence.
In Kataischunei we have clearly a Present used for a Future, or
rather the future spoken of in a Present. The meaning is, that
this hope will not, in the end, cause us shame by disappointing
us. We will surely realize what we hope for, and therefore will
never have reason to feel ashamed that we hoped.
Makes not
ashamed. Makes whom not ashamed? Clearly us who have it.
But to say that this hope makes not ashamed is the same as to
say we are not ashamed of it. We are not now ashamed of our
hope, nor shall we ever be.
because God's love is poured out in our hearts by the
Holy Spirit
God's love is not particularly the love we have for
him, nor particularly the love he has for us. Agape denotes simply love. But the special measure of it here spoken of is from
him as source, and is therefore called his. This love is not diffused through our hearts, as some have held, but is poured out in
them-not
into them, but in them. It is from God as fountain,
and is poured out in us by the Holy Spirit as agent.
that is given to us. To us Jews, to us Gentiles, to all who
are justified,
The Holy Spirit is given to us by being sent into
our hearts to dwell there. This is the fact asserted by the Apostle; and no false exegesis must be allowe-d to negative it. Inexplicable it is, I grant; but it must not therefore be rejected, The
argument on hope, then, stands thus: The Holy Spirit is given
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to us as an earnest of our future inheritance. Eph. i: 14, IS. By
this Spirit our hearts are filled with love. In these facts we have
both proof and pledge that God will invest us with what we hope
for. This hope then will not disappoint us. Therefore it neither
now makes us ashamed, nor will it hereafter.
6. For while we were still without strength,
Christ
died, at the set time, for the wicked.
"Without strcngth"asthenon, helpless and powerless to save ourselves. "At the set
lime"-kala
kairon, at the exact time fixed by the Father, and
therefore precisely when it would do the world the largest measure of good. Whatever happens to an age by appointment of
God, is best not only for it, but also for all other ages.
It was
best for us, of to-day, that Christ should have died when he did.
"Died for the wicked"-kupcr,
died for their benefit, not in their
stead. The latter idea, it is true, is involved in the conception of
the atonement; but it is not expressed here.
In the phrase, for
while we were still without strength, we comprehends the whole
human race as unjustified. Likewise, in the expression, died for
Ike wicked, the wicked comprehends the whole race as sinners.
Hence the we and Ihe wicked are identical. The meaning therefore is: For while we were without strength, Christ died, at the
set time, for us, the wicked. We, the destitute of strength, were
the wicked for whom he died.
But what is the force of gar! It is confirmative; the clause
it introduces being designed to confirm the remark, "this hope
makes not ashamed." The following is the connection: If while
we were still sinners Christ died for us, died to procure for us,
among other things, a glorious future inheritance, how much
more will he, now that we are redeemed by his blood, and justified by belief in him, invest us with that inheritance?
Though,
for the present, it is but an object of hope, we shall certainly
realize it at last. He who has done for us the great thing, will
surely do for us the less. Therefore our hope will never put us
to shame.
7. (Now hardly for the just will anyone die; yet for
the good, may be, some one might venture even to die.
An illustration drawn from the known conduct of men, and
intended to set forth, in a bold light, God's love for the world, in
contrast with our love for one another.
Among the whole
human race not one man can be found who is ready to die for
the wicked; hardly one is ready to die for the just.
Yet Christ
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died for the unjust. Not only so. It is barely possible to find a
man who is bold enough to die for the good. But Christ died
for the bad. For this very purpose God sent him into the world.
Truly then does his death prove the Father's love.
It is here assumed that some one might be found to die for the
good when he would not for the just. The good, in other words,
is held to have the stronger claim on human gratitude.
From
this it has been inferred that the good man, besides being just, is
also beneficent; and that it is this fact which gives him the
stronger claim. Possibly the view is correct.
On the passage Green has the following admirable note, which
I transcribe:
The several steps of the advancing argument, when restored to their formal order, would stand as follows :-In behalf of the good man, at his
highest standard, may be (T<lXa), one will be found that has the heart to
die; hardly then in behalf of a barely upright man will one die; hard
therefore must be the sacrifice in dying for those that had not reached even
the lower of the before mentioned conditions, but were still sinners.

The critical reader will notice that we have here three gars
close together. Most likely they all have the same meaning; but
to represent them all by the same word in English is not allowable, thus: For while we were still without strength Christ died,
at the set time, for the wicked. For hardly for the just will any
one die; for for the good, may be, some one might venture even
to die. This clearly is inadmissible.
Or should we attempt a
remedy by varying the rendering of kuper, since it, too, occurs
three times, we encounter the same difficulty. As to the sense
of the passage there is no trouble. That is clear. Accordingly I
deem it best to express this simply, in close English, without
attempting to render ad verbum as to gar.
A different course
seems impracticable.
8. But God shows his love for us in this, that while we
were still sinners Christ died for us.)
The emphasis is here
011 llis.
If the hoti in this verse be construed as causal, as it
usually is, the reasoning becomes inconsequential, thus: But God
shows his love for us, because while we were still sinners Christ
died for us. Because is here devoid of meaning,
and the two
clauses between which it stands are without connection or dependence. Christ's dying for us is neither cause nor reason why
God shows his love. On the contrary, it is the fact by which he
shows it. Hence the hoti, with the following words, is the
"sign", as Trollope calls it, and "not the cause" of God's showing
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his love. It subjoins the how, or fact in which, and must be reno
dered accordingly.
9. Much more then, being now justified by his blood,
we shall be saved from wrath through hitn.
An argument
from the fact of Christ's death to the certainty of its results. If
he died to redeem us while we were still sinners, much more will
he save us from punishment for sin, now that We have been forgiven. 'justified by his blood" -by it both as cause and means.
The blood of Christ is the great antecedent reason which enables
God to be just while justifying the unjust. In other words, it
procures justification. Belief is a mere condition, not a cause or
reason. But "justified by his blood" subserves here another val.
uable end.
It determines the import of the word justified; for
being justified by his blood is the same as being forgiven by it.
Moreover, the import of the verb settles the meaning of the
noun. For if being justified by his blood means being forgiven,
then clearly justification means forgiveness.
Remission is the
radical fact in justification, the consequent to it being recognition
and treatment as just.
10. For if while we were enemies,
we were reconciled
to God by the death of his Son; Enemies, that is, to God, the
fact being evinced, negatively, by our disinclination to do his will,
and, positively, by our evil inclinations and sins. "Vve were
reconciled to God": The whole doctrine of reconciliation, as in
operation, is here stated in one brief sentence. Weare reconciled
to God, not God to us. Reconciliation implies a change, ~ change
from enmity to love, and from disobedience to obedience. But
this change takes place wholly in us, and in no part in God.
God is unchangeable; with him there is not even the semblance of
turning. Even his wrath is not a fitful emotion, often subsiding,
as with us; but a profound, steady sense of right, which has no
alternative but to punish sin. On the contrary, though God was
bound not to acquit the guilty; he, at the same time, so loved the
World as to give his Son to die for it. In that death, we have the
most astounding proof of God's love for us. On our part, we
accept this proof as satisfactory, and in return Jove God. "We
love him because he first loved us".
Every effort to make it appear that in reconciliation there is a
mutual change, a change in God from enmity to love, as well as
in us, but dishonors him, as it seems to me, and perverts hie
truth. The view is not required either by the character of God
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or any known fact in the life or death of Christ. It is gratuitous,
and injurious, and therefore should be abandoned.
much more, being reconciled,
we shall be saved by his
life. Or we shall he saved by him alive. In his life-state, or
living state, subsequently to his death, Christ consummates all the
provisions of salvation, and in person superintenJ~ the work. In
this way he brings it to a successful end, and so saves us by his
life, or by being alive. There is no other way apparent in which
Christ's life can have the effect to save us.
II.
And not only so, but we also rejoice in God, through
our Lord Jesus Christ,
We not only glory in affiictions, v. 3i
but we also rejoice in God. Such I take to be the reference and
connection. Some construe thus: Not only ~re we reconciled to
God, hut we also rejoice in him. The sense is good; but it fails
to indicate the connection. The preceding i~ the more natural.
To rejoice in God is to rejoice in him as our' Father, as having
forgiven our sins, and filled us with hope of eternal life. It is to
rejoice in the sublimest of beings, for the stJblimest of reasons,
and in view of the sublimest of ends.
through whom we have now received the reconciliation.
Here, for the first time, in the New Testalnent, we have the
word Kalal/age, translated in our common version atonement.
The verb occurs in the preceding verve, but not the noun till
now. As I have already expressed my views on the import of
the word, as well as on the value and significance of the great
fact for which it stands, I shall not reiterate.
Still,a few additional remarks may not be out of place.
To receive the reconciliation is to receive tpat which effects it
Weare
reconciled to God by the death of his Son. Hence to
receiv e the reconciliation is to receive Christ's death; and to receive his death is to believe in it and accept it as an atoning
sacrifice for our sins. It is not enough to believe that Christ died;
we must believe that he died as a sin-offering for us, as the Lamb
of God that takes away our sin. To accept in soul this great
fact is to receive the reconciliation; the practical effect of which
is to become reconciled. So soon as we accept the fact in the
cordial belief of it, and obey Christ, our sine are remitted-remitted by God, of favor, through Christ's blood as the meritorious
reason, and on condition of belief and obedience.
The Holy
Spirit is then given to us, or takes up his abode in us, as the earneftt of our future inheritance.
Nothing nOW remains but to
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perfect holiness in the fear of the Lord, or to work out our
salvation with fear and trembling.
On some accounts, it is to be regretted that the word atonement
ever found a place in our common version.
With its cognates
it is thus defined by Richardson: "To be, or cause to be, at one.
To be in unity or concord, in friendship or amity: to return or
restore to favor; to reconcile, to satisfy, to propitiate".
As a
definition, this is exhaustive.
But religious speculators were not
long in losing sight of the true meaning of the word, which was
good and pertinent; and so, in the course of time, It became the
mere canonized designation of a certain theory of the value and
effects of Christ's death. It is now known almost exclusively in
this sense, and not in its original and proper meaning. At first
it meant, if not precisely what reconciliation means, only a little
more, namely, return to amity or good feeling. But on hearing
\t ?row;}\luc,ed ;'U th;''i, day we uever rece\ve 5\Kh an ~dea from \t.
The word has, I believe, one advantage over reconciliation.
I
involves the notion of repairing the injury done to God by sin,
not wholly, it may be, but still of repairing it. This notion reo
conciliation may, at bottom, imply, but it does not express it. It is
matter of regret that atonement can not be restored to its strictly
original meaning; but till this is done, which is not probable, it
should be displaced by reconciliation.
And here I wish to remark, in a general way, on the subject
of the atonement or reconciliation, that efforts, no matter from
whom coming or how well meant, to lower the value of Christ's
blood or depreciate its efficacy in redemption, are most injurious
in their effects on the popular faith, and are, therefore, to be
deeply deprecated.
It is impossible, in my opinion, to exalt
Christ too highly, so long as we do not place him above the
Father, or to set too high an estimate on the excellence of
that glorious life which was appointed to be the ransom of the
human family, and which was actually paid for this end. That
we may err while speculating on a subject confessedly so difficult
is readily granted; but if we must err at all, for the sake of the
Master, I plead that it be done in efforts to place him high in
the world's esteem. and to do justice to that "precious blood" by
which we have been redeemed. Let the scale over which Christ
passes into our affections be an ascending, not a descending one.
There is no danger that we shall ever do him or his achievements justice "over much."
II
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SUMMARY
By one man sin entered
mto the world, and death by that sm
Sin in the
world before the law, but not counted
From Adam to Moses men died,
though guilt v of no sin like Adam's
Adam a type of Christ,
but not m all
respects
The sin not like the gIlt
By the bin of one all died
the tavor of
God and gIft of Christ abound to all
Nor was the sentence
like the gIft
The sentence
because of one sm
the gIft consists 10 bemg Justified from
many srns
Through
one srn death reigns over all, yet all who are justified
Will reign m life through Christ
As by one SU1 all have been condemned,
10 by Christ's
death all are to be so far justified as to live
By the sin of
Adam all constit uted smners , by the death of Christ all constituted Just.
12.
TIllS verse is generally thought, and not Without reason, to
introduce one of the most difficult passages of the Letter.
Its
difficulties must certainly he acknowledged, still I can not but
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feel that they have been exaggerated.
The passage is profound
and comprehensive.
Herein perhaps lie its difficulties. Its main
object, as is usually conceded, is obvious. It is to contrast the
effects of Christ's death with the effects of Adam's sin; and to
show how the death is even more than a remedy for the sin.
This much lies on the very surface of the passage. But although
this is granted, its connection is justly held to be obscure, and its
details intricate and hard to trace. From v. u to the end of the
chapter is one mass of thought closely tied together, yet strikingly rugged in its digressions and transitions.
One thought
suggests another, and this a third, and so on to the end. All
these are dependent one on another, or stand in contrast one over
against another.
Such are some of the peculiarities of the
passage. But it has others. Its first words are clearly illative'
yet the conclusion which they introduce is not met with till we
reach v. 18. Thus closely dependent parts are found standing
widely apart. This embarrasses interpretation.
Again, between
the illative words and their conclusion is found a series of deep
doctrinal comparisons and contrasts. To adjust these properly
and bring their meaning fully and clearly out is confessedly not
easy. From these hints the reader can readily infer the necessity
for patience and care in an effort to explain the passage.
12. Therefore,
dia touto. These words I feel compelled,
after careful thought, to take, as already intimated, in their simple
Illative import. No other sense seems to me admissible or tenable. Accordingly, I reject the transitional meaning, insisted on
by some, together with all others.
True, by this course the
connection is not made quite clear, nor the passage freed from
difficulties; but then the words are retained in their usual force,
and difficulties are at least not increased. This is a gain. It is
always safe, in the absence of opposing evidence to assume
that words are used in their common acceptation.
But assuming the words to be illative, and two questions present themselves:
I. Where is the conclusion they introduce?
2. From what premise does it result? Both questions are important, and neither is thought easily answered.
To the first question I reply, that the conclusion is brought out
in v. IS. Nor can this be regarded as unlikely or strange when
the character of the paragraph is considered.
Verse I2 begins
thus: "Therifore as by one man sin entered into the 'World".
This clearly required the Apostle to state the case of the "one
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man" first, before drawing his conclusion. But in doing this, he
was led into a field of truth so new and so important as to
demand a pause and some enlargement.
This consumed his
space between vs, 12 and IS, and so kept his conclusion in abeyance.
But ending his task here, he at once proceeded to draw
his conclusion. This he did, not by reiterating dia touto, but by
the use of ara oun, because his conclusion has now become, as
it were, a sort of double conclusion, a conclusion both from his
main premise and from matter intervening between vs. 12 and 18.
Or rather, the conclusion seems to be a conclusion from the main
premise, and a summing up of the intervening matter.
The connection and relation of parts may be exhibited thus:
Therefore as by one man sin entered into the world [here the
case of the one man stated J therefore then [thread of thought
resumed and conclusion drawn] as by one sin sentence came upon
all men to condemnation.
Of aU the solutions which have been
suggested, this (which is that of Bloomfield and Stuart) seems
to me to be least open to objection, to be the most natural, and
best to stand the test of criticism. I therefore accept it.
To the second question I reply, that the main premise is found
in v. zo, and is the death of Christ. No other premise warrants
the conclusion, or meets the necessities of the case. By that
death we have been redeemed, have been reconciled, have been
justified; in a word, by it every thing has been done for us
essential to a complete rescue from the effects both of Adam's sin
and of our own.
Therefore as by one man sin entered into the
world, and death by sin; so by one righteous act 0/ Christ, which
is his death, acquittal from the sentence 0/ death (which is but
all included part of what his death has achieved) has been procured for all, so far as to allow us to live the life we are now
'iving. Such I believe to be the course of thought and of argu.nent,
Nor do I see how its correctness can be questioned;
provided it be conceded, as I believe it must be, that v. IS
resumes the connection of thought, which was broken at v. 12,
after dia touto, and draws the conclusion. That the one righteous
act of v. IS is the same as the obedience 0/ the one of v. 19 is
conceded by all. And that the obedience 0/ the one is the righteous act of Christ in submitting to death, is equally certain. But
from the one righteous act of v. 18, which is Christ's death, the
conclusion is drawn. Therefore it was from this death, as mentioned in v. 10, that the Apostle was about to draw his conclusion
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when he used dia touto in v. 12. If asked why refer particularly
to the death of Christ as mentioned in v. 10, rather than as named
in some other verse, I reply, that the conclusion would more
naturally be drawn from the last mention of his death preceding
dia touto than from any more remote mention.
Having now settled, as far as seems practicable, the difficulty
respecting the connection of thought; or rather, having pointed
out both the conclusion to which dia touto relates, and the premise from which it results, we are ready for the comparison
begun in v. 12, together with its details.
as by one man sin entered into the world,
This one man
was Adam. He was the first to violate God's law; and this violation was the first sin. The first sin then was an act. It was
not a nature, nor a principle, nor a weakness, but an act, the act
simply of doing what God told Adam not to do. God said to
him, "Thou shalt not eat of the fruit." This was God's will or
law in the case. But Adam ate; and in the act transgressed
this law. The transgression was the act in which sin had its
origin in the world. Whatever may have been the origin of evil,
or however sin may have prevailed elsewhere in the universe,
this was its origin in our world. To it three parties stood, each
peculiarly related. God was author of the law; Adam broke it;
Satan tempted to the act; and in the act sin began. Here in a
few short sentences we have the story of the origin of sin.
Would that its subsequent history could be as briefly told.
It is proper to add, that although the first sin was an act, the
word sin does not always denote an act in scripture. It often
denotes sin as a substantive or noun. As a substantive, sin is
frequently spoken of as a principle, some times, as a power, and
again, as simple evil.
But of these and other mealllllgs and
shades of meaning, I need not here speak.
and death by sin;
That is, death entered into the world by
sin. Not only so, it entered into the world by one sin. It was
not from sin as an aggregation or widely prevalent power that
death resulted. It resulted from sin as a unit, a single thing, one
act. For if, after his first sin, Adam had never committed another,
still the death of the whole human race would have followed.
It followed not from his second sin, nor third, nor from all. It
followed from his first only.
N or must the word death be here taken in any unusual sense.
By it simple ordinary death is meant, no more. To say that it
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signifies 11101 tality, or spiritual death. i~ to speak without warrant.
It implies mortality, and no doubt much besides ; hut here it ex.
presses only death.
When it is ~.lid of Adam, Gen. v: 5, "and he
died", we have the exact meaning of the word death in the
preceding clause.
But death did not result from sin in the sense in which an
effect results from its cause. At least this is not known.
God
appointed that if Adam sinned he should, as the penalty of his
act, die; and death resulted from this appointment.
The relation
therefore
between the two, was that of crime and penalty.
It
was judicial, and had its foundation
in the nature of absolute
rig-ht. Sin must have a penalty.
This is the most inexorable of
necc-sities. the sternest of God's laws.
If we are asked why death, rather than something else, was affixed as the penalty of the first sin, no answer can be given. We
know the penalty, but the reason for it remains in the counsels
of God.
It is gratifying to hope that the far hence may enlighten \.~ on the question.
But it would be inadmissible to assume that death, common
death. was the whole penalty of Adam's first sin. He suffered,
oe-ide-, expulsion from the presence of God, and from the garden,
And became an outcast on the earth, now cursed on his account.
But it is not to these things that I refer. As to the present life,
death was certainly the great penalty of Adam's sin; still it was
not the whole.
His death did not cancel his sin. On the contrary, his sin survived its temporal penalty; and he lived after his
death.
For that subsequent state, too, his bin had it" penalty.
Now it is just here that the redemption
effected by Christ
emerges into view. By that redemption
Adam's sin, while he
yet lived, was cancelled (a fact assumed), and with the sin its
future penalty.
This !lOW restored him to the favor of God, and
gave him title to all other blessings secured for him ill Christ.
Thus we must look even beyond dc.uh for the whole penalty of
sin.
and thus it spread to all men, The word it here has death,
not bin, for its antecedent.
The meaning is, thus death spread to
all. But how, or in what way, did death spread to all? The answer is easy. God decreed beforehand that if Adam sinned, both
he and all his posterity should die. All were thus bound up alike
in the same decree to the same doom. Accordingly, when Adam
sinned, the decree took effect, and all died.
Such is the brief
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reply. ~ ow assuming death to be, as to our prevent state, no
more than an adeq u.itc penalty of a single Sill, and this we are
compelled to do; and the nature of sin becomes as incomprehensible as the infinite.
No human being can conceive
of its
enormity.
What would be, at this rate, an adequate penalty for
the sins of a single life lasting through a period of fifty years?
The question is perfectly bewildering.
because all sinned.
With Winer and others, I render '<p' ~
because, as heing hoth true to the sense and very perspicuous. A
few critics have construed ho as masculine, and made it refer to
anthropou (man) as its antecedent.
According to them the
meaning is, in whom, that is, in Adam all sinned. But against
this construction there are two strong objections.
I. Anthropou
is too far back to be the antecedent.
2. Were this the meaning,
lv ce would have been used, not (<P'~. I therefore reject the
construction.
All sinned.
Not all have sinned, nor all sin. Hamarton is
the aorist or simple historical tense, expressing sudden, nonrecurring action in past time; and I regard the Apostle as here
speaking strictly. The verb should therefore be rendered sinned.
But sinned in what sense P Did all sin personally and actually?
Certainly not. For we know that many die, as infants, who have
never thus sinned.
Besides, assuming what I believe to be
strictly true, that the sin which all committed was the sin which
induced the death of all, and we are restricted to a single answer.
The sin which induced the death of all was indisputably Adam's
sin. This then must have been the sin that all committed.
But
there is only one admissible sense in which all could have committed that sin, to-wit, representatively.
Therefore, when it is
said that "all sinned", I take the meaning to be, that all sinned in
Adam as being in him. By divine appointment, Adam, in committing his first Sin, and as to its penalty, death, stood for and
represented the Whole of his posterity.
If this be not the sense
in which all sinned, then that sense, it seems to me, is not discoverable. Nor should this solution be objected to on the ground
of being strange, since we accept other things equally as strange.
We all admit that death is the result of one sin of Adam. Now
I have no more difficulty in understanding how we could all
commit that sin, than in seeing how we can all be justly required
to die for it. Indeed, it is much easier to understand how, by
representation, we all could and did commit it, than to see how,
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without representation
or pal tier p.iuon 111some sense, we all can
be Ju"tly subject to death for It
Farther, when It IS "aid, I Cor xv 22, "10 Adam all die," the
lang-u.lge admits of but one inter pi etation , namely, all die in conse<jucnLe 01 the ~1l1w luch he commuted,
or all die by 111m,that
IS, by hi'> act
Now If death resulted
flO111"In on the sole ground
of unplicatron
111It, then implrcatron
by representation
must be
admitted
\Ve are CCItainly not unplrcated on the ground of
actual pel sou.il SIO H..Lpre-entation
then IS the only alter native
But 11l Heb Vll 9, IO we have a parallel case to the pi ecedmg,
which m1y serve to shed some light upon It
It IS there said of
LeVI th It, be l ot e he W.iS born and while he was <till "Ill the
10111s"of his ancestor Abraham, he "paid tithes" to Melchisedec,
Now If LeVI, ,\ lule still III the IOIn<;of Abraham,
could and did
P1) trthcs , w it h equal certainty
could the whole po<;tenty of
.Adarn, w hilc "tIll 10 him, "In
And w hat they could thus do,
they did, and fr0111the deed came death
Ag.nn: in v 14 followmg, the A pestle speaks of "death reignIng fr0111Adam to Moses, even over those that had not sinned 10
the hkcness of Adam's transgression " Here now were per<;ons
who had sinned, yet not as Adam sinned.
Not that their sm
drf ci ed from his, but the mode of committing It differed.
In
both c.r-e- I take the Sin rtse.lf to hav e been the same, since It was
that In virtue of which death reigned
The difference lay m the
m inner
Adam
<inned actually and In his own person,
these
smncd,
not actuahy and 111person, but In Adam a" hemg 10 him
and ICpl c se nted by him
Such I take to be the Impol t of the
pa •.....
Ig-e, arid If correct, It settles the meaning of the clause III
lund
In 111ther confii m itron of what IS here insisted on, I call attention to the verb dtclthcn
It I., aorivt , and as such, <;Iglllfies moment II Y action 111the past
The dia denotes the thoroughness
of the action
" Dcatl; s/'yead"-the
whole thing was done 111
the p I"t Moreover, It W.I<;done at once • To all"-the spr eadmg
was thor ough, not one escaped
But how could all this occur,
unless, as alreadv < ud, In and by Ad.un ~ When he smned all
Sinned 111him
With that Sin death entered, entered at once and
for all time, and entered for the whole human race.
All this
seems to be couched in the verb
But here It IS proper to take a distinction
Sm by representation does not Imply gUIlt, as actual personal sm docs.
It may
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both justify and demand the appointment of a penalty, as in the
case in hand, hut no more. Hence no one of his posterity W!U
ever, after death, be held responsible for Adam's siu. As to them,
his sin will never, after death, be brought into account. Xo notice
will he taken of it. In their case, therefore, death is not the
consequence of personal guilt, hut of connection with a gudty
parent.
Accordingly, though we all die for Adam'~ <in, n» one
of us will ever be judged for it. For our own sin-, only, will we
be judged.
These alone involve the notion of pervonal responsibility, and hence imply guilt.
For them alone, therefore, we
shall have to account.
In regard to the sin of Adam, which induced death, a false
mode of reasoning is sometimes employed.
I t is argued that
suffering implies guilt; and that since we all suffer even death
for Adam's sin, therefore we must be guiltily connected with it.
But this is not correct.
Sulrering may always imply the guilt or
some one; but it docs not necessarily imply the guilt of the suf
fcrer.
If a ship founder, through the criminal intent of the
pilot to wreck her; and all the passengers perish, their ..,utlcring
certainly does not imply guilt on their part. And so in countless
other cases.
Death implies connection with a guilty ancestor,
but not the guilt of his dying offspring.
True, it is a great hardship to have to suffer death for the sin
of another.
It would seem hard enough to have to die for our
own sin; but to die for the sin of another seems peculiarly hard.
This is the universal sentiment of mankind.
Still so to suffer is
right, however difficult it may be for us to see it. God can rightfully appoint for his children what is hard; he can not appoint
what is wrung.
Hard it certainly is to die for Adam's sin; wrong
it certainly can not be. It was hard for Christ to die for the sins
of the world, yet it was right.
Of the various theories which have been based on the clause
ill hand; or more strictly, perhaps, of the various, methods which
have been adopted to explain it, I mention only the following:
I. That in the phrase "all sinned" the reference is to actual personal sin. This IS the view of Stuart, which he labors hard to
defend, but clearly without success, 2. That "sinned" does not
sig-nlfy actually and personally sinned, hut merely treated or
viewed as sinners,
Such seems to be the view of Bl()o!lltield,
which he briefly states, but does not argue. 3. That the expression "all sinned" means all actually sinned in Adam; and that
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the sin was as really the Sin of each of his posterity as of Adam
himvelf
This ii>the theory of Augustine, Robert Haldane and
uther Calvinists,
4. That the meaning is, all sinned in Adam, as
heing in him, so far as to be justly subjected to death, but not so
far as to incur guilt. The first part of this view is held by MacKnlg-ht and Hodge; and the whole is maintained in the present
\'i(J1 k.
With the mere statement ot these theories I dismiss them, as I
Jo not see that an extended discussion of them could be made to
result in good. Should the reader, however, feel curious to see
them examined even to weariness, he can easily be gratified by reference to anyone of several popular critics, a...Hodge, Stuart, &c.
13. For until the law sin was in the world;
To me this
verse is difficult. Its general object is, as I feel sure, to confirm
the content'> of v. 12; hence the gar at its commencement.
But
it is not in the general object that I encounter my difficulties. I
find them in the details. In v. 12 it is said death spread to all,
because all sinned. This is the specific fact to be now illustrated
and confirmed.
,. Until the law." The word law here denotes the law of
Moses: and the word until covers the whole period between
Adam and 110"es. This is evident from the following verse.
"Sin was ill tile world." Sin was in the world both potentialy and actually. It was in humanity as a power, and in the daily
conduct of men as a fact.
But it was not from sin in this form
that death resulted. Death, as the pre-determined doom of all,
on the condition of sin, was provisionally in the world the instant
in which Adam committed the first sin, and so before the second
sin was committed.
To the sin mentioned in the clause, no
penalty of death was attached.
Therefore, from it the death of
no one resulted. The death of all had already been effected in
the first sin of Adam. To this sir, only that penalty had been
aft!xed. hence from it alone death came.
but sin is not counted when there is no law.
To count
bin (ellogeitai) is to set it down again"t a person, and hold him
responvible for it. It is here, in the present clause, that I encounter my chief difficulty. From Adam to Moses there was no
law. This is the implication.
But surely It is not to be taken
strictly. For had there been absolutely no law, there could have
been no sin. Yet we are told that sin was in the world. I then
conclude the meaning to be, either that there was no revealed
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law in the sense of the law of Moses, or no law the violation of
which was to induce death. Both alternatives are true; but had
there been a revealed law, sin would certainly have heen
counted.
This alternative then may be dismissed at once. Accordingly, I conclude that the word law is here used to denote
law, the breaking 0/ which was to entail death.
This view,
moreover, is required by the current of the Apostle's argument.
Taking now the word law in this sense, and the first part of the
clause in hand becomes explicable. The meaning then is: But
sin is not counted for death, when there is no law making death
the penalty for breaking it. In this view of the case, the A pos.
tle's argument becomes overwhelming.
It stands concisely thus:
From Adam to Moses there was no law, the penalty of breaking
which was death.
Then of course during that period there was
no sin committed which could entail death. Yet, during all this
time, the human family were dying. They must then have died
for Adam's sin alone.
To this solution there are two objections: 1. That it requires
the term law to be taken in a peculiar sense. I grant it, but see
no escape. It will not do to say that from Adam to Moses there
was no law in any sense. The people certainly had the law of
sacrifice, together with the general laws of right and wrong.
These laws they violated, and in the act committed sin; and these
sins were counted against them as in the case of Cain, and of those
destroyed in the flood. The conclusion then seems unavoidable,
that though the people had law in some sense, they had no law
of death. 2. That after the word counted, we have to supply
for death,' and after the word law, the phrase, making death the
penalty of breaking it. This again I grant, but plead necessity
for it as in the former case. We know that sin was in the world
from Adam to Moses; for so the Apostle declares. And to say
that sin was in the world, but was not counted, is to say that
though men committed sin, God took no notice of it. This is not
allowable. Consequently, the only remaining alternative is, to
conclude that though sin was in the world it was not counted
for death, as in the case of Adam; and that therefore the death
of all resulted from Adam's sin.
To my own mind the preceding solution is not entirely satisfactory. But as I have none better of my own, and can find none
better elsewhere, I submit it on its merits. On a thorough examination, I believe the reader will find it cumbered with fewer
difficulties than any other.
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If asked, why select the period from Adam to Moses to prove
that death resulted from Adam's sin alone? I answer, because it
was the period which would most clearly establish the fact.
14. Yet death reigned from Adam to Moses,
Death is
here drawn as a tyrant dominating over all,even to the extent of
death. The conception is highly wrought, the fact being, when
unrhetorically expressed, that all died, not one escaping.
The
clause is a bold contrast to the preceding verse, and goes to confirm the view just taken of it. It implies that a condition of
things has there been stated from which death could not be
expected.
That condition has already been noticed, being as
follows: There was no law from Adam to Moses, the breaking
of which,induced death; hence, during that time there was no sin
committed which could entail death.
In such a condition of
things death was not to be expected.
Yet death reigned.
The
conclusion then is, that it must have reigned in consequence of
Adam's sin, and not in consequence of sins subsequently committed.
even over those who had not sinned
I understand the
clause, "those who had not sinned," as including the whole human family from Adam to Moses. Accordingly, I reject the
notion, as untenable, that it includes only infants and other irresponsible persons. These it certainly includes, but that it excludes
all others is without support. The clause is thought not to refer
to adults, or the responsible; because it is assumed that the ex
pression "had not sinned," denotes those only who had not sinned
personally. But this is incorrect, as we shall presently see.
in the likeness of Adam's transgression,
To sin in the
likeness of Adam's transgression means to sin as he sinned when
he transgressed.
Or still more explicitly, it means to break a law
like the law he broke, to break it in the manner in which he
broke it, and with like results. The word likeness means likeness in all particulars essential to Adam's sin. It must be noticed
that the preceding expression, had not sinned, does not even
Imply, much less say, that those to whom it refers had not sinned
at all. Indeed the implication is that they had sinned; and if so,
they had sinned, no doubt, in every way in which men could and
did sm in that day. Only in one way they had not sinned; they had
not sinned in the likeness of Adam's transgression.
By this
epithet the phrase had not sinned is limited, but by no other.
Therefore the phrase may be taken as including all the sins of
the time, save the one excluded by the epithet.
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How then did those persons, over whom death reigned, sin,
who had not sinned in the likeness of Adam's transgression?
Certainly they had committed no personal sin, the penalty of
which was death; because there was no law extant which they
could break to this effect. But this merely tells how they did not
sin, not how they did. The answer then is, they sinned in Adam;
and the specific unlikeness between his sin and theirs, wa ...the
unlikeness between sinning in person, and sinning in and by a
representative.
Adam did not sin in and by another; his posterity did. 'J his makes the difference.
Whether we are to regard death as the immediate result of
Adam's sin, or the corruption and enfeeblement of his body as
the immediate result, and death as the result of there, are questions which have received some attention. It is not here proposed
to dwell on them at length. Still a few thoughts may not be out
of place. The better view seems to be, to regard the corruption
and degeneration of the body as the more immediate effect of
Adam's sin, and death as resulting from these.
But certainly
death was the great ultimate and all-comprehending
penalty of
his sin; and whether it resulted immediately from the sin, or
mediately through a corrupted body, is not material. In considering the matter, however, an item must be taken into account,
which possibly may be essential to a correct conclusion.
We
must remember that, besides being condemned to die, Adam was
driven out of the garden, and so cut off from the tree of life.
This no doubt operated very injuriously upon his body.
Much
of its future condition may be attributable to the fact. Still,
though other causes may have had their effect, and no doubt did,
to his sin his death was due. But for that sin he had never died.
Moreover, whatever effect Adam's sin had on his body, in the
way of corruption and otherwise, it has also had on ours. We
inherit our bodies from him, and inherit them since his fall; hence
what his body was, ours are. No doubt the change which sin
effected was great. Our own frail bodies aflord ample and painful proof of this. They are not what Adam's was before he fell
But how has the sin of Adam affected our spirits?
The view
of many is, that it has corrupted each of his descendants, both in
body and in spirit. But of the truth of this, there is no evidence.
That Adam's sin has corrupted our bodies is granted; but it
has never touched our spirits.
It takes our own personal sins to
corrupt these.
Another's sin can not do it. The sin which
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we wilfully commit is the only sin to which guilt attaches; and
the sin to which guilt attaches is the only sin that can corrupt the
spirit, I hence conclude that Adam's sin has no effect IIpon his
posterity after death. It spends its force wholly in this life; in
the next it has none.
who is a type of him that was to come. Type is from the
Greek tupos, and this from tupto, to stri,",. and it means an impression or prmt made on something by a blow designed to
produce it. It has also several other kindred significations, and
denotes besides, as with printers, the metallic form that produces
the impression.
Religiously, type applies to any thing that, by
previous design, resembles another, and so shadows it forth; and
the type may be a person, a thing, or an event. The thing resembling is the type, the thing resembled the antitype. The pascal
lamb, for example, was a type; Christ is the antitype; Moses
delivering the Israelites from Egypt was a type of Christ delivering people from sin; the uplifted brazen serpent, with its
efficacy, was a type of the crucifixion of Christ and its efficacy;
and so on. A type may answer to its anti type in various and
numerous ways, as by resemblance or contrast, and in single
points or many. In the case in hand, Adam may be conceived
as resembling Christ in many particulars.
The former, for instance, is the natural head of the human family; the latter is the
spiritual head of the redeemed; and so in other respects. But
the specific resemblance before Paul's mind, between Adam and
Christ, was not so strictly a resemblance between them personally
viewed, as between their acts and the consequences of their acts.
Adam performed a single act-a sin; Christ performed a single
act-obedience
to death.
That peculiarly affected the whole
human race, this did likewise; that in one way, this in a different
way. That brought death on all; this procured a respite in virtue
of which all live the life we now live. That took all into the
grave; this brings all out alive.
In a word, whatever evils
Adam's sin brought upon the world, without our agency, are all
countervailed and remedied by the single act of Christ without
our agency. Thus Adam is a type of Christ.
of him that was to come-Tov",lAAoVTO<;,literally the coming
one. Upon which Alford remarks: "Not 'qui futurus eraf, as
Beza, Reiche; but spoken from the Apostle's present standing,
who is to come." But here I think Beza right, and Alford wrong.
Paul was not looking at Christ as still to come, but at Christ a6
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already come. Previous to his advent into the world to die for
it, he was tile coming one. This is the "coming" to which Paul
alludes, the coming which preceded, and was in order to, the one
act of obedience, which is contrasted with the one sin of Adam.
It is therefore strictly correct to say qui futurus erat--who was
to be or come.
IS. But not as was the sin, In order to complete the
sense, the English requires that both in this and in the next clause
the verbs shall be expressed; accordingly I insert them. Indeed,
it is one of the marked peculiarities of the Section in hand, that
from verses 15 to 19, inclusive, it is exceedingly elliptical.
Its
difficulties are due, in no small degree, to this circumstance.
Important nouns, and equally important verbs, are omitted. This
certainly insures brevity; and just as certainly it promote- obscurity.
Our only remedy is, where the sense is obvious, to
express it in close transparent English, 110 matter how mallY
words this may take. A word-for-word translation of the verses
alluded to would not be intelligible to an ordinary reader, if
mdeed to any.
I shall therefore supply, without hesitation, all
ellipses which the nature of our language requires to be filled.
Nor do I deem it necessary, as some have done, to place the !>upplied words in brackets.
The sense demands them, and justifies
them. This is enough.
The reader will notice that I here render jaratoma sin. Etymologically the word means falling beside, falling away, fall,
error, sin. That it here denotes the first sin of Adam, the sin
that brought in death, is admitted by all. It is best therefore to
render it simply sin.
This is the fact it stands for; and so to
render it as to make it constantly indicate this fact preserves
uniformity, and keeps up a close reference to the first mention of
the sin in v. u.
MacKnight renders the word "fall"; Alford,
"act of transgression";
but these renderings, though correct,
have no advantage over sin.
The Apostle had just said that Adam is a type of Christ. But
the resemblance does not hold in all respects.
They differ both
in their acts and in the effects of their acts. \Ve have here the
first difference stated.
Not as was the sin, so also is the gift.
The things first contrasted, then, are the sin and the gift. The
sin was, in its effects, the diametrical opposite of the gift; while
the effects of the latter reach far beyond those of the former.
The difference is both in kind and quantity.
The difference in
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kind is appreciable; that in quantity is indeterminate.
The Apostle merely says of it polIo mallen-much
more; but how much
more he has not intimated.
so also is the gift.
Charisma is a hard word to translate,
hard because of the difficulty of determining the idea, the whole
idea or fact expressed by it. Accordingly, it has been variously
rendered, as "gift of grace," "gracious gift," "free gift," "the
boon," "favor bestowed," &c. The word, I take it, embraces two
ideas-favor as a source, and gift as the thing proceeding from it.
In this view I feel confirmed by the fact that in the latter part of
the verse, where the word occurs, charis and d(Jrean stand as its
equivalent.
If this be true, as I am persuaded it is, the word
means more than either gift or favor, taking these even in a wide
sense.
It means a voluminous gift, a gift proceeding from the
joint favor of God and of Christ.
Indeed the word comprehends
the whole of what has accrued to the \'mman fami.lyfrom the
death of Christ, or it covers all the ground included in the much
more of the Apostle.
Hence the difficulty of finding anyone or
two words that will adequately render it. U pan the whole, I
think it best to translate it simply by gift, using this term in a
very comprehensive sense, and as expressing a product of favor.
This, though not all I could wish, seems the best the case admits of.
For if by the sin of the one,
This clause is designed to
confirm the preceding clause, and, at the same time, to point out,
in part, how the "sin" differs from the "gift."
"The one" stands
for the one man, who was Adam; and the "sin" was his first sin.
"The many" is idiomatic for all (so decides Bloomfield), and
gives place to it in v. 18.
"By the sin": This sin was the reason, with God, for inflicting
death; and within itself it was the instrument which effected it.
By it all die; but for it, none had.
And here we must distinguish.
Men did not merely become mortal by this sin, and
afterwards die for their own sins. By it they both became mortal and died. To this sin alone universal death is due. And this
seems to involve us in a difficulty.
Men are constantly spoken
of in the Bible as having died for their own sins, as Achan, the
prophet of Judea, the Amalekites, and many others.
But suppose they had never sinned at all. What then?
They would
still as surely have died as they did.
In that event, they might
have lived much longer than they did, and no doubt would;
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stiil in the end they would all certainly have died. What relation then did their own sin sustain to their death? It was merely
the occasion of executing, for purposes of punishment, the sentence pronounced on all, on account of Adam's sin, sooner than
it would otherwise have taken effect. Adam's sin rendered them
liable to death at any moment; and their own sin simply hurried
on the end, an end, however, which awaited them sooner or later,
whether they themselves sinned or not.
"01 the one": This expression forever settles the question,
For whose sin do we die? It is for the s-inof "the one", not for
the sin of anyone else, not even for our own sin. Language
could not more definitely determine the answer to a question than
does this. How, in the light of the expression, anyone could
ever conclude that we die for our own personal sins, is something
I can 'lot understand.
A finality must be assumed for some
questions in the Bible; otherwise I am unable either to determine
its value or perceive the use it was intended to be put to.
the many died;
In what sense? According to -ornc, •..piritually at the instant. physically in the end.
Doc" the word
"died" justify the conclusion?
I think not. That all died ph p.
ically when Adam sinned is conceded, not died actually and
physically at the moment, for then would the race have been
extinct; but sentence was then pronounced, provision was then
completed, and only a brief respite stayed the end.
So sure
were all to die, that the event is spoken of a" if it had already
taken place.
But did they not also die spiritually?
That Adam, both in
body and spirit, was, so soon as he sinned, cut off from vital
union with God, seems certain, and that, but for the redemption
which is in Christ, he would then have died and been forever
lost, is equally true.
But what of his posterity?
For it is
admitted that in his first sin he was "tanding for them.
His
posterity died in the current and ordinary sense of the word,
died physically, or what we call a natural death.
This much
must be conceded, more than this cannot be. I hence deny that
Adam's sin ever touched or in any way affected the spirit of one
of his posterity.
Of course, I am not here denying absolutely
but technically; I am denying for want of proof. The sin of
Adam cleaves to his posterity up to the point where body and
spirit separate; beyond this point, in my opinion, the spirit is as
free from its influence as though the sin had never been commit-
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ted. Therefore, in their case, and as to Adam's sin strictly, not
their own, all that appears necessary is, that the redemption of
Christ should bring them out of the grave and restore them to
life again.
This, accordingly, it does, and in the case of the
saved, far more.
It brings the saved out of the grave to a spiro
itual body, and restores them to a far better life than even Adam's
ever was, and under immeasurably better circumstances.
The
redemption of Christ "more" than countervails the sin of Adam.
But the instant one of Adam's posterity commits a personal
sin, his spirit becomes involved; and he now stands where Adam
stood when he first sinned. This sin, and this only, corrupts his
soul; and for it he will certainly be lost unless, in this life, it be
forgiven.
Adam's sin has corrupted our bodies; our own sin
corrupts our spirits: for that, we die; for this alone, we can be
lost. And here comes into view the broad provision for personal
sin, which has been made in the death of Christ. By that death,
God can be just while forgiving the sinner. We believe in Christ
and obey him. Thereupon all our sins are cancelled, and we await
in hope the proud day of the resurrection.
But even here we
must not forget the "much more" of the Apostle.
Whether the
sin he the single sin of Adam, or the countless sins which we
ourselves have committed, the death of Christ is provision for
them all, and "much more." This "much more" includes a better
body than Adam ever had, a better life than he ever lived, a better world than he ever lived in, a world where Satan, and sin,
and death can never come.
In a general way, I wish to remark here, in passing, that we
have been so long in bondage to the conceptions and language
of scholastic teaching, that we seem afraid to take the semblance
of liberty even with our own thoughts.
We must accept the
doctrine of original spiritual death and total depravity as a consequence of Adam's sin, just as though they were intuitions, or
were taught on every page of the Bible,
For one, however, I
demur, and insist that we shall reverently accept all that the Bible
actually asserts, or necessarily implics ; and that we may safely
deny all else. This limitation ha ••my creed, no other.
1 do not
believe in the spintual death and total depravity of Adam's posterity as the effect of his sin. Physically they all die for his sin,
and physically they have all been corrupted by it. Spiritually
they die for their own sins, and by these only are they spiritually
depraved.
This much is certain, more is conjectural.
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much more have the favor of God, and the gift by favor
of the one man, Jesus Christ, abounded to the many.
"The many" to whom the favor and gift have abounded are exactly co-extensive with "the many" who died; and as the many
who died include the whole race, so to the whole race the favor
and gift have abounded.
But in what special respects have the
favor and gift abounded?
The question is answered by determining in what respects Adam's sin has affected all. By that
sin all die and go into the grave-this
much certainly.
To this
extent then, at least, must the favor and gift abound. They must
bring all out of the grave and restore them to life, so that all that
was lost in Adam may be regained in Christ; but this, not as
matter of debt, but as matter of favor. God and Christ were not
bound, that we know 0/. to restore the human family. They
restore them of favor.
But having once determined to restore
them, they will do so completely, and "more."
But here an important question arises. The favor and gift
abound "much more" than the effects of the sin. In what sense?
Do they actually invest all with any thing more than restoration
to life? I presume not. All that they do beyond this consists in
provisions made, not in actual benefits bestowed. They provide
for the salvation of the whole human race from personal sin, bu
they invest none with this salvation except those that obey Christ.
As to the wicked, it is not known that a single benefit will be
conferred beyond simply restoring them to life; and that too, it
may be, in the very bodies, unchanged for the better, in which
they died. Thus far only, then, in their case, do the favor and
gift abound. But with the saved it is widely different. With
them the favor and gift abound even up to immortality and
eternal life. Hence it is to the saved exclusively, that the "much
more" of the Apostle has reference.
And here, perhaps, it is proper to add a word respecting infants. They too die in Adam, and so in Christ will be made
alive. All they lost in the former, they will regain in the latter.
Thus far then all-the
saved, the wicked, infants, occupy the
same ground and will be treated alike. But far "more" than this,
I judge, will be done for infants. As they have no personal sins
to answer for, I see no reason why they should not be placed on
an equality with those whose personal sins are forgiven. At any
rate, I shall assume that this will be done. They will then be
brought out of the grave to a spiritual body, and, besides, to all
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the other honors of the saved.
Thus far the favor and gift
abound in their case.
The word "favor" occurs here in its ordinary acceptation; but
the word "gift" seems to be used in a special sense, as we shall
see when we reach v. 17. Its being qualified by justification is
unusual, anti gives to it a peculiar turn.
16. And not as was the sentence,
which was by the
one that sinned, so is the gift.
1 know not a critic or translatur who does nut admit this clause to be very elliptical. As all
concur in this admission, I shall accept it as true. Indeed, its
justness can be made apparent even to the unlearned reader by a
word-fur-word rendering, thus: And not as by one that sinned,
the gift.
It can not be said that this conveys to the mind no
sense; the sense is merely very incomplete.
But what words
shall we sllr ..ply? Clearly such as the clause itself and the context demand; and such as, when supplied, give us a full pertinent
sense. Hodge renders the clause thus: And not as it was hyone
that sinned, so is the gift." As a general, indefinite rendering,
this is excellent; and it covers, I doubt not, the ground before the
Apostle's mind. But it merely comprehends or implies his meaning, not expresses it. "And not as it was". What does it refer
to? Let this be determined and expressed, and not merely referred to. I supply krima from the next clause, which is sanctioned
by Stuart, Hodge, Tholuck, and others.
The next clause gives,
as Alfurd remarks, "the reason for" the present clause, a fact
indicated by gar. The present clause, then, must imply, as he
con ti II ues, all tha t the "next expands"; and since the next expands krima, sentence, I therefore decide to supply sentence.
That this gives the exact meaning of the Apostle, I have not a
doubt. The two things then to be here contrasted are the sentence and the ~ift. lIow they are con'rasted appears in the next
clause.
For the sentence was because of one sin to condernnation;
A sentence tc condemnation is a sentence in which some
person or thing is condemned, a condemning sentence. In this
instance, the person condemned was Adam; the reason for It, his
one sin; the end to which, death- -his own and that of his posterity.
but the gift is to justification
from many sins.
A "gift
to justifi+ation" is justification bestowed as a gift; it is justification, not as a debt due to those that receive it, cor as something
merited, but as a pure gratuity.
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But the gift differs from the sentence.
The sentence was
because of one sin, and ended in death. The gift respects many
sins, pollon paraptomaton,
all that will ever be forgiven, and
consists in a plenary justification from them all. Such are the
respects in which the gift and sentence differ.
The reader will notice that I do not render the ex before henos
and the ek before polion paraptolllaton
alike.
This he may
hastily decide to be wrong. But all attempts to render them
alike not only fail to give the sense, but give a false sense. That
the Apostle conceived of the sentence and the gift as emerging
respectively out 0/ the "one sin" and out 0./ the "many sins",
seems almost certain. Hence his use of ek. But the one sin was
the reason for the sentence. The ek before it therefore is correctIy rendered because.
The "many sins", however, are not the
reason for the gift, in any view or sense. Consequently the ek
betore "tttetts: sins" carr aat be rendered oecause, nor by any
equivalent expression.
In the clause, we have three closely related terms-gift,
justification, many sins. The gift respects
immediately the justification, the justification immediately the
sins. Now justification can stand related to sins in but one way,
namely, as a release from them.
Prom, then, I consider the
proper rendering of ek before "many sins". This leads, I grant,
to some immaterial transposing; but I see no way to avoid it,
and bring out the sense. Stuart also adopts it in his translation.
17. For if by one sin death has reigned through
the
one man;
The Aorist here seems to require an English Perfect.
The Apostle had in view the whole period over which death had
reigned from its commencement to the moment of writing.
Hence, though the time of the verb is past, it is properly a Perfect past, since it is always touching the present.
It is therefore
truer to the sense to say has reigned than simply reigned.
Death reigned through the one man then, and it reigns through
him now; because he committed the sin which induced it. Death
reigns through none of Adam's posterity; it reigns over them,
but through him. Moreover, it reigns by one sin, not two nor
many. One man, one sin, death-and
the tl'agic tale is told.
The Greek Text here is involved in S0111edoubt. Upon the
whole I decide, with Tischcndorf and Green, to adopt the reading of A. F. and G. On grounds of reason, this reading has the
advantage; on purely manuscript grounds, the weight of authority is against it.
I may add, that the sense remains the same
whichever of the two best sustained readings we accept.
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much more
This phrase seems here to denote, not 80 much
quantity or excess, as degree in certainty.
If by one sin death
hac; reigned through the one man; much more certain is it that
"they who receive", &c. But how can one thing that is to be in
the future, be more certain than one which hac; been in the past?
Strictly, of course, this is impossihle.
The language i<;rhetorical,
and must he construed as expressing only the highest degree of
cc: taint v

are they, who receive the abundant
favor,
Literally, tlu
abundance of the favor which is very accurately condensed into
the preceding.
The Future here I render a<;a sort of Presentfuture.
To receiv e the abundant favor, is to receive the favor in
its all-abundant
provision-;
But the reception is voluntary and
active, not pasvive,
It ic;the act of him who believes in Christ
and obev« him, and of no other.
and the gift of justification,
This clause determines,
as
previously
intimated, the import of the word gift; but as the word
has already been noticed, little more need be aclded. The primary
xlea in justification is remissron
of sins. Now when we receive
remivsion of sins, not as a due, which is impossible,
but as a gift,
we recei ve the gift of justification.
Looked at from God, justification is an act, a gratuitous act; looked at from us, it is a thing
we receive, for which we make no return-a
gift.
Such is the
meaning of the phrase "gift of justification".
to reign in life Those who are thus to reign are they who
receive the ahundant favor and the gift of justification.
They
are the saved.
Accordingly,
I conclude that "the life" is not the
prevent poor life with it •. accompaniments
of hardship, and sorrow, and pam, but the ineffable future life.
Much more shall
the redeemed reign there, than has death reigned here. It is a
line antithesis to place the reign of life over against, and high
above, the reign of death.
through
the one, Jesus
Christ.
Christ, with his own
blood, has purchased for us the life in which we are to reign; and
he, in pel <on, will inve •.t us With it. Through him it has been
provided.
through him we hope for it; and through him we
are to I calize It.
18. Therefore,
then, as by one sin sentence
came upon
all men to condemnation;
The ar a here is stt rct lv illative,
the OUIl concessive: and the two are correctly represented, the
former by therefore, the latter by the«.
Hcnos par aptomatos
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sno uld be rendered one sin, not sin of one, meaning sin of Adam.
Hao the Apostle designed to say sin of one, he would have
reiterated the form of v. IS, to tou benos paraptomati,
that is, sin
would have been in the Dative, and one in the Genitive. As
however he failed to do this, I conclude he did not mean to say
sin of one.
In both the first and second members of the verse, we have a
noun and a verb to supply.
The nouns we take from v. 16, to
which, both in language and sentiment, v. IS bears a very close
resemblance
In v. 16 we have eis katakrima, the corresponding word to which is krima, the two meaning sentence to death.
In v. IS also we have eis katakrima, but no corresponding noun
expressed.
Now since the two expressions obviously have the
same meaning, and the one has krima; it follows that krima is
understood in the other also. I therefore supply it. Again, in
v. 16 we have charisma eis dikaioma, gift to justification.
In v. 18
we have eis dikaiosi"
with no corresponding
noun before it
Now clearly what is expressed in the one verse is understood in
the other. I hence sn pply charisma.
In both members I supply the verb came, which is simple and
sufficiently clear. Perhaps it would be more in accordance with
usage to say, in the first member, sentence was passed upon all
men; and in the seconn, the gift was bestowed upon all. But as
this requires more worrts, and is only a slight gain, I decline it
I may add that in supplying these ellipses, both nouns and verbs,
I am sustained by the Lest critics.
With the nosper of v, 12, the Apostle introduces the protasiJ
of a sentence, to which we have no corresponding apodosis till
we reach the present verse.
All efforts to support a different
theory, I regard as failures.
But here, in v. IS, in my judgment,
we have that apodosis.
After saying, in v. 12, "Therefore as by
one man sin entered into the world", &c., the Apostle proceeds to
state the case of the one man at some length; also that of his sin;
and how this induced universal death.
The subject is profound;
and, besides, it involves principles of justice and right to which
it is hard to reconcile the human mind.
This the Apostle both
saw and appreciated.
Accordingly, he felt called upon to introduce, at once, the counterpart to the difficult views he had just
been presenting;
the counterpart to Adam; to his sin; and to
death; in a word, to introduce the remedy, the ample remedy,
which God has provided in Christ, not only for all the evils that
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have befallen
the human family in Adam,
but al-,o for our own
per sonal .,m~. These topics fill the space between vs. 12 and 18,
not In the form of a purenthesrs
or digression,
but in that of a
closely connected
ch.un of thought,
every link of which is important, and stands precisely
in its proper
place.
These matters
crowded
the Apostle's
apodosis back in hi" mind till they were
disposed of. Then, however,
reiterating
in the first part of v. 18
what he had said in different language
in v. 12, he introduces
his
long !>u,>pended holtto, and states his apodosis.
This view of the
paragraph
before us, and of its dependent
parts may not be satisfactory to other minds; to mine it is, if not perfectly so in every
feature, '>0 at len-t in the main.
sentence
came
upon
all men
That
this is the sentence
w luch w.r-, pi onounccd
upon Adam
for his fii st sin can not be
quevuoucd.
It is the sentence that was provoked
by "one sin";
and th.rt the "one sin" which induced
death.
But this was the
fir-t SIll.
LIenee the sentence is that which was then pronounced.
Now III the same words in which God pronounced
this sentence
UJlOIl Adam,
and for the same "in, he also pronounced
sentence
upon hI'> posterity.
In other words, there were but one sin and
one sentence;
and from these carne the death of all. Here again
it is determined
for whose sin we die.
After this, surely nothing
1001 e need
be <aid on that point.
But Adam's
posterity do not die because
his sin was imputed
to them; but because,
being in him, in so far as they are human,
they wei e acted for in his act.
And this remark req uires expansron,
The doctrine of imputed sin, like the doctrine of imputed
righteousness,
has no sanction
either in reason or in revelation.
I can not have imputed to me another'!'. sin, and be dealt With for
it as tholl~h it were mine;
not, at leavt, by any law of justice,
of which the human mind is cognizant.
Such is the verdict of
mankind.
But it is according
to the constitution
of nature, and
a thlllg which occurs a thousand
time'> every day, that we may
be, and actually are, represented
in, and by others both for good
and for evil.
\Vhy not in Adam as well?
And over agalllst this
there stands a widely different view, though a somewhat
similar
one; a view which, I grant, has struck me with some force, and
which I here suggest.
From Adam we are all de-cended
in the
way of common
generation.
On this line, he stands to us as
head.
From Chri!>t we are all descended
in the way of creation;
for "by him all things came into being, and without him not even
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one thing came into being that is in being." ] no, I. On this line,
Christ stands to us as head.
To the one, we trace our origin
through creation; to the other, our pl'digree through generation.
Now lIlay it not be possible, no more i" claiuied, that since, in
virtue of the one relation, we all die in Adam; so, in virtue of
the other, we all live in Christ?
In other words, that our dying
in Adam is attributable to his sin, not because actually committed
by us, or imputed to us; but because he acted for us in committing it. And so in regard to Christ.
\Ve d it! not actually
obey in his act of dying, nor is the act imputed to us; but he
acted for us in the deed, and in virtue thereof we live. If from
the sin of the one we draw death, because of our relation to him;
why not from the righteous act of the other draw life, because of
our relation to him? I seem to understand one side of this parallel about as well as I do the other; and I think I perceive
evidence of the same principle of government underlying hoth.
I add only, that I am here merely propounding a problem, not
expressing a belief.
to condemnation;
Condemnation
to what?
Simply to
death. For one sin God, in condemning Adam, condemned in
him the whole of his posterity to death.
The sentence, as to
them, had this extent, no more. It had no reference whatever to
eternal death. nor to any other effect beyond the grave.
so also by one righteous
act
According to Robinson the
primary meaning of dikaiomatos is "a right or Just act, righteous
deed". With this agree the Lexicons generally.
I translate it
righteous act; and by this understand the act of Christ in dying
as a ransom for the world.
The act referred to is certainly that
which antagonizes and countervails the sin of Adam, which
is Christ's death.
This, then, I doubt not, is the specific act
denoted by the word. Again, that dikaiomatos in the present
verse, and hupakoes in the next, signify one and the same thing,
hardly admits of question; and as the latter refers to the obedience of Christ in dying, so also must the former.
I hence
conclude that the word is strictly rendered, when rendered rigitteous act, understanding this as just explained.
the gift came upon all men to justification
of life.
The
word "gift" in connection with justification has already been explained, and need not be dwelt on here. But in what acceptation
are we to take justification-in
its ordinary and current sense? 1
feel sure, not. Weare to take it as qualified by the context and
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by the epithet life. The phrase gift to justification is the exact
counterpart of the phrase sentence to condemnation; and the
meaning of the latter determines the meaning of the former.
The phrase, sentence to condemnation, means, as just shown, a
sentence in which Adam and his posterity were, for his sin, condemned to simple temporal death.
Now "justification" here
means acquittal or release from that sentence, no more. It does
not include the notion of the remission of personal sins, whether
they be the sins of Adam's posterity. or his own. Remission of
sins is not in the word; it signifies release from a sentence, no
more. Nor is the release an unqualified release, but a special or
peculiar one. It is first release frum immediate death, and as
such amounts to a respite. In virtue of it, Adam lived on after
the sentence; and in virtue of it, we all live the life we are now
living. But it signifies still more. It signifies the restoration to
life, after death, of the whole human family, or the universal
resurrection of the dead.
The phrase is justification to life.
justification so far as to be permitted to live, and so far as to be
restored to life after death. The word zoes is in the Genitive,
oeing the Genitive of object; life is the end or object of the justification.
Now release from the sentence of death in the sense just
stated, is precisely what is necessary to an apodosis in the latter
part of v. 12. "Therefore, as by one man sin entered into the
world and death by sin, and thus it spread to all, because all
sinned; so also by one righteous act of Christ the gift came upon
all men to justification of life." Verse 12 is the appropriate place
for the latter part of v. 18; and where. no doubt, it would have
appeared but for reasons already assigned.
It is strange that two as fine critics as Stuart and Hodge, with
several others that might be named, should have failed wholly to
perceive the meaning of this important verse. Yet such is the
fact. They all construe the word life to signify eternal life, and
justification to have reference to personal sins. Such conceptions, however, are not in the verse. And very naturally then
interpretation involves them in no small trouble. Especially, does
Hodge seem to be perplexed. If, he reasons in effect, the phrase
all men, in the latter part of the-verse, denotes really the whole
human race, then since justification signifies release from personal
sins, and life means eternal life; how can we escape the conclusion
of universal salvation?
Indeed, according to his interpretation
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there is no escape from it. But his remedy lay in correcting
his premises, not in seeking to escape from a correct conclusion
from false premises.
The phrase all men certainly denotes the
whole human race; but beyond this, the writers named appear to
be right in nothing.
Hodge seeks escape by limiting the phrase
"all men" to a part only, but fails.
Of the authors before me, MacKnight
alone appears to have
had the correct view of the verse; and on it he is refreshingly
clear and fine.
19. For as by the disobedience
of the one man,
Of
course, "the one man" was Adam, and "the disobedience,"
his
first sin. God said to him, "you shall not eat of it"; but he ate,
and in the act disobeyed.
This is the disobedience referred to.
The present verse I regard as furnishing a reason for what is
said in v. 18. It is there merely asserted that by one sin, on the
one hand, sentence came upon all men to condemnation;
and
that by one righteous act, on the other, the gift came upon all
men to justification of life, but no reason is as&igneu for these
assertions,
The present verse give- the reason.
the many were constituted
sinners;
The verb katesta·
thesan is here a very significant word; indeed, it is the key tha,
unlocks the meaning of the verse.
It signifies to set down, place,
make, appoint, ordain, constitute.
The-,e are its most C0l111110n
meanings:
and from them I select constitute, as exactly exprt:ss·
ing the sense in which the word is here used.
The verb is passive, and means were constituted.
\Vho now
were constituted?
The hoi polloi, the man}'. But the many did
not constitute
themselves,
not by any thing they ever either
thought or did. The act of constitution was another's, not theirs.
They were constituted-by
whom?
The pa~sage would seem to
teach that it was by the disobedience of the one man. It reads,
"For a~ by the disobedience of the one man the many were constituted."
But this is incorrect.
The disobedience of the one did
not constitute the many, either as subject or agent.
It was the
means through which or reason why they were constituted
by
another.
Did Adam constitute them?
Certainly not; for whoever constituted
them sinners is also to constitute them Just.
This excludes Adam.
God then must have constituted the many,
since there remains no one else.
What now did he constitute
them?
Hamartoloi, sinners.
Now let the reader carefully note that the many were not sinners
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within and of themselves, or by any acts of theirs; they were constituted sinners. We can not constitute him a sinner who is one
by his own act. If he be a sinner by his own act, he is so independently of all acts of constitution.
Nor did God constitute the
many sinners through, or because of, any acts of their own. He
constituted them sinners through the disobedience if Adam.
Before that disobedience, they were not constituted; after it, they
were. God must then have constituted them sinners through, or
by means of Adam's sin, and because of it. This I believe to
have been the fact; and, if so, it is the precise reason for saying
they were constituted sinners.
It is not said of Adam that he
was constituted a sinner.
Of course not. He was actually and
in fact a sinner; and therefore could not be constituted one. But
at the instant of constitution, his posterity were not sinners as he
was. They had committed no sin, except as through him sinning
for them. Therefore they were merely constituted sinners.
But God constituted them sinners.
Now in what sense must
we take hamartoloil
As denoting actual sinners, say Stuart,
Alford, and others.
Were the word sinners wholly unqualified
.his would be correct; but as the case stands, it is not. The many
were constituted sinners. The verb katestathesan itself qualifies
the word.
When I say the pen with which I write was made,
has the phrase was made no qualifying effect?
It not only implies that the pen did not make itself; but it also excludes the
idea of its being unmade or eternal.
So when Paul says, "the
many were constituted sinners," his language implies that they
did not become sinners by their own acts. In so becoming, they
took no part.
On the contrary, they were merely constituted
sinners.
The truth is, the very object of choosing the verb used
was to negative the idea of their being actual sinners; and it
effectually does it. The many were constituted sinners through
Adam's sin, and because of it. But this was not done because
of personal guilt, or with a view to it. The sole reason was Adam's sin; and the sole end, death.
That the view here taken of the sense, in which "the many
were sinners," is correct will appear still farther when we come
to notice the next clause.
so also by the obedience of the one,
That "the one" refer.
red to is Christ, is universally conceded. Indeed, there is no one
else to be referred to. But in regard to the "obedience," the
agreement is not so general.
Some would make it refer to the
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incarnation.
But this, though a most important
fact, il- roo remote to be meant here.
Others would make the refer cnce to be
to the whole of Christ's
life.
This is too general:
and, be~IJc"
it does not pointedly
enough
antagonize
the single
"dif>obcdience" of Adam
to which
it i~ op posed.
The true reference
in
the "ohedience"
is, I am confident,
to the death of Chri-t in
offering
himself as a ransom
for the world.
"He humbled
himself, bccoming
obedient to death, even the death of the cross."
Phil. ii: S.
This is the obedience
referred
to.

the many
That "the many" includes the whole human family,
unless Adam
be excluded,
is admitted
by all, except some advocates of peculiar
features of Calvinism.
As wit.; the~{' features
I here have nothing to do, I pause not to notice them.
But is
Adam excluded?
The doctrine
of the first member of the verse,
I think, evidently excludes him from "the many" in it; and if so,
then he must be held as excluded
from "the many" here.
But
although
he may be thus excluded
from tim; particular
expression, the exclusion
is not ab •.olute, as he is certainly
included
elsewhere,
When Paul says, "as in Adam
all die: so, also, in
Christ
shall all be made alive,"
the latter "all" clearly include ...
Adam,
though
the former
may not.
The whole of mankind.
including
Adam, will be raised from the dead.
This IS all I am
here seeking
to save.
"The many," then, I shal! assume, includes
the wholc of mankind.
Hence
the whole of mankind
are to be
constituted
just.
are to be constituted just.
In regard to kathisle11li 1 have
but a word to add.
It never signifies to make or cause a person
to he what he is not.
It means to set him down at precisely
what he is, or precisely
a" he is.
What, next, is the import of the word "just"?
Does it mean
just in the sense of being sinless or pardoned?
I think not.
LIke ha ma rtoloi it is used in a peculiar sense.
It mean" juvt for
a certain purpose only, and not absolutely
just.
Indeed,
the not.on of heing sinless is not ill it. The word means to be just for
the "ole purpose
of being raised from the dead.
;\ ow in the light of these premi-es what is the import of the
expression,
llie many arc to be cons/ill/It'd jus/.f!
The following,
as I deem: Through
the death of Chi i-t as a means, and because
of it as a reason, the whole human race are to he constituted
just
10 the extent, and for the sole purpose of being raised from the
dead. They are set down as just to this end.
This I have hardly
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a doubt IS the Import of the expressIOn. By the disobedience of
Adam, the many were constituted sinners so far as to be subjected
to death
By the obedience of Chnst, the many are to be constituted Just so far as to be raised from the dead
The object of the
Apo-tle seems to be, to show that just so far as the whole of
mankind have been adjudged sinners for Adam's sm , so far are
the) all to be adjudged Just for the death of Chnst, and that
since that Induced death, so this IS to Induce the resurrectron-sand .111tim, w ithout the slightest reference to the personal ments
or dements of the parties affected
If the preceding be the true exposition of the verse, as I believe
it is, then, confessedly, most of the popular expositIOns of it are
greatly at fault
Indeed, I know not one that IS at all tenable.
Even the best supported Involves a false concloslOn.
For if we
make "the many" to include all, and the WOld "Just" to mean SIn·
.ess or pardoned, I see no escape from the conclusion of universal
salvation
Clearly this is unsound, and yet I know of nothing
oetter among current solutions.
CHAPTER V.

'" Now the law entered in besides,
that sm nught Increase
But where
SIn Increased, favor abounded exceedingly more, ~Ithat as SIn reigned
in death, so also might favor reIgn
through jusnficauon to everlasting
life through Jesus Chnst our Lord.
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SUMMARY.
1 he law entered that Sin rrught Increase
But the law did not Increase sin

bv creating It It Increased It merely by discovermg to men certain acts as
81n', which before they had not know n to be sins But the more Sin thus
.ncreased the more favor to those committing It abounded
Sin, hke a mon
ster reigned formerly and strll reIgns unnaturally In Jeath. Favor, on the
contrary, now reIgns chiefly through or by means of JustIficatIOn Hereafter
It will reIgn In and through eternal hfe
20.

Now the law entered in besides, that

S10

might in-

crease.
The obvIOUS meamng of the words, though at first
SIght hard to receive
The connection IS not clear, nor IS the
reason for the remark very evident.
In v. 12 the Apostle says,
by one man SIn entered Into the world, and by that SIn, death
The sp.tce between verses 12 and 20 he occupies In treatmg of
this SIn and its effects, and 10 pomtmg out the remedy in Chnst
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and his death.
This done, he adds: "Now the law entered In
besides"; that i~, besides sin and death, the law also entered in.
Three things entered into the world; sin entered in, death entered
in, the law entered in. By law I understand, not law in general
as a rule of conduct, nor the law of narui e, but strictly the law of
Moses. I see no relevancy in the word in any other sense.
The de is simply a continuative;
and although slightly adversative, it is correctly rendered by now. It is too closely followed
by the next de to be rendered bul. "Entered in besides"-parciselt/len. Eiserckomai signifies simply to come into, go into, or
enter into. Pareiserchomai means 10 enter inlo besides, or in
addition to. It also sometimes signifies to enter into stealthily
or !> -cretly, a meaning wholly inadmissible here.
In what sense
the law enter ed in besides has just been stated.
that sin might increase.
I see no necessity for rendering
paraptoma by transgression or by any other more specific word
than sin. Hamartia is clearly used as its synonym in the next
clause. Since then it means simply sin, it is best so to render it.
But the law entered in besides that sin might increase. How
are we to explain this?
Possibly, at least, we are not bound to
explain it at all. Is it a correct translation?
This question settled, and, may be, our obligation is at an end. But let us note
carefully what is affirmed, and what not. The law did not enter,
10 bring in sin; for sin was already in the world.
Nor did it
enter, that sin might prevail; since it already prevailed to some
extent.
But the law entered that sin might, some how, or in
some way, increase as it had not Increased previously; and the
law had just this effect. Was this increase, then, attributable to
any fault in the law?
Not at alI; for within itself the law was
perfect. Or was the increase wrong? The very reverse; it was
right. How then did the law increase sin? In volume I presume
it did not increase it, numerically it did. Human nature was just
as sinful before the law entered as after; and men committed
fully as much wrong.
But thousands of acts, which before the
law, were simply unknown wrongs within themselves, were, by
the law, determined to be sins.
In this way more than in all
others, did the law increase sin. This moreover was rig-ht. If a
thir.g be wrong within itself, determine it to be so; prohibit it, and
then punish it as sin when it is committed.
The greater increase
of sin, then, was due mainly to the altered circumstances induced
by the>law. Moreover, it was one purpose of the law to increase
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Sin, but in a lawful way, in order to show what human nature is
capable of under a system of perfect law; and thus to highten
the ncce-vity for the gospel.
Consequently,the
law Increased sin
not lllll L1y for the sake of the increase, but for the sake of
ultenor ends
But where
sin increased,
favor abounded
exceedmgly
more,
However much the Circle ot sin widened, the cu cle of
favor still stretched far beyond It, and however great the hig ht
that sin attained, favor still mounted above It. But favor abounded more particularly in the respite from Imme(iiate death, which
all enjoyed, In the longsuffenng
shown to the human race, notwithstandmg then countless personal Sins, in tIle preparation for
the go'-pel, through which It was conducting the world, in the
type" and shadows It was daily cast.ng of the future church, and
In the tongue of prophecy which was constantly pomtmg to, and
c'<.cltml;?; h.o)lc""of the Messiah-e-m all these wa~s favor abounded,
21.
that as sin reigned in death,
Ebasileusen ISthe Lndefimte p.ivt, which, probably, it 1<;best to follow ~tl1ctly her e, Sin
had I cigricd m death pi ev iously to the Apostle's time; it wae
relgnlllg then, it is lelgnlng now; and it will continue to reign
till death is swallowed up in life. Of course, death is here concerv cd of as a ubiquitous
and Inexorable tyrant, whose sway
embraces all, and reaches from the bii th of sin to the sounding of
the lavt trump
To reign in death is a bold metaphor which,
hem!; reduced, means Simply that all at last die, not one escaping.
The A pestle IS clearly not here considering all the consequences
of sm.
He IS looking at ItS workmgs m this hfe, and not at its
effects, when unfor given, beyond the present.
It would be quite
as COl rect, I presume, to speak of sm reigmng in the punishment
after death of the finally impemtent,
a" 01 It<; lelgnmg In death
now ~1Il Ieigns In all the evil It has entailed upon man, whether
time or eterruty be In view
so also might favor reign through
justification
to everlastmg life
On the contrai y , favor is hei e pel sonified as a
berng n.mt king, whose reign 1<;only pal tial now . but whose VICtory IS sure in the end. Sin reigns in death, fa" or reigns through
jusnfication.
Release from sin is the me •ms or sceptre through
which favor is to achieve its final victory.
Thrs blessed reign is
to go on, and prevail, a'1O never cease, till its consummation
in etei rial life
through
Jesus Christ our Lord.
Favor reigns, primarily,
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through justification as the means of everlasting life; and, second.
arily, through Jesus Christ as the sublime personal source of the
favor, who will fully carry out and execute all it has prompted
and devised.
Thus ends, in the latter part of this chapter, one of the most
profound and compactly-thought
pieces of composition, it has
ever been my fortune to meet with. If, when the reader has
studied it as I have, he shan have the satisfaction of feeling that
he is master of it, he will be the possessor of a sensation to which
I am afraid to lay claim. I devoutly wish him the pleasure.
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CHAPTER

VI.

SECTION I.

What then shall we say? Must
we continue in sin that favor may
abound? 2 Not at all. We who died
to sin, how can we still live in it?
• Or do you not know that all we who
•
were Immersed into Christ Jesus were
immersed into his death? • We were
then buried with him by the immersion into death, that as Christ was
raised from the dead by the glory of
~e Father, thu~ we also s~ould walk
In newness of !tfe. 'For If we have
b ecome uni't e d WIith hiirn b y th e lik
I e-,
ness of his death, surely we are also
to be by that of his resurrection,
• knowing this, that our old man was
crucifie~ with him, th~t th~ sinful
body might be rendered IDa~uve'7that
we should no longer serve SID. For
he that is dead is released from sin.
Now if we died with Christ we believe that we should also live like
him; ~knowing that Christ, being
raised from the dead, dies no more,
death lords it over him no more.
10Th~ death,. then,
which he die.d,
he died to SID once; but the life
which he lives he lives to God.
I Thus do you' also account yourselves dead to sin, but alive to God
In Christ Jesus.
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SUMMARY.
We are not to continue in lin that favor may abound. On the contrary,
u we died to sin before our immersion, it would be inconsistent to still live
in it now. By being immersed into Christ we were immersed into his death,
and so were buried with him; and as he rose to live a new life, 60 we also,
being risen like him, are to live in newness of life. We became united with
Christ by being buried with him; and we are to remain united with him by
doing as he does, not livmg our former, but a new life. We were crucified
with Christ in order to render inactive our sinful bodies, and this to the end
that we might not serve sin. AI we died with Christ and rose with him; 80
we must now live like him-we must live a new life free from sin. Christ
being raised from the dead, is to die no more; and so with us. We have
died to sin once, and this must be the end of our dying. In order to this we
must sin no more. In dying, Christ died to sin once for all, but now ever
lives to God; 60 our death to sin must be a finality; we must now constantly
live to God, and consequently commit no more sin.
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The present chapter stands in very close connection with the
preceding one. Accordmgly, it opens with the discussion of
questions growing somewhat naturally, I do not say legitimately,
out of what was there last said. These questions, some of which
involve, not imaginary, but real difficulties, the Apostle now proceeds to dispose of in his usual thorough way. Indeed, as he
proceeds, he seems to grow still more exhaustive. Difficulties he
literally grinds to dust. Not a vestige of them is left.
I.
What then shall we say?
What inference is now deducible from the preceding remarks respecting sin and favor?
Especially, what advantage can be taken of them by opponents?
If perverted, what form will the perversion assume?
Must we continue in sin that favor may abound?
The
Future of the Subjunctive here implies duty or ubligation; and it
is correctly represented in the preceding. To continue in sin is to
continue to commit it, as we committed it before our conversion.
If when sin abounds, God's favor abounds still more; and if by
this abounding favor his love is displayed and he peculiarly honored, what then? Should we not all continue in sin, that favor
may the more abound? Is this' a legitimate conclusion from the
foregoing premises? The Apostle foresaw that this use would be
made of his doctrine, and that it would be injurious to it. He
therefore anticipates the objection and refutes it.
2. Not at all. An emphatic negative, meaning that we are
positiv ely not to continue in sin. The reply is made necessary
by the following fact, which is inconsistent with a different
answer.
We who died to sin,
Not we who nave died to sin. The
Aorist should be closely followed here.
The meaning is, we
who died to sin before our baptism.
Of course it is taken for
granted that, since we died then, we are still dead; but this is
implied, not expressed.
To die to sin is to be wholly disinclined in mind to commit it,
and consequently not to do so. The expression is a bold one,
and not to be construed too strictly; for no one in the flesh can
be said to be absolutely dead to sin, since no one lives and sins
not. To be dead to sin is to be so as a rule, but not to be so
without exception.
The comprehensive, prevalent fact of the
Christian's life is, that he is dead to sin; and so general must this
fact be, that it shall remain barely not universal.
We die to sin when we believe in Christ and repent of our
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sine;. For the true conception of repentance is a determination
to forsake sin, accompanied by the act. The best and only evidence we can givc that we are truly dead to sin is our aversion to
it, and ce-vation
from it. None should be baptized till he has
within himself a keen sense of this evidence.
Baptism to one
who is still alive to sin is as inconsistent as the literal burial of a
man bcfoi e he is dead. It is much to be feared that error is
sometimc-,
committed here.
how can we still live in it?
The Future here denotes
possibility, not simple futurity. See Winer, P.279. The question
asked involves an obvious absurdity.
If we died to sin before
our baptism, and continue dead to it, it is grossly inconsistent to
think that we may still live in it. One chief object of our dying
to sin wac; that we might remain dead to it. Shall we now defeat
this object by continuing in sin? Consequently, we are not to
continue in sin that favor may abound. On the contrary, if we
commit sin with this object in view, instead of realizing God's
favor, we shall experience only his wrath.
3. Or do you not know
That is, should you not assent to
what has just been said, you at least can not dissent from what
follows. The interrogative 71 often introduces a question which
has immediate reference to something just said. It performs this
office here; and where such is the case, it should be translated.
The connection of thought is then indicated. and the relation of
parts shown.
that all we who were immersed
into Christ Jesus
That
all whom the Apostle addressed had been immersed was a fact
of which each was distinctly and perfectly conscious. A doubt
respecting the fact was therefore impossible.
They had been
immersed-this
they knew; they were immersed into Christthis they had been taught.
Of all this the question reminds
them.
To be immersed into Christ-what
is it' The radical conception in the form /3a7rTitnv fl. T{va or d. T{ is that of transition
into some one or into some thing. Deprived of this conception,
the words are absolutely devoid of meaning. Nor does it matter
whether the transition is into material things or moral relations,
into physical or spiritual states.
Motion from, by implication,
and into, expressly, is in the words always and everywhere.
Accordingly, to be immersed into one body, I Cor. xii: 13, is to
pass from without it (point of departure not here material) into
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it; and becoming thereby inserted into it, to form a constituent
member with its members. To be immersed into Moses, I Cor.
x: 2, is to pass frorn without the circle of his authority into it, and
so become bound to obey him. To be immersed into repentance,
Matt. iii: I I, is to pass, by means of immersion, from the life of
the impenitent into the 'Ot-ate\)\ him that has ceaseu \rom sin. 1n
like manner, to be immersed into Christ is to pass from the
world, where he is not believed in and obeyed, into a state of
freedom from sin and of complete subjection to his will. It is
equivalent to being born of water and of the Spirit, by means of
which we cross over from the world into the present kingdom of
God,or church.
farther, to be immersed into Christ and to be
immersed into his name mean the same thing, since the name
stands for the person.
But, it is proper here to add, that immersion into Christ is not
the only means of transition into him. We believe into Christ, as
well as are immersed into him, und the former just as certainly
as the latter.
"He that believes fl s TOV VLOV into the Son, has everlasting life." Jno. iii: 36. To be immersed €I.• )(pLOTOV, and to
believe €Is VLOV are similar verbal forms, with identical significations. Neither excludes the other, and both are alike essential to
the end. We do not pass into Christ by immersion alone, nor
by belief alone.
We pass into him by the two jointly,and by
neither separately.
Should it be said in reply to this, that baptieo is a verb of motion and that pisteuo is not, I answer that
the assertiou is a were arbitrary assumption.
There is no foundation whatever for it. With reference to the state into which we
pass, the one word can as readily be transitional as the other, and
with fl s both certainly are.
were immersed
into his death?
The course of argument
is this: You know that you were immersed into Christ, and in
the act you were immersed into his death.
If now you were
immersed into his death, you are dead, dead to the world, dead to
sin. How then can you continue still to live in bin? With these
premises before you, you can not do it. Of course the inability
here implied is moral, not physical.
But what, more particularly, is it to be immersed into Christ's
death?
The Apostle conceives that by being immersed into
Christ, we have become, as it were, one with him, so that whatever he did, we do. Consequently, when he died we died in him.
Weare then, as he is, dead to our former state. Accordingly,we
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4. We were, then, buried with him by the immersion
The reader has noticed, no doubt, that where any tense of the
verb {3a7rTt,w occurs in the present chapter, I have rendered it
immerse.
It is proper that I should here state my reasons for
this rendering.
In doing so, I shall be as brief as practicable.
The word baptize generically denotes action.
This much, at
least, will go unchallenged.
When the Savior says: "Go, teach
all nations, baptizing them," indisputably the word baptizing sig.
nifies action.
Not only so, it signifies nothing but action.
All
that is in it, in the form of meaning, is action. This point then I
shall hold as settled.
Now what specific action, if any, does the word baptize denote? That its primary and current meaning, in the Greek
.anguage, is immerse, no scholar can deny.
Indeed, I venture
that the whole history of philology does hot furnish a less doubtful fact than this.
In not one instance where the word occurs,
in all Greek literature, does it necessarily mean to sprinkle or
pour.
At least, if such instance exist, the opponents of immersion have never adduced it. On the contrary, the word occurs
in thousands of cases and combinations where it must of necessity be translated immerse, and can not be rendered otherwise.
These are significant facts.
To cite Lexical authority, at length, in proof of what has just
been said, would consume more space than can here be spared.
Nor is this necessary; since every scholar knows that the testimony of one good authority is the testimony of all, up even to
hundreds.
However, I deem it prudent to cite at least a name
or two, which I select from popular recent authors.
Pickering
defines the word to mean.ordinarily, "to dip, immerse, submer~,
plunge, sink, overwhelm"-all clearly modifications of one radical
meaning. Liddell and Scott give, as its primary meaning, to dip
repeatedly, dip under.
To these they add other remote meanings with which I have nothing to do. I am seeking the everyday meaning of the word.
Prof. E. A. Sophocles, himself a
Greek, to whom the language is vernacular, and recognized as one
of the best Greek scholars of the day, gives, in his recent Lexicon, as the meaning of the word, "to dip, to immerse, to sink."
To this he adds the following special note: "There is no evidence
that Luke and Paul and the other writers of the New Testament
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put upon this verb meanings not recognized by the Greeks."
But these citations must suffice.
To the preceding, I now add Paul's own testimony; and in
doing so, I shall omit all adjuncts not material to the investigation,
80 that attention
may be directed singly to the words expressing
the act we are seeking to settle. He says: "We were buried by
the baptismatos:"
Now this haptisma was a fact in the life of
each disciple in Rome, which he is appealed to as personally
knowing.
It was not a trope, nor metaphor, but an actual mao
terial fact, about which a doubt could nut exist. Paul who, at
the time, had not seen these disciples, tells them that througll, or
hy means of, this haptisma they had been huried. This settles the
question.
In the haptisma of Paul we are buried; and since that
baptism always takes place in water; it therefore follows that in
baptism we are buried in water.
Again, in Colossians he says; "Buried in the oajJlismtJ--€l'<f, ii,
which, also you were raised." In the haPtis~o, then, two things
occur: I. \Ve are buried; 2. We are raised.
That is, we are
buried in water and raised out of it. And this being raised out
of the water is being born of it. But this is precisely what takes
place in immersion.
Therefore, immersion is the specific act
denoted by baptism.
In response to the foregoing, the only thing that can be said is,
that, in the passage noticed, the Apostle is speaking figuratively.
In reply, I have only to say, that I here have no room to join
issue with efforts, not at exegesis, but to pervert the word of God.
The Apostle has defined himself too clearly to admit of excusable doubt. If the world is ready to assume the responsibility of
rejecting him, while I regret the fact, I am without a remedy.
In conformity with the foregoing facts, John the baptist, and
the disciples of Christ baptized in rivers, and in streams, and in
places where there was much water. This is a conceded fact.
How is it to be accounted for? On the hypothesis alone that
they immersed. To visit a river or other body of water for the
purpose of sprinkling is puerile and offensive to sober thought.
Again, John and the primitive disciples performed their baptisms €vvOaTL in water, and €v T'~ 1rO'Ta~ in the river. They did
not baptize with the river, nor with the water.bur in them. Nor
did they baptize, being in the river, but they performed the act
baptism in it. The explanation is simple. They baptized the
people in the river, and in the act buried them. Buried, then, 10
water, or immersion, is the meaning of the word.
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Finally, when the first Christians baptized, they went into the
water; and, when done, they came out of the water. Hence an
act of baptism requires both performer and subject to go into
the water and come out of it. But for purposes of sprinkling
and pouring this is not necessary; and the first Christians did no
childish things. They went, then, into the water because they
had to bury in it. Consequently, in the rite of baptism, the
specific act performed is burying- in water and raising- out of it.
For these reasons I render the word baptize, immerse, and in so
doing have a deep sense of right.
I add that both Stuart and Hodge, confessedly eminent men,
deny that we have here any allusion to immersion. Their efforts
in defence of their views are singularly weak. But in this, they
only illustrate the divine decree, that they who oppose the truth
shall never appear strong when at their work.
To indicate that my own views, as just expressed, are not
peculiar, I close with the testimony of a few distinguished expositors whom I cite for the benefit of those who may not happen
to own their writings.
Chrysostom: "When we sink our heads in the water, as if in
a tomb, the old man is buried, and, going down, is wholly hid
once for all."
Tholuck: "In the early days of the church, persons, when baptized, were first plunged below, and then raised above the
water."
MacKnight:
"For are you ignorant, that so many of us as
have, by baptism, become Christ's disciples, have been baptized
into the likeness of his death, have been buried under the water,
as persons who, like Christ, have been killed by sin."
Conybeare and Howson: "This passage can not be understood
unless it be borne in mind that the primitive baptism was by
immersion."
Barnes: "It is altogether probable that the Apostle has allusion
to the custom of baptizing by immersion."
Bloomfield: "There is a plain allusion to the ancient mode of
baptism by immersion."
into death,
And if so, then we remain dead, dead to sin;
and consequently can not continue in it
The Apostle is still
refuting the position that we must continue in sin that favor may
abound.
that a8 Christ was raised from the dead. There is here
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an evident ellipsis of a clause. The full sentence is: That aa
Christ was raised from the dead by the glory of the Father, to
live a new life. Without this clause the analogy intended by the
Apostle is incomplete.
by the glory of the Father,
By the power of the Father
is what, at first sight, we would expect.
How then shall we
account for the use of glory?
Certainly the glory of God was
most conspicuousiy displayed in the resurrection of Christ; but
then we are accustomed to regard Christ as being raised by
power, and not by glory. The solution I deem to be, that the
glory of God necessitated the resurrection, and so the use of the
power that effected it. Power then was the immediate instrument, glory the circumstance that led to the use of it. Hence
the resurrection was effected by both. We may then ascribe it
to either, according to the object we have in view.
thus we also should walk in newness of life. Here, too,
occurs an ellipsis which it is necessary to fill, in order to complete
the sense. This done, and the clause reads: Thus we also, heing
raised up as Christ was, should walk in newness of life. From
this, the inference to be drawn is, that since we are to walk in
newness of life, we can not continue in sin.
"To walk" is a familiar metaphor, denoting to live. "Newness
of life" does not mean so much a new life as a new manner of
life. The life is supposed to remain, but the whole mode of it
becomes changed.
The gold in the coiner's hand does not become new gold; but it assumes new and different shapes.
So
with the life: it does not itself become absolutely new, but all its
manifestations become new and pure.
The distinction is accurate and beautiful.
5. For if we have become united with him by the likeness of his death,
This verse is usually passed over lightly by
commentators, as if giving them no trouble; yet a more difficult
one is rare.
Indeed, but for the light thrown on it by the context, I see not how its meaning could be made out. Before
examining it in detail, two short preliminaries need to be disposed of:
I. I feel satisfied that the common rendering, "If we have been
planted together" is wrong. Sumphutos does not signify planted
together.
Were it from sumphutcuo it might; but it is from
sumphuo, which means to grow together, or to be brought forth
together, not to be planted together.
Besides, planted together
makes no consistent sense.
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z. The Apostle has still in view the refutation of the position,
that we must continue in sin that favor may abound.
With this
object the present verse must be made to harmonize, and in some
way to contribute to it. This is not easy.
For if we hav e become
So far all is clear. But what is it
to hecome sumphutoi?
Sumphutos, as just said, is from sumphuo
which is composed of sun and phuo. Phuo, from which comes
phusis, physics or nature, and the old Latin fuo, fur', to be, sig.
nifies to generate, produce, bring forth, that is, by force of nature.
Sumphuo, then, must mean to generate, produce, bring forth
together or in connection with.
Accordingly, Robinson defines
its N. T. meaning to be grown together into one, connate, united,
one with.
Now in the light of these premises, what is it to become sumplmtoi?
It is to become kindred, united, or one with another in
some respects.
"For if we have become" sumphutoi-kindred
with Christ, united, or one with him.
This I believe gives the
exact idea.
by the likeness
of his death-homoiomati,
the Dative of
menu- or that by which.
Not, "if we have hecome united" with
the liJ..CllCSS, as Alford, but united with him by the likeness.
Homoioma signifie!. that which is made like, one thing made like
another, or resembling it; and hence, abstractly, likeness, resernolance. It hei e clearly refers to immersion.
The sunetaphemen
dia tou baptismatos of the preceding verse is the homoiomati of
this
lIence this verse is confirmatory of that, and therefore its
gar.
But the phrase "likeness of his death" is hardly clear.
Its meaning is, like Christ in death.
When dead, Christ was
bill ied;
hence likeness of his death i~ like him in that state.
With these facts, the meaning of the clause begins to come out.
"For if we hav e become united with Christ" by a rite like his
burial. when dead-then,as
in the next clause.
Surely we are also to be by that of his resurrection.
That is, surely we are to be sumphutoi, united or one With Christ,
oy a homoiomali of his resurrection, hy a homoiomati of him
when raised from the dead. In other words, we are to be one
with him by a life like his life after his resurrection.
After
he wa-, raised, he no longer lived the life he lived before death.
So with us. When raised in immersion, we are not to live the
life we lived before. We are to live a new life; and hence we
can not continue in sin.
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To make the word resurrection here refer to the future resurrection of the just, as is usually done, is to misapprehend com.
pletely the Apostle's meaning.
He has no such reference in
mind.
On the contrary, he refers exclusively to Christ's own
resurrection, not to that of the future.
Alia kai, in the preceding, is a difficult combination to render
into English. The former, after the hypothesis, seems designed
to sharpen the inference; while the latter merely subjoins matter.
The Future esometha implies obligation, as it often does, and not
simple futurity.
6. Knowing this, that our old man was crucified with
him,
The old man is our former self, the self that sinned before
we died to sin. It is neither the inner man alone, nor the outer
man alone, but the two in one that formerly sinned. By being
immersed into Christ we became, somehow, one with him; our
life and his forming, as it were, one life, so that whatever befell
him is held as befalling us. Accordingly, when he was crucified,
we also were crucified with him.
that the sinful body might be rendered
inactive,
Liter.
ally, the body of sin; but as hamar-lias is Genitive of quality, it
is best rendered by an adjective.
The word soma I take here as
denoting simply the human body with its passions, propensities,
susceptibilities, and weaknesses.
It may mean less than the. "old
man" of the preceding clause; but if so, it means that part of
man which is especially concerned in sinning, The body stands
next to the world; and being closely connected with it, it is
immediately acted upon by all those influences which tempt to,
and induce sin. Being easily excited, easily fired up, it is the
chief instrument of sin. Hence the necessity of so enervating it
as to render it inactive.
Katar-geo, however, does not mean to extinguish wholly the
power of sin in the body. The vis peccati still remains. But it
means to weaken it to such a degree that sin virtually ceases.
This weakening is due, first, to the renewed will keeping the
body under, and stubbornly resisting temptation; secondly, to the
Spirit within us helping our infirmities, and so contributing to
the same end; and, thirdly, to God without, who is a present help
in every time of need. In all these ways, the body is rendered
inactive.
that we should no longer serve sin.
The object of our
Deing crucified with Christ is to render inactive the sinful body;
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and the ohject of this inactivity is that we may no longer serve
sin. Not to serve sin is not to commit it. From all of whic
the conclusion again results that we can not continue in sin.
7. For he that is dead is released
from sin. The Apostle here states a well known fact which he U!>Cb to illustrate what
he has just said. When a man is dead, literal death being meant,
sin has lost its power over him.
He now no longer commits it
Indeed he can not sin, because he has not the power.
So with
him (conclusion implied) who has been crucified with Christ.
He is dead, dead to his former life, and therefore to sin. Consequently, sin has no power over him; and he no longer commits
it, because being dead he can not.
But when it is said of him who is dead, that he is released
from sin, the release is conli.ned strictly to this life. It has no
reference to the future, andj consequently, is not a release from
future punishment for sin.
The verse is sometimes construed thus: For he that has died,
that is, died to sin by being crucified with Christ, is freed from
sin. He is no longer bound to it or by it, and therefore should
not continue in it. The construction is good, and yields the same
conclusion as the preceding; yet obviously it is but a reiteration
of what is said in v. 6. It is therefore inadmissible. It is best to
regard the verse as the expression of a general fact used to illustrate v. 6.
8. Now if we died with Christ,
The hypothetical form
of speech is very common with Paul. He uses it however merely to introduce a favorite form of argument, not to express doubt.
We certainly died with Christ in being crucified with him. The
fact is not doubtful.
Not only so, we died by his crucifixion.
Our death took place in his, and therefore, of course, in the same
way and by the same means.
we believe that we should also live like him;
Plsteuomen is plu: al, but that it i~ the conventional plural, used for the
singular, hardly admits of a doubt. Paul gives expression to his
own belief, not to that of others.
The we, it is true, serves to
conceal him, nevertheless he alone is in it.
The Future sueesomen is the Future of duty or obligation.
It
is used because the obligation, viewed in relation to the death in
the crucifixion, where it took its rise, was strictly future.
We
may at pleasure render, should live with, or should live like.
Either is true to the sun. I prefer the latter as ~etter according
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with the fact. So Robinson.
If we should or ought to live like
Christ, the question arises, How does Christ live. The reply is,
he does not live the life he lived before his death; he lives a new
life. So with us. We should no longer live the old life we lived
before our death in Christ. We should live a new life, a life free
from sin. Hence, again, the conclusion, we must not continue in
sin that favor Illay ahound.
I here take occasion to remark, that rendering the present Future, and that in v. 5, as common Futures, expressing simple
futurity, has completely obscured the import of the two verses.
As a consequence, neither yields the sense intended.
Nor, excepting Stuart, is there a commentator before me that is free
from the error. Indeed, the true exposition seems never to have
occurred to them.
To this it may be replied, that by rendering and construing as
I do, the Apostle is made to repeat himself more than once. But
such is not the case. The Apostle does not repeat, but he wonderfully varies his thought and elaborates his refutation.
He
views the objection he is considering from different points, and
pierces it on different sides.
Reaching the same conclusion in
different ways is not repetition.

9. knowing that Christ, being raised from the dead,
dies no more, Knowing, (loo'T(~, an expression used to introduce matters either actually known or concluded to be true.
Raised from the dead. The word dead, V(KPWV, is here plural, as
also in v. 4, and denotes the whole of the human dead, and not
simply the state of death. Hence, "raised from the dead," means
brought out from among the dead, leaving them still in the grave.
It does not mean simply restored to life from being dead. True.
it means this, but then it means more, as just explained.
DiN
no more. Christ died once, never to die again.
The results
achieved by that event, and its value to mankind, can never be
told. The infinite Mind alone takes it all in.
death lords it over him no more. Equivalent to "dies no
more," except that the thought is here more fully and boldly expressed.
The larger clause is the mere amplification of the less.
But there is this fact to be taken notice of: Death lords it over
Christ with his consent.
Of his own accord he laid down his
!-ife,otherwise he had never died.
10.

once i

The death, then, which he died, he died to sin
The gar is here epexegetical,

that is, it introduces

an
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explanation of what immediately precedes.
I. Christ died to sin.
What are we to understand by this? That when he died, he
passed beyond the reach of sin. From this on, it could not tempt
him, annoy him, nor cause his death.
In a word, he was now
wholly free from its influence which, previously tohis death, he
had never been. 2. In dying to sin he died, once for all, or once
never to repeat it.
but the life which he lives, he lives to God.
The 0 in
this and the preceding clause is accusative of object; and in both,
there is an ellipsis of ToiiTo, which presents Christ's death and life
as strictly abstract conceptions.
Literally rendered, the present
clause reads: that which he lives, which is exactly equal to, the
life which he lives; and as the latter is definite and clear, I decide
to use it. Christ now lives; and the life he lives is supremely
devoted to God. It is a life in absolute harmony with his will,
and consequently sublime and pure.
II.
Thus do you also account yourselves
dead to sin,
We here have the conclusion from YS. 9 and 10, in the form of a
parallel to the death and life of Christ. Thus do you, disciples in
Rome, also account yourselves dead to sin, as you do Christ; and
consequently feel that you can no more continue in it than he
can re-live his former life. Nay more, consider that as his dying
to sin once was, with him, an end of tlying; so your dying to sin
is never to be repeated.
You are not to return again to sin, and
re-die to it often. You have died once; be that enough; and in
order to this you must continually desist from it. Not a day nor
an hour can you longer continue in it.
but alive to God in Christ Jesus.
Instead of continuing
in sin, consider that you are now to be wholly devoted to God
His will is henceforward to be the rule of your conduct.
Yourselves, and life, and time, are all due to him.
Nothing remains
for sin. You must utterly abstain from it. Alive in Christ.
By being immersed into Christ, we so became one with him, as
to die in him when he died.
In like manner, we also became
alive in him whcn he became alive, and so arose with him, to live
a new life. \Ve died in Christ, i. e., to sin, were dead in him,
and with him returned again to life. It deeply behooves us then
to live like him as nearly as possible.
\Ve should consequently
be, in conduct, holy, harmless, and pure.
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SUMMARY.
We are not to allow sin to reign in our bodies by obeying bodily desires.
Nor must we use our members in the service of sin; but, as persons alive
from the dead, we must be devoted to God, and use our members as instruments in exclusively working righteousness. Sin is not to lord it over us in
the end, by having us condemned, for we are now under favor, and will be
forgiven, and not under law which knows no forgiveness.
12. Therefore
let not sin reign in your mortal body, to
obey its desires.
A summary conclusion from all that has
been said in the foregoing part of the chapter.
Sin is personified as a tyrant whose sphere of influence is the human body.
This tyrant reigns in or rules over the body, but only as the desires of the body have control of it and lead it into sin. Objects
of temptation act upon the desires and excite them; these now
seek to be gratified; the will yields, and the result is sin. Such
is the process.
But we are not to allow these desires to become
80 excited as to impel us to obey them.
It is thus only that the
Apostle's injunction can be obeyed.
In the expression "obey
its desires, its refers to the body, not to sin.
13. Nor present your members to sin, as instruments
of wrong;
The word "members" includes every faculty and
power of the human body with which we either commit sin or
work righteousness.
Indeed the body is the mere sum of these
members, the only difference between it and them being the difference between a whole and its parts.
To present our members to sin is to tender them to sin to be
used in its service. Viewing sin as a tyrant, the phrase is a rnilitary one, signifying to offer our services to our chief. In plain
ltv le, the phrase means to use our members in the service of lID.
This we are not to do.
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The word adikias is undoubtedly used here generically, to include every form of sin.
It should therefore be translated al
comprehensively as possible; and as I know of no word that 60
fully does this as wrong, I decide to use it. As instruments 0/
sin. Weare not to offer our members to sin, to be used by it, al
tools or instruments in doing wrong. They are designed for a far
nobler purpose, as we shall presently see.
but present yourselves
to God, as alive from the dead.
The antithesis of what has just been said. Present yourselves,
inner man and outer, all the powers with which you have heretofore served sin, present them to God. Nothing is to be reserved
for sin. As alive from the dead. The word V(/(pwv here, as in
v.9, is plural, and includes all the dead of the human family.
The disciples in Rome had been among these dead, and had
come out from them. How was this? They had been immersed
into Christ, and in the act had been buried with him. This took
them down among the dead. In being raised in immersion, they
had been raised with Christ. This brought them out, be, from
the dead. Hence having come out from the dead, though still
dead to sin, they were alive; and now, as being alive, they were
to present themselves to God. According to this, we are not to
present ourselves to God, till risen with Christ, till alive from the
dead. At this point the service of God begins; here the life devoted to him sets in.
It would be hard to reconcile this with
much that is taught in the world in this day.
and your members to God, as instruments
of righteousness.
Present your members to God, with which, if you do
not serve him, you will certainly serve sin. These members can
never be idle. They are always active for evil, or active for
good. Present them, then, to God; present them now; present
them once, never to repeat it; and present them to be used, and
to use them yourselves, as instruments in working righteousness.
The word righteousness is here used very comprehensively; it is
used to include every thing that is right, whether it be something
due to God, due to men, or due to self. It comprises the whole
volume of human duty.
The learned reader will notice that the original of present, in
the former part of this verse, is Present tense; while the original
of the same verb, in the latter part, is Aorist. The reason for the
difference appears to be, that the Present inhibits a life, or a lifelong course of conduct; while the Aorist commands a single act,
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which is to be performed once, and never to be repeated.
The
difference, though insisted on chiefly by German commentators,
does not seem to me to be important.
14. For sin shall not lord it over you;
That is, sin shall
not lord it over you, in the end, by procuring your final condemnation. This, I feel sure, is the meaning; and not, sin shall not
lord it over you by inciting you to practise it. Assuming this,
and gar becomes easy; it introduces a reason for what is said in
the preceding verse.
for you are not under law, but under favor.
You are
under favor. Let this be conceded.
How now does the fact
keep sin from lording it over us? If the reference were to our
daily conduct, it could not; but the reference is to our future condemnation.
Favor keeps sin from lording it over us in that, by
securing our pardon, and so preventing the condemnation.
But, on the other hand, suppose we were under law. How
would that enable sin to lord it over us? Were we under law
strictly, that is, law alone, or law unmixed with favor, we could
never be forgiven. For our sins, in that case, we should surely be
condemned.
In this condemnation sin would lord it over us; at
last it would be victor.
Perhaps the Apostle's meaning can be rendered the more apparent by repeating; and at the same time inserting, parenthetically, a few facts not here stated, but confessedly true. Nor present your members to sin, as instruments of wrong; though you
will never become entirely sinless. Throughout life, with all
your efforts to the contrary, you will still occasionally sin. Bul
present yourselves to God, as alive from the dead, and your memo
bers to God, as instruments of righteousness. And although you
do this, you will never become perfect in your conduct. So long
as you are in the flesh, you will still sin more or less. However.
let not this trouble you. For sin shall not lord it over you in
the end, by procuring your condemnation.
For you are not under law. If so, you could never be forgiven; and thus sin would,
at last, lord it over you in your condemnation.
But under favor.
Your sins, therefore, if you are faithful to Christ, will be forgiven. Consequently,you can not be condemned for them; and
so sin will be prevented from lording it over you.
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"What then? May we sin because
we are not under law, but under favor?
Not at all.
16 Do
you not
know that to whatever you present
vourselves as servants for
obedience
{
I'.
Its servants you are which you obey,
whether <;>fs!n to. death, .or of obedience to Justification?
I, But thanks
to God that though you were slaves
of sin you yet obeyed from the heart
the model of teaching to which you
were delivered; I.and having been
freed from sin you became servants
to rigbtecusness=!"I speak humanly
on account of the weakness of your
flesh. For as you presented your
members as slaves to impurity and
to lawlessness, in order to lawlessness; so now present your members
as servants to righteousness. in order
2
h
to holiness..
0 For w en you were
slaves of Sin. you were free as to
righteousness,
"Well, what benefit
had you then from those things of
which you are now ashamed?
For
the end of those things is death.
22 But now having been freed from
sin, and become servants to God,
you have your fruit in holiness, and
the end. everlasting life. 23 For the
wages of sin is death, but the gift of
God is everlasting life in Christ Jesus
our Lord.
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SUMMARY.

It is not true that we may sin because under favor, and not under law.
We are to sin in no case and for no end. If we attempt to serve sin we become slaves to it, and in the end will be condemned to eternal death; but, on
the other hand, if we are obedient to Christ, the effect will be release from
all our sins. Though formerly sinners, we have now sincerely obeyed the
gospel; and the consequence is freedom from all sins. Being thus freed, we
are now living in hohness. When slaves to sin we were, in a sense, free
from righteousness; and so now, being servants to righteousness, we are free
from sin, We owe it nothing, and can not serve it. Indeed as we derived
no benefit from our former sins, it would be manifest folly to return to them
again. The end would be death, and by this we must be restrained, But we
can no longer serve sin; for we are now servants of God, and are living holy
lives, We can not serve both. The result of serving God will be everlasting life, which we can not afford to forfeit. The end of serving sin is etern"
death which deter. us from It
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IS. What then?
That is, what conclusion are we to draw
from what has just been said? Afay we sin because we are not
under law, but under favor!
The Apostle foresaw that his
teaching would be abused; and that the present inference would
be drawn from it. He therefore anticipates the abuse, in order,
beforehand, to have the chance of replying to it. But before
passing on, the question itself needs some slight inspection.
The first reflection that suggests itself is, How can we sin if
not under law?
Sin is the transgression of law; and not to be
under law would seem to be the same as to be without it. How,
in that case, could we sin? From this it is evident that not to be
under law does not mean to be wholly without it, and consequently at liberty to do as we please.
Yet such seem>. to be the
view of many. Because they are not under law, they take for
granted that they are without restraint, and therefore law to
themselves. Nothing could be more erroneous. For, although
we may not be under law, we can sin nevertheless, which implies that we are still under law in some sense. The truth is, that
we are under law while under favor; for to be under favor is
simply to be under the gospel; and no one can say that to be
under the gospel is to be without law. Hence to be under favor
does not exclude law. It is to be without it in one sense, but to
be under it in another. The full force of the question therefore
is, May we sin because we are not under law which condemns
sin and makes no provision for pardoning it; but under favor
which, though we sin, provides for remitting it?
N at at all.
Weare not to sin because thus circumstanced.
To do so is a wilful abuse of God's goodness, and a defeat of
favor. He favors us only when making a determined effort not
to sin. Consequently, if we sin wilfully, his favor is withheld.
16. Do you not know that to whatever
you present
yourselves
as servants for obedience, its servants you are
which you obey,
The ~ here may be construed either as masculine or neuter; but as there is no necessity for supposing it to
be the former, I take it as neuter, and so render it. It would
perhaps be closer to translate it what than uihateocr ; but as the
latter gives the bolder sense, I prefer it.
The verse assigns the reason for the strong negative Not at al/.
This it does by introducing a universally conceded -fact. You
know that you are bondmen to whatever you constantly serve.
This is true in all the walks of common life; and it is equally true
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of sin. If you habitually commit sin, you become slaves to .:, the
result of which is death, not mere temporal death, but , .ernal.
You are then, though not living under law, restrained fr srn sin
by its fearful coni>equences. Within itself it is wrong to 510; but
in the light of its results, it is appalling.
You can not at.ord to
serve it
as servants
for obedience,
You are slaves to wuatever
you offer constant obedience.
Or more fully, eis hupak,.en denotes the end for which. When you present yourselves to sin,
the end for which you do so, is obedience to it, or the c mstant
practice of it.
its servants
you are which
you obey, whether
of sin
to death,
or of obedience
to justification?
Th- usual
rendering of the latter of these two clauses is obedience 10
,.ighteouS1lcss. But, with Stuart and Bloomfield, I oeern it
wholly untenable.
That cis dikaiosunen denotes the end attained, is indisputable.
Now to say that righteousness is the end
attained by obedience is palpably erroneous.
Righteousness
is obedience itself, not the end reached by it; it is a life, not an
effect; a course of conduct, not what results from it. On the
other hand, justification, being not unconditional, is strictly an
end. It is attained by compliance with the conditions which are
precedent to it, and on which it depends.
Now, unquestionably,
obedience is, in general terms, the condition on which justification depends.
God justifies or acquits the obedient, not the
disobedient.
Hence to represent obedience as being for, or in
order to, justification is strictly correct.
Again: in the expression, servants of sin to death, the death
being, not natural death, but eternal, is the ultimate end of sin.
It is sin in its final result.
Of course this implies a sentence of
judgment condemning to the result; but the result only,is here
expressed, and not the sentence. This is understood.
Likewise,
and as standing over against this, in the expression obedience to
[ustification, justification denotes the final sentence of acquittal
which immediately precedes eternal life. J n the one expression,
the end of the obedience is expressed, the end of the justification
being understood; in the other, the end of the sentence is expressed, the sentence being understood.
Under this clause, Riddle, in Lange, has this note: "Prof.
Stuart here also confounds dikaiosune with dikaiosis, and unfortunately paraphrases:
'ohedience which is unto justijication.'
This is open to lexical, as well as theological objections. Dikai.
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osun« is subjective--Hodge."
But it is a mistake to say that
Stuart confounded the terms.
On the contrary, he knew what
every scholar knows, that in certain connections they have precisely the same meaning.
It was this fact which led him to use
the one term in the sense which the other sometimes has.
As
to the phrase "obedience which is unto justification" being open
to both "lexical and theological objections,' I insist that it is open
to neither; provided the lexicons be reliable, and the theology be
true.
The phrase is not very elegant, I grant; but beyond this,
it is open to no objection.
Had Mr. R. stated the objections to
which he refers, and not left them to mere conjecture, his note
would have been more satisfactory.
17. But thanks to God that though
you were slaves
of sin,
In this verse we are compelled either to assume air
ellipsis of Ka{7r£p, or make the Apostle say what is inconsisten.
with the whole spirit of christianity, with his own life, and with
every feeling of the pious heart.
I choose the former alternative.
That Paul ever intended to say, Thanks to God that you
were slaves of sin, is something I can not believe.
At leas"
I am unwilling to believe it, so long as I have the liberty of a
much more agreeable choice.
When to this we add, that there
is not a section in the Letter, in which we do not have to supply
one or more words, in order to complete the sense, the objection
to supplying one here is without force. Besides, MacKnight lays
it down as a principle that "de, in the latter clause of a sentence,
sometimes implies that ei kai or kaiper is omitted, and must be
supplied."
In confirmation, he cites the verse in hand, and also
I Pet. iv: 6.
Bengel renders the passage as I do; but he neither
discusses its structure, nor assigns a reason for his rendering.
Bloomfield says: "It is better to suppose, with Grotius and Koppe,
that as the participle is often put for the verb, so here by a Hebraism, or rather popular idiom, the verb is put for the participle,
which would be equivalent to a verb with kaiper, although."
He then translates as I do. On these authorities, I believe the
reader may accept the preceding rendering as sufficiently clc .se.
The verse however presents an obstinate difficulty.
you yet obeyed from the heart
You obeyed sincerely and
earnestly, or your heart and will were in the act. All obedience
to Christ should be thus characterized.
The de of this clause I
render yet, which is not, I grant, quite adversative enough; buc I
am without a stricter word. The structure of the foregoing pAr'
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of the verse forbids hut, and on the contrary is heavy. We hence
seem tied down to yet.
the model of teaching
The word tapon here signifies a
model to which something is to be conformed.
Didaches is
Genitive of definition; and the two words together mean doctrinal model. Thrs is but another name for the gospel. You
were taught the gospel, and required to conform to it as to a
model; in other words, to be obedient to it, obedient to its rites
and precepts, to its spirit and practice.
All this you did from
the heart.
The expression tupon didaches is sometimes rendered type if
doctrine, and held to denote baptism.
But this is too special.
The expression includes baptism, hut does not stand for it exclusively. The Scriptures should never be forced to teach what is
not clearly in them.
to which you were delivered;
At first sight, this expression seems awkward and not well suited to the connection.
But
this arises from losing sight of the iraagery which the Apostle is
using.
Sin is before his mind as II master to whom the disciples
had been slaves; and he conceives of them as now delivered
from this master to the model of teaching,to become henceforward obedient to it. The imagery is borrowed from the custom
of delivering slaves from one master to another.
In this view of
the case, the expression is both intelligihle and appropriate.
18. and having been freed from sin,
Freed from sin as a
slave is freed from his master by emancipation or by being transferred to another.
Imagery aside, to be freed from sin is to be
pardoned.
In order to this, two things are necessary: 1. Obedience to thc model of teaching; 2. That this obedience be from
the heart.
That tells what is to be done; this,the spiritual state
in which it is to be done.
Here the disciples are said to have been freed from sin when
they obeyed the model of teaching.
In v. 16, they are said to
have become servants to obedience to, or in order to,Justification.
These two expressions evidently mean the same thing. To be
freed from sin is to be justified. That resulted from obedience to
the model of teaching; this from obedience simply, but obedience
to what?
Clearly to the model of teaching; since there was
nothing else to obey. This verse then confirms the interpretation
already given of obedience eis dikaiosunen.
It means, as said,
obedience in order to justificatIon.
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You became servants
to righteousness.
You became
voluntarily bound to do every thing that is right, and so to abo
stain from every thing that is wrong - bound to be pure in
thought and holy in act.
19. I speak humanly
on account
of the weakness
of
your flesh.
That is, in speaking of sin as a tyrant from whom
you became freed, and of righteousness as a master to whom YOll
became bound, I use language which men employ when delivering and receiving slaves-c-language with which you are familiar;
and I do so because of your inability to understand a different
style. You are uneducated in the matters of which I am speaking, and will therefore understand them the more readily if I
convey them to you in figures and speech derived from your
every-day life. "Weakness 0/ your flesh" is weakness of nature,
which had resulted from the darkness of heathenism, and the life
of sin they had led.
for as you presented
your members
as slaves to impurity and to lawlessness,
That is, as you formerly presented
vour members before being freed from sin. It is not ea;,)' to
account for gar here, unless we assume a reference to a Sl1 ppie~s.
ed sentence, which has often to be done.
In this view, the
following would give the connection: When
freed from sin you
became servants to righteousness.
In doing this, you diu only
what you were bound to do, and the more so, because of your
former life. For as ;.,a presented your members, d c. As you
did the one, so now do the other.
Tou presented your members
as slaves. Not only so, but the tender was accepted, and you did
the service. You actually slaved it to sin. "As slaves" is not
quite correct.
Doula is neuter plural of the adjective doulos.
Strictly rendered,the clause would read, presented your members
as servile instruments; but as slaves is briefer, and safely close,
it may be retained.
to impurity
and lawlessness.
These two words distribute
the former life of the disciples.
Impurity denotes personal sins,
the sins we commit against ourselves, which consist in impure
thoughts and unchaste conduct. The word embraces all that enters into an unholy personal life. Lawlessness, anomian, on the
other hand, comprehends every form and species of sin which
we commit against others, whether consisting in omissions of
duty or positive transgression.
Of course, the sins of both classes
are, at the same time, sins against God.
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in order to lawlessness;
Lawlessness is general here,
comprehending both the impurity and lawlessness of the preceding clause,
The word states the object for which the disciples,
in their former state, presented their members to evil. It was to
commit sin, sin against themselves, and sin against others. Such
was the use they made of powers designed to honor God and
bless men.
so now present your members as servants to righteousness, in order to holiness.
In plain, unfigurative style, as
you formerly used all your powers of mind and body in committing sin; so now use them in doing right, that you may be holypure within and sinless without.
20. For when
you were slaves of sin, you were free as
to righteousness.
Here again, gar seems to refer to a suppressed sentence. As if the Apostle had said: In requiring you
to present your members as servants to righteousness, I am doing
only what you yourselves recognize as right. When servants are
released from one master, and become bound to another, YOll
insist on their obligations to the latter. So in your case. When
you were slaves of sin, on the principles of servitude, you were
free as to righteousness.
But now being bound as servants to
righteousness, you confessedly owe it your service. To be free
as to righteousness is to be free, not absolutely, but in the sens/
only in which a servant, while bound to one master, is free fron
another.
The expression free as to righteousness strikes the reader, nr
doubt, as needlessly unusual. He would prefer the common form
free from righteousness.
But this would require the Genitive
with apo, whereas we here have the Dative.
Free as to, or ill
respect to, is therefore the true rendering. The Dative is used for
the sake of the more perfect contrast, and, at the same time, to
limit the action expressed by the verb. When you were slaves
of sin you were free, but this freedom was limited to righteousness. To be bound to the one was to be free as to the other.
The reader will notice that I translate slave of sin, but servant
of righteousness; and since both words have the same original,
he may ask why the difference. My reason is simply a regard for
propriety. To say slave of righteousness would strike everyone
as incongruous and harsh; and servant of sin is too honorable.
It is without the notion of degradation implied in slaving it to
sin. Slave of sin is the only term which does justice to the idea.
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21. Well,
what profit had you then from those things
of which you are now ashamed?
The olin i., hl'lc chIefly
conccv-ive ; that is, it concedes the -tate mentioned in the preceuing verse; and I know of no word that better t run-Jates it
than well. Its force, as well as the scope of the pa~~agc, may be
thus shown: When you were sluvcs of sin, you were free as
to righteousness-granted:
What benefit diu you derive frum the
sins you then committed?
The answer is none.
It will be
noticed that I adopt the pointing which ends the question with
the word ashamed.
To me, this alone gives a natural sense,
EK£{VWV
is understood before (<P' or,-what
profit had you from
those sins of which you are now ashamed?
Primarily,karpon
signifies fruit, as fruit of trees; and so it easily comes to denote
the fruit of a certain course of life, or the product of certain acts.
It retains here the meaning of fruit, but fruit in the sense of benefit or profit: What profit had you from the sins of your former
life? "Of which you arc now ashamed."
The fact that \\ hen
the disciples in Rome looked back over their past II ves, they Iclt
ashamed of the sins in which they had formerly delighted, shows
the deep change that had taken place in their mi nels, and i 111 plies
how sincere and thorough their repentance had been. Moreover
If they had derived no benefit from their past sins, but, Oil the
contrary, felt ashamed of them, they could certainly have no reason for returning to them; and this is what the Apostle is seeking
to guard them against.
The issue he is making with them is,
th rt they are not to sin, because under favor.
For the end of those things
is death.
Not temporal
de.ath, but banishment from the pre~ence of God forever.
The
clause is designed to confirm the previous rem.irk. You derived
no benefit from your former sins, nor will you ever do so; for the
end of them is death.
It is not their nature to yield you good;
therefore you must not commit them.
22. But now having
been freed from sin,
Having been
freed from sin as from a former master, the figurative style being
still kept up. To be freed from sin is to be forgiven. There is
no hondage like that to sin, nor any freedom like release from it.
The end of that is eternal death; the end of this, eternal life.
and become servants
to God, you have your fruit in
holiness, and the end, everlasting
life. Owing to a change
of subject, the word karpon has not here exactly the same meaning as in the preceding verse. It means fruit yielded.rather than
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benefit received. You have your fruit in holim-s--. or it consists
in holy deeds: you are now servants of God, and the product
is a holy life. Of course a holy life if>a benefit; hut this being
assumed, it i" not necessary to express it. Eis karpon does not
mean as to, or i,l respect to, fruit. Eis is used in the sense of en.
In having been freed from sin and in becoming servant, to
God, the disciples had passed into (previous transition) a state
which required them to be holy. Here they had their fruit cis in
holiness. In such cases, eis has the force of en. You have your
frui t in the holy lives you live.
and the end, everlasting
life.
To telos is Accusative of object, and governeu by echete. You have your fruit in holiness;
and you have, as the end, everlasting life. In opposition to your
former life, you are now living in holincss ; and the end to which
you look, and for which you hope, is everlasting life. You can
not then, because you are under favor, afford to abandon this,
and return again to the service of sin. The act would be without reason; it would wreck your hope, and, besides, entail on
you eternal death.
23. For the wages of sin is death,
Sin is still conceived
of as a master whom the human family are serving; and it never
receives service for nothing.
It always pays. Whether the sinner stipulate for his wages or not, he is sure to receive it. What
the wages of sin is,the Apostle here tells us: it is eternal death.
How astounding the fact that so many should serve for such a
reward!
Opsonia originally signified rations issued to soldiers:
but as these rations constituted part of their pay, the word
came, in the course of time, to mean simply the wages for which
one serves.
Such is its meaning when used to denote the
reward of sin.
but the gift of God is everlasting
life in Christ Jesus our
Lord.
Everlasting life is a gift, and not wages paid for service.
as is the death which is the reward of sin. This gift is bestowed
on us in Christ; it is through him and by him. Through the
efficacy of his blood, he has enabled the Father to bestow it;
while he in person will finally invest us with it. In him provision was made for it; and in him we shall realize it.
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CHAPTER
SECTION

VII.
I.

• H aYVO.iT., a~.}.<jloi. 'YUIGOIT.WVU. yap
Do you not know, brethren, for I
""/LOV }'aA6.. /Yr. II "o/Lor "vp",1 •• Toii speak to men knowing- law, that the
avOpr<>7/"OVf,l,' ~ITOV xpovov
CD; "H yup law rules over a man so long a., he
'f'
lives.
'For the married woman is
u.rruvapos yv"q Tcii (WVT. avapl aEa.Ta. bound by law to her living husband :
vOJL'f' fav af a7/"oOuvlJ II a"qp. lCaTryp- but if her husband (be". she i~ reY'lTOI a7/"O TO'; VO/LOV Toii aVap')r.
J. Al,a leased from the law 01 the husband.
o~v (WVTor TO;; avapor /Lo,xrv..lr XP'l/La· 3 Therefore.
if while her husband
rlaei; "IV yEV'lTa. avap' fTip,!,'
'E'Iv ai lives. she becomes wife to another

man, she will act the adulteress. But
if her husband dies, she is free from
vO/LOV, Toii /L~ .lva.
aVrljv
I'0IXaAiaa
the law; 50 that she is not an aclul'1,vo"""'1" oval" fT.p'f· ··Ouu, tiai>'<jlo/ teress in becoming wife to another
,",OV, lCa, "I'.'is 'OavaT"'O'1Tf
Tcii ""1''1' ala man.
4 And so, my brethren, you
roii ur<>p.aTos Toii Xp'lTToii, .Is To Y'VEU- also died to the law by the body of
60'"I'cis fT. PT,Cd T'"T b, V.lCpWV (""fpOEm
Christ, that you n~ight become bo~nd
,.
to another
to him who was raised
;IIU "ap7/"o<jlop~U6)I'fV
T<f 9,cii·
'·Ou from the dead, that we mizht bear
yap ~I'fV fV Tii uap";, Tli 1TaOry/LaTa TWV fruit to God.
; For when
were in
df'upnwII
Tli "'" TO;; VOf'OV ''''In,iTo
i" the flesh, the sinful d~~l1es which
Tois I',AfU'V ~p.;;'v .Ir To lCap7/"o<jlopijua. were by the law worked In our memO'
• N 'II'
.
bers, to produce fruit to death.
6 But
Tep. ~vaT'fl:
V~I f IC~TlJfY'1 '1P.f~ U7/"O now we are released from the law,
TOV IIOP.OV O1r08avoVTH .v 9' lCaTuX0p.,lJa,
havinz died to that in which we were
:'ITT. aov}.nl"" ~p.cir 'v ICa.vciT'1T' ?TV,,}- held, ~o that we serve in newness 01
j&(JTOflCal ou 1TaXaump-' ypap.p.uTor.
spirit, and not in oldness of letter.
urro8cJ.vn 6 n.v~p,
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TOU
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SUMMARY.
The law rules over a man 10 long as he lives. As an example, take the
married woman. She is bound by law to her husband while he Iivev.
As
proof that she is thus bound, if while her husband is alive, she marrres
another man she will act the adulteress.
But when her hus band die, she is
released from the law which bound her to him. If she then marries she is
no adulteress.
And 80 you, my brethren, died to the law by the body of
Christ when he died. You thus became released from the law, and consequently are at liberty to obey the risen Savior. When we were under the
tlesh, which we were before we obeyed the gospel, those sinful desires which
are discovered to be such by the law, worked in us to produce fruit to death.
But we are now released from the law, by dying to it, so that at present we
lene God in a renewed spirit, through the gospel. and not in the old fashion
prescribed in the law.

In v. 14 of the
pIes in Rome that
this statement, so
explanation.
He

preceding chapter, the Apostle tells the discithey were not under law but under favor. Of
hard for Jews to receive, he there submits no
merely notices an unwarrantable conclusion,
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which he foresaw would be drawn from it. But this done, he
now returns to the statement and proceeds to show hO'W the disciples became released from the law.
This is the special ohject
before him at present; and if the reader wil1 only keep it distinctly in view, the opening of the present chapter wil1 cost him but
little trouble. How release from the law occurred, therefore, is
now the point to be explained.
Hence the peculiar form of the
address: "brethren, I speak to men knowing law." A question of
law, then, is to be settled, a question, however, fal1ing within
.heir knowledge; and one therefore which they could understand.
Do you not know, brethren,
for I speak to men knowing law,
In the expression, "I speak to men knowing law,"
I can not see an exclusive reference to the law of Moses. To
restrict the expression thus, as some have done, is certainly
arbitrary.
The reference is to no particular law, but to law in
general, Roman as wel1 as Jewish.
I speak to men knowing
something of law general1y. The point which the Apostle is
about to make is true, to the extent intended, of all law, and of
one as much as of another. It is therefore unnecessary to assume
limitations.
that the law rules over a man so long as he lives.
Something necessarily true of al1 human law.
But if the man
dies, the hold of the law ceases, and he is thenceforward released
from it. Of course law, if it be divine, is here viewed in its rela
tions to the present life only, and not in its relations to the future.
But let the fact be distinctly noted, for it involves the special,
objective point of the Apostle, that when the man dies he is
released from the law. This being first boldly put, he next proceeds to confirm it.
2. For the married
woman is bound by law to her living husband;
This verse has cost commentators a vast amount
of trouble; and al1, as it seems to me, without much reason.
Their whole difficulty has risen, first, from construing the verse
as a sort of parable or allegory; and, secondly, from attempting to
trace a minute correspondence between al1 its parts, and certain
facts in the life of the christian.
These efforts J must regard as
mere fancy work. The Apostle states, in v. 1, the general proposition, that the law rules over a man so long as he lives. In v.
2, he confirms this by a special illustration taken from married
life. If the husband dies, the wife is released i if the wife dies,
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the husband is released. Not only does the death of either release
the other; but it releases both.
From this it follows, which is
the point the A postle is making, that ~inee we are dead to the
law, we are therefore released from it.
But how is this? The husband dies, and the wife is released,
whereas we die, and we are released.
Is not this incongruous,
some will ask; and should we not rather have, the wife dies and
the husband is released?
But this would not improve the case;
for we should still have, we die and we are released. The seeming incongruity arises from not remembering that by the death of
either party, both are released, the husband from the wife, as
fully as the wife from him. We die to the law-this
is the fact;
and this releases us from it, not the law dies to us. The law is
never said to die; for the reason, I presume, that it can not die.
Its principles of truth and right are alike immutable and immortal.
As a ponderous ritual, prescribing a peculiar form of worship,
Christ, by his death, took it out of the way; but in its fundamental features it never died.
It is we who die, not the law; but
hereby we are as effectually released from it, as if the law itself
died.
but if her husband
dies, she is released
from the law
of the husband.
The law of the husband is the Jaw which
gives the husband control over his wife, and binds her to him.
Now, as by hIS death, she is released from this law, so also is he;
and if he still lived here after death, as does the christian who
dies to the law, he would be as free to marry again, as is his wife.
It is this fact that enables the christian, who is dead to the law,
to become united to Christ.
In the fact, moreover, we begin to
discover the Apostle's design, which is, to establish first a release
from the law by death, in order to justify a union with Christ
To this end his thoughts and arguments are tending.
3. Therefore,
if while her husband lives, she becomes
wife to another
man,
This verse is designed to confirm the
preceding one. It is there said that the woman is bound to her
living husband, bound so long as he lives. In proof of this she
can not, during his life-time, consort with another man. To do
so is a crime which, by the law of Moses, subjects her to death.
Only when her husband dies, is she released.
she will act the adulteress.
The Greek word chrema
means any thing usable, as goods, property, resources, advantages.
Accordingly, the verb chrematizo means to handle usable things,
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or to deal in them. It means to transact business generally.
Hence, before it can be correctly rendered in a given case, the
special business about which it is employed must be known.
If
giving names be the business, it means to give a name or be
named, accordingly as it is active or passive. If giving or recelvmg oracular responses be the business, it means to give or
receive an oracular response.
If warning or instructing by
dreams be the business, it means to warn or be warned by a
dream, and so on through an indefinite range of things. Here
the business it is employed about is the unlawful intercourse of a
wife, whose husband is still living, with another man. It therefore signifies acting the adulteress. This is its exact meaning.
To render it, as in the E. V., "she shall be called an adulteress" is
without warrant.
The Apostle does not mean to tell what the
woman shall be called, but what business she will be engaged in.
She will act the adulteress.
But if her husband
dies, she is free from the law;
She
may then marry at will. And so with us. Being released from
the Jaw (most probably the Jaw of Moses here). we are at liberty
to become bound to Christ. The only difference is this: the wife
is released by the death of her husband, we by our own death to
the law-an immaterial difference.
so that she is not an adulteress
in becoming
wife to
another man. The Jew!> held the law to be of perpetual obligation. With them, consequently, no more aggravated sin could
be committed than to abandon it. Indeed, so deeply rooted was
this conviction in their minds that the early disciples from among
them, including even the apostles, found it exceedingly difficult
to give up the law. lIenee the necessity of showing them that
it could honorably be done. Once satisfy the Jew that in becoming a christian he dies to the law, and thereby becomes as
effectually released from it, as is a wife from her husband by his
death, and you remove his greatest obstacle in accepting the
gospel. You do more. Pious Jewish christians, long after they
became such, were troubled with scruples about forsaking the
law. These you remove by establishing their release from it.
This i<;the Apostle's work here. In order to effect it, two things
are ncccv-ary:
I. To show that the Jaw rules over a man so long
only as he lives. This has now been done. 2. To convince the
Jew that in obeying Christ he died to the law. This is now to
be done. Hence the next verse.
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4. And so, my brethren,
you also died to the law by
the body of Christ,
In the preceding chapter,the Apostle has
spoken of being dead to sin, and of not being under law. But
dead to tke law is a new expression, conveying a new and most
important idea. For if the disciples had died to the law, intuitively they were released from it; and if released from it, then
they had committed no sin in abandoning it for Christ.
This is
the conclusion to which the Apostle wishes to bring them.
But they died to the law by the body <if Christ.
How are we
to understand this?
That to die by the body of Christ is the
same as to be crucified with him (eh. vi, v. 6) can hardly admit
of a doubt; and if so, then the body of Christ is here used for
Christ himself.
In so far only, of course, as Christ died to the
law,could the disciples die to it, since they died by him. But he
died to it completely and finally. So then did they. But how
could they die by Christ?
In no way that we can conceive of,
except representatively.
In believing and being immersed, (fl.)
into Christ, the whole disciple hood became, in life, somehow
identified with his life. Hence whatever he died to. they died to.
Thus both died to the law.
Or a still different interpretation
has been suggested, which .•
here present.
Christ was a descendant of David as to his flesh
only (kata sarka); and so far only as he was a descendant
of
David, was he man and Jew.
Thus far only, then, was he subject to the law. As the Logos, conceivably he was not subject
to the law. All that was in him or pertained to him, over which
the law had authority, was his body.
Hence he could die to the
law only in body. Accordingly, it was not by him in his wholeness, or as the entire Son of God, that the disciples died to the
law, but by his body strictly.
Such briefly is the interpretation.
But it is ohjectionable on the ground that it requires us to conceive of Christ as separated in his death, as to the law, into his
two respective natures, which is inadmissible.
It is far better
to regard him as dying, as the whole or undivided Christ, in
every sense, to every thing, and for all purposes affected or effected by his death.
A different view, I deem untenable.
Christ
was subject to the law as an individual, and not merely in this
nature or that. As an individual, moreover, he died to it; and by
him as such the disciples also died to it. In this view only, I see
the truth.
that you might become
bound to another,
to h.rn who
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was raised from the dead,
That is, to Christ.
While this
language is conformed to that used in the preceding verses relative to the marriage relation; it is not necessary to conclude that
the Apostle intended to use that relation as a figure, and extend
it. The case of the wife and the husband is adduced, not as a
figure, but merely as an illustration.
The translation therefore
should express the fact simply, and not conform to a supposed
figure. Accordingly, the common rendering, "that you might
become married to another," is gratuitous and inept.
Release
from the law and obedience to Christ is the fact before the Apostle's mind, and not release from one husband and marriage to
another. The disciples are not here viewed as a wife, and Christ
as a husband.
The effort so to view them has been a chief circumstance in rendering the interpretation of the passage difficult.
It was necessary, it seems, that the Jews should be first absolved from their obligation to the law, before becoming bound to
Christ. Whether there was only one special mode in which this
could be effected, we are not informed.
It was accomplished as
we have seen, by their death to the law in the manner just explained.
To feel thus released was most important to them;
since, without it, there was virtually no inducing them to accept
the gospel.
that we might bear fruit to God.
Not the fruit of marriage, as some, misconstruing the foregoing clause, have supposed,
but fruit in the sense of acts of obedience to Christ.
This is the
fruit God requires of all. The acts are performed as in obedience
to him; and consequently, when viewed as fruit, they are represented as being borne to him.
5. For when we were in the flesh,
To be in the flesh
is to be under the flesh; and to be under it is to be controlled
by its propensities, evil inclinations, and desires.
Hence the
clause, "when we were in the flesh," means when we were governed by it; which was in our former unregenerate state, or
before we became christians.
The meaning is not, when we
were under the law; but, strictly, before we obeyed the gospel.
The clause has no reference to the law.
It denotes the state of
all men, whether Jews or Gentiles, before obeying Christ.
the sinful desires which were by the law
Sinful desires,
pathemata ton hamartion, are desires which, being indulged,
lead to sin or cause it. They are called sinful because they tend
to sin, and when gratified, end in it. "Which were by the law."
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How,
or in what sen-e, hy the la \\ ?
\V ct e the devires excited
or set in motion
by the la w?
Such i~ the usual reply;
and the
explanation
given is, th.it the law, hy inhihiting
cer t am sins, excites or arouses the de-ares which lead to them.
But tlnv, to m:
mind, has always
appeared
exceedingly
un-atisfactory.
Indeed,
I regard
it as wholly false,
lIere are certain dcvire-, which car:
not be gratified without
sin, and in countlc-,-, instances at e known
to lead to it. Now can it be possible that the law of God, which
is holy, excites these or stirs them up?
If so, then complicrty
of
the law, in the sins so caused,
is inevitable.
This concluvion
1
am compelled
to reject;
and rejecting
it, I reject the explanation
which
leads to it.
Satan
may arouse dcvire ; or it may be excited by its unlawful
object, but never by the law.
What
then is the meaning
of the clause, "which
were by the
law"?
I answer,
desires which
are discovered by means if the
law to be sinful.
In v. 7, seq., the Apovtle
~ap:
"I had not
known sin but by the law;"
that is, I had never known or experienced what that thing is, which is called sin, had not the law
pointed
it out to me, and declared
it to be sin.
Now,
if the
Apostle
had to learn, by the law, what sin itself is, much more
surely had he to learn what desires are sinful.
In farther proof
of this, take the Apostle's
own special confirmation
uf hi-, remark.
He says: "I had not known desire to be sin had not the law said,
You shall not desire".
Of course, the de-ire here was the desire
)f unlawful
objects.
N ow, had this desire never been in motion
previously
to the law? Had it remained
latent in all human breasts
prior to that time?
Noone
can 50 think.
It c xistcd before the
law as certainly
as after it; nor was it less active then than subsequently,
The law then neither created
it 11(\1 excited it. The
law merely declared
it to be sin, or made It known a, -uch,
This
was the relation of the law to, and it-, dlcct upon dC'lle.
worked in our members, to produce fruit to death.
Our
sinful desires worked
in our member,
when we wei e In the flesh,
Indeed, the proof of being under the flesh is the degree of activity of these desires.
Many of them, it is true, are innocent, except
when in excess;
and all are harmless
when kept dormant
or under proper
restraint.
But whenever
they are allowed
to riot
beyond
bounds
and over right,
then they become
deeply sinful
and dangerous.
Not only did these desires work in our members
When we were under the flesh; but to a certain extent they work
in them still; for, otherwise,
we should
be without
sin.
The
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difference between our former state and present, is this: Then
these desires ruled us; now we rule them. True, we are not now
under the flesh, that is, we do 110tsuffer it to control us; but still
we are in it, and so long as this is the case, we shall be more or
less influenced by it. Much as we may regret this, we are without a remedy for it. But the great, general fact of our christian
life must be that, with masterly will, we control the flesh. The
exceptions are to be accidental and unwilled.
Wo,.ked in ou"
membe,.s. Mostly in our fleshly members, as we were then in
the flesh, but in all. Then it was that we made it our business to
present, as the Apostle styles it, our members as slaves to sin, in
order to work lawlessness. Nor did these desires work aimlessly;
for they worked by direction of a master. Though blind themselves, they were not blindly led. Satan plied them and stimusated them; and they worked as slaves, to produce fruit to death.
Their object was to induce sin, and this, in order to insure sentence of condemnation to eternal night.
Of course it was being
in the flesh, and under the law, that rendered the former unregenerate state of the disciples so fatal. Being in the flesh, they
were sure to sin; and being under the law, they were sure to be
condemned.
Nor does law here signify the law of Moses only.
The same was true of the disciples, no matter what law they
lived under. If they sinned, which was certain, they were sure
to be condemned.
From that moment on, they were hopeless.
How great, therefore, the necessity for releasing them from law
and placing them under favor.
How this was done has now
been shown.
6. But now we are released from the law, having died
to that in which we were held,
We were held in the law,
as in the power of a master; and we were so held till we died,
which took place in Christ when he died. By that death, we
were released from the law, and so passed under favor, where we
now stand. Nor did we die to the law only; we died also to sin.
so that sin no more dominates over us now than does the law;
Nay, more, when Christ was crucified, our old man, our body or
flesh, was also crucified with him. Accordingly, we are no
longer under the dominion of the flesh. Dead to the law, dead
to sin, and though in the flesh, not controlled by it-this
is our
present state.
so that we serve in newness
of spirit,
After "serve,"
supply God-s-eo that we serve God. The word spirit here de-
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notes, not the Holy Spirit, but the human, the spirit of the disciple.
"Newness" expresses the quality or condition of that spirit as
renewed by the gospel, and purified from sin in the blood of
Christ. Such a spirit is not itself new, but in a renewed state.
and not in oldness of letter.
"Letter" here means law, the
law of Moses, I presume, while "oIdness" signifies an attribute of
it, as old or of long standing. To serve God in old ness of letter
means, to serve him in the old mode prescribed in the law. But
we no longer serve him thus. Weare dead to the law, and consequently released from it, are dead to sin, are not under the
flesh, are under favor, and renewed in spirit. How natural, then,
that we should not serve in the old style of the law.
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SUMMARY.
The law is neither sinful nor the cause of sin. On the contrary, sin beeomes known by the law. As proof, I had never known desire to be sin, but
for the precept of the law forbidding it. But so soon as the precept was
given, sin took advantage of the circumstance to work up desire in me, the
very thing the law forbade; and thus I fell under the condemnation of the
law. Without law sin is dead or powerless to kill. Accordingly, before the
law I was alive or uncondemned, but when the precept came I broke it.
Thus sin arose, and for it I was condemned to die. It was in this way that a
precept which was designed for life turned out to end in death. The law
then is not sin; but is holy in all its parts.

7. What then shall we say?
What judgment shall we
pronounce on what has just been said, what comment make, or
objection urge? Is any thing open to criticism? If so, what?
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Is the law sin?-The
law of Moses.
Is the law sin, not i!
it evil, or an evil thing? Or more precisely, is the law the cause
of sin? This gives the exact sense. The reference is clearly to
v. 5, where it is said: "When we were in the flesh, the sinful desires which were by the law worked in our members," &c. If
these sinful desires were really by the law; that is, either generated or excited by it, then is not the Jaw, indirectly at least, author
to the sins thus caused?
Such, it seems to me, must be the
decision of mankind.
But, "Not at all," is the bold denial of the
Apostle. Then these sinful desires were not generated or excited
by the law. No other conclusion meets the demands of the case.
On the contrary, these sinful desires existed, not only anterior to
the law, hut anterior to all law. They have existed, not to say
more, from the fall of man to the present; and they will continue
to exist, so long as we are in the flesh. They exist alike in Jew
and Gentile, alike where law is, and where it is not.
They are
universal. They are not then caused or excited by the law; they
are merely shown by the law to be sinful.
This defines the relation of the law to them. And for the precise reason that they
are sinful per se, sinful within themselves, does the law declare
them to be so, and interdict them.
Now of all the crudities that permeate the writings of commentators, surely one of the most glaring is, that the law, any
zaw, excites or arouses these sinful desires by prohibiting them.
The notion is not only untaught in the Bible, but is contradicted
by the universal consciousness of mankind.
That, when the
Bible says, "You shall not steal," the pr~cept arouses in human
breasts the desire to steal, is what every man knows within himelf to be false. The notion, which cumbers the pages of so
.nany commentators, and of none more than those of Stuart and
Hodge, should be universally repudiated. I venture the assertion
that no man ever yet thoughtfully attempted its defense, who did
not find himself in the following disagreeable dilemma: The
Bible, I believe, asserts the notion, and therefore I must defend
it; yet in my soul I feel it to be false. Of course, in all such
cases, the verdict of the soul is held to be mendacious; while tl.e
imposed dogma of the Bible is held to be true. The notion, however, has not its origin in the Bible, but in certain false theories
respecting the agency of the law in conversion.
But into the
merits of these theories, no investigation is here proposed.
On the contrary,
I had not known sin but by the law.
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Not, I had not experienced sin; for although this might have
been true, it is not what the Apostle means to say. What he
means to say is, I should never have known what sin is, or I
should have had no knowledge respecting it, but for the law.
And this, is precisely the fact in the case. Had God kept silent
in regard to sin, and never communicated with man upon it, in
the form of law defining what things are sins, the conception of
sin would never have been in the human mind. We should have
lived and died, with no more knowledge of it, than though there
was no such thing.
For I had not known desire to be sin, had not the law
said, you shall not desire.
A particular example designed to
confirm and illustrate the preceding statement. So far is the law
from being sin, that it both points out what is sin, and forbids it.
It neither produces sin, nor abets it; on the contrary, it condemns it, and prescribes its punishment. This is the office of the
law.
Epithumia is a difficult word to translate into English. not
because of its uncertain import, but for want of an exactly corresponding word. Covetousness and lust are too narrow; and desire
lacks the notion of evil, which the original implies. Evil desire
would express the idea closely, and would serve well for the
noun; but it is impracticable in rendering the verb. Upon the
whole, I see no remedy but to translate simply by desire; and
then to explain, that the desire is either sinful within itself, or
respects sinful objects, or both. We can soon learn to associate
with desire the full force of epitllumia. We shall then be secure
against error.
The exact word-for-word form of the original is, For I had
not known desire, had not the law said, you shall not desire. But
surely the Apostle did not mean to say that, but for this precept
of the law, he would never have known what desire is. This
would be to put in his mouth what was not true of himself or of
anyone
else.
His meaning then must be, I had not known
desire to he sin had not the law said, &c. He not only knew of
desire, but knew it, as well before the law as after; but he did
not know it to he sin. This is what he learned by the law.
But when the Apostle says, "I had not known desire," &c., in
whose behalf is he speaking?
Is he speaking of and for himself, or is he representing others? I answer he is speaking of and
for himself simply as a man; but he is saying what is true of
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all men. The notion, still popular with some, that Paul, in certain parts of the present chapter, is personating a Jew under the
law; and in other parts, a christian under the gospel, is purely
fanciful. It is difficult to discover how it was ever invented; and
equally difficult to understand how it ever found an advocate.
8. But sin, taking advantage through the precept, worked up in me every desire;
The law, then, is not sin; nor does
it cause those evil desires which induce it; but sin itself causes
them. Such is the connection. Sin is here personified, and, as
such, is represented as doing two things. I. It takes advantage,
i. e. of me, and so of all. This it is enabled to do by means of
the precept of the law. In other words, the precept furnishes it
the opportunity to take the advantage.
2. It "works up in me
every desire," and so in all. The law says, "You shall not desire." Sin takes advantage of this, to work up in me the very
thing which the law forbids. It is thus seen to be sin that causes
these desires, and not the law.
But there is no real, personal entity, called sin, acting upon the
human family, and causing violations of the law. Nor is there
any abstract, evil thing so acting. Who then is it that performs
the office here ascribed to sin? It is not our nature, however degenerate; for our nature is what is acted upon.
Who then is it?
Satan. In all cases of sin, and of the excitement of desire causing
sin, he is a factor never to be lost sight of. It is he who leads us
out into the wilderness, to tempt us to sin; he that takes advantage; he that works up evil desire. In computing the forces,
then, that induce sin, he must always be taken largely into the
account. Otherwise, we shall never conclude correctly.
for without
law sin is dead.
And, be it added, Satan
powerless. Without law sin is not merely dead, it is non-existent.
It not only does not exist, but can not. Law and sin are two
terms of a correlation, the former of which not being, the latter
is impossible.
Not only so, it is inconceivable; for we can no
more think of sin without law, than of body without space.
Hence when it is said that without law sin is dead, we must remember that the conception is highly figurative. Without law,
there is, in fact, nothing to be dead, nor any thing to be as if
dead, save Satan; and possibly, at least, the allusion may be remotely to him.
g. And I was once alive without law,
The Apostle it
here obviously stating a universal fact, or fact true of all man-
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kind; and the case he is putting is ideal; for there has never been
a time, since Adam, when the human family were wholly without law. In other words, he is stating rather what would have
been than what was. "I was alive once without law"-why?
Because there being then no law, there was no sin; and there
being no sin, there was nothing to be condemned for, and consequently nothing to die for-nothing
to die for in any sense,
literally or otherwise.
I was therefore then alive, and alive of
necessity, alive in the sense of being free from sin, and free from
death. This is what all would have been without law, but what
not one is under it:

but when the precept came, sin revived, and I died;
The precept, "You shall not desire," is the one referred to; and
although specific, it is used to set forth a universal truth; for the
same result would have followed any precept.
In other words,
the Apostle is showing what followed the introduction of law,
and not of a single precept.
When the precept camc,sin revived.
But prior to the precept there was no sin, and consequently none
to revive. The view then is of an ideal case. Plainly, when law
came, Sill also came; that is, came into being as a fact; in other
words, so soon as I was placed under law I sinned. This is
clearly the meaning. But having once sinned, I was condemned,
and so died in the sense of being doomed to death for sin. This
I take to be the death meant.
It could not have been natura.
death, for this was not suffered; nor future death, for neither was
this. It must then have been death in the sense just explained.
It is almost certain to my mind that, while the Apostle is stating, in this and the next verse, facts which, although said only of
himself, are true of all men, he is at the same time closely paralleling the case of Adam.
Indeed, that case and the one here
presented resemble each other so strikingly that they might
readily be taken as the same. Let the reader only inspect closely
the verses named, with the case of Adam and his first sin before
his mind, and he can not fail to be struck with the resemblance.
Nor must we here lose sight of Satan. The view would not be
complete without him. =When the precept came, sin revived."
This is very much like, when the precept came,Satan appeared;
and the one is not more true than the other. When the precept
came, Satan had his opportunity.
He now stirred desire in the
human breast, whether fallen or unfallen, and the result was sin.
The sequel is known.
Human nature is fearfully wrecked, I
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grant; but in awarding to all their due, measure largely to this
great foe.
10. and the precept
which was given for life was found
by me to end in death.
The reader will notice that, unavoidably, I am a little free here; but I am unable to give the sense
without it. Very literally rendered, the clause would read thus:
and the precept which was for life, this was found by me for
death. This clearly needs expansion.
The whole purpose of the law is here told in one brief clause.
It was given for life, given to preserve it, and that in innocence.
This was the design, both of the law given to Adam, and of that
administered by Moses.
Now if the law was given for life, it
can not be sin; for sin destroys life. The charge, therefore, in
v. 7, is false. "\Vas found hy me to end in death"; not because
it was intended for death, hut because it was abused.
It was
given for life; but being transgressed, it condemned the transgressor, and so ended in death.
II.
For sin, taking advantage
through the precept,
deceived me,
The proof of what is said in the preceding verse.
Hodge and some others would point thus: For sin taking advantage, by the precept deceived me; that is, deceived me by the
precept. But this is erroneous. The precept was not the instrument of the deception, but the circumstance that furnished sin
the advantage.
The presence of the precept was a fact. Of this
fact sin took advantage to deceive.
This gives the idea. Now
by dropping sin as personified, and substituting Satan for it; and
by adverting again to the parallel of Adam, the meaning becomes
clear. God said to Adam, "You shall not eat of it." Satan now
had his advantage.
Accordingly, he said to the woman, "you
shall not die." This deceived her. It was the precept, then, that
afforded the advantage; but the lie that did the deceiving.
And
so in the case in hand.
It was through the presence of the precept that the advantage was taken, but by some other means
that the deception was effected.
and by it killed me.
The analogy to the case of Adam is
still close; while the reference to it seems little less than certain.
Sin is still personified; and, as such, is represented as killing.
Satan, for whom sin most probably here stands, and whom
the Savior calls "a man-killer from the first," induced men to
sin; and for this they die-naturally,
if the sin be that of Adameternally, if it be that of his posterity, and unforgiven.
The kill
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ing here is of the latter kind.
It is therefore not actual, but
prospective; it is killing in the sense of being condemned to the
second death.
The killing is not what is often called spiritual
death-a
phrase unknown to the Bible, and expressing, almost
certainly, a false idea.
12. So then the law is holy, and the precept
holy, and
just, and good.
Verse 7 propounds the question, Is the law
sin? To this the four next verses reply, not very fully, to be sure,
but closely and conclusively.
Indeed, the question needed no
extended reply; for but few persons would be found to urge it.
Verse I2 is the summary conclusion from the facts constituting
the reply.
The law referred to is the law of Moses; and the
precept, the tenth of the decalogue-You
shall not desire.
On the epithets holy, just, and good, it is not necessary to
dwell. The reader will recognize them as substantially synonymous, though not strictly so. "Holy" means that the law is pure
within itself, is without the taint of sin; "just," that it is right in
its requirements of men, or free from wrong; "good," that it is
positively beneficial, working the welfare of those to whom it
relates.
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SUMMARY.

Did then a holy law become death to me? No
But sin did, in order that
by efiecung my death by a just law, its true nature might become known.
The In" IS no source of death, because It IS spmtual , but I am flesh I) , and
therefore at times under the dormruon of sin As evidence that I am fleshl v ,
and consequently under evil influences, I often do what I do not appro- e,
that is, I do wrong, and practise what I do not Wish to practrse
If now I
do '" hat I do not approve, I agree With the law that It IS nght, for the law
reqUires Just what I Wish to do, and condemns only what I do not Wish to
do Now when, under these Circumstances, I sin, It IS not I alone that of my
own accord do It, but It IS the smful Influences which I am under that impel
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me to it. There is no good dwelling in my flesh; for while I can wish to do
right, I am unable, because of the flesh, to do it.
Indeed, I find it the rule
with me, that whenever I wish to do right, evil is present, because the flesh is
ever ready to prompt me to do wrong.
In the inner man I delight in the
law of God, but then there IS another law in my members-this
strong tendency to sin; and under its power I often sin. I am toil-worn in this strife
between wishing to do right and not doing it, and hating to sin and yet sinning.
Who shall deliver me from it? Thanks to God, he will. So then
with the mind at least, I serve the law of God which is the great matter; but
with the flesh I at times serve the law of sin.

13. Did then that good thing become death to me?
Not at all. Literally, "Did the good become death to me?" But
in English the abstract is wanting in fullness; and, besides, the
reference is not sufficiently marked.
It is therefore better to
render more strikingly.
By that good thing is meant the precept.
In v. 10, the Apostle says, "The precept which was given for
life was found by me to end in death"; and, in v. II, "Sin taking
advantage through the precept, deceived me, and by it killed
me." The present question is evidently based on these two remarks; and although they very naturally suggest it, they do not
warrant it. The precept was found to end in death, solely because men incurred its penalty by breaking it; and it was sin,
not the law, that deceived and killed. The design of the law was
to prevent sin. Accordingly, it not only did not incite to it, bu
warned against it. Consequently, it was in no sense responsible
for it. The question therefore is correctly answered.
The death
I take to be the second death; and as this is still future, the
meaning must be condemnation to it. The precept ended in
death by condemning to it. Often, in the scripture, things which
are future and certain are represented as already realized.
But sin did, That is, sin did become death to me. So the
best critics now point and interpret.
But sin became death hy
the precept-Why?
That thereby its true nature might become
known.
Of course this assumes that men would recognize the
penalty of sin as just, and from the penalty infer the character
of sin.

that sin might be seen working death to me by what is
good, Already the precept has been shown to be holy, and
just, and good.
In addition to this, let it now be shown that,
notwithstanding this, sin works death by the precept; and the
deep malignity of sin will be at once seen. Its working death
by any means might exhibit it as very virulent; but its working
death by what is essentially good, show" it to be enormously so.
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that sin might,
by the precept,
become
excessively
sinful.
Heinous as is sin within itself, it appears still more so
from the means through which it operates.
It appears to grow
worse by the very mode in which it acts.
In working evil by
evil, it would remain simply itself; but in working evil by good,
It surpasses itself. Its power for mischief increases as the means
grow better through which it works.
Difficult indeed is the
problem of sin.
14. For we know that the law is spiritual,
Here we
have the formal reply to the question in v. 13, or rather, the reason for the negative answer.
The following is the connection:
Did then the precept (or the law, for the precept stands for the
law) become death to me? Not at all. For we know that the
law is spiritual.
What precisely does spiritual signify?
Certainly it signifies
some characteristic of the law, or some fact pertaining to it, but
what? Is it used to denote that the law is from the Holy Spirit,
that the Spirit communicated or indited it? I think not. For,
although this is true, the fact is not here in view.
Or does spiritual denote pure and holy?
Hardly, since this has just been
affirmed of the law. Spiritual, as applied to the law, means that
the law is addressed to the spirit in man.
In other words, the
law is pneumatikos because it speaks to the pneuma in man,
commanding what is right, and forbidding what is wrong-matters which the spirit alone can see and feel to be right. The law
is adjusted to the pneuma, as light to the eye, and awakens
therein the sense of its right and justice.
Hence the remark, v.
22. infra, "I delight in the law of God in the inner man."
but I am fle sh ly, sold under sin.
A most important
statement, being indeed the clew to the interpretation of the remainder of the chapter.
"But I am fleshly," I-who?
I Paul,
not I Paul the Apostle, but I Paul the christian, and therefore as
furnishing in myself the experience of all other christians.
I
Paul am fleshly; though redeemed, and pardoned, and accepted,
I am still fleshly; not wholly so, but fleshly, fleshly because still
in a body of flesh, from the influence of which, so long as I am
in it, I can never become entirely freed.
Not only so; I am
fleshly, and therefore sold under sin, not completely so, as before
my conversion, but still under it, and under it to a certain extent
as abjectly as is the slave under his master. For struggle against
sin as I may, I still commit it. I seem powerless to abstain from
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it entirely. Such I believe to be the meaning of a passage which
has certainly been very differently construed, but, as I consider,
without good reason.
The Apostle is merely putting a fact
boldly, which is true of every christian, the best as surely as the
worst.
Only let his language not be taken too strongly, and it
presents no difficulty.
IS. For what I do, I approve not;
The proof that I am
fleshly, and therefore sold under !>1l1.
As much as to say, I am a
compound of contrarieties and conflicts. I have a nature without
and a nature within that antagonize each other.
I sometimes
obey this, and sometimes that, which renders my life abnormal
and peculiar. Hence the chronicle of my life is an enigma to all
except my fellows in Christ. They alone lead this life; and the)
alone that live it understand it. What I do, I approve not. The
I of both these clauses denotes one and the same responsible
self, and not the fancied outer man and inner man of some commentators.
Neither here, nor elsewhere, in the chapter, is there
the slightest foundation for the conception of a dual self-hood in
the christian.
The section in hand is not explained by such
conceits.
What I do, which is sometimes to obey the flesh and
commit sin, I do not approve. But if you do not approve it, why
do you do it? Simply because, being in the flesh, and therefore
unavoidably under its influence, I am weakened by it, and so at
times do wrong. This, however, I not only do not approve, but
mourn.
A number of commentators render the pa'isage thus: FOl
what I do, I know not.
So Alford, Lange, and others.
That
ginosko primarily and generally means to know, is certain; and
equally certain is it that it sometimes also means to approve. The
latter meaning, I grant, is rare; and in a given case, the presumption would be against it.
Still, since it is a meaning, it
must not be rejected, provided the sense demands it. Now 1
hold that to render the word know, in the present clause, is to
make the Apostle, not only contradict himself, but speak like a
simpleton.
"For what I do, I know not."
If a man know not
what he is doing, he is demented.
This will not do for Paul.
N or is the meaning, I am sold under sin, am a bondman, and
therefore know not what I do. This is a nonsequitur. The bondman has no choice as to what he does, but he may know it, as
well as his master. Again: "For what I do, I know not; fO,. I
p,.actise not what I wish, but what I hate, that I do. Here we,
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first make the Apostle say, "What I do, I know not;" and then
in the very same verse, proceed to make him tell most discriminatingly what he does, thereby showing that he does know.
Clearly this is inadmissible. I therefore reject Imuw, and take
approve.
For I practice, not what I wish, but what I hate, that I
do. Confirmatory of the preceding statement. What I wish to
practice is right, the very thing the law requires. But although I
practice this in the main, I do not practice it uninterruptedly;
for, being in the flesh, I am sometimes led by it to sin. Not that
I am led absolutely against my will, but according to my inclinations, which are either of the flesh or determined by it. (Here
let me remark, in parenthesis, that there is no such thing as sinning against a distinct and sustained act of the will. But we
often will feebly, or half will, or will, as it were, with a sort of
undefined reservation; in which C8I>C, the qNasi win is easily
ovei borne by the determined inclinations of the flesh. In such
cases, we may seem to sin against will; but, the truth is, there is
no will. There is merely a feeble, spiritual disinclination, overmatched by a powerful fleshly tendency.)
I, in soul, always wish
to do right, and if free from the flesh, would do it. But I am in
the flesh, and can not annul its power. Therefore, being impelled
0)' it, I at times do wrong. With the christian this is both the fact
and the philosophy of sinning.
What I hate, that I do. I, as a
christian, literally hate sin, not merely dislike it, or disapprove it,
but hate it; and still I sometimes commit it. Not that I commit
all the sins I hate; but all I commit I hate, be they many or few.
I therefore do not sin from love of sin. On the contrary, I hate
sin; and yet so powerfully am I inclined to it by the flesh, that I
commit it. Such is the effect on me of my two hostile natures,
not originally hostile, but made so by the fall and by sin.
Of the truth of what the Apostle says, the christian needs no
proof. He has the proof in his own daily experience.
Paul's remarks are as closely true of all others as of himself. Indeed, the
picture here drawn is the mere diary of every christian while in
the flesh. The man who does not recognize it as his own has not
yet learned himself
He has but a poor conception of his heart
and of the strug-gle in which he is engaged.
His consciousness
lies a sealed book to him.
16. If then I do what I do not wish, I agree with the
law that it is right.
But every time I commit a sin, I do what,
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as a christian, I do not wish to do. How now do I herein agree
with the law? The law requires me not to do just what I do not
wish to do. Thus we agree; and by my wish, I indorse the law
as right
17. But now it is no longer I that do this, but the sin
which dwells in me.
That is, it is no longer I alone, I the reo
solving self, uninfluenced by the flesh, that do what I do not wish.
It is the sin which dwells in my flesh that does it; or rather, it is
that sin which excites the flesh in order to cause me myself to do
it; for if left to myself, unmoved by the flesh, I would do only
what I wish to do, which is what the law requires, and therefore
not sin. I commit sin, only as the flesh, on which sinful influences
primarily act, causes me to commit it Therefore, my sin is not to
be ascribed to the responsible me alone, but to the flesh as a chief
cause of it. Not that I am hereby rendered irresponsible, or left
innocent when I sin; but hereby can be seen the part I act, and
the part the flesh acts. Thus, to each, its due can be given.
18. For I know that no good dwells in me, that is, in
my flesh. This shows that I have correctly interpreted the "me"
of the preceding verse to mean the flesh. The clause is designed
to confirm the statement, that it is the sin which dwells in me
that causes me to do what I do not wish-a
statement which
seems to require a farther word of explanation.
In it sin is obviously personified, and viewed as having its abode in the flesh,
and as operating through it as an agent or instrument.
This,
more simply put, signifies that those influences, whether personal
or otherwise, which induce sin, act, at first, and mainly, on the
flesh, and through it cause the me that wills to sin. It is thus
that sin dwells in the flesh and works evil.
When the Apostle says, "No good dwells in me," he means,
that there is no power in the flesh working good or tending to it
Sin dominates over the flesh, when not otherwise ruled, only for
evil. From it, consequently, we may look for no aid in doing
what we wish. On the contrary, it antagonizes all our efforts at
doing good. What remains, then, is, that by a powerful effort of
will, we keep the flesh under, and compel it, as a reluctant instrument, to serve in the cause of right. More than this, we shall
never achieve.
For the wish is present with me, but doing right is
not.
The proof of the foregoing remark. The meaning is, I
have absolute power to wish to do right.
Here my desire and
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purpoc;e are unintcrfei cd with. So ClI, well
But doing right
is not. My difficulty hev, not in wl~hlllg, hut III cx ccuttnjj
l l cr e
alone I encounter inabihty, mabihty, moreover, cle.n lj due to the
fll.,h. 1")1 I who WI.,h could do, If left to m}"clf
Of tlu-, I am
conscious.
Hut I linJ m) "elf unable to do, and the fle...h only,
rcrn.un-, to hnulcr. Therefore the 11"..,hmust he the let
19. For I do not the good which I wish, but the evil
which I do not wish, that I do.
rite confh matron of the 1.I~t
pI ecc dmg Iern.u k. "FOI 1 do not thc guod which I wish."
Her e
I wish to do, hut fail, the faihn e r cvultmg from the interposition
of the flesh.
"13ut the evil which ] do not wish, that I do."
Here I wish not to do, but do, the doing being caused by the
flesh, It is cleat then, that the power to wish is with me, and
that only the ability to do is not.
But farther: In the expl ession, "I do not the good which I
wrsh," the word "good" compl chends all good, or at least all that
is essential to a perfect human hfe ; for, as a chi rstian, I certainly
want to do all this.
But we cannot thus comprehensively take
the expression, "the evil which I do not wish, that I do."
For
.ndrsputably the evil which I do not wish to do IS all evil; and it
s not true that I do all evil. Even as a sinner, I did not do all
evil; much less do I do all, as a chnstian.
The meanlllg, then,
must be: there are many sins which I do not wish to commit,
lint! jet I commit them, being impelled to It by the flesh.
In
DIref, known facts compel us to take the one expression univerball} .md the ot hci 11I1IJtcdly.
20. If then I do what I do not wish, it is no longer I
that do It, but the SIn which dwells In me.
A -ubst.inual
t cpc ut.o n, lot the -;Ike of fullne-.s of vs, 16, 17,
If I do what I
d" not \\ I...li, It I" clc.tr th.it I .ILl agamst my wish.
But this I
\\ ou ld not do, un lcv- IIIged to it by some powcr over mastering
me .it the II1,(.lI1t That power I., the Sill which dwells III my
ile"h
Or pl unlv, the power of the fle...h i~ <;0 great, when Its
('\ II dl"l1 c- ,\1e excited, that It forces me to gratIfy them; and in
the .ICt I "111 It IS sin, then, (per<;onified) that usurpll1g, for
the moment, control of m) flesh, causes me to do what I do not
" rsh

lIow accurately does the christian find his own daily ex peri.
all along 111these verses.
It is difficult to say
w luch IS the more adrmrable, the tt uthfulness of the picture, or
the skill with which it is executed.
Both are matchless.

eru.e delineated
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21. I find it, t:hen, the rule with me that, when wishing
to do right, evil is present with me.
Or, vcry literally, I
find it, then, the rule to me wislzing to do right, but evil is present with me. 'fhe word nomos, from nemo--to allot, assign,
apportion, signifies a custom, usage, law, ordinance.
In the N. T.
it ».\ml)'5t Un\\l)ln>\:; '1.\gn\f.e'5 '1.\ffi-p\:;hw', but \n the -p'ie~ent
instance it seems best to take it in the sense of rule or custom. Indeed, the sense would be well given by custom, thus: I find it
then the custom with me, &c. Most critics render the word law,
but rule appears the more appropriate.
We call that which regulates conduct a rule of life, rather than a law.
When I wish to do good, which, as a christian, I do always, I
find it the rule with me that evil is present. Why? Because I
am in the flesh, through which evil influences excite me to sin.
The presence of the flesh is the presence of evil, and as I can not
throw off that, even when wishing to do right, so I am never
free from this.
Some commentators have troubled themselves no little over
what they deem the difficulties of this verse.
But from some
cause, these difficulties are not apparent to me. I shall therefore
not detain the reader on them.
22.
For I delight in the law of God in the inner man,
The reason for the second clause of the foregoing verse.
I am,
as a christian, constantly wishing to do right.
The wish is the
most absorbing of my nature; and it is prompted by my delight
in the requirements of the law. These requirements strike me,
in the inner man, as lovely and good.
Hence my desire to do
them.
By the "inner man," is meant our spiritual nature, our
pure intelligence, or the part in us that perceives and appreciates.
There is no christian, I presume, of any considerable experience, who has failed to notice how, in spirit, he delights in the
word of God when reading it. Every requirement is most agreeable to him; so much so, indeed, that by its very agreeableness it
commends itself to him as divine.
Nor has he failed to notice
how distinct and profound the wish is to keep these requirements; nor yet bow keenly he feels the conscious inability to
keep them. The philosophy of this peculiar condition is here
explained.
23. but I see another
law in my members,
at war
against the law of my mind,
By "another law" is meant a
different law from the law of God in which I delight; while "mv
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members" signifies my fleshly members, and my fleshly members,
simply my flesh. As if the Apostle had said: I see another law
in my flesh; only "my flesh" is distributed as a body into its
members. The law which I see in "my members" is the constant
tendency which I notice in them to sin, whenever excited by sinful objects.
This tendency is called a law, and with as much
propriety as the tendency of material bodies to a common centre
is called the law of gravitation.
Whether the tendency is owing
to innate corruption of the flesh, or to powerful sinful influences
acting upon it, or to the two combined, is hardly worth inquiring
into. \Ve are concerned about the fact of the tendency, rather
than the causes of it.
So on the other hand, by the "law of my mind" is meant my
constant inclination to do right. In all men, I presume, who are
enlightened from on high, this inclination exists. or its presence,
each is distinctly conscious.
But in the christian, more particularly, is it individualized and educated; and to such an extent may
this be done as to render it the guarantee to him of his success.
Now of course, the fleshly tendency to evil, and the mental inclination to right, are in constant collision.
This constitutes the
"war" of which the Apostle speaks.
and making me captive to the sinful law which is in
my members.
This sinful law, or more literally, law of sin,
has already been explained.
Not that the sinful law makes me
captive, and keeps me so; for this would be to unchristianize me
and carry me+back into the world again. The import, therefore,
is limited by the nature of the case. The sinful law makes me
captive sometimes; plainly, I now and then sin. This is the fact.
But now, on the contrary, and as standing over against this, the
law of my mind prevails against the sinful law of my flesh, and
holds it in check; so that the great, prevalent fact is, that I do
right, the exception being, that I sin.
The sinful law is so called, not because it is prescribed by sin
(personified) or emanates from it, but because, when obeyed, it
leads to sin. Farther: the reader will notice that I translate sinful law, and not, law of' sin.
This I do to prevent a probable
error. If we read, the law of sin, which is in my members, the
common reader is almost sure to infer that it is sin which is in
the members, whereas it is the law.
Besides, that hamartias is
Genitive of definition, hardly admits of a doubt. It is best therefore to render it as an adjective, and so prevent the error just
named.
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24. Toil-worn
man I I The conception in the Apostle's
mind is that of a battle scene, and of his being captive first to the
law of sin, then to the law of his mind, and of his alternate service of the two, though of the latter mostly.
Hence the proper
epithet is not "wretched," as in the E. V., and in most cornmenraters, but telil-worn or laoorious.
Besides, this is the primary
meaning of tataiporos, wretched being a more remote one growing out of it.
Who shall deliver me from this body of death?
Some
commentators construe "body of death" to mean the same as
soma thneton, mortal body.
The sense is good and not improbable; still I am disinclined to accept it. Soma here I take to be
identical with lois metes; mou, in which the law of sin dwells, or
the te sarki, with which I serve the law of sin. If so, then "body
of death" signifies the flesh, which so often impels me to commit
sin; while death means, as often, the future death to which we
are liable, because of sin, to be condemned.
Upon the whole, I
accept this view, though it is not free from difficulty.
For, i;
may be asked, Can it be possible that the Apostle wished to be
delivered from his body, because he feared condemnation for the
sins he committed in it? He does not say, he wished to be delivered from his body, but merely asks, Who will deliver him;
which, I presume, implies a willingness on his part, to say no
more, if not a desire, to be free from the battle of sin. And as
to his being afraid of condemnation, the fear is not unreasonable,
nor wholly improbable.
No man, not even Paul, so long as he is
in the flesh, is absolutely safe. The danger may be safely small,
still no one can Sl\ythat there is really none. But then it was not
fear of death that caused the Apostle to cry out for a deliverer.
He shrunk from farther toil and strife. It was this that caused
his cry.
25. Thanks to God, he will, through Jesus Christ our
Lord.
The reply to the foregoing question.
To complete the
sense I supply he will, as the reader sees. There is obviously an
ellipsis of something; and as the preceding question leaves hardly
a doubt as to what it is, it is best to supply it at once.
So then with the mind I myself serve the law of God,
A summary conclusion from all that is said between v. 14 and
the present. That Paul is here speaking of himself proper, or of
himself simply as a christian, and not representatively, or in the
character of another, is so clear that any attempt to prove it
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would be superfluous, Witn me the fact rises above doubt. And
since Paul is speaking of himself simply as a christian, it f .•llows
that what he says is true of every ether chri-tian, not surely in
the high degree in which it was true of Paul, but still comfortingly true. "I serve the law of God," that i.•, I ol iev it; but
which law?
Certainly not the law of Moses. but the g05~
chiefly, though p(),~ihly not this exclusively.
"The law of God'
comprehends the full volume of his expressed will, in so far as it
is applicable to christians, whether found in the law or in the
gospel. All this I obey, not so perfectly, to be sure, as never to
break it at all; but the broad characteristic fact of my life is, that
I obey it. So then witlt the mind I serve the law. To serve the
law of God with the mind is the same as to worship God in
spirit and in truth. The service takes its rise in the mind, and
consists in obedience to the divine will. Under the gospel strictly, it consists in belief in, and ohedience to, Christ. Its chief traits
are strictness and continuity.
but with the flesh the law of sin.
To serve the law of
sin with the flesh means simply to commit sin under the influence
of the flesh. Now of course I can not serve both the law of
God, with the mind, and the law of sin, with the flesh, at one
and the same time. To serve the one is to slight the other. And
since I can not serve the law of sin continually and be a christian; it follows that the service of sin is only o.rcasional and
exceptional.
lIenee, the meaning must be that w.th the fle.ih,
and not with the mind, I serve the law of sin whr uever I Silo >\l
all. I sin but seldom, suppose, but whenever I de -m, it is '"' It!'.
the flesh as an instrument, or through its influence.
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There is therefore now no condemnation to those in ,~hrist Jesus; 2 for
p.a,.os rijs 'wijs'v
Xp,crrcd 'I'1O'oii ~An,.. ~he la~ of the Spirit of hfe freed ~e
.0'
,
"
•
,
•
•
s:
,
In Chnst Jesus from the law of Sin
ClfPWO'f p.. asto ,.ov VOP.OV,.'1S up.ap,..us and death.
l For what was impossileal Toil 8avaTOV.
ITo "Yap aaVllaTov ,.oii ble for the law, because it was weak
vO,.,.ov, ." cf ~,rlJfvn
a,a rijs O'apICor, " through the lIesh, God by sending
S.or TOV favrov vloll 1T,,,""ar (II "~o.c.,- his Son i? the, likeness of sinful flesh,
,.,.a,.. O'apICos d,.,.apTias leal 1TEpl d,.apTias
a?d. for Sin, did ~ and he ~on?em~ed
,
,
".
'..
sm In the flesh, that the justification
/I'~TfICP'~' '"'Iv d~ap~.all EV T71 O'a!~., • ,~a of the law might be accomplished
in
"0 a,«u,w,.a TOV VO,.OIl 1TA'1P6l811E" '1,.'11 us who walk not according
to the
"ois,.,.~ ICaTa O'apICa 1T'p'7TaToiiO'w QAAa flesh,
but according to the spirit,
/caTa 7Tvfii,.a.
• 01 "Yap ICaTa O'apICa OllTfS • For they that live according to the
,.
'-i,'
,~,
,flesh
attend to the things of the
"a •'"'IS O'apICos
, ., 'l'POVOIIO"II,e o." of «aTa,es;II h b u t th ey th a t I'rve accor di109 t 0
7TVfv,.,.a.Ta TOil ,7TV.II!"aTos'
,To, yap ,cppo' the spirit, the things of the spirit.
"'1,.,.a '"'IS O'ap'<os 8ava,.os, TO a. cppo"'1,.,.a eNow attending to the flesh is death;
roii 7TV,v,.,.aTor ,"'q ICal .1p~v'1· 1 a,o,.. To but attending to the spirit, life and
cppo"'1y.a rijr O'apICor Ex8pa .ir e.ov'
Tcfi peace,;
7 be~ause
~tten~ing to the
"
. e . , "
flesh IS enmity agamst Cod; for he
-yap vo,.ru "011 '011 OIiX \l7TOTaO'O'fTal' th t d
it .
t b di t t th
a
oes 1 IS no 0 e len 0
e
yap aVllaTa"
01
EV O'apl<l OIlTfS law of God:
indeed he can not be.
e.cfi up'O'QL OU aVllallTQL. "y,.iis aE OUI< 8 So then they that are in the flesh
'err'
iv O'apl<l all' (V 7TIIEv,.a,.., .'7T'P can not please God.
9 But you are
rrv.v,.a
efOii oiKEi (II {;,.'v.
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SUMMARY,
No condemnation to those that are in Christ.
For through him the gospel
freed me, when I first became obedient to it, from the law of sin and death.
This the law could not possibly do, oWing to its weakness through the flesh.
But what was impossible for the law, God did, by sending his Son into the
world in a body of human flesh, and as a sin-offering.
Moreover in this
body he condemned all sin committed under influence of the flesh, by showing that such influence can be resisted. He came as a sin-offering that the
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justification of the law, remrssion of sins, might be accomphshed
in us who
II\e not In obedience to the flesh, but to the spirit
To hve according to the
flt.vh 1< to he led by It Into Sin, to live according to the spint IS to be led by
It to do rIght
They that do the former Will die, they that do the latter shall
11\ e
A ttendlng to the flesh 1< continued hostility to God, and he that does
It IS never obedient to his WIll, nor can he be so long as he thus acts
We
are In the spirit, under Its control, provided the Holy Spirit dwe\1s In us,
and if It dwells not in us we are not Christ's
If the Holy Spirrt dwells In
us God Will one day make our bodies alive by it.

The opt:ning of the present chapter is a conclusion, not from
any single premise, but from the general provisions and effects of
the gospel as now set forth 111 the Letter. Under Christ, we arc
justified fi om sin; not only so. we are dead to the law. and consequently released from it; we are dead to sin, and therefore can
not continue in it; we are under favor, and so are 111 no danger of
being triumphed over bj Sill in the end. From the • broad premises the conclusion with which the chapter begins, appelll s to be
drawn.
Indeed it seems not so much a conclusion fi orn pal ticular premises as a conclusion from conclusions. It IS the summary
conclusion from all that has now been established.
The cormection therefore is not, as Luther and some others insist, with the
close of ch. 7, but with the great outstanding features of the
Apostle's whole algument.
There is therefore
now no condemnation
Most probaoly the meamng is, there is now no ground for condemnation.
So complete are the provisions of the gospel for those who are
in Christ Jesus that there remains no reason why they should be
condemned.
They are provisionally, at least, secure equally
agamst danger from past sins and from future.
But the expression must be taken with discrimination.
The Apostle does not
mean to say that should those in Christ sin, they will not be held
responsible for it. For this they will certainly be. But where
they sin and repent, they will be forgiven; so that it still remains
true that there IS no ground for condemnation.
Thus the expression needs to be guarded.
to those in Christ Jesus;
If we construe strictly, those
are meant who have been immersed into Christ, and therefore
are in him; or If more freely, those who are under Christ, or simply obedient to him. According to either construction, those in
Christ are the justified, the saved. To such there is now no condemnation, none for past S1l1S, none for future; unless the future
remain unrepented of at death.
In that event, of course there i.
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condemnation, the reason for which is wilful neglect to seek
remISSIOn. For this, he alone is to blame who sins.
2. for the law of the Spirit
of life
"The Spirit of life,"
I certainly think, denotes the Holy Spirit.
My reasons for so
thinking will be found in what herein follows.
nut why IS the
Holy Spirit called the Spirit of life? The answer is not certain;
but it is possibly so called because it endows with life. From the
Spirit immediately, it may be, we derive the life of our first
quickening.
In the Logos, we are told, is life, universal life.
This life the Spirit may be agent in imparting; and if so, the fact
would justify the title here given it. Or, which is more probable, the answer may be, that the Spirit is so called because it is
to quicken our bodies into life at the resurrection.
This harmonizes better with the subject in hand, and hence its greater
probability.
Or farther, the Spirit may be so styled, because the
law which emanates from it induces the new divine life of the
christian in those that obey it. Or, finally, the reason for so
designating the Spirit may be the sum of all the reasons here
suggested.
"The law of the Spirit of life" I take to be a complex name
for the gospel.
It is so called, first, because it is a law in the
truest sense of the word, being an expression of the divine will;
and, secondly, because it is a rule of conduct. This law the Holy
:3pirit communicated or expressed in human speech. I Cor. ii: 13.
It is hence called "the law of the Spirit."
Moreover, this law
"freed me" (the act is past and non-recurring) from the law ot
sin and death.
This "the law" did when I obeyed it; for then
my sins were remitted, and remission releases from the death
which sin entails.
Not only so, but being freed, my allegiance
became transferred to the gospel; and I was placed under the
strongest obligation to obey the law of sin no more. Now these
things can be predicated of no spirit but the Holy Spirit, nor of
any law save the gospel.
I hence believe the Holy Spirit to be
the spirit meant, and the gospel to be the law.
freed me in Christ Jesus
The collocation "life in Christ
Jesus" is very apt to suggest, as I conceive, a wrong idea, namely, that the life is in Christ; whereas the meaning is that the law
freed me in Christ.
Whether we translate in Christ or by him
IS perhaps immaterial.
Either is correct; and it is not easy to say
which is preferable.
from the law of sin and death
The law of lin and
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death" can not be the law of sin, which is in our members, the
heteron nomon of chap. vii: 23; for, from that law, we have never
been freed, at least, not wholly; nor shall we be till dead. Consequently, I take "the law of sin" to mean whatever law we may
happen to be living under.
It may be Jewish law, or Roman Jaw, or both; and it becomes the Jaw of sin so soon as
broken, and by that act. It is also called "the law of death," for
the reason that every law of actual sin is, in fact, a law of death,
unless the sin be cancelled.
Sin once committed must end in
death unless remitted.
Hence a law of sin is of necessity a law
of death.
3. For what was impossible for the law. The gar here
is clearly epexegetic, that is, it introduces a verse showing how
the gospel freed us in Christ. This much is evident. But the
verse itself is elliptic and anormal. Literally rendered, it reads
thus: For what was an impossibility of the law, because it was
weak tlwough the Jlesh, God Ilaving sent his Son in th» likeness
of the Jlesh of sin, and for sin, condemned sin in the flesh, th:zt
ere. The sense here is obviously incomplete.
Green renders the verse thus: "For where lay the ir.ability of
the law, the matter wherein it was weak through the flesh, God,
by sending his own Son under a resemblance of sinful flesh ~n11
about sin, condemned sin in the flesh, that" &c.
Alford renders thus: "For that which was not in the power
of the law, in that it was weak through the flesh, God sending
his own Son in the likeness of the flesh of sin, and on account of
sin, condemned sin in the flesh, in order that" &c.
MacKnight thus: "For God sending his own Son in the likeness of sinful flesh, and of a sin-offering, hath condemned sin in
the flesh (the thing impossible to the law), because it was weak
through the flesh, that" &c. The transposition here adopted by
MacKnight was probably suggested by Cleric us.
It gives the
sense strikingly, but is not necessary.
The preceding renderings are cited here to show that while
commentators are substantially agreed as to the sense of the
verse, they find it not easy to translate it. The rendering adopted
10 the present work, though assuming and supplying an ellipsis,
will, I have hope, be found true to the original and to give the
sense fully. It is not submitted as perfect, but for lack of a
better.
The thing impossible for the law was to free us from the law
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of sin and death. The highest of human necessities demanded
this liberation. Yet the law could not effect it-neither
that of
Moses, nor any other could. By law it was impossible.
because it was weak through the flesh.
The law could
not effect the needed liberation, because it was weak. But how
weak-weak
within itbelf? Certainly not; for, assuming the law
of Moses to be meant, it was perfect, perfect in strength, perfect
every way. The law was weak relatively; it was weak through
the flesh of those under it. In other words, through weakness of
the flesh, the law was not kept, not kept by any, and when once
broken, it was powerless to deliver. The law could deliver only
on condition of being perfectly kept; but as this never happened,
its failure was complete. Had either Jew or Gentile ever perfect.
ly kept the law under which he lived, he would of course have
been sinless and so uncondemned.
This would ha ve been his
deliverance.
But each alike broke his law; and therefore each
was alike condemned.
From this, the law provided no escape.
Hence the necessity for another way.
God by sending his Son in the likeness of sinful flesh,
God could not deliver from sin and death except through the
death of his Son.
So I believe we are compelled to assume.
And in order to die, his Son must become mortal; and in order
to his being mortal he must become flesh, that is, he must take
upon him, and live in, a body of human flesh. This he did; and
hence the phrase "sending him in the likeness of sinful flesh."
The meaning of this is, that God gave his Son a body composed
of simple human flesh, and having the form of other bodies of
flesh. The flesh of this body was identical with that of all other
human bodies.
It was therefore sinful in the same sense in
which the flesh of Joseph and Mary was at first sinful; and had
his flesh formed the body of a mere man it would have led to sin
just as does human flesh generally. In Christ, however, the flesh
did not lead to sin, not because it was better than, or different
from common human flesh; but because it was kept in perfect
subjection.
He controlled it absolutely, and thus kept it from
leading to sin. The flesh of Christ was sinful, solely because it
possessed the same tendency to sin as other flesh and in the same
degree.
and for sin, did. Not only did God send his Son in the like'tess of sinful flesh, but he sent him for sin; that is, to r lake ex,iation for it, and so put it away.
In this sense the context
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requires the clause "for sin" to be understood; for it is through
Christ as a sin-offering that the law of the Spirit of life frees us
from the law of sin and death. "In the likeness of sinful flesh"
states how God sent his Son; "for sin," the end for which.
and he condemned sin in the flesh, A clause the meaning
of which I find it difficult to discover; nor do commentators generally seem to have studied it to much advantage.
The words
are very common, to be sure, and their arrangement simple; but
the exact import of each is not clear. What, first, are we to understand by the word sin, in the ex pression, "sin in the flesh"?
Certainly it does not signify an act, as when we say, sin is the
transgression of law; for sin in the flesh in this sense is inconceivable. Nor can the word denote any substantive thing in the
flesh, such as we mean when we say, sin is a moral evil. It must,
then, it seems to me, denote either the sinful tendency of the
flesh, or those actual sins committed in the flesh under its influence. It can hardly denote the former; for to condemn a mere
tendency of the flesh would be to condemn not only what is not
lin, but what existed as certainly in the flesh of the Savior as in
that of his mother. This then we can not admit; because Christ
was in no part or sense, or way, the subject of condemnation.
I
hence conclude that the word denotes those actual sins committed by the human family in the flesh under its influence.
Now how did God, by sending his Son in the likeness of sinful
flesh, condemn sin in this sense? Did he judicially pronounce
upon it and assess its penalty? Hardly, I presume; for between
lending his Son in the flesh, and such a procedure, there is no
connection; yet a connection clearly exists between the sending
and condemning.
I am of opinion, then, that the sense in
which God condemned sin in the flesh is the sense in which the
word condemned is used in the foUowing passage: "Men of
Nineveh shall rise in the judgment with this generation, and
shall condemn it; because they repented at the preaching of
Jonah, and behold a greater than Jonah is here." Matt. xii: ,po
Now the Ninevites will condemn the generation contemporary
with the Savior by showing that what that generation did Wal
wholly inexcusable, and therefore deserving of condemnation.
This the Ninevites will do by showing that, in a given case, they
themselves did right under circumstances far less favorable than
thole under which the generation named did wrong.
Thil il
condemnation on the principle that he who resista lin in a eer-
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tain case shows him to be wrong who commits It 10 the same
case. God sent his Son in the likeness of sinful flesh. We are in
no more. Yet Christ never yielded to the flesh, though tempted
in all respects as we are. He thus proved that the flesh can be
successfully resisted, and a sinless life maintained.
Hereby also
he showed that we can resist the flesh, if we will; and consequently that we are inexcusable where we fail, and so arc
justly condemnable.
It was thus in my Judgment that God condemned bin in the flesh. He showed that it is not of necessity,
but wilful, and therefore worthy of condemnation.
But in reply to this it may be said that the cases are not parallel; that Christ was all-mighty, and therefore could resist what we
can not. I grant that Christ was almighty, but deny that he
either found it necessary to resist as an almighty being, or that he,
in fact, did it. He resisted simply as the "son of man," and thus
showed what man as man is capable of. It was this very circumstance that constituted his resistance a just basis on which to
condemn us. Nor is it true that we can not resist the flesh. We
will not, not we can not. For if in any case we can not resist,
then in that case we can not sin. Whatever must be is no sin.
4. that the justification
of the law might be accomplished in us, "The justification of the law" is the justification
which the law proposed and sought; but which it never realized,
namely, complete acquittal from every sin. This is the justification which is now, in Christ, accomplished in us. The proper
connection of the present clause is with the expression "for sin."
God sent his Son "for sin," sent him to make expiation for it,
that the justification of the law might be accomplished in us.
Most expositors connect and translate thus: God condemned
sin in the flesh, that the requirement of the law might be fulfilled
in us. But surely this is erroneous. For first, there is no dependence, in respect to sense, of the latter clause upon the former;
nor is the former perceivably conducive to the latter. Second,
the requirement of the law, which is perfect obedience, is no
more fulfilled in us of this day than it was in those of the day of
Moses. No christian ever yet achieved it.
I hence reject both
this connection and translation.
By far the most important word in the clause now in hand is
dikaioma. The reader will notice that I render it justification.
Is
this rendering both demanded and tenable? I believe it is. First,
it is demanded by the context.
God provided his Son a body
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and sent him into the world-for
what great primary end? Confessedly, that he might offer himself as a sacrifice for sin. But
why offer himself as a sacrifice for sin? Indisputably,
that sin
might be forgiven, or that men might be justified. Justification
was the very object for which he made expiation.
Now, as in
the clause, "for sin," expiation is the fact signified; and as dikaioma expresses the object of this fact, it therefore follows that
justification is the very word demanded by the context.
Second. Is justification tenable; in other words, is it an authorized translation?
Of seven Lexicons sitting by me, all give
justification as a prominent meaning of dikaioma, while most of
them, and they the best, give it as the second meaning. U nquestionably then it is an authorized translation.
I hence feel safe in
adopting it.
"That justification might be accomplished In us."
"In us"
here does not signify within us, but in our case. The meaning
is, in order that each one of us might be justified.
who walk not according
to the flesh, but according
to
the spirit.
The word spirit here denotes the human spirit,
and not the Holy Spirit.
Commentators, however, have generally construed it to signify the latter; but the construction is
gratuitous.
It is attributable to an erroneous theory of Spiritual
influence in the work of salvation.
To be thrusting the Holy
Spirit forward upon all occasions and into every thing is as uuauthorized as to ignore its agency altogether.
We best subserve
the interest of truth and of humanity when we interpret the word
of God according to its meaning, and not according to ours.
Flesh and spirit here are clearly the outer and inner man of the
christian, and stand opposed to each other as the two great prin
ciples of action, which decide life to be good or bad, acceptable
or not with God. To walk according to the flesh is to be subject
to it and carried away by its tendency to sin; to walk according
to the spirit is to be obedient to its constant wish to do right.
If the expression "that justification might be accomplished in
us," be taken to mean accomplished in us in the end or final
judgment, then the clause in hand not only describes how
christians are to live; but it also states a condition of that final
justification.
'rVe are to walk according to the spirit, otherwise
we shall not then be justified. Or if the meaning be "that justification might be accomplished in us" at our conversion, then the
clause merely tells how christians are to live, without stating a
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condition of the juvtification.
But even in this case, though the
mode of life described be no condition of the past justiticauon,
it is still a condition of the future. Of these two view" the former is preferred.
5. For they that live according to the flesh
Literally,
they that are according to the flesh. But eimi means not only to
be, to exist, but, as included in these, to live. N ow as to live is
certainly its meaning here, it is best so to render it. We then
have an expression true to the sense and perfectly clear.
attend to the things of the flesh;
Phronco signifies minding in the sense of giving attention to, pursuing, being devoted to.
Attend to very aptly and closely renders it here. "The things of
the flesh" can not include all the wants of the flesh; for many of
these are la wful, and it is therefore right to gratify them.
The
phrase then must signify only those evil desires and tendencies
which lead to sin. Hence to attend to things of the flesh means
to indulge these, and so commit sin.
The gar of the present verse seems to have reference to a l>Uppressed sentence; and if so, the connection and senve may be
thus indicated: "That the justification of the law might be accomplished in us who walk not according to the flesh, hilt according
to the spirit." And unless we tllus walk we sllallnot be justified.
For they that live according to the flesh attend to its evil inclinations, and so lead lives of sin, which will prevent their justification.
but they that live according
to the spirit,
the things
of the spirit.
"The things of the spirit" are all those holy
interevts which involve our welfare both for the present and the
future, those right acts and pure spiritual states in which the
inner man delights. To be and do these is the strongest wish of
the enlightened and sanctified soul. Now to live according to
the spirit is to give undivided heed to these things, to exert our
w hole strength to do and be these even to the minutest item. It
is, in short, to live in strict accordance with the conscious bent
of the soul to do right.
Where we make the proper effort to
live thus, and fail, God in mercy will forgive the failure, so that
the justification of the law will still be accomplished in us at last.
6. Now attending
to the flesh is death;
Explanatory
of the first part of the preceding verse.
Attending to the flesh
is a life of perpetual sin; and every such life, if persisted in,
must end in death.
There is no other alternative.
The death
an is eternal death.
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but attending
to the spirit, life and peace;
Of course
the prior duty is to become a christian.
The spirit is then enlightened by the word of God; is pure, being free from sin; and
strengthened by the Holy Spirit. Its perception of ri;::;-ht,
from this
on, is clear, and its desire to practice it ardent.
Henceforth the
life must pass in attending to the spirit. But even now the spirit
must be attended to, only as it attends to the truth.
Attention
to the truth on its part, alone renders it the safe criterion it is.
The result, even in the present state, will be great peace, and
hereafter, everlasting life.
7. because attending to the flesh is enmity against God.
Or if any prefer it, the minding of the flesh. But since the
Minding of the flesh is simply attending to it, minding has no advantage over attending.
Indeed, attending is preferable, because
more familiar and clearer.
The clause has reference to the first
part of v. 6, and states the reason for what is there said. Attending to the flesh is contrary to the will of God, and therefore
wrong.
It can hence bring only death.
That alone can bring
life which strictly accords with the divine will. "Enmity against
God" is not expressive of a feeling towards him. It merely characterizes a course of conduct.
Attending (0 the flesh is a life.
and as such is contrary to his wishes.
It is therefore called enmity.
for he that does it is not obedient to the law of God:
indeed he can not be.
I claim the privilej-e of but a slight
liberty with the text here, the reason for which will be presently
given.
The whole verse is thus rendered in our common Bible:
"Because the carnal mind is enmity against God; for it is not
subject to the law of God, neither indeed can be." The margin
suhstitutes "the minding of the flesh," which is better.
Now in every case of attending to the flesh, of course there is
some person who does the attending.
The person is the responsible party to the transaction; and I propose so to render as to
make him the subject of the verb, instead of the noun minding
True, the sense remains the same, whether we make the person
who attends the subject, or his act of attending.
But although
we thereby certainly give a different turn to the thought, we, at
the same time, secure a better expression of the sense. I grant
that the new rendering creates a short ellipsis, but as this is filled
in a way which merely gives boldness to the sense without altering- it, no objection can lie against it. I add, as proper, that a
hint found in Bengel suggests to me the rendering.
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Attending to the flesh is enmity against God. As both proof
and illustration, he that does it is not obedient to the law of God.
That is, he is not obedient to the law so long as he attends to the
flesh, for the plain reason that he can not be obedient to both at
the same time. He must cease to attend to the flesh, before he
can be obedient to the law. This he is required to do from his
conversion on. The law of God is the same as the law of the
Spirit of life-it is the gospel.
But what causes a man to cease to attend to the flesh? The
gospel; or to amplify a little, the law of God as addressed to the
human heart in the death of Christ for sin, and in the provisions
made in the gospel for remission of sin, and the final glorification
of the faithful. These things presented to the understanding and
affections cause men to turn from attending to the flesh to the
obedience of belief.
But the popular exposition of the passage, as based on the common rendering of the verse just cited, deserves an incidental
remark.
The mind of the flesh is set down as an innate corruption of human nature, resulting from the fall, and removable only
by a direct and powerful operation of the Holy Spirit. Previously
to this operation, man is held to be totally depraved, and as incapable of any act of acceptable obedience.
Without it he is lost;
with it he is regenerate and fitted for the Master's use. Being
now spiritually minded, he loves Christ with his whole heart, and
obeys him in a renewed will.
The only comment I have to make on this exposition is that it
is without support from holy Writ,
It is, I grant, a cherished
and wide-spread theory, but nevertheless a mere human opinion.
It wholly lacks the stamp of God, and is therefore f~' 'e.
indeed he can not be.
I render the gar 01 this clause
indeed for no reason except to avoid so many fors.
By the
intensive form nothing is lost to the sense, and we have more
pleasant English.
The full sense of the clause is, he who
attends to the flesh is not only not obedient to the law of God.
but he can not be. That is, he can not be while attending to the
flesh. The law of God and the evil tendency of the flesh are two
antagonistic things.
Hence, in order to obey that, we must turn
from this. But the meaning is not, that it is impossible for him
Who is now attending to the flesh ever, in any event, to become
a christian; for this would cut off all from salvation, since all at
the first, attend to the flesh. The meaning is that obedience to
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the sinful inclinations of the flesh must cease before obedience to
GO(! can set in.
8. So then they that are in the flesh can not please
God.
Those in the flesh here must he those that are controlled
by it; for the mere circumstance of being in the flesh locally can
not be olfensi ve to God; and although it is an obstacle to pleasing
him, it is not an insuperable one, as appears from the next verse.
I hence conclude that to be in the flesh is the same as to be sub.
servient to it. The reason why those in the flesh can not please
God is that they are all the while sinning against him. They can
not serve the fie"h and God at the same time.
The de of the clause has given commentators
great trouble.
In speaking of it Tholuck says: "\Ve must either suppose that,
in an anomalous way, the de stands for gar, in which case the
sentence would be of the nature of a corrollary to the preceding
verse: or we must, on the other hand, consider de as substituted
for oun, and as deducing an inference from the whole preceding
context."
MacKnight considers it illative, and cites several pas
sage., to confirm his view; Green and Sawyer render it and;
Alford renders it but, and thinks the so then of the E.V. erroneous.
Riddle regards it as metabatic; and Stuart holds that it resumes
the matter of the first clause of v. 7, and repeats it in another
form. Hodge and Bloomfield both render it so then, while Wirier
says it never means therefore, then. Now in the midst of opinions ,,0 discordant as these a decisi on can hardly be regarded as
easy. But and and are certainly the common meaning of de, so
then being rare; and yet, with Hodge and Bloomfield, I prefer so
then. My reasons are two: I. I can find no other rendering that
seems closer. 2. So then gives the best connection, if not the best
sense.
g. But you are not in the flesh, but in the spirit, Not to
be in the flesh is not to live according to it; and not to live according to it is not to allow it to control us; it is, in a word, not
to "in under pressure of its influence.
But in the spirit.
The
word spirit here denotes the human spirit; nor can I see how
anyone ever came to think otherwise:
It is a sheer assumption
to say that it denotes the Holy Spirit.
To be in the flesh is to
live the life of the sinner; to be in the spirit, to live the life of
the christian.
Flesh governs the one, spirit governs the other;
and as the flesh is his flesh who is governed by it, so the spirit is
his spirit who is governed by it. It is virtual tautology to say that
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we are governed by the Holy Spirit provided the Holy Spirit
dwelIs in us; for one very purpose for which the Holy Spirit
dwells in us is control. Consequently I can not think the Holy
spirit here referred to.
provided
God's Spirit dwells in you;
The phrase God's
Spirit here means the Holy Spirit. No other interpretation, I
feel sure, is tenable. To make it mean a holy disposition or ternper of mind is out of the question. To say you are in the spirit
provided a holy disposition dwells in you is trivial. I can not
attribute such a sentiment to Paul. And as there is no other
Spirit of God that dwelIs in the christian but the Holy Spirit, we
are compelIed to take the phrase as signifying the Holy Spirit.
If asked why it is called the Spirit of God, I answer, we are
without the means of knowing.
It may be so called because it
,is indeed God's Spirit, the very Spirit that inhabits him, or be.cause it proceeds from him or is sent hy him. On these points
we have no knowledge, and speculation is idle.
But what means the remark: "You are in the spirit pro·
vided God's Spirit dwells in you." My reply will be found in
What here follows: J. The Holy Spirit dwells in the regenerate
heart. This I set down as a fact too clearly taught in holy Writ
to be questioned.
2. That one chief mode in which the Holy
Spirit helps the christian is by strengthening his spirit. Eph. iii:
16. 3. The christian's being successfully under control of his
own spirit IS conditional, the condition being that the Holy Spirit
shall dwell in him and help him. Hence the remark amounts to
this: You are in the spirit, are under control of your own spirit,
provided the Holy Spirit dwells in you to aid you, otherwise you
are not. To be under the control of the spirit is to live according
to it, instead of according to the flesh.
and if anyone has not Christ's Spirit he is not his.
He
is not hili for the reason that he can not be, which goes to confirm the view just taken of the preceding clause.
The term
Christ's Spirit denotes the Holy Spirit, and in sense is identical
with the Spirit of God. To have Christ's Spirit means to have it
dwelIing within us; and not to have it within us is not to be
under control of our own spirit, and not to be so controlIed is not
to be a christian.
Thus having the Spirit depends on being a
christian, and successfully living the christian life depends on
having the Spirit.
10. But though
Christ dwells in you,
The whole of thia
17
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verse is thought to be unusually difficult, the difficulty consistmg,
not so much in the words used, as in the sentiment expressed.
The ei of the clause I render though, because the sense demands
it Indeed, without this rendering, the verse seems to be inexplicable, whereas with it no serious difficulty remains. True,ei i8
seldom to be thus translated, though in peculiar connections it
may be. In speaking of it Trollope says: "Both in the classics
and in the New Testament it may frequently be rendered although." Grk. Gram. to N. T. p. I9I. The present I hold to be
one of the instances in which it must be thus rendered.
But I
shall advert to this point again presently.
From v. 9 I supply dwells instead of is, which gives a bolder
sense. But how does Christ dwell in christians; for the though
of the clause concedes the fact. The inquiry, be it noticed, respects the mode only, of the dwelling.
Accordingly I reply, he
dweJ}s not in person, but repn:sent}ltjYeJy.
He oweJ1s in christians by his Spirit. Paul tells the disciples in Ephesus that they
were built together for a dwelling-place of God in or by the
Spirit. Now as God dwelt in them, so Christ dwells in us. The
Spirit dwells literally in us, Christ, by the Spirit. The mode of
this dwelling we do not affect to understand.
It is inexplicable.
The fact of it we accept, but venture on no explanations.
the body is dead
The body is dead in the sense of being
doomed to die; and for this reason it is said to be now what it i8
sure to be hereafter. This is a very common mode of speech in
the Bible. By "dead" is meant simply natural death. Literally of
course the body is not dead in any sense. Of necessity then we
must take "dead" in some qualified sense; alld no other seems admissible except the one just named.
Besides, no other view appears to suit the expression "made alive" found in the next verse.
But expositors are by no means uniform ill their explanation of
;ne clause. By some; the word body is made to stand for rhe
••••
hole person, and "dead" for spiritually dead.
According to
them the meaning is: But if Christ dwells in you, you are spirit'Jally dead, because of sin. But the objections to this view are
decisive. 1. How can anyone be styled spiritually dead in whom
Christ dwells by his Spirit? The thing is incredible. 2. The
persons here spoken of are the regenerate.
How then can they
be said to be spiritually dead? They are the very opposite.
By others, "dead" is taken in the sense (If inactive or dead to
ain. Within itself the import is good, and elsewhere is true; but
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here it does not connect with the following clause. To say, If
Christ dwells in you the body IS inactive or dead to sin, because
of sin, is not intelligible. The parts are without natural coherence and amount to a jumble.
I hence conclude that the solution just proposed IS the true
one. It certainly strikes me as less cumbered with difficulties
than any other.
because of sin;
Dia hamartian admits of no other rendering than this, or an equivalent one. Sin then is the cause of the
death here predicated of the body. But sin causes but one death
to the body, which is natural death. From this I again conclude
that the preceding view of "dead" is the correct one. "Because
of sin"-what
sin? There is but one sin that causes death to
the body, namely, Adam's. "Because of sin" then must signify
because of Adam's sin. Assuming this to be correct, and the
meaning is: But though Christ dwells ill you, which he does by
his Spirit, the body is still to die because of Adam's sin.
But here I again revert to the particle ei. Rendering as usua
thus: If Christ dwells in you the body is dead, aud the body
being dead is clearly a result of the indwelling of Christ, the irnplication being that if Christ dwells not in you the body is not
dead. According to this view, "dead" means inactive, as if dead,
or dead to sin. So far all goes well. The sense is clear, and
within itself, I believe, strictly true, though not true here. But
let us now add the third clause. If Christ dwells in you the body
is dead because of sin.
Now is sin the cause of the body being
inactive or dead to sin? Not at all. Here then we encounter an
insuperable difficulty. From it I see no escape. Clearly then we
must seek some other solution of "dead." Let us then render
again, taking "tIead" in the sense of being doomed to die, which
I believe to be its true sense: If Christ dwells in you the body
is dead, is doomed to die. But how from Christ's dwelling in us
is the future death of the body to result? Obviously it in no way
either depends on or results from it. Consequently we must
have recourse to still a different expedient. I render by using
though: Though Christ dwells in you, the body is dead; is doomed
to die, because of sin, Adam's sin. Here every thing is faultlessthe senses, dependence of clause, and coherence of thought. I
add that Hodge renders much as I do, the only difference being
that he places though in the second clause instead of in the first,
which however changes not the sense.
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yet the spirit is life because of justification.
The de of
this clause is best rendered by yet or still, either of which gives
a good sentence, and avoids the two frequent use of out. The
abstract life is here put for the concrete alive, the sense being,
the spirit is alive because of justification.
Nor does even this
bring the meaning fully out. The word dead in the preceding
clause signifies to be hereafter dead.
So the word alive here
means to be alive not only now but hereafter and forever. Sin
occasions death alike to both body and spirit. Adam's sin causes
that, our own, causes this. But justification releases us from both
our own sins and their consequent sentence of death. Now in
virtue of this double release, the spirit is alive now and will
cuntinue to be. It is not even exposed to death, except in cases
of apostasy, and therefore will never die. Die is used here to
denote the second death which is predicable alike of body and
spirit. Strictly,therefore is the spirit alive because of justification.
Commentators generally render the dikaiosunen of this clause
righteousness.
For this however it is not hard to account. It is
due to theories of imputed and implanted righteousness.
But
both the scope and sense require justification. The body is condemned to die because of sin, while the spirit lives because of
release from it, not because of righteousness. "The just by belief
shall live."
II.
Moreover
if the Spirit of him who raised Jesus
from the dead dwells in you,
He who raised Jesus from
the dead is the Father, and his spirit is the Holy Spirit.
If the
Spirit dwells in you. This is the antecedent of a simple conditional syllogism.
The Apostle assumes its truth; and since he
assumes it we must concede it. Indeed without this, his conch..sion could be denied.
The Holy Spirit then actually dwells in
every child of God. This granted, and we are ready for the
consequent.
he that raised Christ from the dead will also make
alive your mortal bodies
He will make them alive in the
general resurrection of the just at the last day. The identical
body ::1 which we now live is to be literally restored to life. No
hope touches the christian to the quick like this. Not only 80,
but on being restored, the body will be peculiarly endowed.
It
will be a spiritual body. What this means we do not know; but
we have confidence that it augurs some strange good. Into this
renewed body the spirit is to return-the
spirit that is a living,
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conscious entity, learning all the while from the moment in which
in leaves the body at death, until that in which it returns.
For
that is a profound stupidity which holds man to have no spirit;
and that a profounder still which consigns his spirit to sleep at
death.
by his Spirit that dwells in you.
Shall we here read dia
pneumatos, or dia pneuma-by
his Spirit, or because 0/" his Spirit?
The question is not easily settled.
The authorities on each side
are about equal, the better manuscripts favoring the former
rendering; the greater number, the latter; while doctrinal considerations, not less perhaps than critical, have played their part in
the controversy.
Most modern critics favor the Accusative, not
it seems from any preponderance of authority in its favor, but
because, of the two readings, it is the more likely to have been
altered.
The Genitive gives the clearer and sharper sense; and
therefore it is thought that the motives to alter it would be fewer
than those to alter the other.
But in the present case, this is not
certain. Upon the whole, I decide, after careful thought, to retain
the Genitive till I have more decisive grounds than at present for
rejecting it. In this decision I am influenced mainly by the bet
ter sense which the Genitive gives.
If the Holy Spirit dwells in you,God will also make alive your
mortal bodies by it in the last day. This he will do by the Spirit
as the immediate agent of the event.
Christ himself was put to
death in the flesh, but made alive by the Spirit. There is nothing
novel then in ascribing the resurrection of the body to the same
agent. Indeed the very reason for denominating the Spirit, v. 2,
the Spirit of life is, probably, the fact that it is to make alive at
last the bodies of the elect.
At least I feel favorable to this
opinion.
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SUMMARY.

We owe the flesh nothing, that we should live according to its evil inclinat)01)'O. Be'O;'de'O,to Eve tn\1'O wiH end in death.
But {f by ahi cl the Hvq
Spirit we put an end to the deeds of the body, we shall Iive. So many, and
no more, as are led by God's Spirit are his sons; and we have this Spirit, for
we received it at our baptism; and in it we now cry to him, calling him
Father.
12. So then, brethren,
we are bound, not to the flesh,
to live according to the flesh.
Ara oun here are conclusive,
and are neatly rendered by so then. But from what do they draw
the conclusion which they introduce?
Not, as Alford thinks,
from the "assurance in the last verse;" but from all that has now
been said upon the nature and effects both of living according to
the flesh and according to the spirit.
To live according to the
flesh is wrong, because it invariably ends in sin. So to live,
therefore, is enmity against God; and consequently, if persisted
in, must end '10 everlasting death. We therefore owe it to God
and to ourselves not to live according to the flesh.
But though not debtors to the flesh, to what are we debtors?
The answer is implied, but no doubt can exist as to what it is.
Weare debtors to the spirit to live according to it. To live according to the spirit is, first, everlasting life, and then, everlasting
peace.
High then as these great interests are, so high are our
obligations to live according to the spirit.
13. For if you live according to the flesh, you shall die;
The matter of v. 6 reiterated and enlarged.
There we have
attending to the flesh, phronema tes sarkos; here kata sarka
6ele.
Now that to live according to the flesh is the same Ill!
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attending to it, no one can doubt.
The latter expression, therefore, which is perfectly clear, forms a happy comment on the
former, and shows that I have rendered it correctly.
Attending
to the flesh is being devoted to its sinful inclinations; while living
according to it is embodying these inclinations in actual sins.
The phrase mellete apothneskein means going to die or destined
to die.
But as our simple shall die is familiar and quite true,
there is no necessity for departing from it.
but if by the Spirit, you put an end to the deeds of the
body,
Does the word spirit here denote the Holy Spirit or the
human? The question is not easily decided. The clause itself i&
without any verbal marks determining which is meant; and the
context will admit either.
In such cases we have little more to
guide us than conjecture, which at best settles nothing.
Nevertheless I decide in favor of the Holy Spirit.
My reasons for so
deciding are two: 1. The human spirit yields a difficult, if even
a tolerable sense. 2. The next verse seems to require the Holy
Spirit to be understood.
According to this view the sense is:
But if hyaid of the Holy Spirit, which dwells in you, you put an
end to the deeds of the body, you shall live. This sentiment is
strictly correct, and is therefore an additional reason for thinking
that the Holy Spirit is meant
"But if by the Spirit you put an end to." Still the will is to be
your will, the effort your effort, and the result your deed. To
you the whole is to seem to be your own unaided act. You will
hence approve or blame whenever you succeed or fail, just as
though wholly unassisted. Nevertheless the Holy Spirit will aid
you. But this aid will all be tendered hack out of sight. It will
not be pushed out so as to come under the eye of consciousness.
You will hence never be able to take any sensible notice of it.
You will be conscious of the effort, and you Can know the result.
But you are told merely, that you are aided. Hence the fact that
YOIl are so if>matter of belief, not of knowledge.
Instead of the common rendering "put to death the deeds of
the body," I prefer put an end to. It is not very congruous to
!lay put to death deeds. Besides, the obvious meaning of thanatoute here is put an end to. Of course the deeds meant are those
sinful deeds of the body, which we commit under its influence.
These we are to put an end to. Not that we may ever expect to
succeed completely, but we are to make the effort to do so. If we
then fail, which we are sure to do, the failure will be forgiven.
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14. For 80 many as are lead by the Spirit of God, The
scope of thought seems to be this: If by the Spirit you put an
end to the deeds of the body, you are led by the Spirit; and if
you are led by the Spirit, you are sons of God. "For so many as
are led," &c.
But what kind of "leading" is here meant-an occult, internal,
inexplicable leading, or an external, explicable one by the truth?
Before replying, let us ask, who are led? Certainly not the unconverted, but christians.
In those led, then, the Holy Spirit
already dwells. What kind of leading then is it? I answer, both
internal and external. To whatever extent the Holy Spirit by its
indwelling strenghtens the human spirit, to enahle it to control
the flesh, to that extent the leading is internal. To whatever extent the motives of the gospel, when brought to bear on the mind
in the written word, enlighten and strenghten it, and so enable it
to keep the body in subjection, to that extent the leading is external. The leading, then, consists of the whole of the influences
of every kind, spent by the Holy Spirit on the human spirit, in
enabling it to keep the body under.
More definitively than this,
t would not be wise to attempt to speak.
these are sons of God. That is, these remain sons of God
For the Apostle is not speaking of originally becoming sons, but
of continuing such. We became sons, at first, by being born of
water and of Spirit; but we continue such by being led bj
ilie Spirit.
IS. For you did not receive the spirit of slavery ending
again in fear;
"Slavery" refers to their state of bondage to sin
before their conversion. "Ending again in fear" means ending
in or producing the fear of death and of the future to which the)
were subject in their former state. You did not receive at yOUI
baptism, for the reference is to that time, a spirit producing this
fear. On the contrary, you received the Holy Spirit in accordance with the promise: "Repent and be baptized each of you, ill
the name of Jesus Christ, for remission of sins, and you shall
receive the gift of the Holy Spirit."
Acts ii: 38. This Spirit
produces no fear such as you formerly suffered from.
but you received the spirit of sonship in which you cry,
Father.
The spirit of sonship is the Holy Spirit, which belongs
to a state of sonship, or which is given to those that are sons.
Being sons, and besides being filled with the spirit which belongs
to them, you are no longer subject to your former fears, but in
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your gladness of heart and love of God, you cry out to him,
Father.
The usual expression, Abba, Father, is gratuitous.
Abba, is
the Chaldee word for father, while pater is its Greek synonym.
The latter is the mere translation of the former. Nor can a reason be given for retaining abba, which does not require us to
retain pater, Father. If we transfer either untranslated we should
transfer both; and to translate the one and not the other is arbitrary.
As pater in Greek is abba in Chaldee, so father in
English i~ both. I hence use only one word.
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heirs, joint-heirs with Christ, provided we suffer with him, that we may
also be glorified with him. I.Now I
count that the sufferings of the pressent time are not worthy to be named
with the glory that shall be revealed
for us. I"For the earnest expectation of the creation is waiting for the
revelation of the sons of God. ~u Now
the creation was made subject to
frailty, not willingly, but for his sake
who subjected it in hope. 21 Because
the creation itself is to be delivered
from the bondage of corruption into
the glorious freedom of the children
of God.
2~ For we know
that the
whole creation groans together and
is in pain until now. 23 And not only
it, but even we ourselves, thou~h
having the first fruit of the Spirit,
even we groan within ourselves while
waiting for the sonship, the deliverance of our bodies.
2. For in this
hope were we saved.
But hope seen
is not hope; for what one sees why
still does he hope for? 2' But if we
hope for what we see not, with patience we wait for it.

SUMMARY.
The Holy Spirit testifies with our spirit that we are children of God, and
If children, then [oint-heirs with Christ, provided we suffer with him. Bu&
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the sufferings we are to undergo are not worthy to be flamed with the future
glory which awaits us
So great IS that glory that even creation, or so much
of It a' was affected by the tall, 16 waning for and anxlou6ly expectmg the
daj when the children of God shall reahze It
Creation was, by the curse,
subjected to frailty much in the same way as man, and like him WI hope of a
dehverance
from it.
Under this curse creation groans together and is in
pain till now; and not only creation, but we too who have the earnest of the
Spmt groan" ith It, while waitmg for the deliverance of our bodies from the
gra\e
In hope of this deliverance we were saved, and we are cherrshmg it
still
True we have not yet attained what we thus hope for, but we are
waiting in confidence that we shall

16. The Spirit itself testifies
with OUt spirit that we
are children
of God;
If we are led by the Spn it of God
(v. 14) then are we children of God; that is, We remam his children, for the question of onginally becoming children is not here
in view. We are hvmg either according to the flesh, or according
to the spirit, as led by the Holy Spint.
If the latter, then ale we
chrldi en of God. Are we so led? This is the decisive question.
Now the Hofy Spint dwells within us to strengthen us and lead
us. This is indisputable.
It therefore knows whether we are so
led 01 not, and can so say. This then IS its testimony-c-that we
are led by it.
And so With our own spirits. We know witlun ourselves what
is our spiritual state, what our wish, intent, and effort. Are these
in strict accoi dance With the Father's will as read m his word?
Are we Jiving closely up to this will, and holulTlg the evil inclinations of the flesh in check? Are we keeping- the body under?
Over all its perverse tendencies is a spint, enh~htened and pure,
dominant?
All this we know within our!>elves, and to it can
testify. Finally, we know that we are living according to OUI
own spirit; and the Holy Spirit knows that we ale led by it.
Now if led by this, and hvmg accordmg to that, then are we
children of God. To that the Holy Spint testifies, to this, the
human. Thus the two testify together that We are children or
God.
But the passage is sometimes interpreted very differently.
It
is maintained that the Holy Spirit lays down the conditions of
the new birth, and declares that upon cornphance with them, we
are children.
This, it is alleged, IS the Spirit's testimony.
And,
on the other hand, it is held that we know within ourselves
whether we have or have not complied With these conditions.
Thrv, It is said, is the testimony of our spirits.
Most of what is here said is certainly true, but it involves a
misapplication of the passage.
How we became children is not
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the subject in hand, but how we remain such.
Continuing, not
becoming, is the fact in question.
17. and if children,
also heirs, God's heirs, joint-heirs
with Christ,
If you are God's children, it follows that you are
his heirs; and farther, since Christ is his Son, it also follows that
you are joint-heirs with him. Whatever inheritance, therefore,
awaits him as Son, also awaits you as children. There is perhaps
this distinction to be taken notice of, that lis Christ is Son by
reason 0: his nature, he inherits in virtue of absolute right, while
we, being children merely by adoption, inherit by courtesy. Of
the nature and extent of the inheritance to which we are heirs,
we shall never know much till we go hence and enter upon it.
Were an effort made to explain it to us, most likely, while we
are in our present condition, we should be incapable of understanding it.
prol'iaea we suffer witn nim, tnat we may also be glorified with him.
Weare
now joint-heirs with Christ, but in
order to realize the sublime inheritance with him, we must lead
the life he led. We must suffer as he suffered, if we would be
as he is. Not that we are required to suffer to the same extent;
for in mercy we are spared tnis.
But if fidelIty to him happens
to lead us into sufferings, be they great or small, we must endure
them, and endure them as he did, without a murmur.
But we
must not court sufferings; we are merely not to decline them; for
if excessive they may break us. No one can know beforehand
how an untried ill will affect him.
Better succeed without it if
we can.
The following has been suggested as the proper clausal connection: Joint-heirs with Christ, that we may also be glorified
with him. But this is clearly wrong. The true connection is:
Suffer with Christ, that we may also be glorified with him.
The phrase, "provided we suffer with him," would seem to imply some doubt in regard to our suffering, or that we may escape
it. But this I presume is not meant. The import I take to be:
provided we suffer as becomes joint-heirs with Christ.
From
sutfering in this life none are free, the children of God not more
than others.
Whatever may be the inequalities of life in other
respects, suffering at least is common to all. Nor perhaps is it
desirable that it should be otherwise.
It is OUr anguish of spirit
here more than all things else that causes tiS to sigh for the peace
to come.
We are all doomed to suffering in this life; but we
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bear not our sufferings becomingly.
We pine under them and
mourn over them,
But this is not Christ-like.
It is divine to
suffer with a brave mute heart.
18. Now I count that the sufferings of the present time
There are then sufferings of the present time, mighty suffering'>,
5ui1erings '10 boayana
mmd ; indeed not a day, nay an hOUT,
passes without them. The weight of years lies burdensomely en
pious Simeon, while the pure and lovely Mary has her heart
pierced through with many sorrows.
The noble and tl,e mean
alike meet suffering in the way.
Nor till the grave shuts over
the good is their suffering' at an end.
are not worthy to be named with the glory that shall
be revealed
for us.
The idea seems to be, that great as our
sufferings are and much as we make of them, still they are utterly
imigniticant, indeed not even worthy of mention in the light of
the glory which is to be revealed for us. The word glory here
denotes the fullness of the honor and happiness which awaits the
children of God at the resurrection.
"Revealed" implies that this
"glory" is yet covered from human sight,
No full account of it
has yet been given.
A vague but exciting hint is all we have.
"Revealecl for us," not in us, but strictly for us, for our benefit.
19. For the earnest expectation
of the creation is waiting for The course of thought appears to be this: The sufferings
of the present time, however great in our estimation, are too insignificant to be mentioned with the glory that is to be revealed for
us. That glory then must be very great. Indeed so surpassingly
great is it that even creation is looking forward to it with intense
eag-erness. Instead of the expression, "the earnest expectation
of the creation is waiting," we would say, the creation is earnestly expecting and waiting for. But the Greek will not admit of
being thus rendered.
In apokaradokia the apo is merely intensive, the word meaning earnest expectation.
"It is," as Hodge
happily expres~es it, "an expectation that waits the time out, that
never fails till the object is attained."
But what is the meaning of KT{(T', here rendered creation? On
all hands the question is allowed to be difficult. Opinions on the
import of the word are about as numerous as the pens used in
setting them down; and they clash in hopeless confusion. Hodge
enumerates no less than six distinct acceptations in which the
word has been taken; willie Stuart mentions eleven.
The former covers seven pages in discussing it; the latter, five. From
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these facts and other similar ones that might be mentioned, the
reader will draw at least two conclusions:
1. That the word is
regarded as highly important.
2. That its interpretation
is very
difficult.
The word means, I. The whole creation, rational and irrational-every
made thing.
2. Any and every creating act.
3.
Any result of such act, as living creature or mere thing.
From
this it will be seen that the word is of very comprehensive import, and applied to an endless variety of objects.
In the N. T.,
as verb or noun, it denotes for the most part the act of creating
all things; the human race; and the new creation in Christ; to
which perhaps is to be added, as special, its meaning here.
It
appears, therefore, that its use in the N. T. throws no decisive
light on its import in the present case; and consequently that
in settling its meaning we are left mainly to the pa~~age itself.
In what acceptation, then, or rather how comprehensively does
the passage require us to take the word? Before replying, a few
preliminaries demand attention.
Were the word w holly unattended by any limiting or qualifying circumstance, we should
certainly be required to render it creation. This no one can question. Now to what extent is the word here thus limited or
qualified?
In other words, what things are we required to exclude from it? l. 'vVe have certainly to exclude the redeemed;
for these stand over against what the word denotes and are contrasted with it. 2. We have also to exclude the fallen angels; for
these were never subjected to their present condition "in hope:"
3. We can not include the unfallen angels; for these have never
been "subjected to frailty." 4. Nor can we include the lost of the
human family; for these are not to be "delivered from the bondage of corruption into the glorious freedom of the children
of God."
5. Besides, we are to exclude all things in no way
connected with our mundane system, as not being before the
Apostle's mind.
All these things, I take it, we are to exclude
from the word.
But now, on the other hand, how much of all that remains does
the word include?
I think it may be safely assumed, in general
terms, that it includes so much of all creation as fell under the
original curse on account of Adam's sin. Under that curse the
earth certainly fell; for God cursed it directly and in so many
words. The earth, then, I conclude, is among the things to be
"delivered."
From every disability under which it now lies in
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consequence of sin it will be freed.
Not only so, but it will be
"tran!>lated" Into a state of more than pnstme newness and glory.
It will undergo a change analogous to that which the oodles of
the redeemed are to undergo. It will not become absolutely new;
but it will be the old earth renewed; and as the change which
the bod) is to undergo will lender it a better body than Adam's
W.1Sbefore. he fall, so, I conclude, the ear th Will be incomparably
better than it ever was.
As far as it now is inferior to what it
W,I~ previous to sm, so far, when renewed, Will It excel what
it then was. Whenever God has to recreate, It IS ever of his
purpose to make his second work immeasurably better than the
first. The followmg from Peter confii ms the truth of what has
just been said: "We, according to his promise, look for new
hea ••ens and a new earth, in which dwells righteousness."
2 Pet.
iii. 13. I hence feel safe in including the earth in that pOltion of
creation w luch IS to be "delivered."
But IS the earth all that is to be included?
Only a probable
answer can be given.
When the eai th was cursed all the infenor creatures on it seem to have been involved with it, and, if
&0, these too may be restored,
Nor can I see any thing unreasonable or mconsistcut in this.
If the brute of the field browsed
on the pastures of Eden, and birds of the ail bang in its bowers,
why not in the new earth? God made them all to be companions
of man at the first, and they were "very good," why not do so
agam. Not that he will, but only that he may, and surely there
ale none to wish that he may not.
I conclude then that the subjects, besides the redeemed, of the
"glonoub fl eedorn" will be all that fell under the original curse,
including the earth certainly, and the mfei ioi CI eatures probably.
But in reply to this It may be said that the Apostle predicates
of "the creation" of which he speaks, things which are inapplicable to the e.n th and the lower animals, such as, "ear nest expectation," "not Willingly," "groans together and is In pain." This
however I» a mistake, The ear th and all infer ior creatures fell
under the curse With man. Together they all bowed to a common doom. Accordingly they are all represented as alike sensible
of the curse, as affected alike by It, and acting alike under it.
Hence if man is made subject to fl ailty "not willingly," so IS
creation; if "he desires and expects," so does creation; if he
"groans," so docs creation.
This is both a common mode of
speech in the Bible, and proper within itself
It con!>equently
forms no objection to the views just expressed.
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The expression "glorious freedom of the children of God"
comprehends not only complete release from the "sufferings of
this present time," but also that fullness of honor and bliss with
which the redeemed are to be invested. It exhausts the blessedness of the "spiritual body," of the "everlasting kingdom," and
of the "new earth."
There is nothing which awaits the ransomed at the "coming" of Christ which it does not include.
In conclusion I add that Hodge, Bloomfield, Alford, and others,
agree with the view here held; while Stuart, MacKnight, and
others, limit the meaning of KT{(W' to the human family. The
former I think right, and the latter wrong.
the revelation
of the sons of God.
To reveal, apokaluptein, means to uncover that which is covered, to bring to light
what is hid, or to make known the unknown.
Of course the
sons of God are not absolutely covered or hid; they are so merely
as to us. Their bodies either now are, or they will be covered in
the grave; and their spirits have passed or will pass into the Unseen. Now their revelation will consist in uncovering them and
bringing them out to the light again, replete with the new everlasting life. And this uncovering will occur here on the surface
of the earth, from which they went out the dark way.
Here
where they went down must they come up; here where they
died must they be shown alive; here where they were victims of
sin must they appear as victors over it. That will be a proud
day when the sons of God shall be revealed.
20. Now the creation
was made subject to frailty, not
willingly,
Frailty seems here a more appropriate rendering of
mataioteti than vanity, for the reason that the latter is too vague.
Assuming creation to include here both animate and inanimate
nature, man excepted, and the import of frailty appears not hard
to collect. When applied to the earth and vegetable products, it
seems to denote weakness or inability to produce as formerly,
also a tendency to premature decay or shortness of life. When
applied to animal nature it has much the same meaning. It signifies feebleness of constitution and rapid tendency to death.
These were the effects of sin upon man, and likewise of the curse
upon nature. The whole of creation seems to have suffered alike.
Man and tree and brute faded as by a blight. Life became a mere
decimal of what it had been. Gray hairs and the sear leaf took
the place of perpetual youth; while tree and plant either grew
sterile, OT aborted their diminutive and imperfect fruit. But to
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all this, creation was subjected not willingly or of its own accord.
It bowed to its fate not of choice, but because it was without the
power to resist. "Not willingly" is predicable strictly only of
things having a will, as man and the lower animals; but as the
rest of creation fell under the curse in common with them, it too
is represented as doing what they as chief part alone did. As to
man and the brute therefore the language is literal, as to all else,
figurati "e.
but for his sake who subjected
it in hope.
This rendtring,though strictly correct,fails to bring out the full import of
di« ton hupotaxanta.
Indeed the clause evidently contains a dual
sense, it being an instance of constructio pra!gnans.
1. Creation
was made subject to frailty not willingly; but God willed it wlw
subjected it.
2.
He subjected it for his own sake, or for his
honor and glory. All his acts are to exalt him in the end, and
this one as surely as the others. Both these thoughts are couched
in the clause. "For his sake" most likely means that his honor
both required the subjection, and that it would be promoted by
it. "Subjected it in llOpe." My conception of this clause is concisely this: Kat that it denotes a state of hope, known to be such
only to God, but that when he subjected creation to frailty, man
being here especially included, he planted in his breast at the
time the hope of a future deliverance.
Hence from that moment
down to the present, he, with the rest of creation and for it, has
always been "earne~tly expecting" it and "waiting" for it. How
God planted this hope is very probably not known.
He ill'!y
have done so, and many think he did, by the historico-prophetic
declaration respecting the "seed" of the woman.
But this: re
gard as ,'ery questionable.
21.
Because
the creation
itself is to be delivered
from
the bondage of corruption
The creation is, as a fact, to be
delivered. This is one of the events which has always been in
the counsels of the Father; and because it is certain to take place,
he, when subjecting creation to frailty, did it in hope of this
deliverance.
Accordingly it has ever since been man's hope, as
also the hope of so much of creation as is to be delivered with
him. This I take to be the course of thought.
"Bondage cif corruption,"
Corruption denotes that state of decay, and ruin, and
death, which came upon all in consequence of sin and the curse;
while bondage expresses subjection to this state.
From this
bondage creation is to be delivered; from every effect of sin it is
to emerge.
Not. stain of sin is to remain on it in the end.
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into the glorious freedom of the children of God. This
glorious freedom is the freedom which awaits the children of
God at the resurrection; and it is so called because they shall
then be freed from the grave, from bodily infirmity-in
brief,
from every consequence of sin, whether Adam's or their own.
The original rendered ad verbum gives: freedom 0/ the glory of
the children of God. Alford renders thus, and adds: "beware of
the fatal hendiadys."
But I see nothing fatal in the hendiadys
here, unless to express the same thought more compactly be fatal.
I hence feel not the force of the caveat. Between glorious freedom anufreedom 0/ glory, the distinction is not quite clear.
Into this freedom creation is to be translated.
The burden of
the curse will be lifted from it, especially from the earth, anu
possibly from more; and it will be advanced to a degree of beauty
and glory, of which perhaps the most fertile imagination can at
present form but a poor conception.
God originally intended
this earth for man; and he will never be defeated in his purpose.
It is still to be his inheritance forever; but it will be remolded
and adapted to him, and made worthy of him in his highest exaltation.
22. For we know that
the whole creation groans together, and is in pain until now.
"The whole creation"
denotes so much of all creation as has been cursed because of sin,
with the exceptions previously specified; that is, it denotes the
earth, and probably its inferior inhabitants.
When man sinned,
all that he was heir to and lord over was at once deteriorated. It
degenerated with him, and much in the same way. Especially
does this apply to the lower animals. They live by much labor
as does man; they inherit like him feeble and diseased bodies;
they sicken with his diseases; groan as he groans; and die prematurely.
Such is man to-day, and such the animate ranks
below him.
If asked how the Apostle could say "we know," I reply, from
observation.
We have only to look around us to learn two lessons: I. That all nature seems fearfully degraded. Take as an
illustration the serpent. At first it was "more subtle" than any
other mere creature of the field; and it is almost certain that its
position was erect, and that it could talk. nut how mean nowl
2. That in the lower animals the degradation closely resembles
that in man. To these facts none can be blind. Hence the "we
know" of the clause.
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The language "the whole creation" here means, not creation
including man, but creation without him. This is evident from
the next clause,
23. And not only it, but even we ourselves,
though
baving the first fruits of the Spirit;
That is, not only does
creation groan together and suffer pain, but even we ourselves
do the same. As if the Apostle had said: We have, it is true, the
first fruit of the Spirit. But what of that? It has no effect on our
common lot with the rest of creation. We still groan and suffer
pain. The verse seems designed to supplement the preceding
one, and therefore adds a particular or two for the sake of a completer sense. The clause, "having the first fruit," requires though,
and I therefore insert it. "First fruit of the Spirit" means the
Spirit itself as first fruit. We have the Holy Spirit as the first
fruit of the future great harvest, or as a pledge that we shall
attain to it
even we groan within ourselves while waiting for the
sonship, the deliverance
of our bodies.
Our groaning and
suffering in common with creation are proof of two things: First,
that both creation and we are oppressed with common burdens.
Second, that no distinction in Christ frees us from these burdens
during the present life. Hence though imbued with the Holy
Spirit we are still suffering. The words sonship and deliverance
are in apposition, and signify the same thing.
The sonship will
consist in the deliverance of our bodies from the grave.
From
this it will be seen that the word sonship is applied to two very
different events in the life of the redeemed. It is applied, first, to
our entrance into the family of God at our conversion. This fam!Jy and the kingdom of God are the same. We therefore enter it
Gj being born of water and of the Spirit.
Sonship is applied,
.•econdly, to our entrance into the glorified family of God. This
.amily and the everlasting kingdom will be the same. Into that
amily we shall enter by being born from the grave. From a
grave in the water we emerge into the first kingdom; from a
grave in the earth, into the second.
Hence, though the two
events denoted by "sonship" stand wide apart, and are entirely
distinct, they yet resemble each other very closely, so much so,
indeed, that the same word is very properly used to expresli
them both.
24. For in this hope were we saved.
Literally, For in
the hope, instead of "this hope." But the article in Greek, though
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never identical with the demonstrative, sometimes performs the
same office, as it evidently does here.
The meaning is: we
were saved in llu hope of deliverance from the grave.
" We
were saved." The reference is to our salvation at conversion.
"He that believes and is baptized shall be saved."
When we
did these things we were saved. The reference is to that salvation.
But hope seen Is not hope;
Hope, the objeet of which is
seen or reached, is not hope; nor in the nature of things can it be.
For if the object of hope be already attained, hope itself ceases,
and fruition sets in. We were saved in hope of the deliverance
of our bodies; but that deliverance we have not yet realized.
Weare theretore still hoping for it.
for what one sees, why still does he hope for?
Intended to confirm the preceding remark.
'When the object of
hope is seen, hope ceases. Therefore what one sees he can not
hope for. Hope ends in sight or realization.
25. But if we hope for what we see not, with patience
we wait for it. This is precisely what we are now doing. Our
bodies are not yet delivered from the grave. The event therefore is a proper object of hope. Accordingly, we are patiently
waiting for it. And not only we, but creation also is anxiously
looking forward to the same period.
For at the time when we
shall be delivered, creation too is to be delivered.
Hence in patience we are both waiting together, and for very similar eventscreation, for deliverance from the bondage of the curse; we, from
the penalty of sin. Both shall then emerge from the burdens
beneath which we now groan into the glorious freedom of the
children of God. What wonder if by prayer we seek to hasten
the day.
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:MAnd likewise the Spirit also helps
our weakness; for we know not what
we should pray for as we ought; but
the Spirit itself intercedes in groanings not utterable.
27 And
he who
searches the hearts knows what the
Spirit's mind is, that it pleads as God
desires for the holy.
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SUMMARY.

While in the flesh we are weak, and know not what we should pray for as
we ought. But the Holy Spirit, which dwells in us, helps this weakness by
interceding for us in inarticulate groanings. God who searches our hearts
knows their true state; he also knows what the Spirit's mind is in these
groanings; he knows that it always pleads for his children as he wishes.

26. And likewise the Spirit also helps our weakness;
But this implies that something else already mentioned also helps.
What is it? Not, I believe, our patience, as Alford thinks, but
our hope.
Few things strengthen us more for life's trials, or
more effectually enable us to bear its ills than hope.
The refer.
ence then I feel sure is to hope.
The fact of our weakness is here assumed, and very properly
so; for it would be idle to attempt to prove what everyone
knows within himself to be true. This weakness is part of the
frailty to which creation was subjected at the fall. It is a broad,
keenly felt fact of life. The degree of it however is here wisely
not stated; for with this we are not specially concerned.
What
we want is some remedy, complete or partial, for the fact itself.
Accordingly, we are distinctly told that the Spirit helps this
weak ness ; that is, it helps us in it, and so helps us that, notwithstanding it, we can he saved.

for we know not what we should pray for as we ought;
The gar here doubtless has reference to an unexpressed sentence,
the full course of thought being: Likewise the Spirit also helps
our weakness; and our weakness needs help; for we know not
what we should pray for as we ought
According to this view,
the clause is intended to be confirmatory, by adding a special
proof. The weakness specified consists in imperfect knowledge.
But the particular fact in which it displays itself is, I presume,
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to be taken in a qualified sense. For surely the Apostle does not
mean to say that we can pray for nothing as we ought.
When
we pray for bread and other things conformably to the Savior's
model, it must be held that we are praying for something as we
ought. 1 hence conclude the following to be the Apostle's meanmg: Our weakness and ignorance in this life are so great that in
many respects, possibly as a rule, we know not what we should
pray for as we ought.
We want many things, and it may be
pray for them which, were they granted, would prove our greatest misfortune; while we do not want, and never ask for many
things which would be our greatest blessings. Here then is ignorance as to what we should pray for; and as to how we should
pray, I imagine we are equally at a loss. Confessedly then we
are weak and need aid.
but the Spirit itself intercedes
in groanings
not utterable.
\¥ e know not what we should pray for as we ought; but
the Holy Spirit knows.
It knows perfectly both what we need
and how to pray for it. It therefore becomes, in some measure
a remedy for our weakness.
The mode in which the Spirit
intercedes is by prayer; and the mode in which it prays is in
groanings which can not be framed into human speech, for the
reason, it may be, that they embody wants for which human
speech has no names. They are the deep real wants of human
nature, our wants not for time merely, but for eternity.
The
groanings which give inarticulate expression to these wants are
not the Spirit's groanings.
They are our groanings.
But the
Spirit, if it does not cause them, which it may, so forms and
directs them as to make them express our true wants and in strict
harmony with the Father's will. For otherwise, I can see no
advantage they would have over our common prayers. In order
to excel these as prayers, our groanings must clearly possess the
two following characteristics: They must pertain directly to the
real want, and give exact expression to the same. Even perfection can not rise above this.
27. And he who searches
the hearts
"The hearts" de.
notes the inner man of the redeemed, and he who searches them
is God. This inner man is the abode of the Holy Spirit, the temple not made with hands in which it dwells.
knows what the Spirit's mind is,
Phl"onema primarily
means wnat one has in mind, as thought, intelligence, sense,
will. God knows what the Spirit's phl"onema is, what it has in
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mind, what it knows, and therefore what it means in these groanings. The Spirit dwells in the heart and so knows it perfectly.
God searches the heart and also knows it perfectly.
Both therefore perfectly know the heart or inner man, know its states and
wants.
Now what the Spirit thus knows of these states and
wants is its pkronema, its mind, and what it expresses in the
groanings. This mind God knows or understands; and not only
so, he knows that it embodies the exact wants of his children.
Hence, though these groanings can not be formed into articulate
words or speech, they yet have a deep vital meaning.
This
meaning God understands, and to it ever responds.
In the clause "he who searches the hearts knows what the
Spirit's mind is," the words heart and spirit would, at first sight,
seem to be synonymous.
According to this view, which has
actually been held by some, the meaning is: he who searches the
heart knows what is in it, its states and desires. But this I think
certainly erroneous.
The following I take to be the meaning:
he who searches the heart knows both what is in it, and also
what is in the Spirit's mind that dwells in it.
that it pleads as God desires for the holy.
In these
groanings, then, the Holy Spirit actually pleads, pleads with God,
pleads for his children, pleads for them according to their real
wants.
Now when the Spirit thus pleads, it pleads as God desires. This the Spirit both can do and does; because it knows
what these wants are, has them in mind, and in the groanings
gives expression to them.
The literal word-for-word rendering of kata Theou is accordinK to God, that is, according to his will or desire. The sense I
believe is happily given in the simple phrase as God desires.
The foregoing is submitted as the best solution at command of
a passage which, by general consent of commentators, is difficult.
I wish I felt sure that the solution in every part is correct, but I
do not. It is however the best discoverable by me. When the
reader has given the passage the thought which I have; then,
hut not before, he will be in a condition to be distrustful as I am.
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also justified; and whom he justified,
them he also glorified.

SUMMMARY.
All things work together for good to those that are called according to
God's ancie.nt purpose; and they are thus called by the gospel. Those who
he foresaw in purpose would obey him, he predetermined to be, when raised
from the dead, of like form with that of his Son. Those whom he thus in
purpose predetermined, he also in purpose called; and those whom he called
in purpose, he justified in purpose; and those whom he justified in purpose,
he glorified in purpose.

Perhaps no passage in the New Testament has given rise to
more extended controversy than the brief section embraced in
the three verses now to be examined.
It has been the theme of
the most voluminous and conflicting criticism. It forms the creed
of the Calvinist and the puzzle of the Arminian; and hot and
long has been the battle they have waged over it. It would not
be true to say that no good has come of this strife; but I must
think that the good has been fearfully disproportionate to the evil.
Into this profitless word-war it is not my purpose to enter.
My
aim is to present, in so far as I can discover it, precisely what
was before the Apostle's mind when he penned the passage.
This I shall do without even pausing to think whom it is favoring or disfavoring.
28. Besides, we know that all things work together for
good to those that love God,
Besides the aid atforded by
the Holy Spirit, and the stimulus of hope, all other things work
together for good to the redeemed.
"All things" I take to be a
popular expression, which we are not to construe too strictly; for
surely sin works no good to anyone.
The reference, I doubt
not, is especially to the adverse events of life, to its calamities,
nardships, and trials.
All these, by God'. overruling, work his
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children good.
"We know"-how?
Partly, no doubt, from
experience and observation; but partly also, I apprehend, from
revelation.
For I do not see how the Apostle could make the
broad assertion he here makes unless he knew the upshot of our
ills. The final effect of life's troubles must have been before him
as well as their past effect. I therefore think it safe to hold that
he is here speaking as the Spirit gave him vision.
"W ork
together for good," not the seeming, but the real good, good in
the longest run, good in view of eternity. "Those that love God"
are the regenerate, those that are led by the Spirit, God's chilo
dren.
No others have any guarantee that the adverse events
of life shall work them good.
Such events may tend to bring
the unrenewed to Christ, as no doubt in many instances they do;
but only as they do this, do they work them good.
to those that are called according to his purpose.
By
far the most important clause in the section, because furnishing
the clew, as we shall soon see, to its entire meaning. "Those
that are called" is simply another mode of designating the saved.
It and the expression "those that love God" are descriptive, not
of different persons, but of the same. While denoting christians,
the two clauses also express important facts in their lives.
Called according to his purpose-What
do these words
mean? The question is most important.
Prothesis here rendered purpose is from protithemi, which means to place out or set
oefore. Accordingly prothesis means a placing or setting before.
Purpose, from the Latin propono, to place before, literally and ex·
actly translates it. But prothesis is not predicated of men, but of
God; and it denotes not his physical act of placing things locally
before or in front of him, but his act of placing them before his
mind so as distinctly to see them.
The placing is before his
mind, and the seeing is mental seeing.
But at what time did this prothesis or placing before occur?
No definite answer can be given. But it may be safely assumed
that it occurred far back in eternity, and therefore long anteriorly
to time and man. It occurred, so to speak, when the vision of
man first arose before the divine mind, or when man first took
shape as man in the divine idea.
What next did the prothesis embrace, what entered into it and
composed it; or what things were set or placed before? Man,
including this world with all that in any way pertains to it, from
his conception on, to say the least. until his glorification. Beyond
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this period, for the present, we need not attempt to look. God
as it were set before him the whole human race with their entire
destiny. All that man is or shall be stood before him-sin, redemption, glorification-all were naked and open to his eye. It
was there that the Logos was foreordained before the foundation
of the world, J Pet. i: 20, to be the lamb of God that takes away
the sin of the world; and from that point forward he was ever
viewed as slain. There the whole gospel was ideally perfected;
in a word, the whole of time, with al\ that shall transpire in it,
was in vision as completely before God as it wil\ ever be in fact
when it is past. To us this is utterly incomprehensible; and yet
we can not conceive how it could possibly have been otherwise.
In that prothesis, accordingly, each man was as distinctly before
God, as saved or lost, as he will be when the judgment is past;
not because God decreed that this man should be saved and that
one not, but because, leaving each absolutely free to choose his
own destiny, he could and did as clearly foresee what that
destiny would be, as though he himself had fixed it by unchangeable decree. To assume that God must foreordain what a man's
destiny shan be, in order to foresee it, is a profound absurdity.
He can as unerringly forecast the end of a perfectly free agent
as he can that of a being to whom his decree has left no more
of volition than belongs to the merest machine. Can anyone
be found so daring as to deny that he can do this?
Now it was the complete view of the future presented in this
prothesis, that enabled the Apostle to say so confidently, "all
things work together for good to those that love God." In that
view it was determined that such should be the case; and from
there it passed into time by revelation. Observation serves merely to demonstrare the truth of the determination.
\Ve have now but little difficulty in explaining the clause
"called according to his purpose."
In the prothesis all things
pertaining to man's redemption were set before God, and among
them his predetermination that man should be caIled by the gos·
pel. "To which (salvation) he cal\ed you by our gospe!." Hence
to be called according to God's purpose, prothesis, is to be called
by the gospe!. It is therefore not to be called by some secret
impulse of the Holy Spirit; neither is it to be called "effectually"
or "ineffectually," as the schoolmcn phrase it. It is simply to be
called by hearing the gospel preached. This call we are absolutely free to accept or reject; and accordinglv as we do that or
this. we will be saved or lost.
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29. For whom he foreknew,
To foreknow is to know relatively; that is, it is to know previously to some assumed or real
date or period. Now let this period be located far back before
time, before creation. The act of foreknowing took place before
that period; it took place, in other words, simultaneously with
the prothesis, and formed a part of it. When God set before
him the human race, long before their actual existence, it was
then that he foreknew. He foresaw in the prothesis that certain
persons would, of their own choice, obey him or his Son; that
they would comply with the conditions of justification, and so be
saved. These were the persons "whom he foreknew."
They
were therefore ideal not actual persons. They existed in prothesis, not in fact; still all that God did of them was as real as
though they had been actual persons.
"Foreknow" is here to be taken with a single qualification. It
must denote more than the naked act of being cognizant of. For
in this sense, of course, God foreknew every body; yet he did not
predetermine every body.
It must denote both knowing and
accepting.
God foresaw that certain persons in the prothesis
would obey his will. These were the persons he foreknew.
But
besides foreknowing them, he also approved and accepted them.
The Savior thus uses the word in the following passage: "Then
will I profess to them, I never knew you; depart from me, you
that work iniquity." Mat. vii: 23. Besides mere knowing, the
word here also means approving and accepting.
he also predetermined
He predetermined at the period
when he foreknew, and predetermined the persons whom he
foreknew.
All this occurred in prothesis.
The persons whom
he foreknew were the persons who he foresaw would do his will,
whether before Christ or under him, the redeemed.
But he did
not foreknow these and accept them because of his predetermination that they should obey him. In the matter of their obedience, he left them wholly uninfluenced by any predetermining
act of his; that is, he left them free. Yet he foresaw that they
would do his will; and it was because of this, their own voluntary
act, that he predetermined them.
In other words, their obedience was not determined by his act of predetermination; but his
act of predetermination was determined by their voluntary act
of obedience. Had he not foreseen their act, his act would never
have taken place.
to be of a form like the form of hi. Son, The reference
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is to the resurrection.
When the prothesis was before God, he
foresaw that certain persons would, when the opportunity was
presented, become his children.
These in purpose he accepted.
Moreover, he then determined, which of course was an act of
predetermination relatively to the thing determined, that in the
resurrection their bodies should be of the same form as the glorious body of his Son. As he was predetermined to be like
them before he went into the grave, so they were predetermined
to be like him after they come out of it. Thus it will be seen
that in the protllesis the Father placed before him, not only the
resurrection of Christ, but also the very form he should wear
Beer it. N or was this all. He there also determined that this
form should be the bodily form of all his children.
The reader will notice that I am a little free in rendering the
clause in hand. My object is, while trying to be true to the original, to present the thought in a form which shall be intelligible
to the ordinary reader, which is what he does not find in many
translations of the passage. It is quite common to be so slavishly
literal as to be hopelessly dark.
This extreme I am willing to
avoid.

that he might be the firstborn among many brethren.
The eis here is certainly telic; and the word firstborn is
designed to express, not so much the mere fact of being the firstborn, as the honor and distinction of the fact. In all things
pertaining to the family of God, Christ is to have the pre-erninence. He is the firstborn from the grave; and to him therefore
belong the honors of the firstborn son. Among these honors is
that of giving the form of his glorified body to all the redeemed.
His body is the type; and all their bodies will take shape after i•.

30. And whom he predetermined, them he also called;
Let the reader keep in mind that nothing here said is said of
actuals. Every thing is yet in the prothetic form. The purposing is real; but both the things purposed and the beings to be
affected by them, are all yet far in the future.
"Them he also
called": that is, he called them in purpose.
Not that he called
them in any special sense or special way, or that he called them
and not others; for this is neither asserted nor implied. But he
called them, if before Christ, by the preaching of prophets and
other righteous men; or if under Christ, by the gospel; and just
a8 he called them, 80 he called all, the difference being that they
voluntarily accepted, while the others wilfully rejected.
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But why, it may be asked, call those who God foresaw would
reject? That it might appear in the judgment that he had made
no difference; that he had made the same provision for all, the
same tender to all, had left all alike free, and that each of his own
accord, and with no discriminating influence from him, had
chosen his own destiny. Otherwise, God could not be vindicated
against the charge of arbitrary partiality.
Again: all must be
called to enable him to foresee who would accept and who not.
But it has been said, that it would have been better not to
create man than that any should be lost; and accordingly the
question has been sharply put, Why did God create, if he foresaw that some would reject the call and be lost? But the objector
does not know that it would have been better not to create; ar.d
he is estopped from making his ignorance the test of the fact.
As to why God created the human race, I do nut know, and not
knowing, shall not affect to say.
and whom he called,
them he also justified;
Still
spoken, not of actual, but of prothetic persons.
"Whom he
tailed," and called just as he called those whom he did not justify." "He called"-this
was God's act, what he did in carrying
out his predetermination;
but this done, he paused.
And now
those called accepted, not because they were called differently
from others; but because they willed differently.
That is, they
willed to accept; while the others, in precisely the same circumstances, willed to reject. Upon this acceptance, which consisted
in the obedience of belief, God justified them, remitted their sins,
and henceforward held them as just.
Now what here took
place prolhelically far back in eternity, is precisely what is now
actually taking place every day under Christ.
and whom he justified, them he also glorified.
He glorified in purpose, not actually; but the justification is just as
certain as though it had occurred of actuaJly existing persons.
All things stood prothetically
before God-the
Redeemer, the
gospel, the human family, the saved, the lost. As to the saved,
the first act was the act of foreknowing, the act of pre-cognition and acceptance; and the last act, that of glorification,
To
exhaust these extremes, together with all the intermediate steps,
would be to exhaust the gospel.
Of course nothing of this sort
can be attempted here.
The two great errors into which many expositors have fallen,
Rho have undertaken the interpretation of the present section.
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consist, first, in assuming that an act of foreknowledge necessarily implies an act of unalterable pre-fixture by decree of even'
fact of human life; and, secondly, that the predicates of the section, as "called," "justified," glorified," are said of actual human
beings.
If the reader will only consent to free his mind from
these two errors, he will find no serious trouble in discovering the
meaning of, perhaps, the sublimest passage in the Letter; but
unless he does this, he win find it a hopeless enigma.
The ordinary modes of explaining the passage neither extract a ray of
light from it, nor shed a ray of light upon it. The word prothesis, as already said, is the clew which leads us into the whole
secret of the passage.
The moment we lose sight of this word,
the passage ceases to be explicable; while with it, its meaning
opens brightly out. But with these hints and outlines the section
is submitted.
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SUMMARY.
What now shall we say to these things? God is for us; no one then can
IUccetlsfully be against Uti. After giving his Son for us, he will withhold
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from us no other good. With him he will give us every thing. No one can
bring a charge against us; no one condemn us; for we have Christ to plead
for UP, and God to acquit us. Not only 50, but nothing can separate .U& from
God'. love, neither persecution nor any thing else. And although we rna.,
pass through sufferings, as we certainly shall, still over them all we shall be
more than victors through Christ who gave himself for us.

31. What then shall we say to these things?
The things
referred to are those said of believers in the preceding section.
What conclusion now do these things warrant, or what inference is deducible from them?
They certainly warrant the
conclusion that God is for us, or on our side. This much at least
they warrant, and more we could not ask.
If God is for us who is against us?
If God is for us, 81
he certainly is, who is against us so as to defeat our glorification?
No being or thing, fallen or unfallen, is, and none can be. God
J~ for us, therefore we are safe.
All things shall certainly work
together for our good.
32. He who spared not his own Son,
"His own Son"!tis Son in a peculiar sense, a sense in which he has no other
son, his onlybegotten Son.
Some have supposed that by idiou
whiou the Apostle intends to designate a real son, or son by
nature, in contradistinction from adopted sons; but this is not
apparent.
His allusion is absolute, not relative.
but gave him up for us all, Gave him up to suffer death,
and thereby make expiation for our sins; not gave him up in our
stead. True, in so far as we now live, Christ died in our stead;
but in so far as we are to live hereafter, he died for us as a sinoffering; and the latter is the fact here meant. "Us all" signifies,
not the whole human race, but the whole of the redeemed, as the
next clause clearly shows. But God gave not up his Son for "us
all" only. He gave him up for the whole race, and for one individual as much as for another.
But this fact is not here before
the Apostle's mind. He is speaking specially of the chosen.
how will he not also with him give us all things? . An
argument from the greater to the less put interrogatively.
God
has given up his Son to die for us. But his Son is his greatest
and best gift.
He will certainly then withhold nothing else.
Consequently we may feel sure of the inheritance. "All things"
signifies not absolutely all things, but all things that God intends
for his children.
33. Who can bring a charge against
God's chosen?
God is for us as a Father for his children; he has chosen us in hit
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Son; has forgiven our sins; and given to us his Holy Spirit
Who, under these circumstances, can bring and sustain a charge
against us? The reply is, No one.
"Chosen" here does not refer to those whom God chose in pur.
pose (prothesis) before the foundation of the world, but to the
actually chosen.
They are those whom he has accepted as his
children, because they have obeyed his Son.
Chosen, elect, from ~/(AfyW, means to select or pick out from;
that is, to select some and reject the rest. But it means to select
or pick out for a reason, and not arbitrarily.
In all cases of the
saved, it means to select or accept because of obedience.
They
who obey are chosen; they who obey not are rejected. This exhausts the subject. The old theory that obedience is consequent
on election, and not election on obedience, is without foundation
in the Bible. Even in the original purpose of God, in his proth.
esis, he chose those only who he foresaw would obey Christ.
With him, in the matter of salvation, there is neither prothetic
nor actual arbitrariness of choice.
He chooses always for a reason, and in all cases the reason is the same. He chooses us
because we first choose his Son.
It is God that justifies.
A charge then against his chosen
would amount to nothing; for if made, he is sure to acquit.
Should the charge be false, it will not be entertained; should it
be true, his chosen will repent, and he will forgive. There if>,
therefore, no chance to «ecure their condemnation. Of their own
accord they may fall away, and thus effect their ruin, but another
can not do it.
34. Who is he tt.'lt condemns?
That is, who IS he that
condemns God's chosen, The reply is, No one. All that Christ
has ever done for the human family has been done to avert this
result; and in the car.e of the chosen, it will certainly be averted?
It is Christ that died, rather that is risen. who also is
at the right hand of God, and who pleads for us. Christ
died to procure remission of our sins, these being the ground of
our condemnation: and he now sits at the right hand of God, as
mediator, to plea'] for us, and so prevent our being condemned.
We shall cerr-i'nly then not be condemned.
The course of
thought seems to be this: Who is he that condemns? Christ
alone could do it, and he certainly will not; for it is he who died
and now pleads with God to prevent it.
35. Who can separate
us from the love of Christ?
A
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triumphant question, the answer to which is, No one can, the
thing is impossible.
No one can successfully bring a charge
against us; no one condemn us; no one separate us from the love
of Christ. Our glorification then is certain. "The love of Christ"
i. his love for us, not our love for him. The Future here is best
translated, not as a simple Future, but as implying possibility or
power.
Can affliction, or distress, or persecution,
or hunger, or
nakedness,
or danger, or sword?
When God's children are
overtaken by great and terrible suffering, it seems to be almost
universal, that some how they come to have a vague feeling that
he has forsaken them. The stoutest with difficulty frees himself
from the impression. But the Apostle here lets us know that
such is not the case. These sufferings are the proof rather of
God's presence than of his absence. They are his hand of chastening, separating the dross from the gold, and so fitting the
latter for the heavenly use. Neither in this life nor in the next,
can sufferings separate us from the love of Christ. They only render its realization the more sure. To the particulars here named
by the Apostle, he no doubt alludes in v. 17, when speaking of
our suffering with Christ. They are the mode in which the disciples of that day usually suffered.
36. Accordingly
it is written,
for your sake we are
killed all the day; we are counted as sheep for the slaughter.
A quotation from Psalm xliv: 22, as rendered in the Septuagint. The Psalm is supposed to have been written during the
Babylonish captivity, when God's people had great suffering on
account of their religion.
Hence its application to the early
christians in their sufferings.
The course of thought seems to
be this: In the sufferings to which you are now subjected, there
is nothing peculiar. They have been the lot of the righteous in
all ages. "Accordingly it is written," &c. "For your sake we
are killed all the day." The appeal is to God. From morning
till night we are being killed for your sake, because for the religion you enjoined upon us. So common is it thus to kill us
that we are counted by those that do it, merely as so tnany sheep
ready for the slaughter. We are slain as a matter of course, and
without pity.
37. But in all these things we more than conquer by
him that loved us. "In all these things"-in all these sufferings. "We more than conquer." These sufferings are a mighty
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battle, but we come through them more than victors. We glori.
ously triumph. Our sufferings are short-lived; they quickly end.
We not only live through them; but we shall live forever beyond
them. Nay, we are even crowned over them, with immortality
and eternal life. But all this we achieve by aid of Christ who
loved us and gave himself for us.
38. For I am persuaded that neither death, nor life, nor
angels, nor rulers, nor things present, nor things to come,
nor powers, nor hight, nor depth, nor any other creature,
will be able to separate
us from God's love which is in
Christ Jesus our Lord.
Confirmatory of the preceding verse.
The particulars here enumerated by the Apostle were no doubt
all regarded by him as either actually or conceivably hostile to
the redeemed; for it is not supposable that he would speak of
things really friendly to, and aiding them, as haying the effect to
separate them from the love of God. Accordingly, when he
mentions life, we must understand him to mean the hard life we
live In the flesh, life with its burdens, and toils, and griefs; and
so with the other items named. If the word "angels" is to be held
as denoting good angels, as I presume it must, then the meaning
is, not that they will ever attempt to separate us from the love of
God, but should they do so, they can not succeed. The case is
merely a conceptional one. The design is to show that nothing
can effect the separation. "God's love which is in Christ Jesus" is
his love as displayed in the gift of Christ to redeem the human
family.
On the several items mentioned by the Apostle, I do not think
it necessary to dwell separately and at length. For the most part
they need no comment.
In only a few of them is the reference
uncertain; nor is criticism likely to render it otherwise.
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I speak the truth In Christ, I lie
not, my conscience testifying for me
in the Holy Spirit, 'that I have great
grief and continual sorrow in my
heart.
J For I could wish that I myself were accursed from Christ for
my brethren, my kin according to
the flesh; 'who are Israelites, whose
is the sonship, and the glory, and
the covenants, and the law-giving,
and the worship-service,
and the
promises;
'whose are the fathers,
and of whom, as to his flesh,
Christ came, who is over all things.
God be blessed
forever - amen.
e But I do not mean that God's
word has failed; for all that are
of Israel are not Israel.
7 Nor
are they all children because Abraham's offspring; but in Isaac your
children shall be called:
'That is,
the children of the flesh are not children of God, but the children of the
rromise are counted for children.
For there was this word of promise:
At this time I will come, and Sarah
shall have a son.
'0 And
not only
so, but Rebecca also, having conceived by one, Isaac our father, "it
was said to her (the children being
not yet born, nor having done any
thing good or bad, that God's purpose as to choosing might stand
rand the choice be] not from works
6ut from him that calls), "the elder
shall serve the younger:
"As it is
written, I loved Jacob, but hated
Esau.
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TOil 11.

SUMMARY.
The Apostle solemnly declares that he speaks the truth in what he is going
to say of his countrymen. his conscience being his witness, He has great
grief and sorrow on their account.
Could wish that he himself was cut off
from Christ and lost instead of his kin according to the flesh. Enumerates
the things that distinguished them. Among them the chief is that from them
Chribt came all to his ftesh. But although the great body of Israel is cut off,
God's word of promise respectrng them has not failed. Some of them will
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be saved. His word of promise related to the true braelonly, and all are
not true that are descended from Jacob. God counts only the children of
promise as his. Accordingly Isaac and his offspring were chosen, while
Ishmael and his were rejected. And so with Jacoo and Esau. In these
choices God was governed by reasons within himself, and not by the acta 01
the partie••chose.1.

The Apostle now proceeds to consider the case of the Jews
more at length than he has yet done. He first, however, very
strongly asserts the interest he feels in their welfare, generously
mentioning, at the same time, the things that honored and distinguished them.
He vindicates God's dealings with them,
especially his acts of choice, which had so much affected them.
He shows that in rejecting so many of them, God had acted just.
ly, and in accordance with prophecy; and that in receiving the
Gentiles, he had done the same. He tells them that their great
and fatal error had consisted in stumbling at Christ. These are
the prominent features of the chapter.
But the chapter has other features which should not be overlooked. It is emphatically the artistic chapter of the Letter. In
it the Apostle brings boldly out the fact that God had, at last,
rejected Israel, and accepted the Gentiles.
Nothing could be
more offensive to the Jew than this. It was therefore necessary
to conduct the painful disclosure with the skill of a master; and
this the Apostle has done. He is especially happy in the mode
in which he handles the fact of God's choices. He shows that
no Jew at least could object to these; since he himself, not only
approved them, but was proud of them in facts in his own history. It will be necessary for the reader to watch closely the
Apostle in his procedure, in order to detect, at every turn, his
art, and to discover how steadily he pursues his aim. Without
this, the plot of the chapter will escape him.
I speak the truth in Christ, I lie not,
That is, I speak
the truth in what I am about to say respecting my nation. The
expression, "I speak the truth in Christ," has been thought by
some a virtual oath, if not one in fact. But this is a mistake.
The expression is no oath, but merely a strong form of asseverating truth. The meaning is, I speak the truth as in Christ and
accountable to him. As much as to say, those who are in Christ
are under the most solemn obligations, whenever they speak at
all, to speak the truth; and I now speak under a full sense of this
obligation. "I lie not" merely reduplicates the idea in a negative
form.
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my conscience testifying
for me in the Holy Spirit,
My
conscience testifying for me that what I say is true. "In the Holy
Spirit" does not mean under its guidance or as moved by it. At
least it is not necessary so to interpret.
Rather the meaning is,
my conscience testifying for me as in the presence of the Holy
Spirit, or as open to its inspection.
Thus circumstanced, my
conscience dare not testify falsely.
2. that
I have great grief and continual
sorrow
in
my heart.
From the incompleteness of the sense here, it is
evident that there is a clause suppressed.
The full meaning is, 1
have great grief and continual sorrow in heart on account of my
countrymen.
This is the matter about which he spoke truth and
his conscience bore witness.
His countrymen had repudiated
Christ. This was the fact which caused his grief and sorrow.
That anyone should do this is painful enough; that one's own
kin should do it is exquisitely so. True the Apostle does not as
vet name the fact that gave him pain. He conceals it till he can
bring it out with better effect.
3. For I could wish
The verb ~vX6p.7Jv is the Imperfect
Indicative used, if not for the Optative with &v, as nearly equivalent to it. Such is the judgment of all the most reliable critics.
Indeed, I am not acquainted with an author who attempts the
defense of a different view, with even a respectable show of
strength.
The Apostle is evidently aiming to give his unconverted countrymen a proof of his affection for them.
But he
completely fails if we render the verb as a simple Imperfect
thus: I was wishing, that is, before my conversion, that I myself
were accursed from Christ ~or my brethren.
But suppose you
did so wish then, what evidence is this that you now love them?
You then regarded Christ as an impostor, and consequently
would have deemed being accursed from him an honor, not a
calamity. Therefore what you now say is no proof of present
affection. This clearly will not do. Besides, the statement of a
past non-recurring act required the Aorist, not the Imperfect.
The meaning of the expression is clear: I could wish, not that
I do wish, for I do not; nor, I could wish provided the thing
were practicable and I could have my wish.
But, I could wish
provided, first, it were allowaOle; and, second, it were possi6le to
obtain my wish. But as it is neither, I in fact do not wish. I do,
however, all that is in my power in the case; I show to what
lengths I would be willing to go for my countrymen, jf no obsta-
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de intervened.
I thus give proof of the deep interest I feel in
them.
But in reply it may be said: If the Apostle really does not
wish, why does he say any thing about it? Why was he not
rather silent? I answer, I suppose the Apostle used the word
because he could not say what he desired to say without it; and
that, in his case, as in all similar ones, his language is not to be
judged too severely. The language of profound and intense feeling and that of accurate philosophic thought are hardly arnenable to the same critical tests.
that I myself were accursed
from Christ
It is better
to render anathema einai as a simple verb than as both a verb
and a noun. That I myself were a curse from Christ is not so
good as, I myself were accursed from Christ. Indeed, the form.
er, as an English expression, is hardly intelligible.
But what is the import of the clause anathema einai apo tou
Christou] The answer turns on anathema. What then does the
word signify? The LXX use it to render the Hebrew cherem
(pronounce ch as k) which primarily signifies what is cut off,
torn off, shut up. According to this, anathema should signify
what is cut off, shut up; and such, in substance, we find is the
case. It denotes what is cut off from a common use and shut up
or set apart to a religious use.
It is from anatithemi, which
means to place up upon, as a load upon an animal; to lay up, as
an offering in a temple.
In use, therefore, the two words have
nearly the same signification.
But of things cut off from a common use and devoted to a
religious use, there were two kinds: I. Those that could not be
destroyed or were not permitted to be, which it was not lawful
either to sell or redeem, and which therefore remained perrnanently devoted. z. Those that were to be destroyed.
And of
these latter again, there were two classes: things having life; and
things without life. Where the devoted thing belonged to the
latter class it was to be utterly destroyed; for thus the verb form
of cherem is usually rendered; but where it belonged to the for.
mer, it was to be put to death. Such briefly is both the meaning
and usage of cherem as well as of anathema; and with them before us, it is not difficult to answer the question in hand.
Paul clearly regarded the unbelieving portion of his countrymen, at the time of writing, as an anathema, as devoted to
destruction, not in the sense of being put to death, though this,
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it may be, in part, but in the sense of being finally condemned
and banished from the presence of God forever.
True, for reasons of policy, he does not here say this; but it was unavoidably
in his mind.
Now when he says: "I could wish that I myself
were an anathema from Christ,'" he uses the word in the sense
here named. He means, I could wish that I myself were cut off
from Christ and banished from his presence forever-all this he
could have wished huper, for, in behalf of, or instead of, his
brethren.
That is, could he have accomplished the end by the
wish, he could have wished to exchange places with them, he
taking their place, and they taking his. A noble sentiment; but
the world will be apt to say, rashly conceived and rashly expressed.
But I dissent from the world, and stand with Paul. I
have nothing but admiration for his great heart and faultless unselfishness.
The Apostle, after first expressing the deep personal interest
he felt in the welfare of his countrymen, then proceeds to name
some of the things which especially distinguished them. Though
they had, in large part, rejected Christ, he still felt a generous
pride in awarding to them their due. By this means, no doubt,
he hoped to conciliate some of them, and so, if possible, gain a
hearing for the things he was about to say.
4. who are Israelites,
As Jacob was returning from his
sojourn with Laban, after his long exile, an angel of God ap·
peared to him the night before he met his brother Esau, and
wrestled with him.
During the mysterious interview, the angel
changed his name from Jacob to Israel, which seems to mean a
prince contending or prevailing with God. From that time on,
Jacob was called Israel; and from him, the name passed to his
descendants, by whom it has ever since been regarded as their
most sacred and honored name.
To be a descendant of Israel,
and to wear his name, has always been esteemed by Jews one of
their chief distinctions.
Paul enumerates it as their first.
whose is the sonship,
Sonship denotes the state or fact
of being a son, together with its rights or privileges.
Previously
to christianity, this was an exclusive honor of the Israelites. But
the sonship of an Israelite was quite a different thing from the
sonship of a christian. That, implied no renewal of the inner
man, but merely the distinction of being one of God's chosen
people; this, is predicated on regeneration.
Sonship with an
Israelite was purely national, not individual, and therefore was
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no guarantee of salvation.
Its mark was in the flesh, not in the
spirit; and though a peculiar distinction within itself, and imply.
ing much, it entitled to no honor under Christ. To his hereditary
sonship, an Israelite had still to add sonship in Christ, as really
as the humblest Gentile; otherwise he was lost.
and the glory, and the covenants,
and the law-giving,
and the worship-service,
and the promises:
By the "glory,"
some commentators understand the peculiar honor of being
God's chosen people. But I prefer to think a special, not a gen·
eral fact denoted.
I hence agree with those critics, as Stuart,
MacKnight, and others, who think the reference is to the schechinah or glorious symbol of the divine presence.
The word
"glory" describes no other fact so aptly as this. The covenantsthose which God made with Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and Moses,
especially those relating to the Messiah.
TIle law-giving-the
word includes both the fact of giving the law at Sinai and of
still having it. The worship-service-the
whole of the Levitical
ritual is meant, as connected first with the Tabernacle and afterwards with the Temple.
The promises-those
relating to Christ
and the gospel.
s. Whose are the fathers, and of whom, as to his flesh,
Christ came,
That is, whose ancestors were those distinguished men, as Abraham and David, whom God delighted to
honor, and whose names he has preserved for all ages. And of
whom, as 10 lzis Jlesh, Christ came. "Of whom"-the
Israelites,
not the fathers, though of course both in fact. As to his inner
man, Christ was Thcos, as to his outer, Jlesh. He was of Israel
as to the latter, was born of them and belonged to them. They
were his own, and he was their own.
who is over all things.
God be blessed forever-amen.
The chief difficulty of this passage is to determine how it should
be punctuated.
The meaning, to be sure, is perfectly clear, no
matter how we punctuate, but then varying the punctuation
completely changes the sense. On the difficulty, critical opinion
is not agreed, and the differences are traceable, as it seems to me,
more to theology than any thing else. The popular pointing and
collocation are as follows: Who is God over all tkings, Messed
forever-amen.
This pointing and collocation, as is obvious,
identify God and Christ, place the latter as supreme over all
things, and ascribe to him the doxology usually ascribed to God
only. Is there a necessity for this? In my opinion there is not.
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I hence feel it to be in a measure gratuitous, and as due mainly to
the influence of Trinitarian sentiments.
Before noticing the grounds on which this punctuation and
collocation are defended, I have first a few words to say on the
question of identity.
With a view to this, I cite the following:
"In the beginnmg was the Logos, and the Logos was with God,
and the Logos was God." Jno. i: I. The Logos in the flesh constituted the Christ.
Here now it is distinctly asserted that the
Logos was God.
Let these words be accepted in their fullest
intended sense, and therefore as final on the question of identity,
personal equality, sameness of nature, and the like. In a word,
let us concede, on other, and as I believe, safer grounds, all that
the clause in hand is supposed to teach.
All doubt now, as
to high doctrinal soundness on the point involved, being thus
removed, we may, unembarrassed, proceed to the task before us.
On what grounds, then, are the punctuation and collocation in
hand defended?
First, on the ground that to represent Christ
who, as to the flesh, was of Israel, as being at the same time God
over all things, would be to ascribe to Israel their very greatest
honor, and so have the effect to conciliate them. But was this effect
really likely to follow? Very far from it. No Jew denied that
the Son of Mary was of Israel, but the very fact that gave them
deepest offense was a claim on his part that made him equal with
God. To represent Christ then as being God over all things
would, instead of conciliating the Jew, have the very opposite
effect. It would far more likely shock and disgust him. Hardly
therefore would the Apostle needlessly obtrude it on his attention.
Second: That if the sentence ended with "things," and God
were the subject of the doxology, the eulogetos would precede
God and not follow it. The rule certainly is that where eulogetos
is the simple predicate, and is unattended by other words influencing its position, it stands before its subject.
But is the rule
universal? It is not. It is only very general, but not universal,
as the following instances will show: I. "Blessed be the Lord
thy God who delighted in thee." I Kings x: 9. Here genoito
precedes, and culogcmenos, not different in sense or office from
eulogetos, follows its subject.
z. "Blessed be the name of the
Lord." Job i: ZI.
Here (L1] precedes and eulogemenon again follows its subject.
3. "Who worshiped and served the creature
rather than him who made it, who is blessed forcver-amen."
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Rom. i: 25. Here the relative is subject, esti is expressed, and
eulogelos still follows. Besides, which is to be especially noticed,
eulogelos is here followed byeis lous aionas, amen, the very words
which follow it in the passage in hand, and which seem in each
instance to determine its position.
The design is not merely to
say of the subject he is blessed, but he is blessed us tous aionas,
forever, which requires eulogetos to stand immediately before the
us.
4. "God the Father of our Lord Jesus, 'Who is blessed forever, knows that I lie not." 2 Cor. ii: 31. Here we have 0 for
subject, followed by tw &'\oyrJT~, and this again byeis taus aionas,
as in the preceding passage.
From these premises it appears that eulogelos does not always
precede its subject. Therefore it can not be assumed that it certainly does so in the passage in hand
But, in reply to this, it may be said, that although eulogetos does
not always precede its subject in simple affirmative assertions, it
always does in ascriptions of praise.
But this is begging the
question, and is therefore entitled to no farther notice
The rule
may be, and is, I again grant, that eulogetos precedes its subject;
yet if in a single instance only, it is clearly shown that it follows,
and this has now been done, it is then determined that it may
follow in every instance. Whether then, in a given case, like the
present, it does or does not precede, is a question of fact to be
settled as best it can.
But my most serious objection to the passage, as usually pointed,
is the sense. To say, Who is God over all tkings, blessed forever, is to my mind uri-Paul-like, and wears a forced appearance.
It looks artificial, and has the air of an ill-conceived accident.
The context would not lead us to expect any thing like it; and it
evidently subserves no purpose in harmony with the current of
thought.
Indeed, the very most it has in its favor, as appears to
me, is the theological notion to which it lends countenance.
On the contrary, when we read, Of 'Whom, as to his .flesh,
Christ came, WllO is over all things, we have a weighty Paul-like
expreSSIOn, which harmonizes perfectly with the scope of
thought, and is Just all we would expect the Apostle to say at
present on the subject.
Assuming this to be correct, how
naturally follows the doxologic clause: Christ is over all thmgsGod he blessed forever.
But again it is replied, by way of objection, that if this were
correct, Theos would have the article.
Certainly it might have
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it; but at this date we are too far removed from Middleton to
stake so much on the mere presence or absence of an article. I
can not therefore feel the force of the objection.
I add only, that I am wholly free from any convictions touching the divinity of Christ, which lead me to adopt the view here
insisted on. What alone controls me is the belief that the popular mode of pointing the passage is erroneous,
I know that the
view I reject is strenuously defended; and it may be true. Still,
I am not so impressed at present, The weight of authority is, I
grant, against me; but in the present instance even authority
may not be weighty.
Our weakness is to see our tenets where
inspiration never placed them.
6. But I do not mean that God's word has failed,
In
saying, "I could wish that I myself were accursed from Christ
for my brethren," the Apostle has indicated his view of their
condition.
He regarded them as accursed from Christ.
Nor
was this his view of a few only of them; for the vast body of
them had repudiated Christ. This is the fact which underlies
what he here says, and gives rise to his remark. But I do not
mean in what I imply that God's word respecting Israel has
failed. For such is not the case. "God's word" must here be
taken comprehensively for all his promises relative to the salvation of Israel. That word has not failed; because it never
contemplated the whole of Israel, and the whole are not accursed.
It contemplated a "remnant" only; and a remnant are already
saved. Therefore God's word has not failed.
for all that are of Israel are not Israel.
Confirmatory
of the preceding remark. That is, the clause is designed to show
that God':, word of promise has not failed. All the offspring of
] acob are not Ivrael in the sense in which the word is used in
the promise. The word is there used of those only who are so
sincere and true as to receive the Messiah. As to these, God's
word has not failed. The true Israel, Israel within the meaning
of the promise, have accepted Christ; and as the promise embraced no others, it has therefore been strictly kept. It never
comprehended the whole un assorted mass of Israel, but those
only who should prove themselves true to the gospel. The ultimate rejection of the rest, it has always contemplated.
7. Nor are they all children
because Abraham's
offspring.
Of the same tenor with the foregoing clause, and like
that designed to confirm the remark that God's word has not
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failed. The Israelites, because Abraham's offspring, are not all
children within the scope of the promise.
Therefore, though
God should reject a part of them, and even the greater part, it
does not follow that his word has failed. His word of promise
now no more includes the whole of Abraham's offspring than it
did in time gone. Then it included Isaac and his posterity only,
and rejected Ishmael and his. And so now. His word of promise to bless, includes those only who believe in Christ. Many of
these he has already blessed, and many more he will. Consequently, his word has not failed. As for those who repudiate
Christ, rejecting all of them implies no failure of his word, because he never promised to bless them.
but in Isaac your children shall be called.
"Called" here
is equivalent to chosen, a sense which the passive of kallco
sometimes has. The children of Ishmael and of Isaac were alike
offspring of Abraham.
But of these God chose only the children
of Isaac to be his peculiar people, and rejected the others. What
then if he should do likewise now? Would this imply a failure
of his promise? No more than it did then.
Therefore he may
accept those who believe in Christ, as he chose the children of
Isaac; and he may reject those who reject Christ, as he rejected
the children of Ishmael; and it will al\ work no failure of his
word.
8. That is, the children of the flesh are not children of
God,
An explanation relative to the preceding clauses, and a
deduction as to the case in hand. The children merely of the
flesh were not in the past accepted of God as his children. On
the contrary, they were cast out as was the case with Ishmael.
But the children of promise, as in the case of Isaac, were alone
chosen as his children-not
children in the sense of being regen.
erate, but in that of being his peculiar people. Thus is it now.
The children of the flesh only, which includes all that are at
present called Israel, are not children of God; that is, they are
not children in Christ merely because children of the flesh; for if
they have no other claim than this, God disowns them. They
are none of his. To be born of the flesh, no matter whose flesh
it is, is now no ground of acceptance with God. A wholly different birth is neces<;ary.
But the children of promise
are counted for children,
That is, are counted for God's children.
As it was in the past,
so is it now.
The children of Isaac. alone were children of
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promise; and they alone were chosen. In like manner, those
only who now believe in Christ are children of promise. For
"they who are of belief, the same are the children of Abraham;"
and his children alone are children of promise. Therefore those
only who now believe in Christ will be accepted. All the others,
no matter from whom descended, will be rejected.
g. For there was this word of promise:
At this time I
will come, and Sarah shall have a son.
The promise is
found Gen. viii: 10. "At this time"-at this period next year, as
some think, but this is uncertain. The time referred to was a
time evidently fixed in the angel's mind, and understood by
Abraham.
It seems therefore to have been called "this time"
with reference to this fact. But the time is now immaterial, the
promise being the important thing.
In the preceding clause the
Apostle says: "the children of promise are counted for children";
Jlnd the present verse is designed to conium the remark. Isaac
was born conformably to God's promise; Ishmael was not. God
counted the former as his child, and not the latter. Thus the
statement of the foregoing clause is shown to be correct.
10. And not only so, but
Rebecca also having conceived by one, Isaac our father,
II. it was
said to her
Intended to confirm still farther that "the children of promise
are counted as children."
The introductory clause, not only so,
is obviously elliptical, requiring something to be supplied.
I
complete the sense thus: Not only in the case of Abraham were
the children of promise counted for children; but tke same tking
was also done in the case of Isaac; for Rebecca having conceived by one, Isaac our father, "it was said to her," &c. The
expression, "the elder shall serve the younger," is clearly regarded
by the Apostle a" a promise respecting Jacob, which constituted
him a "child of promise" within the meaning of the phrase. This
seems the more evident, if the whole of Gen. xxv: 23 be read.
Accordingly, Jacob and his offspring were counted for children,
instead of Esau and his. The reader will notice that I transpose
the clause "it was said to her," placing it before the parenthesis.
This both improves the sentence and gives the parenthesis a bet
ter position.
(the children being not yet born, nor having done any
thing good or bad,
Before the children Were yet born, and
therefore before they had done any thing either good or bad
which could in any way influence God's choke, he caused it to
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be said to Rebecca, "the elder shall serve the younger."
This
saying both indicated his choice of Jacob, and at the same time
constituted a promise respecting him
that God's purpose as to choosing might stand
In the
case of Jacob and Esau, God made choice of the former before
the children were born, and therefore before they had done an:
thing that could have the slightest influence on his choice. Thi«
he did that his purpose in regal d to making choice." such as he
then made, might stand; that is, that in every case, without exception, it might remain determined by reasons within himself,
and in no sense by the acts of the parties chosen or I ejected. In
other words, he chose Jacob in preference to Esau conformably
with an absolute right and purpose of choice which is never con
ditioned on human acts.
The phrase he kat' eklogen prothesis tou Theou means the purpose of God in the matter of making choices.
I Ie has a certain
purpose which is never to be changed.
That purpo,>c relates to
making choices among men. It is this: That the rea 'ion for the
choice is never to be any thing that men do, but God's own wish
and will in the case,
Many interpret the phrase thus: That the purpose of God
"according to election" might stand; that is, his purpo~e according to, or as based on a previous election, an election made away
back in eternity. But this is clearly enoneous.
The meaning is
not, God's purpose according to or as based on a previous election, but his purpose in regard to elections, his purpose touching
that matter, The position of kat ek!ogen gives to it the force of
an adjective-God's
electing purpose, his purpose which relates
to choosing and is exhausted in it.
[and the choice be] not from works. but from him that
calls).
I place here in brackets a clause which fills an evident
ellipsis, and so completes the sense. Not from works--ouk ex ergon, not coming or springing out from works.
The meaning is,
that the choice is not to spring out from works as the reason for
it; it is not to be conditioned on them, or even influenced by them.
It is to be wholly independent of them.
But from him thai
calls. "Calb" here is equivalent to chooses. The choice is to
arise wholly out of him who makes it, or is to be determined
solely by reasons within himself.
But in choosing Jacob and rejecting Esau, God beth chose and
reiected with exclusive reference to time, and with no reference
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to eternity.
As to the final destiny of the children, the choice
and rejection had no known effect upon it. It left each as free
to pursue those things which would save him, and to shun
those that would condemn him, as though it had never been
made.
Had each changed place with the other, it would
not, in the slightest degree, have altered his prospects for heaven.
What men wilfully do, not the divine choice, determines their
final docrn. God's choice, it is true, rendered the outward, ternporal circumstances of Jacob and his posterity far superior to
those of Esau and his; but, at the same time, it so increased reo
sponsibility as to leave the balances of justice level, and the
chances of salvation equal.
The passage if! hand has had assigned to it a very notorious conspicuity in theories of election, and, in my judgment, has been
greatly abused.
It was not penned in the interevt of dogmatic
Calvinism, and therefore does not countenance its offensive tenets.
Interpreted as it should be, it teaches nothing contradictory of
other portions of holy Writ, and shocking to our human sense
of justice. In it God stands out still in a lovely light, and not as
the arbitrary, inexorable Judge, who appoints one man to heaven
and another to hell, not only without reason, but in defiance of it,
50 far as man can see.
As I do not feel called upon to hunt up
and notice all the various abuses to which the passage has been
subjected, I shall leave that task with those who imagine that
they can derive any profit from it.
ra. The elder shall serve the younger • We have no
account of Esau ever having personally served Jacob. The ref.
erence then must be to their respective posterities; and with
this agree the facts of history.
For in 2 Sam. viii: 14 it is distinctly said that "all they of Edom [Esau's posterity] became
David's servants." Indeed, the Edomites were long subject to
the kings of Israel, the latter often slaying them in great nurnbers. But the Edomites frequently asserted their independence;
and at such times they became most barbarous and cruel. They
seem to have taken especial pains to cultivate Esau's ancient
hatred of Jacob; and they never let pass an opportunity to display it. About the time Jerusalem was destroyed by Titus, they
seem to have disappeared as a separate people. After this we
hear no more of them.
13. As it is written:
I loved Jacob, but hated Esau.
This quotation is from Mal. i: 2, 3. The extent to which God
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loved Jacob was shown in preferring him to his brother; and the
extent to which he hated Esau, in rejecting him from being one
of the heads of his chosen people. More than this, the words
need not be supposed to mean.
Hatred, especially, we may
assume to be used in the bold exaggerating sense so common
with the prophets.
It denotes Dot so much positive hatred, as

not love.
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SUMMARY.
Is it not unjust in God to choose one and reject another, as in the case of
Jacob and Esau? Not at all; for in doing so, he acts according to his own
avowed principles of conduct, which must be assumed to be nght.
Accordingly he says to Moses, I will make my own sense of right my rule in
showing mercy. It was on this principle that he set up Pharaoh to be king.
But all these choices create mere worldly distinctions
They are not choices
to eternal life. But if God makes men what he pleases, why does he still
find fault with them? He does not do so. He finds no fault with them for
being what he makes them, but only for their own voluntary wrong. Again.
in these choices, God's creatures should not presume to question him. They
must take for granted that he acts justly.
He has the absolute right to do
what
does, and as he can do none wrong, he must not be questioned,
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14. What then shall we say?
What shall we say in
reply to the foregoing? Is all that has been said true? Or is any
thing open to objection? If so, what is it?
Is there not injustice with God? Not at all. This is not
a question put by the Apostle into the mouth of an objector, but
his own question.
It involves a difficulty which he saw would
arise in the mind of his reader, and which therefore he felt it
prudent to meet.
God chose Isaac and rejected Ishmael, not because of any good
the former did, or evil the latter did. He did the same in the
case of Jacob and Esau.
Nor did his choice in its effects end at
these men themselves. It extended even to their posterity, and
determined, in one sense, their temporal condition and relative
distinction for an indefinite period of time. In thus dealing with
shmael and Esau did not God act unjustly? Not at all, is the
prompt reply. But can this reply be sustained? It can, provided it can be shown that God acted according to his own avowed
principles of conduct. For these principles, as divine and ultimate, must be held to he right. Did he thus act? The following
is the reply:
15. For he says to Moses, I will have mercy on whom
I have mercy, and I will pity whom I pity.
Gen. xxxiii: 19
That is, God will have mercy on whom he sees fit, and will pity
whom he sees fit. Why? Because he sees fit to have mercy on
none unless it is within itself absolutely right. He acted upon
this principle in the case of Isaac and of Jacob Indeed whenever
he makes a choice, he acts upon it. He chose Isaac because It
was in itself right; but in choosing Isaac he worked no ill whatever to Ishmael. His choice of Isaac had no more effect upon
Ishmael than if it had never been made.
He simply did nothing to Ishmael but let him alone. He neither cursed him nor
became his enemy.
He only chose Isaac-no
more. And 80
with Jacob and Esau. In choosing the former God did the latter
no Injustice. Surely a kindness to the one was no unkindness to
the other.
In raising one end of a beam, we necessarily depress
the other. But not so in making a choice. God in raising Jacob
did not depress Esau, but left him as wholly unaffected by his act
as though Jacob had never existed. Truly, then, there is no inJustice with God.
16. So then [being chosen] is not of him that wills nor
of him that runs.
The clause I here place in brackets is so
obviously implied as to need no defence.
The ellipsis is usually
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supplied, as in the E. V. by it, which does not even suggest the
omitted thought, and is therefore unsatisfactory. In all cases like
the present, it is best to supply the fact or thing itself that is
omitted.
The ara here is strictly illative, drawing its inference from the
declaration to Moses. Therefore it follows that being chosen, as
Jacob was, is not determined by him whose will or wish it is to
be chosen, nor by his exertion who runs, as in a race, as if to
merit it by excelling others.
Such choice depends neither on
human volition nor human action.
On the contrary, it is wholly
independent of both.
but of God that shows mercy.
The choice proceeds from
God, and is determined by reasons wholly within himself. In
making it, man's agency and merit are unknown. But as already
said, such choices look to mere temporal ends and create mere
temporal distinctions. They do not consist in electing one man
to salvation, and in rejecting another to perdition. The salvation
of the soul is never in them, nor decided by them. That is settled
by what the parties to the choice themselves do. Not as God's
choice is, but as each acts, so will his destiny be.
No denial is here intended of the fact that God influences, in
his providences and otherwise, the whole human family for their
good. On the contrary, this fact is firmly believed.
All that is
denied is, that the salvation of anyone is, independently of hi••
own acts, fixed by mere divine choice. This sentiment is utterly
unbelieved and repudiated.
Of God that shO'Wsmercy: Hardly
of God that shows mercy generally, but specially.
In other
words, the mercy is that shown in the special choice made. If
this be correct, then all such choices are mercies, not merely to
those chosen, but upon the largest scale-mercies
alike to the
chosen and the rejected. And this I assume to be true. When
God is author to the choice, a mercy to one is a mercy to all, and
to all, only the more surely because of the mercy to the one. It
will appear in the last day, I doubt not, that the choice of Jacob
was best alike for the posterity of Esau and for his own. The
seemingly adverse hand of God is often his kindest hand.
17. For the scripture
says to Pharaoh:
For this very
purpose 1 raised you up,
A still farther confirmation of the
negative answer of v, 14. Is there not injustice with God? is
there asked.
Not at all, is the reply. "For the scripture says to
Pharaoh," &c. The scripture says-popular
for God savs, sine ••
20
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he speaks in the scripture.
For this very purpose, the purpose
which he is just about to state.
I raised you up-A
clause nofree from difficulty, and which has been most variously inter
preted.
The Septuagint employs one word to render the He
brew, while Paul uses a different word; and these three words
do not agree very closely together.
It is this fact that gives rise
to the difficulty.
The word employed by the Septuagint I believe we may at once dismiss; for had it given the true sense,
Paul would have used it and not a different word. The Hebrew
word has several meanings, all of which, however, are but modifications of its one radical meaning, 10 stand.
Now that the
word, in some one of these meanings, or shades of meaning, expresses the exact idea which God intended, is indisputable; and
equally certain is it that this meaning is signified by cxegeiro,
the word used by Paul. Which one of these meanings then does
exegeiro denote?
The Hebrew word in Hiphil, the form here
used, signifies 10 cause to stand, set up or erect, set, place. Egeiro,
from which comes excgeiro with the same import, except where
ex modifies it, which is often not the case, also means, among
other things, to raise up, cause to arise.
Now these are the
meanings in which the Hebrew word and exegeiro most closely
agree. But although egeiro means to raise up, as children, Matt.
iii; 9, neither the Hebrew word nor exegeiro does.
I see no reaIon why exegeiro might not mean it, but the Hebrew never does.
This meaning then must be rejected.
Exegeiro can not denote
it, because it is not in the Hebrew.
But the Hebrew word, besides signifying to cause to stand, set up, also means to set up in
the sense <if appointing to office. See 1 Chron. vi: 31, Neh. vi: 7.
Now this, in my judgment, is the meaning of exegeiro in the
clause in hand.
It is used in the sense of egeiro, and means I
raised you up, that is, to be king; or according to the Hebrew,
I set you up to be king.
To this sense, which exactly suits the
context, I can see no objection. I therefore adopt it.
But how does setting up Pharaoh to be king (tautology perhaps, but necessary here) prove that there is no injustice with
God? The question should rather be, What power has the fact
to prove injustice? The reply is, none. For, rst, there was obviously no injustice in the mere act of setting up the man to be
king. At least none is discoverable by us. This point then may
be at once dismissed.
2d. Nor was there any injustice in God
causing him to become king that he might display his power in
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him, and so procure the publication of his name in all the land.
This point also then may be set aside.
Where then was the
injustice?
In setting him up, it will be replied, and in making
him wicked that God might be compelled to punish him as he
did. But God did not make him wicked.
This is gratuitous.
God set him up to be king, but as to his beillg wicked, God had
no more hand in that than in the fall of Adam.
The man made
himself wicked j not only so, but he did sa against both God's
will and pleasure.
But it may still be insisterl, that God set him
up to be just what he was; and as he was wicked, God therefore set him up to be wicked. But God did not set him up to be
just what he was morally.
He set him up to be simply king ;
and as to what he was morally, he made himself that. God used
him as he was, not made him so. But how, the objector will still
urge, about hardening Pharaoh's heart?
God did that, and was
it nat equint}ent to making him wicked? Nat at all. God did
not harden his heart by any direct exertion of power upon it.
On the contrary, so long as God operated on him through the
plagues, his heart was either inclined to relent or did relent. But
so soon as God ceased thus to operate on him) he at once relapsed
into his old hardness. God then hardened him, not by any direct
act to that effect, but by withholding the influences which
softened him.
This God could do with perfect propriety, tha
all men might see precisely what Pharaoh, when left to himself,
was, and how justly he deserved the punishment inflicted upon
him. There is a wide difference between hardening a man's
heart by a direct act, and not softening it when the man himself
is determined to keep it hard.
The former God never does ; the
latter he may do or not as he chooses.
Again, God's right to use wicked men to accomplish his purposes is as unquestionable as his right to use good men. A man,
by making himself wicked, does not annul the divine right to use
him. God used Pharaoh, and Christ used J uJlls, because each was
worthless for any ami all ends save the one for which he was
used. But the use made of them did not determine their final
doom. That they themselves had previously fixed hy their own
acts.
All they were tit for was what they were used for. As
God could do nothing better with them than what he did, none
can question his right to do that. From all of which it results
that there is no injustice with God.
that I might display in you my power, and that my
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name might be published
in all the land.
A statement ot
the purpose for which God set Pharaoh up to be king. This pur·
pose he intended to accomplish whether the man were good or
bad, obedient or disobedient.
If obedient, that would have been
God's preference; but if disobedient, still he will effect his ends.
He is not to be defeated by the wilful perversity of a man whom
he is trying to get to do right, but who is nevertheless bent on
doing wrong. He will always work by good men if he can; but
he will work by bad ones if he must.
18. So then he has mercy on whom he will, and whom
he will he hardens.
But he wills to have mercy on none,
when the act is unjust to others, or when it makes it more easy
for those upon whom he has the mercy, to be saved than for
others. The mercy he shows does not determine salvation. It
still leaves all alike free to settle that by their own will and acts.
He showed the mercy spoken of to Jacob; but after he had done
so, it was no easier for Jacob to be saved than for Esau; and after
he had rejected Esau, it was no harder for him to be saved than
for Jacob.
Faultless justice remains with God. And whom he
will he hardens. But when a man has so corrupted and hardened
himself, as was the case with Pharaoh, that it requires the exertion of miraculous power to subdue him; and where God has
exerted that power on him once and again without its producing
the desired effect; and when after this, he withholds the power,
and the man still remains hard, let no one charge injustice on
God.
Rather let it be said, that if he was unjust at all, it consisted in his excessive kindness to the obdurate and stupid heart
that never responded to it. Where, in all the annals of time, did
God ever do so much to soften the heart of any man as he did to
soften that of Pharaoh; and yet the world c1amors-"unjust."
Had God, after the first miracle, opened the earth and engulfed
the stubborn wretch, should we not rather have cried, right.
How much less then, as matters stand, can we cry, injustice.
But the light in which Calvinism sets the case deserves a note.
It represents God as rearing up Pharaoh from his cradle to be the
monster he was, and then as punishing him for being and doing
precisely what he was impelled to be and do. No wonder the
world is shocked with the blasphemy.
The circumstance that
so many have been deluded into the persuasion that the Bible
teaches it, is exactly what has led 60 many to eschew the Bible.
But the Bible knows it not.
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19. You will say to me then, Why then does he still
find fault?
The Apostle propounds the question, but clearly
does not reply to it. The reason for this, I apprehend, is that it
involv es a construction of God's dealings with the human family
so glaringly unjust as to deserve no answer. The Apostle seems
to have felt that thol;e who could so treat the ways of a just God
ought to be left to the darkness of their error. But let us see
what reply the question admits of.
If God has mercy on whom he will, and hardens whom he
pleases; if, in other words, he makes the human family just what
they are, regardless of their will and agency; and if they neither
can nor do resist his will, Why then does he still find fault with
them? If God did all this, and still found fault, the faultfinding
would certainly appear to us as unjust. But God does not do
v,hat is here ascribed to him. He does not make the human
family just what they are, and then find fault with them for
being what he makes them. Morally, men make themselves what
they are, which at the first is always what they should not be.
For this only, God faults them. True, God sometimes makes
choices, as in the case of Jacob and Esau; but he finds fault with
no one for being what his choice makes him. He found none
with Jacob, none with Esau.
He found fault with each only
when he did wrong where he could have done right.
Farther
God sometimes hardens men, as he hardened Pharaoh; but he
finds no fault with them for being hard when he hardens them.
or for doing what he impels them to do. He found fault with
Pharaoh for hardening himself and impiously resisting his will.
This much he did, no more. The question then is far from being
unanswerable.
But it does not merit a reply.
20. Nay but, man, who are you that reply to God? The
Apostle, as already said, takes no notice of the man's question;
but he turns on him to show him his presumption and folly in
raising it. He thus cuts discussion short by declining it. Who
are you that reply to the Infinite One? A mere creature, knowing comparatively nothing.
Yet you question his justice and
pronounce on his ways.
Your folly is simply enormous, and
needs no farther reply.
Shall the thing formed say to him that formed it, Why
did you make me thus?
Certainly not, but what of that?
What conclusion follows, or what is the application to the case
in hand?
The passage is cited substantially from Isaiah, either
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xxix:- 16, or xlv: 9, for in both places the sense is nearly the same;
and the application I take to be this: Shall Ishmael, who was
rejected, say to God, Why did you reject me? as if having the
right to question him. Shall Esau say, Why did you reject me?
as though God had done him wrong. The reply is, Not at all.
What then? Shall rejected Israel reply to God, Why have you
treated us thus? Certainly not. For God chose Isaac and rejected Ishmael; and you say, right. He also chose Jacob and
rejected Esau; and you say, right.
Moreover, he at the first
chose you and rejected the Gentiles, and you still say, right. If
now he choose the Gentiles and reject you, dare you say, wrong.
You are estopped from so replying by the very acts you indorse.
The Apostle here employs the argufnentum ad hominem with
fine skill. Whatever his position may be within itself, Israel. at
least, is compelled to admit its correctness.
21.
Or has not the potter power over the clay to make
from the same mass one vessel for honor, and another for
dishonor?
This verse is of the same tenor, and to the same
effect, as the preceding one. The potter certainly has the power
claimed; not only so, he has the right.
What now is the application? The human race is the clay; and God is the potter.
Accordingly, God has both the power and the right over this
clay to make from it one vessel for honor, and another for dishonor. He has the power to make Isaac honorable, and Ishmael
not; to make Jacob honorable, and Esau not; to make Israel honorable, and the Gentiles not; or to make the Gentiles honorable, and
Israel not. All this he has the power and right to do; and if he
do it, who can complain?
Can Israel? When Israel was honorable, and the Gentiles not, Israel said, right; but now when the
Gentiles are honorable, and Israel not, Israel says, Is there not
injustice with God? TLe Apostle's skill is here consummate.
In the phrase, "one vessel for honor, and another for dishonor,"
the "dishonor" consists solely in not being honored. It is purely
negative, not positive.
Esau was a vessel of dishonor; yet he
was left untouched.
Jacob was chosen and he was let alone.
The letting alone was the dishonor.
But the Calvinistic mode of construing the passage should not
be passed in silence. Calvinism agrees with the preceding view
as far as it goes, but insists that it stops too soon. Accordingly,
Calvinism goes the following length: The human family is the
clay and God the potter.
From this clay God makes one indi
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vidual for honor, and another for dishonor. The individual made
for honor is he whom God, of his own sovereign power, appoints to heaven; while the one made for dishonor is he whom
God, in like manner, appoints to hell. It is as astounding as it
is painful to see men who are both scholarly and pious, strain
the word of God in order to make it subserve such monstrous
tenets.
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SUMMARY.

But God, though determined to punish evil-doers in the end, has always
borne long with them. Surely none can sa." this is unjust. He may do a8
he pleases. And that he might show the abundance of glory he has to bestow on those who prove themselves worthy of it, he called us disciples both
from among the Jews and the Gentiles. He has thus shown himself perfectIy impartial.
God did no injustice in choosing the Jews at first and in rejecting the Gentilea. Neither now does he do any injustice in choosing the Gentiles and in
rejecting the Jews.
He has always intended to accept those who should
obey his Son, whether Jews or Gentiles, and to reiect all the rest. Thill he
long since foretold both by Hosea and Isaiah.
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22.
But God, though determining
to display his wrath,
and to make known his power, endured with much forbearance
vessels of wrath, ripe for destruction,
Taking
this verse in connection with the 23d and 24th, and we have confessedly a difficult passage. The construction is anormal, and, as
usually interpreted, elliptical, leaving the sense incomplete.
Part
of this difficulty, I feel sure, arises from a faulty punctuation.
First, let v. 22 be made a complete sentence.
This of itself
brings no little relief. Second, make the sentence simply affirmative, and not conditional. Third, give de its common signification,
and render ei though.
Then arrange as I have done, and most
of the embarrassment is gone. If it be replied that a part of this
at least is unusual, I grant it. But the passage itself is unusual,
and therefore necessitates an unusual exegesis.
though determining
to display his wrath
Thelon here is
more correctly rendered by de/erminiltg than by willing, since
the latter is ambiguous. God's wrath is his sense of justice manifested in punishing the wicked.
This wrath he has ever
determined to display on condition of final impenitence.
And /0
make known his power-Not
so strictly power as ability, what
he is able to do. Now although from the origin of sin to the
present, God has always intended to punish it unless forgiven,
still, during all this time, he has been bearing with the wicked,
and not punishing them, though strictly deserving it. Here then
at least, none will ask, Is there not injustice with God? Truly
mercy and forbearance are with him, but not injustice.
But who are the "vessels of wrath".'
Most commentators
think them to be the wicked Jews, with whom God had been
bearing so long, and whom he had now cast off. The language
certainly includes the wicked Jews, and may have special reference to them; but I doubt the correctness of making it denote
them exclusively.
It appears safer to make it include all the
wicked, both Jews and Gentiles, whom God had been enduring
80 long.
The expression "vessels of wrath," is a metaphor taken
from the preceding verse. It means simply the wicked. "Ripe"
or fitted for des/ruction, as applied to the wicked, does not signify ripened or fitted by God, but by their own evil deeds. They
were authors to their condition, not he.
23. And that he might make known his wealth of glory
upon vessels of mercy,
"Wealth of glory" means abundant
glory. "Vessels of mercy" does not signify vessels of mercy by
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divine decree, and previously to the obedience of belief. It signifies those who accept Christ-the
pardoned. Which he prepared
for glory. He prepared them for glory when, in consequence of
their obedience to Christ, he forgave their sins, and by that act.
24. [he showed mercy on] us whom he also called.
God called us by the gospel, and it was in that act partly that he
showed the mercy; but he showed it chiefly in remitting our
sins. "Us" signifies the whole body of the saved. I here bracket
a clause, because it has nothing corresponding to it in the text.
Still as it, or something equivalent, is obviously implied, I deem
no defense of it necessary.
not only from the Jews, but also from the Gentiles. That
is, God called us not only from among the one people, but also
from among the other. In the matter of the call, then, he has been
perfectly impartial. He has called both Jews and Gentiles alike.
Not only so, but he proposes to make all vessels for honor, and
none for dishonor. In this therefore none can say he is unjust.
But he not only called us; he also had mercy on us. And the
precise reason for having mercy on us, and not on the rest, is
that we accepted the call, while they rejected it. In calling to
salvation, God is equally merciful to all. He sends to all the
same Christ, the same gospel; on them he spends the same influences, and to them presents the same incentives to duty. But
beyond this, he strictly discriminates in bestowing mercy. He
bestows it on those only that obey his Son. On all the rest he
will one day pour out his wrath.
In the former of these two verses, the Apostle shows how God
deals with vessels of wrath; in the latter, how he deals with vessels of mercy. Those, he endures with much forbearance, though
resolved to punish them at last; these, he calls to the honors of
the gospel, that he may finally crown them with his wealth of
glory.
25. As he says also by Hosea:
I will call those my
people that are not my people, and her beloved, that is
not beloved.
The passage is compiled from Hosea i: 10 and ii:
23; and it seems originally designed to apply to reinstated Israel
alone; but that it includes also the Gentiles is settled by the use
here made of it. I can not see that it is used by way of accornmodation as some writers insist.
The Apostle now proposes to establish from prophecy two
points: 1. That the Gentiles are to become the people of God.
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3. That only a remnant of Israel is to be saved.
It is thus to be
made apparent to the Jews that their own prophets confirm
all Paul says. I will call those my people: I will so call or
name the-m, because they will then be my people. The time will
come when the Gentiles wiIl obey the gospel, and be saved.
They will then be my people, and I will so style them. That are
not my people: That are not my peculiar people in the sense in
which Israel are. Not that I now repudiate all Gentiles. only
that as a body they are not mine in a special sense.. And her beloved, that is not beloved: An allusion no doubt to the church.
As much as to say, the Gentiles are at present not a chosen people, which is the force of "not beloved." But the time is coming
when they will compose the church, the Lamb's wife. As such,
they will then be beloved. Israel is now the beloved, and the
Gentiles the not-beloved.
But time will reverse this; and the
GentiJes w;JJ be the beJDven, :mn Isrse) the not-beloved.
No
fact could he mentioned more offensive to Israel than this. Yet
the time had come when it must be stated,
26. And in the place where it was !Said to them, You
are not my people, there they shall be called sons of the
living God. To the same effect as the preceding.
That the
prophecy has a double meaning can hardly be doubted. \Vhen
first spoken it applied to restored Israel; but God meant it to include the Gentiles also. This Hosea may not have understood;
for the prophets often uttered things the filII purport of which
they did not comprehend.
Paul's use of th~ passage is the best
evidence of what God intended hy it. Nor does the Apostle cite
it in an accommodated sense, as some commentators think; that
is, merely because it happened to expre<;s his own ideas. He
cited it rather because it proves that God long since purposed
and said that the Gentiles should become his people. This point
the Apostle is anxious to establish; and he completely does so by
Hosea. And in the place-Not
in anyone particular place, but
among the Gentiles generally. It was the common twit of the
Jews that the Gentiles were not God's people. There they shall
be called-There
they shall actually be sons of God, and therefore shall be so caIled. The reception of the Gentiles being now
established by Hosea, the A postle proceeds to prove from Isaiah
that only a remnant of Israel is to be saved.
27. Besides, Isaiah cries over Israel:
Though the number of the sons of Israel be as the sand of the sea, a
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remnant
shall be saved.
That is, only a remnant shall be
saved. This remnant, from and after Chi ist, consisted of those
who accepted him. The vast remainder were all rejected. It was
the rejection of Christ by this remainder, and their consequent
anathematization that gave the Apostle the "great grief and continual sorrow" of which he speaks in the first of the chapter; and
when we contemplate the spectacle we can not wonder at his
emotions. The disproportion between the remnant and the remainder was fearful. A mere handful saved: millions lost. But
the lost had themselves alone to blame. "0 Jerusalem, Jerusalem,
how often would I have gathered your children tog-ether, but
they would not," is the solution of the case. God placed before
them the alternatives-Christ
and life, or not Christ and death.
They deliberately chose the latter. They were free to have m.ule
a different choice; and the pressure which it is right to use, God
brought to bear upon them to induce them to make it. Yet they
would not; and as they chose, so they fare.
28. Now the Lord will execute this saying upon the
land, fulfilling it and ending it quickly.
That logon refers to
the saying of Isaiah in the preceding verse, I assume as certain.
Accordingly, I render it saying, and prefix "this" to it, so as to
render the reference definite. "The Lord will execute 'this saying' "-he will fulfill it to the letter. This he will do by actually
saving the remnant, and rejecting the remainder.
Thus he will
verify all I teach in regard to Israel. "Upon the land"-the land
of Israel. "Fulfilling it and ending it quickly"-fulfilling
the
saying and bringing the fulfillment at once to an end. The citation in this and the preceding verse is from Isaiah x: 22, 23. The
Apostle follows the sense of the passage rather than the verbiage.
29. And as Isaiah had before said:
Had not the Lord
of hosts left us offspring, we should have been as Sodom,
and been made like Gomorrah.
Here Is. i: 9; hence the
rendering, "had before said;" that is, he had said what is here
cited before he said what is cited in vs. 27, 28. The passage is
designed as a still farther proof that a mere remnant of Israel is
to be saved.
The Lord of hosts-The Lord that rears them up
and preserves them. The phrase is used with admirable propriety here. Left us-left
to us Israelites.
Offspring-some
offspring, a remnant.
We should have become as Sodom-we
should have become wholly extinct, not even one left. And been
made like Gomorrah-we should have been utterly cut off from
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the earth, made a complete desolation.
The Apostle clearly
regards these two cities as instances of entire extinction, not considering' Lot as belonging to them, but as a mere temporary
dweller in one of them.
But the Lord of hosts has preserved us offspring, a mere remnant, it is true, in comparison with those that are lost, still enough
to preserve our name from oblivion. This remnant is small in
numbers, but mighty nevertheless.
It has been purified in the
blood of Christ, and is now the light of the world.
Its name is
to endure forever; and its victories are to extend to the remotest
bounds of earth.
All nations shall bless God for it. In the
loss of Israel there is cause for "continual sorrow;" but in the
salvation of the remnant, still greater cause for joy; and in the
end, God's name will be more honored through this remnant, and
the world more blessed, than through all the countless hosts of
Israel besides. After all, then, God has not been nursing Israel
to no purpose.
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SUMMARY.
The Gentiles from some cause were not seeking justification.
Yet they
found it. Why? Because with glad hearts they sought it in Christ in whom
alone it is found
But Israel were seeking justification; and yet they did not
find it. Why? Because they sought it not by belief in Christ, but by works
of law in which way it can never be found.

The Apostle has now shown that God, in rejecting the Jews
and receiving the Gentiles, had not been unjust; that in doing so
he had acted on principles which the Jews themselves approved;
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that all he had done was foretold in their prophets, and therefore
should not have been unlooked for by them. He is consequently
ready to pass to a new topic; and accordingly proceeds to state
the reasons why Israel was rejected and the Gentiles received.
In other words, he is now going to account for these facts.
30. What then shall we say? Not in the way of inference, but in the way of accounting for what has now been said.
Israel is rejected; and the Gentiles are in their place. Why is
it so?

That the Gentiles, who were not seeking justification,
Who were not in pursuit of it, and therefore were not expecting
it. But why not seeking it? Either, I presume, because they
knew in effect nothing about it, and consequently knew not how
to seek it; or because they had sunk down in indifference, and
cared nothing for it. Or, which is most probable, both these
causes combined were at work to produce the result. The point
is unalluded to by the Apostle; hence our inability to decide it.
Several commentators are of the opinion that the words dioRonta, Ratelahe, and eplztkase are here used agonistically, that is,
in the sense in which they were employed in the ancient public
games; and they so render them. I regard the opinion as unlikely, if not fanciful.
With Stuart and Bloomfield, I here render dikaiosunen justification, instead of righteousness.
True, Riddle, in a note on
Lange, thinks this rendering "altogether untenable."
But assertion is a cheap form of criticism. To assert with R. is far easier
than to defend the other side. Precisely what the Gentiles did
not seek was release from sin and consequent acceptance with
God; and release from sin is the radical fact in justification.

attained to justification, but justification that is by belief. That is, they realized it, or were justified. But they were
not justified by belief alone, or as the sole condition of it. For as
Bloomfield in loco justly says: "Faith in Christ implies a full acceptance of his gospel, and an obedience to all its requisitions,
whether of belief or practice."
When the Gentiles believed in
Christ and obeyed him, their sins were remitted. Being now free
from sin, they were held as just or righteous, which was their
justification. This justification they sought by belief in Christ,
and not by works of law; but the belief by which they sought it
was not a mere conviction of the heart, excluding the acts that
apring out of belief and go with it. It was the belief which led
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them to obey Christ, and so complement the expression "obedience of belief."
Here the reason for the reception of the Gentiles is broadly
and clearly set forth. Priorly to the offer of Christ to them, they
were, as compared with Israel, a rejected people, and were not
seeking justification. But so soon as the gospel was presented to
them, they obeyed it; and thus obtained the favor of God. Their
reception of Christ, therefore, and consequent justification were
the reason why they became God's people.
31. But Israel, though seeking a law of justification,
If
the Apostle be assumed here as intending to speak with strict
precision, to speak, in other words according to the real fact in
the case, then his unusual collocation nomon dikaiosunes instead
of dikaiosunen nomou is significant. Israel had a law which, theoretically, was a law of justification, but which, in fact, was not
one. Not one of them had ever been justified by it; nor was one
of them ever to be. To them therefore it was no law of justification. Now as they had no intention of being justified save by
law, what they were in reality seeking was a law which should
justify them. Primarily they were seeking a law as a condition
precedent to justification.
Not that they were doing this
knowingly and formally; but still they were doing it. They were
seeking the law rather than the justification.
Or, which I deem the more probable, nomon dikaiosunes is
simply equivalent to dikaiosunen nomou. In form the two expressions certainly differ, but in sense, most likely not. Hence to
seek a law of justification is to seek the justification of law. This
is clear; and it was obviously the fact in the case. I therefore
consider it safer to conclude that, although the Apostle has
varied the usual form of expression, he did not mean to vary the
usual sense. In this view I feel confirmed by the clause "as by
works," in the next verse. To seek justification by law is the
same as to seek it by works.
In translating participles, as here, we often find it best to use,
as a sort of auxiliary, some such word as when, while, or though.
\Ve thus obtain a bolder and clearer meaning. The reader will
notice that I here use though, which indeed the sense seems to
imply.
attained
not to a law,
That is, they did not find the law
they sought; and as a consequence, they remained unjustified.
\Vhen they sought justification they did not find it, because they
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soug'ht it by law; and when they sought a law of justification,
they did not find it, because such a law is practically impossible.
Their failure therefore was complete.
32. Why?
Because
[seeking
justification]
not by
belief,
The full connection is as follows: But Israel, though
seeking a law of justification, attained not to it. Therefore they
remain unjustified. Why? Because they sought it not by belief.
Justification by belief is the only justification possible to man.
Hence he who does not seek it thus will never attain to it.
but as by works.
Clearly as by works if law. Indeed so
many MMS. contain the word nomou that it seems questionable
whether it should be omitted. The evidence for it and against it
is about equal. Alford brackets it, while Tregelles and Green both
omit it. As it is really not necessary, I shall not retain it. As by
works-as being persuaded that by works of law they could
attain to it-a fatal persuasion. Justification by belief is practicable; justification by works of law, practically impossible. The
Gentiles chose that method; Israel this, which accounts for the
fact that the former are accepted, and the latter not.
they stumbled
at the stumbling-stone.
They stumbled
at Christ. They maintained that justification could not be obtained except by their law. Accordingly, they repudiated Christ.
Their disastrous argument ran thus: The law alone is for justification, and we are sure of justification by it. Therefore we will
have nothing to do with Christ. We will never abandon the law
for him. This decided their fate.
The language of the clause is metaphorical.
Israel is viewed
as pursuing justification so erroneously and eagerly as to stumble
at Christ, the very object in whom they should have sought it.
They followed the illusion of the law, and so missed the reality
in Christ.
33. As it is written:
Behold, I place in Sian a stumbling-stone,
and a rock of offence;
That is, I place Christ in
Sion; but I do 1I0t place him there to be a stumbling-stone.
This
is not what I design. I place him there to be a Savior; but should
Israel reject him, to them he will prove a stumbling-stone.
IIe
IS set for salvation to all; but should any become offended at him,
to them he will become a stumbling-stone, and a rock of offence.
They will stumble over him, and he will fall on them; and as a
consequence, they will never be justified. Christ is salvation to
him who accepts him; he is ruin to him who does not.
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The passage i, cited (rom Is. xxvHi: 16, viii: 14; and the use
Paul makes of it shows that, no matter to what else it may originally have applied, it clearly alludes to the Messiah. The Apostle
seems to interpret what at bottom the prophet meant.
and he that believes upon it shall not be ashamed. He
that believes upon Christ shall be justified; and therefore, in the
judgment, at the last day, he shall not be condemned. Consequently he shall have no cause (or shame. It is reserved exclusively (or those that repudiate Christ, as Israel is doing, to be
covered with shame. He gains all who accepts Christ; he lose.
aU who does not.
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but not according to knowled/?e.
For being ignorant of God's justification, and seeking to establish their
own, they have not been obedient to
God's justification.
4 For Christ is
the end of the law for justification to
everyone that believes.
• For Moses
describes the justification which is ot
the law: that the man who has done
its re<J.uirements shall live by them.
6 But Justification
by belief speaks
thus: Say not in your heart, Who
shall go up into heaven; that is, to
brin!? down Christ;
7 nor Who shall
go Gown into the deep; that is, to
bring up Christ from the dead?
~ But what does it say? The thing
said is near you, in your mouth and
in your heart, that is, the doctrine
of belief, which we preach. '-that
if you will confess the Lord Jesus
with your mouth, and will believe in
your heart that God raised him from
the dead, you shall be saved.
10 For
with the heart we believe in order to
justification. and with the mouth we
confess. in order to salvation.
1\ For
the. scnpture. says:
Everyone
that
believes on him shall not be ashamed.
12 For
between Jew and Greek there
is no difference; for the same Lord
of all is rich towards all that call
upon him.
13For every one who
calls upon the name of the Lord
shall be saved.
3

SUMMARY.

Paul desires in heart. and prays for the salvation of Israel. He testifiestctheir zeal, but declares it to be not according to knowledge. Their zeal di.-
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played itself in seeking to establish their own theory of justification, which
caused them to reject that of God. No justification except to the believer in
Christ. The justification of the law defined, and shown to be impracticable.
No insuperable difficulties to be surmounted in order to justification by belief.
On the contrary, its requirements are easy, and lie within reach of all. Belief and confession will secure it, No longer any difference between Jew and
Greek in receiving God's favor. An to enjoy it on the same conditions.

In the present chapter, the Apostle considers still farther the
case of the Jews. He enlarges upon their great error respecting
justification, shows how it had happened, and states the remedy.
He points out the relation of Christ to their law, and then enters
upon some important details in the plan of salvation. The chapter contains far less of plot than the ixth, and is less complex
than anyone that has preceded it. It is however wonderfully
compact and sentensic, resembling in these respects the viith. It
opens, like the ixth, in a very conciliatory manner; and yet its
tone throughout is firm, sharp, and sustained.

Brethren,

the desire of my heart, and prayer to God

Bengel appears strangely to misconceive the application of the
word brethren here.
He seems to think that it refers to the
Jews, of whom the Apostle is speaking, whereas it dearly means
the disciples in Rome, to whom he is writing.
Two things, mentioned by the Apostle, indicate the deep interest he felt in his countrymen who had rejected Christ-the
desire of his heart, and his prayer; and the latter especially merits
• thought. Both desire and prayer looked to their salvation; but
(rom the scope of prophecy and the obstinacy of the Jews, the
Apostle must have felt sure that they would be lost. Yet he
prayed for their salvation.
Did he pray for what he felt certain
would not be? He might very consistently have done so. The
loss of the Jews was not fixed by irrevocable decree.
It was
determined by their own wilful rejection of Christ, and although
morally certain, it was not unalterably so. Hence, the Apostle
could very properly ask God to avert it. No one knows, not
even Paul, the resources of the infinite Father.
Therefore his
interposition may be invoked in whatever events are not known
to be absolutely impossible. It was certain that the Jews would
be lost unless they abandoned their unbelief; but it was not hopelessly sure that they would not abandon it, That they might do
so was consequently legitimate matter for prayer.
How the
Apostle expected the result to be brought to pass he has not even
hinted. That he left with God.
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for them is for their salvation.
The common text hal
"Israel," which is evidently erroneous.
Yet Bloomfield says of
the revised text here adopted, that it "merits little attention."
Such a remark from so judicious a critic is unexpected.
The
reference in "them" to Israel is so direct as utterly to preclude
doubt. No effort therefore is necessary to remove any supposed
uncertainty.
In v. 31, ch. ix, Israel are named; and in v. 32 they
are referred to by appropriate pronouns, so that only one short
verse intervenes between the last reference to them and the pres·
ent reference, not enough to interrupt the connection.
EiJ
soterian : Eis, with an accusative often, as here, denotes the
design intended, or the event produced by an act.
The desire
and prayer of the Apostle looked to a certain end-the salvation
of Israel, and were intended, if it were practicable, to effect it.
They tended to the result, and were an effort to accomplish it.
2. For I testify for them that they have zeal for God,
One good trait then, at least, remained to them, and constituted
a basis, though a feeble one, for hope.
Zeal when bigoted and
blind is a fearful enemy of change.
Still it is not in all cases an
insuperable obstacle in the way of truth.
The Apostle seems to
have felt that it justified some hope; and it certainly warmed his
prayer.
He at least deemed it worthy of a faint eulogy.
but not according to knowledge.
Knowledge here does
not mean knowledge in general, but specific, real knowledge.
It
means knowing truly what God had taught on the subject of
justification, or more closely still, a correct interpretation of his
teaching on it. This knowledge, the great body of the Jews did
not possess. Not because it was not available; but because, by
their false glosses, they had eclipsed the true light touching it,
and, as the result, were left in darkness.
Had they read Moses
and the prophets correctly, they would at once have recognized in
Christ their long-expected Messiah, and have hailed him with
joy.
In that event, their zeal, instead of spending itself in an
effort to propagate error, would have become a mighty auxiliary
in spreading the truth.
3. For being ignorant of God's justification,
With Stuart,
Bloomfield, and Trollope, I here render dikaiosunen justification,
and not righteousness.
My reasons for the rendering are the following: Whatever the word denotes was to be obtained by belief
in Christ. This is evident from v. 4. But righteousness is never
thus obtained except as a result of justification. Belief in Christ
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11; never substituted for righteousness
as being its equivalent, nor
is it ever counted for it or in its stead.
Righteousness is simply
keeping the whole law; and there is absolutely neither an equivalent to it, nor a substitute for it. By belief in Christ, and through
the efficacy of his blood, we are justified; and being sinless, we
are in fact righteous. In this sense only, is righteousness obtained
by belief. \Ve are hence justified into righteousness (an unusual
ex prc-sion, but severely correct), not invested with it by, or in
virtue of substitutes.
But this is precisely what the Jews were
ignorant of. Justification, therefore, is the meaning of dikaiosuncn.
and seeking to establish
their own,
That is, their own
theory of j ustification. What it was, need not be reiterated here.
That theory they not only sought to make good; but they shut
their eyc~ and ears again!>t every fact having in any measure the
effect to prove them wrong.
They assumed their theory to be
infallihle, and, as a consequence, grew impenetrahle to argument
against it. This blind and unreasoning obstinacy was the reef
which wrecked them; and great is the regret that their error had
not died with them. But it has lived in all ages since; and what
half the religious world is doing to-day, is repeating it. Existing
religious parties are seeking,each to establish its own peculiar
theory of justification, the consequence of which is the repudiation of the divine justification.
From the days of Luther down,
not to say more, nothing has been more persistently, dogmatically, and proscriptively rung in protestant ears than justification
by "faith alone;" and yet it is neither asserted nor implied in one
sentence in the New Testament.
This is an astounding fact; and
,t should restrain us from decrying the Jews.
We have too
ilovely imitated them to be allowed to fault them. Verily they
have been examples to us; and with daintiest feet we have stepoed in their steps. I Il zeal only have we been their inferiors.
they have not been obedient to God's justification.
Hupetagcsan here i~ AOI ist passive, and should be so rendered.
It
is from IlUpotasso which, in the passive, means to be ranged under, be subject to, or very simply, be obedient to. Its simplest
sense seems here the best.
Not to be obedient to God's justification is not to be obedient
to Christ; and not to be obedient to Christ is not to comply with
the conditions of justification, which he has prescribed.
These
conditions stated, one by one, in general terms, are two: I. Be-
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lief; and, 2. obedience springing out of it. No man who believes
only, without obeying, can be justified; for belief without obedience is dead; and no man who obeys only, without believing,
can be saved; for he that believes not, shall be condemned.
By
divine decree, these two things are so locked together as to be
inseparable.
But obedience is a very comprehensive term, embracing many specific acts; and these acts have to be performed
by two widely different classes of pel sons. They have to be
performed, some of them, by those without the kingdom of God,
and, the rest of them, by those within it. In the case of those
without, they are joint conditions with belief, of justification; in
the case of those within, they are those acts of duty in which, as
christians, we work out our final salvation. What, in the case of
those Without, these special conditions of justification are, will
be considered farther on.
4. For Christ is the end of the law
Intended to confirm
the foregoing remark.
Israel were not obedient to God's justification, for they were not obedient to Christ, in whom alone his
justification is realized.
The end rif the law: Not its extinction
or death, but its ultimate object.
The great final purpose of the
law, the remote end to which it looked, was justification, and so
preparation for heaven. Christ is that end, because in him alone
it is realized.
He steps in, and achieves this ultimate object of
the law for it, and so becomes its end.
for justification
Justification was the end or final object of
the law.
Hence Christ is the law's end for its end, its end to
achieve its end.
Fruit is the end of a fruit-bearing tree.
But
whatever takes its place, and bears its fruit for it, is its end. And
so with the law.
Its end is justification.
But Christ takes its
place and accomplishes its end for it. He is therefore its end for
justification.
to everyone
that believes.
God's justification, that which
he has ordained, is realized by him only, that believes in Christ.
No one else ever attains to it. It is therefore never realized by
him who seeks it in partial obedience to law, and none seek it in
perfect obedience. Herein consisted the great error of the Jews.
They never yielded perfect obedience to the law; and yet they
sought justification by it. To them, therefore, in their way of
seeking it, it was impossible.
But belief in Christ, unless the contrary be stated or implied,
is never to be understood as insulated or alone.
It is always to
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be assumed that he who believes in Christ will obey him.
A
disobedient belief is not contemplated in the Bible. If the belief
be that of the un pardoned, it must lead him to obey the conditions of pardon; otherwise, his belief is an abortion, and he
remains in sin. If it be that of the pardoned, it must be continuous, leading him to do all those things which are necessary to
eternal life; and as sure as the pardoned will be lost, if his belief
fails, so sure will the unpardoned never be pardoned, if his belief
remains alone. It must add to itself obedience or it is null.
5. For Moses describes
the justification
which is of
the law:
The gar here, I take it, refers to a suppressed sentence which it is necessary to supply in order to complete the
connection. This sentence and the connection may be thus indicated: Christ is the end of the law for justification to every
one that believes; and justification by beliif is entirely differen,
from justification by the law>, "for Moses describes the justification which is of the law," &c. The phrase, justification which is
of the law, means justification emerging, as it were, out of the
law as its source; and were the law ever perfectly obeyed, this
would be the exact fact in the case. Of course such justification
is purely potential, there never having been an instance of it.
that the man who has done its requirements
shall live
by them.
That auta here denotes the requirements of the law
is conceded by all. It is, therefore, best so to translate it as to
indicate this fact. To render it "them," as Alford does, translates
merely the word, not its sense. This is to sacrifice meaning to
mere verbiage.
Whether we shall read en aute or en autois-by it or by them,
seems difficult to decide.
The manuscript authority for each is
about equal; but to my mind, the internal probabilities favor the
former. Still, I retain, not without doubt, en autois, because it
yields a clearer sense. To read, That the man who has done its
requirements shall live by it, is certain to mislead. By the com
mon reader it is sure to be understood as referring to the law
whereas it refers to justification.
To avoid the danger of this
misapprehension, I think it best to retain en autois.
Green
adopts this reading, and the Textual Notes in Lange give it a
hesitating preference; but Tregelles and Alford reject it and
retain en au/e. For the learned, en aute wiJI be found the prefer.
able text; for the unlearned, the other.
that the man who has done its requirements
That i.,
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done them all without an exception.
This is the justification of
the law, which is justification on the ground of merit.
It excludes both favor and mercy, being his due who is entitled to it.
It is a debt, not a .gratuity; a right which can not be withheld.
How any human being should ever have expected to realize it, is
inconceivable.
The ignorance of the Jews concerning it must
have been profound. They certainly sought it and expected it; yet
a moment's thought should have taught them that it was impossible.
They seem to have committed the strange blunder of
supposing that they could merit, without merit, what can be
bestowed only as a debt; or that they could earn by a faulty
life what is due only to a faultless one.
shall live by them-by
the requirements he has done. But
since not one has ever done them, not one will ever live by them.
The law, instead of exciting in human bosoms the hope of life,
absolutely extinguishes it. It engenders and confirms despair,
not hope. The word live here denotes both to live the life the
justified now live, and to live forever hereafter.
Of course the
Apostle is not contemplating apostasy, which, although it may
occur, and often does, is not at present before his mind.
6. B'.lt justification
by belief speaks thus:
Justification
by belief is here personified, a mode of speech quite common
with Pau', and in that character is represented as doing what the
actual 11, 109 teacher of justification by belief does; that is, as
setting fcreh itself or what it is. Let us now, for the sake of being plain, drop the Apostle's rhetorical method, and substitute
the actual, for the personified teacher. Moses describes the justication which is of the law, and in so doing shows it to be
Impossible. But the teacher of justification by belief thus speaks:
Say not in your heart, Who shall go up into heaven;
that is, to bring down Christ;
Say not in your heart, as if
what you say were an earnest, weighty matter, that Christ must
be brought back into your presence before you will believe on
him. You must not demand impossible conditions for your belief. What you require is essential to knowledge, not to belief.
Be but just to the evidence and facts in the case, and you not
only can believe on Christ without his return from heaven, but
you will find it easy to do so; and what, in this case, you can
easily do, you owe it to God and yourself to do.
Chnst has
already been here; and in his life and deeds, he has supplied all
the conditions essential to belief. Not only so, he has supplied
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them in such measure as to render unbelief highly criminal. Hi,
return, therefore, is not necessary to belief. With the real necessities of belief, Christ will always comply; with the exactions of
an unreasonable skepticism, he never will.
What justification by belief is here represented as saying, is
most probably what the infidel Jews of the time were accustomed to say, on the chnstian assumption of the ascension. "Go
up into heaven, if Christ be there, and bring him down, and we
will believe on him." But the thing demanded was not necessary,
in the first place; nor was it possible, in the second. Still, for these
very reasons, the demand would only the more certainly be made,
as a failure to comply with it would afford a shallow pretext for
the skepticism out of which it grew. When Christ was on the
cross, the chief priests and elders derided him and said: "Let
him come down from the cross and we will believe on him."
The sentiment of the two sayings is so much alike, as to give
color to the probability that they originated with the same per.
sons and in the same feeling.
7. nor Who shall go down into the deep; that is, to
bring up Christ from the dead?
This verse is to the same
effect as the preceding.
Say not in your heart what is here recited, for it is not necessary. Justification by belief requires nothing
either impossible or improbable.
It is both practicable and easy;
and its demands lie within reach of all.
The present passage embodies, I doubt not, what the infidel
Jews were accustomed to say on their own hypothesis. They did
not believe Christ to be risen from the dead. To the christian,
therefore, their reply would be: "Go down into the deep, where
Christ is, and bring him up, and we will believe on him."
But
this amounted to a virtual declaration, on their part, of perpetual
unbelief; for they knew that the disciples had no power to go
down into the deep and bnng up anyone.
It was as much as to
say, \Ve will not believe unless you do what we know you can
not do. Great as was such folly, it was yet the folly of the Jews.
But justification by belief requires no such difficulties to be surmounted as are here named. What it requires, all can do by the
proper effort of will.
The phrase, "the deep," denotes not the grave, but the abode
of the spirits of the dead. It is synonymous with hades-the unseen dwelling place of departed spirits. The Jews seem to have
conceived it to be either in the earth or beneath it. They hence
called it the abyss or deep.
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The language of verses 6 and 7 bears a very close resemblance
to the following from Deut. xxx: 11-14: "For this commandment
which I command thee this day, it is not hidden from thee,
neither is it far off. It is not in heaven, that thou shouldst say,
Who shall go up for us to heaven, and bring it to us, that we
may hear it, and do it? Neither is it beyond the sea, that thou
shouldst say, Who shall go over the sea for us, and bring it to
us, that we may hear it and do it. But the word is very nigh to
thee, in thy mouth, and in thy heart, that thou mayest do it."
Indeed so close is the resemblance between Paul and Moses, that
many commentators have supposed that the latter really had in
mind the doctrine of justification by belief, and alluded to it in
what he said. But this supposition is violently improbable. The
correct view I take to be this: What Moses said of the "commandment" is, with slight alterations, precisely what Paul wished
to say of justification by belief. He therefore merely borrowed
it and used it as his own.
In other words, substituting justification by belief for "commandment," and what is said of the latter
is so true of the former that the Apostle applied it to It. Nothing is more common with preachers and religious writers than
the same custom.
8. But what does it say?
That is, what does justification
by belief say? It does not say, Who shall go up into heaven to
bring down Christ; nor, Who shall go down into the deep to
bring up Christ-It
says neither that nor this. But if it says
neither, what does it say? The clause I here italicise, is implied
in the use of alla, and must be mentally supplied in order to
com plete the sense.
The thing said is near you, in your mouth, and in your
heart,
It is best here to translate to rema, the t!zing said. This
is its exact meaning; and it gives us a closer connection than we
can otherwise obtain.
The tiling said is near you. This means
that what justification by belief requires is easy. For in scripture, things hard to he done are often said to be far off; while
those easy to be done are said to be near. What justification by
belief says, and in what it says, it merely defines itself, is not
something difficult to be done. Indeed, the thing said is so easy
as to cost you only an act of belief, an act of confession.
that is, the doctrine of belief, which we preach?
This
clause is formally epexegetic of the phrase, the thing said, Accordingly, we should so render the original as to indicate this fact.
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I, therefore, instead of rendering to rema as in the preceding
clause, render it the doctrine, which, with the word belief is what
the phrase the thing said means. The thing said, then, that is so
near you as to be in your mouth and in your heart, is the doctrine
of belief. The expression, doctrine of belief, does not signify a
doctrine respecting belief, but a doctrine in which belief is the
chief component element.
Which we preach-the
doctrine of
belief, which we preach. "Which" here, by the gender of the
original words, has doctrine, not belief for its antecedent.
What now justification by belief declares to be near you, in
your mouth and in your heart-what
it declares to be easy and
not hard, is the doctrine of belief.
Therefore, what we now
want is the doctrine of belief stated in a practicable form, a form
in which we can easily do it. This done, and what justification
by belie! says WI!, he verified; and this is done in the following
verse:

9. -that if you will confess the Lord Jesus with your
mouth, More fully stated, the thing to be confessed is, That
Jesu<.,is the Christ, the Son of the living God. This is the form
in which Peter made the confession, and in which Christ in
person approved it. It may therefore safely be assumed to be
perfect.
To confess a thing with the mouth is to acknowledge
in words that it is true.
But here an important practical question arises, namely: Does
the word confess denote a single act, or an oft-recurring one?
The answer depends on the acceptation in which we take the
word "saved" in the last clause of the verse. If "saved" be construed to mean that primary salvation which consists in remission
of sins at conversion, then "confess" denotes a single act; and
this most probably is the acceptation in which "saved" is to be
taken, since it is here eq uivalen t to justification.
That primary
salvation it must include, more it may not. I conclude, then, that
"confess" denotes a single act, the act of publicly and formally
acknowledging Christ in words.
Moreover, this confession is
here made a condition of the salvation specified.
If you will
confess the Lord Jesus with your mouth, ..... you shall be saved.
"The two requisites for salvation," says Hodge, "mentioned in
this verse, are confession and faith."
But the reader may ask,
Do you regard this condition as indispensable?
I will answer the
reader by asking, Are you ready to assume the responsibility of
dispensing with it? I at least am not.
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and will believe in your heart that God raised him from
the dead,
Christ claimed to be the Son of God, died in that
character, and in it was buried.
But God raised him from the
dead. By this act then, God confirmed his claim, and so demonstrated him to be his Son. To believe with the heart is to believe
with simple, unaffected sincerity.
Moreover, thus to believe is
here also made a condition of salvation.
The former clause
makes confession a condition; the present one, belief.
you shall be saved.
This is the last clause in what justification by belief says; rather, it is the last item in justification
itself. To be justified by belief is to be saved; and to be saved,
is to be forgiven.
Remission of sin, then, and justification are
equivalents.
To remit sin is to make just; and to make just, is
to justify.
Justification being now before us as remission of sin, or salvation in its primary sense, this seems the proper place to raise the
question, What is the whole number of the conditions of justification?
As the remission or salvation is primary, of course the
justification is primary; and by this I mean the justification or
remission which occurs when a man becomes a christian, and
which makes him such. According to these premises, whatever
is shown to be a condition of remission or salvation, is thereby
shown to be a condition of justification.
What now is the whole
number of these conditions?
rst, That belief is a condition, is conceded by all.
On this
item, then, neither comment nor argument is necessary.
zd,
Equally certain is it that repentance is a condition; for the irnpenitent is never justified or saved.
"God now commands all
men to repent;" and he who disobeys him remains in sin. These
conditions I here enumerate in their natural order.
No man
repents, and then believes; but all believe, and then repent. Repentance is an act of obedience to Christ, which is impossible
without belief. Farther, he who believes in heart and is penitent,
is begotten of the Spirit, and is therefore ready to be born again.
Hence, to be begotten of the Spirit is not a distinct condition of
justification, but is included in belief and repentance.
3d. Confession is a condition, determined to be so by the verse just
commented on. 4th. Immersion is a condition, so made by Christ
himself in the following language: "He that believes and is
immersed shall be saved." Two acts are here appointed for sal.
vation-belief
and immersion,. and this appointment constitutca
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them conditions to the end, and the one as surely as the other
Again: "Repent and be immersed eaek of you, in the name oj
Jesus Christ, for remission of sins."
Here repentance and
immersion arc made joint conditions of remission, belief being
assumed as already existing.
Now he that is immersed, is born
If water; consequently, being born of water is not a separate
c ondition of salvation or of entrance into the kingdom, being
Identical with immersion.
Taking now the verse just commented on, together with the
two passages here cited; and assuming salvation, remission, and
just.fication, when taken primarily, to be in essence the same,
and we have four conditions of justification, namely: belief,
reper.tance, confession, immersion.
Not only are these conditions, but they are all the conditions.
Not one more can be
name u; and no one can scripturally name less. That he of whom
all four of these acts can be predicated, is justified or saved, is as
certain as is the divinity of Christ. Should anyone be so daring
as to deny that these are conditions, or so full of temerity as to
assume to set one of them aside as being not essential, for
him ] am not at present writing.
I am writing for him only
who, when he knows his Master's will, is ready to do it, without
rebating even one item.
He that has complied with these conditions is pardoned, is saved, is in the kingdom, is justified. But
although he is all this, he is still a babe in Christ, just beginning
the new life, and he may fail. In order, therefore, to succeed in
the race now set before him, he must continually add to the naked
fact of being a christian, a life of holiness, and peace, and selfdenial.
These things done, and life ended, and the crown of
immortality awaits him.
10. For with the heart we believe
in order to justification, Or more literally, with heart it is believed for justiJlcation.
The verb is Passive and impersonal; but it is best to use a little
treedorn, and so translate it as to make the sense plain to the
common reader.
The eis is telic, as often, denoting the end for
which a thing is done. We believe-this
is the fact, the end for
which, is justification.
To believe with the heart or in heart, is
to believe sincerely. But to believe in heart, though most important, is by itself not enough.
For if belief remain alone, as in
too many instances it does, it is eike, in vain or to no purpose
(I Cor. xv: 2); and to believe in vain is to believe and there stop.
and so fall short of the purposed end.
It is to believe and then
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allow the belief to abort; to stretch out the hand to touch the
hem of the Savior's garment, hut to draw it back without touching.
The stretching out is to no purpose.
Between belief and
its object, justification, there lies the obedience of belief, which
can not be dispensed with, and for which there is no substitute.
Belief is for justification, and obedience is for justification;
but
that without t hi s, is as surely for no purpose as is this without
that. \Vhat God has twinned together, men must not sever. To
believe in Christ with the whole heart, and then, in obedience, to
surrender to him the whole will, is to perfect human duty.
It
leaves nothing to be done, and comes short of no end.
It is all
and accomplishes all.

and with the mouth we confess in order to salvation.
With this clause I take the same liberty as with the preceding,
and for the same purpose.
After what has already, in this chap.
ter, been said on the confession, it need not be enlarged on here.
But why does the Apostle connect belief and justification
together, and confession and salvation together?
lIe can not
intend to imply that belief without confession will secure justification, nor that confession without belief will secure salvation.
Neither is justification one thing to he secured by belief, and salvation 'l different thing to be secured by confession.
No man
can be justified and be unsaved, or be saved and be unjustified.
I therefore can not think that the Apostle meant any thing special by the connection.
It is, 1 doubt not, a mere peculiarity of
style, not of doctrine-a
probable imitation of Hebrew parallelism.
But altho.igh we believe in order to justification, and confess
in order to salvation, it must not he inferred that we still rem.iin
unsaved and unjustified after we believe and confess.
:\0 such
inference is warranted by the language.
". e believe and confess
in order to salvation; but when we have believed and confessed,
the other conditions in the case being complied with, we .ne
saved. No appreciable time intervenes between compliance .md
the result; but this instantly follows that.
True, the condition
may be such as can not be complied with in a single act. .uid
then of course the result is deferred, as in the case of final jll::-titi.
cation.
Here the condition is a life of holiness.
Accordingly
the result is not realized till after death.
But in the case of primary justification, the instant we comply with the conditions, the
result follows
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II.
For the scripture says: Every one that believes on
him shall not be ashamed.
Proof that he who believes and
confesses will realize what he believes and confesses for. He
will be justified or saved.
Consequently, being uncondernned,
he will have no cause for shame.
This is true, whether the
justification be primary or final. The phrase everyone is not de.
signed to distribute the human family individually, but nationallyevery one, whether Jew or Gentile.
The citation is from Isa.
xxviii: 16.
12. For between
Jew and Greek there is no difference;
The Apostle can not mean no difference in any respect; for in
choosing the Jews to be his peculiar people, God had certainly
created great religious and political differences between them and
other nations; and these again had led to great social and moral
differences. He must then mean no difference now under Christ.
Former differences, which were of limited duration, have passed
away.
God is now no longer the especial Friend of the Jew.
He is God of Greek and Jew alike. The same gospel is tendered
to all; the same obedience is exacted from all; the same mercies
are proffered to all; the same providence rules over all. The
only differences that now exist are differences created by the
voluntary conduct of the parties themselves. If the Greek obeys
Christ, and the Jew does not, the Greek is accepted, and the Jew
rejected; or if the Jew obeys, and the Greek does not, the rule is
reversed.
Christ constitutes the sole ground of discrimination.
God is for him that is for Christ, and against him that is not. It
is then in the light of the gospel, and in the light of that only,
that there is no difference.
for the same Lord of all is rich towards
all that call
upon him.
Proof that between Jew and Greek there is no difference. The same Lord is over all, whether Jews or Greeks; and
he is alike rich towards all, whether Jews or Greeks. "Rich" here
means rich in mercy, rich in the provisions of salvation. With
many it is matter of doubt whether the word Lord, here denotes
God or Christ. The question is not important; but I believe
Christ to be meant. He is now certainly Lord over all things, is
invested with all authority in heaven and on earth, and is entitled
to receive the same homage, in measure and kind, that is due to
the Father.
That call upon him. In order to call upon Christ
~.r.ceptably, we must recognize him as the Son of God. as divine,
and so address him. Not that he requires of us all perfect
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knowledge; but he requires of all perfect respect.
He will
therefore decline the service of lips that intentionally withhold
from him due honor.
13. For every one who calls upon the name of the Lord
shall be saved.
Everyone, whether Jew or Greek. To call
upon the name of the Lord is to call upon the Lord himself, the
name standing for the person; or more correctly perhaps, it is to
call upon the Lord by name.
But the person here, who calls upon the name of the Lord, i.
not he who merely says to him, Lord, Lord, and does no more.
H the salvation be final, which I regard as not probable, he is
the person who has believed on Christ with the heart, who has
obeyed him, and been justified or saved; and who, therefore, as
saved, now addresses him. In a word, he is a christian, Or if
the salvation be primary, which I think most likely, then the
calling is of the kind enjoined upon Saul by Ananias (Acts xxii:
16) when he said to him: "Arise, and be baptized and wash
away your sins, calling on tke name of the Lord." That is, after
belief, every act of obedience, as repentance, confession, baptism,
is to be performed calling on the name of the Lord. From the
moment we believe on him, we are thenceforward never to
ignore his name. He is to be recognized in every ac., and hit
guidance and blessing constantly invoked
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'4 How now can they call upon him
In whom they have not believed ;
and how can they believe in him of
whom they have not heard' and how
,
can they hear wi thout a preacher;
••and how can they preach unless they
~e sent?
As it is written:
How
timely are the feet of those that
preach good news?
16But still all
have not obeyed the Ilospei; for
Isaiah says: Lord, who li:tosbelieved
our report? .1 Therefore belief comes
from report, and report by means of
Christ's word.
.8 But
I say. have
they not heard?
Yes indeed, their
voice went into aH the land, and
their words into the ends of the
world.
'9 But I say, did Israel not
understand?
First Moses says:
I
will make you jealous by what is not
a nation, and will provoke you by a
foolish nation.
20 And Isaiah
is bold
and says: I was found by them who
sought me not; I became known to
them who asked not for me. 21But
respecting Israel he says: the whole
day I stretched out my hands to
a disobedient and contradicting peopie.
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SUMMARY.
In order to call on the Lord, men must believe in him; and in order to believe in him, they must hear of him; and in order to hear of him, he must be
preached.
But although all have not obeyed Christ who have heard of him,
still the hearing was necessary, since by it belief comes. All Jews in Judea,
and many Gentiles, at the time, had either heard of Christ or had the opportunity to do so; for the preachers of tho gospel had offered it to them.
Israel were ignorant of the fact of their rejection, notwithstanding
both
Moses and Isaiah had plainly foretold it.

14. How now can they call upon him in whom they
have not believed; Not propounded by an objecting Jew, as
some have imagined; nor yet put by the Apostle, as others have
thought, in order to afford him an opportunity of vindicating the
preaching of the gospel to the Gentiles. For neither of these
suppositions is there any necessity. The course of thought seems
rather to be this: The Apostle had just connected salvation with
calling on the name of the Lord; yet vast numbers of both Jewl
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and Gentiles did not helieve on him. How naturally then would
the question asked, occur to the thoughtful mind. The Apostle
foresaw this; and he hence determined to meet the difficulty at
once. The answer to the question is, They can not; that is, they
can not cal1 on him in whom they do not believe; and if they
can not be saved without calling, then the necessity for belief
becomes overwhelming.
To us who have the New Testament,
there IS nothing novel or striking in this conclusion, but with
many in the Apostle's day it was not so. To a Jew especially,
such a conclusion would be unwelcome and strange.

and how can they believe in him of whom they have
not heard;
The reply is, they can not. No more can men
believe without hearing, than they can call without believing.
The impossibility is the same in both cases. Or if there be a difference it is this, that they can not believe without hearing, and
they will not cal1 without believing.
But if belief be, as many
contend, a direct gift from God, and therefore independent
of
hearing, then the Apostle's question is without force, and eavily
answered.
How can they believe in him if whom they have not
heard! They can do so without an effort; for God directly gives
them belief. Thus this popular theory of the origin of belief renders the Apostle's question nul1, and defeats the object he had in
view in putting it. He clearly intended to propound a question
which should admit of none but a negative answer; but he has
failed, if this theory be true. But as the Apostle is certainly correct, it fol1ows that the theory is certainly false.
and how can they hear without a preacher;
They can
not. Men can not hear without a preacher, nor believe without
hearing, nor cal1 without believing, nor provide themselves with
preachers.
Who then is to do it? The reply is-God.
But has
he -lone it? Has he provided all nations, and kindreds, and
tongues, with preachers; and if not, has not his failure cancelled
the obligation to believe?
To provide the world with preachers
is c••rtainly the part of God; and faithful1y will he perform it. But
to provide the world with preachers, is one thing; and to induce
the world to hear, is quite another. Thousands will not hear, and
the-efore are not provided for. The vast body of the Jews
would not hear, though preachers were sent to them; and what
rhev would not do, others will not. God sends preachers to all
nations who will hear; he sends to none who certainly will DQt
He never work •• in vain.
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15. And how can they preach unless they be sent?
The reply is still the same, they can not. How now are preachers sent? The answer, as to the Apostles and other inspired
preachers of their day, is familiar. But how are preachers of this
day sent? The popular theory has been, and still is to some
extent, that a secret, divine call is necessary; and that without
such call no man is entitled to preach. I reply then that no man is
entitled to preach; for no man receives the call. Three things
only, constitute a call to the ministry, namely: 1. That the
preacher shall be a genuine christian, pious in heart and pure in
life. 2. That he have the truth; for God never calls men to preach
error. 3. That he possess the ability; for Christ never calls the
incompetent.
He who has these three qualifications owes it to
Christ and the human race to preach; he that lacks them should
never attempt it. The theory of a secret divine call is usually
popular with people in the inverse ratio of their intelligence.
The less they know, the more they insist on the call. But the
wise amcng even those who believe in it, look upon it as a pious
superstition which, being comparatively harmless, may be let
alone. From this benevolent conclusion I see no reason to dissent.
As it is written:
How timely are the feet of those that
preach good news?
The connection between this clause and
the preceding one seems somewhat obscure. Still, I believe the
following may be accepted as giving it with tolerable accuracy:
How can they preach unless they be sent? They can not do it;
nor has God ever contemplated any thing of the kind. On the
contrary, he has always intended that they who preach his
gospel should be sent; and he has caused it to be so foretold: As
it is written: how timely are the feet, &c. Timely is a much more
appropriate
rendering of horaioi than beautiful, which is a
secondary sense. The word signifies seasonable, happening at
the proper time. The meaning is, how seasonable, or how at the
right time, are the feet of those that preach good news. When
God sends forth his heralds, it is always at the right time, never
at the wrong-hence
the epithet. How timely are the feet. The
reason for mentioning the feet is doubtless the fact that the
primitive preachers traveled mostly on foot. They were not
wealthy men, but were usually sandaled for the way, as waa
their Master. Philip went thus to the meeting of the eunuch,
and so went countless others. After the word good, which in
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the Greek is neuter- plural, it is best to supply the word news.
We thus obtain a phrase of the same import as the word gospel;
and the gospel is the thing to be preached.
16. But still all have not obeyed the gospel; for Isaiah
says: Lord, who has believed our report?
Here, too, the
connection is uncertain; so much so that Stuart complains of not
having found a single commentator who gives him satisfaction
respecting it. Where so many have failed, it is certainly discouraging to repeat the attempt.
Still I shall present my best
conception of the case, leaving the reader to pronounce on its
merits. As is well known alia often has reference to some irnplied or suppressed sentence, which it is necessary to supply in
order to exhibit the connection.
Let this be conceded here, and
I make out the connection thus: How timely are the feet 0/ those
that preach good news. But this is no longer an unfulfilled pre·
diction as to the gospel. For the Apostles and others, the very
preachers alluded to by Isaiah, have actually gone over the land
of the Jews, as well as over many countries of the Gentiles,
preaching the gospel. Consequently, all Jews in their own land,
and many in other lands, have either heard it or had an oppor·
tunity to do so; and the same is true of many Gentiles. But still
all have not obeyed the gospel. That these were the facts in the
case can not be denied; and I think it probable at least that they
give the true connection.
But the clause itself merits some notice. Still all have not
oheyed the gospel. Granted: But it is certainly their own fault.
God has afforded them the opportunity of obtaining his mercy;
and they have refused. They consequently have none to blame
for the result but themselves.
Besides, although God desired
their obedience, and tried in every way consistent with the principles of his government to secure it, still he foresaw that they
would not yield it. Hence the saying of Isaiah: Lord, who has
helieved our report? This is as much as to say: Some have
believed our report, and the rest have remained disobedient, The
word "report" is used by Paul as synonymous with the gospel.
It means primarily the report of the prophet respecting Christ,
and secondarily, this same report reiterated by the preachers,
which ~f course is the gospel.
But farther, in the clause, "all have not obeyed the gospel," to
whom does the word "all" refer? Not to the Jews exclusively,
as some have thought, but to both Jews and Gentiles. If the
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reader will turn back to v. 12, he will find it said: "For between
Jew ami Greek there is no difference."
Let him now read on,
keeping Jew and Greek in mind, and he will notice a clear, close
reference to them, down even to the clause containing "all." I
hence conclude that "all" denotes all Jews and Greeks to whom
the gospel had been preached.
Of these, large numbers had
accepted Christ, while amung the Jews especially, many had rejected him. Hence the saying, "all have not obeyed."
17. Therefore
belief comes from report, and report by
means of Christ's word.
The connection seems to be as follows: Isaiah says, Lord, who has believed our report?
The
reply is, Some have believed it, but many have not.
Still the
report was absolutely necessary; since without it none could have
believed. Therefore belief comes from report.
The word akoe is correctly enough rendered report, but very
6trictJJ'it means what is teken notice of bJ' the ear, the thing
heard. Hence the meaning is: Therefore belief comes from the
thing heard. Akoes here is in the Genitive, preceded by ex,. and
the two taken together signify out <if the thing heard,. that is,
arising or emerging out of it as an effect out of a cause.
More
fully then the meaning is: Therefore belief comes or arises out
of the thing heard, the thing heard being the cause, and belief
the effect. This settles the question as to how belief is produced.
Moreover, the belief thus produced is the belief that leads to all
acceptable obedience, and consequently to remission of sins, to
justification, and finally to glorification.
The whole concatenation may he thus traced: The thing heard originates in the mind
of God and respects his Son; it is reported hy the preachers of
the gospel; it is heard; out of it when heard, comes belief; out
of belief comes obedience; out of obedience tomes remission of
sins, salvation, justification; and out of all the!:le,eternal life.
And report hy means <if Christ's word. 'That is, the report
from which belief springs, comes by preaching Christ's word.
Or still more explicitly, the gospel preached Is the report which
being heard, induces belief. The word is called Christ's, because
he is its author, and causes it to be preached.
18. But I say, have they not heard?
Who? Both Jews
and Gentiles, but especially the former; for according to Christ
the guspel was to be preached first in Jerusalem, next in all
Judea, then in Samaria, and finally in the uttermost parts of the
earth.
All Jews then had either actually heard the gospel,
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or had an opportunity to hear it; and 1>0, at the time, many of the
Gentiles.
They might then have believed, had they been so
inclined.
But they either refused to hear, or hearing, I efused to
believe, and so proved themselves unworthy of the farther favor
of God.
Yes indeed, their voice went into all the land, and their
words into the ends of the world.
Intended to confirm the
preceding remark.
"Their voice" and "their words" mean the
voice and words of the preachers of the gospel. "The land" signifies the land of the Jews, and "the ends of the world" the
countries more or less remote from it, and inhabited chiefly by
Gentiles.
At the time Paul wrote, the passage was literally true.
The gospel had not only spread over the whole country of the
Jews, but it had penetrated even to the remotest parts of the
civilized world.
Wherever the Roman eagle had gone, and that
was almost everywhere, the gospel too had gone. There it> not
the slightest exaggeration in the statement.
The Apostle takes
the passage almost verbatim from Psalm xix: 4; but he neither
cites it as a prophecy, nor appropriates its meaning. He uses its
language only, not its matter, to express his own ideas, Nothing
is more common than thus to use the language of the Bible.
Writers and speakers, both profane and sacred, constantly do it
19. But I say, did Israel not understand?
"Understand"
is here a more appropriate word than know, the term cornmonly used. But understand what? How God intended to deal
both with the Jews and with the Gentiles.
If the Jews did not
understand, the fault was clearly their own; for God had fully
forewarned them both by Moses and by Isaiah. But these forewarnings they either grossly misunderstood or perverted, as they
did almost every thing else relating to the Messiah and his work.
The proper answer to the question is, Israel did not understand
But this proves nothing save their marvelous blindness.
With
the words of their most illustrious prophets before their eyes,
bright as the sun at noon, they still saw nothing.
First, Moses says: I will make you jealous by what is
not a nation,
That is, by what is no nation in your estimation.
I will make you jealous by the Gentiles, a people upon whom
you look with contempt, whom you regard as no body, as nothing.
"I will make"-I,
God; not I, Moses, But God did not
directly intend the jealousy of Israel.
He directly intended to
accept the Gentiles on condition of obedience to Christ. and
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directly intended to reject the Jews on condition of disobedience.
Hut these acts he knew would have the effect to excite Israel's
jealousy. He therefore represents himself as causing that which
is not the necessary, but only the incidental result of his acts.
But Israel's jealousy was utterly wrong.
On the contrary, they
should have rejoiced exceedingly at the change for the better in
the fortune ••of the long neglected Gentiles, as did their noble
brethren who accepted Christ. That is a mean disposition which
grudges another the good it declines.
Nor can there be doubt
that the effect of receiving the Gentiles has rankled in the bosoms
of Israel from the time of Christ till now. To-day they hate the
christianized Gentile world for their prosperity, and strangely
lack the logical acumen to ascribe it to its proper cause.
and will provoke you by a foolish nation.
By what you
call a foolish nation. .Asunctos here denotes not what the Gentiles were in fact, but the Jewish estimation of them. But in this
instance, as in thousands of others, it was the wise nation that
played the fool, and the foolish one that played the wise. He is
the true wise man who accepts Christ; he the true foolish, that
does not. Sarah was provoked when she saw Hagar in her place;
and Israel were provoked when they saw the Gentiles in theirs.
Yet Sarah counseled the act of Hagar, and Israel caused their
own rejection.
For their downfall they can blame neither God
nor the Gentiles. They themselves worked it.
20. And Isaiah is bold and says: I was found by them
who sought me not; I became known to those who asked
not for me.
The reference here is exclusively to the Gentiles,
who had been so long and so deeply sunk in ignorance and idolatry that the true conception of God had, in many instances,
perished from their minds. Therefore they sought not after God,
they sought not after the knowledge of him, nor after the worship
due him; they sought not to please him, nor for his mercy. They
were content with the mockery and sin of an idol's house. When
once the soul has exiled God, how few and mean its desires become.
Yet when the true God and Christ were presented to
the Gentiles in the gospel, how promptly and gladly their hungry spirits responded. They broke their idols, burned their books,
confessed Christ, and began \0 walk in newness of life. This
was regeneration.
But although Isaiah had thus spoken, Israel refused to see.
The vail somehow hung over their eyes. They saw not in Christ
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their long-looked-For
Messiah; they read neither in law nor
prophet their impending- doom, nor ever once dreamed that the
Gentiles were about to become the Lord's beloved.
Nothing is
more inexplicable than their blindness, unless it be th en per"i,t·
ence in it.
21.
But respecting
Israel he says:
The whole day J
stretched
out my hands to a disobedient and contradicting people.
The prOf he: e does not mean to, but respecting
Isaiah says respecting Israel, not to them.
But in what he say.
he merely speaks for God or reiterates his words.
On the one
hand, God is drawn in the attitude of an orator as stretching out
his hands to his people in an earnest effort to dissuade them from
their madness, and induce them to do right.
On the other,
Israel is drawn, not only as disobedient, but even as speaking
against God. As applied to the times of the Savior, the picture
is perfect.
In what Isaiah here says, we have brought before us again the
ground of Israel's downfall.
In disobeying Christ, they disobeyed God, and in speaking against the Son, they spoke against
the Father.
Rejecting Christ ruined Israel; yet they remain
blind to the fact. Their inability to learn that it would certainly
do so, from plain declarations of their prophets, 1S one of the my8'
teries of this mysterious people.
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I say, then, Has God rejected his
people? Not at all. For even I am an
Israelite, of the offspring of Abraham,
of the tribe of Benjamin.
J God has
not rejected his people whom he foreknew. Do you not know what the
scripture says in [the case of] Elijah,
when he complains to God against
Isr.iel P 3 Lord, they have killed your
prophets, digged down your altars,
and I am left alone, and they seek
my life.
~But what says the answer
to him? I have left for myself seven
thousand men who have not bent
knee to Baal.
6 Likewise then, even
at this time, there is a remnant by
choice of favor; 6 and if by favor, not
from works, for then favor is no
longer favor.
'What then?
That
which Israel seek, th.ey found not;
but the chosen fou~d It,. a~d th~ rest
were hardened.
As It IS wntten,
.
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ut not
to see, and ears but not to hear.
• David also says:
Let their table
become a snare, and a trap, and a
stumbling-block,
and a requital to
them.
10 Let
their eyes be darkened
that they may not see, and do you
bend down their back always.
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SUMMARY.

God has not" holly rejected Israel, as the case of Paul itself would prove,
if we had no other. To suppose them wholly rejected is to repeat the error
of Elijah.
That prophet imagined that all God's prophets, except himself,
had been killed. But God let hrrn know that seven thousand still remained
true to him. In like manner, there is now a large remnant of Israel who
have not been rejected. This remnant is a chosen remnant, the choice proceeding from a principle of favor, and not from works or perfect obedience,
Had the choice proceeded from perfect obedience, it could not have been
from tavdr ; for favor and perfect obedience mutually exclude each other.
Israel sought to be retained as God's people; but failed through unbelief.
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The chosen however have been retained; because they sought the honor by
belief in Christ.
The rejected Jews have gTl)wn hard in heart and feeling, as
well as dull in perception-all
of which has happened in accordance
with
predictions of their prophets.

In the present chapter, the Apostle concludes the difficult and
delicate case of the Jews.
He formally raises the question,
Whether God has wholly and finally rejected them. This he
answers in the negative. As a nation, God has cast them off; but
at the same time he has retained many individuals in his love,
because of their obedience to Christ. The Jews are plainly told
that their unbelief is the cause of their rejection. The Gentiles
are reminded that by belief they stand. Thus it is shown to both,
that the ground of acceptance with God is belief in Christ; while
the ground of rejection is the want of it. Jews and Gentiles are
thus placed on the same footing. The former, if they remain not
unbelieving, will be accepted; the latter, if they become unbelieving, will be rejected. The dealing with both is the same.
I say, then, has God rejected his people? That is, has
he rejected them all? for such is the force of the question. The
reply is, he has not. He has rejected only the unbelieving; but
these compose the nation. The believing he has not rejected; but
these embrace only individuals.
Hence as a nation, God has reo
jected Israel. To a Jew, this thought was shocking; and with it,
therefore, he refused to grow familiar. By an indefeasable title
he felt himself to be God's favorite. That he held his position
on conditions, was a fact he seemed incapable of realizing. To it,
the light of the gospel alone could open his eyes; and from this
light he turned away. Nor up to the present, has even the lapse
of long hostile ages had the effect to improve him in this respect.
He still rejects Christ; and for the act God still rejects him. Will
he never learn this fact?
Yet God's rejection of Israel as a nation, in no sense interfered
with their individual salvation. It was what they did, not what
he did, that fixed their fate. For disobedience to Christ, he thrust
them out, but at the same time left an open door standing behind
them. Into this, it has always been their liberty and duty to
return, but they wilfully refuse. They alone are to blame for
their downfall.
Not at all. For even I am an Israelite, Kai here has
either to be left untranslated or be rendered even.
The latter
seems the preferable course. It thus becomes intensive, an office
which most likely it was designed to perform.
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God has not rejected all his people; for he has not rejected me.
Such is the argument. True, Alford prefers a different construetion, but, as it seems to me, on untenable ground. The view here
held is simple: it is the one which first strikes the mind, and is
generalIy adopted.
I hence regard it as correct. Open to an
objection or two, it may be; but as these are not decisive, it remains unaffected by them.
If it be asked, why Paul in his reply adduces but a single
example, and that himself, the answer is, that more is not necessary. The force of the question he is replying to is, Has God
wholIy rejected his people? A single exception proves that he
has not.
Therefore, others being unnecessary, are not cited
However, in v. 5, the reader will notice that a large number are
adduced under the word remnant. While therefore verse I mentions but a single exception, v. 5 alludes to many.
The expressions "offspring of Abraham" and "tribe of Benjamin," appear to be added to prevent depreciation.
With these
antecedents before him, no Jew could say to Paul, and who are
vou? Whatever they might think of him as a christian, as a man
they had to concede his dignity and importance.
2. God has not rejected
his people.
The matter of v. I
is here again denied for the sake of emphasis and greater fullness. God has not wholly rejected his people.
That we are
compelled by the nature of the case thus to qualify by the use of
"wholly" or some equivalent epithet is evident. For, that God
has rejected Israel as a nation is indisputable; and equally certain
is it, that he has not rejected them all. What is true then, and all
that is true is, that he has not wholly rejected his people.
But from many expositors, the clause receives quite a different
turn. The question which presents their idea is, Has Godforeve,.
rejected his people? By them it is conceded that, as a nation,
Israel is rejected for the present; but, at the same time, it is
strenuously maintained that, as a nation, Israel is yet to be restored to the divine favor. With those entertaining this view I
can not agree. As a nation, Israel, in my opinion, will never be
restored. The only restoration which awaits them is individual.
They are now rejected because of unbelief in Christ; and 60
long as the cause continues the effect will remain.
On condition alone of belief in Christ, can they ever regain the divine
(avor. God will never restore them so long as they repudiate
Ilia Son. But when they cease to do this. and become Christiana,
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it will be as individuals, and not as a nation. They will then exist
as constituent parts of the church, and not dwell apart by themselves as a nation.
The individual christianization of the Jews
is one thing; their re-nationalization, quite another. In that, I
believe up to a large number; in this, not at all.
But if I am told that there are prophecies insusceptible of explanation except on the hypothesis of a national restoration, my
reply is, that I am unconfident and shy in regard to prophetic
explanations, especially so, in regard to explanations of prophecies relating to the future.
I have little faith in them.
That a
national restoration is possible, I shall not deny; but will it ever
occur? I can not think it, till better informed.
whom he foreknew.
The word ''foreknew'' is here used, as
often in scripture, in the sense of recognize, approve, or accept
God has not wholly rejected his people whom he formerly recognized, or accepted as his. He has rejected only a portion of them.
Those who believe, he still retains.
Previously to Christ, Israel
were God's people in virtue of descent from Abraham.
No matter where they were, or what they did, they still remained his.
But so soon as Christ came, the ground of acceptance was
changed.
Descent from Abraham went for nothing now. Belief in Christ alone secured favor. Without this, the most devout
Jew was rejected; with it, not one was. Nor will this plan ever
be changed till Christ shall reappear on earth.
By Stuart and others, proegno is thought to be used here in the
same sense as in ch. viii: 29. But this is erroneous.
The word
there denotes an act of knowledge co-extensive with the divine
existence, and relating to those who, God foresaw from eternity,
would obey his Son and be saved.
But surely the Apostle can
not here mean to say that God has not rejected those whom he
knew, before time, he would not reject This would be irrelevant
and tautological.
Clearly the sentiment is this: Formerly God
recognized the whole Jewish nation as his. Has he now rejected
them? The answer is, Not wholly, but only in part.
Do you not know what the scripture
says in [the case
of] Elijah,
The object of this passage is to correct a false
inference touching the present rejection of the Jews, by citing a
parallel case from the past. As much as to say: You who CODelude that God has now wholly rejected his people are wrong.
Thi~ he has never done.
Elijah once committed the same error
YO\l commit
He thought that the whole of God'. peoole,
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except himself, had forsaken him. But God's reply showed him
he was wrong.
And so are you.
God has not wholly rejected
Israel. He still has a remnant that remain true to him.
The passage in hand requires a clause to be supplied to complete the sense. The original reads: Do you not know what the
scripture says in Elijah?
But Elijah wrote no book himself;
nor is there any extant bearing his name.
Hence the reference
must be simply to his case. It is therefore best to supply some
such clause as I have bracketed, to complete the sense.
when he complains
to God against Israel?
Hos in this
clause should be rendered when, not how, as in E. V. It is here
a particle of time, not of manner.
The complaint is found in
1 Kings,xix chapter.
3. Lord, they have killed your prophets,
digged down
your altars, &c.
According to the law of Moses, all altars
had to be made either of earth or undressed stones. Hence the
propriety of representing them as being "digged down." During
the time of the tabernacle, whenever it was removed to a new
location, there a new altar was either thrown up or built.
The
reference is to these lawful altars, and not to the unlawful ones
which had been erected in various parts of the country.
4. But what says the answer to him?
I have left for
myself, &c. That is, you, Elijah, are mistaken.
In casting off
Israel, I have left for myself-for my worship and honor, seven
thousand men whom I have not rejected, because they remain
true to me. You know nothing of them; but they have never
bent knee to Baal. From this we see that even inspired men,
when giving expression to their mere feelings, and not speaking
for God, may be wrong. How much more then, the uninspired
when they now ask, Has God wholly rejected his people?
5. Likewise, then, even at this time, there is a remnant
by choice of favor;
The word leimma means a remainder, a
remnant, what is left. In rejecting Israel as a nation, God left
certain individuals whom he did not reject.
These were those
who believed in Christ; and they formed the leimma or remnant.
But these believers were a remnant of a peculiar kind. The
mere act of leaving them, when the nation was rejected, constituted them a remnant.
But why were they left, or in what were
they peculiar? They were a remnant kat' eklogen, according to a
choice or by it; that is, in conformity with it, or in virtue of itthe v were a chosen remnant. This made them peculiar. Before
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God rejected the nation, he selected, chose or picked out of it
certain individuals whom he left and did not reject. The leaving
conformed to the choosing or picking out; it embraced the
chosen, and no others.
Hence the choosing preceded the leaving; and the extent of that, determined the extent of this.
But the choosing also was peculiar. It was an ekloge charitos,
a choice of favor, a choice proceeding from, or arising out of
favor. The favor resided in God, and the act of choosing was
his act; but the favor prompted the act. But although the favor
prompted the choosing, the favor was not the reason for it. The
reason existed in those chosen, not in him who chose; and it lay
in their obedience to Christ.
The nation, God rejected because
of disobedience to Christ; the individuals, he retained because
of obedience to him. Obedience, then, was the reason for the
choosing and retaining.
And here I wish to call attention to an important distinction,
and thereby aid in correcting a deep-grown error.
Election or
choosing, in the case of the redeemed, does not precede obedience, and therefore is neither the cause of it nor reason for it.
On the contrary, obedience precedes election, and is both the
condition of it and reason for it. Obedience is man's own free
act, to which he is never moved by any prior election of God.
Choosing, on the other hand, is God's free act, prompted by
favor, and conditioned on obedience.
This obedience, it is true,
he seeks to elicit by the proper motives; but to this he is led
solely by love of man, and never by previous choice. True
scriptural election, therefore, is a simple intelligible thing, when
suffered to remain unperplexed by the subtleties of schoolmen.
6. and if by favor, not from works,
But the choice is of
favor or proceeds from it. This is actually asserted. Then intuitively it can not be from works. For had it been of works, that
iii, had God chosen the remnant in virtue of perfect obedience
on their part, the choice would have been something due them, a
thing of merit, and consequently not of favor. But perfect obedience, the remnant never rendered; and yet they were chosen.
Of necessity, then, the choice proceeded from favor.
for then favor is no longer favor.
If the remnant be
chosen because of works or perfect obedience, then favor ceases
to be the principle from which the choice proceeds.
Indeed, in
that case, there can be no favor. It is at an end; or at least there
can be no manifestation of it. Merit excludes favor, as favor
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implies the absence of merit.
Consequently, if an act proceed
from merit, favor is necessarily absent; or if it be present, it has
ceased to be itself and become something else.
And here another prevalent error calls for correction. Remis.
sion of sins, under Christ, depends on certain named conditions.
These conditions are acts. From this, many have concluded that,
under Christ, favor is excluded, and remission made a matter of
merit. But this is not true. Two or three acts do not constitute
the "works of the law," complement its import, or amount to
perfect obedience. Such acts amount only to very partial obedience; and partial obedience admits favor. A few acts no more
exclude favor, than does favor, a few acts. The only acts that
exclude favor are acts amounting to perfect obedience; and the
only acts that favor excludes are perfect obedience. Partial obedience, therefore, and favor are perfectly consistent; nay, partial
obedience requires favor.
Indeed, partial obedience by itself is
wholly devoid of efficacy to save; it saves only by favor. Con.
ditions combined with favor perfect the divine plan of remission.
But let me here be understood.
By partial obedience, I do not
mean partial obedience to the conditions of remission. Perfect
obedience is here required. By partial obedience, I mean obedience to a few specified conditions in contradistinction from the
full and perfect obedience of the law. Partial obedience to the
law is the only obedience possible to man; perfect obedience to
conditions is the only obedience acceptable to God.
7. What
then?
That which Israel seek, they found
not;
The conclusion from the foregoing premises. What then?
That is, what shall we now say, or what inference draw?
We
draw the following: That what Israel is seeking, they did not
find. But what are they seeking?
The usual reply is, justification. But this I think not correct. Justification is not now the
subject before the Apostle's mind. Rejection and acceptance are
what he is speaking of. I hence deem it safest to limit the reply
to these two items. Israel were seeking to be retained as God's
people, but failed. To this honor the remnant alone attained.
This gives the true reply.
but the chosen found it,
Literally the choice or election
found it; but the abstract here is best dropped or laid aside for
the concrete.
The chosen, of course, were those who became
obedient to Christ; and these alone were retained in the divine
favor. But they were not first chosen, and then pursuantly
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obeyed.
On the contrary, they obeyed and pursuantly were
chosen.
In all cases, acceptance with God depends on accept.
ance of Christ.
and the rest were hardened.
The rest, loipoi, were those
who were rejected because of their unbelief in Christ.
Not
olinded as in E. V., but hardened.
Poroo means to harden,
petrify, as the feelings, but not to blind. But by whom were the
disobedient Jews hardened?
Alford says: "It, cporothcsan, is
Passive, and implies God as the agent." So, Calvinists generally.
Eporothesa» is certainly passive, but that it "implies God as the
agent," is without support.
It, with far greater probability, implies Satan as agent, who is so often lost sight of in cases like
the present. God never yet hardened any man in order to keep
him from doing right, or in order to lead him to do wrong. He
is not the author of sin. He may permit other agencies. as Satan
and the wickedness of men, to harden them, but he himself never
does it. Alford is wrong.
8. As it is written:
God has given them the spirit of
sleep until this day, eyes but not to see, and ears but not
to hear.
The former part of this quotation seems to be taken
from Isa. xxix: 10, and the latter from Ezek. xii: 2. "The rest
were hardened; as it is written"; that is, in accordance with
the scriptures, as well as in fulfillment of them. "God has given
them the spirit of sleep." This he has done as a punishment for
rejecting Christ.
When Elymas sought to turn away Sergi us
Paulus from the faith, Paul, as a punishment for his sin, smote
him with blindness. Thus, as a punishment for their sin, God
now deals with the Jews. He has given them a spirit of sleep.
The eyes of their souls are shut; they see nothing rightly. With
them life is passed as in a sleep. "Eyea but not to see," because
they do not want to see. God has given them eyes to see with,
it is true, but not against their will; and as they are determined
DC t to see, he leaves them to the blindness they prefer.
Eyes he
provides for all, but as to the right use of them, they, themselves, must see to that.
9. David also says:
Let their table become a snare,
and a trap, and a stumbling-block,
and a requital to them.
The citation is substantially from Ps. lxix: 22,23; and at first it
was spoken of David's enemies, but at the same time was intended as a prophecy against those who should reject Christ. It
has the double meaning so common in prophecy.
The word
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table is thought by some to refer to the table at which the Jews
annually ate the paschal lamb; but this is not probable.
The
reference is doubtless to the table at which they took their daily
food. The meaning is: Let the very table from which they daily
eat become. instead ot d comfort and joy to them, a snare and a
trap in which they a.c caught in trouble; let it become a stumbling-block in their t1ath of life, over which they are constantly
falling-and all thi .• as a recompense for rejecting Christ. Now
if we, of to-day, will only imagine our own table, at which we
daily eat, becoming all this to us, we shall realize, to some extent,
how deep the distress is which the picture implies.
10. Let their eyes be darkened
that they may not see.
Let the spiritual eyes of those of Israel who reject Christ become
darkened; let their perception become blunt, and their understanding dull, that they may remain ignorant.
They wilfully
refuse to see in Christ their own promised Messiah. Let them
alone in this blindness.
Where men refuse to do right, God's
policy is to leave them to the effect of their folly. He will not
have them right against their will.
and do you bend down their back always.
The rendering
here is not so terse as I could wish; but clearness demands it.
Lay on those who reject Christ heavy burdens of trouble, burdens
which shall bend down their backs; and this do forever, unless
they accept Christ. By some, the clause is supposed to allude tv
the heavy burdens sometimes borne by slaves. The supposition
may be true, but it is not necessary.
It is best, I think, not to
construe, with much strictness, the separate clauses of vs. 9, 10.
They are clearly to be taken as a group designed to set forth the
conseq uences of rejecting Christ.
They have their sense as a
whole, rather than as parts.
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SUMMARY.
The Jew. stumbled at Chrlst. Did they stumble merely that they might
fall? Certainly not. Rather they stumbled that thereby they might eoe-
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tr ibute to the salvation of the Gentiles
If now their fall pro\es advantageous
to the Gentiles, their recepuon
back into the divme iavor will prn\e still
more so
This implies that they may be agam received.
And why not?
The first converts from them were accepted
Surelv then the whole will be
when the) become converted
The Jews were rejected because of unbelief.
Let them then but beheve, and they Will be accepted.
And you, Gentiles,
stand bv behcf
Do not grow proud and over-confident.
For If God spared
not the Jews when they did wrong, neither"
III he spare you
Towards the
Jews, (rod has been severe 10 cuttmg them off, towards you he has been kind.
be LaT( tul now to deserv e a continuance
of his kindness
If not, you too
Will be rejected as the Jews have been.
II.
I say then did they stumble
that they might fall?
Not at all. The oun her e 1~ concessive; that is it concedes the
leadll1g fact of the preceding section, namely, that the Jews are
rejected.
The word stumbled, eptaisan, is not suggested
by
sbandaio« in v. 9. as some have supposed,
On the contrary, it
refers back to the "stumbling-<;tone"
mentioned in ix: 33. The
meantng is, Did Israel stumble at Christ that they might fall?
The answer is: "Not at all"
But what is the precise point
denied P Not certainly Israel's stumbling: for this, the question
concedes,
It must then be the fall, and yet unqualifiedly a fall
can not be dented, for the next clause concedes one. In what
vense then is a fall denied?
A final fall, or fall without remedy
1~ dented.
Israel have stumbled and fallen; but their fall is not
without hope.
A remedy still remains in the gospel; and this
remedy IS as open to them as to Gentiles.
The extent and duration, therefore, of their fall, will depend wholly on how long
they contrnue
to reject the gospel.
They will remain fallen so
long as they i emam disobedient to Christ-no
longer.
But was It God's intention that Israel should stumble and fall?
By some, the verse is supposed to involve the question.
I reply,
first, that it was certainly not God's intention that Israel should
stumble; for he can not intend anyone's
sin. Their stumbling
was their own WIlful act, to which he was in no sense a party.
But I reply, secondly, that conditionally, God certainly intended
Israel's fall. If they rejected Christ, then he intended their fall.
In the matter of rejection, they were left perfectly free. God did
every thing he consistently could to prevent it, but still left them
to their choice.
But in case they rejected, he then decreed their
fall. Not only so, but he intends them to remain fallen so long
as they continue to reject.
He will do, to induce them to accept
Christ, all he does in the case of Gentiles, and no more. But if
they strll continue to reject, he will came them to remain fallen.
Israel can rise on one conchtion only-acceptance
of Christ.
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By some, as MacKnight, and others, tVCl here is thought to be
ekbatie, not telie. According to them the verse should read, I say
then did they stumble so as to fall.
But this is surely wrong.
The sense obviously is-Did
they stumble that, or in order
that, they might fall? Again, the wordfall has the force of lost
Did they stumble that they might be lost. Both in scripture and
in common speech, the word has often this sense.
But by their fall, salvation is come to the Gentiles
Alla
here introduces not a negative on the preceding question, nor yet
something merely contrary to it, but a correction of it. The Jews
have stumbled at Christ, not so much that they may fall, as that
by their stumbling, they may contribute to the salvation of the
Gentiles. Conditionally, God intended the Jews to fall; but in
case of their fall he intended the event to effect something
beyond itself. Out of it, notwithstanding its disastrous character
to the Jew, he still designed good to come.
But in what way did the fall of the Jews contribute to the
salvation of the Gentiles? Certainly we are not to conclude that
the one event was absolutely essential to the other. That the
Gentiles could have been saved without the fall, none will
deny.
It must then have contributed to their salvation only
incidentally, and by the divine overruling.
God turned it to
this account, not that within itself it had this tendency.
I. The
Jews as a nation rejected Christ
This left the whole force of the
gospel to be spent on the Gentiles. The result has been their
conversion on a greatly extended scale. 2. The destruction of
the Jewish nation and state has crushed out their offensive sense
of superiority.
But for this, they would have continued to look
on the Gentiles as inferiors and as owing their whole distinction
to them. This would have repelled the Gentiles, and proved an
impediment to their conversion.
3. Had the Jewish nation not
rejected Christ, they would have been continually corrupting and
enfeebling the gospel by mixing with it their own peculiar customs and tenets. This would have impeded its spread. In all
these ways, and possibly others, did the fall of the Jews incidently
contribute to the salvation of the Gentiles.
in order to excite them to emulation.
Better, I think, to
render thus than, to excite them tojealousy. A spirit of emulation
might prove advantageous to the Jews; but I can not see how a
spirit of jealousy could.
The one term implies an honorable
rivalry, the other not. To emulate the excellence of my christian
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hrother is right; but to be jealous of him, is right in no sense.
But has the conversion of the Gentiles as yet excited the Jews to
emulation? Certainly it has not; nor is it clear that it ever will.
It ought to have this effect, I grant, but what ought to be is not
always what will be. Still, even here we should not be without
hope. The Jewish mind is yet, in the future, to undergo great
changes for the better. They are, in large numbers, to be brought
to sight, brought to belief, brought to feeling. A noble emulation
may possess them then. For such an event all the good should
devoutly pray.
12. Now
if their fall is the riches of the world, and
their loss the riches of the Gentiles,
These two classes express substantially the same thing. The term "world" denotes
the Gentiles, the Jews being excluded, and the word" Gentiles"
exhausts the world; while fall and loss merely vary the same idea.
The Jews rejected Christ. This led to both their fall and loss,
the fall being sudden, and the loss continuous.
Paraptoma here is rendered trespass by Alford, lapse by Stuart,
and slip by Green.
Literally the word means a fall beside, a
false step. Here, however, it signifies simply a fall.
Its import
is exactly determined by pesos in in v. I I-did they stumble that
they might fall?
Hettema, too, has been variously rendered. By
some it is thought to mean here fewness or small number. But
the notion of number I cannot discover in the word. It signifies
a being inferior, worse estate, failure, defeat, loss. The Apostle
seems to use it here comprehensively, to express the whole of
Israel's loss in being rejected. Accordingly, I so render it as to
convey this idea.
But how did Israel's fall and loss prove the riches of the world?
How, in other words, did they prove the world's benefit? for this
is the meaning of riches.
The Bible is silent on the question;
consequently, the answer is conjectural. First, the fall of the Jews
was followed by their dispersion among all nations.
In this dispersion, they carried with them and disseminated the notion of
the one living and true God. By this fact alone, the world was
immeasurably benefited.
Second, though the Jews repudiated
Christ, they still showed all nations that their prophets foretold a
Redeemer, and accordingly taught them to look for one. This
familiarized the world's mind with the notion of a Savior, and
caused them to expect one. Third, wherever the Jews went, they
struck a fatal blow at idolatry.
This purified the popular mind
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and prepared it for better views of God.
Fourth, the Jews
taught all nations their true origin in Adam, and thus corrected
their false history. \Vith this disappeared a world of myths and
fables. Fifth, they gave the world true knowledge touching the
origin of sin and the fall of man. Sixth, they carried with them,
in the laws of Moses, the Iinest 6ystem of civil polity a.nd equity
in the world, and thus aided in forming the civilization of all enlightened nations.
Seventh, their prophets had foretold their
downfall in case they rejected Christ. Thus, wherever they went,
they became the living proofs that these prophecies were true.
In all these ways, the world was benefited Ly Israel's fall.
Wherever Israel go (and where is it they do not go?), Moses and
the prophets go; and wherever Moses and the prophets go, the
way lies open for Christ.
Thus it was that the scattering of
Israel enriched the nations.
how much more will their fullness be?
Pleroma here
means the full measure of the blessings of redemption as enjoyed
in time.
It is exactly equivalent to conversion.
The sense is:
If the fall and loss of the Jews are a benefit to the world, how
much more will their conversion be. It is proper to add that
will be is not in the original, but is supplied.
I see not, however,
how we could supply a different tense. A Present or a Past one
is out of the question; and to render, how much more would their
fullness be, is far-fetched.
Upon the whole, I believe we are
bound to adopt will be. True, in supplying will be we make the
Apostle assume the future conversion of the Jews, not necessarily their universal conversion, but still their conversion on a
large scale.
Nor, with v. 25 before us, do I see how we could
do otherwise.
Certainly a general future conversion of the Jews
does not now seem more improbable than did a general conversion of the Gentiles at the time of Christ. Marvelous may be the
changes w hich a hundred years shall work out.
I3. And I speak to you Gentiles,
inasmuch
as I am
Apostle to the Gentiles;
That is, I speak thus to you-I say
what I have just said. As I am your Apostle, I make bold to
tell YOll that both the fall and the loss of Israel have pro, ed blessings to you. Whatever they are to Israel, to you they are a gain.
How the clauses of this verse stand related to each other, is not
perfectly clear.
It is hence not easy to punctuate them satisfactorily.
Upon the whole, I give the preference to the pointing
here adopted.
Others point thus: I speak to you Gentiles: Inas-
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much as
am Apostle to the Gentiles, I honor my office. But
the colon here makes an awkward sentence.
The more probable
relation and dependence seem to me to be this: I speak to you
Gentiles, inasmuch as I am Apostle to the Gentiles; and not, In.
asmuch as I am Apostle to the Gentiles, I honor my office.
[and] I honor my office, 14. if possibly
I may excite
my flesh to emulation
and save some of them.
I bracket
and here, to make a smoother connection, though it is not really
necessary, as can be seen by omitting it. Paul honored his office
by being active in it, fully up to his ability. His aim was to convert just as many Gentiles as possible, in hope that the more of
them he brought into the church, the more he would stir the
Jews to emulation.
In small measure only, he realized his hope.
The vast body of Israel still stood out. The phrase "my flesh"
means simply my kin according to the flesh, my countrymen.
The mode in which Paul proposed to save his "flesh," was by
inducing them to obey Christ.
By some, vs. 13, 14 have been regarded as parenthetic, and so
treated.
They certainly seem interposed between the properly
connected parts of the matter in hand, though I can see no advantage in considering them as parenthetic.
They are a short
episode, personal to Paul, yet closely enough connected with the
main current of thought.
I think it best to treat them as I have
done.
15. For if their rejection
is the reconciliation
of the
world,
The connection of thought seems to be this: I honor
my office, if possibly I may excite my kin to emulation, and save
some of them.
The salvation of the Jews is an event to be exceedingly desired.
For if their rejection is the reconciliation of
the world, &c. I hence regard this verse, not as connected with
v. 12, but with the latter clause of v. 14. How the rejection of the
Jews has proved beneficial to the Gentiles, has already been considered under v. 12. The expression "reconciliation of the world,"
is not to be taken too comprehensively,
but as qualified by the
facts in the case.
The rejection of the Jews has not had the
effect to reconcile the whole Gentile world.
It has had this effect
on only many of thera, The expression, therefore, is to be taken
restrictedly.
What will their reception
be but life from the dead?
Here again we supply will be, and so make the Apostle assert
the future conversion of the Iews.
This course see ms necessi-
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tated by the nature of the case. But the future reception of the
Jews will not consist in restoring them, as Jews, to their former
national prosperity, but in receiving them into the divine favor in
virtue of their obedience to Christ.
Their condition and state
will then be precisely the same as the present condition and state
of christian Gentiles. Between the two peoples, no distinction
can exist.
The expression "life from the dead," has been very variously
interpreted.
By some it has been thought to signify the literal
resurrection of the dead. Such was the view generally held by
the more ancient commentators.
According to them, the meaning is: What will the reception of Israel be but the resurrection
of the dead. But this is purely conjectural.
The dead will certainly be raised; and it is not impossible that the event may occur
immediately after the conversion of the Jews; but that it will
then occur, is not taught in the expression in hand.
The event referred to in the expression "life from the dead,"
will not, I take it, be participated in by the whole world, but by
the Gentiles alone. The following I regard as giving the true
view: For if the rejection of the Jews is the reconciliation of the
Gentiles, what will the reception of the Jews be to the Gentiles but life from the dead? The Gentiles alone are to receive
the blessings alluded to in the expression.
But when the Jews are received back into the divine favor,
what event will then occur among the Gentiles that can, with
propriety, be characterized as life from the dead? I answer, their
general conversion. The Gentiles are now in countless numbers
dead in sin, dead to righteousness, dead to Christ.
Their more
general regeneration will certainly be life from the dead. Besides, when the Jews accept Christ and devote themselves
wholly to preaching the gospel, I look for the scenes of the primitive Pentecost to be re-enacted.
Such an ingathering into the
church, I expect then to occur as has never yet taken place. Christian Israel and the christian Gentiles will then be one. Their
united energies will be turned against sin; and the result will be
that their victories for Christ will have no parallel.
The residue
of mankind will flock into the church.
This will be the "life
from the dead," of the passage. But at the end of this great SpIritual harvest, more naturally, it seems to me, than anywhere else,
is the literal resurrection of the just to take place. Of course this
i. conjectural.
But when all Jews and all Gentiles have entered
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the church that will do so, I can see no reason for postponing the end.
The world will then be ripe for the coming of
Christ: and at his coming the holy dead will be raised, the right.
eous living will be changed, and the millennium will have set in.
16. And if the first portion be holy, the mass is also;
Aparchc here should not be rendered first-fruit,
as it usually is,
but first part or portion. Its meaning is determined by phurama.
The reference is not certain, but assuming it to be to Numb. xv:
20, the facts were these:
When the harvest was gathered
before it could be used, it had to be consecrated or rendered ceremonially holy. This was done in the following manner: Flour
was taken from the first wheat that was ground, and made into
a mass of dough. This mass was the pkurama.
The first piece
of dough taken from this mass was baked into a cake and offered
to the Lord. This was the aparche, or first portion; and so soon
as it was offered, the remainder, both of the dough and of the
harvest, was ready for common or family use.
The "first portion" stands for the first converts from the Jew.
to Christ; while the "mass" signifies the remainder of the nation.
The meaning is: If the first Jewish christians were accepted of
God, the whole nation is capable of being accepted.
They are
not irrevocably rejected, but will be accepted when they obey
The word holy does not here signify pure or sinless, but merely
appropriable or acceptable; that is, of such character or quality as
to be appropriated or accepted.
The Jews are capable of being
accepted, and will be, when they obey Christ.
This is a common use of the word holy in the Bible. The first- born, the
vessels of the temple service, and many other things were holy
in this sense. The argument is: If the first part were accepted
on certain conditions, the whole will be on the same.
and if the root be holy, the branches
are too.
The
same sentiment reiterated, with the imagery changed. The root
corresponds to the first Jewish converts; the branches to the
rejected nation.
Assuming the root of a tree to be holy, and we
naturally infer the holiness of its branches.
Such is the argument.
The word holy has here the same meaning as in the
preceding clause. If God has accepted the root, or first converts
from the Jews, he will accept the whole nation when converted.
Such is the import of the passage. It is a short, striking simile,
with a perfectly clear meaning.
Yet few passages have been loaded down with more fanciful
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interpretations than it has, or made to subserve more foreign
ends. Who is the root? is asked; and curious and forced are
many of the replies. According to some, the root is Abraham,
and the branches his posterity.
Then, because Abraham and
his posterity by Isaac were accepted of God, the infants ot
believing parents should he received into the church of CIIl"l~t
No perversion could be grosser. In all of which we are shown
the danger of detaching a clause from its connection, and then
interpreting its several words according to some fondly cherished,
but false idea. Abraham is not the root of the passage; but that
word is used metaphorically, and represents the first Jewish
christians. On any other hypothesis than this, the passage is
inexplicable.
17. But if some of the branches were broken off, Another brief simile which has been much abused.
In the preceding verse, the Apostle had employed the correllates root and
branches.
These words he now continues to employ, thus relieving his train of thought by pleasant, familiar imagery. Some
of tile branches were hroken l!ff-unfiguratively, some of the Jews
were rejected, namely, those who refused to believe. This is the
exact meaning of the clause, and all that is in it.
But with many, this is not enough. According to them, the
olive-tree is a parable, with closely adhering parts, having opposite to each, some mystic feature in redemption.
"Some of the
branches were broken off"-of
course, then, broken off some
tree. Who or what was that tree? The answer would seem
difficult. One says it was God; another, it was Abraham; another, it was Christ; another, it was the old Jewish church, and
so on-all of which can have no effect but to bewilder. The
Apostle has before his mind but a single fact which he is setting
forth. That fact is the rejection of the un believing Jews. This
he sets forth in the language of an olive-dresser, who breaks off
and throws away such branches as he has no farther use for.
Similarly, God. He breaks off, or plainly rejects those Jews who
refuse to believe in Christ. This is the whole import of the
clause.
and you, being a wild olive, have been grafted in among
them,
And you, being Gentiles, have been received III among
the Jews who were not rejected, that is, among those who accepted Christ. The Gentiles are called a "wild olive," because in
comparison with the Jew they had been left in a state of nature.
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They were without prophets, without written revelation, and as a
consequence measurably unenlightened m their duty to GOd. But
when the gospel was presented to them, they obeyed it, and so
were received into the church. In the phrase "grafted in among
them," the word "them" denotes those Jews who, having obeyed
Ch ri-t, constituted the church at first. "Grafted in" is a metaphor
used to denote being converted or becoming christians.
The
] ews by being born anew entered into the kingdom of God, and
at first composed it. Subsequently, the Gentiles entered it in the
same way; and the two, becoming thus blended, constituted the
"one body" of Christ.
But this "one body" was not the old Jewish family reorganized
or reconstructed.
It was wholly a "new man," a new thing.
True, the materials for it were collected, in part, from the Jews,
but they entered it only by being born into it. But as a body or
church, it had had no previous existence. It was composed ot
new creatures," of "living stones," and so was a "spiritual house,"
and therefore a new one. It was no outgrowth from a pre-existing
church, but an original, without genealogy, antecedent, or type.
In foundation, structure, head, and spirit, it was new. Those
writers, therefore, are wholly wrong who conceive of the church
of Christ as a continuation of some supposed previous Jewish
church. No such church existed.
Again, instead of "grafted in among them," some writers, as
Stuart and others, would render "grafted in in their stead." But
this is erroneous. For, in the first place, the original is incapable,
without great violence, of this rendering.
And in the second, it
is not fact that the Gentiles were grafted in in any body's stead.
They came into the church just as did the Jews, and not into a
place made vacant by the rejection of others. The rejected Jews
had never been in the church. Hence the Gentiles could not be
received into it in their stead. This erroneous exegesis grows out
of the effort to make it appear that the church of Christ is a
mere modified continuation of the "old Jewish church." But the
effort is abortive, and the reason for it bad. Let it once be conceded that there was such a thing as an "old Jewish church"
with infants in it. Then show that Christ's church is a mere
continuation of the Jewish, and the inference is remarkably easy,
that Christ's church should contain infants. To some, this point
is the sole reason for the rendering of Stuart and others.

and become a partaker of the root and fatness of the
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olive.
To become a partaker of the root and fatness of the olive
was to become a pal taker of the blessings of the gospel. These
blessings were first tendered to the Jews, and accepted by some
of them.
Accordingly, for a while they were confined exclusively to Jews. They were their blessings: and afterwards, when
they were tendered to the Gentiles, it was by Jews.
Helice to
become a partaker of them, was to become a partaker of blessings
pre-occupied by others, and emanating from them.
It was to
share in their distinction and happiness.
But the clause has been very differently interpreted; and as a
metaphor, it has been forced into violent forms, and made subservient to fanciful notions.
Who is the olive? has been often
asked, but never satisfactorily or consistently answered.
And
farther, what are the root and fatness of the olive? Does root
denote a person or a thing?-if
a person, whom?-if
a thing,
what? But all these are idle questions.
When the Jews became
chnstians there was but one thing for them to become partakers
of-the blessings of the gospel. And so with the Gentiles. They
partook of nothing else, since there was nothing else to partake
of. Hence the root and fatness of the olive are mere metaphors
used to represent these blessings.
They do not denote persons,
nor yet each some separate good. They denote simply what the
Gentiles realized on becoming christians, which was remission
of sins, together with the other accompaniments of conversion.
18. boast not against the branches.
The original reception of the Jews as God's peculiar people and the neglect of the
Gentiles, had had the effect to render the former proud, ami to
fill them with a feeling of superiority.
But a reverse was about
to take place.
The Gentiles were about to become the favored
people of God, and the Jews to be neglected.
The A pestle
wished to prevent the Gentiles becoming affected towards the
Jews, as the Jews had been towards them. Hence he admonishes
the Gentiles not to boast.
This the Jews had been accustomed
to do.
He desired the Gentiles to avoid it.
"Against tke
oranckes"-the branches here were the rejected Jews, not the
christians. There was no danger of the Gentiles boasting against
the christian Jews, and consequently no necessity to protect them
against it. The danger respected the rejected Jews. They alone,
therefore, needed protection.
but if you boast, you bear not the root, but the root,
you.
But if you boast, which you may be inconsiderate enough
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to do, remember this, which may serve to check you, that you
bear not the root, but the root, you. The Jews owe nothing to
you, but you owe much to them.
From them came Christ as to
his flesh: the first church was composed of Jews; the Apostles were Jews; and by Jews the gospel was first preached to
you. You can not be said to bear the christian Jews, as a root
its trunk, but rather as a root they bear you.
This shows your
relation to them and dependence on them.
You must not then
boast against them.
It can not, I think, be denied that to-day, much of the same
ungracious feeling exists among christian Gentiles towards the
rejected Jews, that formerly existed among the Jews towards the
Gentiles.
We have hardly heeded the Apostle's admonition as
strictly as we should.
19. You will say then, branches
were broken off that
I might be grafted in. That is, you will still continue to boast
a little, but in a lowered tone; you wiIl have a sort of last exultant
word. You will still grudge the Jews their due, and ill conceal
your sense of pride and superiority.
This much I can not prevent. The meaning is: You will say, then, that some of the Jews
were rejected that I might be received.
But this is merely the
Gentile's view of the case, and not necessarily correct. The Jews
were not rejected that the Gentiles might be received.
They
were rejected solely because of their unbelief. The rejection was
not essential to the reception; and, thei efore, the reception was
not the object of it. The ohject in rejecting the Jews was to
punish them for their sin. lIenee the Gentile view, though correctly stated, is itself not correct.
It is erroneous in making
one event dependent on another, because the two are merely
incidentally related.
The reception of the Gentiles was closely
consequent on the rejection of the Jews, but not dependent
on it.
20. Well;
because of unbelief
they were broken off,
On the use of the Dative, as here, to denote the cause, see Winer,
p.216.
Kalos i~ here partially concessive, but not wholly so. It
is nicely discriminative.
It concedes the rejection of the Jews,
but no more.
That they were rejected that the Gentiles might
be received, is not implied in it. The two main facts it concedes,
but not their dependence.
The Jews were broken off because of unbelief. This was the
great decisive ground for the act.
Moreover, it settles all ques-
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tions as to why they were rejected. God did not pre-ordain their
unbelief. This was in whole and in part their own act. Hence
God did not unconditionally pre-ordain their rejection.
He left
them free to choose between belief and unbelief.
They chose
unbelief; and for the act, he rejected them.
and by belief you stand.
nut not in their stead. You stand
absolutely and with no reference to others. You stand in the
body of Christ, just as you would have stood, had they all gone
in, or never existed.
The place you hold is your own, not another's.
The Jews were never rejected to make room for the
Gentiles.
Be not high-minded,
but fear.
As much as to say, though
in Christ, you do not hold your place by an unalterable decree.
You too may be rejected; and you will be, unless you do right.
Should you become high-minded and over-confident-the
faults
of the Jews, you may thereby be led into error, and in the end
be lost. Be humble-minded and afraid to take the slightest risk.
Be so far filled with fear as to be scrupulous and exact in belief
md life. Then only are you safe.
21. For if God spared
not the natural branches, he will
also not spare
you.
Natural branches are a tree's own
oranches j I contradistinction to grafted branches. The rejected
Jews are called natural branches because they were a part
of God's 0 vn people, the kin of his Son, a part of the vineyard
his own hands had planted.
Even these he would not spare
when they refused to believe in his Son.
Surely, then, you
Gentiles must not expect him to spare you, if you become unbelieving. Not that God is more inclined to spare the one people
than the other. He is positively determined to spare neither in
unbelief. Hence when he has shown that he will not spare the
one, it may confidently be inferred that he will not spare the
other.
He accepts and spares only on condition of belief in
Christ, and unconditionally rejects in its absence.
22. See then God's kindness
and cutting offApatomia
literally means cutting off or cutting from.
Metaphorically it
means steepness, severity, decisiveness. Here, however, I see no
necessity for departing from its literal meaning.
This may not
give so smooth a sentence, or be so antithetic; but it is true, and
in close harmony with the figurative style in hand.
upon them that fell, cutting off; The Iews stumbled at
Christ and fell; in other words, they refused to believe in him.
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and therefore God cut them off or rejected them. But as is here
seen, the cutting off was not arbitrary or unconditional.
It was
necessitated by the unbelief of those cut off, or the unbelief determined the cutting off.
but upon you God's kindness, provided you continue in
his kindness;
otherwise
you too shall be cut off. There is
here an evident ellipsis of some sentence which it is necessary to
supply ill order to complete the sense.
I supply it thus: See
then God's kindness bestowed upon you; and he will continue it
to you, provided you continue to use it properly, that is, continue
firm in belief and obedience.
But should you Gentiles prove
yourselves unworthy of God's kindness, as the rejected Jews
have done; should you become unbelieving and disobedient, you
will be cut off as they have been. Should you become what they
are, their fate will at once become yours. God's kindness is his
love and mercy bestowed in Christ; and it is realized in remission of sins, the gift of the Holy Spirit, the hope of immortality,
ct cetera.
Stuart is strangely wrong when he renders ean epimenes t.
chrestoteti "provided you maintain a state of integrity."
Chrestoteti does not signify a state to be maintained, but kindness
bestowed.
Of this kindness the Gentiles were to show themselyes worthy by con tin ued fidelity to Christ.
23. And they also, if they continue
not in unbelief.
shall be grafted
in;
Accordingly, the probability that the
Jews will, at any time future, be received back into God's favor
is exactly equal to the probability that they will then be believers
in Christ. At present, this probability certainly seems low. God
will never work any special miracle on the Jews to induce them
to believe; nor will he ever increase the power of the gospel for
their sake. He will do for them no more than he is doing for the
Gentiles. The fact, therefore, of their believing rests with themselves. If, of their own accord, they become believers, well; but
if they still refuse, they will remain rejected. But when time aud
degradation have utterly extinguished in them all hope of a coming Messiah, I still expect them to come to themselves, and in
large numbers to accept Christ. To this effect, at least, I think I
understand Paul.
for God is able to graft them in again.
There IS then no
insuperable obstacle on his part. He is not only able, but willing
and anxious. But since he can not compel, he must await the
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pleasure of the Jews.
On their act of helief, depends his act of
reception.
24. For if you have been cut from an olive, wild by
nature,
and grafted, contrary to nature,
into a good olive,
The Gentile world is here called "an olive wild by nature," because they had been left to grow up in a state of nature, without
the superintending care which God had bestowed upon the Jews.
Converting them from idolatry and ignorance is termed cutting
them from this olive; while receiving them into the church is
called grafting them into a good olive. In grafting, the tame or
improved tree is always grafted into the wild or unimproved.
According to this, the Jews should have been added to the Gentiles, not the Gentiles to the Jews.
Yet the latter was the order.
It is therefore called grafting "contrary to nature."
Nature here
is equivalent to custom.
how much more shall these, the natural branches,
be
grafted into their own olive?
The Jew5 had been accustomed
to God's dealings. They had his laws, heard his prophets, knew
his will, were familiar with the promises of a Messiah, and lived
in daily expectation of one. But not so the Gentiles. Certainly
then it was more natural and far easier for the Jews to accept
Christ than for the Gentiles. Yet the former rejected him, while
the latter accepted.
This was not to have been expected.
Far
more naturally would we look for Jews to become christians than
for Gentiles. Moreover, when their unbelief i;, broken, and they
begin to turn to Christ, they will turn in numbers and with an
ease that will be astounding.
It has always been difficult to
christianize Gentiles; hence the slowness of the process.
But
when the Jews shall break away from their darkness and obstinacy, they will rush into the kingdom like 4 flood That day wi!l
have no parallel in the past.
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SUMMARY.
Hardness in part nas happened to Israel until the full sum of the Gentiles
corne into the church.
By that time the hardness of Israel will give way;
they will then become believers; and so a great many of them will be saved.
You Gentiles should know this mystery to keep you from becoming puffed
up with self-importance. The rejected Jews are still beloved on their fathers
account; and you Gentiles have now to preach the gospel to them, and so
convert them to Christ. They are thus at last to realize the divine mercy
through you. Their fall has proved a blessing to you; and your conversion
i. to prove a blessing to them.

In this section, the Apostle explains still more fully the present
condition of the Jews, and points out more clearly than he has
yet done what their future will be. Indeed, the section is full of
the future. It throws much light on the hereafter of both Gentile and Jew, and hence possesses uncommon interest.
In it we
bee, as in a mirror, the probable destiny of these two great divisions of mankind.
It may carry us forward even to the first
resurrection.
At least, we can think of no other event that is so
likely to happen as that, immediately beyond the time it covers.
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25. For I do not wish you to be ignorant, brethren, of
this mystery,
lest you be wise within yourselves,
that
hardness, in part, has happened to Israel, until the full
sum of the Gentiles come in. I do not wish you to be l~rnorant; that is, I wish you to know or understand.
"Mystery"
here does not signify what is unintelligible, but what is undiscoverable by human reason or observation.
It signifies what is
knowable by revelation only.
The Apostle wished the Gentile
christians to know the mystery alluded to, in order to keep them
from being puffed up with self-conceit on account of being accepted of God. With this knowledge, they would be enabled to
take a correct view both of their own condition and of that of
the Jews; without it, they were in danger of over-estimating their
own importance, and of cultivating a feeling of contempt for the
rejected Jews.
This feeling is inconsistent with the christian
spirit, and therefore needed to be guarded against.
The following is the mystery: That hardness-not
blindness,
as in E. V.
Porosis does not mean blindness, but hardness or
hardening.
The Jews had grown hard in heart and feeling.
They had become petrified in the inner man; and as a result,
they were insensible, cruel, and dull of perception.
In parthardness had not happened to the whole of Israel, but to a part
only. Some of them accepted Christ, but the great body rejected
him. Those rejecting were the hardened.
Has Ilappened-g-egr;
nen signifies to come into being, come to pass, happen. Hardness
has come into being in Israel, or has sprung up in them. But
how?
Did God appoint it or bring it to pass, as some assert?
Certainly not. He did all he rightly could to prevent it. It consequently came into being in spite of him.
It grew out of
Israel's wilful abuse of themselves, or was an effect to which
they alone were cause. They only, therefore, were to blame for
it. But, when at its hight, God took advantage of it, to send
Christ into the world, and call the Gentiles. He thus, in a measure, defeated it by bringing good out of it. From this it would
seem that the rejection of the Jews was favorable to the bringing
in of the Gentiles.
Indeed, there can hardly be a doubt of the
fact. Had the Jews in a body come into the church with the
Gentiles, they would still have looked on the Gentiles as inferiors,
would have cumbered them with rites of the law, and have corrupted the gospel by incorporating into it elements of Judaism.
The only way to keep the gospel pure was to confine it in large
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measure to the Gentiles, until the Jews should become thoroughly
weaned from their own religion.
Until the full sum of the
Gentiles come in. That is, come into the church.
Pleroma I
here render full sum, which is apt and clear. The word denotes
that portion or large number of Gentiles that are to enter the
church before the conversion of the Jews takes place. The
hardness, then, of the Jews is not to last forever, but is to wear
itself out after awhile.
It will continue, however, until the full
sum of the Gentiles come in. Not that of necessity it must last
this long; but the time required to bring in the Gentiles is the
time required to exhaust the hardness.
When the full sum has
come in, the hardness will be at an end. Then will be the time
of Israel's conversion to Christ.
26. And so all Israel shall be saved;
Houtos signifies
Inus, in this way, in this manner. And so, or in this way, all
Israel shall be saved. In what way? Hardness has happened
to Israel until (but no longer) the full sum of the Gentiles come
in. But by the time the full sum is in, the hardness will have
ceased. So soon as this occurs, Israel's unbelief will give place
to belief; belief will be followed by obedience, and in obedience
they wil be saved. Such is the way. All Israel shall be saved.
But the phrase "all Israel" need not be so construed as to include
every individual even to the last. "All" often signifies, in scripture, the greater part, very many, a large number.
This is its
import here. The meaning is, that the great body of Israel shall
be saved. Nor does the word "saved" here signify "to put in
the way of salvation," or "to have the means of salvation bestowed upon them," as some maintain. It means saved in the
sense of being pardoned, or being a christian. The great body
of Israel shall become christian.
Here then the future salvation of the great body of the Jews,
who shall then be alive, is distinctly asserted. This is the clearest
scripture we have yet had on this point; and it is quite clear.
Israel is yet to be born of water and of the Spirit, and so to enter
the kingdom of God. Their unbelief and hardness are to die out
Their heart of flesh is to return, the vail is to drop from their
eyes; and they are yet to see in him whom they pie-ced, their
true and only Messiah.
But it is not necessary to suppose that the Jews will be converted all at once or suddenly. Their conversion may be gomg
on through ages. The full sum of the Gentiles has been a long
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time coming in, nor are they all in yet. So it may be with the
Jews.
Still, I can not but think that their conversion will take
place rapidly. At least, I can see no reason why it should not.
I'he circumstances which shall revolutionize one mind will revoutionize many. I hence look for a short work in their convers.on.
But in endeavoring to forecast the probable future of the Jews,
two things are to be steadily kept in mind. I. That no miracle
y-ill be worked in order to effect their conversion. The gospel
IS God's power for salvation.
Consequently, he who is not saved
oy it will never be saved at all. All will be done to save the
Jews that is now being done to save Gentiles, but no more.
2. That the future salvation of Israel does not imply their resto·ation to their ancient home in Palestine. The former IS a great
necessity, the latter is none. When converted, the Jews can be
just as happy, dispersed as they now are, as though they were
all crowded back into Judea; and certainly they can be far more
useful, The gospel is not designed to prepare men for an earthly
Canaan, but for a heavenly.
as it is written:
The deliverer
shall come out of Sion,
and shall turn away impiety from Jacob.
For substance,
the citation is from Isa. lix: 20, 21; but taking it in connection
with the next verse, and the whole quotation seems to consist of
two or more passages so blended as to express the Apostle's idea,
not in his own words, but in those of prophecy. The down-fall
and rejection of Israel, ch. ix, he had spoken of mostly in language of the prophets.
In the same language, he now seeks to
set forth their reception.
The object of the whole quotation evidently is to sustain the
assertion that "all Israel shall be saved." This salvation will consist of two parts: I. Turning Israel from impiety, which here
includes the whole volume of their sins, especially unbelief.
2. The remission of their sins.
The first part of this salvation is
foretold in the present passage; the second, in the next verse.
But who is the "deliverer"; and how are we to understand the
phrase "shall come out of Sion"?
The deliverer is certainly
Christ; for he alone is appointed for salvation to all. But Christ
has already come; how then is he yet to come? He is not yet to
come in the sense here meant; but this part of the prophecy must
be regarded as already fulfilled, and the whole as being quoted for
the sake of the other part. This is a common method of citing
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scripture. We ourselves often quote a whole verse for the sake
of a single clause. Christ is here said to "turn away impiety
from Jacob," because this is to be effected by his gospel; and
whatever is effected by it is properly ascribed to him. "Jacob"
here stands for his descendants, or rather the rejected part of
them.
27. And my covenant with them is this:
In the Hebrew
we have simply "my covenant."
Par' emou, then, is evidently
a circumlocution for mou. In rendering it, therefore, it is best to
be a little free, as I have been.
It would certainly be awkward
to read: This is from me the covenant with them.
In the expression, "this is my covenant," this refers to what follows, not
to any thing preceding.
when I shall take away their sins.
Holan in this clause
is not easily accounted for, when hoti seems so clearly required.
With the latter, the verse would read thus: And my covenant
with them is this, that I will take away their sins. But since no
suspicion rests on hotan, we must have recourse to some other
method of explanation. The best that suggests itself is to assume
an ellipsis of some brief clause, and supply it, as in the following:
And my covenant with them is this, which will be accomplished,
when I shall take away their sins. This solution, though not entirely satisfactory, is still sufficient for Paul, whose object is to
establish the future salvation of Israel. This salvation, as already
said, will consist of two parts: turning Israel from impiety, and
remitting their sins. The former verse establishes the turning;
the present one, the remitting.
Thus the two confirm the assertion that "all Israel shall be saved."
28. With respect to the gospel they are hated for your
sake;
The word cckthroi here is not the noun, but the adjective,
and consequently means hated or being hated, and not enemies.
Viewed from the gospel stand-point alone, the Jews are hated,
hated by God, actually hated, but hated only to the extent of being rejected, and that for their unbelief.
But the hatred of the
Jews is not an absolute hatred, having no end in view but their
rejection.
It looks at the same time to the welfare of the Gentiles. It is double in its purpose-on
the one hand, acting on the
Jews to their rejection, and, on the other, studying the salvation
of the Gentiles. It is an economic hatred, turning the disastrous
event to one party, to the good account of another. Accordingly
the Jews are hated for the sake of the Gentiles, that is, for tbrir
benefit.
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but with respect to the choice, beloved on the fathers'
account.
With respect to the choice of whom?
Not the
rejected Jews, as so many erroneously suppose, but their fathers.
That is, the choice was of those on whose account the rejected
Jews are still loved; and not of the rejected themselves.
In
other words, viewed from the stand-point alone of the choice
God formerly made of their fathers, the rejected Jews are still
loved in virtue of that choice.
Their fathers were chosen and
loved; and on their account their rejected descendant& are still
loved.
The reader will notice that I render di' humas, in the former
clause of this verse, for your sake, but dia rous pa/eras, in the
latter clause, on the fathers' account. The rejected Jews are not
still loved for the sake of their fathers, that is, for their benefit,
but because of them or on their account. This divtinction
should
be made to appeal in the translation.
29. For God's favors and calling are not regretted.
That
is, are not regretted by him. This verse is confirmatory
of the
last clause of v. 28. God chose Abraham and the other Jewish
fathers, and bestowed upon them many great and special favors.
Among these favors, he promised Abraham to be to him a God
and to his posterity after him.
The calling of these fathers and
the favors bestowed upon them are still not regretted.
Accordingly, God's mind is unaltered in regard to covenants and promises
then made and entered into.
He will yet, therefore, be a God
to the rejected Jews whom he still loves, not because of themselves, but because of their fathers.
When these Jews shall
become obedient to his Son, he will bless them with the fullness
of salvation.
This he has always been ready to do, and still is
ready. He awaits only their abandonment of their unbelief.
The Calvinistic mode of interpreting this verse is as follows:
When God purpoc;es to call and favor a people, his purpose is unalterable.
He long since purposed to call and favor Israel; and
therefore he will yet certainly do it. This is partly true and
partly not. \Vhen God purposes unconditionally to call a peopJe,
he will certainly call them; but he purposes unconditionally nothing more than the call.
He never unconditionally purposes
salvation.
This he confers only on condition of obedience to
Christ. But he has already called the Jews by the gospel, and is
still calling them. Thus far, then, his purpose has been executed.
But whether he will ever favor them with salvation depends. not
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on any unconditional purpose of his, but on their own voluntary
acceptance of Christ. This done, he will bless ; this not done, he
will not.
30. For as you were formerly disobedient to God, The
period referred to is that preceding their conversion to Christ.
But now have received mercy-Received
it in having the gospel
preached to YOI1, and in being accepted as God's children.
Through their disobedience. The Dative, apeitkeia, is here used
to denote the occasion, or that in consequence of which.
The
disobedience of the Jews led to their rejection.
This left the
apostles and other primitive prea •..hers to bestow their whole
time upon the Gentiles; and the more the Gentiles heard the
gospel, the more they obeyed it; while the smaller the number
of the Jews that came into the church, the less the Gentiles
were distracted and corrupted by them. Thus the disobedience
of the Jews became the means and occasion of benefit to the
Gentiles.
31. so also they are now disobedient Disobedient to God
in not believing on his Son. Formerly the Jews were obedient;
and you were disobedient; but now the case is reversed. You
are obedient, and they are disobedient. Tkat they too may obtain
merry-the
same mercy which you have obtained; that is, receive remission of sins, enter the church, be filled with the hope
of eternal life-in a word, be invested with all the blessings of
the gospel. The clause expres!\es, not what the Jews intended,
in being disobedient, but what God intended should come out of
it. It expresses the end as purposed by him, not by them.
The position of kina in this verse is unusual; and it has prevented uniformity among writers both in translation and exposition. Properly, it should stand before to kumetero, though we
have instances of its being placed precisely as here. See 1 Cor.
ix: 15; 2 Cor. ii: 4; Gal. ii: 10. I arrange and translate in agreement with the best critics.

that they may obtain mercy through the mercy shown
to you. Your mercy would be more literal, but it is ambiguous.
It may mean either the mercy which you show, or the mercy
shown to you. The latter alone is correct, and I therefore adopt
it. As the rejection of the Jews proved a blessing to the Gentiles;
so in turn, the reception of the Gentiles is to prove a blessing to
the Jews. But how? The Gentiles have now to preach the
gOlpel to the Jews, and induce them to obey it. At first the
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gospel came from the Jews to the Gentiles; now, however, it
must go from the Gentiles to the Jews.
Thus the Jews are to
obtain mercy through the mercy shown to the Gentiles.
32. For God has shut up a1l in disobedience
B) "all" is
here meant all J ew s, and all Gentiles.
At first God "hut up the
Gentiles, but now he has also shut up the Jews.
Sun cklei <en
here signifies to shut up, or embrace, in one common sentence.
God has embraced both Jews and Gentiles in one sweeping
sentence of condemnation; and this, because of their common
disobedience.
Not, he has shut them up, as some assert, in order
to disobedience, or that they may become disobedient; for this
would implicate God in their sin. But he has shut them up because of disobedience.
Their disobedience Was their own act.
that he may have mercy on a1l. Both Jews and Gentiles
are ,like disobedient, and consequently, alike without mci it. Both
therefore are equally objects of mercy_ Hence God CEn bestow
it upon both, and neither can feel that it is not needed. The
special mode in which he proposes to show mercy, is in remitting
sin through the blood of Christ.
Consequently, whether the
mercy will ever be actually realized or not, depends on belief in
Christ. With this, aU can realize it; without it, none can.
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SUMMARY.

Great is the depth of God's resources, and wisdom, and knowledge, In
working out the redemption of the world; We c~n nc;>tknow before hand
what hISdecisions are, nor how he moves in effecting hIS ends. Noone has
ever been privy to his counsels, nor any imparted to him aid. All things
originate in him; and all things are for his honor and glory.

33. 0 the depth of God's riches, and wisdom,
and
knowledge.
The word depth belongs as much to wisdom and
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knowledge as to riches. The full form would be: 0 the depth
of God's riches, and of his wisdom, and of his knowledge.
But
this fullness is unnecessary as the briefer rendering is perfectly
clear.
The phrase depth of riches, bathos plouto14, denotes the infinite
resources which God has at command to effect the salvation of
the world; wisdom directs or adapts these resources to the accomplishment of the end; while knowledge comprehends the whole
of the resources and the end, and supplies material to the wisdom. Accordingly, if the Jews reject Christ, such are the divine
resources, that the rejection is made to contribute to the salvation
of the Gentiles; while if the Gentiles obey, this again is made
subservient to the saving of the Jews. Thus all things, whether
good or bad, are made conducive to the one great end.
How unsearchable
are his decisions,
The word krimata
here does not seem so much to denote God's judgments in the
sense of sentences pronounced, as his decisions how he will control the affairs of men, so as to make them aid in the work of
salvation.
I hence prefer to render it decisions rather than judgments. These decisions are unsearchable; that is, they can not
be discovered or found out till they are developed or executed.
They lie beyond the reach of human insight.
and untraceable
his paths?
Ichnos means a track, step,
foot-print.
From this comes exichniazo to track up, trace out,
follow up foot- prints. To the adjective formed from this, prefix
a privative, and we have anexichniastos
signifying untrackable,
or incapable of being traced out or followed up. The word hodoi
means road-ways, paths-the
paths along which God moves ill
executing his plans and purposes. These paths are undiscoverable by us; we can not trace them out. We can not track God or
follow his foot-prints.
When his work is done, we may know
something about it, but not before.
34. For who has known the Lord's mind,
Designed to
confirm the two preceding remarks.
The answer is, Noone.
No one has ever known the Lord's mind; for no one can know
it Therefore his decisions remain undiscovered; they can not be
searched out.
or who has been his counsellor?
Not who has given the
Lord counsel; but whom has he taken into his confidence, and to
him imparted his secrets. Again the answer is, No one. Therefore no one can follow his steps or trace out the paths in which
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he moves. He keeps his counsels to himself, and conceals his
ways from observation.
35. Or who has first given to him,
Who has given to
the Lord before the Lord gave to him? No one has ever yet
had any thing to give to him, which he did not receive from him.
Consequently no one can make him an original present. This
question, I think it likely, contains a reference to the expression,
o the depth of God's riches. So vast is his wealth that he gives
to all, but receives from none.
and it shall be repaid to him?
But no one can be found
who has first given to the Lord.
There is then no one to whom
repayment is to be made. God is no debtor. On the contrary,
all receive from him; he, from none.
36. For all things are from him,
Proof that no one has
first given to him. All things are from him as their first cause.
And through. him. Thr<}u~h hi,., p<}'Ne.r aU thh\'F;<>-have been
brought into being, and by it they are sustained. And for him.
AlI things are for his honor and pleasure. This is their ultimate
end, and nothing can prevent them subserving it.
To him be glory forever-amen.
That is, since all things
are of him, and through him, and for him-since
this is so, to
him, as his absolute due, be glory and honor forever; and be
this from all minds, and hearts, and tongues,
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I.
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SUMMARY.
We are continually to present our bodies a living, holy sacrifice to God.
This is made our reasonable service by all the facts and teachings in the
foregoing part of the Letter.
As to our minds. they are to be changed by
being renewed. This change is necessary in order to a correct judgment in
regard to God', will, We may not be high-minded because we are gifted,
but we must be right-minded, that we may place a proper estimate upon
every thing, especially upon gifts, as well our own a8 those of others. If we
have a gift, we must exercise it, neither being proud of it, nor looking down
upon others u inferiors, because they have a leas Ihining gift. Wlhatever we
are best qualified to do, that we must do, and nothing else, This alone gi'l'ea
succeee.
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With the eleventh chapter, the Apostle closes the more weighty
and more argumentative portion of his great Letter.
\Vith doctrine and mystery he is now done. He is consequently prepared
for those practical lessons which grow out of the hrrJad basis he
has been laying down. With these the present chapter i~ replete:
and although it is lighter than any of the preceding chapters,
and lacks their consecutiveness, it is still Paul throughout.
It is
sentensic, pertinent, elliptical, and strong. It opens with an exhortation to consecrate our persons to the service of God. After
redemption, this is the next step.

I therefore beseech you, brethren,

by the mercies of

God,
The oun here is hoth inferential and continuative.
It
mfers the several duties specified from the preceding premises,
and continues the discourse.
I "beseech" Y0tl, not 1 command
you, which he certainly might have done; but authority is never
more lovely than when concealing itself in affectionate entreaty.
"By the mercies if God." The word mercies denotes the sum
of the provisions which God has made in the gospel for our salvation. Each of these provisions is the expression of mercy.
Hence the whole are called mercies.
They originate in mercy
and embody it. These mercies constitute the high consideration
by which the Apostle beseeches his brethren.
to present
your bodies
Not present them once and no
more, but present them continually; present them once for all, or
present them and let them remain presented.
These bodies are
to be "living," not dead and inactive, but alive to and active in
the service of God. In doing his will, they are to be constant as
the pulse of life. I do not see that "living" here stands opposed,
as many seem to think, to "dead" as applied to the bodies of animals offered under the law.
It denotes a positive, not a relative
characteristic.
Moreover, these bodies are to be "holy."
They
are to be pure or free from immorality; not merely without defect
or blemish, as had the legal victims to be, but without defilement
or sin. They are also to be "well-pleasing."
This they can be
only by being constantly employed in doing those thing, that are
well-pleasing to God; in a word, by doing his will.
When our
bodies are full of life as a fact; when they are kept free from sin;
and are actively employed in doing God's will, then, as offerings,
they are well-pleasing to him.
Some writers hold that "bodies" here stands for the whole person, the meaning being: Present yourselves a living sacrifice
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But this is hardly correct.
The Apostle, I doubt not, had some
special reason for using the word "bodies."
With them, more
particularly than with any other part, we serve the law of sin. I
hence imagine the intention to be, that we should present those
very bodies, which are the seat of sin, a holy sacrifice to God.
Certainly nothing could be more proper.
which is your reasonable
service;
This clause is in appo
sition with the expression "present your bodies a living sacrifice,"
and to a certain extent is explanatory of it. Presenting our boo
dies to God in the manner prescribed, is latreia, service, or
worship paid to him. This much is clear.
But it is more than
this; it is logiken service.
What kind of service is this? The
usual reply is: It is service according with reason, or our spiritual
nature, and sanctioned by it. The service certainly accords with
reason; but is this the fact denoted by logiken.~ I doubt it.
Rather Jl)gik~nhere seems to have the force of 1ogica1 or consequential, and to denote a service which results logically from what
precedes.
Presenting our bodies a living, holy sacrifice to God,
is a service growing logically out of the premises furnished in
the foregoing part of the Letter.
In other words, it is a
consequence from those premises, or it follows from them in
accordance with the laws of reason.
This I take to be the fact
signified by logiken.
N or do I see how its correctness can well
be doubted.
The former clause of the verse, with which this
one is in apposition, is undoubtedly a logical deduction-HI therefore beseech you, brethren."
This is certainly an inference; and
if so, then clearly must the clause be an inference which is in
apposition with it. Accordingly, I translate logiken reasonable, as
denoting that which results from foregoing premises, according
to the laws of reason.
As much as to say: In view of all the
facts and teachings of the former part of the Letter, presenting
our bodies to God, in the manner named, is a reasonable service.
2. and not to be fashioned
after this world,
That is, I
beseech you by the mercies of God not to be fashioned after this
world.
But clearly the exhortation is not to be taken without
qualification.
The world contains many things in themselves
right and proper.
These we must regard as excluded.
But
things which are evil in themselves, or of an evil tendency; in a
word, every thing inconsistent with, or hostile to the christian
life-after these We are not to be fashioned.
On the contrary,
we are to avoid them, oppose them, and try to correct them.
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In this and the following clause, Wordsworth, Tregelles, and
Green retain the Imperative of the received text, while Tischendorf, Alford, and others accept the Infinitive.
The weight of
authority seems to me to be clearly against the former and in
favor of the latter. Accordingly I decide in favor of the Infinitive.
but to be changed by the renewing of your mind
Metamorphousthai
signifies to change the morphe, the material or
visible form of a thing.
But where the thing is without visrnle
form, as the mind, it is best to dispense with the word "form,"
and render simply by changed.
The "transformed" of the E. V.
is altogether too material, and should therefore be dropped.
In
the present case, the mind is the subject of the change, or undergoes it; while the change itself consists in renewing or renovating
the mind. In other words, the mind, instead of being fashioned
after this world, is to be so changed in belief, desire, and purpose
as to lead to a life unlike the world in the particulars meant.
The
old, unrenewed mind fashions the life after the world; the reo
newed mind refuses, because of the antagonism between it and
the world. The renewed mind induces a new life.
that you may judge of what God's will is-of
what is
good, and well-pleasing,
and perfect.
You are to be changed
in your mind by its being renewed.
This is the fact. But you
are to be changed, not alone for the sake of the change itself, but
for the sake of something beyond it. The change looks to an
end. You are to be changed that you may judge of God's will,
that you may be enabled to place a correct estimate upon it, or
decide as to its excellence.
.Dokimazo is often a hard word to
translate.
It is an assayer's term, and primarily means to try or
test metals in order to ascertain how pure they are. Here, however, it means to judge if or decide respecting.
In order, therefore, to judge correctly of God's will, the mind must be renewed.
But the will to be judged of is not his will at large, but his will
in regard to the things that enter into, and make up the christian
life. It is his will respecting what, in christian conduct, is in
itself good, what is well- pleasing, because right; what is perfect,
or without flaw or defect. In regard to these things, God has an
expressed will, and to judge of it correctly, the mind must be
renewed.
The terms good, well- pleasing, and perfect, are, I imagine, to be
taken very comprehensively.
They embrace the whole of christian life. Not only so, but they define the character of that life. It
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il to consist of conduct good within itself, or absolutely good; of
conduct so closely conformed to God's will, as to be well- pleasing
to him; and of cond uct, perfect. Truly these three terms erect a
high standard of christian duty.
3. For by the favor bestowed upon me, I charge every
eae who is among you
Stuart says, "gar here stands before
specific reasons given for a general principle urged in the pre·
ceding context."
I prefer to regard it as epexegetic, and used
to introduce an example showing the need of things good, and
well- pleasing, and perfect.
By the favor bestowed upon meby my apostolic office. HI charge"-legv, I say, but here evidently used to express authority, and therefore requiring to be
more strongly rendered.
Everyone who '-S among you, whether
high or low, whether endowed or not, whether wise or unwiseI charge all, not one excepted. The charge is thus made universal, and yet, no doubt, it was intended to have a specific bearing,
a bearing upon those having spiritual gifts.
not to be high-minded
above what he ought to be in
mind,
Huperpllronein means to have high thoughts, to be high.
minded, be proud, which of course leads to looking on others,
especially the humble in station and life, as inferiors and beneath
notice.
Such pride is wholly inconsistent with the example and
spirit of Christ, and needs to be completely subdued.
Even
where great mental endowments are possessed, the endowed
must demean himself as though unconscious of his gifts, and
without evincing the slightest air of superiority.
but take care to be right-minded,
Study or be careful
to be fair-minded, to be just in your judgment of things, and to
place a true estimate upon them. Make it matter of thought not
to overestimate your own gifts, nor to underestimate those of
others. The one talent has its value, and is entitled to it, no less
than the ten.
as God has divided to each a measure of belief.
The belief here spoken of was not the ordinary belief which comes by
hearing, and saves the soul. It was clearly a miraculous belief;
because it was imparted to persons already in possession of the
ordinary belief; it was imparted immediately to the soul, and endowed it with one or more supernatural powers.
This belief
with its accompanying power constituted the charisma of which
the Apostle speaks in v. 6. In what the belief consisted or what
its precise nature was, we have no means of knowing. Whether
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it differed in an) material respect from the common belief, or
was merely a higher degree of it, we are not told. It seems not
to have been usually given as a whole, but only in measures or
parts.
The Apostles alone most probably possessed it as a
whole, and them it endowed with all spiritual powers. Others, it
endowed with one, two, or more gifts, according to their ability
to use them wisely, and the necessities of the case.
4. For as we have many members
in one body, and all
members have not the same use;
A familiar illustration, not
of what goes before, but of what follows. The human body is
composed of many members, and each member performs a function peculiar to itself. Yet no one can claim superiority over the
others, and all are essential. So with the church. It is composed
of many members; and every one is necessary to its growth and
perfection.
Not one can be dispensed with, nor can any claim
superiority.
5. so we, the many, are one body in Christ, and are
each members
of one another.
So we, the disciples, are
many individuals; yet, in Christ, we compose but one body.
To this body Christ is head; and of it, each individual of us is
a member. Moreover, inasmuch as we compose the body, we
are, in virtue of that fact, necessarily members one of another.
Our relation, then, to one another is so intimate, and our dependence so close, that no one of us can afford to feel proud over
another, or think him mean.
6. Having then gifts differing according to the favor
bestowedThat is, we having gifts. Not that all the disciples
had gifts; for this was not the case, it not being necessary. The
word we includes only those who had gifts. The meaning is: all
we who have gifts, have each a different gift. The favor bestowed was the metron pisteos, the measure of belief. To each
of the endowed a measure of belief was given, and with the
measure, a gift. To one was given one measure, and with it
some special gift or power; to another, a different measure, and
with it a different gift; and so on to the last.
It was the possession of these gifts that led to the high-mindedness against which the Apostle delivers his charge. Certain
of these gifts were regarded as more honorable than others.
Those having these grew proud of them, and, as a consequence,
bore themselves with an air of superiority towards others having, as they deemed, either inferior gifts or none. To correct this
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pride and false view was the object of the Apostle's charge. HI'
farther charges those thus endowed, to be right-minded, and esti
mate their gifts as God himself estimated them. They were all
alike necelisary, and within themselves alike honorable.
The
possession of them, therefore, was no ground of pride.
In the primitive churches, these gifts took the place, and answered the purpose of the present written word. By them the
churches were built up and kept in order. In a word, every
thing was done by them-the
gospel was preached, the disciples
instructed, and the churches ruled. They were then indispen-able; but now they are not, the New Testament supplying their
place.
whether
prophecy,
let us exercise
it according to the
measure of belief;
The present chapter is here very elliptical.
Indeed, in some instances, half the words we use 01 more have to
be supplied.
Still, as there is no doubt in regard to the sense of
the original, there can be none in regard to what words we are
to supply. The name of each particular gift readily suggests the
other words to be used in speaking of it.
For example, the
present clause, rendered word for word, stands thus: whether
prophecy, according to the measure of belief. This completely
filled out, evidently is: whether we have the gift of prophecy, lei
us exercise it according to the measure of belief bestowed.
Upon each of the persons here enumerated, a measure of be
lief was bestowed.
With this measure, some particular gift Wall
imparted.
The Apostle now directs that each of these persons
shall confine himself to his special gift. In other words, he is to
do exactly what he is empowered to do, and no more. If he is
empowered to prophesy, he is to do that and nothing else. He is
not to attempt to rule or exhort
He must do the one thing only
But prophet in Paul's day hardly meant just what it means ir
our day.
With us, it means one who simply foretells future
events. With Paul, it meant anyone who gave expression to the
divine mind or will, whether that will respected the past, the
present, or the future. It meant anyone who, being furnished
immediately from God with divine ideas, communicated them to
the people. The prophet might teach history, might instruct in
present duty, or foretell the future. The word, therefore, meant
10 that day far more than it means now.
It was synonymous
with inspired teacher, foretelling being added.
7. or ministry.
let us serve in ministering;
If our gift
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be that of ministering, let us serve in it. Moreover, we must be
content with it, and not attempt any thing else. Nor is this all,
we must not grow high-minded over it, but serve in it With. just
appreciation of it. We must be right-minded, estimate our gift
at its true value, and deport ourselves accordingly.
But what particular work does "ministry" here denote? The
question can not be very definitely answered. Diakonia significs
any kind of attendance, ministration, or service.
Of course it
here signifies religious service, or service done the church or ;t8
members in some special way. It may, I think, be assumed aa
almost certain that the word refers to service done by the diakono; or deacons.
These served the church in many ways,
especially in ministering to the poor.
But whether this is the
particular service here meant, can not be confidently said. Obviously the term can not signify teaching, exhorting, &c., since
these are separately mentioned.
The service was certainly an
important one, since those who performed it had to be specially
cndowed for the purpose. But beyond the fact that it existed,
that it was most probably performed by the deacons, and that
they had to be divinely qualified for it, wc know nothing.
or let him who teaches
attend to teaching;
Here the
construction of the original changes.
Instead of an Accusative
of the gift, we have the participial nominative of him who exercises it.
The change, though anomalous, involves nothing
difficult or doubtful. It mercly leads to a slight change in the
rendering.
The meaning is; Let him upon whom a measure of
belief has been bestowed, endowing him as a teacher, attend
strictly to his gift. Let him teach, and do nothing else, and let
him not become high-minded towards anyone having a less
showy gift; nor let anyone look on him with envy. All gifts
are essential to the upbuilding of the church. Hence none are
to be despised.
The teaching here mentioned, I doubt not, consisted strictly in
Instructing the church. It did not include preaching the gospel
to those without. This was the work more particularly of the
prophet.
The didaskalia was for members of the church, and
had for its object their complete enlightenment in duty. It bore
the same relation to those within the church, that preaching did
to those without. The design of pllCuching was to bring men in;
the design of teaching, to perfect them w hen in. Teaching was
the work chiefly of the overseers of the congregation.
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8. or let him that exhorts,
continue
in exhortation;
Parakaleo means, among other things, to call 10 duty; and this is
the essential idea in exhortation. It consists in a stirring appeal
to men to do their duty. It is confined to no one class of perIons, but embraces the sinner and the saved. Wherever there il
remissness or hesitancy, exhortation is in place. The sinner needs
to be exhorted to obey Christ; the christian, to do his duty.
Nor will the church of Christ ever be enabled to discharge her
whole duty to the world, till she adopts the division-of-labor system here laid down by the Apostle. 'vVemust have the prophet
to preach the gospel and expound it to those without; the teacher
to instruct those within, and the exhorter to assist both. The
largest possible measure of success will never be realized from
preaching until the preacher is attended in all places by his exhorter; nor will the church ever be fully edified till the teacher is
constantly aided in the same way.
No one man combines in
himself the qualifications for all these different kinds of labor.
A man for each, is the way for each man to become a master'
and when each man is a master, his work will be a success. This
is the divine plan; and no degree of departure from it can eve)
result well.
let him that imparts, do so with liberality;
The eit« is
I take it, not accidentally, but designedly dropped before this
clause. It has stood before, and tied together the four preceding
clauses; and each of them denoted the presence of some special
gift. But beyond these four clauses, special gifts do not extend.
With the fifth clause, the Apostle begins to name other duties
which required no special endowment; and he therefore drops
eit«. In the present and two following clauses, he speaks of
duties which might be performed either by the endowed or unendowed; but which were not general, or were not performed
by all the members of the body. They were performed by a
select class; still they were of so much importance as to require
separate mention.
let him that imparts,
Metadidomi means to impart, or give
• share of what one has. But I see no reason to conclude that
the metadidous was an officer of the church. He may have been
certainly; but then anyone else could be a meladidous just as
well as an officer. He was any member of the church who had
to give, and gave of it. Let him give haploteli. How was that?
The usual reply is, Let him give with simplicity. But this is
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almost, if not quite without meaning.
I therefore agree with
those writers who render the word li6erality. Robinson so reno
ders it; and Hodge, and Alford, and some others, evidently agree
with him, though the meaning is rare. The metadidous was most
probably every wealthy member of the church, who was in the
habit of giving regularly to it for any purpose. The direction to
him is to impart with li6erality. The admonition is certainly
needed in the present day; and doubtless it was needed quite
as much then.
let him that rules, rule with diligence;
This clause may
include every person who exercised authority in the church; but
the probability is that it refers more particularly to the overseers
or elders.
The ruling signified was permanent or continuous,
and not accidental or occasional.
It is therefore directed to be
done with diligence, that is, with unremitting attention and zeal
It allowed of no indifference or delay.
let him that shows pity, do it with cheerfulness.
The
duty here prescribed was general, and not necessarily confined
to a class. Usually, however, it was the especial work of the
deacons; but anyone might perform it. It consisted in acts of
kindness done to the sick, the poor, and the unfortunate.
It was
strictly the manifestation, not of mercy, but of pity. Mercy consists in showing kindness to the erring, pity, in showing it to the
unfortunate.
The present duty respected the latter.
Do it wit"
c"eerjulness. This clause prescribes what the external manner
shall be of those showing the pity. They must show it with a
cheerful, happy countenance and air, an air that inspires hope
and brightness.
A depressed and melancholy manner serves
merely to deepen the pain it would alleviate, and therefore should
never accompany the manifestation of pity; while a sunny face
and genial manner often afford the greatest relief the case admits of
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'Let love be unfeigned; abhor
what is evil; cling to what is good.
"As to brotherly love, be very affectionate to one another;
in esteem,
be examples to one another.
Jl Be
not slow in zeal; fervent in spirit;
serving the Lord.
.2 Be joyful in
hope; patient in affliction; constant
in prayer. "Be sharers in the wants
of the holy; keeping on in love for
strangers.
" Bless those who persecute you; bless. and curse not. U Rejoice with the rejoicing; weep with
the weeping. ,& Be of like mind one
towards another;
mind not high
things. but be led along by lowly
things.
Be not wise in your own
eyes.
17 Repay
not evil for evil;
take forethought for things right in
the sight of all men. Ie On your part,
be at peace, if possible, with all men.
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SUMMARY.

Our love must be unfeigned; for otherwise it is hypocrisy.
It is no
enough that we simply oppose evil; we must abhor it. We must cling tc
what is good at every cost. Our love for the brotherhood must be very tender; while in the matter of showing esteem, we must be examples to one
another. In serving the Lord. we must be full of zeal, and fervent in spirit.
In affliction, we must be patient, constant in prayer. and full of hope. We
are to share each others' wants: and take to our homes in love, and entertain strangers.
We must bless even our persecutors, and never curse them.
We are not to pattern after proud ways and high life, but evince a preference
for lowly ways and meek life. Injuries, we must not retaliate; and we are
to be thoughtful to do what, in everyone's estimation, is right. As christiana
we must strive for peace.

The preceding section treated chiefly of special duties, or the duties of particular classes and particular individuals. The present
section treats exclusively of general duties. Whether a disciple
was a prophet, or an overvcer, or a deacon; whether he was rich
or poor, gifted or not; whether he was fortunate or the reverse
the following duties were incumbent upon him.
g. Let love be unfeigned;
No duty is more prominently
inculcated in the New Testament than the duty of christians to
love one another with a tender, constant love. But this love to
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be acceptable to God, and to insure a crown to him who cultivates it, must be unfeigned.
It must be sincere.
A dissembled
love is detestable to God, and detested by good men. It is much
to be feared that the love of the primitive disciples is without a
parallel in the present day.
Our love does not lead us to do for
one another what theirs led them to do.
Then no man called
any thing he had his own, if his brother had need.
It is not so
with us.
abhor what is evil i A most important precept, and much
needed in the present day. There are many christians, and among
them many preachers, who oppose evil, it is true, but they do it
so faintly as virtually to countenance it. They will not publicly
endorse evil; but they will either go quietly home, or get out of
itn way, and leave it to riot unrebuked.
They do not abhor it.
Not that they sanction it; for they do not; they merely do not
st-md in its way. They convert it into a jest, and turn it over to
rcugher hands to deal with it. These men are not obeying Paul.
cling to what is good.
In opposition to what is evil. Cling
to what is good, no matter in what it consists or where it leads.
The precept has reference to those things that make up the
morals of the pious, that compose christian life. To these we are
to cling, not feebly, but with a hold which no earthly power or
temptation can break.
Not to cling to what is good, and not to
abhor what is evil, are two converging
lines which do not have
to be produced very far before they meet in open sin. Our safety
lies in keeping them separate.
10. As to brotherly
love, be very affectionate
to one
another;
Or in the matter of loving the family of God, he very
affectionate.
Philostorgeo signifies to love as parents their chilo
dren,
It hence denotes love of the tenderest kind.
Such is the
love that the disciples are commanded
to cultivate one for
another.
Nor is this love to be confined to members of the particular congregation
to which we happen to belong.
It must
embrace the universal brotherhood of the redeemed,
No matter
to what kindled or tongue a christian belongs, or where he is
met, this love is his birth-right.
It can not, therefor e. he withheld from him.
in esteem,
be examples
to one another.
Time signifies
valuing, estimation, honor, reverence, respect. l Iei e it denotes
the esteem in which one christian should hold another.
That
esteem should be high, unselfish, and free from every taint 01
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Prorgeomai signifies to go before, take the lead; and from
this it comes very readily to mean leading by example, or simply
being or setting an example.
In the matter of showing esteem
or respect, be examples to one another. This clause and the pre.
ceding one are closely related-the
one denoting the love, and
the other, the esteem we are to show one another.
II.
Be not slow in zeal;
Be not slow to evince zeal or to
come forward with it; be always ready to show it whenever it is
demanded.
The common version, "be not slothful in business,"
is without authority; while to translate as Anderson does, "in
what requires diligence, be not slothful," is not to translate, but
to make a commentary instead of it. The present clause and the
two following ones compose a group by themselves, and define
the manner in which we are to discharge our religious duties.
No disciple can be true to Christ, and fail to copy it.
fervent in spirit;
Spirit here denotes the human spirit, not
the Holy, as some have imagined.
It is equivalent to mind.
The meaning is: be ardent in mind or in deep earnest in your
religious duties. Do nothing coldly or with indifference.
serving the Lord.
Douleuo means to be a slave or serve as
one; it means to be wholly subject to the will of another. DouUntontes, the word here used, is the participle of the Present, and
signifies that the act of serving is now going on, and that it is
continuous, or is never to cease. The meaning is: be constant in
serving the Lord, never intermit it for an instant. The reference,
I doubt not, is more particularly to the state of the mind or spirit,
though it includes the whole service of life. "With the mind I
serve the Lord."
12. Be joyful in hope;
Be joyful by reason of hope; in
other words, the hope is the ground of the joy, or gives rise to it.
Here again we have a cluster of injunctions, all, I venture to
think, related, and having a common point of union in affliction.
Assigning to each a wholly independent position, obscures their
meaning and weakens their force.
Not that I would tie them
together and interpret them with exclusive reference to affliction.
I would rather assign to each first a general signification, and
then merge their joint import in a common centre.
This is certainly better than to understand no relation.
patient in affliction;
In an age when persecution was common, this precept was peculiarly necessary,
It closely copies
the life of Christ. Heroic endurance amidst sharp distresses is
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of the essence of his religion.
Thlipsis means pressure, straitness, narrowness of life, caused by surrounding trials. It denotes,
as we familiarly say, life's close rubs. In all these, the child of
God is to be patient.
Not a murmur is to escape his lips. Not
one escaped his Master's.
constant
in prayer.
Whether in affliction, or in the liberty
of a glorious life, this injunction is in place.
No where is the
child of God safe without prayer; no where is he in much danger with it. It is the divine talisman which secures against
every evil.
Be sharers
in the wants of the holy;
When the
children of God fall into want, take a part of their wants upon
yourselves.
Make their wants your wants to the full extent of
your ability to relieve them.
It is much to be feared that this
precept will never again be revived; for I am assuming that
where it is not wholly forgotten, it has at least fallen into desuetude.
I have never seen it practiced except upon a scale so
parsimonious as to render it a virtual nullity. The scanty manner
in which the rich disciples of the present day share the wants of
the poor is a sham. From their thousands, they dole out dimes;
and from storehouses full, mete out handfulls.
This is no compliance With the precept; and it were better for a christian that
he were without a coat to his name than to have two, and not
give to his brother who has none. Such precepts as the present
will, in the day of eternity, prove the fatal reef on which many a
saintly bark has stranded.
keeping on in love for strangers.
Webster defines the
phrase to keep on, thus: "To go forward, to proceed, to continue
to advance."
This is very just to dioko, which I here render
~eeping on. The common version, "given to hospitality," is lackng in closeness to the original, and is therefore objectionable.
Philoxenia is literally love for strangers, from which comes very
naturally the idea of entertaining them.
The Apostle enjoins
love for them, well knowing that from this all else would follow.
In an age when persecution was continually raging somewhere,
as in the early history of the church, the children of God would
be all the while either wandering from one country to another,
or wandering about in the same country. Usually they would be
destitute, because of being hurriedly driven from home, before
they could dispose of their effects, and so provide for their wants.
This would be the time to keep on in love for strangers, and as a
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consequence, afford them food and shelter.
The precept, therefore, was more applicable to the past than it is to the present,
though it is never to be lost sight of even now.
The strangers
referred to were no doubt especially strange christians, but the
injunction must not be limited to them. It includes also others.
14. Bless those who persecute
you, bless, and curse
not, From time immemorial, blessing and cursing, by divine authority, had heen customary, good following the former; evil, the
latter. From this custom the practice spread even to the common people; and it has prevailed ever since. Even christians at
the present day are very much addicted to blessing, and as a rule,
very idly. Now in cases of cruel persecution, where the disciples
would feel themselves outraged, they would naturally become
very much exasperated.
The consequent temptation to imprecate evil on their enemies would be very great. But the Apostle
allows nothing of the kind.
The reasons for disallowing the
practice were, no doubt, first, that the curse being unauthorized
was followed by no evil; and, secondly, it fostered a vengeful
spirit. On the contrary, christians are to bless their persecutors;
that is, they must invoke blessings upon them. This, though in
practice hard, is according to the high standard of Christ.
It is,
therefore, to christians their rule of conduct.
IS. Rejoice with the rejoicing; weep with the weeping.
When great good fortune descends upon a brother, and fills his
soul with joy, do not envy him, but rejoice with him; and when,
on the other hand, sorrows overwhelm him like a flood, do not
be glad, but weep with him. Be nobly unselfish, and show a true,
heart-felt interest in your hrother's state, be it prosperous or
adverse.
16. Be of like mind one towards
another;
That is, be
of the same disposition one towards another; or have the same
sentiments and feelings. Do not love one brother and hate another; do not honor one and slight another; do not wish one well
and another ill. In mind be to auto, the same to all. And if it he
said that this is impossible, seeing that all are unlike among
themselves, I reply, that the Apostle assumes all to be to auto in
Christ, and therefore as entitled to to auto from us.
mind not high things, but be led along by lowly things.
The general sentiment seems to be: Be not proud in your views
and conduct, but be content with an humhle, unostentatious life.
Set not your heart on high places, high life, high company; for
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much of these are hollow and insincere; but be led along in life
by lowly thoughts, lowly ways, and things that comport With a
spirit of humility.
Christ was meek ami gentle to all men: be
like him.
Be not wise in your own eyes.
Literally, be not wise
before yourselves.
That is, whcn !>lttlllg ill judgment upon yourselves, be not wise merely before yourselves.
Such conduct is
the manifestation of mere vanity and self- esteem.
Rather, labur
to be wise in the sight of God, by doing his will, and in the Sight
of wise and good men, by always doing right.
17. Repay not evil for evil;
An eye for an eye, and a
tooth for a tooth, is one of the most natural sentiments
of the
human heart.
It is the true lex talionis; and although the very
embodiment
of naked justice, it is unchristian,
because
wholly
unmixed with mercy.
To do good fur evil, though hard, is a far
nobler sentiment.
It is hence the law tu us. Besrdes, injuries
received have the effect tu arouse our feelings and cloud our
judgments.
In this condition, we are not qualified to determine
either the kind or degree of punishment
due our injurers.
Retaliation, therefore, is wholly taken from us.
take forethought
for things right in the sight of all men.
Pronoeo means to foreknow, Joresee, take care beforehand, provide. I render it take JOret/lOUght, w luch i~ \ cry close. Weare
not merely to do those things which ai e nght in the sight of all
men; but we ale to make them the subject uf previous thought.
\Ve are to study beforehand what things they are, or make an
effort to find them out. For when we have found them out, the
presumption
is that we will admire them; and when we admire
them, we will practice them; and constant practice is habit; and
confirmed habit is second nature. After this, we will practice the
things meant, because they have become a necessity in our daily
life.
This injunction of the Apostle very much resembles some of
the wise maxims of the Grecian sages, though I call to mind no
one of which it can be said to be a copy. As a practical admonition it certainly is one of the wisest of the Bible. Indeed, it
stands but little below the "golden rule."
18. On your part, be at peace, if possible,
with all men.
The Apostle clearly foresaw the impossibility of christians bcing
at peace always; and the whole history of the church proves him
to have been right. Others will force difficulties on them.
For
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this they are not responsible; but in all such cases they must be
careful that no part of the blame attaches to them.
By no improper conduct of theirs must difficulty be provoked.
It must
come gratuitously and wantonly from others.
Not only so, but
christians must make every proper effort to avert difficulty. If it
be possible, they must be at peace.

CHAPTER XII.
IV Beloved, avenge not yourselves,
but give place to the [Lord's] anger;
for it is written: punishment is mine,
I will repay it, says the Lord. 2U But
if your enemy be hungry, feed him;
if thirsty, give him drink; for in doing this you will heap coals of fire
upon his head. 21 Be not conquered
by evil, but conquer evil by good.
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SUMMARY.

We must never attempt to avenge ourselves, but leave that wholly to the
Lord. On the contrary, if our enemy be hungry, we must feed him; if
thirsty, we must give him drink. We must be God-like in dealing with him.
We must not allow his evil to conquer us; rather we must conquer hi. evil
by our good.
19. Beloved,
avenge not yourselves,
This precept certainly bears a very close resemblance to the first one of v. 17-repay not evil for evil. The distinction between them I thus draw:
Repaying evil for evil is simply retaliation
for its own sake;
whereas in avenging ourselves, the procedure is judicial.
Here
we sit in judgment on our injurer, decide on the kind and degree
of punishment due him, and mete it out. For this, in the circumstances, we are not qualified; it is, therefore, disallowed to us.
When injured, we are meekly to submit to it, declining either to
retaliate or be avenged.
So acted Christ; and so must we act.
but give place to the [Lord's]
anger,
Let the Lord's
anger take the place of yours, and let him avenge you. His mind
is unclouded by passion, yours never is when you are injured; he
can justly judge your injurer, you can not; he can temper punishment with mercy; there is much danger that you will not.
When you are injured, therefore, stand back, and let the Lord
punish the wrong.
Never attempt it yourselves.
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for it is written:
punishment
is mine, I will repay it,
says the Lord.
The right of punishment belongs absolutely
to me, and in no sense or degree to you. You must therefore
never attempt it. True, it is you who are injured; but it is I
alone who must redress the wrong; and I will surely do it. You
must therefore be patient, and wait for me to avenge you.
20. But if your enemy be hungry,
feed him; if thirsty,
give him drink;
Make no attempt to avenge yourselves on
your enemy. On the contrary, if he be hungry, feed him, This
is a noble sentiment, and designed to construct life upon a high
plane; but it can not be denied that the instincts of fallen human.
ity mutiny against it terribly. It stands stiffly against the whole
current of natural feeling.
Indeed, it annuls both our human
instincts and human feelings, and takes their place as the divine
rule of life; and although we feel it to be difficult in practice,
still we can not but admire the magnanimity that is equal to it in
act. It is God-like to feed our enemy when hungry. He does it
daily, and he is our law. Not to feed him is a retort in the ns
ture of vengeance, which is never allowed us.
for in doing this you will heap coals of fire upon his
head.
A bold expression, which has been variously interpreted,
but seemingly without good reason. The meaning evidently is:
If your enemy he hungry and thirsty, feed him and give him
drink. Your good deeds wilt restore him to his right mind and
right feelings. They wilt bring him to himself, and enahle him
to see how undeserved the evil is he has done you. In this restored state, his conscience wilt give him keen pain. His evil
acts will torture and distress his soul. They will burn in him like
fire. The end may be his repentance.
Your generous conduct
towards him will give you control of his ear; and when once you
get control of this, you may soon come to control his heart. He
is now in your power, and with skill, you may save him.
21. Be not conquered
by evil, but conquer evil by good.
Be not conquered by the evil conduct of YOUt enemy towards
you, which you will be, whenever you allow it to lead you to
attempt either to avenge yourself on him, or to repay him with
evil. In that event, you are conquered by evil. But conquer evil
hy gr;od. Conquer your enemy who has done you wrong by feed.
ing him when hungry, and giving him drink When thirsty. By
this course you will certainly conquer the evil which is in yourself, and you may conquer that which is in him.
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SUMMARY.
All civil governments
derive their origin and atlthority
from God, and
when doing right, have his sanction.
He therefore requires his children to be
obedient to them; and where they fail, they resist 110t merely the government but him.
CIvil officers, too, are designed to be for good to God's
children, and not a source of fear.
Neither thereforv must they be resisted.
Consequently
there arc two reasons why we should obey the constituted authonties of the State.
First, that we may avoid bein~ punished; and, second,
that we may not violate our conscience.
Moreover,
for these same reasons
we pay tax, customs, &c.; and besides, whenever it may be necessary, we
must go farther and even honor those in authoritj·
By all these acts we
shall please God and promote our own happiness.

The present chapter is mostly occupied with our duties to the
civil authorities.
These, as being from God, are to be obeyed so
long as they exact nothing inconsistent
witb our christian duties.
Beyond
this, the obligation
to obey them ceases.
But of these
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duties I shall treat more In detail under the several clauses which
speak of them. The chapter also re-announcs-, the ancient law
of our neighbor, on which so much stress i~ uniformly laid in the
Bible.
The propriety of obeying it is hricAy argued, and then
the subject is dropped.
The chapter cloves with a few words of
weighty advice respecting several thing!> which, as christi.ui«, we
may not do.
It hardly contains n more important section than
this last.
Let every soul be obedient to ruling authorities;
The
Apostle is speaking of christians only; and the phra-.e every soul
is the same in sense as every individual.
His mcaning', therefore, is: Let every disciple of Christ be obedient to ruling
authorities.
Exousiais is, in the common version, and by many
commentators, translated powers, but it signifies simply civil authorities, and should be so rendered.
The word implies nothing
in regard to the character of the authorities.
They may he monarchic, oligarchal, or republican.
Their nature is not here taken
into consideration.
They are the constituted or governing authorities of the COlin try.
Moreover, they are the 111lpcrcchousais
authorities; that is, the authorities which are over the people and
govern them. To these every christian is to be obedient.
The object of all civil governments is to protect their subjects
in their great natural rights of person, property, and liberty, and
suitably to punish evil-doers.
In regard to religion, civil authorities must leave their subjects to do precisely what God requires
of them, without the slightest interference.
So long as they confine themselves within these limits, and to these necessary duties,
they are to be scrupulously obeyed.
But when they fail in any
of these respects, the obligation of christians ceases, and the duty
of disobedience arises.
No earthly power can require the children of God to do wrong.
But even where the requirements of
the government are oppressive, if not inconsiatent with christian
duty, it is still to be obeyed. Neither must the circumstances and
reasons which lead to disobedience be doubtful or trivial; they
must be weighty and clear.
In a doubtful at indifferent case, I
should hold obedience to be the rule.
for there is no authority
but from God;
This clause
must be understood a- qualified by the nature of the case. There
is no legitimate or rightful authority but from God. Authority
of a different kind is ne-ser from him. He no more appoints governments to do wron;
or sanctions wrong in them, than he
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sanctions sin in men; and whenever one assumes to do wrong, it
abuses itself, and is, so far, no more from God than is man for
purposes of evil. God may and does tolerate governments in
doing wrong, just as he does men in sinning, but he sanctions
neither the wrong nor the sin. Hence, from mere tolerance a
government can not be inferred to have the divine sanction. This
it has in so far only as it does right.
and those in being have been set in order by God. This
clause is almost identical in sense with the preceding one. That
asserts that existing authorities are from God; this, that he sets
them in order.
The one relates to origin, the other, to disposition. God disposes the governments of the earth according to
his will; that is, he gives to one nation one form of government,
to another, a different form. Not that he always gives the best
form, for he does not; because the people will not have it. The
best form of government for ancient Israel was a pure theocracy;
yet they desired a kingdom, and God gave them one. But in
giving them a kingdom, he gave them that form of one which
was, in all the circumstances, the best for them. And so in other
cases. If God gives a people a republic, he gives them the best
form of a republic that they can or will use wisely. But in giving governments, God seems never wholly to disregard the will
of the people. His policy appears to be to allow them to choose,
and then comply with their choice.
If the choice be a wise one,
well; if not, he still complies in the best way left him. But these
questions can not be discussed at length here.
2.
So that he who resists
the authority,
resists the
appointment
of God;
To anyone, no matter who, forced from
home against his will, and into a foreign country with a strange
government, strange laws, and strange customs, obedience is not
a perfectly easy and pleasant task.
To a christian Jew it was
especially hard. The rulers of countries into which persecution
drove him were usually idolaters. This was peculiarly offensive
to him. Besides, the laws of the land he would regard as wholly
human, while he knew those of Moses to be wholly divine. He
would accordingly look upon the latter as immeasurably superior
to the former.
This would render his obedience reluctant and
tardy. Moreover, holding himself to be a citizen of the kingdom
of God, he would naturally feel himself absolved from allegiance to earthly authorities.
This would incline him to refuse
obedience to them, especially where the obedience in any way
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inconvenienced him. Under these circumstances, opposition and
disobedience to ruling authorities would be almost certain to
occur, and that frequently.
It was to correct this state of things,
and t" insure obedience in all proper cases, that the Apostle
wrote. He plainly tells his brethren that resistance to the ruling
authori.y was resistance to God. This of course would check it.
Thus not only would peace and immunity ensue, but in many
instances even protection.
and they who resist
will receive
sentence
against
themselves.
Not only from rulers but also from God. As the
authority is from God, it follows that to resist it is to resist him.
But the authority is, at the same time, invested in the hands of
rulers.
Hence, to resist it, is likewise to resist them.
Consequently, he who resists the authority, resists both God and the
rulers.
By both, then, will he be condemned, and by both he
may be punished. On every account, therefore, it is best to obey
the authority.
3. For rulers are not a fear to good work, but to bad.
Rulers are no cause of fear to them who do good, but to those
only who do bad. This, as a rule, has been true of rulers in all
time; but to it there have been many exceptions.
Rulers have
often been a source of fear, not to the bad, but to the good.
Where such is the case, they are not to be obeyed, neither should
they be feared. Matt. x: 28.
Do you, wish, then, not to be afraid of the authority?
Certainly it is most reasonable for the children of God to wish to
be free from fear of the ruling authority of the State; and in the
case of upright conduct, it is unquestionably their natural right
to be so. Where they do right, and still have ground to fear,
the authority itself is wrong, and God will hold it to a strict account.
Do what is good, and you shall have praise from it.
That is, the authority. Do what is right, and you will have no
cause to fear the authority of the State.
On the contrary, you
will obtain from it praise for being a good and dutiful citizen. It
will, in case you do right; not only protect you, but honor you.
But crises often occur in which the seeming interests of the
State and the duty of christians clash. What is then to be done?
For example, where a State is engaged in war, and commands
its christian subject to bear arms and fight, what is his duty? My
opinion is that he must refuse obedience to the command of the
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State, even at the expense of his life. For no christian man can,
according to the New Testament, bear arms arld take human life.
Such are my judgment and conscience, after much thought upon
the suhject.
4. For [the ruler I is God's servant
for good to you;
The ruler is not appointed to be a source of fear to you, hut of
good; and whenever he fails to subserve this end, your allegiance
to him ceases. You owe him nothing when he assumes to control you for evil. Your welfare is the very object of his official
being. He exists not to play tyrant over you, nor to serve himself, but you. How much to be regretted it is that rulers do
not more generally recognize the fact here stated by the Apostle.
Instead of this, however, they appear seldom even to dream that
they are placed in office merely as God's servllnts.
Rather they
seem to think that they are placed there solely for their own
benefit. The feaT ~f G~u 1'So ~ften n~t befOTcthtiT :--:'e'b, nm yet
the good of the people a tithe as much as their own.
Too frequently they serve merely self, with no regard for God, and but
little for anyone else. Such rulers serve not God, but Satan.
but if you do bad, be afraid, for he wears not the sword
to no purpose.
Wearing a sword was anciently an emblem or
badge of the authority with which the civil officer was invested.
If instead of living a life of uprightness and peace, you are found
arraying yourself against the constituted authorities of the country, and resisting the officers when engaged about their appointed
duties, then be afraid. In that event, God is not pledged to your
protection; you will consequently fall into the hands of the law
and be punished.
For it is for this very purpose that the officer
wears the sword.
You will certainly suffer the due reward of
your disobedience.
For God's servant
is an avenger for anger upon him
who does bad.
The expression an avenger for anger signifies
an avenger to inflict anger. God's servant is the civil officer, who
is the appointed avenger of the State, to punish all wrongs per.
petrated against it; and it is his duty to do this by inflicting both
the divine anger and that of the State upon the evil-doer.
To
inflict anger is to inflict punishment.
5. Therefore
it is necessary
to be obedient,
not only
because of anger, but also because of conscience.
A summary conclusion from the preceding premises, with the reasons
for it stated. It is necessary to be obedient to ruling authorities
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for two reasons-punishment
and conscience.
If we are not
obedient, anger or punishment will be inflicted upon us. Punishment, therefore, becomes a reason to induce the obedience.
We must obey in order to escape it. In the next place, we must
be obedient that our conscience may be left at ease.
Our
conscience is our sense of right, formed by the word of Goo.
Ruling authorities are appointed by God, and civil officers are his
servants. God having now told us this, we know it within ourselves. This knowledge forms our sense of right, and this sense
is our conscience. If now we do not obey the civil authorities, this
sense or conscience is violated. This will not only cause us pain,
but it is wrong in itself. God forms within us our conscience as
a rule of conduct. It must therefore not be broken; and in order
that it may not be, in the case in hand, we must obey the civil
authorities.
6. Now for this reason also you pay tax;
As nothing is
gained by treating teleite as Imperative, I take it as Indicative.
The gar is epexegetic, introducing a detail, in part, of what has
already been said. It is therefore best to render it now. Besides
to render it for, and dia touto, for the reason, gives us an awkward reading. This it is desirable to avoid. For this reason:
That is, because of anger and of conscience. In other words,
you pay tax for the reason that if you do not, anger will be inflicted upon you, and your conscience will be violated.
for they are God's ministers
attending to this very duty.
That is, those officers whose business it is to collect taxes are
God's ministers attending to this duty. Civil governments are
ordained of God; and if so, taxes are too; for governments can
not be carried on without them. Besides if taxes be necessary,
so also are tax-collectors.
Consequently, we dare not resist
them by refusing to pay them taxes; for, in so doing, we disobey
God. The taxes here spoken of were the common taxes of the
country, which every citizen had to pay. They were levied on
lands and personal property, as in this country, and collected
annually.
7. Give to all their dues,
Of course this could be enjoined
on the principle of common justice; but it is here said with
special reference to those legal dues, such as taxes and customs,
of which the Apostle is speaking. The verse sums up the whole
of what has just been said in a few short clauses. It is not an
inference, but a generalization.
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tax to whom tax is due,
This clause I think it best to
supplement with is due, which serves to complete its sense, and
10 render it clear.
But on the injunction itself, nothing farther
need be added here, as its subject-matter has already been noticed under the last clause in v. 6.
custom to whom custom,
The customs were duties imposed by law upon merchandise, whether imported or exported.
They formed an important part of the revenue of the State; and
it was therefore necessary to have them collected punctually.
fear to whom fear,
You must cultivate for those in authority, that just fear of punishment which will restrain you from
disobeying them. This fear you must at all times exhibit by the
strictness with which you discharge your civil obligations.
honor to whom honor.
You must not only fear and obey
civil officers, but where they are high in authority, as the king,
or where from any cause they are entitled to it, you must even
honor them. You must pay them a high and sincere respect.
The wisdom of these injunctions must be apparent to all who
will reflect. From compliance with them would result the following several advantages to christians:
1. Respect
and praise
from civil officers; 2. peace to pursue their duties; 3. exemption
from legal prosecutions and fines.
Obligations supported by
such considerations as these can never he contemned by the
pious and orderly.

CHAPTER Xill.

SECTION 2.
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SUMMARY.
Christiana must pay to all whatever ia due them, whether tax, custome, 01'
boPor. The only exception is that we must be always owing one another a
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debt of love, which we are to be constantly paying, without ever paying it.
In other words, we are never to feel that we have finally discharged the debt.
The reason is, that he who love. another is sure to keep the whole law towards him. We Will not only never injure him whom we love, but Willdo
him whatever good we can.

8. Owe no man any thing, Owe no tax, no custom, no
fear, no honor; pay to all their dues. By some this clause has
been regarded as wholly prohibiting going in debt. Green, who
is usually very literal, renders it thus: "owe no one any debt." In
this view I have myself usually concurred, but upon farther reflection, I question it. What the Apostle appears to prohibit is
not, contracting debt, but owing a thing after it is due. Pay to
all what you owe, not you must not owe at all, seems to give the
true sense.
Besides, the context will hardly justify our insisting
on more. Upon the whole, I am ready to rest in this view as
correct.
Upon the general subject of going in debt, considered in a
prudential light, it is, of course, not my business to speak. The
subject belongs, not to the critic, but to the department of morals
and political economy. Often, going in debt is certainly wrong;
while in many instances it seems almost unavoidable. It appears
dangerous only when abused, and beneficial when not.
The
question is a discretionary one, which each is left to decide for
himself.
except the love of one another; Owe no debt except the
debt of loving one another.
This debt you must always owe,
and be always paying. You must never fail to contract it in the
case of every disciple, nor must payment ever cease. Love ever
and pay ever is the law here.
for he who loves another has fulfilled the law. Nomon
nere, though anarthrous, is nevertheless definite in sense from
the very nature of the case. It does not signify law in general,
nor necessarily the law of Moses, but specifically the law, whatever it is, and the whole of it, relating to me and "another," and
governing us. It denotes this law, and this much law, no more.
The word "another" signifies everyone between whom and myself
there exists any legal relation, or to whom lowe any obligation
growing out of law. It is therefore very comprehensive, including not only my neighbor, but also all others to whom I am in
any way legally bound. Has fulfilled the law. Not the whole
law, but so much of it as relates to me and "another." This
limitation is imposed by the nature of the case, Has fulfilled
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Not actually, it may be, but in effect; for so certain is he who
loves another to fulfill the law towards him, that he is here reo
garded as having already done it. The thing is treated as done,
because sure to be done.
g. For the paw is]: you shall not commit
adultery:
The gar here introduces the confirmation of the last preceding
clause. The connection is as follows: He who loves another has
fulfilled the law towards him; for the [law isJ, you shall not
commit adultery; and this no man will do against one whom he
loves. Therefore love is the fulfillment of the law. And so on
to the end of the law relating to "another."
The TO at the commencement of the present clause has given
rise to some diversity of opinion.
Stuart thinks it the article
prefixed to a quotation introduced as such; while Bloomfield reo
gards it as used for On.
It is certainly the article; and it is
placed before a clause to give it, as I consider, a Substantive
character.
The clause is evidently e11iptical requiring gegrammenon, or
something of the sort, to be supplied.
The best supplement
seems to be the one I place in brackets.
This is very simple,
and, as I conceive, gives the exact sense.
you shall not murder;
you shall not steal;
you shall
not desire;
The argument on these clauses is the same as on
the last one. He who loves another will not commit against him
any of the offences here named. Consequently, he who loves
another has fulfilled the law as to him.
you shall not murder;
The frequency with which this
crime is committed in this country is positively alarming. Moreover, if the person committing it stands high, and has plenty of
money, there is, as everyone knows, literally no punishment fOI
him. He is merely annoyed with the form of a trial-that
is all
The shocking extent to which the crime prevails, loudly calls fOI
a remedy; and for murder there is but one remedy.
Whenever
every murderer atones for his deed by the certain loss of his own
life, murders will well-nigh cease, not before. The pulpit and the
press should ring with efforts to create a public sentiment that
will be satisfied with nothing short of the adequate punishment
of the crime. "Whoso sheddeth man's blood, by man shall his
blood be shed." Gen. ix: 6. This is God's own decree against
the murderer, a decree enacted for the whole human race, and
which has never been repealed, revoked, or set aside. The State
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or court, therefore, that is daring enough to presume to Jisregar
it, is false alike to God and to society.
No degenerate sentiment should be allowed to supplant the law. On the contrary,
nothing but the sturdy execution of it is just to the murderer Of
to society.
you shall not desire; Weare so accustomed to the word
"covet," that desire is not apt to strike us as sufficiently strong
but since we are without another more appropriate single word.
we must remain content with this. Of course the desire either
has reference to an object which we can not lawfully desire, or
it is indulged to an unlawful degree. In either case it is wrong,
but not otherwise. The temperate desire of a lawful good is certainly right. Such desire therefore is not the kind prohibited here.
Two illustrations will set the subject in a proper light. l. To desire another's wife is wrong in itself, and therefore prohibited.
z. To desire excessively another's lamb is wrong, because of the
certainty attending it, that it will lead to the use of unlawful
means to obtain it. It is hence forbid. But to desire a woman,
not married, to make her a lawful wife is right; as it also is to
desire moderately another's lamb for which I am ready to pay an
equivalent.
In neither case, therefore, is the desire inhibited.
However, in the case of the lamb, if the owner did not wish to
part from it, I should then deem it wrong to desire it in any
uegree. The case, I should say, is to be taken with this qualification.
and if there is any other commandment That is, if there
b•..any other commandment respecting another] for this is the
subject in hand.
Not, if there be any other commandment on
any subject, for the Apostle knew perfectly that there is.

it is summed up in this saying, namely, you shall love
your neighbor as yourself. ~ ot, you shall love your neighbor as much as yourself; for this is neither possible nor necessary;
but you shall love him in like manner as you love yourself. You
love yourself so truly that you would never have your neighbor
IIlJure you. In like manner, you must love him so truly as never
to injure him. Thus loving him, you will do him no harm; and
so far you fulfill the law towards him. But if we love our neighbor as ourselves, we shall not stop merely at not injuring him.
We will go farther; and whatever good our self-love prompts us
to wish him to do us, that good our love for him will prompt us
to do him. This much the case of the Samaritan, as put by the
Savior, clearly dernand«.

COMMENTARY.
But who is my neighbor?
Long since the question was put,
but not always since has it been correctly answered.
My neigh.
bor, then, is not my enemy;
for my enemy IS appropriately
named, and special directions are given as to how I shall treat
him
Neither i<; my christian brother alone my neighbor; for
neighbor comprehends more than christian.
Plesion means near,
near by, close at hand,. and from this comes ho plesion neighbor.
My neighbor, therefore, is any human being or fellow creature
who chances to be near me, whether for the moment or permanently. This human being I am <;0to love that I would no more
harm him, than I would have him to harm me; and more than
this, I am to do him whatever good, if in my power, I would
Wish him to do me. Such is my neighbor, and such the law
which regulates my conduct towards him.
The reader will notice that I render Iv '" in the present clause
namely, which I do merely to aVOId repetition.
Fully rendered
the clause would read thus: it is summed up in this saying, in
the saying], You shall love, &c. But this is inadmissible, and
hence should be avoided.

r

10. Love works no evil to a neighbor; therefore love
is the fulfilment of the law. The law requires me not to

murder my neighbor, not to steal from him, not to commit adultery against him, not to desire his goods; in a word, not to do
him harm of any kind; and if I love him, I will not do him any.
Hence, the love of my neighbor is the fulfilment of the law towards him.
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SUMMARY.
It is now time for UII to awake from the sleep of the old unre~nerate night
through which we have been passing. and to do our whole duty In every thing.
The reason is, that the day of salvation will soon be upon us, and for it we
must be ready. All our former evil deeds must be utterly abandoned; and
the new life in Christ fully aseumed. Henceforth we must live for the
Savior, not for the flesh,
II. And this [let us do] knowing the season,
This refers
to all the Apostle has just been enjoining. The meaning is: Let
us be obedient to ruling authorities; let us pay tax; let us love our
neighbor; let us do all this, knowing the season; or let us do this
because we know the season. After the word this, some clause
is evidently necessary to complete the sense; and as I know of
none more appropriate than let us do, I adopt it, placing it in
brackets. Knowingtke sea,on, that is, the season of life; or more
correctly still, perhaps, the season of night-the
long night of
life, through which we have been sleeping, or doing virtually
nothing in the service of God.

that it is already time for us to awake from sleep;

If

we purpose doing any thing in the way of preparation for our
departure hence, it is time we were about it. Heretofore we
have done but little; we have been asleep. We should now
awake and go to work.
But little time remains; consequently
not another idle sand must drop from our glass.

for now our lalvation il nearer than when we believed.
The salvation here spoken of is our final salvation, the salvation
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which awaits us in the future state, on which we enter at death,
when we pass into the light and rest of the Unseen. This salvation is now nearer than when we first began to struggle for it,
nearer than when we first believed; and it draws still nearer
every day. At most it is not far off. How profound then the
necessity to be at all seasons ready for it.
With the discordant views of commentators on the word sa!
vation, as here used, I think it not necessary to acquaint the
reader. In few of them could he feel any interest; in some, none
at all. The view here adopted is the one sanctioned by the best
authors.
12. The night is far spent,
the day is at hand.
Night
here signifies the period of this life, the dark period in which at
best we see but dimly. It is far spent, and therefore, as to us, is
ready to pass away. Let not the children of God mourn; rather
let them be glad. The day is at hand. The day of translation
into the joys of the righteous dead, and not the day when Christ
shall return to this earth, as some have thought.
This day,
though distant to many, more than half a life time, is still at hand.
Hardly can we, by every possible effort, get ready for it soon
enough. So near is it, that even the most active have none too
much time to prepare for it. It is at hand; let all be warned.
Let us then layoff
the works of darkness,
Lay them
off as we layoff clothes. The night is far spent; let us then
cease from its dark conduct, and prepare for a better season and
for better work. In a word, let us lay aside the deeds of the old
unregenerate life, and enter thoroughly on the duties of the new
life in Christ,
and put on the arms of light.
The day is on us in which,
as soldiers of Christ, we must battle for the life to come. This
battle we wage, not in darkness, but in light. Let us then be
appropriately clad for the conflict. Let us put on the arms of
light, the arms of those who fight in the light, because in the
right.
13. Let us walk becomingly,
as in the day,
Let us live
in a decorous or becoming manner, that is, soberly, chastely, and
circumspectly.
Let us, in other words, live as in the broad light
of day where every eye is upon us, or evince extreme care in our
daily conduct. Let not a fault be discoverable in us.
not in revels and strong drink,
The komos was a sort of
carousal in which a number of persons participated, and which
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commonly ended by the whole party parading the streets with
music, songs, and dancing. It was simply a noisy drunken frolic.
The komo; were very common among the idolatrous Gentiles,
particularly among the devotees of Bacchus. The komos, especially in its grosser forms, was invariably attended with drunkenness.
Accordingly the two are here mentioned together.
Pagans accustomed to these frolics from infancy would hardly,
on becoming christians, abandon them all at once. By degrees
only would they give them up, and that after much instruction.
Hence the necessity for the Apostle's admonition.
not in beds and lewdness,
The beds here alluded to were
those in which impure males and females committed their unchaste acts, those in which the lewdness named was practiced.
The inveterate evil habits of a former life were not always
wholly laid down on entering the church. Sometimes unhappily
they reappeared in it. On these the Apostle now wishes to impose a final check. Therefore his present remark.
not in strife and envy.
Eris means strife, contention,
wrangling.
Among the children of God nothing can be more
unlovely or profitless. It is the very opposite of that peace which
is so dear to the truly pious, and shows that the spirit is not yet
subdued.
Not a dreg of it should be allowed to remain in the
sanctified heart. Zelos in a bad sense, in which it is used here,
means secret enmity, jealousy, envy. The last word seems best
to render it here. Certainly nothing can be more unlike Christ
than to be always chafing in spirit and fretting at another's
excellence or good fortune. So contrary is it to that noble magnanimity which is ever ready to rejoice with another in his
prosperity, and cordially and brightly to wish him distinction and
success still, that the christian who is afflicted with it should
mourn, and pray for its exorcism as for that of an unclean demon. It should find no place in the heart that has been purified
by the generous blood of Christ.
14. But put on the Lord Jesus Christ,
Layoff the works
of darkness, and put on Christ in their stead. To put on Christ
is a familiar metaphor, borrowed from the practice of putting on
clothes. Its meaning is, Let your whole exterior life, as seen by
the world, be but a reproduction of the temper and conduct of
Christ. Be Christ over again, both in the inner man and the
outer life. Plainly and without figure, be all that Christ requires
you to be, and do all that he requires you to do. Beyond this,
YOIl can not go; short of it. you must not stop.

tlO
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and make no provision for the desires of the Besh. That
.s, make no provision to gratify them. The desires of the flesh
here meant are clearly those unlawful desires or desires of unlawful objects which are everywhere prohibited in the Bible.
They are, in other words, those desires which find their gratifi.
cation in revels and drunkenness, in beds and lewdness, in strife
and envy. Such desires we must make no provision to gratify.
On the contrary, we must wholly refuse them indulgence, and so,
day by day, put them to death.
It is impossible not to feel how sublime christian life would be,
were it closely modeled after the precepts herein laid down.
Were such the case, I have a deep belief that the conversion of
the world would not go tardily on as at present, and the millenia!
dawn still flit before us in the far off as now. The glorious
future would rush rapidly upon us, and we should soon be reo

joking in \he ftuition of \he end.
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SECTION I.
TIll' 4i GerB...wvro orfi rriOT~' rrporrAnd accept him who is weak in
M,..fjav,u8f, /A-~ fir a"'''p,unr
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SUMMARY.
A brother who I. weak In belief, and consequently narrow in his views, 1fe
are neverthele •• cordially to accept; but in receiving him. we must let alone
thOle thoughts of hi. which .rise out of hi. 1feakne&8. Their cerrectne •• or
incorrectness I. not a question for our decision. And where one brother re-
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garcia certain davs as sacred, while another holds al\ davs to be alike, the
rule i. to let each he fully satisfied in his own mind. and act accordingly.
In
thi, case, the strong who esteem" everv day alike. is not to despise the weak;
nor is the wenk. who thinks one clay better than another, to juclge the strong.
The same rule anplies also in the case of meats thought to be clean or unclean.
In matters of indifference. each man is a law to himself.
Accordingly, in such cases we must leave each to act out his own sense of right.
And
aa to judging one another in such matters, we must wtlOlly abstain from it.
We are accountable to God only. and he will judge us.

The preceding chapter is mostly taken up with our duties to
civil authorities.
The present one is devoted almost exclusively
to the reciprocal duties of brethren who happen to be respect.
ively strong or weak in belief relative to the use to he made of
certain meats and days. It is pre-eminently the chapter of duties
in regard to things indifferent in themselves; and it is of great
importance because of the principles it lays down for the government of a large section of christian life. It shows what libertv we
ha'V~:'-'••\h~ ab",en~e ()( d:'v:'ne ~()mm1tnd. amI, yet "',~W. even l.-.e..-e•
we may be bound; how free we may be when alone, and how
under law in the presence of a weak brother.
In a word, it
shows how the strong must act towards the weak, and the weak,
towards the strong. From the former, it takes away the right of
contempt; from the latter, the right of ignorant crimination.
And accept him who is weak in belief,
Proslambanesthe
means more than simplv to receive. It means to receive to one's
self, to receive into close communion, or to accept and hold in
christian fellowship.
The disciple who is wejlk in his helief is
not to be spurned or treated with contempt.
On the contrary,
he is to be received into our very hosoms, as it were, and cherished in love.
Weak in belief: The weakness spoken of does
not helong so much to the man as to his helief.
He is weak in
the matter of his belief, or it is his helief itself that is weak. But
this weak belief reacts upon him and renders him weak, so that
both are weak together, both he and it.
But it is not in belief as to Christ that the person alluded to is
weak. As to Christ he must be strong in belief. No half measure will suffice here.
But he is weak in regard to other things
besides Christ, such as eating meat and keeping days.
It is
touching these only, and others like them, that he is weak.
I
need hardly add, that the person alluded to is not some one out of
the kingdom, with weak helief, who is about to he received into
it, but a disciple in it. He is the christian with weak helief in
regard to certain days and meats; and he rna y be either a T ew 01
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a Gentile.
The question, however, of his nationality is indeterminate and immaterial.
but not to decisions of thoughts.
Eis diak,.iseis dialog-ismon is a clause not easy of a perfectly satisfactory render rng.
Indeed, no two of the critics appear to agree perfectly ill regard
to it, although the more reliable of them seem not to differ very
widely. The Vulgate renders it in disceptatr"onibus cogitationum,
in discussions of thougMs, or as to thoughts.
Beza gives it, ad
certamina disceptationum, to contests of discussions.
But neither
of these strikes me as bringing out the true sense.
Diak,.£s£s
signifies separating, distinguishing,
deciding, interpreting.
Of
these I take deciding.
Eis before this in the plural literally
means into decidings or decisions.
Dialogismos means thought.
reasoning, balancing, conversing; discussion.
Taking now the
whole phrase together, we get, as its most probable and appropriate meaning, into decisions of thouglltS. But what can this
signify?
The decisions, be it observed, belong to him who accepts; the thoughts, to him who is accepted; while the decisions
relate to the thoughts.
Accordingly, I take the meaning of the
clause to be this: Accept him who is weak in belief, but not to
decide on his thoughts or for that purpose. Eis denotes the end.
Accept him, but not to the end of deciding relative to his thoughts
in regard to certain things. These thoughts are his own private
opinions respecting things about which there is no command.
He, therefore, has the right to hold them without interference
from others. The things which his thoughts respect are in themselves indifferent; and therefore the thoughts which relate to
them are indifferent.
Consequently, so long as the thoughts do
not lead him who holds them into wrong, he is not to be disturbed in them. Upon the whole, I feel ready to accept this
interpretation as the true one. It certainly seems to fit the nature
of the case more closely than any other.
2. One believes
that he may eat all things;
Literally,
one believes to eat all; that is, so strong is his belief that it enables him to eat every thing set before him.
He has no scruples
of conscience about the meat he eats. Of course this is the strong
man, and not the weak.
The phrase "all things" must be reo
stricted to meats and vegetables; and meats again, to meats offered
to idols, since there was no controversy about any other.
The
christian who was strong in belief knew that the character of
meat is not changed by itl! being offered to an idol, He could
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therefore, eat it without compunction.
Whatever the act of eating might be to others, to him it was the mere act of eating meat
with no reference to an idol. For him the meat had no special
character, neither had the eating.
Whether offered or not, the
meat was all the same to him. He ate it, thanked God for it, and
had no farther thought about it.
while he who is weak eats vegetables. That is, he eats
vegetables only.
He holds it to be wrong to eat meat offered in
sacrifice to an idol, and consequently eats it not. With him, such
eating is an act of homage to the idol. It is, therefore, abhorrent
to his conscience.
Now, this is the weak brother in belief, whom
the Apostle commands us to accept.
He is weak in belief, his
weakness showing itself in his thoughts on meats offered to idols.
This brother, we are to accept without deciding on his thoughts.
They are no matter of concern to us; and with them, therefore,
we must not meddle. We must accept him, regardless of them.
Here now we have the case of the strong man in belief and of
the weak one fully made out.
How is each to act towards the
other?
This is the question which the Apostle now proceeds to
answer.

3. Let not him that eats, despise him that eats not;
The strong man in belief, eating his meat with a clear head and
without a qualm of conscience, would be very apt to look down
with something of contempt upon his weak and finikin brother
who should refuse the meat as being sinful, and consequently confine himself to vegetables.
The weakness the Apostle concedes;
but at the same time he forbids the strong looking with contempt
on the subject of it. Thus he protects the weak by restraining
the strong. How lovely is the act!
But the rule of conduct here laid down for the strong is not to
be confined exclusively to the case in hand.
In all similar
instances of life it must prevail.
But here caution is necessary.
The case in which the scruple and act of the weak are to be regarded, must be one of pure indifference.
In a necessary case,
the scruple is to go unheeded.
If, for example, the scruples of
the weak led him to refuse obedience to baptism, on the ground
that the baptism of the Holy Spirit supercedes it, then his scruple
must be disregarded, and he himself be rejected.
And so in all
similar cases. Where Christ speaks, conscience ceases to be a
criterion of conduct; and although we may not be at liberty to
contemn its scruples, we are neither to allow them to control our-
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selves nor others. In a case of pure indifference, scruples are to
restrain us; in a necessary case, we are to constrain them.
and let not him that eats not, judge him that eats,
On
the other hand, the weak brother who eats vegetables only, and
who looks on eating meat offered to an idol as idolatry, is sure to
adjudge the strong a sinner whom he sees eating it. He will
consequently feel deeply hurt with him, and be ready to refuse
him fellowship. For it is a notable fact that the weak are always
more exacting and sensitive than the strong, as well as more
ready than they to press their grievances to extremes.
But the
Apostle interferes, and wholly denies to the weak the right to
judge.
He is in no sense to pronounce on his strong brother
whom he sees eating.
The strong is not doing wrong, and is
therefore entitled to protection against censure, and the Apostle
protects him.
But where the weak sees the strong eating meat, and feels hurt,
has he no remedy?
For the present I reply, but not in full, that
he certainly has the right to inquire with what intent the strong
eats; and if the strong disavows eating in honor of the idol, the
weak must accept the disavowal, and here the matter should end.
But should the weak still feel hurt, especially if he be unable to
feel otherwise, the remedy is for the strong to abstain, as we shall
see hereafter.
for God has accepted him.
God has accepted the strong
man who eats. His case then has already been decided.
It is
consequently to no purpose for the weak to be judging him.
4. Who are you that judge another's
servant?
The
strong man in belief who eats meat is God's servant. How dare
you then think of judging him? He is not amenable to you.
You exhibit only presumption then in assuming to decide on his
case. You have no right to judge the servant of even another
man. How much less then the servant of God!
To his own master he stands or falls; The strong man
is aecountable to God alone, and not to you. Accordingly, God
will judge him; and by that judgment he will stand or fall.
Your judgment, consequently, can not reach him. Be wise then
and repress it.
and stand he shall, for the Lord is able to make him
stand.
He can fall by the Lord's judgment only, not by yours.
But the Lord's judgment will not be against him, but in his favor.
He will therefore stand. But the Apostle does not mean to say
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that even the strong man shall unconditionally stand.
He will
stand without regard to the judgment of the weak, but not otherwise unconditionally.
By his own conduct he may fall: and by
it he will fall, unless it be right; but he can fall by nothing else.
When the Apostle says "and stand he shall," I presume he
means he shall stand in the judgment at the last day. He has no
reference to standing in this life; for standing in this life is guar.
anteed to no one except on condition of his own determination
not to fall. Whenever the strong decides not to stand, God decides to let him fall.
Again, when the Apostle says "for the Lord is able to make
him stand," I apprehend that moral and not physical ability is
referred to. The meaning I take to be this: You, the weak, can
not see how the strong who eats meat can be saved. But God
sees how. He can both acquit him in Christ, and cause him to
stand in the last day. This you may not be able to see; but your
weakness is no measure of divine ability.
One esteems
one day above another,
The person
here alluded to has been assumed by many to be the christian
Jew, and the days to be Jewish sabbaths and other sacred days.
The christian Jew is certainly referred to, but it will not do to
say that he exclusively is referred to. Nor will it do to say that
the word "day" includes only Jewish sacred days. Such lirnitations are without warrant either from the nature of the case or
any thing else. The term "one" includes every christian, whether
Jew or Gentile, who esteemed one day better than another;
while "rlay" includes every day so esteemed, whether it be a
Jewish or a Gentile day. At the time when Paul wrote, it was
customary for certain christians to esteem one day ahove another.
This they had, and they still have an absolute right to do,
whether the day were a Jewish sacred day or a Gentile sacred
day, a sabbath or a first day of the week, a Wednesday or a
Thursday; and no one was at liberty to pronounce them wrong,
or in any way to interfere with them. And what was then the
liberty of christians is their liberty still. Had we Jewish christians among us now, and did they choose to esteem and treat the
ancient sabbath as better than any other day, no one among us
would have the right to move a lip against them. Only in keeping their days, they could not be allowed to do any thing violative
of the law of Christ.
another
esteems all days alike. The person here alluded
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to, and placed over against the other, was either a Gentile or a
very enlightened Jew who knew and conceded that the whole
Jewish ritual, worship, and service had been set aside for the
gospel. But no matter who he was or what his nationality, he
esteemed, and with the sanction of both God and Christ, all days
alike. With him the Jewish sabbath was no better than the day
before it or the day after it; the first day of the week was no
better than the last day or the second day; and he was just as
certainly right as the person who esteemed one day above
another. Both were right, and neither wrong. And so is it, so
far as the New Testament is concerned, even now.
As for
myself, I esteem all days exactly alike. Sunday with me is no
better than Monday; and Monday is no better than Tuesday.
There is not a vestige of sanctity attaching to one day which
does not attach to all. Moreover, in this view and right, I am
as completely protected by divine authority against all criticism
and intermeddling, as is my brother who esteems the first day
of the week better than the last day. I am not the weak man
merely to be tolerated by him; nor is he the weak man merely to
be tolerated by me. As to the character which days have, we
are both alike weak and alike strong; or if not, the contrary can
not be known.
But although all days are in character exactly alike, all days
are not to be indiscriminately used for the same purpose. The
primitive disciples met on the first day of the week to break
bread and for other acts of worship. On this same day then, are
we to meet for the same purposes; for, in the premises, the conduct of the primitive disciples is precedent to us. If the purposes
and acts for which we meet, consume the whole day, then DO
part of i, can be otherwise used.
Besides, the laws of the land make it obligatory upon us to
observe the fint day of the week as a rest-day, or day of exemption from ordinary or secular labor. These laws are consistent
with the gospel. In other words, they contravene no law of
Christ. They are, then, to be scrupulously obeyed by all christians. Hence, although our religious duties may not consume the
whole of the first day of the week, still we are not at liberty, in
virtue of these laws, to devote any part of it to purely secular
work. Consequently, we are to keep the day, not because it i.
better than any other day, but in compliance with divine prece·
dent, and the laws of the land.
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Of the prudential or philosophic reasons for setting apart one
day in every seven as a day of rest from common toil, it is no
part of my present business to speak. These reasons, I may add,
have always seemed to me to be valid and conclusive. Such a
rest-day, the well-being of both man and brute makes necessary
I here speak only to the position that one day is more sacred
than another. With any other question touching days, I have
nothing to do.
Let each be (ully satisfied in his own mind.
Let each be
fnlly satisfied in his own mind, and so let him act. If one christian esteems one day above another, be it so. He has the right,
and no one can interfere. If another esteems all days alike, be
it 50. He is judge for himself, and no one may question him.
Both are right, when both are satisfied.
6. He who keeps the day, keeps it to the Lord;
He
who esteems the Lord's day above any other day, and so keeps it
as a holy day, does right. He keeps the day as in obedience to
the- Lord, though the Lord has no law on the subject, and so
satisfies his sense of right. He is free to do as he pleases in the
case.
and he who eats, eats to the Lord, for he gives God
thanks;
When the christian who is strong in belief eats meat
offered to an idol, he does not eat it in recognition of the idol,
but as in obedience to Christ. He hence gives God thanks, and
not the idol. God accepts his thanks and Christ approves his
act.
He is consequently right, and neither to be judged nor
blamed.
and he who eats not, to the Lord eats not, and gives
God thanks.
In like manner, when the christian, who is weak
in belief, abstains from meat, he does so as in compliance with
the Savior's wish. He too gives God thanks for his vegetables,
satisfies his sense of right, and is happy. God accepts his grati
tude, and suffers not the strong to contemn him. But now, for
a few verses, the question of meats will be dropped out of sight.
1. For no one of us lives to himself,
To live to one's
self is to live solely to serve self, or to make self the supreme end
of life. It is to live with no reference to anyone else, not even
the Lord. But of course no christian lives thus to himself, pro·
vided he is living right. On the contrary, he lives to the Lord,
jf not exclusively, in dutiful part, as well as to self. In an act of
taking food, for example, he eats to himself in so far only as food
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is necessary to his well-being; but as showing his gratitude, and
in recognition of the hand that supplies him, he at the same time
eats also to the Lord.
In eating, therefore, he has the Lord in
view as well as self. And so in all he does. He hence lives
Dot alone to self, but also to the Lord; and therefore in eating he
gives God thanks.
and no one dies to himself;
That is, no christian dies to
himself, for the Apostle is not speaking of others. Not in living
only, but also in dying, we are to have the honor and good
pleasure of the Lord in view. Our very death is to be an act
which shan enhance his glory. This it can not be unless we so
live that when we come to die we can die, giving him thanks for
the honor and happiness into which death is but the sure introduction.
On this condition, our death no less than our lives
will glorify the Lord.
S. for whether we live, we live to the Lord, or die, we
die to the Lord.
In the preceding verse, the Apostle declares
that no christian lives to himself or dies to himself; but he leaves
the question unanswered, To 'Whom does he live and die? In
the present verse he answers that question. We live and die to
the Lord, that is, to promote his honor.
Whether
therefore
we live or die, we are the Lord's.
While this, logically, is an inference from the three preceding
clauses, it is nevertheless the ground of them all, or the premise
from which they emerge. Weare
the Lord's whether living or
dead, no matter for the present how we become so. This is the
fact. If now we are absolutely his, his property, then afortiori
whether we live or die, we must constantly have his honor and
pleasure in view. Every act of life, and even death must tend
to promote these as an ultimate end. And farther, if while living,
we are to live to the Lord, or dying, we are to die to him, then a
II fortiori
again, whether we eat we are to eat to the Lord, or
abstain, we are to abstain to him. In even an indifferent act, he
is to be kept in view.
In both the 7th and 8th vs., the word
Lord denotes Christ. This is made evident from what follows in
the 9th.
9. Because for this purpose Christ died and lived, that
he might be lord of both dead and living.
This clause
assigns a reason for the preceding one. It is there said that
whether we live or die we are the Lord's. Here we are told how
we become his. Christ died that he might redeem us with his
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blood, and so be lord of us or own us; and he rose from the
dead that he might rule over, and so finally save those whom he
thus came to own. To be lord of, here means to own completely,
or to be lord of in the sense of both owning and controlling. The
"living" denotes the whole sum of the disciples living at anyone
time since the death of Christ; while the "dead" comprehends
the whole of the dead who have been redeemed by his blood,
and who will consequently be subjects of the resurrection of the
just. All these living and these dead Christ is now lord of, or
owns and controls.
In the phrase "died and lived," lived denotes lived again, or
came to life. For this purpose Christ died and came to life, i. e.,
at his resurrection.
Ku,.;euse, which is Subjunctive, I translate
that he might be lord of; and the word lord, I print with a small
1, to signify, not the person of Christ, but the mere fact of ownership.
10. But why do you judge your brother?
The person
here judging is he who is "weak in belief;" while the judged is
he who is strong, and "believes that he may eat all things." The
Apostle appears to return to the subject for the purpose of assigning an additional reason to prevent judging.
or why despise your brother?
The person despising is of
course the strong, while the one despised is the weak; and both
questions are put, not with the expectation that an answer will
be framed to either, but in order to afford the Apostle the chance
of answering.
For we shall all stand before the judgment-seat
of God.
Upon this seat Christ will sit, to whom the Father has committed
all judgment.
To him, therefore, are we responsible for our conduct and thoughts in the premises, and not to one another; and
by him we shall be judged. Let us then refrain from both judging and despising.
In assuming to do the former, we usurp the
prerogative of Christ; and in venturing on the latter, we do what
even he himself does not. Let us then attempt neither.
II. For it is written:
As I live, says the Lord, every
knee shall bend to me, and every tongue confess to God.
Adduced to confirm the foregoing clause, and cited ad sensum
from Isa. xlv: 33. By bending the knee to the Lord, we shall
recognize his authority over us as supreme judge; and in confessing to God, we shall acknowledge that all his dealings with us
have been just. And although the passage is cited to prove only
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that al, chtiu,anl, whether strong or weak, will stand before the
judgment-scat of God, it proves as well that all the wicked will
likewise st tmd there. The former, however, will stand there to
be crownc..d. with eternal honor, the latter to be condemned.
Instead of "to confess to God," it has been suggested that we
should render, give praise to God, on the ground of an intended
conformity of the Greek to the Hebrew.
But I do not believe
that the Greek word ever means to give praise, and, therefore,
can not accept the suggestion.
12. So then each of us shall give account
to God respecting himself.
A general conclusion from what has just
been said about appearing at the judgment-seat of God. As each
of us will have to account to God for his conduct, and be judged
accordingly, it is idle to be judging and despising one another
here. Our judgments are not final, nor will anyone either stand
or fan by them. As they can affect no one but ourselves, we had
bettor repress them.
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CHAPTER XIV.

SECTION 2.

I

II Therefore, let us no longer judge
0!1e anothe~.
But rather do you deeide on this, not to place a stum-,
bling-block or means of falling before
a brother.
" I know and am perauaded in the Lord Jesus that nothing
is unclean in itself; but to him who
thinks a thing unclean, .it is .unclean.
• If now your brother IS gneved by
food, you no longer walk according
to love. Destroy not him with [our
food for whom Chist died.
I Let
cot your good then be evil spoken
of.
17 For
the kingdom of God is
not food and drink, but righteousness, and peace, and joy in the Holl
Spirit.
"For he who In this [way J
serves Christ, is acceptable to God
and approved by men.
10 Now therefore let us follow the ways of peace,
even the ways that build up one another.
'" For the sake of food, pull
not down the work of God.
All
[food] is clean, but [food] is an evil
to the man who, in eating it, occasions stumbling.
21 It is good
not to
ea~ flesh, nor dl:ink wine, !!<;>r[eat or
drink J any tblng by which your
brother stumbles, or falls, or is made
wea k . l' Y ou h ave b e liierf : k eep 1it t 0
yourself before God.
Happy is he
who condemns not himself in that
which he judges proper.
13 But if
one eats while doubting, he is condemned, because [his act is J not
from belief; and every act which is
not from belief, is a sin.
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SUMMARY.
Instead of judging one another in questions respecting days and meats, let
each decide, rather that he will be very careful not to place a stumbling-block
or occasion of falling, in the way of hi. brother.
This IS the proper kind of
judging for christians.
But in the matter of meats, and in all similar cases,
If eating it grieves a brother, an effect which he may be unable to prevent,
we are to abstain from it in deference to his feelings. Should we not do 50,
we may either drive him from the church, or induce him to follow an example which he is in danger of following too far, and so ruin him. In order to
avoid these results, we must abstain from eating meat, where anyone i. hurt
by it. We must not do any thing that will imperil the salvation of a brother.
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The strong belief which enables us to do many things that the weak can not
do, we must keep to ourselves. We are not at liberty to use it, when by 10
doing we injure others.

In the present section, the Apostle points out the limit beyond
which we are not to push our liberty in Christ. The strong man
may eat his meat, and his weak brother is not permitted to judge
him; but in one event, even the strong must not eat. That event
is herein named.
13. Therefore,
let us no longer judge one another.
The
reference here is to the weak in belief. We shall all have to appear before the judgment-seat of God, and there render our
account and be judged.
Judging one another here, then, is of
no avail. It is not allowed to us, and, therefore, should not be
attempted by us.
But rather do you decide on this, not to place a stumbling block or means of falling, before a brother.
Here the
reference is to the strong; and although the transition from the
weak to the strong is abrupt, it nevertheless is made. Do you,
the strong, instead of despising your weak brother, rather decide
on this, not to place a "tumbling-block in his way.
The stumbling-block consisted in eating meat. But how could eating meat
become a stumbling-block in the way of the weak, or how was
the weak in danger of falling over it? There are but two ways
conceivable by me: I. He might either be driven off from the
church, and so become an apostate; or, 2, be emboldened to eat
meat himself, and so become an idolater.
Either way would
prove his ruin; and that he was in danger of one or the other is
evident from the A postle's admonition.
I render proskomma a
stumbling. block, and skandalon a means 0/ falling,
merely for
the sake of variation.
The two words have nearly the same
meaning, though possibly the latter was meant to be rather exegetic of the former.
14. I know and am persuaded
in the Lord Jesus that
nothing is unclean in itself;
From being in Christ and the
general knowledge I have of his mind, I know that no food is
unclean di' autou, by itself, or within itself.
The old Mosaic
distinctions, then, are abolished under Christ.
Consequently,
christians are at liberty to eat whatever they please. They should
deem nothing unclean, and so abstain from nothing. "Unclean"
here signifies unclean in the old legal or ceremonial sense. It
denotes a distinction created by law, and not existing in nature.
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but to him who thinks a thing unclean,
it is unclean.
If a christian regards meat as unclean, and yet eats it, the eating
has the same effect on him as though the meat were really unclean.
By the act he violates his conscience and wounds his feelings,
and so weakens those restraints that are essential to his safety.
The effect on him of the eating, is the same as though it were an
actual sin.
But what of the eating upon its merits? Is it a sin before God?
Clearly not; for that which is not wrong in itself can never be
made so by a merely human view of it. Our conceptions no
more convert right into wt'Ong than wrong into right.
The
Apostle does not decide what the eating is in itself, but simply
<;ayswhat it is to the eater. If the eater deems the eating wrong,
he should abstain from it; for we are not at liberty to violate conscience even in a right act in itself. How much less then in one
wrong in itself.
IS. If now your brother is grieved by food, you no
longer walk according to love.
That is, if your brother is
grieved by your eating certain food, you no longer walk according to love if you persist in eating it. But you are bound to walk
always according to love. The conclusion is inevitable.
You
must refrain from eating, at least when your brother can be cognizant of the act. Your brother is not to judge you for eating;
nor are you to despise him for not eating; but if through weakness, he is unable to keep from feeling hurt when you eat. You
must, then, in deference to his feelings, refrain.
A church, suppose, is composed of one hundred members, and
I among them. Ninety-nine of these members decide to put an
organ into our house of worship.
The use of an organ in worship grieves my conscience, and is offensive to my feelings.
Do the ninety-nine walk according to love when they put the
organ in?
Fifty members of the same church frequent theatres.
Five
members, good and pious, but weak, are grieved by the practice.
Do the fifty walk according to love when they walk into the theatre?
Five members of the same church traffic in whisky.
Twenty
members, and they among the best, but weak, are grieved by the
trafficking. Do the five walk according to love when they persist in their trade?
These are practical questions of some significance.
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But in reply to this, it may be said: Suppose the weak should
continue, and still continue, to be grieved with our conduct, item
by item? Where would the matter end?
Would not all our
liberties in Christ at last be taken from us? Have the weak ever
heretofore been thus unreasonable?
Never.
And what they
have not heretofore done, they are not likely hereafter to do. An
imaginary case is no basis for argument.
Destroy not him with your food for whom Christ died.
How can the strong by eating meat destroy the weak? Already
in this section the question has been answered.
It is only then
necessary to epitomize here that answer.
Should the weak become so grieved with the strong as to feel unable to live in
the church with him, and so abandon it; or should he himself
become emboldened by example to eat, which with him would
be an act of idolatry, in either case the result would be fatal to
him. But unless the act of the strong should lead to one or other
of these results, it would evidently be harmless.
16. Let not your good, then, be evil spoken of.
To
agathon here, is held to signify one of two things: Either OUI
christianity, which is our highest general good, or the liberty we
have in Christ to eat meat, and do other similar things, which is
• special good. Some commentators have held the former view,
others, the latter.
The context clearly, it seems to me, points to
the latter as the true view. The connection is this: You have
the liberty, 10 agathon, to eat meat or not, as you see fit; but you
must not so use this liberty as to destroy your brother; for in that
event, your agathon becomes an evil. So use your liberty, then,
that it shall prove to all a good, and to none an evil. It will then
be well, and not evil spoken of.
The principle of conduct here brought out is of so much importance as to justify an additional remark. As strong christians
in belief, we may have the liberty to do many things which the
weak may think wrong.
But if by doing those things, we subject our liberty to unfriendly criticism, we must refrain.
It is
better to seem not free than that our freedom should lead to mischief.
17. For the kingdom of God is not food and drink, but
righteousness,
and peace, and joy in the Holy Spirit.
The
kingdom of God here spoken of is the present kingdom or
church. Food and drink, as such, do not belong to this kingdom,
or they are not a characteristic of it. They are mere accidents.
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and hence our rights in regard to them, as well as our prejudices
against them, must not be pressed too far. On the contrary, the
kingdom of God consists, I, in righteousness, or the general
righteous conduct of those who are in it; 2, in peace, or such a
considerate course of action on the part of all as shall insure
peace; and, 3, in joy, or that delicate regard for the feelings of
one another which, under the strengthening presence in all of the
Holy Spirit, shall give joy and not grief. These are the weighty
matters of the kingdom, and, therefore, the matters of chief concern to us, and not the indifferent and trivial questions of eating
or not eating meat. But as it was in the kingdom in those days,
so is it still. There is a large class of professors who are never
through with homilies and scruples of conscience on meat and
drink, but who either never can know any thing, or never will
care any thing about righteousness, peace, and joy. They, of
course, are always righteous themselves, and their peace and joy
must ever be consulted, but as for others, nil.
18. For he who in this [way] serves Christ, is acceptable to God and approved by men.
He who serves Christ by
being righteous and by doing those things which induce peace
and joy, is acceptable to God and approved by men. En touto
means in this matter or way, that is, in the way of righteousness,
peace, and joy.
The connection between vs. IS, 19, indicated by gar, is not
very obvious. I make it out by assuming a suppressed sentence,
thus: The kingdom of God consists in righteousness, peace, and
joy. For, (i. e. in confirmation of the assertion) he who in these
three things serves Christ, is accepted and approved as said. But
no one can be thus accepted and approved unless he does the things
in which the kingdom consists. Therefore, it consists in these
three things.
In the expression "approved by men," it is not necessary to
restrict the word "men" to christians. The meaning appears to be
this: It is the general sentiment of mankind that he is worthy of
approval who is righteous in conduct, and who at the same time
60 acts as to occasion others peace and joy, and not grief.
Such
a man is approved by the world.
19. Now therefore let us follow the ways of peace, even
the ways that build up one another.
Since the kingdom
of God consists in righteousness, peace, and joy, let us follow the
ways of peace. Such is the connection.
Ta tes eirenes literally
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signifies tke things of peace/ that is, those things which produce
it. The phrase however is closely rendered by ways of peace. That
the ways of peace are those ways that build up, I assume as certain. It is therefore better to render the intervening kai, even,
noting sameness. The meaning is: If eating meat, or doing any
other similar thing, grieves a brother, and thereby causes trouble,
it is better not to eat. Rather let us do what will lead to peace;
for peace secured in this delicate way is of far higher importance
than the mere circumstance of eating meat. In the phrase "build
up one another," the Apostle evidently has before his mind the
church under the conception of a house.
Accordingly, the
phrase to build up "one another" is the same as to build up the
church.
20. For the
sake of food pull not down the work of
God. That is, for the sake of eating food. The "work of God"
is clearly the church viewed as a building or house. "You are
God's building."
I Cor. iii: 9.
Now merely for the sake of eating meat, and by implication doing other things like it, pull not
down this house, which you do whenever, by eating, you grieve
your weak brother, and so drive him from the church. Where
eating meat produces this result, it must not be eaten.
All [food J is clean; but [food] is an evil to the man who,
in eating it, occasions stumbling.
This clause is so constructed
as to render a little freedom unavoidable in translating it. The
following is as literal as a rendering, to be intelligible, can be
made: All [food] is clean, but it is evil to the man who eats
tkrougk occasioning offence/ and even here, the last two words are
quite free. But although a very close translation seems not easy,
the sentiment is clear. It is this: All food within itself is clean;
but even clean food becomes an evil to the man who, by eating it,
causes his weak brother to stumble or fall. In other words, we do
wrong whenever we use our liberty at the expense of another's
injury. We may eat meat or not, just as we please, provided no
one is hurt by it; but whenever eating harms an other, we must
abstain.
That which is right in itself injures us when we so use
it as to injure others.
21. It is good not to eat flesh, nor drink wine, nor [eat
or drink] any thing by which your brother stumbles,
or
falls, or is made weak.
The whole subject summed up in one
sentence. Weare to do nothing in the way of eating and drinking, in other words, nothing in things strictly indifferent, where
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the act injures another.
The question is not, What is the nature
of the act in itself, but does it injure another. If so, we must abstain from it.
22. You have
belief: keep it to yourself
before God.
You have belief, or you are rendered strong by it in regard to
meats, so that you can eat them or not, as you please. This is all
well. But it is better to keep your belief, or the knowledge and
freedom it gives you, to yourself, as something known only to you
and to God. Say nothing about your liberty, or what you can
eat; especially be careful not to eat any thing when the eating
causes grief. You can eat when alone; but be silent in regard to
your superior privileges, lest by speaking of them or using them,
you wound the weak, and so drive them off. He is a good man
who, though free, can seem to be otherwise rather than give
pain.

Happy;'" he who \:.ondann" not h;'moz,eU
;'n that whkh
be judges proper.
The allusion is clearly to the strong. You
judge all meat to be clean, and judge correctly. Accordingly,
you can eat it or not as you see fit. Be careful now, not so to use
your liberty as to bring condemnation on yourself, which you
will do in case you eat, and thereby injure the weak. To condemn one's self, here means so to act as to provoke condemnation
or bring it upon one's self.
23. But if one eats while
doubting, be is condemned,
The Apostle now changes to the weak. Should the weak be
induced to follow the example of the strong, and so eat while
doubting the propriety of his act, he is condemned, not so much
for his act, as for eating before feeling sure that he is right. We
must not do a thing till we know it is right. In this case, it i.
the doer that is condemned, not the deed.
because
[his act] is not from belief,
It does not spring
out of belief as moving it, but is a weak following of another
in a case, the rightness of which we question. The danger of
such a principle of action lies here, that if we allow ourselves to
act till convinced that we are right, we shall be found wrong
about as often as right. No such precarious principle of conduct
:3 admissible.
and every act which is not from belief is a sin, Tlu.t is,
every act of eating, or act in a case similar to that of eating (for
I presume we must limit to the subject-matter in hand), which i.
unaccompanied by belief that it is right, is a sin. But how is it
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that such an act can be a sin? It is a sin because it is reckless
and presumptuous-c-reckless, in being rash and careless--presumptuous, in being performed as to God without conviction that
it is right. Admit that we may do things as to God in this man••er, and what may we not do? The principle is clearly vicious,
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Now we, the strong, ought to bear
with the weaknesses of the weak, and
not to please ,ours~lves. ~Let eac.h
of us please hIS neighbor In what IS
2:ood. for the purpose of building up.
TFor even Christ pleased not himself,
but as it is written: The reproaches
of those reproaching you, fell on me.
4 For whatever was formerly written,
was written for our instruction, that
through patience and through comfort from the scriptures, we might
retain hope. • Now may the God of
patience and comfort grant to you to
be of this same mind in regard to one
h
another, according to Crist
Jesus,
e that with one soul, you may, with
one mouth, glorify God, even the
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ.
7Ther~fore accept one another, even
as Chnst accepted you to the glory
of God.
8 For I say that Christ became a minister of the circumcision,
for the sake of God's truthfulness, in
order to make good the promises to
the fathers, g and that the Gentiles
might glorify God for his mercy.
As it is written: for this reason I
will confess to you among the Gentiles, and will sing to your name.
10 And
again he says, Be glad you
Gentiles with his people.
II And
once more, All you Gentiles praise
the Lord, yes, all you peoples praise
him,
12 And
farther, Isaiah says,
There shall be a root of Jesse; and
he shall rise up to rule the Gentiles,
yes, in him the Gentiles shall trust.
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SU:-'lMARY,
The strong are under obligation to bear with the wt'-" even alt"ough it
subjects them to inconvenience,
This was the course rl'r~l'~~ !'y Cheist,
and he is our example.
As the Savior has accepted us, notwithstandmg
our
Imperfectionsj eo must we accept one another regardless of dulcrer.ccs on uu-
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material questions, such as eating meat and the like. The whole section It
devoted to unity of feeling. forbearance, and harmony in action. Every
form of alienation among the children of God is wrong. and therefore to be
ltudiou81yguarded against.

The subject of the preceding chapter is still continued in this,
Accordingly, we are farther told how the strong are to conduct
themselves towards the weak. This being done, the example of
Christ is adduced as showing the conduct to be right. How we
are to receive one another, whether Jews or Gentiles, strong or
weak, IS reiterated, and the reason for it assigned. Without reo
gard to national distinctions or educational weaknesses, Christ has
received all who have obeyed him; and as he has done, so must
we. The chapter indicates still farther the deep interest the
Apostle felt in the welfare of the Roman disciples, and closes
with some intimations of his future purposes. Upon the whole.
the chapter, as compared with some others, is a light one, having
much more of the easy air of a friendly letter than any thing we
have yet met with.
Now we, the strong, ought to bear with the weaknesses
of the weak,
The connection between this verse and the conclusion of the last chapter is so close as to render their separation
violent and improper. They should clearly stand together in the
same section. "We, the strong," are we who are strong in belief,
and who consequently recognize no distinctions of clean and
unclean in meats. We are therefore hampered by no scruples in
indifferent matters. "Ought to bear with the weaknesses of those
not strong." This is simply asserted, no reason for it being assigned. But is there really no reason, or must we bear without
one? I presume the reason to be this: One or other of the parties
must yield, the strong to the weak or the weak to the strong.
The weak can not yield without a violation of conscience; the
strong can; and God has ordained that in an indifferent case, conscientious scruples shall prevail over the want of them.
If a
reason be sought still back of this, none can be given; for the
will of God is ultimate. The "weak" are those who esteem one
day above another, and regard some meats as clean, others as not.
They are the immature or unschooled of the church.
and not to please ourselves.
The christian man lives not
for himself alone, but also for others. His brother's good therefore
should lie near his heart as well as his own. Accordingly he is
not at liberty to wound his brother's feelings in a case where
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nothing is at stake but mere self-indulgence. As God is tenderly
considerate of his infirmities, so must he be of those of others..
Besides, the pleasure which comes from pleasing others is often
greater than that which comes from pleasing self. Magnanimity
marks the one, often only a questionable selfishness the other.
2. Let each of us please
his neighbor in what is good,
Eis here signifies i" regard 10, respecting, but it is curtly and
neatly rendered simply by i". Each of us is to seek to please his
neighbor in that only which is right. In what is wrong we have
no discretion. Here we must stand against him, and even wound
him rather than yield. I am to be without countenance for the
weakness that demands of me to do wrong.
for the purpose of building up. Pros here means wilh ,.
view lo,for Ihe purpose of. That is, it denotes the end for which
we are to please our neighbor. We are to please him with a
view to building up. But building up what-our
neighbor, or
the church considered as a house? In v. 20, last ch., the Apostle
says, "For the sake of food pull not down the work of God;" and
by the work of God, I understand the church. Now I think it
most likely that "building up" here has reference to the same
subject. Let each of us please his neighbor in what is good, for
the purpose of building up, not pulling down, the work of God.
If we wound or displease our neighbor, we drive him off, and so
pull down the work of God. But if, on the other hand, we please
him by showing proper respect for his feelings, he remains in the
church. Ultimately he grows strong, and so the work of God is
built up. This view I regard as the more probable one; although
to make "build up" refer to "neighbor" gives a good and strictly
appropriate sense. Indeed, the difference between the two views
is not wide, since to build up our christian neighbor is clearly
much the same as to build up the church.
3. For even Christ pleased not himself,
Gar here introduces a reason for pleasing our neighbor. Even Christ, while in
the flesh, pleased not himself alone. The good of others was the
great characteristic of his life. It should, whenever necessary,
be so with us. What Christ did is our law.
but as it is written:
Alta here, as often, implies an omitted
clause. The following is the course of thought fully expressed:
For even Christ pleased not himself, but Iu pleased ollurs, as it
is written.
the reproaches
of those reproaching
you, fell OD me.
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The word "you" refers to God. The proof that Christ did not
always please himself is found in the fact of his receiving and
enduring the reproaches aimed at his Father.
The citation is
from the ~th Ps.; and it strikingly illustrates that constantly recurring peculiarity of prophecy, which renders its interpretation
so difticult-a double or even a three-fold meaning.
In the expression "fell on me," "me" primarily denoted David; here it
denotes Christ.
4. For whatever was formerly written, was written for
our instruction,
The connection between this verse and the
preceding one is obscure.
I can make it out only by conceding
an ellipsis, thus: The reproaches of those reproaching you, fell
on me;" and this scripture is applicable also to us, in our relations to the weak/ "For whatever was formerly written," &c.
This is also Stuart's view, who is ordinarily accurate in the matter of connections.
that through
patience
and through
comfort
from the
scriptures,
we might retain hope.
The word "scriptures" in
the original is Genitive of source. Hence the patience and cornfort are produced by the scriptures, or they result from reading
and studying them.
This I indicate by the use of from, instead
of of. The patience consists in bearing kindly the "weaknesses of the weak;" the comfort, in the consolation arising from
a sense of doing right.
That we mt"ght retain hope-not merely
have it, that is, possess it, but having it already, retain it, or hold
It fast.
S. Now may the God of patience and comfort grant to
you to be of this same mind in regard to one another,
De
here is not adversative, but simply continuative.
It is well rendered by now. To be of this same mind-to
be of the mind of
Christ just spoken of, or the mind which is ready to please
others for their good.
according
to Christ Jesus,
Kata Christon Iesoun may
mean either after the example of Christ, or according to his will,.
or it may include both meanings, as it most likely does. The example of Christ has just been adduced; and it is certainly his will
that we should be "of this same mind."
It would, therefore
seem safer to include both meanings than to reject either, especially since no satisfactory reason could be given for the rejection.
Hodge explains the clause to mean "agreeably to the example and
command of Christ."
This I regard aA the i.,.,port of the clause,
and therefore accept it.
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6. that with one soul you may, with one mouth, glorf .
fy God even the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ.
The
phrase "one soul" signifies unanimity of sentiment and feeling;
that of "one mouth," unanimity in praise or public worship
The two together, therefore, denote perfect union; and this was
the union which Paul prayed might characterize the disciples in
Rome. How profound the regret that such union is purely ideal
with us, having no counterpart in the present day!
Instead of
God and Father, I prefer to think kat" epexegctic, and, therefore,
to render God even the Father.
The difference is not material;
but in regard to the latter rendering. Riddle in Lange says:
"Those exegetes who are most delicate in their perceptions of
grammatical questions adopt it."
7. Therefore
accept one another,
even as Christ accepted you to the glory of God.
"You" comprehends both
Jews and Gentiles.
"Therefor!;!," or in consideration of the fact
that the glory of God will be promoted thereby, accept one another. As much as to say, Be not divided among yourselves in
sentiment and feeling, but be one. Your union augments the
glory of God; your alienations can only detract from it. The full
import of the clause, I doubt not, is this: Therefore accept one
another to the glory 0/ God, even as Christ accepted you to that
glory.
In both instances the glory of God is the end looked to
in the acceptance.
8. For I say that Christ became a minister of the circumcrsion,
Gar here introduces the explanation of how Christ
came to accept both Jews and Gentiles.
"Circumcision" stands
for the Jews. Christ became a minister of the Jews or belonged
to them. in order to save them.
for the sake of God's truthfulness,
Or that his truthfulness might be absolutely maintained.
The truthfulness referred
to is that of the promises mentioned in the next clause. Two considerations demanded its maintenance:
I. The character of God;
2. The salvation of the human family.
These were the high ends
that induced Christ to become a minister under circumcision.
in order to make good the promises to the fathers.
This
clause depends on both the preceding ones, and on neither exclusively. Christ became a minister of the circumcision for the sake
of God's truthfulness-all
this he did in order to make good the
promises, not merely to confirm them, but to place their realization beyond even a contingency.
Now these promises to the
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fathers being thus made good, secured salvation to so many of
the Jews as obeyed Christ. Thus Christ accepted them; and he
did it from the heart, or without reservation.
So must we Gentiles accept the Jews.
g. and that the Gentiles might glorify God for his mercy:
That is, Christ became a minister of the circumcision for
the sake of God's truthfulness, not that the Jews alone might be
saved, but abo that the Gentiles might; for the promises respect
both; in other words, that the Gentiles, being saved, might have
reason to glorify God for his mercy. Thus Christ accepted the
Gentiles also; and he did it as cordially as he accepted the Jews.
In like manner, consequently, must the Jews accept the Gentiles;
for the injunction is, "accept one another, even as Christ accepted
you."
The expression "his mercy," denotes the mercy of God,
not of Christ; and "minister" comprehends Christ in the fulness
of his official character.
as it is written:
for this reason
For what reason? Because both Jews and Gentiles were to be accepted by Christ, and
to compObe one united and happy people. David looks forward
to that time, and represents himself as among the Gentiles and
rejoicing with them.
I will confess to you among the Gentiles, and will sing
to your name.
Ps. xviii: 49. When David represents himself
as among the Gentiles, as confessing to God, and singing with
them, he foreshows that the time was coming when Jews and
Gentiles would mutually accept each other; nay more, that they
would be so completely one as to recognize the same God and
sing the same songs; and mutual cordial acceptance is the point
before the Apostle's mind. His admonition is, "accept one another, even as Christ accepted you."
10. And again he says,
Be glad you Gentiles with his
people.
The words of Moses taken from his great song, Deut.
xxxii: 43. In the former citation, David represents himself as
singing to God among the Gentiles; here the Gentiles are repre·
sented as being glad among the Jews.
The design of both
passages is the same, to establish mutual acceptance.
II. And once
more: All you Gentiles praise the Lord,
yes, all you peoples praise him.
Ps. cxvii: I. The intervening kai here is better rendered yes, as I have done, making it
simply intensive. All you Gentiles praise the Lord because he
nas accepted you, and filled you with the spirit of JOY.
The
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passage is conclusive proof that not the Jews alone, but also all
nations were to share in the redemption of the Messiah. The
application is obvious: Christ has accepted all; do you then accept one another.
12. And farther,
Isaiah says: There shall be a root of
Jesse;
and he shall rise up to rule the Gentiles, yes, in
him the Gentiles shall trust.
Proof still to the same effect,
but this time from Isaiah. "There shall be a root of Jesse"of course this is Christ.
This root was to rise up, or be exalted
to the throne of God, and invested with dominion over all nations,
Gentiles as well as Jews. "In him the Gentiles shall trust"trust for salvation equally with the Jews, and as successfully.
Christ was to be Lord over and Savior to the one people as fully
as to the other. The passage is from Is. xi: 10, and corresponds
verbatim with the Septuagint, except that it omits the clause "in
that day," because not material to Paul's purpose.
Thus, five verses have now been devoted to the confirmation
of v. 7. Here however the Apostle drops the subject, and returns
to his supplications in behalf of the disciples in Rome. From
his amplification of proof we must conclude that he regards the
point before him as of great importance. That point is, that we
must accept one another. Judging and despising on account of
meats are to be at an end. The more lovely course of accepting
and holding one another in fraternal affection must take their
piace.
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2.

Now mal the God of hope fill
with all JOY and peace in believIng, that you may abound in hope
".'OTn1•• II, ~lf TO "'~P'O'O'",fI" "I£ar .11 TU by power of the Holy Spirit.
"But I
6'AfT,3, ;11 3VllapE' ".IIEVPUTOS ny,ov. am persuaded, my brethren, even I
14 O'fTflO'l'a, 3.,
03~Acpoi I'0V, "al uitros myself, respecting you, that you also
are full of goodness, being
ryw trfpl VI'6JII, 0,-& Kal miro} pleTToi yourselves
filled with all knowledge, able even
;tTT~ oyu8""rV"'Is, ".EfTA'IP"'l'fllOI 1I"uO''1Sto admonish one another.
" Yet I
'Y"';'O'f"'~, /lvllnl'~1101 "ul o)')'~Aovr "ov- have written to you the more boldly
8fn'v.
"TOAP-'1p&TfPOII 3. 'yputu
"1"" in places, as one recalling things to
Q11"0
jJ.fpovr
OJs '1Tavap,p.~uI(WV VI.uis, your memory, because of the favor
bestowed upon me by God, 'hin or3';' ~II XUP'v ~v /l08"O'uII 1'01 Vrro TOV der to my being a minister of Christ
9EOV,
liS fls
TO fival p..f ~flTOVP'Y0V
Jesus for the Gentiles, administering
XPltTTOV 'l'1tTo;; fir Ta UJ"'l, IfpovPYo;;vru the gospel of God, that the offering
TO OIa'YY,XIO" TOV a,ov, iva Yf"'lTaI ~ up of the Gentiles might be acceptable, being purified by the Holy
".poO'cpopa T"'V .8"6)11 finrPOO'afl<TOr,~Y"Spirit.
i1 I am therefore
enabled to
00'1£<"'l ;" frIInil'aTl ny',:,. 17 "Exw o~" boast in Christ in matters relating to
••Yet I shall not venture to
~""aVX'IO'l"
"" XplOTrji '1'10'0'; Ta 1I"P;'~ God.
TO" afO'"
18
yap TOAI'~O'W TO AaAf'" speak of any thing which Christ has
not effected through me, by power of
ou "uTflpynO'UTo XPlOTOS al' "I'OV ,lr
the Spirit, '" by word and deed, by
wal(oqv ;8V6)11, AQ.ytp Kat (fYYtpt 10 fll the power of signs and wonders, in
ll""Ul'fI
u'Il'fiw"
"ai TfPUT"'V,.11 /lvVUl'fI order to the obedience of the Gen".""iI'UTO<.
·£lOTf I'f 011"0'l<povuuA?P- tiles. So that from Jerusalem, and
around, as far as l11yricum, I have
1<01 ,wKA'f' 1'<XP" Toii '!AAvplKoii 1I"'1I"A'Ifully preached the gospel of Christ;
P"''''"UI ro fua'YYfAlo" TOV Xpllrro;;, ,Il thus being moved by love of honor
20oiiT", Il. CP.AUTll'0Vl'fVOV <ua'YYfAiCfU- to preach the gospel where Christ
8a., OUX 01l"0V';'v0l'nu8'1 Xp"OTor, iva had not been named, that I might
I£? '11"' O)')'OrplO" 8fp..AlOII olKolJol£W' not build upon another's foundation.
21 But as it is written:
They to whom
21' AAAa, "a8wr y'ypa1lTal, ofr ou" o"'lYnothing was told respecting
me,
"yfA'1 1rfpl aVTov, throvra"
Kal ot OVI( shall see; and they who have not
~I(oau •.•.UVvrl(TOVO'&'.
heard, shall understand.
••'0 3. S.Of
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SUMMARY.
The Apostle prays that "the God of hope ma.v till the disciples in Rome
with all peace and joy in believing what he has written; and although he has
spoken plainly to them, and signified his disapprobation of certain things
among them, btill he is far from thinking meanly of them. On the contrary,
he is persuaded that they are full of knowledge, and altogether able to teach
and admonish one another.
His bold manner in places is assumed in virtue
of his apostolic office. The great object of his labors is that he may be enabled at last to present the Gentiles as a glor ious and acceptable oITering to
God.
He mentions the vast extent of hi, labors, and assigns the reason for
wishing to preach where Christ had never been named.
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13. Now may the God of hope fill you with all joy and
peace in believing,
God is here called the God of hope, because he is author to it, somewhat remotely, it is true, hut still
author. Hope has exclusive reference to the future. This conceded, and the intermediate links between hope and its author
may be thus arranged: God makes a promise; this promise is
believed; and on this belief rests hope, it being necessary, at the
same time, to keep in mind that belief has strict reference to
the promise, hope, to the thing promised. "Fill you with all joy
and peace in believing"-not
in believing on Christ, but in believing what the Apostle had just been saying. By believing
that, the disciples would be brought to desist from judging and
despising one another, and instead, would be led to accept and
love one another in Christ. It was by their acting thus that the
Apostle expected them to realize the "joy and peace" of which
he speaks.
in order that you may abound in hope by power of the
Holy Spirit.
By believing what the Apostle had said, the disciples were to be filled with all joy and peace; while on hoth
believing and being filled, depended their abounding in hope by
power of the Holy Spirit. These disciples, be it recollected, were
christians, and consequently the Spirit dwelt in them. By power
of this Spirit they were to abound in hope. How was this? On
condition of believing and being filled, the Spirit, which was in
them, so energized their spirits as to augment their hope, or cause
it to abound. This I presume to be the answer to the question.
What the object of their hope was, we are not told, hut doubtless it was the same as with us, namely, the resurrection from
the dead, and eternal life. In all time since Christ, and under all
circumstances, these have been the absorbing objects of christian
hope.
14. But I am persuaded,
my brethren,
even I myself,
respecting you, that you also yourselves
are full of goodness,
The de at the commencement of this verse has its strictly
adversative meaning, and must, therefore, be rendered out, not
a"d. The course of thought I take to be this: But although I have
written to you, brethren, as I have, pointing out to you your
whole duty, yet I, even I the very person thus writing, have no
mean opinion of you. On the contrary, I am persuaded respecting you, that you a110yourselves, equally with myself, are full of
goodness; and that you are consequently ready, of your own
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accord, to accept one another, as I have exhorted you, and to do
every thing else that is right.
The whole passage was, I
presume, intended as a compliment, designed to conciliate the
feelings of the disciples in the proud metropolis.
It has much
the air of a delicate piece of diplomacy.
being filled with all knowledge,
able even to admonish
one another.
It must not be supposed that this language was
applicable to every individual in the church in .Rome; but only
that it was true of them as a whole.
Their knowledge is conceived of as aggregated, not as distributed.
~or again, is the
phrase "all knowledge" to be construed absolutely, but as limited
by the subject in hand.
It means all knowledge essential to the
highest form of christian life and to salvation. As if to say, I have
not written to you as I have, because of your igrlOrance; for, on
the contrary, I know the state of your knowledge, and it is high.
Neither have I lldnKmished )'ml becaus« I supposed you incllpllble of admonishing one another. But in what I have said, I have
been influenced by other reasons, as you will irnrnediately
see.
IS. Yet I have written
to you the more boldly in
places,
Apo meros, when denoting manner, as here, signifies ;n
part, partly.
The sense is, I have written t(l you the more
boldly, not everywhere in my Letter, but only in part, that is,
here and there, or in certain places.
Assumin~ this to be the
meaning of the phrase, it is best to render it as I have. Thereby
we obtain a clear definite sense.
as one recalling things to your memory,
This, though
full and free, is correct, and demanded by perspicuity.
The
meaning is not, I have written to you the mOre boldly as one
recalling, &c. The clause "as one recalling" does, not contain the
reason for using "more boldly," as we shall presently sec. But
the meaning is, I have written to you simply and without
qualification, as one recalling, &c. You are "filled with all
knowledge."
It is not, therefore, necessary that I should write
to you as one instructing you at first hand.
It is only necessary
that I should write to you as one recalling to yo •.•r memory those
things which you have already learned; and this is what I have
done.
because of the favor bestowed
upon me by God, This
is the clause which contains the reason for "more boldly."
I
have written to you the more boldly because 0/ the favor bestowed upon me. This "favor" was unquestionably his apostolic
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office. Hence the full import is: I have written to you the more
boldly because of my apostleship, as I had the right to do.
16. in order to my being a minister
of Christ Jesus
for the Gentiles,
"Minister" here is exactly equivalent to
apostle. The sense is: The "favor" was bestowed upon me in
order to my being an Apostle of Christ Jesus. A minister for
the Gentiles is a minister appointed for their benefit, or devoted
to their service. The distinguishing difference between Paul and
the rest of the apostles was, that he was the Apostle "for the
Gentiles."
To convert them was his vast peculiar work.
No
wonder, then, that he labored "more abundantly" than all the
other apostles.
administering
the gospel of God, That is, the "favor" was
bestowed upon me in order to my being a minister, administer.
ing the gospel 0/ God, which is the same as to say, in order to
my being an apostle, executing the duties of my office. HierourlJl!o, I minister, is a sacerdotal term, borrowed from the
Temple service, and denoting to officiate as priest, or perform
priestly duties.
But that it is here used in any peculiar sense
growing out of that circumstance is not apparent.
It means sirnply to minister, or execute the functions of an apostle.
that the offering up of the Gentiles
might be acceptable,
The "offering up" of the Gentiles does not signify their
offering up any thing, but their being offered up. They themselves constitute the offering to be made.
being purified
by the Holy Spirit.
The Gentiles here
spoken of, who are to be offered up, are of course christians. In
them, therefore, the Holy Spirit dwells; and by it, while in them,
they are purified in mind and thought, and so rendered an acceptable offering to God. In what way, or by what means, the
Spirit effects this purification, we are not informed.
The fact is
asserted, hut without being explained.
The Spirit may effect it
by so strengthening those in whom it dwells as to enable them
to live obedient lives to the divine will. So living, God will,
through favor and the blood of Christ, forgive them, and when
they die, accept them.
But it must be acknowledged dangerous
to speculate on these abstruse spiritual facts. It is no doubt
wisest to rest contented with them as asserted, without attempt.
ing their solution.
In the latter work, we shall satisfy neither
ourselves nor others. Indeed, we shall simply fail.
17. I am therefore enabled to boast in Christ in matters
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relating to God.
To translate UM lauenesi" here simply J
nave hoastt·ng is tame, and in my opinion inadequate. Nor will it
do to render it I nave grou"d of boasting. Eeno Itauenema might
be thus rendered, but not the present clause. Echo, among many
other things, signifies to nave power or to he abl«. See Liddell &
Scott. Still more frequently its meaning is merged wholly in that
of the word it stands connected with.
Thus, thauma echo is
not to be rendered I have wonder, but I wonder at. Also echo
dromon does not mean I have running, but I run or can run.
Farther, echei ten diken hardly signifies he has punishment, but
he is punished.
Accordingly, echo Itauchesin should not be rendered I have hoasting or ground of boasting; as is usually done,
but I can boast or I am enabled to boast. This rendering is both
elegant and, as I believe, true to the sense, which is more than
can be said for the usual one. To "boast in Christ" means to
to boast, both as being under him, and in virtue of what he had
enabled the Apostle to accomplish.
But what, more fully, were the things which enabled Paul to
boast in Christ. The reply doubtless is, both what he was as an
apostle, and what he had done. A special "favor" had been bestowed upon him by God; he was a minister of Christ Jesus; the
Gentiles were to become an acceptable offering through his instrumentality; and then he had labored as no other apostle had
labored, and effected what no other apostle had effected. All
these things taken together formed no mean ground of boasting.
That this is correct, in part, at least, is evident fi om what follows.
18. Yet I shall not venture to speak of any thing which
Christ has not effected through me,
The connection seems
to be this: I am therefore, or in consequence of what I am and
have done, enabled to hoast in Christ in matters relating to God;
but in doing so, I shall not mention one thing which Christ has
not actually effected through me, and me alone. I shall confine
myself strictly to my own work.
For giving to gar, in the
present clause, an adversative sense, I have the authority of both
Pickering and MacKnight, the latter of whom has studied the
particles with unusual care. In the following passage it is clearly
thus used: The chief priests and scribes sought how they might
kill him, gar, hut they feared the people. Luke xxii: z.
Ig. by power of the Spirit, by word and dee-d, by the
power of signs and wonders,
I arrange these clauses thus
for no purpose except to exhibit them in the order of their de-
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pendence on one another.
What Christ effected through Paul
was effected first by power, not the power, of or from the Spirit
as the immediate agent; next by word and deed; and finally by
the power. tIll' whole rowe,., of signs and wonders, authenticating
both hun and hi-, teaching. The three clauses, therefore. cover
the whole of Paul's ahility and work as an apostle.
in order to the obedience of the Gentiles.
This was the
proximate earthly end for which the Apostle toiled. the end for
which the Spirit exerted its power, the end of word and deed,
of <;ignand wonder-the
ultimate end, of course, being the salvation of those obeying, and the glory of God.
So that from Jerusalem,
and around, as far as IUyricum, I have fully preached
the gospel of Christ:
The
Apostle does not mean that he preached around Jerusalem
in Judea, but in the other countries lying around that city. In
Judea, his labors seem never to have resulted in any thing but
tumult. But from Jerusalem, not as centre of labor, but as a centre
of reckoning, he preached in all the circumjacent countries, chiefly
however in those north of Jerusalem, in Asia Minor, and to the
west of it. The expression "fully preached the gospel," justifies
the conclusion that the Apostle did his work very thoroughly as
he went. When he left a country, there remained in it but little
primary work for others to do; nor has time since, ever suggested
an improvement on the plan.
20. thus
being moved
by love of honor,
to preach
the gospel where Christ had not been named,
The love
of honor, then, for such is the meaning of philotimoumenon,
is seen to be a legitimate motive of christian action, when, at
the same time, the glory of God and the good of humanity are
kept in view. When I am working primarily for the fair name
of my Maker and the good of my neighbor, I may be moved to
action, up to the hight of my capacity, by love of personal honor;
and it is right.
Nor is any christian preacher fit to act the pan
of an evangelist who is unactuated by it Ambition of honor and
love of a spotless name should never be absent from the breast
of the public servant of Christ.
But why should Paul have been thus moved to preach the gospel 'WilerI' C/z,.;st had not hun named'
Several conaiderations
may have influenced him. I. Ability to accomplish more good
than where Christ had already been preached; 2. The conviction
that he could do better work than was usually done; 3. That the
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influence he acquired over his own converts enabled him to con
trol them more successfully than he could the converts of others
That these were the considerations which influenced the Apos
tle can not be confidently said, but certainly they are plausible.
that I might not build upon another's
foundation.
This was the main point to which the Apostle's love of honor
moved him. He wanted hill work to be an original work, and
not a mere gleaning after other men. The sentiment I should
not think a suggestion from the Spirit, but merely the Apostle's
own feelings as a man. "To build upon another's foundation"
is metaphorical, signifying to preach and found churches where
others have been doing that work.
21.
But as it is written:
They to whom nothing was
told respecting
me, shall see; and they who have not
heard, shall understand.
The connection seems to be as follows: "That I might not build upon another's foundation," still
in all this I nave been doing rig/zt, for I have been 'Working both
in accordance wit" prophecy and so as to fulfill it, "as it is written," &c. The quotation is from Isa. lii: 15, and has reference
to the conversion of the heathen, the very work to which the
Apostle himself is referring.
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22For this reason also, I have often
been hindered from coming to you;
21but now having no longer a place
[to preach 1 in these regions. and
having had a desire for many years
to come to you [I purpose doing so],
,. whenever I go into Spain.
For I
hope while passing through to see
you, and to be by you helped forward thither, provided I am first
partly filled with you.
2S But now I
am going to Jerusalem, ministering
to the holy.
20 For Macedonia
and
Achaia thought good to make a contribution for the poor of the holy who
are in Jerusalem,
27yes, thought
good, and they are debtors to them.
For if the Gentiles shared in their
spiritual things, they ought to minister to them in fleshly things.
28 When
now I have finished this service, and secured to them this fruit,
I shall depart by you into Spain.
2. And I know that in coming to you,
I shall come with the fullness of
Christ's blessing.
30 But I beseech
you, brethren, by our Lord Jesus
Christ. and by the love of the Spirit,
to strive with me in prayers to God
for me, 31 that I may be delivered
from the unbelievers in Judea, and
that my service, which is for Jerusalem, may be acceptable to the holy,
!2that with joy I may come to you
by God's will, and be refreshed
among you. 33 The God of peace be
with you all-amen.
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SUMMARY.
The Apostle's multipled labors in different countries had often hindered
him from executing a purpose long since formed of one day visiting Rome.
But now being without a place in those regions, to preach the gospel where
it had not before been preached, he decides to make the visit soon. But first,
he must go Into Judea to carry a contr ibution from Greece and Macedonia to
the poor brethren in Jerusalem.
Thlb sen Ice performed how ever, he
proposes next a journey to Spain, and decides to see Rome on hi. way. l Ie
very ardently desrree to be delivered, while in judea, from the unbelieving
jews there, and t'1at h,. alms may be acceptable to the poor disciples for
whom they were mtended.
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22.
For this reason also, I have often been hindered
from coming to you;
"For this reason," namely, because I
have found so many places to preach the gospel where Christ
had not been named. And so long as he could find such a place
he preached in it. It was the number of these places that hindered him fa polla much, or often.
23.
but now having no longer a place [to preach]
in these regions,
For the reason that he had so thoroughly
preached the gospel over them as to render a longer stay in
them comparatively unprofitable.
As Paul is now writing
from Corinth, he must allude chiefly to those countries lying
north, north-east, and east of Greece; for they formed the scene
of much the greater part of his labors; and how wisely that
scene was chosen is apparent at a glance. For east of the Adriatic and along the northern shore of the "great sea," lay, at the
time, one of the most densely populated, as well as one of the
most highly cultivated countries in the world. All over these, the
Apostle traveled "fully preaching the gospe!."
and having had a strong desire for many years to
come to you, [I purpose
doing so],
24. whenever
I
go into Spain.
Alford thinks that the participles here used
"stand as direct verbs."
But for this assumption there is no
authority.
Neither perspicuity nor elegance is promoted by
abandoning the participial form. To complete the sense, it is
necessary to bracket a short clause, as I have done.
But this is
the only departure from literalism, necessary.
As to a visit to Rome, Paul obtained his wish, but under circumstances very different, no doubt, from what he anticipated
when penning the sentence in hand.
But that he ever visited
Spain, there is no satisfactory evidence.
That he proposed such
a visit, we know; but he was most likely defeated in regard to it,
as he often was. At least, if the visit was made, the evidence of
it has perished.
For 1 hope while passing through to see you, and to
be by you helped forward
thither,
provided
I am first
partly
filled with you.
I think it probable that Paul's
intention was, after visiting Jerusalem, to return immediately
by way of Rome on his way into Spain.
Hence the phrase,
"while passing through."
To be "helped forward" means to be
fitted out for going forward, in whatever way he might need
their aid, especially to be supplied with money and other neces-
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saries for a journey.
"Partly filled with you"-by
this, Paul
means to see you, talk with you, preach to you, and enjoy your
society generally, till he is satisfied.
Not that he expected to
remain with them till he walt fully satisfied; for he uses the word
"partly."
I will stay with you only till I am partly tilled: 1 can
not stay longer.
Perhaps even in regard to Rome, he was also
ambitious not to build upon another's foundation, and, therefore,
may have determined not to remain long. This would account
for his use of "partly."
25. But now 1 am going to Jerusalem,
ministering
to
the holy.
To contend, as some writers do, that the going itself
was pal t of the ministering, is puerile.
The meaning clearly is:
I am now going to Jerusalem to minister to the holy. The ministering consisted, in no part, in the going, but in supplying the
poor brethren with food and clothing, or the means to buy them
26. For Macedonia
and Achaia thought good to make,
a contribution
for the poor of the holy who are in J erusalem.
That IS, the churches in those countries have thought
good. This contribution was taken up at the instance of Paul
himself. See I Cor. xvi: 1-3; and it was intended to have the
double effect of relieving the wants of the poor among the disciples in Jerusalem, and of causing the Jewish brethren, generally,
to think more kindly of the Gentile christians than they were accustomed to think; and we know that it had this effect. l Cor.
ix: u-15.
But Greece and Macedonia were not the only countries that took part in this contribution.
On the contrary, it
seems to have been gathered from the whole region stretching
from Corinth around through Macedonia, and along the northern
shore of the Mediterranean as far as into Galatia, and probably
even beyond.
The fact that it was collected from so extensive
a tract of country, and that it was more than a year in being
taken up, would justify the conclusion that, in the aggregate, It
must have been very great; indeed, of this there can hardly be a
doubt
Besides, the character of the preparations made for carrying it up to Jerusalem gl eatly strengthens this conclusion,
27. Yes, thought good, and they are debtors to them.
The meaning is, that those christians, who were mostly Gentiles,
living in the region!> from which the conuibuuon was taken,
were debtors to the Jewish christians in Jeru!talem. The reason
why they were debtors, and the particulars in which, are stated
i '/ ••I"l'yt ~l-ulie.
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For if the Gentiles shared in their spiritual things,
By
the "spiritual things" of the Jewish christians is meant the gospel, together with its attendant blessings. This gospel derived its
redeeming efficacy from Christ, a Jew; and it had, at first, been
preached to the Gentiles by Jewish christians. In a word, it had
its origin among the Jews; it was in the beginning wholly in
their hands; and from them, and by them, it had been sent abroad
into the world. With much propriety, therefore, it and its blessings are called "their spiritual things."
they ought to minister
to them in fleshly things.
By
fieshly things are meant things pertaining to the flesh, or beneficial to it, as food and clothing. If the Gentiles had received the
gospel from the Jews, it was a small matter far the Jews in return to receive from the Gentiles something to eat and wear.
28. When now I have finished this service, and secured
to them this fruit, I shall depart by you into Spain.
The
two expressions "finished this service," and "secured to them
this fruit" have substantially the same import.
They mean to
deliver the contribution in question safely into the hands of the
poor brethren in Jerusalem. Whenever the Apostle had finished
this work, he proposed to set out from Jeru!talem for Spain, and
in passing, to call at Rome. "This fruit" signifies the contribution,
which is here called "fruit" because it was the fruit of the benevolence of the churches sending it. Sph,.agizo literally means to
seal, and when followed by a Dative of object, as here, to seal to,
that is, to deliver to anyone as securely as if under seal. It is
more perspicuous to translate as I have done, not by the primary,
but by the more remote meaning of the word. The expression
"sealed to them this fruit" is hardly intelligible to the cornmoe
reader, if indeed it is quite so to any.
By what route Paul expected to return from Jerusalem t.
Rome is not known, but most probably by sea, as that would
be the most expeditious way; and he was evidently anxious to
make the trip as soon as practicable.
It is not at all likely that
he proposed returning through Syria, Asia Minor, and Macedonia.
He had already preached over those countries about as
much as he felt at present inclined to do. But in no event could
he have expected to reach Rome very soon. Whatever route he
might decide to take, he intended to stop, as was his custom, at
friendly points, and preach. This of necessity would occasion
much delay. It is questionable, then, whether he expected to sec
Rome, at nearest, short of a year, if even that soon.
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29. And I know that in coming to you, I shall come
with the fullness
of Christ's
blessing.
Because he expected to come with the whole volume of the blessings of the
gospel. Beyond these blessings, he had nothing to bestow, nor
they any thing to ask. That charisma pneuma/ikon, ch. i: II, he
was anxious to impart; but it is by no means probable that this
constituted more than a part of that "fullness" he speaks of. lie
was commg to the Romans, as he had gone to others, by "power
of the Spirit, by word and deed, and by the power of signs and
wonders."
That all this expectation was realized during the two
subsequent years which he spent at Rome, may be safely taken
for granted.
True, he was a prisoner during that time, but in
preaching the gospel he was free, and therein lay his success.
30. But I beseech
you, brethren,
by our Lord Jesus
Christ, and by the love of the Spirit,
Stuart thinks the de
here continuative, and this it doubtless is, in part, but it evidently
is at the same time adversative.
I beseech you by our Lord
Jesus Christ, not fO,. the sake if. Christ and the love of the
Spirit were the motives by which the brethren were to be moved
to prayer.
The love of the Spirit is that love for one another
which the Spirit pours out in the hearts of those in whom it
dwells.
to strive with me in prayer to God for me,
SunagonizD.
ma; means to carryon
a combat or conflict in company with
another; and from this it readily comes to denote any form of
striving in which two or more take part. To strive with one in
prayer means to join him in a deeply earnest effort at prayer.
The solemnity with which the Apostle requests this prayer, and
the high motives by which he urges it, show how profoundly
he desired it to prevail.
31. that I may be delivered
from the unbelievers
in
Judea,
These were those Jews who still persisted in rejecting
Christ. Clearly the Apostle had now ceased to expect their conversion.
He looked upon them as hopelessly lost, and consequently had nothing to ask for, in regard to them, but deliverance
from their merciless hands. And yet, notwithstanding his own
prayer, and that of the disciples in Rome, it Was into the hands
of these very unbelievers that he fell. Even the prayers of an
apostle were not always answered, because at times not accord.
ing to the will of God. When Paul's arrest and imprisonment
redounded, in the end, more to the glory of God and the good of
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men than his freedom, then his arrest and imprisonment are
what God wills, notwithstanding the adverse prayers. It was,
after all, the wicked instrumentality of these same unbelievers
that enabled the Apostle to see Rome.
Under the ills from
which we pray to be delivered, God often hides a rich vein of
real good.

and that my service. which is for Jerusalem. my be acceptable to the holy. Obviously the Apostle had fears that
even the poor christians in Jerusalem might, through their Jewish
prejudices, decline relief from Gentile hands. He greatly desired
its acceptance, knowing the good effect it would have in softening animosities and inducing love for those that sent it. In this
particular, at least, he was not disappointed.
32-

that with joy I may come to you by God's will.

The Apostle felt that if he could only be delivered from the unbelievers in Judea, and his service prove accepta ble, he could with
joy return to Rome. His service was accepted with gratitude
and thanks; he was not delivered; and he returned to Rome, but
presumably, not the joyous man he expected to be. Even the
wisest of men should not too confidently plan the future; for the
mysterious hand of God is always in it. The absolute in will,
alone can certainly say what he will do.
and be refreshed among you. How delightful the dream,
that after his long and laborious trip to Jerusalem and return, he
should be honorably and gladly welcomed by the disciples in
Rome; and that there, among them, enthroned in their esteem,
and ministered to in every way which culture and affection could
suggest, he should rest, and refresh his wearied spirit in their
generous society. But alas, for all the golden dreams of the true
servant of Christ, so long as he is in the flesh. There remains a
rest for the people of God.
33. The God of peace be with you all-amen.
The
sum of all prayers and the embodiment of all good wishes.
Even the fertile brain of Paul could not ask for more, and the
church in Rome had no capacity for any thing else. The "God
of peace" is the God who wills peace among his people, and
who sets his face against all who disturb it. The song of angels
over the birth of Christ was" peace on earth;" and the benediction for the church in Rome is "the God of peace be with you ••
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Now I commend to you, Phebe,

JwlaT"l'jl" ~ iiI"" 4>olfj"" ~
cl3.l·
llater, who is deaconess of the cp~p ~";;'''' ~cra" 3uim""" "';;l' J,c..A'Icrlat
church in Cenchrea,
'that you re- "';;l' i. Kryxp«a,l"
2jJIQ lrpoubi~u(Jt
ceive her in the Lord, as becomes alm}" ;p Kllpl¥ ,j~lQ)l' T;;''' dyl •••", lCal
the holy, and help her in whatever lrapauri'rr«
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SUMMARY.
Phebe, a deaconess of the church in Cenchrea, is commended to the disciples; while they, on their part, are requested to receive her as the holy
should receive the holy; and to aid her in whatever business she might need
them.
After this, variou& brethren, several of them Paul's kinsmen, and also
various sisters are most honorably mentioned; and the brotherhood requested
to greet them.
Usually, a8 each person il named, some distinguishing trait
or circumstance is named with him, showing ho-v closely the Apostle studied
characters, and how generously he awarded praise.
The section sheds much
light upon the religious life and social habits of those primitive days.

The present chapter is taken up mostly with friendly gn:etings
to individuals, to groups of individuals, and to churches. These
greetings are usually interspersed with epithets descriptive of
some personal excellence, or distinguishing trait of the individual
named. The chapter is valuable as throwing no little light upon
the condition and customs of the disciples in those early times.
Besides, it contains a most important paragraph upon the manner
in which those persons are to be dealt with, who cause divisions
and stumblings in churches. Indeed, this is one of the most valuable disciplinary paragraphs in the New Testament. The chapter
closes with a doxology of remarkable comprehension and power.
I commend to you Phebe our sister,
As no one else but
Phebe is commended to the brethren in Rome, the presumption
is that she was going alone; and consequently that by her the
Letter was sent. Had other brethren been going with her, it is
lot likely that Paul would wholly have ignored them.
who is a deaconess
of the church in Cenchrea,
Deaconess literally means a female servant, but without determining
the nature of the service rendered. Phebe was a servant of the
church in Cenchrea. This much is actually asserted. Was she
appointed to the service by the church, or did she assume it of
herself? The question is not material. For whether she assumed
the service of her own accord, or was appointed to it, she performed it with the Apostle's sanction. This stamps it as right
If the church appointed her to the service, then other churches
may do likewise; for the action of that church, being sanctioned
by the Apostle, becomes a precedent. Or if she merely assumed
the service, then for the same reason, other good women may
also assume it.
But did Phebe belong to an order of official women in the
church? She certainly belonged to an order of women called
servants of the church, who performed their service by apostolir
sanction; and the duties of this order were the same as those
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usually ascribed to deaconesses. I am, therefore, of the opinion
that Phebe was a deaconess in the official sense of that word.
What the special duties were of this order of women, it would
seem not difficult to conjecture. Their work consisted in serving
the sisterhood. This much may be accepted as certain. In all
churches there would be among the females, the poor, the sick,
the untaught, the erring, and unfortunate.
These would need
attentions which no order of persons could so delicately and successfully give as the deaconesses; and to this class of duties
they seem to have been devoted. Indeed, even in the present
day, wherever the necessities of the churches are such as to demand it, the order of the deaconesses should be re-established.
They are often of as much importance to a church as the deacons, if not even more. Certainly the need for the one order is
seldom less than that for the other.
Cenchrea was the eastern harbor of Corinth, situated about
nine miles from it on the Saronic Gulf. East of it, and across
the ..-Egean sea, lay Asia Minor.
Between this country and
Corinth, an immense trade was carried on, all of which passed
through Cenchrea.
It was from this port that Paul sailed into
Syria on his return from his second missionary tour. Between
that time and the writing of the Letter, a church had been
formed there, of which, as already noticed, Phebe was a deaconess. By whom the church was planted, we are not informed.
Even Paul himself may have sown the seeds of it, before sailing
for Syria, as just stated. If he and Priscilla and Aquila remained
there but for a day, they were not idle. A single discourse would
leave the leaven of truth in the place to do its work.
2.

That you receive her in the Lord as becomes the

holy.

That you receive her as a christian which she is. "As
becomes the holy"-as
it becomes the holy to receive such,
and therefore as it becomes you. Instead of rendering axios ton
luzgion, in a manner worthy of the holy, I prefer to be a little
freer for the sake of brevity.
"As becomes the holy" gives the
sense more clearly, and is sufficiently close.

and help her in whatever business she may need you;
That some special business, pragmati, is here alluded to, which
was taking Phebe to Rome, seems most probable; but what it
was we can never know. Some have conjectured it to be the
collection of a debt; others, the prosecution of a lawsuit; and
.till others, that it was to obtain redress for some grievance
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suffered in the province.
Some one of these conjectures may
certainly be the true one; but then, again, they may all be idle.
Hence they amount to nothing.

for she herself also has been a helper of many, and of
me myself. This clause, no doubt, sheds much light upon the
especial work performed by the deaconesses.
Among other
things, they were "helpers of many."
Wherever any children
of God needed "help," these the deaconesses served. Their noble and unselfish devotion is entitled to high praise. The fact
that Phebe had been a "helper of many," constituted the ground
of her claim for help on the brethren in Rome; for as we do to
others, so others are under obligation to do to us. The probability seems to be that Phebe was wealthy; hence her ability to
be a "helper of many;" while the fact that no mention is made
of her husband, justifies, in a low degree, the conclusion that she
had none.
She was probably a widow.
She was doubtless a
woman of age; for a young woman could hardly have attained
the distinction she enjoyed at the time.

3. Greet Prisca and Aquila, my co-laborers in Christ
Jesus.
Immediately after Paul left Athens, on his second
missionary tour, he came to Corinth.
Here, for the first time,
he met with Aquila and Priscilla (a diminutive of Prisca); but
whether the two latter were then christians is not certain.
Paul
sojourned with them for a year and a half, and worked with them
at their common trade of tent-making.
But when the Apostle
left Corinth, they left it with him, and accompanied him across
the LEgean to Ephesus. Here Paul left them and went to Jerusalem. How long they remained at Ephesus is uncertain; but at
the time of writing the Letter in hand, they were back in Rome
and living there.
As to Prisca being here named before Aquila, I presume there
is nothing in it
Twice out of five mentions in the New Testament, Aquila stands first-Acts xviii: 2; I Cor. xvi: 19. Certainly
it is not wholly improbable that Prisca may have been the more
distinguished of the two; and that this is the reason for her being
named first, but the supposition is a weak one.
But whatever may have been the relative superiority of these
two excellent disciples, one thing is certain, they were both Paul's
"co-laborers in Christ."
In what this labor consisted we are not
told. But as they were so thoroughly acquainted with the gospel as to be qualified to instruct even Apollos, the inference is •
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fair one that they were capable of teaching almost anyoneAquila publicly, Prisca privately.
I should think it thus that
they labored chiefly. Their long and intimate acquaintance with
Paul goes far to strengthen this conclusion.
4. who, for the sake of my life, laid down their own
neck, What the particular event was to which reference is here
made, or where it occurred, we are not told. Some have conjectured that it occurred at Ephesus, and so it may; but then it
could just as well have taken place at Corinth.
Of its whereabouts we know absolutely nothing; and as to its nature, all we
know is what the clause itself asserts. The event clearly consisted in Aquila and his wife offering their own lives to save that
of the Apostle.
The heroism which the act displays is simply
sublime. Could Paul possibly have had it in mind at Rom. v: 7?
to whom not only I give thanks, but also all the churches of the Gentiles;
We all give thanks to Aquila and Prisca
for what they did in my behalf. And in case they actually saved
the Apostle's life, which seems most probable, the debt of gratitude was boundless then, and it is boundless still. The churches
of the Gentiles, here spoken of, were no doubt chiefly planted
through Paul's own labors. They especially, therefore, would
feel grateful for his deliverance, and in every available way would
be ready to manifest the feeling. This the Apostle had learned,
and hence felt free to mention it.
and [greet] the church in their house.
The word "greet,"
which I here bracket, is not absolutely necessary; but its
presence greatly improves the perspicuity.
It is inserted for this
purpose alone. As yet, in that early day, the disciples were
without meeting. houses, and hence had to meet for worship
wherever they best could. The private houses of brethren were
often the only places open to them.
In these houses, therefore,
they would meet, principally upon the Lord's day, and hold their
simple service. The house of Aquila and Prisca was one of
these meeting places; and the congregation assembling in it, is
called "the church in their house." Thirty years ago, the same
custom prevailed extensively, with many denominations, in northwestern Missouri.
Indeed, in countries where the gospel has
been but recently introduced, it is the only remedy.
And from
no hearts on this earth, I venture to think, has purer or' more acceptable worship ever ascended to God than from these unwordly
little group'!.
More of art and splendor can certainly be found
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in great fanes erected at much cost to God; but from these great
houses, with their gorgeously appareled crowds, he often delights
to turn away, I doubt not, as from a sham, and find a delightful
seat amidst the "poor in spirit," who make the "church in their
house."
The lowly Master, with his solitary seamless coat, and
without a place to "lay his head," presents a humiliating contrast
to many of the "churches" of the present day, piled up in grati
fication of folly, and, with no notice from him, "dedicated" tr
his name.
S. Greet my beloved Epenetus,
who is a first fruit of
Asia to Christ.
Of Epenetus we know nothing, beyond what
is here said. He was the first, or among the first, most likely the
latter, to embrace the gospel in Asia; and he was held in high
esteem by Paul.
There is a tradition to the effect that he was
the first bishop of Carthage; but like many similar traditions, it
is entitled to no credit.
How sincere the regret is, that we have
not a fuller account than we have, of some of the excellent men
named in this chapter. But thus it is on earth. Single, short sentences tell the story of those who have prepared its inhabitants
for eternal life; while huge tomes are insufficient to record the
exploits of those who have often turned it into a slaughter house.
6. Greet Mary, who labored much for you.
You the
disciples in Rome. Nothing beyond what is here said is known
of this laborious woman. In what particular capacity, or under what circumstances she had bestowed the "much labor," is
wholly unknown.
Is there no work to be done by christian women of the present day, which would rank them among the noble
women named in this chapter?
I ~onfess to think the question
worthy of something more than a sarcastic smile. We have
Marys capable of work, and more than willing.
Whose tyrannous hand, then, is it that lets? Dreams are not the only things in
which crooked lines and errors blend.
Granitized church life
might reveal some of them, if closely inspected.
7. Greet Andronicus
and Junias, my kinsmen and fel
low-prisoners,
who are of note among the apostles,
and
who were in Christ before me. Of Andronicus and J unias,
the sum of our knowledge consists in what is here said. As to
the myths of Hyppolytus and Dorotheus, they are just possibly
true, no more.
I do not think it worth while to name them.
Junias I take to be masculine, not feminine.
The joint descriptions of the two persons named, seem to demand this. They were
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Paul's real kin, according to the flesh, and not kin merely in the
loose sense of being of the same tribe or of the same nation.
Where they and Paul had been imprisoned together, is not
known.
We have not even a hint from any source upon the
subject. Wlzo are of note among the apostles: That is, among the
other eleven. They were both distinguished men among the
apostles, distinguished no doubt as preachers of the gospel.
Who
'Were in Christ before me: That is, they became christians
before Paul.
The phrase "in Christ," therefore, was, in that
day, equivalent to being a christian.
It frequently occurs in the
New Testament in this sense; and it is much to be regretted that
it has, in faulty measure, fallen into comparative disuse among us
of the present day. It should be revived in the lips of the holy,
and become one of their standing titles.
Most important questions of fact are implied in the expression "in Chri~t."
A whole
trl.<:t of m()~t luminous matter can readily be evolved from it.
Let it be restored to its primitive office, with its primitive meaning.
But farther: these very two men, Andronicus and Junias, were
not improbably among those "strangers of Rome," mentioned
Acts ii: 10. At that same Pentecost, they may have become
christians, and there have formed the acquaintance of the apostles. This would account both for their being "of note" among
them, and for their being "in Christ" before Paul. Besides, their
case may throw no little light on the question, By whom was the
gospel first preached in Rome?
In them, we may have a clew
to the answer.
S. Greet Amplius, my beloved in the Lord.
That is,
either my beloved brother, or my beloved child in the Lord.
That, more likely than this. Amplius must have been a mo-t
lovely man to be spoken of as he here is. And, by the way,
nothing gives us a fuller insight into Paul's real nature and heart,
than these epithets.
He was great in intellect, ardent in feeling,
and tender in affection as a woman.
9. Greet U rbanus,
our co-laborer
in Christ,
and my
beloved Stachys.
Where Urbanus, or Urban, had met the
Apostle, and labored with him, is unknown.
They must have
been together for some length of time; for "co-laborer" would
not have been applied to a comparative stranger, or to a mere
casual acquaintance.
From his name, it appears that Stachys
was a Greek; but whether he was merely a good man, or a
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"beloved" teacher, is uncertain.
He must have been a man "of
note;" for an obscure, unworking disciple would never have received the mention he has. According to tradition, he once held
the office of bishop of Byzantium, for fifteen years, and was then
succeeded by Onesimus. This is most likely fabulous.
10. Greet Apelles,
the tried in Christ.
Of this "tried"
and honored christian man, we have no account except the present.
He had evidently passed through some fierce ordeal, or
possibly through many; and out of them all he had come firm
and true. Hence the epithet "tried."
He is a noble character.
Greet those of the family of Aristobulus.
From the fact
that Aristobulus himself is not greeted, it has been inferred that
he was either dead, or not a believer.
But this is an inconsequence.
He may have been in Corinth at the very moment of
sending the greeting.
This only shows that nothing conclusive
can be inferred from his not being greeted.
He was, most likely,
simply absent from home at the time; and this being known to
Paul, he greets his family only, not him. Had he been dead, it is
not probable that his name would have been mentioned at all.
That Aristobulus may have been dead, I certainly do not deny.
I deny only, that the fact of his death is a legitimate inference
from his not being greeted.
rr,
Greet Herodion,
my kinsman.
Greet those of the
family of Narcissus,
who are in the Lord.
Of Herodion,
Paul's kinsman here named, nothing whatever is known.
He
was most probably a man of no special distinction, or the fact
would have been indicated by the use of some appropriate epithet, as in other cases. Who the Narcissus was, who is here
alluded to, is unknown.
The conjecture of some, that he was
a powerful freedman of Claudius, who bore that name, is incorrecti for that Narcissus had, at the time of writing, been dead
about three years. True, the family mentioned may have been
his family; but in these conjectures, no confidence can be placed.
Only a part of his family were '"in the Lord;" and these only
were to be greeted.
12.
Greet Tryphena
and Tryphosa,
who labor in the
Lord.
Kopiosas is the pal tici ple of the Present; and it implies
that these two christian women were engaged in their special
labor, at the time of writing. They were most probably deaconesses. Public teachers they could not be; for this Paul himself
disallows; but then there is alwavs a vast and good work to be
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done for Christ outside of the pulpit. Prisca taught Apollos in a
tent; and the world is full of tents, and every tent has in it either
an Apollos, or some one else needing instruction still more than
he. Private instruction is peculiarly adapted to meet and remove
difficulties. Indeed, in no other way can they be so effectually
removed.
Privately, then, at least, and most profitably, could
Tryphena and Tryphosa have "labored in the Lord." In the mat.
ter of laboring for the Lord, however, the difficulty usually lies,
not in finding the work to do, but in finding the will to do it;
and this difficulty lies quite as much in the way of men as in that
of women. Many a Tryphena has her talent hid in the ground.
Greet the beloved
Persis, who labored much in the
Lord.
The labor here referred to, appears to have been per·
formed at some time previous to the writing of the Letter; hut
whether in Rome or elsewhere, we can not tell. By it Persis had
greatly endeared herself to the Apostle; and for it, lie has immortalized her name.
With the evidences which we now have
before us, of Paul's high appreciation of female excellence and
work in the church, how anyone can hold him capable of underrating them, as has been done, or of thinking meanly of them,
it is difficult to see. Nothing could be more unjust than such an
imputation.
13. Greet Rufus, the chosen in the Lord, and his mother
and mine.
Dr. Hackett (Bible Dictionary) seems to favor the
idea that the Rufus mentioned here is the same as the Rufus
spoken of by Mark, in ch. xv: 2 I. Possibly this is correct; but
if so, the fact is incapable of verification. Rufus was not an uncommon name in those days; and therefore the chances were
many that the two should not be the same. "Chosen in the
Lord" does not mean elected in the technical sense of the term.
It means excellent or highly valued. He was a choice man, as
we familiarly say. His mother and mine-his
mother literally,
mine by courtesy. Paul calls her mother in the same fond sense in
which the word is often applied to aged females. "Give my love
to mother A. or mother B." is very common in friendly letters.
Paul speaks in the same style. No doubt he had somewhere
either met or sojourned with this good woman, when she had
actually proved herself a mother to him. This gave rise to the
epithet.
14. Greet Asyncritus,
Phlegon, Hermes, Patrobas,
Hermas, and the brethren with them.
Of Asyncritus nothing
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whatever is known beyond the present mention. Phlegon, by the
merest tradition, is handed down to us as one of the seventy, and
also as being at one time bishop of Marathon. He is said to have
suffered martyrdom.
Hermes, too, has been represented as one
of the seventy, as has also Patrobas. To each of these, as a matter
or course, has been assigned some imaginary bishopric, of which,
most likely, neither ever heard the name. Hermas is supposed,
upon what seems to be more reliable authority, to have been
the author of a mystical work, called "the Shepherd," now
found entire only in a Latin translation.
By others, this work is
thought to have had a later origin; but Irenseus, Origen, and Tertullian ascribe it to Hermas. And the brethren with them-most
probably members of their respective families, consisting of
wives, children, and domestics. It seems not likely that these
"brethren" had been formed into churches, or the fact would
have been mentioned, as in the case of Aquila.
IS. Greet Philologus and Julia, Nereus and his sister, and
Olympas, and all the holy brethren with them.
Who Philologus and Julia were, or what the relation was, which subsisted
between them, if any, we know not. It has been conjectured that
they were either husband and wife. or brother and sister; but
of the truth of the conjecture, no evidence exists. The former has
also been assumed to have been one of the seventy, and by some
critics, it has been held that Julia should be J ulias, the name of a
man. The question can not be settled. Of Nereus and his sister,
we know nothing reliable beyond what is here said.
Some
legends exist in regard to the former, of a nature so unsatisfactory that they need not be repeated. As to Olympas, he too has
been set down as one of the seventy; and it is related of him
that he suffered martyrdom at Rome in 69. I place no confidence in these accounts.
And the holy brethren with them:
Who these "holy brethren" were is utterly unknown.
Possibly
they, with the others named in the verse, formed a sort of neighborhood in some particular district of the city, where they met
together and worshiped. This fact would account for their being
grouped together as here. The same remark applies to v. 1416. Greet one another
with a holy kiss.
Among intimate friends, and as an expression of sincere affection, the kiss
was common among the Jews. Indeed, the custom appears to
have been general among oriental nations. Thus when J oab slew
Amasa, he took hold of his beard, as if too kiss him. 2 Sam. xx: 9·
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And the Savior said to Simon: "Thou hast given me no kiss; but
this woman, since the time I came in, has not ceased to kiss my
feet." Luke vii: 45. ] udas also kissed the Savior in the act of
betraying him. And in speaking of the meetings of the early
christians, Justin Martyr says: "Prayers being ended, we sa/ute
:me another wit" a kiss~' and then the bread and wine are
brought to the president."
The custom seems to have prevailed
In the church, if not from its very founding, certainly from a
very early day, where it assumed peculiar sanctity; and it seems
to have been completely promiscuous.
Is it binding on us of the
present day? The question has been much discussed; and it
appears not easily settled.
If it be assumed that the Apostle
enjoined it upon the christians in Rome, as something to be done
by them in virtue, solely, of their relation to one another in
Christ, then I should hold that his injunction has the force of law
for us. And that the case in hand has much of this look, lim
candid to say, I can not deny. On the contrary, it seems to me
a most improbable thing, that the A postle would enjoin upon the
holy in Christ, a custom which it appears to me impossible to
indulge promiscuously, without certain and widespread abuse,
I am therefore averse to think he has done it. Upon the whole,
the view I prefer to take of the case is this: The Apostle, by his
injunction, did not create the custom; for it was prevalent at the
time. He meant merely to purify it. He hence says, "Greet one
another with a holy kiss."
Only therefore where the custom
exists, is his injunction applicable.
Where the custom does not
~xist, his injunction is not designed to create it. It hence does
not bind it upon us. If we do kiss, it must be a holy kiss; but
we are not compel1ed to kiss. This is my best answer to the
question.
Were promiscuous kissing the vogue in churches
of the present day, the results would be disastrous in the extreme.
In the case of the young especially, it would soon degenerate
into the grossest abuse. It would become, in the shortest time,
as carnal as the flesh pots of Egypt, and the sure precursor of
infinite scandal. In no land or case, in my opinion, is promiscuous kissing among the children of God, a tolerable thing.
It
mu-t be utterly eschewed.
All the churches
of Christ greet you.
That is, all those
in this region of country. The presumption is, that the churches
of Achaia had been informed of Paul's purpose to write to
Rome; and that they had availed themselves of the opportunity
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to send their greeting. At least, 1 should not think it likely that
he would venture to speak for them without their sanction.
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SUMMARY.
In this section, the subject of divisions or factions is strangely insulated.
and made to receive special notice.
The brotherhood are commanded to
watch luch u cause divisions and occasion stumblings, and to turn ·wa,
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(rom them. Such persona are severel1 characterized as not serving Chri5t,
but their own stomachs. After this digression, the Apostle returns to the
subject of personal greetings. The.e ended, he closes hi. great utter with
a most wonderful outburst o( prai_wonderful,
because of ita comprehension, complexity, and strength.

17. Now I beseech you, brethren,
to look after those
that cause divisions and stumblings,
That divisions, of the
kind here named, either actually existed in Rome; or that there
was danger of their existing, may be safely inferred from their
being here mentioned. Had none existed and none been in prospect, the Apostle would have said nothing about them. But why
he should have introduced the subject of divisions just in this
particular connection, is not easily seen. It has no perceptible
connection with any thing either immediately going before, or
immediately following. The question of days and meats would
very naturally produce divisions, and no doubt had done it; but
then why were not divisions disposed of in connection with that
question? Most likely the Apostle wished to give them quite an
independent notice, in order to stamp them, on their merits, with
his condemnation.
At all events, he has done this.
"Divisions"dichostasias - These were neither schisms nor
apostasies. They rather consisted of little factions or parties in
the congregation.
They are contrary to the teachings of Christ,
are destructive of peace, and imply a want of brotherly love.
They are to the single congregation, in effect, what sects are to
the whole body of the believers=-disastrous in their results, and
deeply sinful in their nature. Yet all over the land, divisions
exist.
But is there no remedy for the popular divisions or partyisms
of the day? There is an infallible one. Let every man take his
belief and practice strictly from the Bible, in its own terms; let
him abandon all creeds, and drop all party names; then let all
unite on the Bible and on that alone, regardless of differences in
mere matters of opinion-let
all do these things, and the work
of union is an accomplished fact. But is this remedy practicable?
Not till believers are brought to see the sinfulness of sects, and to
cherish a profounder regard for the word of God than at present.
Will they ever be brought to do this? My candid opinion is they
never will. Satan has too deep an interest to prevent union; and
God will not interoose by miracle to effect it. I therefore never
expect to see ,',
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"And stumblings"-skandala.
A skandalon is any false doctrine, circumstance, fact, or thing placed in the way of a christian
brother, over which he stumbles or falls, or which causes him to
err either in belief or practice.
contrary to the teachings,
you have learned,
The teaching they had learned consisted in the gospel they had heard.
Where the gospel, correctly presented, produces divisions, as it
always will, the divisions are right. Weare not responsible for
the legitimate effects of the truth. But where we, by our own
errors of teaching or conduct, produce divisions among the children of God, we sin against Christ. Nor is it a less offence to
countenance and defend divisions, than it is to cause them. They
must be utterly disfavored by the christian. He is not at liberty
even to feel indifferent towards them. He must actively oppose
them, where they exist, and actively endeavor to prevent them,
where they do not exist.
and turn away from them;
This turning away amounted
to a withdrawal of fellowship; and the withdrawal was to continue, so long as those withdrawn from, continued to produce
divisions.
It was a separation of true brethren from false; and,
without a reformation, it was final.
18. for such as they serve not our Lord Christ,
but
their own stomach,
This shows that those who caused the
divisions and stumblings were bad men.
They were usually
teachers, no doubt, who, upon some false or trivial pretense, got
up divisions in order, in the end, to draw off disciples after them,
and so derive a living from them.
"They serve their own stomach"-They
serve it in producing divisions, because they expect
the divisions they produce, to feed it. This shows the end they
had in view. Koilia, the word here used, denotes, says Sophocles, "the stomach, strictly so called."
and by good talk and fair speech, deceive the hearts of
the innocent.
Whenever a man wishes to produce a division among the children of God, he is certain to put on the air of
excessive sanctity, and to use the most honeyed words and gracious speech, the sure signs of a hypocrite, but, at the same time,
.he sure means of deceiving the innocent and unsuspecting.
The
arts practised in Rome, in the Apostle's day, have been the arts
practised in all time since, for the same end.
19. Yet your obedience has come abroad to all men.
The gar here is clearly adversative; and I therefore so render It
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If we translate it otherwise, we have then to supply an adversative clause, and render the particle for, as assigning the reason
for the clause.
I prefer the former course as being the more
direct, though it is not so well sustained.
It appears to have occurred to the Apostle, that what he had just said was a little too
strongly put, for the case of the brethren in Rome. Accordingly,
he threw in the present verse apologetically, as it were, or as a
sort of saving clause. As much as to say, Although I thus
speak, my remarks are not meant exclusively for you; for your
obedience, in the matter of being united, has come abroad to all
men. This would seem to imply, not so much the existence of
actual divisions, as the existence of danger of them; and that the
Apostle's remarks were designed to be rather anticipative than
corrective.
I therefore
rejoice over you;
I rejoice over you, because
you are obedient to that teaching which requires you to be a
united, not a divided people; and because your good name, in
this particular, has come abroad to all the brethren as an example
for them.
but I wish you to be wise as to what is good, and
harmless
as to what is bad.
This delicate hint, occurring
here, clearly implies that they had neither been wholly wise, as
to what is good, nor wholly harmless, as to what is bad. Plainly,
they were not entirely free from those divisions of which the
Apostle is speaking.
To be intentionally united, and resolutely
to resist faction-this, on the one hand, was to be wise as to what
is good: to foment faction, or in any way to be a party to it-this,
on the other, was not to be harmless as to what is bad. On the
contrary, to be or do the latter was to be criminally implicated in
it. Could the whole professing world be induced to follow the
Apostle's wish, the act would prove the end of sects and parties;
and the end of sects and parties would soon prove the conversion of the world.
For I set it down as fearfully true, that the
most hostile obstacle, now in existence, to that great end, is the
partyism of the day.
Down with this; and down will go infi
delity and paganism, in so far as they are ever to go down before
the truth.
20.
And the God of peace shall soon crush Satan under your feet.
After speaking of divisions and stumblings, it
was in fine taste on the Apostle's part, to subjoin God as the
God of peace.
He is not the God of sects, and of parties, and
of divisions; nor i. there any peace where they have footing. We
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must banish respect for God, before we can foster faction.
It
flourishes only in repudiation of the divine will. The sect-maker,
whether he intends it or not, is at enmity with Christ, and the
subverter of the peace of the church. He is no friend of the best
interests of humanity.
Shall soon crush Satan under your feet.
An allusion to what God said to Eve in the garden. Satan was
the prime instigator of those "divisions and stumblings;" and
w hat he was prime author to then, he has been prime author to
ever since. But for him, divisions would never exist; and he
who becomes a divider of God's children, is a tool in Satan's hand
for mischief.
This of itself should shock everyone
who is
engaged in the work, and cause him to desist from it. The expression "crush Satan under your feet," means to put an end to
his evil work of inciting divisions, and so give you the victory
over him. This implies that many brethren were opposing the
divisions, and striving to prevent them. The Apostle promises
them a victory; but when it came, we know not.
the favor of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you.
The
last and best of prayers, which is repeated ill v. 24. If the favor
of Christ prevail, Satan will be crushed and division will cease.
21.
Timothy,
my co-laborer,
and Lucius, and Jason,
and Sosipater,
my kinsmen,
greet you.
These brethren
formed part of Paul's suite at the time of writing the Letter. Indeed, he appears seldom to have been alone. So vast were his
labors that they always afforded employment for several assist
ants. Besides, attending Paul was the very best possible school
in which to fit these brethren for successful, independent work.
Lucius, Jason, and Sosipater were kinsmen of Paul, of possibly
not a closer relationship than that of tribesmen. Lucius has been
supposed to be the same as Lucius of Cyrene, mentioned Acts
xiii: 1, which is not improbable.
Jason is also supposed to have
been the Jason of Thessalonica, who entertained Paul and Silas.
These suppositions, though probable, must be received with
allowance. Who Sosipater was, is wholly unknown, although it
has been conjectured that he was the same as Sopater of Berea,
which seems to me very improbable.
22. I Tertius,
who wrote this Letter, greet you in the
Lord.
Tertius was Paul's amanuensis, who wrote the present
Letter; and from the fact that he sends his own independent
greeting to the disciples in Rome, it has been inferred that be
was personally known to them. The inference i. an exceed
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ingly slender one, though it may be true.
Beyond the present
brief line, nothing whatever is known of Tertius.
The supposition that he and Silas were the same, merely from the resemblance
between a Latin and a Hebrew word, is an idle conje:.ture.
23. Gaius, the entertainer
of me and of the whole
church, greets you. It is almost certain that this was the Gaius
whom Paul himself had baptized. I Cor. i: 14. His home was
in Corinth; and he appears to have been a man of wealth and
great liberality.
He entertained, not only Paul and his companions, but on stated occasions, the whole church.
He must have
been a noble and lovely man.
Erastus,
the treasurer
of the city. and Quartus,
the
brother,
greet you.
Of Erastus nothing is confidently known,
beyond what is here said. He can hardly have been the Erastus
who was with Paul at Ephesus, Acts xix: 22; but he may be the
one named in 2 Tim. iv: 20.
Of Quartus we have no account
whatever, except the usual legend that he was somewhere a
bishop, a legend in which no confidence can be placed.
24. The favor of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you
all-amen.
The Apostle's fervent love for his brethren, together with his deep solicitude for their peace and prosperity in
the divine life, prompts him to bestow on them, a second time,
his benediction.
It is proper to add, that this verse is omitted by
Tregelles and Tischendorf, and bracketed by Alford. Green retains it; and although the weight of authority is against it, it is not
clear to my mind that it should be rejected.
In the present state
of the text, I shall retain it.
CONCLUSION.

25. N ow to him who is able to establish
you according to my gospel,
The genuineness and proper location of
this concluding doxology have been much discussed.
Upon the
former, I believe it is now generally conceded, that a well founded
doubt can not be entertained; and as to the latter, it is not mate- '
rial. Certainly the natural position of the doxology is at the end
of the Letter; and here, accordingly, the most reliable critics
place it.
The doxology itself is a lofty ascription of praise, difficult in
its construction, and very complex.
Still, it strikes me as Paullike in every lineament.
It is elaborate, and exceedingly comprehensive. Now 10 him: Who, of course, is God, as the end of the
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passage shows. J¥ho;s ahle to estahlish you-render
you immovable from Christ, and from the truth as it is in him.
This is the
end for which Paul wished to impart that charisma, mentioned
in the first chapter.
According to my gospel-not oy my gospel,
but conformably to it, or in agreement with it.
even the preaching
respecting
Jesus
Christ,
That is,
even my preaching respecting him, or the preaching which I do
respecting him. With Stuart, I regard the clause as merely epexegetic of the preceding one. Iesou Christou are both Genitive
of object, and not of source. The meaning is not the preaching
which Christ does, or causes to be done, but the preaching
which respects him, or has him for its object.
It is best to· indicate this office of the Genitive by the use of respecting, as I have
done. Here, as often, it is better for literalism to yield to perspicuity, than the reverse.
according to the revelation of the mystery.
The revelation of the mystery is simply the mystery revealed, which is but
another title for the gospel.
The full sense is, \Vho is able to
establish you according to the mystery revealed.
26. kept secret in times gone,
This circumstance seems
to be added merely for the sake of description or greater fulness.
Kept secret, or not revealed in all the ages preceding the prophets.
This limitation is made necessary by the next clause.
but now manifested
through the prophetic writings,
The
te of this clause is obviously redundant, as it often is. To render
it and, as is usually done, serves no purpose but to enervate the
sense. It appears to me best to leave it untranslated.
This procedure may not be very normal, and I grant it is not; but no
critic with whom I am acquainted has suggested any thing better. Manifested through the prophetic writings: Not fully, but
sufficiently so to justify the remark. The mystery began to be
revealed by the prophets; but this is the most that can be said.
It was fully disclosed only by Christ and the Apostles. The nun,
now, of the clause covers the whole period from the beginning
of prophecy down to the time of Christ.
made known by command of the everlasting
God, That
is, the mystery or secret is now fully made known.
Through
the prophets, it began to be manifested; by Christ and the
Apostles, it is fully brought to light. And the distinction is a nice
one. The prophets merely intimated; the apostles made knO'U''',
The mystery fully made known is the gospel respecting Christ.
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By command: When the time had fully come for the wondrous
secret of redemption to become known, God commanded it to be
made known; and it was done.
to all nations, in order to the obedience of beliefThe
mystery or gospel is now made known to all nations for the two
following ends: I. To enable and to induce all men to believe.
2. To induce an obedience
springing out of this belief, an
obedience never preceding it, but in all cases following it, and
rendered available only by it. On this belief and the obedience
growing out of it, depends remission of sins-they are, in other
words, the two terms of salvation.
27. to God the only wise, to him be glory through
Jesus Christ, for ever-amen.
The gospel, with all its sublime
achievements, the songs and thanksgivings of the saved-all
these must culminate in glory to God, through Jesus Christ. As
this outburst of lofty praise seems the most fitting of conclusions
to the present great Letter, I simply repeat--amen.

PAUL'S LETTER TO ROMANS.
CHAPTER

J.

Paul, a servant of Jesus Christ, a called apostle, set apart to the gospel
of God, I which he formerly promised through his prophets, in the holy
Scriptures, I concerning his Son, who, as to his flesh, was born of the
seed of David, • but, as to his pure spirit, was determined, by power, to
be the Son of God, by the resurrection of the dead-Jesus
Christ our
Lord, I through whom we have received favor and apostleship, in order
to the obedience of belief, in all nations, for his name's sake, I among
whom you also are called of Jesus Christ, I to all the beloved of God,
who are in Rome, called holy, favor to you and peace from God our
Father, and the Lord Jesus Christ.
I First, I thank my God through
Jesus Christ respecting you all, that
your belief is spoken of in the whole world.
• For God is my witness
whom I serve in my spirit, in the gospel of his Son, that I constantly
make mention of you, 10 always entreating in my prayers that, somehow, I may, at last, be favored by the will of God to come to you.
u For I long to see you that I may impart to you some spiritual gift that
you may become steadfast; It and this is, that I may be comforted in
you through the belief which is in us both, in you and in me.
\J Now I wish you not to be ignorant,
brethren, that I often proposed
to come to you, (and that I have been hindered to the present,) that I
might have some fruit among you also, even as among the other nations.
1. Both to Greeks
and barbarians, both to wise and foolish, I
am debtor.
U So, as to myself, I am ready to preach the gospel even to
you who are in Rome.
II For I am not ashamed
of the gospel; for it is
God's power for salvation to everyone who believes, to Jew first, and
to Greek.
11 For in it is revealed
God's justification by belief in order
to belief; as it is written, he who is just by belief shall live.
11 Now God's wrath
is revealed from heaven against all impiety and
injustice of men, who keep down the truth by injustice.
1. Because that
which is known of God is manifest among them, for God has made it
clear to them.
JO For his unseen traits are perceived since the creation
of the world, being known by the things that are made-both
his everlasting power and divinity, so that they are without excuse. 11 Because
they, knowing God, did not glorify him as God, nor did they thank him;
but became foolish in their reasonings, and their stupid heart was
darkened.
., Professing to be wise, they acted as fools, • and exchanged
the glory of the incorruptible God for an image like corruptible man,
a.nd fowls, and fourfooted beasts, and creeping things. 1M Therefore God
gave them up, in the lusts of their hearts, to uncleanness, to dishonor
46q
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their bodies among themselves. 211 who exchanged the truth of God for a lie,
and worshiped and served the creature instead of him that made it,
who is blessed forever-amen.
,. For this reason God gave them up to vile passions.
For even their
females changed the natural use into one contrary to nature. SI Likewise
also the males. quitting the natural use of the female, burnt in their lust
one for another, males practicing with males indecency, and receiving
in themselves the reward of their error, which was fit. III And inasmuch
as they did not judge fit to keep God in their knowledge, God gave them
up to a rejected mind to do unbecoming things: ,. being filled with all
injustice, malice, greediness, evil; full of envy, murder, strife, deceit,
malignity; whisperers, so slanderers, Godhaters; insolent, proud, boastful,
inventors of evil, disobedient to parents, 11 stupid, faithless, without
natural affection, pitiless=-" who knowing the decree of God, that they
who practice such things are worthy of death, not only do them, but are
even well pleased with those that practice them.
CHAPTER

II.

Therefore you are without excuse, 0, man, whoever you are that judge;
(or in that in which you judge another, you condemn yourself; ior you
that judge practice the same things.
I But we know that God's judgment
is according to truth against those that practice such things.
I Do you
then count on this, 0, man, who judge those that practice such things,
and do them yourself, that you will escape the judgment of God? 'Or
do you despise the abundance of his goodness, and forbearance, and patience, not knowing that God's goodness leads you into repentance?
lAnd according to your impenitent heart and hardness do you heap up
for yourself wrath in a day of wrath and of disclosure of the just judgment of God? • who will render to each according to his deeds-i-t everlasting life to those who, by continuance in good works, seek for glory and
honor and incorruption-e-" anger and wrath to those who are contentious,
and obey not the truth, but obey injustice. • Affliction and distress will
come upon every soul of man ••••
ho works evil, of Jew first, and of Greek.
It But glory, and honor, and peace will be given to every one who works
good, to Jew first and to Greek. 11 For there is no respecting the person
with God.
'" For as many as have sinned without law shall also be lost without
law; and as many as have sinned under law shall be condemned by law,
18 in the day when God shall judge the secrets
of men, by Jesus Christ,
according to my gospel. 11 For not the hearers of law are just with God;
but the doers of law shall be justified. U For when nations who have not
law do by nature the deeds of the law, these not having law are law to
themselves; 11 who show the law's work written in their hearts when their
conscience testifies in agreement, and their reasonings among one another
accuse or eveD defend.
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IT But since you call yourself Jew, and rely on the law, and boast in
God, uand know his will, and approve the better things, being instructed
by the law, U and are confident that yourself are a leader of the blind, a
light of those in darkness, :10 an instructor of the ignorant, a teacher of
babes, having in the law the form of knowledge and of the truth-II you
then who teach another, do you not teach yourself? You who preach,
steal not, do you steal? %:lyouwho say, commit not adultery, do you
commit adultery?
You who abhor idols, do you rob temples [of them 'J
"You who boast in the law, dishonor God by breaking the law. "For as
it is written, God's name is, because of you, spoken evil of among the
nations.
• For circumcision is of service, provided you practice the law; but if
you are a breaker of the law, your circumcision becomes uncircumcision •
•• If then the uncircumcised keep the precepts of the law, shall not his
uncircumcision be counted for circumcision?
If And the uncircurncision,
which is natural, will, by fulfilling the law, condemn you who, with the
letter and circumcision, are a breaker of the law. ••For he is not the
Jew who is one simply without; nor is that circumcision which is merely
without in the flesh. •• But he is the Jew who is one within, whose praise
is not of men, but of God; and circumcision is of the heart, in spirit, and

Qot in letter.
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What then is the advantage of the Jew? or what the profit of circumcision? I Much in many a way. For, first, they were entrusted with the
revelations of God. • What then ?-inasmuch as some were not faithful.
Will their unfaithfulness render God's fidelity of no effect? 'Not at aU.
On the contrary, let God be true, but every man false; that, as it is written,
you may be justified in your words and overcome when judged.
I But
if our injustice display the justice of God, what shall we say? Is not God
unjust who inflicts wrath?
I speak as a man. Not at all. I For how
then shall God judge the world? 'For if God's truthfulness abounds
the more to his honor by my being false, why am also I still condemned
as a sinner? • And should we not do evil that good may come? as we
are falsely said [to do], and as some declare we say, whose condemnation
is just.
• What then? Do we excel? By no means. For we have already
charged that both Jews and Greeks are all under sin, 1. as it is written:
there are none just, not one; IIthere are none who understand; there are
none who seek God ; 11 all have turned aside; together they have become
useless; there are none who do good; there is not even one. II Their
throat is an open grave; with their tongues they deceive; the poison of
asps is under their lips; 16 their mouth is full of cursing and bitterness;
II their feet are swift to shed blood; II ruin and misery are in their paths;
" ..,.d the way of peace they have not known; 18 there is no fear of God
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before their eyes. •• Now we know that whatever the law says, it says to
those under the law, that every mouth may be shut, and the whole world
become guilty before God. JO For by works of law no flesh shall be justified in his sight; for by law is the knowledge of sin.
II But now God's justification
without law is revealed, being attested by
the law and the prophets, t'l even God's justification by belief in Jesus
Christ, for all who believe-(For
there is no difference; ·for all have
sinned and come short of the glory of God)-IC they being justified freely
by his favor, through the ransom which is in Christ Jesus; 211 whom God
has set forth as an atoning sacrifice through belief in his blood, for a
proof of God's justice, on account of remitting the sins formerly committed
• during his forbearance; also for a proof of his justice at this time, that
he may be just while justifying him that believes in Jesus.
n Where then is boasting?
It is shut out. By what law-<lf works?
No indeed; but by the law of belief. • For we conclude that man is justified by belief, without deeds of law. 21 Is he the God of Jews only. and
not of Gentiles?
Yes, of Gentiles also; ., since there is one God who will
justify the circumcision by belief, and the uncircumcision by belief. IlDo
we then render law of no effect by belief? Not at all; but we establish
law.
CHAPTER

IV.

What now shall we say that Abraham our father obtained according to
the flesh? I For had Abraham been justified by deeds, he has ground for
boasting.
I But he has none before God.
For what says the scripture?
Abraham believed God, and it was counted to him for justification.
• Now to him who works, the wages is not counted as a .favor, but as a
debt. 6 But to him who works not, but believes on him who justifies the
wicked-his
belief is counted for justification.
I Even
as David also
speaks of the man's blessedness to whom God counts justification without deeds:
'Blest are they whose iniquities are forgiven, and whose sins
are covered; 8 blest is the man to whom the Lord will not count sin.
• Now is this blessedness for the circumcision [only]? or for the uncircumcision also?
For we say that to Abraham belief was counted for
justification.
10 How then was it counted to him ?-while
he was in circumcision, or in uncircumcision ?-not in circumcision, but in uncircurncision. II And he received the mark of circumcision, as a seal of the
justification of the belief which [he had], in uncircumcision, that he
might be the father of all who believe, in uncircumcision, that to them
also justification may be counted; 11 and the father of circumcision, not
to those who are merely circumcised, but to those who also walk in the
steps of the belief which our father Abraham had, in uncircumcision.
II Now the
promise, that he should be the heir of the world, was not
made to Abraham, nor his offspring, through law, but through justification by belief. U For if they of law be heirs, belief is rendered of no
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effect; and the promise is a failure. It For the law works wrath; but where
no law is there is no transgression.
11 Therefore, it is by belief, that it
may be by favor, that the promise may be sure for all the offspring,-not
to him only, who is of the law, but to him also who is of Abraham's
belief, who is the father of us all: IT (as it is written: I have made you a
father of many nations), before God in whom he believed, (who, makes
alive the dead, and calls things not existing as existing), 18 who, against
hope, believed in hope; so that he became the father of many nations;
according to the saying: So shall your offspring be. IIAnd being not weak in
belief, he did not mind his own body, now dead, being nearly a hundred
years old, and the deadness of Sarah's womb; 20 and he did not decide
against God's promise through unbelief. But he grew strong by belief,
(giving glory to God), Jl being also fully convinced that what he had
promised, he is able also to do. ., Therefore it was counted to him
for justification.
sa Now it was not written, that it was counted to him, for his sake alone,
M but for our sake also, to whom it is to be counted-to
us who believe on
him who raised Jesus our Lord from the dead, 'l6 who was given up because
of our sins, and was raised for our justification.
CHAPTER

V.

Therefore being justified by belief, we have peace with God through our
Lord Jesus Christ; • through whom also we have access into this favor in
which we stand; and [through whom] we rejoice in hope of the glory of
God. • Not only so, but we even glory in affiictions; knowing that affiiction produces patience; ~and patience, approval;
and approval, hope.
t And this hope makes not ashamed;
because God's love is poured out in
our hearts by the Holy Spirit that is given to us. 'For while we were still
without strength, Christ died, at the set time, for the wicked. I (Now hardly
for the just will anyone die; yet for the good, may be, some one might
venture even to die. 'But God shows his love for us in this, that while we
were still sinners, Christ died for us.) • Much more then, being now justified by his blood, we shall be saved from wrath through him.
10 For if.
while we were enemies, we were reconciled to God by the death of his Son;
much more, being reconciled, we shall be saved by his life. 11 And not
only so, but we also rejoice in God, through our Lord Jesus Christ, through
whom we have now received the reconciliation,
U Therefore, as by one man sin entered
into the world, and death by
sin; and thus it spread to all men, because all sinned. II For until the
law sin was in the world; but sin is not counted when there is no law.
I~ Yet death reigned from Adam to Moses, even over those that had not
sinned in the likeness of Adam's transgression, who is the type of him
that was to come. Ii But not as was the sin, so also is the gift. For if by
the sin of the one, the many died; much more have the favor of God and
the gift by favor of the one man, Jesus Christ, abounded to the many.
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\I And not as was the sentence which was by the one that sinned, so is the
gift. For the sentence was because of one sin to condemnation; but the
gift is to justification from many sins. l1For if by one sin death has reigned
through the one man; much more are they, who receive the abundant
favor, and the gift of justification, to reign in life through the one, Jesus
Christ. 18 Therefore, then, as by one sin sentence came upon all men to
condemnation; so also by one righteous act the gift came upon all men
to justification of life. l' For as by the disobedience of the one man, the
many were constituted sinners; so also by the obedience of the one, the
many are to be constituted just.
,.,Now the law entered in besides, that sin might increase. But where
sin increased, favor abounded exceedingly more; II that as sin reigned
in death, so also might favor reign through justification to everlasting life
through Jesus Christ our Lord.

CHAPI'ER

VI.

What then shall we say?
Must we continue in sin that favor may
abound?
I Not at all.
We who died to sin, how can we still live in it?
lOr do you not know that all we who were immersed into Christ Jesus were
immersed into his death? 'We were then buried with him by the immersion into death, that as Christ was raised from the dead by the glory of
the Father, thus we also should walk in newness of life. • For if we have
become united with him by the likeness of his death, surely we are also
to be by that of his resurrection, I knowing this, that our old man was
crucified with him, that the sinful body might be rendered inactive, that
we should no longer serve sin. 'For he that is dead is released from sin.
I Now if we died with Christ, we believe that we should also live like
him; • knowing that Christ, being raised from the dead, dies no more,
death lords it over him no more. 10 The death, then, which he died, he
died to sin once; but the life which he lives, he lives to God. U Thus do
you also account yourselves dead to sin, but alive to God in Christ Jesus.
It Therefore
let not sin reign in your mortal body, to obey its desires.
II Nor present your members to sin, as instruments of wrong;
but present
yourselves to God, as alive from the dead, and your members to God, as
instruments of righteousness.
•• For sin shall not lord it over you; for you
are not under law, but under favor.
II What then?
May we sin because we are not under law, but under
favor? Not at all. II Do you not know that to whatever you present
yourselves as servants for obedience, its servants you are which you obey,
whether of sin to death, or of obedience to justification?
n But thanks to
God that though you were slaves of sin, you yet obeyed from the heart the
model of teaching to which you were delivered; II and having been freed
from lin you became servants to righteousness-D I speak humanly on account of the weakness of your flesh. For as you presented your members
u slaves to impurity and to lawlessness, in order to lawlessness; so now
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present your members as servants to righteousness. in order to holiness.
II) For when
you were slaves of sin, you were free as to righteousness.
II Well, what benefit had you then from those things of which you are now
ashamed?
For the end of those things is death. II But now having been
freed from sin, and become servants to God. you have your fruit in holiness, and the end, everlasting life. 21 For the wages of sin is death, but
the gift of God is everlasting life in Christ Jesus our Lord.
CHAPTER

VII.

Do you not know, brethren, for I speak to men knowing law. that the
law rules over a man so long as he lives. I For the married woman is
bound by law to her living husband; but if her husband dies. she is released from the law of the husband.
I Therefore,
if while her husband
lives, she becomes wife to another man, she will act the adulteress.
But
if her husband dies, she is free from the law; so that she is not an adulteress in becoming wife to another man. 'And so, my brethren, you also
died to the law by the body of Christ, that you might become bound to
another, to him who was raised from the dead, that we might bear fruit to
God. 6 For when we were in the flesh, the sinful desires which were by
the law worked in our members, to produce fruit to death. 'But now we
are released from the law, having died to that in which we were held, so
that we serve in newness of spirit. and not in oldness of letter.
T What then shall we say? Is the law sin?
Not at all. On the contrary,
I had not known sin but by the law. For I had not known desire to be
Sill, had not the law said, You shall not desire. 'But sin, taking advantage through the precept. worked up in me every desire; for without law
sin is dead. • And I was once alive without law, but when the precept
came, sin revived, and I died; 10 and the precept which was given for life
was found by me to end in death. 11 For sin, taking advantage through
the precept, deceived me, and by it killed me. 11 So then the law is holy,
and the precept holy, and just, and good.
11 Did then that good thing become death to me?
Not at all. But sin
did, that sin might be seen working death to me by what is good, that sin
might, by the precept, become excessively sinful. U For we know that the
law is spiritual, but I am fleshly, sold under sin. U For what I do, I approve not; for I practice not what I wish, but what I hate, that I do. 1. If
then I do what I do not wish, I agree with the law that it is right. IT Rut
now it is no longer I that do this, but the sin which dwells in me. II For
I know that no good dwells in me, that is, in my flesh; for the wish is
present with me, but doing right is not. 11 For I do not the good which
I wish, but the evil which I do not wish, that I do. • If then I do what
I do not wish, it is no longer I that do it, but the sin which dwells in me.
I! 1 find it, then,
the rule with me that, when wishing to do right, evil is
present with me. II For I delight in the law of God in the inner man;
• but I see another law in my members, at war against the law of my
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mind, and making
•• Toil-worn man
• Thanks to God,
the mind I myself

me captive to the sinful law which is in my members .
I I Who shall deliver me from this body of death?
he will, through Jesus Christ our Lord. So then with
serve the law of God, bu; with the flesh the law of sin.
CHAPTER

VIII.

There is therefore now no condemnation to those in Christ Jesus; Ifor
the law of the Spirit of life freed me in Christ Jesus from the law of sin
and death. I For what was impossible for the law, because it was weak
through the flesh, God by sending his Son in the likeness of sinful flesh,
and for sin, did; and he condemned sin in the flesh, 'that the justification
of the law might be accomplished in us who walk not according to the
flesh, but according to the spirit.
• For they that live according to the
flesh attend to the things of the flesh; but they that live according to the
spirit, the things of the spirit. I Now attending to the flesh is death; but
attending to the spirit, life and peace; T because attending to the flesh is
enmity against God; for he that does it is not obedient to the law of God:
indeed he can not be. I So then they that are in the flesh can not please
God, • But you who are not in the flesh, but in the spirit, provided God's
Spirit dwells in you; and if anyone has not Christ's Spirit he is not his.
10 nut, though Christ dwells in you, the body is dead because of sin; yet
the spirit is life because of justification.
U Moreover if the Spirit of him
that raised Jesus from the dead dwells in you, he that raised Christ from
the dead will also make alive your mortal bodies by his Spirit that dwells
in you.
IS So then, brethren,
we are bound, not to the flesh, to live according to
the flesh. II For if you live according to the flesh, you shall die; but if
by the spirit, you put an end to the deeds of the body, you shall live,
I' For so many as are led by the Spirit of God, these are sons of God.
II For you did not receive the spirit of slavery ending again in fear;
but
you received the spirit of sonship in which we cry, Father.
II The Spirit itself testifies with our spirit that we are children of God;
IT and if children, also heirs, God's heirs, joint-heirs
with Christ, provided we suffer with him, that we may also be glorified with him. 18 Now I
count that the sufferings of the present time are not worthy to be named
with the glory that shall be revealed for us.
For the earnest expectation of the creation is waiting for the revelation of the sons of God. :IONow
the creation was made subject to frailty, not willingly, but for his sake
who subjected it in hope. II Because the creation itself is to be delivered
from the bondage of corruption into the glorious freedom of the children
of God. "For we know that the whole creation groans together and is in
pain until now. II And not only it, but even we ourselves, though having
the first fruit of the Spirit, even we groan within ourselves while waiting
for the sonship, the deliverance of our bodies.
"For in this hope were
we saved. But hope seen is not hope; for what one sees why still does
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he hope for? • But if we hope for what we see not, with patience we
wait for it.
-And likewise the Spirit also helps our weakness; for we know not what
we should pray for as we ought; but the SPirit itself intercedes in groanings not utterable.
n And he who searches the hearts knows what the
Spirit's mind is. that it pleads as God desires for the holy.
a Besides, we know that all things work together for good to those that
love God, to those that are called according to his purpose. .• For whom
he foreknew, he also predetermined to be of a form like the form of his
Son, that he might be the firstborn among many brethren.
- And whom
he predetermined, them he also called; and whom he called, them he
also justified; and whom he justified, them he also glorified.
Il What then
shall we say to these things?
If God is for us who is
against us? 12 He who spared not his own Son, but gave him up for us
all, how will he not also with him give us all things? D Who can bring
a charge against God's chosen?
It is God that justifies.
•• \\-00 is he
that condemns?
It is Christ that died, rather that is risen, who also is
at the right hand of God, and who pleads for us. • Who can separate
us from the love of Christ?
Can affliction, or distress, or persecution,
or hunger, or nakedness, or danger, or sword? • Accordingly it is written, for your sake we are killed all the day; we are counted as sheep for
the slaughter.
11 But in all these things we more than conquer
by him
that loved us. • For I am persuaded that neither death nor life, nor angels
nor rulers, nor things present nor things to come, nor powers, 19 nor
hight, nor depth, nor any other creature will be able to separate us from
God's love which is in Christ Jesus our Lord.
CHAPTER

IX.

I speak the truth in Christ, I lie not, my conscience testifying for me
in the Holy Spirit, • that I have great grief and continual sorrow in my
heart. I For I could wish that I myself were accursed from Christ for
my brethren, my kin according to the flesh; 'who are Israelites, whose
is the sonship, and the glory, and the covenants, and the law-giving, and
the worship-service, and the promises; • whose are the fathers, and of
whom, as to his flesh, Christ came, who is over all things. God be blessed
forever-amen.
I But I do not mean that God's word has failed;
for all
that are of Israel are not Israel.
1 Nor are they all children
because
Abraham's offspring; but in Isaac your children shall be called: a That
is, the children of the flesh are not children of God, but the children of
the promise are counted for children.
'For there was this word of promise: At this time I will come, and Sarah shall have a son. 10 And not
only so, but Rebecca also, having conceived by one, Isaac our father,
11 it was said to her (the children being not yet born, nor having done any
thing good or bad, that God's purpose as to choosing might stand [and
the choice be) not from works but from him that calls), lithe elder shall
serve the younger: 11 As it is written: I loved Jacob, but hated Esau.
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It What then shall we say? Is there not injustice with God?
Not at all.
For he says to Moses, I will have mercy on whom I have mercy; and
I will pity whom I pity.
II SO then
[being chosen 1 is not of him that
wills, nor of him that runs, but of God that shows mercy.
IT For the
scripture says to Pharaoh: For this very purpose I raised you up, that I
might display in you my power, and that my name might be published
in all the land. II SO then he has mercy on whom he will, and whom he
will, he hardens.
I. You will say to me then, Why then does he still find
fault?
For who resists his will?
., Nay but, man, who are you that
reply to God? Shall the thing formed say to him that formed it, Why
did you make me thus? II Or has not the potter power over the clay to
make from the same mass one vessel for honor and another for dishonor?
•• But God, though determining to display his wrath and to make known
his power, endured with much forbearance vessels of wrath ripe for
destruction.
ZJ And that he might make known his wealth of glory on
vessels of mercy, which he prepared for glory, M [he showed mercy on]
us whom he also called, not only from the Jews, but also from the
Gentiles. 26 As he says also by Hosea: I will call those my people that
are not my people, and her beloved that is not beloved; •• and in the
place where it was said to them, You are not my people, there they shall
be called sons of the living God. IT Besides Isaiah cries over Israel:
Though the number of the sons of Israel be as the sand of the sea, a
remnant shall be saved. •• Now the Lord will execute this saying upon
the land, fulfilling it and ending it quickly. • And as Isaiah had before
said: Had not the Lord of hosts left us offspring, we should have become
as Sodom, and been made like Gomorrah .
., What then shall we say? That the Gentiles who were not seeking
justification, attained to justification, but justification that is by belief.
II But Israel, though seeking a law of justification,
attained not to a law.
n Why?
Because [seeking justification] not by belief, but as by works,
they stumbled at the stumbling-stone.
II As it is written:
Behold, I place
in Sion a stumbling-stone, and a rock of offence; and he that believes
upon it shall not be ashamed.
\6

CHAPTER

x.

Brethren, the desire of my heart and prayer to God for them, is for
their salvation.
I For I testify for them that they have
zeal for God, but
not according to knowledge.
• For being ignorant of God's justification,
and seeking to establish their own, they have not been obedient to God's
justification.
'For Christ is the end of the law for justification to every
one that believes. I For Moses describes the justification which is of the
law: that the man who has done its requirements shall live by them.
I But justification
by belief speaks thus: Say not in your heart, Who
shall go up into heaven; that is, to bring down Christ; 'nor Who shall
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go down into the deep; that is, to bring up Christ from the dead? • But
what does it say? The thing said is near you, in your mouth and in your
heart, that is, the doctrine of belief, which we preach: '-that if you will
confess the Lord Jesus with your mouth, and will believe in your heart
that God raised him from the dead, you shall be saved. 10 For with the
heart we believe in order to justification, and with the mouth we confess
is order to salvation.
11 For the scripture says:
Every one that believes
on him shall not be ashamed.
12 For between Jew and Greek there is no
difference; for the same Lord of all is rich towards all that call upon
him. 11 For every one who calls upon the name of the Lord shall be
saved.
I' How now can they call upon him in whom they have not believed;
and how can they believe in him of whom they have not heard; and how
can they hear without a preacher ; ~ and how can they preach unless they
be sent? As it is written: How timely are the feet of those that preach
good news? 11 But still all have not obeyed the gospel; for Isaiah says:
Lord, who has believed our report? 17 Therefore belief comes from report,
and report by means of Christ's word. 11 But I say, have they not heard?
Yes, indeed, their voice went into all the land, and their words into the
ends of the world. 11 But I say, did Israel not understand?
First Moses
says: I will make you jealous by what is not a nation, and will provoke
you by a foolish nation. - And Isaiah is bold and says: I was found by
them who sought me not; I became known to them who asked not for
me. 11 But respecting Israel he says: the whole day I stretched out my
hands to a disobedient and contradicting people.
CHAPTER XI

I say, then, Has God rejected his people? Not at all. For even I am
an Israelite, of the offspring of Abraham, of the tribe of Benjamin.
IGod has not rejected his people whom he foreknew. Do you not know
what the scripture says in [the case of] Elijah when he complains to God
against Israel? • Lord, they have killed your prophets, digged down your
altars, and I am left alone, and they seek my life. • But what says the
answer to him? I have left for myself seven thousand men who have not
bent knee to Baal. • Likewise then, even at this time, there is a remnant
by choice of favor; • and if by favor, not from works, for then favor is no
longer favor. "What then? That which Israel seek, they found not; but
the chosen found it, and the rest were hardened. 'As it is written, God
has given them the spirit of sleep until this day, eyes but not to see, and
ears but not to hear. I David also says: Let their table become a snare,
and a trap, and a stumbling-block, and a requital to them. 10 Let their
eyes be darkened that they may not see, and do you bend down their back
always.
.
11 I say then, Did they stumble that they. mlg?t falI?
Not at all. But
by their fall, salvation is come to the Gentiles, III order to excite them to
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emulation.
U Now if their fall is the riches of the world, and their loss the
riches of the Gentiles, how much more will their fullness be. II And I
speak to you Gentiles, inasmuch as I am apostle to the Gentiles; [and 1 I
honor my office, U if possibly I may excite my flesh to emulation, and save
some of them. It For if their rejection is the reconciliation of the world,
what will their reception be but life from the dead? ••And if the first portion be holy, the mass is also; and if the root be holy, the branches are
too. II But if some of the branches were broken off, and you, being a wild
olive, have been grafted in among them, and become a partaker of the
root and fatness of the olive, II boast not against the branches.
But if you
boast, you bear not the root, but the root, you. 1.You will say then,
branches were broken off that I might be grafted in. ..,Well; because of
unbelief they were broken off, and by belief you stand. He not high.
minded, but fear. II For if God spared not the natural branches, he will
also not spare you. n See then God's kindness and cutting off-upon them
that fell, cutting off; but upon you, God's kindness, provided you continue
in his kindness; otherwise you too shall be cut off. 21 And they also, if
they continue not in unbelief, shall be grafted in; for God is able to graft
them in again. M For if you have been cut from an olive, wild by nature,
and grafted, contrary to nature, into a good olive, how much more shall
these, the natural branches, be grafted into their own olive?
"For I do not wish you to be ignorant, brethren, of this mystery, lest
you be wise within yourselves, that hardness in part has happened to Israel, until the full sum of the Gentiles come in. ,. And so all Israel shall
be saved; as it is written: The deliverer shall come out of Sion, and shall
turn away impiety from Jacob. 11 And my covenant with them is thiswhen I shall take away their sins. 18 With respect to the gospel, they are
hated for your sake; but with respect to the choice, beloved on the fathers'
account.
18 For God's favors and calling are not regretted.
., For as you
were formerly disobedient to God, but now have obtained mercy through
their disobedience; .1 so also they are now disobedient that they may obtain mercy through the mercy shown to you. 112 For God has shut up all
in disobedience that he may have mercy on all.
• 0 the depth of God's riches, and wisdom, and knowledge,
How unsearchable are his decisions, and untraceable his paths I N For who has
known the Lord's mind, or who has been his counsellor?
.Or who has
first given to him, and it shall be repaid to him? • For all things are of
him, and through him, and for him. To him be glory forever-amen,
CIIAPTER

XII.

I therefore beseech you, brethren, by the mercies of God, to present
your bodies a living, holy, well-pleasing sacrifice to God, which is your
reasonable service; 'and not to be fashioned after this world, but to be
changed by the renewing of your mind, that you may judge of what
God's will i~f
what is good, and well-pleasing, and perfect. • For by
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the favor bestowed upon me, I charge every one who is among you not to
be high-minded beyond what he .ought to be in mind, but to take care to
be right-minded, as God has divided to each a measure of belief. • For
as we have many members in one body, and all members have not the
same use; &so we, the many, are one body in Christ, and are each members of one another.
I Having
then gifts differing according to the favor
bestowed-whether
prophecy, let us exercise it according to the measure
of belief; T or ministry, let us serve in ministering;
or let him who
teaches, attend to teaching; 'or let him that exhorts. continue in exhortation; let liim that imparts, do so with liberality; let him that rules, rule
with diligence; let him that shows pity. do it with cheerfulness.
• Let love be unfeigned; abhor what is evil; cling to what is good
-As to brotherly love, be very affectionate to one another; in esteem, be
examples to one another.
11 Be not slow in zeal;
fervent in spirit; serving the Lord. 13 Be joyful in hope; patient in affliction: constant in
prayer.
II Be sharers
in the wants of the holy; keeping on in love for
strangers.
16 Bless those who persecute
you; bless, and curse not. J5 Rejoice with the rejoicing; weep with the weeping.
II Be of like mind. one
towards another; mind not high things, but be led along by lowly things.
Be not wise in your own eyes. IT Repay not evil for evil; take forethought for things right in the sight of all men. II On your part. be at
peace. if possible. with all men.
18 Beloved, avenge not yourselves,
but give place to the [Lord's] anger;
for it is written: punishment is mine, I will repay it, says the Lord. - But
if your enemy be hungry, feed him; if thirsty, give him drink; for in doing this you will heap coals of fire upon his head. n Be not conquered
by evil. but conquer evil by good.
CHAPTER

XIII.

Let every soul be obedient to ruling authorities; for there is no authority but from God; and those in being have been set in order by God.
'So that he who resists the authority resists the appointment of God ; and
they who resist will receive sentence against themselves.
• For rulers are
not a fear to good work, but to bad. Do you wish then not to be afraid
of the authority?
Do what is good, and you shall have praise from it.
• For [the ruler] is God's servant for good to you; but if you do bad, be
afraid. for he wears not the sword to no purpose.
For God's servant is
an avenger for anger upon him who does bad. 6 Therefore it is necessary
to be obedient, not only because of anger, but also because of conscience.
• Now for this reason also you pay tax; for they are God's ministers attending to this very duty. T Give to all their dues, tax to whom tax is due,
custom to whom custom, fear to whom feat, honor to whom honor.
• Owe no one any thing, except the love of one another; for he wbc.
loves another has fulfilled the law. • For the [Jaw is] : You shall not commit iIodultery; you shall not murder, you shall not steal: you shall not de-
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lire: and if there is any other commandment it is summed up in this saymg. namely, you shall love your neighbor as yourself.
10 Love works no
evil to a neighbor; therefore love is the fulfillment of the law.
II And this [let us do] knowing the season,
that it is already time for us
to awake from sleep i for now our salvation is nearer than when we believed.
12 The night is far spent,
the day is at hand.
Let us then layoff
the works of darkness. and put on the arms of light.
J Let us walk becomingly as in the day, not in revels and drunkenness,
not in beds and
lewdness, not in strife and envy. 14 But put on the Lord Jesus Christ, and
make no provision for the desires of the flesh.
CHAPTER XIV.

And accept him who is weak in belief, but not to decisions of thoughts.
2 One believes that he may eat all things j while he who is weak eats vegetables.
3 Let not him that eats.
despise him that eats not i and let not
him that eats not. judge him that eats; for God has accepted him. • Who
are you that judge another's servant?
To his own master he stands or
falls j and stand he shall. for the Lord is able to make him stand.
lOne
esteems one day above another; another esteems all days alike. Let each
be fully satisfied in his own mind.
d He who keeps the day,
keeps it to
the Lord; and he who eats, eats to the Lord; for he gives God thanks:
and he who eats not, to the Lord eats not, and gives God thanks.
7 For
no one of us lives to himself, and no one dies to himself; • for whether
we live, we live to the Lord, or die, we die to the Lord.
Whether therefore we live or die, we ,are the Lord's.
g Because for this purpose Christ
died and lived, that he might be lord of both dead and living.
10 l3ut why
do you judge your brother? or why despise your brother?
F or we shall
all stand before the judgment-seat of God.
II For it is writtten:
As I live.
says the Lord, every knee shall bend to me, and every tongue confess to
God.
12 So then, each of us shall give account to God respecting
himself.
II Therefore,
let us no longer judge one another.
But rather do .you
decide on this, not to place a stumbling-block
or means of falling before
a brother.
14 I know and am persuaded
in the Lord Jesus that nothing is
unclean in itself; but to him who thinks a thing unclean, it is unclean.
1.1£ now your brother is grieved by food, you no longer walk according
to love.
Destroy not him with your food for whom Christ died.
16 Let
not your good then be evil spoken of.
11 For the kingdom of God is not
food and drink, but righteousness.
and peace, and joy in the Holy Spirit.
I~ For
he who in this [way] serves Christ, is acceptable to God and approved DY men.
IS Now therefore
let us follow the ways of peace, even
the ways that build up one another,
20 For the sake of food, pull Dot
down the work of God.
All [food] is clean, but [food] is an evil to the
man who, in eating it. occasions stumbling.
It is good not to eat flesh.
aor drink wine, nor [eat or driuk] any thing by which your brother
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stumbles, or falls, or is made weak.
n You have belief:
self before God. Happy is he who condemns not himself
judges proper.
23 But if one eats while doubting,
he is
cause [his act is] not from belief; and evr:ry act which is
is a sin.

keep it to yourin that which he
condemned., benot from belief,

CHAPTER XV.

Now we, the strong, ought to bear with the weaknesses oi the weak, and
not to please ourselves.
2 Let each of us please
his neighbor in what is
good, for the purpose of building up.
J For even Christ pleased not himself, but as it is written: The reproaches of those reproaching you, fell on
me.
4 For whatever was formerly written, was written for our instruction,
that through patience and through comfort from the scriptures. we might
retain hope. 6 Now may the God of patience and comfort grant to you to
!le of this same mind in regard to one another, according to Christ Jesus,
6 that with one soul, you may, with one mouth, glorify God, even the Father
of our Lord Jesus Christ.
7 Therefore
accept one another, even as Christ
accepted you to the glory of God. 8 For I say that Christ became a minis-,
ter of the circumcision, for the sake of God's truthfulness, in order to make
good the promises to the fathers, 9 and that the Gentiles might glorify God
for his mercy. As it is written: for this reason I will confess to you among
the Gentiles, and will sing to your name.
10 And again he says,
Be glad
you Gentiles with his people.
11 And once more, All you Gentiles
praise
the Lord, yes, all you people praise him.
12 And farther,
Isaiah says,
There shall be a root of Jesse j and he shall rise up to rule the Gentiles,
yes, in him the Gentiles shall trust.
13 Now may the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace in believing,
that you may abound ill hope by power of the Holy Spirit.
14 But I am
persuaded, my brethren. even I myself, respecting you, that you also yourselves are full of goodness, being filled with all knowledge, able even to
admonish one another.
II Yet I have written
to you the more boldly in
places, as one recalling things to your memory, because of the favor bestowed upon me by God. 16 in order to my being a minister of Christ Jesus
for the Gentiles, administering the gospel of God, that the offering up of the
Gentiles might be acceptable, being purified by the Holy Spirit.
11 1 am
therefore enabled to boast in Christ in matters relating to God.
18 Yet I
shall not venture to speak of any thing which Christ has not effected through
me by power of the Spirit, 19 by word and deed, by the power of signs and
wonders, in order to the obedience of the Gentiles.
So that from Jerusalem, and around, as far as IlIyricum, I have fully preached the gospel of
Christ;
:10 thus being moved by love of honor to preach
the gospel where
Christ had not been named. that I might not build upon another's foundation.
21 But as it is written:
They to whom nothing was told respecting
me, shall see; and they who have not heard, shall understand.
21For this reason also, I have often been hindered from coming to you;
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but now having no longer a place [to preach] in these regions, and
naving had a desire for many years to come to you [I purpose doing so],
It whenever
I go into Spain. For I hope while passing through to see
you, and to be by you helped forward thither, provided I am first partly
~lled with you. UBut now 1 am going to Jerusalem, ministering to the
holy. 21 For Macedonia and Achaia thought good to make a contribution
(or the poor of the holy who are in Jerusalem, nyes, thought good, and
they are debtors to them, For if the Gentiles shared in their spiritual
things, they ought to minister to them in fleshly things.·
When now I
have finished this service, and secured to them this fruit, I shall depart
by you into Spain. 211 And 1 know that in coming to you, 1 shall come
with the fullness of Christ's blessing.' 10 But I beseech YOII, brethren, by
our Lord Jesus Christ, and by the love of the Spirit, to strive with me in
prayers to God for me, II that 1 may be delivered from the. unbelievers in
Judea, and that my service, which is for Jerusalem, may be acceptable to
the holy, IS that with joy I may come to you by God's will, and be refreshed
among you. 2IThe God of peace be with you all-amen.
II

CHAPTER XVI.

Now I commend to you, Phebe, our sister, who is deaconess of the
church in Cenchrea, I that you receive her in the Lord, as becomes the
holy, and help her in whatever business she may need you; for she her
self also has been a helper of many, and of me myself.
I Greet Prisca and Aquila, my co-laborers in Christ Jesus, 'who,
for the
sake of my life, laid down their own neck; to whom not only Igive thanks,
but also all the churches of the Gentiles; and [greet] the church in their
house. • Greet my beloved Epenetus, who is a first fruit of Asia to Christ.
'Greet Mary who labored much for you. 'GreetAudronicus
and Junias,
my kinsrnzn and my fellow-prisoners, who are of note among the apostles, and who were in Christ before me. I Greet Amplias, my beloved in
the Lord. 'Greet Urbanus, our co-laborer in Christ, and my beloved
Stachys. lOGreet Apelles, the tried in Christ, Greet those of the family
of Aristobulus,
II Greet Herodion, my kinsman.
Greet those of the family of Narcissus, who are in the Lord. It Greet Tryphena and Tryphosa,
who labor in the Lord. Greet the beloved Persis, who labored much in
the Lord.
IS Greet Rufus, the chosen in the Lord, and his mother and
mine. If Greet Asyncritus, Phlegon, Hermes, Patrobas, Hermas, and the
brethren with them. U Greet Philologus and Julia, Nereus and his sister,
and Olympas, and all the holy with them. II Greet one another with a
holy kiss. All the churches of Christ greet you.
IT Now I beseech you, brethren,
to look after those that cause divisions
and sturnblings, contrary to the teaching you have learned, and turn
away from them; II for such as they, serve not our Lord Christ, but their
own stomach, and by good talk and fair speech deceive the hearts of the
innocent.
II Yet your obedience has come abroad to :111 men.
I therefore
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rejoice over you; but I wish you to be wise as to what is good; and harmless as to what is bad. • And the God of peace shall soon crush Satan
tinder your feet. The favor of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you.
11 Timothy, my co-laborer, and Lucius, and Jason, and Sosipater, my
kinsmen, greet you. a I Tertius, who wrote this Letter, greet you in the
Lord. -Gaius, the entertainer of me, and of the whole church,greets you.
Erastus, the treasurer of the city, and Quartus, the brother, greet you.
"The favor of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you all-amen.
• Now to him who is able to establish you according to my gospel, even
the preaching respecting Jesus Christ, according to the revelation of the
mystery, - kept secret in times gone, but now manifested through tl>c
prophetic writings-made known by command of the everlasting God,
to all nations, in order to the obedience of belief-If to God the only wise40 him be glory through Jesus Christ, for ever-amen.

